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PREFACE.

Iv (lie preface to the Ef/tnokgy, which formed the first

volume of the Cambridge GeegrafhUai Serin, a promise was held

out that it might be followed by another dealing more systemati-

cally with the primary divisions of mankind. The present volume

appears in pan fulfilment of that promise. In the E/kwhgf were

discussed those mote fundamental questions which concern the

human family as a whole— its origin and evolution, its specific

unity, antiquity and primitive cultural stager, together with the

probable cradle and area of dispersion of the four vanetnl divisions

over else globe. Here theie divisions are treated more in detail,

with the primary view of establishing their independent specialisa-

tion in their several geographical zones, and at the same time

elucidating the difficult questions associated with the origins and

inter-relations of the chief subgroup*, and thus bridging over the

breaks of continuity between “Man Past and Present.''

The wo* is consequently to a large extent occupied with that

hazy period vaguely called prehistoric, when most of the now

living peoples had already been fully constituted in their primeval

homes, and had begun those later developments and migratory

movements which followed at long intervals after the first peopling

of the earth by pleistocene nun. By such movements were

brought about great charges, displacements and dislocations,

involving fresh ethnical groupings, with profound modifications

or even total cffaccnums of racial or linguistic characters, and

complete severance from the original seals of the parent stocks.

In some cases the connecting ties sic past recovery, so that the

ethnical, like the geological, record must always remain to some

extent a mutilated chapter in the history ol the world and of

humanity. But in our times many of the more serious gaps have
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bcm often most unexpectedly made good by the combine' effort*

of philologist*, physical jmh topologists, and especially archteolo-

gi*t», oho have come to the welcome aid of the paietlincdogist,

hitherto groping almost helplessly in ihi* dark field of human

origin*. Thus the questions dealing with iltc early seats, migra-

tions, and Later inter-relations of the Caucasic peoples on both

sides of the Mediterranean—Hamitie Berbers and Egyptians.

Iberian*. Piets, Ligunans and Pelasgians—may non be profitably

studied, thanks to the croniologtcai measurements of Prof Sc'gi

and Ur Collignon, the linguistic iuquirie* of the late G- von der

Ciabtleiu.apd the antiquarian researches of Schliauann, de Morgan,

Prof Flinders Petrie, and especially Mr A. J. Evans, in various

parts of thi' most interesting of all ethnical domains-

Availing myself of the result* of their labour*. 1 have here

endeavoured to show that the Berber and Basque races and

languages were originally one, that the Ligurians were not round-

headed Kelt* hut long-headed Afro European!, and that the

Pelasgians belonged to the same pie- Hellenic stock, to which

must now be credited the .Egcan cultures of pee-Mykemean and

Myfcenian times- Should the*c conclusion* be confirmed by

further investigation, modem research may claim to have recon-

structed the ethnical history of the wide-spread Mediterranean

people*, who still form the substratum, and in some places even

the bulk, of the North African, Italian, Spanish, South French,

and British populations.

By analogous processes the dense clouds of ignorance have

been somewhat dissii>ated in which hare hitherto been wrapped

the origins, early migrations, and present relations of tbc Rliitu

Negroes, of the proto-Malayan and Malaga*) members of the

Oceanic Mongol family, of the Korean* and Japanese, of the Jats

and Rajputs, of the Uigurs, Samoyads, and other less known

Finno-Tuilti groups, and, pasting to the New World, of the

Uakntan Rcd'kins, of the A/tecs, Mayas, Quechua-Aymaras,

Canbs and Arawaks.

Another no less important object ha* been live elucidation of

thore general principles—scarcely more than formulated in the

ElAnoltg?—which arc concerned with the psy chic unity, the social

institution* and religious ideas of primitive and later peoples
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From this point o! view the present may he regarded a* a con-

tinuous illustration of the fust volume, and students of such

sociological subjects as the family, clan and tribe, toteruic, matri-

archal and slramanistic mages current views on primordial

promiscuity and group marriages, catly philosophies theogeme*.

theceies of the universe, assumed revelations involving -ubliinc

concepts of a Supreme Being in savage peoples of low cranial

capacity, will here find same fresh materials not perhaps unworth)

of their consideration.

Special attention is given to the subject of coincidence! in

mythologies, folklore tales, and popular superstitions, such as the

prevalent belief in the were-wolf (tiger, leopard, jaguar i, and otlfer

strange but common mode* of thought which may now be fallowed

round the globe from Europe through Malaysia to Africa and the

New World. The references to these matters, which will he easily

found by consulting the index, msv help the student in deciding

between rise antagonistic views of Frol*. Ma\ Muller, who still

holds that all sorb coincidences “have a reason if only we can

find ay and of these anthropologists who think tliat, where

contact and outward influences are excluded by time and space,

such parallelisms arc proofs rather nt the common psychic nature

of man, everywhere acted upon by like causes during the early

struggle for existence. Certainly the fresh data here brought

togetlier seem to lend strong support to the view that all these

manifestations of the dawning reasoning faculty have their root in

primitive economic conditions. They arc associated in the first

instance with the question, not of spirit or ancestor-worship, which

comes later, but of the food supply, ns shown by M. A. Bernard

foi the taboo of the New Caledonians (pp. ijj-j). and by Mr
IV. E Roth for tlie Austral an c'.-ss-roarriage system <pp. 153-1).

It folions that, like the physcal characters of man, such mental

phenomena,and especially those reflected in earlysocialand religious

observances can no lunger be profitably studied apart from the

standpoint of evolution*.

• fmaigdly AVr#n, Oct-

See also Mr C. L Heuuxgi suggncive piper On ti, Origin ./ Kiiigit n.

in Hr Aavr. rlulinfi-hguf is. Dec 1S9S. whiih roched eic tco lui 10 1*

.wi.uluJ iln-nj the pc^iv- nf ihr week.
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A few word* will suffice on the general plan and arrangement

of the subject-matter. Two preliminary chaplets, forming a close

link between the two volumes, deal in a summary way with the

cradle, origin, and migration] of the pleistocene precursor, with

the Stone and Metal Ages (where it was important to accentuate

the vast duration of the Neolithic period), and with the evolution

of writing systems, with which is ushered in the strictly historical

epoch. Then follow the chapters which are devoted vrialim to

the primary groupt and chief sub-branches of the human family.

Each of the mam sections is introduced with a general Comptitw,

in which ate briefly summarised the more salient features con-

nected with the primeval home, past and present dipribution,

physical and mental characters, and chief sub groups of the several

main divisions. With the view of making this volume a trust-

worthy book of reference on the multifarious subjects dealt with,

1 have everywhere aimed a; accuracy in the statement of facts,

which are as far as possible drawn from the best avaihblc sources,

and supported by careful reference to recognised authorities But

in the handling of such a body of scattered materials, errors both

of omission and commission can scarcely have been avoided,

and 1 can but hope that they will be found neither numerous

nor serious.

A. H K.

ArAm-GXn,

J9- Bao»t>Miisr Gaucius. N.W.
Mini, i Spy.
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CHAPTER I.

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS.

Th? World peopled bj Migratsoa frco one Centre by Keistoccee Mon—Tae
Priux«ry GrooC* *rctv*i rach in ill racial H«l***l—8*1 all from

the Pltcoeoe Precursor—The *• Fir-r Man T^e Human Cradle-land —
QtneUn oftbe First Mm—The Traneuoa from Piixej* to Pldstooeae

Mon—Uniform Character of Rfiiloccnt Man and hii Work*—Progro*
during ihe Stone A*o Th» Primary Croup* *prral^cd in pre-Nceltiiiic

Times—DumtrCQ of the New Siene Age- The early Hiicoty of Man a

Geological Proteem—The Homan V«mti« the Outcome of their i«r«r»l

Enrelronmento—Concapoodoae* of Gci^wphfeU with R«iai aari Cdtui*]
Zaim.

lx order to « dear understanding of the many difficult ques-

tions connected with the natural history of the human family,

two cardinal points have to be steadily borne in ^ wert<i
mind—the specific unity of all existing varieties, ^Mbyui.
and the dispersal of their generalised precursors SeSunTSy
over the whole world in pleistocene times. As both Hti*o«cAc

points have elsewhere been dealt with by roe some-

what fully
1

,
it will here suffice to show their direct bearing on the

general evolution of the human species from that remote epoch to

the present day.

It must be obvious that, if man is specifically one, though x;at

necessarily sprung of a single pair, he must have had, in homdy
language, a single cradle-land, from which the peopling of the

earth was brought about by migration, not by independent

developments from different species in so many independent

geographical areas.

1 Chap*. V. and VII.
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II follon further, and this point in all important, that, since

the world was peopled by pleistocene man. ii nas peopled by

a genera!i!«l preto human form, prior to oil later racul difference*.

The existing isotips, tliai is. the four primary divisions

—

Etki«pi<

.

Mi>n£t/!it, AMental and Caut/uic,—have each hael their pleistocene

joceuor, from wh«m each lias sprung independently and diver-

gently by continuous adaptation to their several environnents-

Th, p,im ,ry If they still constitute mere varieties, and not

distinct species, the reason is because all come of

pic at like pleistocene ancestry, while the divergences have

been confined to relatively narrow limits, that is, not

wide enough to be tegarded zoologically its specific differences 1
.

No doubt Dr R. Munro is right in suggesting that "during the

larger portion of the quaternary (pleistocene) period, if not,

indeed, from its very commencement, man had already acquired

his human characters/’* But by "human characters " are here

to be understood, not those by which one race may be dis-

* sn. CK VII. On the U length of thli statement I li»»e tom claimed si

pol>tenl*t both by Stigi in) by Hhrrnr-ich, the liner remuk.ng lint "sui

diwer jrdenfalta natirgemnaen Avfliuung Lekeer* «h Krone, to eifrig er den
Moncgenl.miu vtrfchi.ibuh im Grande ran Pclygenoma.

" {JmlAnfoUfUthr

Studiifi ttU’ dU UrttwAnrr ffrait/uiv, Bri-swlck. i#97, p. 19). Ai nsll

ciistge s writer with prirgrrat news who should iay thsl meet <f the Whites
!>ara In " (nearer Britain " ire 1prang form difff/m group, erf •migtann from

the BritSfa Ida The founder. of the Britirh colonies, tlnigh diSreent

individually, wtre of one Hock, and to the pleistocene fotndtn ci the fust

human group* .or altfl drSntM individually, but of one stock, from which
all mankind ha. sprang. A» polygeoiB theory are agun somewlur rile tin

the Continent, it mir here be pointed cat that excewiie polrgesam tend. <0
dlaeiedit the wry riirfjfiiinirj Inching! which It* adwciti. pratm to sphold.

Starttug from Kveral ahaolutely Isdependmt retire* : arrives m the umr
reolrt that are reached by the evoluixii..: starting (ram one absolve ecntie.

Hence u a nee needed in any -ebeme of human origins while a little reltoriion

wiE .hn« that, without A:eng any gtoil .wienie to (hair principles rlio*

plural!.:, nay readily acoommodatu Ihrir eiirrm- view* to the suvimptien that

the primary wrieul group* have been developed in different gectfraphical

arena (rnnlogical tones) hum Ml many undifierenuated group! of the scntiiliied
pleiBoerew Hock. Had they sprang f"*» speeifittilly diflerent pliocene
arihrupoid*. u held by Srrgi and ofcen, the diHncom weuH row be not

mnoly rpecldc, bur generic, uhich nobody taiinutm
• A'Art. A’/bvp. StttUn. Brtt. At* 1^)3.
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tinguvshed from another, but rho*e mote general qualities of

body and mind, by which man himself was already distinguished

from all the other anthropoid groups

Till recently this statement must have hern regarded as mete

speculation. But it acquires a large degree qf probability, if not

absolute certainty, bythc rema ns of Pith'ianlhropui rrutw, found

in 189a hy Dr Eugene Dubois in the pliocene beds of East Java',

that is, the very region which more than one eminent naturalist

had pointed to as the probable original home of mankind.

Since their discovery these remains have been subjected to the

strictest scientific sent tiny, with the result that their

human character has been placed beyond reason- from ibe Ptto-

able doubt They have, indeed, been described
•"'• r',c ',nar-

by some anatomists as rather pre-human than actually human*;

but nobody now denies that they at least represent a form inter-

mediate between man and the higher apes, or rather between man

and the generalised Simian prototype, which is practically the

same thing. They do cot bridge over the impassible gap between

Man and Gorilla or Chimpantec ; but they form, none the less, a

true link, which brings Man much nearer than before to the

common stem from which ail have diverged*.

No one has studied the question more carefully than M. L.

Manoavrier, who concludes that Homojm'anvua walked erect, was

about live medium height, and a true precursor, possibly a direct

ancestor, of man. Virchow’s usual suggestion that

the skull was "pathological,” such as might be
plr*'

picked up anywhere, is severely handled; it b

> Elk. P. 14,.

* O. C. Mush. Am,r. J. •/ Se. Jiar. AVfi.

* They aHo ropply ci t>* eventnl elements of a haman p*ot«ype. so

t«»l Virchow* JAifrtiiin that ' Neck is* kttn einheklxber Urt>pjs fir die

Meotthen ** (At/Jr«4/A6v*/ &c. t p. *) ao longer holds good.

So iho it turn« wdf the shaft of the polyjer-^ls, u ‘jat theory

with a cradle of mtnkial vlia* eawo the raooogentaa so much Uain-

<«d£riUnj*. We rc longer need to fm«! a centre for nan, and then nail

him on hypocritical Mantlrntgs ower the globe" (Ehrtnreieh, e/. at p. 41).

The centre, and the hjpctietcal it may now t* retorted,

no k«£*r present any serial* cJihailiie*. while the abjeetkm* to the polrge-tisc

view remain wnaa^eretf and mwswerable {EtM. p . r «6 sq U

r—

2
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painted out that the cranial capacity decreases with the antiquity

of all the skulls hitherto brought to light, and that this skull has a

capacity of from 900 to 1000 c.e., that is, "stands at the level of

the smallest which have been occasionally found amongst the

reputedly lowest savage peoples.
1' 1 An accompanying diagram

shows its position intermediate between Chimpanzee and the

Man of Spy’, and Manojirier adds that it may perhaps lie

more directly connected with the Australian race. “ The differ-

entiation of the human races having probably been but slightly

Cn-Ma;>,ia

posmojc or r. txrcns.

(MiNmiid, But. Set. i'Amknf. 169$. p. 43!)

dereloped in the pliocene epoch, I may be permitted to suggest

that tiic race of Trinil [Java] was the common ancestor of many

1 Sal. Sit. d'Amknf. i8y6, p. 419.

1 Elk. p. 146.
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human races, if not of all those that have been subsequently

specialised."
1

Dr D. Hepburn also* declares that the femur is distinctly

human, and not merely ape like, that it ante-dates all other human

remains hitherto discovered, and that of living races the nearest

akin are the Australians, Andamanese, Bushmen, thereby lending

support to the view that these low races spring from a common

primeval stock, which originally inhabited the now vanished Indo-

African Continent 1
.

This pliocene inhabitant of Java may thus in a sense be taken

as the long sought for "First Man*; and as it is

not very probable that he can have had any no- cJSuXlIl!*
doubtcdly human precursors elsewhere, the Indo-

Mabystan inter-tropical lands may aho with some confidcocc

be regarded as the cradle of the human family. Ethnology thus

at last acquires x probable starting-point both for the dispersal of

early man over the globe, and for the subsequent evolution of the

human races in their respective zones of specialisation.

In support of this view comes the opportune discovery made

by Dr Xoctling in 1S94 ©f tbe works of pliocene man in

Upper Burma 4
. To the doubts raised by Mr R D. Oldham 4

a« to the occurrence of these chipped flints in the original

deposit, suggesting that they may have been washed down

from the plateau over which such implements are scattered, the

finder lias given a reply which seern* to have satisfed everybody.

He shows that the flints were really found in situ associated with

tbe remains of such extinct fauna as Rhinoceros ftrimmu and

Hipfarion antelopinum, and assigns the beds to the Lower

Pliocene, adding that be has made another find in the same beds,

a femur and a humerus worn and polished by human action*.

This tropical Indo-Malaysian could therefore already use his

hands to fashion his rude stone implements; he Cliftrtctffvef

could walk excc: and had even occupied a tolerably
,h' F"’ 1 M*v

1 EM. p. ,j,.

* m Trim! frmur coUmtfJ wM Ut Ftmart ef tu/inu and

aciKni In J- ffAncl. and Phytic !. 1896. XXXI. p. 1 iq.

* EM. p. * El*. P- «> 3- 4-

» A'ii/wb/Scima. Sept. tSg*. • ,v*!*ra/ Stitme. April. 1807.
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wide domain, comprising at lean the Sunda Islands and

IndoChina, region* at that time still connected by continuous

land acrois the shallow waters, nowhere over fifty fathoms deep,

which now flow between the Malay Peninsula, Borneo, Sumatra

and Java. Lastly, he war about the average height, say, 5 fees

6 inches, and had a cranial capacity of perhaps 1000 cc., that

is. double that of the highest apes (Gorilla. Orang, both 45° »
500), not greatly inferior to that often occurring amongst the

lowest present races (Australians, Negritoes, Bushmen, tico to

1300), and just midway between Gorilla and the highest present

race* (Europeans 1500), as shown in the subjoined diagram.

Bttrtfmn 1 I j;o c.c.

ract} -|-i 150 C.C*

SIMIAN STEM.

In an instructive paper 41 On the Intermediary Links between

Man and the Lower Animals*” read before the Edinburgh Royal
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Society (Jan 4, 1897), I>r Munro remarked that the transition

probably :00k place in a limited area, so that the ^ Tr*n*»
chances of finding the intermediary links of this Uon frem p.»o.

stage were very small. On the other hand the

probability of finding erect being* with skulls in all

grades of development, from a flight ly changed Simian type up to

that of civilised man. was enormously greater. He regarded the

erect posture as the most conspicuous line of demarcation between

man and the lower animals. From this standpoint the Java

skeleton mould come under the category of human
;
but if this

line of distinction was to be dependent in any degree on mental

phenomena. Dr Dubois was perfectly justified in regarding it as a

transitional form, because it was a tong time after the attainment

of the erect posture bdoie his religious, moral and intcDcctual

faculties became human characters. Many fossil remains of man

were intermediary links, which marked different stages in the

history of mankind, and the further hack such investigations were

carried, the more simian-like did the brain-ease become. If the

geological horizon of the Java man were correctly defined as the

borderland between the Pliocene and Quaternary [Pleistocene)

periods, one could form some idea how far back we had to travel

to reach the common stock from which men and anthropoids had

sprung. The lower races of to-day. he concluded, were also

survivals of intermediary links, which had been thrown into the

side eddies of the great stream of evolution.

This greatly strengthens the view always advocated by me that

man began to spread over the globe after he had acquired the

erect posture, but while in other physical and in mental respects

he still differed not greatly from his nearest akin. But no doubt

he already possessed the rudimentary organs, and consequently

the germs, of speech, and this 1

,
combined with his other advan-

tages. enabled him soon to acquire sufficient supremacy over all

other animals to constitute himself the one universal species.

Hence the range of nutn alone coincides with that erf the habitable

world. Whether he had occupied the whole of this domain in the

1 “He gave mat speech. and ip«:h cwnd thotgte.

Which is the ntwmrv erf ih* univ«*e.'

Pftmtthmi tfefawwrf, II. -
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pliocene age itself map well be doubled, and in the absence

of sufficient evidence must in any case be left for the present

an open question. Reasons have else* here been given 1
for

rejecting Scrgfs tertiary Hemiaiia, assumed to

MtrnOm ke already specialised in pliocene times, and the

more probable view reemi mil to be that the occu-

pation of the globe was not effected, or at least not completed,

before the early pleistocene epoch. In other words, the earth was

mainly peopled by the generalised pleistocene precursors, who

moved about, like the other migrating faunas, unconsciously,

everywhere following the lines of least resistance, advancing or

receding, and acting generally on blind impulse rather than of

any set purpose.

That such must have been the nature of the first migratory

movements will appear evident when we considct lint they were

carried on by rude hordes, ail very much alike, and differing not

greatly from other xoological groups, and further that these migra

tons took place prior to the development of all cultural appliances

beyond the ability to wield a broken branch or a sapling, or else

chip or flake primitive stone implements ’.

Herein lies the explanation of the curious phenomenon, which

is such a stumbling-block to premature systematise, that all the

works of early man, and man himself, everywhere present the

most startling resemblances, affording absolutely ao

ch.f.itrr or elements for classification, for instance, during the

hu'w^
"”l corresponding with the Chellian or tint period

of the Old Stone Age. Years ago Virclmw declared

that there was no distinguishing between the forms of paleolithic

implements found in the Eastern and Western Hemispheres, and
those who have examined the collections in Argentina, the United

States, and Europe will readily assent to that statement.

After referring to the identity of certain objects from the

Hastings kitchen-middens and a harrow near Sevcncoks, Mr
W.

J. L. Abbot proceeds :
•' The first thing tliat would strike one

' EH. p. 37-

* Thus t.utrrtiui:

—

••Arm* ai’ijoa nwnnj, ungues, deniesque foervut,

Et Upidea, ei item «ilw«a fragraiai rimi."
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in looking o'er a few trays of these implements is the remark-

able likeness which they bear to those of Dordogne. Indeed

many of the figures in the magnificent • Rciiqui* Aquisanitue
’

might almost have been produced from these specimen*." 1 And

Sir J.
Evans, extending his glance over a wider boriaon, discovers

implements in other distant lands “so identical in form and

character with British specimens that they might have been manu-

factured by the tame hands... On the banks of the Nile, many

hundreds of feet atove its present level, implements of the

European types have been discovered, while in Somaliland, in an

ancient river valley, at a great elevation above the sea, Mr Seton-

Karr has collected a large number of implements formed of flint

and qunruitc, which, judging from their form and character, might

have been dug out of the drift-deposits of the Somme ar.d the

Seine, the Thames or the ancient Solent." And on the very

tirength of these identities Sir John re-echoes my theory that man

originated in the East and migrated thence to Europe’.

Certain skulls from South Australia seem cast in almost the

same mould as the Neanderthal, the oldest knoun in Central

Europe, and the pularohthic crania hitherto discovered in the latter

rcgxxi present without exception the same uniform long-beaded

type The same tv|« persists, though not everywhere, well into

the New Slone Age, 60 that at first sight one might suppose that

but fc" or slight socialisations of the pleistocene precursors were

arywhere developed during the immensely long Old Stone Age, to

which M. Jules Pftocbc assigns n period of some 300,000 yean

since the beginning of the Chellian eiioch 1
.

Bat of course changes were always and everywhere going on,

although scarcely perceptible in the less favoured

regions, while in the later periods of the Old Stone ewtnct.

Age the ptogress in the arts was so great that in
““

scene respects it was never afterwards surpassed or even equalled.

Some of the exquisitely-wrought flints of the Sohitrian period

cannot now be reproduced, and many such objects user.bed by

1 7.W'. Antknp. Inrt 1S1/1, p. 1 31-

• /ujn,-iira.‘ AJJrv,, Bril. A*. M re ting, Toiomo, 1S93. See al» Dr

F. CirMn in CAWw, 71, p. 6;.

• lx1 Tn*p*atMr. ivau-iulra. UUe. 1(97

.
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French archeologists to the first would be assigned in England to

the second Stone Age.

With this advancement in culture, that of the physical man

must have gone on hand in hand. Hence it seems a reasonable

assumption to suppose that even before tbe close of paleolithic

times all the gicat divisions of mankind had already

been specialised in their several geographical areas.

In any case we may safely conclude that the existing

primary varieties had been everywhere fully consti-

tuted in that intermediate period between the Old

and New Stone Ages, which archeologists have found it so

difficult accurately to determine, and in which some have even

imagined a compete bceak or “ hiatus ", separating the two periods

by an undefined interval of time.

No such interval is conceivable everywhere, else wc should

have to suppcoe, not only that the natural history of the human
species began again with the dawn of neolithic times, but also that

this fresh start from nothing was made not by one generalised but

by many highly specialised forms, not (on the creative assumption)

by one pair planted in one region, hut by several pairs or groups

dotted in convenient localities over the face of the globe. Even

for Europe no break of ccotinaiiy is now admitted by the best

observers, and Sir W. Turner, amongst others, assumes that
11 when Neolithic man reached Western Europe he in all likelihood

found ha Paleolithic predecessor settled there, and a greater or

less degree of fusion took place between them.
1"

Assuming therefore that the evolution of the human species

Duration ®t
was practxaDy completed in all its fulness some

is. now ston. time before the beginning of the New Stone Age,

wc may perhaps form some approximately accurate

notion of the date to which, not the pliocene and pleistocene

forerunners, but their specialised late paleolithic descendants

may be referred I have already ventured to suggest a period of

about ioo.ooo years for the duration of the Post-Pleistocene

epoch, which largely coincides with the New Stone Age'.

Those who may have felt inclined to look on this as a somewhat

Ths Primary
Divisions
specialised in

pre-NscUhic
Tt**s.

* J.n. ij, iW. P- i'9- AM. p. „.
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wild conjeclute are now invited to consider, first, the vast an-

tiquity of strictly historic times in the light cf recent research,

and especially the still receding vista of Egyptian, Babylonian, and

Minaean origins as summarily referred to in the following pages;

second, the inconceivably remote age assigned to ihe appearance

of Neolithic Man in Scotland by no less an authority than Sir

William Turner. After showing that there is undoubted evidence

of the presence of man in North Britain during the formation of

the Caoe clays, this careful observer explains that the Carsc

cliffs, now in places 45 to 50 feet above the present sea-level,

formed the bed of an estuary or arm of the sea, which in post-

glacial times extended almost, if nor quite across the land from

east to west, thus separating the region south of the Forth from

North Britain. He even suggests, after the separation of Britain

from the Continent in earlier times, aoccher land connection, a

“Neolithic land-bridge” by which the men of the New Stone Age

may have reached Scotland when the upheaved too-foot terrace

was still clothed with the great forest growths that have since

disappeared

One begins to ask, Arc even 100,000 years sufficient for such

oscillations of the surface, upheaval of marine beds. appearance of

great estuaries, renewed connection of Britain with tbe Continent

by a “Neolithic land-bridge"? In the Falkirk district Neolithic

kitchen-middens occut 00, or at the base of, the bluffs which over-

look the Cane lands, that is, the old sea-coast. In the Carsc of

Go“rie also a dug-out canoe was found at the very base of the

deposits, and immediately above the buried forest-bed of the Tay

valley'.

That the Neolithic period was also of long duration even in

Scandinavia has been made evident by Carl Wibling, who cal-

culates that the geological changes on tire south-east coast of

Sweden (Province of Bleking), since its first occupation by the men

of the New Stone Age, must have required a period of “at lease

to,ooo yean."'

1 Diuturu at thr R. laUU.'tt, Lccdee. A'«wr, Jm 6 ted t j, 1*98.

* Xarttrt. I&s#, p. ijs.

1 TUmfir Uutur,-, fir.ta iit/lfaitde, KuUliona. Ifcjl, p. 5.
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Null more .nanline are the remits of the protracted tenarches

carried on by Hen J. Nucsch at the now famous station of

Sch,vc»cr*biUJ, near SeiulThauien in Switzerland 1

. This station

was apparently in the continuous occupation of man during both

Stone Agci, and here have been collected as many os 1 4,000 objects

belonging to the first, and over 6003 referred to the second period.

Although tire early settlement was only post glacial, a point about

which there is no room for doubt, Dr 1- Laloy 1 has estimated

"the absolute duration of birth epochs together at from 14,003 to

iq,cco year?-* 'V’c may, therefore, ask, ifa comparatively tcccnt

post-glacial station in Swiuerland is about 19,000 years old, how
old may a ptc- or inter-glacial station be in Gaul ot Britain?

From all this we see how fully justified is Mr J. W. Powell's

remark that the natural history of early man be-

o-

ly comes more and more a geological, and not merely

u “plowm*
* in f,hnoltB*cl1 P'ohlero We also begin to under-

stand how it is that, after an existence of some five

score millenniums, the first specialised human varieties have di-.

verged greatly from the original types, which have thus become
almost “ideal quantities," the subjects rather of paleontological

than of strictly anthropological studies.

And here another consideration of great moment presents

itself. During these long ages some of the groups—

vJmu'c. tht' n| t*t African negroes south of the equator, most

Oceanic negroes (Melanesians and Papuans), all

*'" TO°’ Australian and American aborigines— have re-

mained in their original habitats ever since ohat

may be called the first settlement of the earth by man Others

again, the more tcstkss ot cmetprising peoples, such as the

Mongols, Manchus, Turks, Ugro-Finns, Arabs, and mosr Euro-

peans, have do doubt moved about somewhat freely
j
but these

later migrations, whether hostile or peaceable, have for the

most part been confined to regions presenting the same or like

1 An SttmnirriiiU, Am Nititrhiimfa*i faletlUUabrmdnnOtuthfr
hit, in Abuaanu MhMni Sm. HAvttiqm Jn Srtimu MMirdla, Vet XXXV.
Zorich. ifyt.

» L'AnJ.t.,ywiyv, 1S57. p- jja
’ Fmm. Feb. iftiS.
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physical anil climatic conditions. Whoever different climatic

/ones have been invaded, the intruders have failed to secure

a permanent footing; either perishing outright, or disappearing by

absorption or more or leu complete assimilation to the aboriginal

elements. Such are some "black Arabs” in Egyptian Sudan,

other Semites and Hamites in Abyssinia and West Sudan (Hitnya-

rites. Fulahs and others), Finns and Turks in Hungary and the

Balkan Peninsula (Magyars. Bulgars, Osmanli), Portuguese and

Netherlander^ in Malaysia, English in tropical or sub-trojucal

lands such as India, where Eurasian half-breeds alone arc capable

of founding faintly groups

The human satieties ate thus seen to be, like all other zoo-

logical species the outcome of their several environments They

are what climate, soil, diet, pursuits and inherited characters have

made them, so that all sudden transitions are usually followed by

disastrous results

1

. "To urge the emigration of women and

children, or of any save those of the most robust health, to the

tropics, may not be to murder in the first degree, hut it should

be classed, to put it mildly, as incitement to it.”' Acclimatiza-

tion may not be impossible, but in all extreme cases, it can be

effected only at great sacrifice of life, and by slow processes,

the most effective of which is perhaps Natural Selection. By

this means we may indeed suppose the world to have been first

peopled-

At the same time it should be remembered that the first migra-

tions were all completed in inter glacial, if not in pre-glacial ages,

when the climate of the globe was everywhere much milder than

at present Consequently the different tones oi temperature were

less marked, and the passage from one region to another more

easily effected than in later times. In a word the pleistocene

precursors had far lew difficulty in adapting themselves to their

new surroundings than modem peoples have when they emigrate,

1 The poity of Htktao iue*s «d women bicughi balk by Liml Peary

from hi* Arctic expccuico in 1K97 were muble to rrriflre cor temperate

climite M»y dioi of pmanmU, ntid the uninn were to enfeebled that

all hod to be rrstorot to their icy bone* to save tbetr lives Even fee the

Atcooquiaflft of Labrador a >5 x.icey to the crMt it a jointly to the

2 \V. Z. Ripley, Acchw*/iM\'n, New York, \^/\ j*. *4.
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for instance, from Southern Europe to Brazil and Paraguay, or

from the British Isles to Rhodesia and Nyassaland.

What is true of man must be no less true of his works ; from

which it follows that racial and cultural zones must
corr«ipoT>j. coincide, while a correspondence must alao exist

pjuc.i with between these and the rones ot temperature, except

*fu‘ztot.
C''1

’ *» far a» '!» latter may be mollified by altitude,

marine influences, or other local conditions. A
glance as paat and canting relations the world over will show

that such harmonies have at all timet prevailed No doubt the

overflow of the leading European peoples during the Last 400

years has brought about divers dislocations, blurring*, and in

places even total cffacemcms of the old landmarks.

But, putting aside these dhturbances, it will be found that in

the eastern hemisphere the inter tropical regions, hot, moist and

more favourable to vegetable titan to animal vitality, have always

been the home of savage, culturclcss papulations. Within the

same sphere are also comprised most of the extra-tropical southern

Linds, all tapering towards the antarctic waters, and consequently

too contracted to constitute areas of higher specialisation.

Similarly the sub tropical Asiatic peninsulas, the bleak Tibetan

tableland, the Pamir, and arid Mongolian steppes are found mainly

in possession of somewhat stationary communities, which present

every stage between sitter savagery and civilisation.

In the same way the higher races and cultures are confined to

the more favoured north temperate zone, SO that between the

parallels of 24" and 50* (but owing to local conditions falling in

the far East to 40' and under, and in the extreme West rising to

55'), aie situated nearly all the great centres, past and present, of

human activities—the Egyptian, Babylonian. Mykeiucan (.'Egean),

Hellenic, Etruscan, Roman, and modern European. Almost the

only exception, arc the Miiuean and Satxcan (HLrayaritic) of

Yemen (Arabia Felix) and Abyssinia, where the low latitude is

neutralised by altitude and a copious rainfall.

Thanks also to altitude, to marine influences and the con-

traction of the equatorial lands the relations are almost completely

reversed in the New World. Here all the higher developments

took place, not in the temperate but in the tropical rone, within
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which lay the scan of the Peruvian, Chimu, Chibcha and Maya-

Quiche cultures
;

the Astee sphere alone ranged northwards a

little beyond the Tropic of Cancer.

Thus in both hemispheres the iso-cultural hands follow the

isothermal line6 in ail their deflections, and the human varieties

everywhere faithfully reflect the conditions of their several en-

vironments.
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CHAPTER H.

THE METAL AGES—HISTORIC TIMES AND PEOPLES.

Progmi of Arctowkyicl $i«llc»-Seqaeace olihe Meld Ago—The Co«*r
Ag»—The Eroiic Age—The Iron Age—Hi&tatt Culture—Man and hi*

noils in Ihe Metal Ar*—

T

h* Pr«h*lorie At* in lh» W«H—Aid to

China—Halork Tim«—Evolution o\ Wifttoq Sy-.iens-Hleicgtvpis ltd
Cunwfarmi—The Alphabet—The Pe.%un and other Cuneiform icrlp'r

—

The Mat-d'Aal Marking*— Alphabclifoetn Sp» on Neolithic Mwwen
—Ooncler and Ceov<|umw« of I 111 h*I« hinorx Mignriaa*—The
R-c* <rrr*e» in die People -Tie Ci.tireuib.og Chu*Uet» of Pecpki
Elcnoui ol CloBlr-jlion.

If, as above seen, ihe study of human origins is largely

a geological problem, the investigation of the later develop-

PrttfK'-i
ments. during the Metal Ages and prehistoric

AnMroktffcni times, belongs mainly to the field of Archeology.

Hence it is that for the light which hat in recent

years been thrown upon the obscure interval between the Stone

Ages and the strictly historic epoch, that is to say, the period

when in his continuous upward development man gradually

exchanged stone for the more serviceable meals. «c are indebted

chiefly to the patient labours of such men as Wotsaae, Steenatrup.

Forchhammcr, Schlienunn, Sayce, Layard, Lepsius, Marictie,

Maspero, Monteliui, Brugsch, Petrie. Peters, Haynes, Sir ].

Evans, A. J. Evans and others, all archxologists first, and

anthropologist! only in the second instance.

From the researches of these investigators it is now clear that

copper, bconie, and iron were indeed successively introduced in

the order named, so that the current expressions,

"Copper,
**

"Bronze," and "Iroa” Ages remain

still justified But it also appears that overlap*
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pings, already beginning in late Neolithic times, were everywhere

so frequent that in many localities it is quite impcnsible to draw

an) well-marked dividing lines between the successive metal

periods.

That iron came last, a fact already known by sague tradition

to the ancients
',

is beyond doubt, arid it is no less certain that

bronze of various types intervened between copper and iron

But much obscurity still surrounds the question of copper, which

occurs in so many graves of Neolithic and Brcoie times, that this

metal has even been denied an independent position in the

sequence.

But we shall not he surprised that confusion should prevail on

tiiis point, if we reflect that the metals, unlike stone, came to

remain. Once inttoduccd they were scon found to be indu

pensable to civilised mar., so that in a sen-c the “ Metal Ages
"

•till survive, and must Iasi to the end of time. Hence tl was

natural that copper should be found in prehistoric grave® asso-

ciated, first with polished stone implements', and then with bronze

and iron, just as, since the arrival of the English in Australia,

spoons, clay pipes, penknives, pannikins, and the like, arc now

found mingled with stone object* in the graves of the aborigines.

But that these was a true Copper Age prior to that of Bronze,

though possibly of not very long duration, eacepi

of course in the New World*, has been placed J^
,c™w

beyond reasonable doubt by recent investigations.

Much attention has lately been pud to the subject by Dr

1 Thus Lucrrliut:

—

" Pcotoius fetri tw ac aerisqoc report#,

S*d prbr twris erat qn*m fori ci>gnltu« bui."

* To indieni* elite a%«*i»iion of %u*c ai>J copper a pje Aiju tines tnd

Wot* the ck*ie of the New Stone A$e, luhin ircLxolr^ixs huve introduced

the compound term “er#*ol;t>co
’ = ropptr, »dj., *ryj Xidt*. *t- oe\ of

which FrcC G. S<rgt writes cirilii dmteu ocot^Jc* ^ ««>•

litia dill’ «*» del nm, «r* carattauiau dalt' uto drill pwen ^lamentc

livoriu € dt*2 rfcmr. da.1 rito (uiicaiK* ddJ* aumnione eon srp>Hur* tn gmite

aiutcl&h. in tumtiiii in doltnco. e qoindi in forme e nodi motoo piii «var.»ii

ddT uso degli Ariu quando tfunwro in Europs. i quail aicranu aepullurr

winrt t vt*i rcuxUiimi per elnmri * {Arilg TMil, 189?. pp. 199. 100.

» £/*., p. 5^
x >
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J.
H. Gladstone, who find* th»t copper was worked by the

Egyptians in the Stnaitec Peninsula, that is. in the famous mines

of the Wadi Maghira, from the -tth to the iSth dynasty, perhaps

from 50M to 3000 b.c During that epoch tools were made of

pure copper in Egypt and Syria, and by the Arnorites in Palestine,

often on the model of their stone prototypes'.

Probably from the same source was obtained the copper

which had already come into general use in Babylonia some 6000

years ago. After a careful analysis of the metal objects from

Tdl-Loh', M. Berthclot conclude! that the employment of copper

in Chaldza, about toco years before the new era, for the manu-

facture of arms and utensils, and for other purposes, is placed

beyond doubt*.

Amongst the not over-numerous authentic documents attesting

a Copper Age in Western Eucope must now be included the nest

or <a<kt of pure copper ingots found at Tourc'h, west of the Aten

Valley, Finistcrte, dcseritod by M dc Vifliers du Te/isge, and

comprising 23 pieces, with a total weight of nearly50 lbs.* These

objects, which belong to "the transitional peiiod when copper

was used at first concurrently with polished stone, and then

disappeared as bronze came into more general use’," came

probably from Hungary, at that lime apparently the chief source

of this metal for most ports of Europe. Of over too copper

objects described by Dr Mathieue Much' nearly all were of

Hungar.ac or South German pmtnanu, five only being accredited

to Britain and eight to France-

The study of this subject has been greatly advanced by Herr

J. Hampel, who holds on solid grounds that in some regions,

especially Hungary, copper played a dominant |>ait tor many
centuries and is undoubtedly the characteristic metal of a distinct

1 Paper og " Tli# Tramitkm froo Pur* Copper to Bronze, &C*,
11

reul at

Mtctirgofche Brit. Asoc. Limped. i&tf.
5 M dc Sauce's foils. £/L. p. jor.

1 UAp Au Cuim'* CkaW/
f
in At Atom, April 3, xfy;.

4 L'AntAr*fi*icfu. |i. 516 u\. This anu<|uar/ a*xl y rrmirfa that

cxpeesMcm ip cBrw » rigoiration liicn precise Ctts&ei'appliquaat

a U rarti« d* ia prfriode do 1* fonr* polio oil *% miu*x font lour appimion.-
• L'Amkrtteie*x4< p. 5*614.
• In AV KnffrxtUm Bureau
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culture. His conclusions arc based on the study of about 503

copper objects found in Hungary and preserved in the Buila

Pesth collections. Reviewing ill the facts attesting a Copper

Age tn Central Europe, Egypt, Italy, Cyprus, Troy, Scandinavia,

North Asia, and other lands, lie concludes that a Copper Age

may have sprung op independently wherever the ore was found,

as in the Ural and Altai Mountains, Italy. Spain, Britain. Cyprus.

Sinai; such culture being generally indigenous, and giving evi-

dence of more or less characteristic local features' In fact «re

know for certain that such an independent Copper Age was

developed not only in the region of the Great Lakes of North

America, hut also amongst the Bintu peoples of Katanga and

other parts of Central Africa Copper is not an alloy like bronze,

bat a soft, easily worked metal occurring in large quantities and

in a tolerably pure state near the surface in many parts of the

world. The wonder is. not that it should have been found and

worked at a somewhat remote epoch in several different centres,

but that its use should hive been so soon superteded in so many
places by the bronze alloys.

From copper to bronze, however, the passage was slow and
progressive, the proper proportion of tin, which

was probably preceded in some places by an alloy A
*
e

’" Bi°n"

of antimony, having been apparently arrived at by

repeated experiments often carried out with no little skill by those

prehistoric metallurgist-

As suggested by Bibra in 1S69. the ores of different metals

would appear to have been at first smelted together empirically,

and the process continued until satisfactory results were obtained.

Hence the extraordinary numlier of metals, of which percentages

are found in some of the earlier specimens, such as those of the

FJblng Museum, which on analysis yielded tin, lead, silver, iron,

antimony, arsenic, sulphur, nickel, cobalt, and zinc in varying

quantities*.

1 Xrurrr Stuitia uWr Jxt Xtif/rrsrU, in Ztitnht. /. EH., ifc/i, No. j.

* O.to Helm. Cifiivit Uidrrih<ktm{t* rwpwAiVMMrr A™». in

Ztirrtlrf. EH., 189;, No. 1- Thi* luihonly >£rc«s with Hempel* vie* that

futile* research ail) ennfinn the nggesota tlflt la Tnniyhaati (lfur$iiyl

"cine KioffT-AntHsecti^cbim; vx»n;c(pngn, «t«hc ruglrich die 8n-o«-

taltur vorUeieiieie ” pa. p. uR|.
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Some bionics from lire pyramid of Medum Analyzed by Prof.

J H. Gladstone
1 yielded the high percentage of 91 of tin, from

which we must infer, not only that bronze, but bronze of the fines;

quality, was already known to the Egyptians of the 4th dynasty.

Vet M. J. de Morgan, who does not question this inference,

and thinks that copper was also known to the Egyptians about

5000 tic., holds that nowhete in Africa was there either a distinct

Copper or a Bronze Age- In America the transition was from

stone to copper only, but the passage was in Africa every where

from stone to iron’.

On the other hand it is shown by M. Maspero that all ibe

Metal, as indeed also the Stone Ages, were successively passed

through tn Babylonia, where metal implements, first of copper,

then of bronze, lastly of iron, abounded in immense vinery from

remote times'. Metal tods of fine temper were here certainly

needed for carving the extremely hard dsorue statues found in

1SS1 by M- de Sarzcc at Sirgalla (Lcgash), which cannot be much

less than 6o;o years old.

In Europe the transition from copper to bronze is supposed to

have taken pUce everywhere much about the same time. But we

shall see that the date, about aooo b.c., usually assigned to the

change, sill have to be set back fully 1000 years, at least for some

localities. Indeed the narrow views hitherto current regatding the

chronology of the Metal Ages have already received a rude shock

ftom the fruitful researches especially of Mr A J. Evans in the

Eastern Mediterranean. Warning notes are already heard in all

directions, and Chr. Biinkcnbcrg amoogst others remarks that, if

Mykcnxan culture had attained its bloom in the 15th and follow-

ing centuries, pte-Mykcntein graves and their contents must be

dated back to the very beginning of the second, and even to the

latter part of the third millennium B.c.*

1 fret. Sec- Pii. A'<h>tri. 1891. pp. 1:3 6.

a Frthnhn ,ur In Onptri ifi if., iSgfi. M. de Morgan bore

o inix.Vs the devtltparoi of a cuppa irctoKiy above rrfrrtfd to ic /arcus

outs of Central Africa, appunzly *1 * vciy rally dale.

> 7*v Ataw tfCm/wm, 3rd ed. 189% /wo*.
• Frs-tjintuit CI,Ur,T//r. fi’iVfrof It/UMitl «/ Grafniaiub aldtiU AuUkt,

Ccpenhigra, rS-yS.
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If M. de Morgan be right in assuming a direct Hamilton from

stone to iron everywhere in Africa, then the Iron ^^
Age most have been synchronous in that region

with those of the other metals in Europe and Aria. But trading

and other relations noutd appear to have been established between

North Africa—and especially Egypt—and the Mediterranean

peoples at a much earlier period than is generally supposed.

Thus may perhaps be explained the allusions to iron long before

it had come into common use amongst these peoples, and in fact

at a time when it was almost regarded as a " precious metai."

- Iron," writes Mr S. Laing, “ was no doubt known at a very early

period, but it was extremely scarce, and even as late as Homer's

time was so valuable tl»at a lump of it constituted one of the

principal prizes at the funeral games of Patrodus
1 .'

From this it would seem evident that there could have been

no Iron Age in Europe, tat only a slight knowledge of the metal,

when the Homeric rhapsodies arc commonly supposed to have

taken shape, say, about iot» nc., or at most some 150 years

before the beginning of the Olympiads (884 B.C.), that is mostly

before the beginning of authentic history for the Greek world.

But archaMlogits now distinguish nut one, but two Iron Ages, the

first of which alone must have lasted a considerable time. It pre-

vailed in a Urge portion of Italy {Umbria and Venetia); it had its

chtef, or one of its chief, centres at Halilall beyond H*n»un
the Alps, and its domain extended thence eastwards

so av to embrace the present German and Slavonic

lands of Carniola, Styria, Carinthia, Istria, Bosnia, Herzegovina,

and other parts of the Danubtan bairn.

With this period Scrgi even associates the prc-Phtenician or

old Italic script, which he has partly reconstructed from the signs

or characters occurring on the bronzes and earthenware of

Villanova, Bologna, and other parts of Umbria*. These characters

he connects on the one hand with those of the pre-Ncolithic

Maz-d’Azil cave, described by M- Ed. Ptctte*, and on the other

* Human O17/1U1, p. iM.
* Am 4 ItolUi. Ji. 11 S tq.

* VAMkraptUpt. 1896. p. 38s *!
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with Mr A. J. Evans’ prc-Phcrnician Cretan syllabary. On this

and other grounds Sergi join* the new school of arduedogist* in

their demand for an extension of the Metal Ages, remarking that

“ this senpt appears in its forms and variants to be extremely old,

and in my opinion it room* as if it ought to cause the all but

established chronology of the Tint Iron Age to be set back in

Italy and clsewhere'."\

Prom Hallstttt Prof. W. Ridgeway' believes on good grounds

that the ute of iron spread to Swiaerland, Italy, France. Spain,

Greece. Eastern Germany, and in fact to the whole of Europe,

everywhere largely replacing the broruc tools and weapons which

we know from Tacitus were then in common use.

The Hallstatt period, which is supposed to have reached its

bloom about 8co B.C., was continued in Switzerland and some

other places quite into Roman times. But during the last

centuries of its existence it was replaced in Gaul by a later Iron

Age, which from its chief centre is usually referred to a* the

La Tint period. It was to some extent of local origin, and in

great measure independently developed, though not uninfluenced

by southern, especially Massilian (Greek) forms. Eventually the

La Tfcr.c culture superseded the Hal’.uatt in all the land* of Keltic

speech, and the somewhat abrupt transition from one to the other

is perceptible in Switzerland, where U Term forma were intro-

duced by later immigrants, also no doubt of Keltic speech.

Notwithstanding their quite recent date, as compared with the

early rise of the Eastern civilisations, all these metal periods must

be regarded as strictly prehistoric for Central and Western Europe;

they ate antecedent to all trustworthy historical records, which in

the West with one or two exceptions, such as the foundation of the

Greek colony of Manila (Marseilles, 539 b c.), go no further back

than Roman time;.

That the peoples of those days were physically well developed,

Min <nd h|i
and in a gtcat part of Europe and Asia already of

work, in uit Aryan speech, there can be no reasonable doubt A
k.ui aim.

6Vull of the early Hallstatt period, from a grave near

1 Ahi I fraHti, p. 119.

' 7m .Warnin' Fhnt ,/ lie Iren Age in Enrtft, Paper nad at the Britiih

As*«. Liverpool, 16^.
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Wildenroth, Upper Bavaria, is described by Prof Virchow as long-

headed, with a cranial capaciiy of no less than 1585 c.c-, strongly

developed occiput, rery high and narrow face and nose, and in

every respect a superb specimen of the regular-featured, long-

headed North European'.

Their wonts. found in grcit abundance in the graves, especially

of the Bronze ar.d Iron periods, but a detailed account of which

belongs to the province of archeology, interest us in many ways.

The painted earthenware vases and incised metal ware of all Viofr

enable the student to follow the progress of the arts of design and

ornamentation in their upward development frem the first tenta-

tive efforts of the prehistoric artist at pleasing effects. Human and

animal figures, though rarely depicted, occasionally afford a curious

insight into the customs and fashions of the times. On a clay

vessel, found in 1896 at Lahsc in Posen, is figured a regular hunt-

ing scene, where we see men mounted on horseback, or else on

foot, armed with bow and arrow, pursuing the quarry (noMy-

antlered stags), and returning to the penthouse after the citase'.

The drawing is extremely primitive, but on that account all the

more instructive, showing in coooectiun with analogous representa-

tion- on contemporary objects, bow in prehistoric art such figures

tend to become conventionalised and purely ornamental, as in

similar dcugns on the rases and textiles from the Ancon Necro-

polis, Peru. " Most ornaments of pntnitive peoples, although to

out eye they may seem merely geometrical and freely-invented

designs, are in reality nothing more tlian degraded animal and

human figures’."

'Phis may perhaps be the reason why so many of the drawings

of the metal period appear wi inferior to those of the caved- diets

and of the present Bushmen'. They are often mere convention-

alised reductions of pietonal prototype., comparable, for instance,

to the chsractets of our alphabets which arc known to be degraded

forms of earlier pictographs.

1 £m JrMiW am Jtr Hurtn fM/MUwit, in V.rkanJl. Sm'm. Oa. /
Aalrinf. 1 81/, [ip. HJ—''

' Dr Hans S«g»r. Fi^rtuht OanuUm.,,* «»f iMiukm Crt/.r/tiun

•Ur H.xl/uatluU. C/Mm. Xov. 10. |&>J.
1

p. *£7. 4 £t!•, pp. 89 And 149*90*
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Of the so-called “ Prehistoric Age " it is obvious that no strict

it* Pn-
definition can be given. It comprises in a general

.'.•wtic As* is way that vague period prior to all written records,

dim memories of which—popular myths, folklore,

demt-gods
1

, eponymous heroes', traditions of real events'—lingered

on far into historic times, ami supplied ready to hand the copious

materials afterwards worked up by the early poets, founders of new

religions, and later legislators.

That letters tltemselvei, although not brought Into general use,

had already been invented, is evident from the mere fact that all

memory of tbeir introduction beyond the vaguest traditions had

died out before the dawn of history. Tnc works of min, while in

themselves necessarily continuous, stretched back to such an

inconceivably remote past, that even the great landmarks in the

evolution of human progress lad long been forgotten by later

genera lions.

And so it was everywhere, tn the New Wotld as in 'he Old,

amongst Eastern as amongst Western Peoples

In the Chinese records the “Age of the Five

Emperors "— five, though nine arc named—answers somewhat to

our prehistoric epoch. It had its eponymous hero, Fu Hi, reputed

founder of the empire, who invented nets and snares for fishing

and hunting, and taught his people how to rear domestic animals.

To him also is ascribed the institution of marriage, and in his time

Tong Ou is supposed to have invented the Chinese characters,

symbols, not of sounds, but of objects and ideas.

Then came other benevolent rulers, who taught the people

agriculture, established markets for the sale of urm produce,

aofl HCtiii

' Homo'S tufts* y<»oi It. xrr. 13, if lU p>*u«< « craoine.
1 Such as the Greek Anirrai, tbe Firsi Mon,*' invented a oompuatlvely

r«wnt timo. w shown by the ialnnire J in Olpn for the earlier

"men." AKtcu was of (curse a Grad, tpmsg in fnel 60m the rirer

Peswos mv! tl>- fist inhabitant of the Orchomenian plain (PauuriUs. rx. 3., j|.

For imtantr, the Goodins of the Thessalian pliin. aftcrauid* draiuoJ by

the Peeets ind re^wopltd by the InhotUuu o! the aairoundiag mountains

(rrekt. <t:ae>), whine the myth of Drcciikm and Pynha, who are tdd by the

oraele to reoeople tho woeM by throwing behind then the "beats of thtr

gnudnsother," that n, tbe ••mcocs" of mother Earth.
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discovncd the medicinal properties of plants, wrote treaties on

diseases and their remedies, studied astrology and astronomy, and

appointed "the Five Observers of the heavenly bodies."

But this epoch had been preceded by the “ Age of the Three

(six] Rulers," when people lived in caves, ate wild fruits and

uncooked food, drank the blood of animals and wore the skins of

wild beasts (our Old Stone Age) latter they grew less rude,

learned to obtain fire by friction, and built themselves habitations

of wood or foliage (our early Neolithic Age). Thus is everywhere

revealed the background of sheer savagery, which lies behind all

human culture, while the "Golden Age" of the poets fades with

the “ Hesperides" and PIato's •' Atlantis" into the region of the

fabulous.

Liulc need here be said of strictly historic times, the most

characteristic feature of which is perhaps the general

use of letters. By means of this most fruitful of

human inventions, everything worth preserving was

perpetuated, and thus all useful knowledge tended to become

accumulative. It is no longer possible to say when or where the

miracle was wrought by which the apparently multifarious sounds

of fully-developed languages were exhaustively analysed and

effectively expressed by a score or so of arbitrary signs. But

a comparative study of the various writing systems in use in

different parts of the world has revealed the process by which the

transition was gradually brought about from rude pictorial repre-

sentations of objects to purely phonetical symbols

As is clearly shown by the “winter counts ” of the North Ameri-

can aborigines, and by the prehistoric rock carvings Ew ,u0M
in Upper Egypt, the first step was apidograph, the i wnimg

actual figure, say. of a man, standing for a given
’

man, and then fot any man or human being. Then this figure,

more or less reduced or conventionalised, served to indicate not

only the term man, but the full sound man, as in the word

manifat, and in the modern rebus. At this stage it becomes

a phonogram, or phonagfypk, which, when further reduced beyond

nil recognition of it* original form, may stand for the syllabic «<r

as in nta-ny, without any further reference either to the idea

or the sound man. The phonogram has now become the symbol
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of a monosyllable, which is normally made up of two elements, a

consonant and a vowel, as in the Dcvsntfgari, and other syllabic

systems

Lastly, by dropping the second or vowel element the same

symbol, further modified or not, becomes a UtUr representing the

sound a, that is, one of the few ultimate elements of articulate

speech. A more or less complete ret of such characters, thus

worn down in form and meaning, will then be available for indi-

cating more or less completely all the phonetic elements of any-

given language. It will be a true at,'hate, the wonderful nature

of which may be inferred from the fact that only two, or possibly

three, such alphabetic systems arc known with absolute certainly

to have ever been independently evolved by human ingenuity'.

From the above exposition we see how inevitably the Pbranidan

parent of nearly all late alphabets expressed at first the conso

mns.il sounds only, so that the vowels or vouel marks arc in all

cases later developments, a, in Hebrew, Syriac, Arabic, Greek,

the Italic group, and the Runes.

In primitive systems, such as the Egyptian, Akkadian. Chinese,

Maya-Quichl and Mexican, one or more of the various trans.

monal steps may be developed and used simultaneously, with

a constant tendency to advance on the lines above indicated, by

6,fldua' substitution of the later for the earlier

nd Cimei- stages. A comparison of the Akkadian cuneiform

and Egyptian hieroglyphic systems brings out some

curious results. Thus a: an extremely remote epoch, say 6soo

years ago’, the Akkadians had already got rid of the pictorial,

and to a great extent of the ideographic, hut had barely reached

the alphabetic phase. Consequently their cuneiform groups.

* Stch isstaiuss a George Cacti’. Cheeoliee •tslrai. and the criileattempt

cl a V«i (Wot Sudanese) Negro, if genuine, lie not here ia question, is both

had the E^iah alphabet to week upon. A like remark applies to the old

frith aA Welsh Ogbitn. which are more turious than instructive, the

chiraeten, mnaly mere groaps of iinlght stroke., being cbitsis tolaiitoie.

fur Ike conrspunding letters of the Rosin ilphibrt. hence compilable 10 the

eiyptographic systenit of Wheatstone and others.

1 " We diuovetof written trccetl. no ten thin 6xo yens old. and piovnl

tin writing asd civiiMl^es were then by no means In their iniincy." <J. P.

Peters, E'pUitim u B<xljiaax, Ac-. VcA f. Philadelphia, iSa?)
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nlthc-ugh pwsesiiug phonetic value, mainly express full syllables,

scarcely ever lctl«9, and rarely complete words. Ideographs lad

given place first to phonograms and then to mere syllables,

"complex syllables in which several consonants may be dis-

tinguished, or simple syllables composed of only one consonant

and one vowel or via versa

The Egyptians, on live other hand, carried the system right

through the whole gamut from pictures to letters, but retained all

the intermediate phases, the initial tending to fall away, the final

to expand, while the bulk of the hieroglyphs represented in various

degrees the several transitional Mates. In many cases they “had

kept only one part of the syllable, namely a mute consonant

they detached, for instance, the final * from tu and /«, and

gave only the values i and / to the human kg
J

and to the

mat g The peoples of the Euphrates slopped half way, and

admitted actual letters for the vowel sounds a. i and u only'.”

In the process cA eiolution, metaphor and analogy of course

played a large part, as in the evolution of language itself. Thus

a lion ir.ighr stand both for the animal and for courage, and so an.

The tirst essays in phonetics took somewhat the form of a modem

rebus, thus : O = - sieve. E -/a - mat
;
<=- - ru = mouth,

whence - - khopi-ru ** to be. where the sounds and no: the

meaning of the several components are alone attended to*.

By analogous processes was formed a true alphabet, in which,

however, each of the phonetic elements was repre- ^ AlphjW .

seated a: first by several different characters derived

from several different words having the same initial syllable.

Here was, therefore, an rmlorrar dr rieiessti, which could be got

rid of only by a judicious process of elimination, that is, by dis-

carding all like-sounding symbols but one for ihe same sound.

When this final process of reduction was completed by the scribes,

in other words, when all the phonclic rign* were rejected except

*3, i.r., one for each of tire phonetic elements, the Phoe-

nician alphabet as we now have it was completed. Such may

• Mi-poo, ep. ci... p. 718.
> /W. p. .33.
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Th» P»r*»r

Cmlfora
Scripts.

be taken as the real origin of this system, whether the scribes in

question were Akkadians, Egyptians Mirueans or Europeans

that k. whether the Phuuiicisn alphabet had a cuneiform, a hiero-

glyphic, a South Arabian, a Cretan (Aigean), Ligurian or Iberian

origin, for all there and perhaps other peoples have been credited

with the invention. On this point there will be more to say

when we come to discuss Himyaritic, pre-Mjlcensan. and Italic

origins.

But whatever be the source of the Phccnician, that of the

Persian system current under the Achtemcnidcs

is clear enough. It is a true alphabet of 37 cha-

racters, derived by some selective process directly

from the Babylonian cuneiforms without any at-

tempt at a modification of their shape?. Hence although simple

compared with its prototype, it is clumsy enough compared with

the Pricerkian script, several of the letters requiring groups of as

many as four or even five "wedges" for their expression. None
of the other cuneiform systems also derived from the Akkadian

<the .Assyrian, Elamite, Vannic, Medic) appear to have reached

the pure alphabetic state, all being still encumbered with numerous

complex syllabic characters. The subjoined table, for which I have

to thank Mr T. G. Pinches, will help to show the genesis cf the

cuneiform combinations from the earliest known pictographs.

These pictographs themselves are already reduced to the merest

outlines of the original pictorial representations. But no earlier

forms, stowing the gradual transition from the primitive picture

writing to the degraded pictographs here given, have yel come to

light

Here it may be atked, what is to be thought of the already-

_h<
mentioned pebble-markings from the Mosd’Axil

m..-j -avi Cave of the Madclcnian (late Old Stor.e) Age ? If

they are truly phonetic, then we must suppose that

Paleolithic man not only invented an alphabetic writing system,

but did this right cif by intuition, as it were, without any previous

knowledge of letters At least no one will suggest that the

Dordogee cave-dwellers were already in possession of pxrtographic

or other crude systems, from which the Mas-d'Azit "script"

might have been slowly evolved Yet M. Piette, who groups
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EVOLITION' OF THE AKRADMV CUNRirORMS
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these pebble?, painted with peroxide of non, in the four cate-

gories of numeral*, symbols, pietcgraph*, and alphabetical cha-

racters, states, in reference to these last, that “ 13 out of *3

Phcenidan characters were equally Azilian graphic signs" (&r. cil.).

He even suggests that there may be an approach to an inscription

in one group, where, however, the mark imitating a stop implies

a script running Seiuiticfashion from right to left, whereas the

letters themselves seem to face the other way.

A possible connection has been suggested by Sergi between

the Mas-d'Azil signs and tlie markings that have

fera’SSrM oa *wn on (he megalithic monuments of

***»'*< North Africa, Brittany, and the British Isles These
onumteu.

wf a |j so fudimentary that resemblances are in-

evitable, and of themselves afford little ground for necessary

connections. Primitive man is but a child, and all children howl

and scrawl much in the same way. Nevertheless M Latourneau
1

has taken the trouble to compare five such scrawls from “ Libyan

inscriptions" now in the Bardo Museum, Tunis, with similar

or identical signs 00 Brittany and Irish dolmens. There it the

familiar circle plain and dotted O 0, the cross in its simplest

form -r , the pothook and segmented square p f I, all of which

recur in the Pbamician, Kelfiberian, Etruscan, Libyan or Tuareg

systems. Latoumeau, however, who does not call them letters

but only “signes alphaWtiforroes,' merely suggests that, if not

phonetic marks when first carved on the neolithic monuments,

they may have become so in later times. Against this it need

only be urged that in later times all these peoples were supplied

with complete alphabetic systems from the East as soon as they

required them. By that time all the peoples of the culture-ione

were well-advanced into the histone period, and had long foigoiten

the rude earrings of their neolithic forefathers.

> AW. S*. dAnUrv/. i 8»4,
p. 319.
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Armed with a nearly perfect writing system, and the correlated

cultural appliances, the higher races scon took a foremost place

in the general progress of mankind, and gradually acquired a

marked ascendancy, not only over the less cultured populations

of the globe, but in large measure over the forces of
CMrli„,

nature herself. With the development of naviga- .-.a com.

tion and improved methods of locomotion, inland

seas, barten wastes and mountain ranges ceased to

be insurmountable obstacles to their movements,

which within certain limits have never been arrested throughout

all recorded time.

Thus, during the long ages following the first peopling of the

earth by pleistocene man, fresh settlements and readjustments

have been continually in progress, although wholesale displace-

ments must be regarded as rare events. With few exceptions, the

later migrations, whether hostile or peaceful, were, for reasons

already Hated', generally of a partial character, while certain

insular tegions. such as America and Australia, remained little

affected by such movements till quite recent times. But for

the inhabitants of the Eastern hemisphere the results wire none

the less far-reaching. Continuous infiltrations could not fail ulti

mutely to bring about great modifications of early types, while tlse

ever-active principle of convergence tended to produce a general

uniformity amongst the new amalgams. Thus the great varietal

divisions, though undergoing slow chsngcs from age to age, con-

tinued, like all other aoological group!, to miintain a distinct

regional character.

I'rof. Flinders Petrie hat acutely observed that the only mean-

ing the terra “race" now can have is that of a

group of human beings, whose type has become t.th.

unified by their rate of assimilation exceeding the
P’os'*‘

rate of charge produced by foreign elements’. We are also

reminded by Gustavo Tosti that •* in the actual state of science the

word ‘race '
is a vague formula, to which nothing definite may be

found to correspond. On the one hand, the original races can

t»* •• Rl» -

fMrjn IK tht

1

* AoJrttiy Mmlirg Bciiiih Awx Ipswich, i&9«-
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only ix said to belong to paleontology, while the more limited

groups, now called races, are nothing but peoples, or societies of

peoples, brethren by civilization more than by blood. The race

thus conceived ends by identifying itself with nationality 1.* Hence

it has been asked why, on the principle of convergence, a fusion of

various races, if isolated long enough in a given area, may not

eventually lead to a new racial type, without leaving any trace of

its manifold origin 5
.

Such new racial types would be normal for the later varietal

groups, just as the old types were normal for the earlier group*,

and a general application might be given to Topinard's famous

dictum thAt ksfenpla satis sort des raslith'* that is, peoples alone

groups occupj ing definite geographical areas—have an objective

existence. Thus, the notion of race, as a zoological expression in

the sense of a pure breed or strain, falls still more into the back-

ground, and, as Virchow aptly remarks, •'this term, which always

implied something vague, has in recent. times become in the

highest degree uncertain
V*

Hence Dr Ehrcnreich treats the present populations of the

earth rather as xoolcgical groups which have been

gushing cha. developed ir. their several geographical domains,

pJJJJ2£
r

anc* arc *° b* distinguished not so much by their

bony stmeture as by their external characters, such

as hair, colour, and expression, and by their habitats and languages.

Relying on these essential factors, he proposes a general scheme

of the primary divisions, which largely agrees with that ahead)

advanced in Ethn$bgj % Pan II.

Too much weight is no doubt given to language, which is

called the “main point,*' while peoples are said to be realities

" ooly so far as they are characterised by their speech
;
peoples

stand and fall with their speech*.* But with the general

principle little fault can be found, and the cogent remarks

on the innmate connection of peoples with their physical sur-

1 7 /Svitiigy. Jan- I*#, fp. 467-8.

5 A. Vkclaodt. delta, p. p. ij*.

a Sirmtmis S Gtof/jft. |\ 307.

4 XtirfaWfong u. ErMtlbiJ; Basttatk-Puttektifl, p. r.

* Anflr^tgwU lc., p. 14.
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roundings arc well worth the attention of those anthropologists

who attach little tmixirtar.ee to anything except the osseous frame-

work. " We recognise the feet that each of these groups belongs

to a definite xonc, a geographical province in which we have

to seek the centre of their origin, or rather of thetr present

specialised forms." He also quotes Bastian’s remark that in order

to discover this centre we should noe travel beyond the typical

geographical groups lest in the search for absolute begumings we

may again be plunged into the mythologies

This fear has now been removed by Dr Dubois' discovery, and

in other respects Ehrenrcich’s essay may be accepted as a timely

corrective of the somewhat extravagant and contradictory views'

current, especially in France and Italy, on the supreme and even

exduiive importance of the craniologieal factor. We shall have to

return to the battle of the long-brads and the round-heads. It

will then be seen that too much importance need not be attached

to discussions, which threaten again to involve ethnological studies

in the chaos from which they were rescued by the establishment of

evolutionary principles towards the middle of the nineteenth

century.

It seems obvious that in dealing with the difficult question of

* Mar. Past and Present ” light should be sought in

all quarters. We cannot afford to neglect any of

the factors entering into the problem of human

origins and Utcr developments Hence in the broad groupings,

which are here adopted, and which are based an the treatment of

the Primary Divisions in the second part of the Etknolofy,

due weight is given to all available data—physical and mental

* How antagonistic ihcy orr may be jirigwl from ibt allitade of Prof.

Sergi* lcadtr of the ItaLan school, tovudi M de Lapcuge. (cinder of tbs

new French ill of whose view* regarding skill ror-dificatioc* ire

•iiiiimii.ly dismissed is ** fantastic.
M
while hit o*n belief in the prrstcetu* of

»UiU type* is reiterated :n the strongest kagunge. Lapotfc* is tafortaniuiy

Men by the Ugttrian bmebjc*ph».ii«in [ihn tbnory that the Ugtffans were

n>jm1‘l»*kdrti]...tu: all the theonu acrjjjccd by him cn the <k*tfopticni

U cranial forms treen prehubxic to pront trw* I boW without n>we ad?

:o be fantastic * (Vhfrrung dn MitldUrmKuktn Stimw*/, Leipt«. tty;,

p. 6ji.
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characters, usage, religion, speech, cultural features, history, and

geographical range.

Such, broadly •peaking, are the dements of cUisif.cnbon, and

wherever two or more groups are found agreeing in all, or at least

in the more essential, of such elements, they nisy be regarded as

branches of one stock. So far, and no further, is a strictly

zoological or genetic classilicarion possible in tbc present state of

the multifarious inhabitants of the globe.
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Hair, always Hack, rather then, and crisp erfrizzly,

not tvooliy, differing from ether human hair only in being

flat in transverse section; Colour, eery dark brown or

chocolate and blackish, nsicr quite Hack ; skull, generally

dotichoeiphatous (long, index No. ya)
;
jaws, prognathous

(projecting, index No. 60) ; cheek-bono, rather small,

moderately retreating, rarely prominent

;

noae, very broad

a! base, flat, small (platyrrkine.
No. 56) ;

eyes, large,

round, prominent, blast with yellowish cornea; Stature.

olvte the enerege, 5 ft. 10 in.; lips, tumid and everted;

anus, disproportionately long; legs, slender with small

calves; feet, broad, flat, with Aw instep and larkspur

heel.

Temperament, sensuous, indolent, improvident; fit-

ful. passionate ass' cruet, though often affectionate and

faithful; little seme ofdignity, and slight sefconsciousness,

hence easy acceptance ofyoke ofstarcry ; musical.

Speech, almost everywhere in the agglutinating state,

generally with suffixes.

Religion, anthropomorphic; spirits endowed with

human attributes, mostly evil and snore powerful than

man; ancestry-teorship, fetishism, and witchcraft ury
prevalent; human sacrifices to the dead a common

feature.

Culture, low; cannibalismformerly rife, perhaps uni-

versal, still general in seme regions ; no seienee or Utters;

arts and industries confined mainly to agriculture, pottery,

wood carving, weaving, and metallurgy; no perceptible

progress anywhere except under the infiuenee of higher

races.

West Sudanese: Wotof ; Mandingan ; Flub;

Timni; Km; Sierra Leanest ; Liberian; Tshi,Eat,and

Yorvba; /bo; Efik ; Borgu ; flfossi.

Contral Sudanese
:

Sonrhay; Hausa ; Afosgu;

Kantmbu ; Kanuri ; Boghirmi ; Yedina.

East Sudanese: A/aba; Fur; Nuba; Shittuh;

Dinia ; Bari; Abata ; Bongo; Janghej ; Mangbattu

;

Zandeh; Motnfu ; Base; Barea.
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From the anthropological standpoint Afra fall* into two

distinct sections, where the highest (Caucasic) and
the lowest (Elhioptc) divisions of mankind have

been conterminous throughout all known time. Dt *

Mutual encroachments and interpenetration* have

probably been continuous, and indeed are still going on. Yet so

marked is the deference between ibe two groups, and such ;» the

tenacity with which each clings to its proper domain, that, despite

any very distinct geographical frontiers, the ethnological parting

line may still be detected Obliterated at one or two points, and

at others set back alwayi in favour of the higher division, it may
be followed from the Atlantic coast along the course of the Senegal

river cast by north to the great bend of the Niger at Timbuktu j

then cast by south to I-akc Chad, beyond which it runs nearly due

east to Khartum, at the confluence of the White and Blue Niles.

From this point the now isolated Negro groups (Ba»d and

Barca), on the northern slope of the Abyssinian plateau, show that

the original boundary was at first continued still cast to the

Red Sea at tie about Massowa. But foe many ages the line

appears to have been deflected from Khartum along the White

Nile south to the Sobat confluence, then continuously southeast-

ward* round by the .Sobat valley to Lake Albeit Nyania, up the

Somerset Nile to the Victoria Nyania, and thence with a consider-

able southern bend round Masailand eastwards to the Indian

Ocean at the equator.

All the land north of this irregular line belongs to the Hamito-

Semitic section of the Caucasic division, all south

of it to the western (African) section of the Ethiopic

division. Throughout this region—which comprises

the whole c4 Sudan from the Atlantic to the White Nile, and all

south of Sudan except Abyssinia. Gaila, Somali and Masai lands—

the African Negro, clearly distinguished ftom the other main

group* by the above summarised physical
1 and menu! qualities.

* Graphically ruromni up in the clan'ol dociipr.lee of the N<pe»t—
Alra cow. (oil catKom leKxn'.t fenri.

Tort* ccoiim Ubroqoe Mnrna, et fuse* colortm,

Pectore lata, aceru =amrri<, eraspre-iior alro,

Crunboi evilis ip»t«i pcodlgi planti
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largely predominates everywhere and in many places exclusively.

The route by which he probably reached these interiropieul lands,

where he may be regarded as practically indigenous, has teen

indicated in Ethnology, Chi. x. and xi.

That the occupation took place in pleistocene times, if not

even earlier, is made daily more evident from the

onpu. researches of travellers in hitherto unvisited districts.

At the meeting of the Royal Society, April 30, 1896,

Sir John Evans stated that the numerous palasoliths found by Mr
Scton-Karr on his second visit 10 Somaliland, which originally

formed part of the Negro domain, were in form absolutely

identical with some from the Somme and other places; hence

there need be no hesitation in claiming them as palasoliths

despite the absence of a fossil fauna. The find;, he pointed out,

help to bridge oxer the interval between paleolithic man in

Britain and in India, and add another link to the chain of evidence

by which the or.ginal cradle cf man may eventually be identified,

tending to prove the unity of race between the inhabitants

ol Asia, Africa, and Europe in palreobthic times. Mr Seton-Karr

tells us that he obtained several thousands of such objects—spear-

heads scrapers, knives, (lakes, cores— in sites which presented the

appearance of having been tegular workshops. Nearly all the

flints were cither damaged or unfinished, while some were found

amid a mass of flakes and chips, "as though the people had

dropped their work, and. carrying with them all their perfect

weapons and belongings, had fled, never to return
1 .’'

Similar evidence has been collected from Upper Guinea,

p.r..mnw
Angola, and the extreme south, showing not only the

cf «>• N«rro eariy arrival but alto the general dispersal of the
~
19' Negro over his present domain during the fits?

Stone Age. Yet since that remote epoch the specialised Negro

type, as depicted on the Egyptian monuments some thousands of

years ago, has everywhere been maintained with striking uni-

formity. " Within this wide domain of the black Negro there is

a remarkably general similarity of type.. ..If you took a Negro

from the Gold Coast of West Africa and passed him offamongst a

• Sm< imftaamt: m P>p«r ><*J »t Mnllag of Bril. Awoe.
liwritfe. 1S94-
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numba of Kyasa native, and if he were not remarkably distin-

guished from (hem by dress or trihil marks, it would not be easy

to pick him out 1 ."

Nevertheless considerable differences are perccprible to the

practised eye, and the contrasts are sufficiently

marked to justify ethnologist' in treating the su.

SuJanae and the Bantus as two distinct sub- ^“
1

‘,a

divisions of the family. In both groups the

relatively full blood natives are everywhere very much alike,

and the contrasts arc presented chiefly amongst the mixed or

Negroid populations. In Sudan the disturbing elements are

both Hamitic (Berbers and Tuaregs) and Semitic (Arabs); while in

Bantulanil .ll>cy are mainly Hamitic (Gallas) in all the central and

southern districts and Aral* oa the eastern seaboard from the

equator to Solala beyond the Zambesi. To the varying propor-

tions of these several ingredients tr.ay perhaps be traced the often

very marked differences observable on the one hand between such

Sudanese peoples as the Wolcfs, Mandinganx, Hausas, Nubians,

Zandehs, and Mangbattus, and on the other Ielween ill these and

the Snahili, Waganda, Zulu-Xows Bcchuanas, Ovaherero* and

tonic other Negroid Bantus.

But the distinction is bisea on sedai. linguistic, and cultural,

as well ns on physical grounds, so that, as at present constituted, the

Sudanese and Bantus really constitute two tolerably well defined

branches of the Negro family. Thanks to Muham-

madan influences, the former have attained a much *“ d

higher level of culture. They cultivate not only the

alimentary but also the economic plants, such as cotton and

indigo; they build stone dwellings, walled towns, substantial

mosques and minarets ; they have founded powerful suites, such

as those of the Haute and Sonrhays, of Ghanah and Bornu, with

written records going back a thousand years, although these

historical peoples are all without exception half-breeds often with

more Semitic and Hamitic than Ethiopic blood in their veins.

No such cnltutcd peoples are anywhere to be found in Bantu-

land except on the east coast, where the “ Moors " founded great

1 Sir H- Ii- Johnston, SritiiA Cmtra! A/rut, 1^,7. p. joj.
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cities and flourishing marts centuries before the appearance of the

Portuguese in the eastern Seas. To the Miiueans or Sabxans,

kinsmen of the Moors, must also be credited die Zimbabwe monu-

ments and other ruins explored by Theodore Bent in the mining

districts south of the Zambesi. But in all the Negro lands free

from foreign influences no true culture has ever been developed,

and here cannibalism, witchcraft, and sanguinary "customs" are

either still rife, or have been but recently suppressed by the direct

action of European administrations.

Numberless authorities hare described the Negro as un-

progressive, or, if left to himself incapable of progress in his

present physical environment. Sir H. H. Johnston, who knows

him well, goes much further, and speaks of him as a fine animal,

•ho, “in his wild state, exhibits a stunted mind and a dull

content with his surroundings, which induces mental stagnation,

cessation of all upward progress, and even retrogression towards

the brute. In some respects I think the tendency of the Negro

for several ccnruries past has been an actual retrograde one. As

we come to read the unwritten history of Africa by researches into

languages, manners, customs, traditions, wc scent to see a back-

ward rather than a forward movement going on for some thousand

years past—a return towards the savage and even the brute. I

can believe it possible that, had Africa been more isolated from

contact with the rest nf the world, and cut off from the immigra-

tion of the Arab and the European, the purely Negroid races, left

to themselves, so far from advancing towards a higher type of

humanity, might have actually (evened by degrees to a type

no longer human 1 ". I do not say that this is so, but I give it as

the matured opinion of ar. administrator, who has had a wider

experience of the natives of Africa than almost any man living.

There a one point in which the Bantus somewhat unaccount-

ably compare favourably with the Sudanese. In all other regions

the spread of culture has tended to bring about linguistic unity, as

we see in the Hellenic world, where all the old

idioms were gradually absorbed in the "common
dialect" of the Byzantine empire, again in the

Roman empire, where Latin became the universal

» Britilk Cm/m,' Afrita, p. «J>.

SudftneM
to!
Llnguiatoc
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speech of the West, anil lastly in the Munammauan countries

where roost of the local tongues have nearly everywhere, except

in Sudan, disappeared before the Arabic, Persian, and Turkish

languages.

But in Ncgroland the case is reversed. ar>d liere tbc Jess

cultured Bantu populations all, without any known exception,

speak dialects of a single mother-tongue, while the greatest

linguistic confusion prevails antongBt the semi-civilized as well as

tbc savage peoples of Sudan*.

Although the Bantu language may, as some suppose, have

originated in the north and spread southwards to the Congo,

Zambesi, and Limpopo lasins, it cannot now be even remotely

affiliated to any one of the numerous distinct forms of speech

current in the Sudanese domain. Hence to allow time for its

diffusion over half the continent, the initial movement must be

assigned to an extremely remote epoch, and a corresponding

period of great duration roiis; be postulated for the profound

linguistic disintegration that is everywhere witnessed in the region

between the Atlantic and Abyssinia. Here agglutination, both

with prefixed and posttixed rxirticles. is the prevailing morphological

order; as in the Mandingan, Fulah, Nubian. Dmkan, and Mang>

battu groups. But even shade of transition is also presented

between true agglutination and inflection of the Hamito-Semitic

types, as in Hama, Kanuri, Kanem, Dasa oe Southern and Teda

or Nonhem Tibu'.

Elsewhere, ar,d especially in Upper Guinea, the originally

agglutinating tongues have develo|>ed on lines analogous to those

followed by Tibetan, Burmese. Chinese, and Otomi in oeher conti-

nents, with corresponding results. Thus the Tshi, Ewe. and

Yoruba, surviving members ctf a now extinct stock language,

formerly diffused over the whole region between Cape Palmas and

the Niger Della, have become so burdened with monosyllabic

1
p. 7 J 3

-3*

9 E**u a tcmliwcy to pohtynlhm oroirt, at in V«u arrl t Yomta. ufem

tbc txa&ll-pox god Sia/*:»AJ i* tnuU up o! the threo c’dinr/j jkan, to

p&aster. kfa to kill, and ettia & parser -or* who kill* o person Vy pUitirkf

hi??. ^with p*nlflU-\ Cf. »I«0 okcnSiScfun with Lttin *n&vtpnli~OtttAtw*

iw*atysftbi«c*ii; and ji/js « u-Io-ti P«c- v. 135.
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homophones (like-sounding monos)Habits), that to indicate their

different meaning* several distinguishing tones have been evolved,

exactly as in the Indo-Chinese group. In Ewe (Slave Coast
J

the

root do, according as it is toned may mean to put, 1c; go, tell,

kick, be sad, Join, change, grow big, sleep, prick, or gri: d. So

great are the ravages of phonetic decay, that new expedients have

been developed to express quite simple ideas, as ir. Tahi (Gold

Coast) addonmu, room (addon house, mu interior); atetunthirifo,

a guide (oinon road, e/un to show, /o petson); tnifthtiia/nk,

finger (msah hand, tsia small, attoh child - hand's little child)

;

bat middle-finger = “ hand's-littlc-chief" (rtoahisia/iin, where ekin

chief takes the place of o9h/A child).

Common both to Sudanese and Bantus, especially about the

western borderlands (Upper Guinea. Cameruns,

Jniiujc™ He.
j
it the "drum-language," which affords a striking

illustration of the Negro’s musical faculty. “Two
oi three drums are usually used together, each producing a

different note, and they are played either with the lingers or

with two sticks. The lookers-on generally beat time by clapping

the hands To a European, whose car and mind are untrained

for this special faculty, the rhythm of a dtum expresses nothing

beyond a repetition of the same note at different intervals of

time ; but to a native it expresses much more. To him the drum

can and does speak, the sounds produced from it forming words,

and the whole measure or rhythm a sentence In this way, when

company drums arc being played at an ttsddu [palaver], they arc

made to express and convey to the bystanders a variety of

meanings. In one measure they abuse the men of another

company, stigmatising them as fools and cowards; then the

rhythm changes, and the gallant deeds of their own compiny
are extolled. All this, and much more, is conveyed by the beat-

ing of drums, and the native ear and mind, trained to select and
interpret each beat, is never at fault. The language of drums it as

well understood as that which they use in thetr daily life. Each
chief haa his own call or motto, sounded by a particular beat

of his drums- Those of Amsnkwa Tia, the Ashanti general

who fought against us in the war of 1S73-4, used to say

PtrthUh, hasten. Simitar mottoes are also expressed by means
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of horns, and an entire stranger in the locality can at once

translate the rhythm into words

Similar contrasts and analogies will receive due illustration

in the detailed account here following of the several more repre-

sentative Sudanese groups.

West Sitd»nese

IfWifr. Throughout its middle and lower course the Senegal

river, which takes its name from the Zenaga Berbers, forms the ethni-

cal “divide” between the Karaites and the Sudanese Negroes. The
Utter are here represented by the WoJoft, who with the ktrydred

Jolejt and Serin occupy an extensive territory between the Sene-

gal and the Gambia rivers. Whether the term “Wolof” means
*' Talkers,” as if they alone were gifted with the faculty of speech,

or “Blacks" in contrast to the neighbouring “ Red" Fulahs, both

interpretations ate fully justified by these Senegambuos, at once

the very blackest and amongst the most garrulous tnbes in the

whole of Africa. The colour is called “ebony,” and they arc

commonly spoken of as “ Blacks of the Black." They are also

very tall even for Negroes, and the Serers especially may cUim to

be “the Patagonians of the Old World,” men six feet six inches

high and proportionately muscular being far from rare in the

coa« districts about St Look and Dakar.

Their language, which is widespread throughout Sencgatabia.

may be taken as a typical Sudanese form of speech,

unlike any other in its peculiar agglutinative struc-
1

.

tuie, and unaffected even in its vocabulary by the

Hamitic which has been current for ages on the opposite bank of

the Senegal A remarkable feature is the so-called “article,” always

postfixed and subject to a two-fold series of modifications, first in

accordance with the initial consonant of the noun, for which there

are six possible consonantal changes (u>, g\, and then

' A. B. Ellit. The milfeat*# Pnfiu. Ac, iBSj, pp. Jt; -S. Otilycce
European, liar R. Urn. teni; resident omunfsr. the Dualas of the Csmmas
district, has yet succeeded ia MSUtlng lie drum languige; he claims to

understand nearly *U that is dromrcil ant is also able to dram himself.

e»«, May 7, 1S98. js 4n )
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according as the object it present, near, nor near, and distant,

lor o liich there arc again four possible vowel changes (/, u, o, a),

or twenty for altogether, a tremendous redundancy of useless

variants as compared with the single English form the. Thus

this Protean [article begins with i, f or tc to agree with bdy/.

father, dipne. woman, or /or, horse, and then becomes ti, Stt, bn,

Sa
;

Ji, du. Sic
; ft'/, ni Uc. to express the presence and tlte

varying distances of these objects: Sdye-bi= £athcr-the-here
;
kiyi-

bu = fatber-thethere
;
biy/ lo •> fathrr-the-yondcr

;
b&y-bi - father-

theaway in the distance.

All this it curious enough; bur the important point b that

it probably gives us the due to the enigmatic alliterative system of

the Bantu languages as explained in Ethnology, p. *73, the position

of course being reverted. Thus at m Zulu in- hose requires tn-

kulu, so in Wolof bayc requires bi, i//gene Ji, and so on. There

are other indications that the now perfected Bantu grew out of

analogous but less developed processes still prevalent in the

Sudanese tongues.

Equally undeveloped is the Wolof process of making earthen-

ware, as observed by M. F. Kegnault amongst the

wSoTpirar,. brought to Paris for the Exhibition of 1895.

He noticed how one of the women utilised a

somewhat deep bowl testing 00 the ground in such a way as to

be easily spun round by the hand, thus illustrating the transition

between hand made and turned pottery. Kneading a lump of

clay, and tluusting it into the bowl, after sprinkling tlie sides

with some black dust to prevent sticking, she made a hollow in

the mass, enlarging and pressing it against the bowl with the

bade of the fingers fcent in, the hand being all the time kept in

a vertical position At the same time the bowl »as spun round

with the left palm, this movement combined with the pressure

exerted by tlie right hand causing the Miles of the vessel to rise

and take shape. When high enough it was finished off by

thickening the clay to make a rim. This was held in the right

hand and made fast to the mouth of the vessel by the friction

caused by again turning the bowl with the left hand. This trans-

itional process appears to have been observed nowhere else 1
.

1 Bat. S*r. SAnUre?., Plrll, iSy;, p. 734 »).
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Moa of the Wolofs profess themselves Muhammadans, the

res: Catholics, while all alike are heathen a: heart;

only the former have charms with texts from the

Korin which they cannot read, and the latter

medals and scapulars of the "Seven Dolours" or of the Trinity,

which they cannot understand. Matty old rite* still flourish, the

household gods arc not forgotten, and for the lizard, most popular

of tutelar deities, the customary milk-bowl is daily replenished.

Giimpses are thus afforded of the totemic system which still

survives in a modified farm amongst the Bechuxnas, the Man-

dingans, and several other Aftican peoples, but has elsewhere

mostly died out in Negroland The infantile ideas associated

with plant and animal totem tokens have been left far behind,

when a people like the Serers have arrived at such a lofty con-

ception as Takhar, god of justice, or even the more materialistic

Tiurakh, god of wealth, although the latter may still be appealed

to for success in nefarious projects which he himself might

scarcely be expected to countenance. But the harmony between

religious and ethical thought lias scarcely yet been reached even

among it some of the higher races.

MsriJi»g.wt. In the "hole of Sudan there is scarcely a

mote numerous or wide-spread people titan the

Mandingans, who—with their endleis ramifications,

Kastatki, Jatlanki, SoKinbi, Bamtara, Vti and

many others—occupy most of the region between

the Atlantic and the Joliba (Upper Niger) basin, as far south as

about 9’ N. latitude. Within there limits it is often difficult to

say who are, or who are not members of this great family, whose

vaiioui branches ptcient all die transitional shade* of physical

type and culture grades between the true pagan Negro and the

Muhammadan Negroid Sudanese-

Even linguistic unity exists only to a limited extent, as the

numerous dialects of the Mande' stock-language have often

diverged so greatly as to constitute independent tongue; quite

unintelligible to the neighbouring tribes. The typical Macdin-

gans, however— Faidherbcs Mahnka-Sonittke group—may lie dis-

tinguithed from the surrounding populations by their more

softened features, broader forehead, larger nose, fuller beard, and
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lighter colour. They tre also distinguished by their industrious

habits and generally higher culture, being rivalled by few as

tkilled tillers of the soil, wearers, ar.d wotkers in iron and copper.

They thus hold much the same social position in the »es: that

the Hausas do in the central region beyond the Niger, and

the French authorities think that "they arc destined to rake

a position of ever increasing importance in the pacified Sudan

of the future'

V

Thus history brings about its revenges, for the Mandingarvs

proper of the Kong plateau may fairly data), despite their late

servitude to the Fulih conquerors and their present ready accept-

ance of French rule, to be a historical people with a not inglorious

record of over 1000 years, as founders of the two great empires of

Mellc and Gutne, and of the more recent states of Moasina,

Batnbara, Kaarta. Kong, and others about the water-parting be-

tween the headstreams of the Niger, and the rivers flowing south

to the Gulf of Guinea- Here is the district of Manding, which is

the original home of the AfoHt/iNjfM, U. " People of Manding,"

as they are generally called, although Manett appears to be the

form used by themselves'- Here also was the famous city of

Mali or Melle, from which the Upper Niger group take the name

of Mait'nii, in contradistinction to the Sonfrtki of the Senegal

1 Dr E. T. Ham;, let fixe-, ,V?jr<s is VAmkrtflept, iS$7. f» >5 T sq.

! "Ctiaque to« j'ai demand* avec intention » wn Mamie, ‘ Es-ta

Paul. Mcaal. Dalma?' U me rfptnda* inaitmblement, '/< mil ManU.'

Crsr po-iqixi. dans le conn de ma relulon, J'ai tcojoars design* ce peiple

par le nom if Mtuii, qai esi son vrai r«n." (Car*. Berber, Dn A'igte au

CW/e Gui<tit, 1891, Vol. it. p. s; 3.) At p. j;j ibli aothcrity gives the

fcdlowirg utallvUkiDS of the Maude li.-.jiy. named from itelr rcpaiiie

(Idol, fetish. totem)!—

i. ftsw'i. the crocodile! Amw, no* fla-wAn», which means kahr or

infidel, and ii applied orly lo I
1* tswt-Moskva Mansi* grasps.

I- ,VxII, lb* hiptopHaws.: MMati, Include the Kagoro. and die

Tapsvsa.

j. Satm. tbe elephant i Stnt’nU.

4. Sr. the snake i St meite.

Of each tber* at* M-eral aob gruB|H, while the uimending peoples call

them all collreiivri. Watxri, IVaxfiit*. StlAtrii, and especially DiuU.
Attnulun to this point will uic the reader much confusion In consult»g
Eoith. CaJlie, asd other early books of travel.
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river, the yaidnkt of Futa-Jallon, and the Ramana of Bnrabam,

these being the mote important historical and cultured groups.

According to native tradition and the annals of Ahmad Baird,

rescued from oblivion by Barth \ the firs; Man-
Mi-'-'T

dtngan state of Guinl (China, GhinataX a name

still surviving in the vague geographical term “Guinea,* goes

hack to pre-Muhammadan times. Wakayamangha, ^ (ol>4

its legendary founder, is supposed to have flourished »n<i m>ii

300 years before the Hejira, at which date twenty-

two kings had already reigned Sixty years after that time the

Moslem Arabs or Berbers are said to have already reached West

Sudan, where they had twelve mosques in China, first capital

of the empire, and their chief stronghold till the foundation of

Jmni on the Upper Niger (1043 a.d.X

Two centuries later (1*35—60) the centre of the Mandingan

rule was iransferred to Mali, which under the great king Mansa-

Musa (>311—1331) became the most powerful Sudanese state

of which there is any authentic record. For a time it included

nearly the whale of West Sudan, and a great jart of the western

Sahara, besides the Sonrhay State with its capital Gogo. and

Timbuktu. Mans*-Musa, who, in the language of the chronicler,

•‘wielded a power without measure or limits,' entered into friendly

relations with the emperor of Morocco, and made a famous

pilgrimage to Mecca, the splendours of which still linger in the

memory of the Mussulman populuions through nhoic lands the

interminable procession wound its way. He headed 60,000 men

of arm.% says Ahmad Bdbd, and wherever he passed he was pre-

ceded by 500 slaves, each bearing a gold stick weighing 500

mitlals (14 lbs.), the whole representing a money vahte of about

^4,oi>a,ooo (?). The people of Cairo and Mecca were dazrled

by his wealth and munificence; but during the journey a great

part of his followers were seised by a painful malady called in

their language tuat, and this word still lives in the Oasis of Taat,

where most of them perislied.

Even after the capture of Timbuktu by the Tuaregs (1433).

Mali long continued to be the chief state in West Xigritia, and

1 rntva.-Vd IV. p. 579 iqq.
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carried on a flourishing trade, especially in slaves and gold. But

this gold was still supposed to come from the earlier kingdom of

Guind, which word consequently still remains associated with the

precious metal in the popular belief. About the year 1 500 Mali was

captured by the Sonrhay king, Omar Askia, after which the empire

fell to pieces, and its memory now survives only in the ethnical

term Mali'nki-

Fitups. From the semi-civilised Muhammadan negroid Man-

dingans to the utterly savage full-blood negro

bw~7 a. Felups live transition is abrupt, hut instructive,

c^rm- 1
1° °!her regions the heterogeneous ethnical groups

.... »-
CIOW ({ e i| ,nto upland valleys, as in the Caucasus,

have been called the "sweeping? of the plains.” But in

West Sudan there are no great ranges lowering above the low*

lands, and even the “Kong Mountains' of school geographies

have now been wiped cut by Cap:. Binger'. HeDce the rude

aborigines of the inland plateau, retreating before the steady

advance of lilim. found no place of refuge rill they reached the

indented fjord-like Atlantic seaboard, where many still hold their

ground. Tliis is the explanation of the striking contrasts now

witnessed between the interior and so many parts of the West

Coast ;
on the one hand powerful political organizations with

numerous, more or less homogeneous, and semi-civilised negroid

populations, on the otlver an infinite tangle of ethnical and

linguistic groups, all alike weltering in the sheerest savagery, or

in grades of barbarism even worse than the wild state.

Even the hhpi, whose territory now stretches from the

7«iu Ty
Gambia to the Cachco, but formerly reached the

»m M.ntii Geba and the Bissagos Islands, do no: form a
ctmiun

single group. Originally the name of an obscure

coast-tribe, the terra Fdup or Fulup has been extended by the

Portuguese traders to all the surrounding peoples

—

Ayama/i,

Jctai, Jii&iha, Vam, /oats, Karam, Banyans, Banjar1. Fuluni,

Bayati and some others who amid much local diversity, presented

a sufficiently general outward resemblance to be regarded as a

1 -U ehainr tie* McnUgim d e Kong n‘* \usuis cue cans

i'ni.iginitlcn de t^trlques voyeurs mtl rcMtignes” |</. tit* I- p. t£j).
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single people by the first European settlers. Tire Felups proper

display the physical and mental characters of the typical NcgTo

even in an exaggerated term—Mick colour, dat nose, vide

nostrils, very thick and everted lips, red on the inner surface, stout

muscular franve, correlated with coarse animal passions, crass

ignorance, no arts industry or even tribal organiration, jo that

every little family group is iivdcpeixicnt and mostly in a state of

constant feud with its neighbours. All go naked, armed with

bow and arrow, and live in log hut? which, though strongly built,

aie indescribably filthy
1

.

Matnarchal usages still prevail, rank and property being trans-

mitted in the female line. There is some notion of a subhuman
being vaguely identified with the skv, the rain, wind or thunder-

storm- But all live an extreme terror of the mcdicinc-man, who

is openly courted, but inwardly detected. so that whenever it can

be safely done the tables arc turned, the witch doctor is scixorl

and tortured to death.

Timnr\ Kru
,

Sierra-leanest, Liber iant. Somewhat similar

conditions prevail all along the seaboard from Sierra Leone to.

and beyond. Cape Palmas disturbed or modified by the Liberian

intruders from the North American plantations, and by the

slavei rescued in the thirties and forties by the British cruiser?

and brought to Siena Leone, where their descendants now

live in settled communities under European influences These

"coloured” citirens of Sierra Leone and Liberia, who arc so

often the butt of cheap ridicule, and are themselves perhaps

too apt to scorn the kindred 44 niggers " of the bush, have to be

carefully distinguished from these true aborigines who have never

been wrenched from their natural environment

In Sierra Leone the chief aboriginal groups on the coastlands

arc the 77mni of the Rokcllc river, flanked north and south by two

branches of the Btianss, and still farther south the Gdfhnas, frVji

and Gout

;

in the interior the LMvt, Liwbat, Konou and Kmsat%

with Kurankot, \ftndis> ffubta, and ether Mandmgans and Fu&ahl

everywhere m the Hinterland.

Bertrand Ikcinde, Sur Us /«Vw/i .a /&**/#, In Fiul, S*i> dt tffcyr.

K -
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Of all these the most powerful during the British occupation

lave always been the Ttmni (Timani, Temne), who

Ec)!?!.' wld to rite English the peninsula on which now

stands Freetown, but afterwards crying off the

bargain, repeatedly tned to drive the white and eolouted intruders

into the sea They are a robust people of softened Negro type,

and more industrious farmers than most of the other natives.

Like the Wolofs they believe in the virtue both of Christian and

Moslem amulets, but have hitherto lent a deaf ear to the preachers

of both these religions. Nevertheless the Protestant missionaries

have carefully studied the Tixnni language, which possesses an oral

literature rich in legends, proverbs, and folklore 1

.

The Timni district is a chief centre of the socalled ftrre

fraternity', a sort of secret society or freemasonry

widely diffused throughout the coastlands, and

posseting lit ovn symbols* tattoo marking pass-

words. and language. It presents curious points of conuct with

the brotherhoods of the Micronesian islanders, but appears to be

even more potent for good and evil, a veritable religion? and

political state within the state- 44 When their mandates arc issued

all wars and civil strife must cease, a general truce is established,

and bloodshed stopped, offending communities being punished

by bands of armed men in masks. Strangers cannot enter the

country unless escorted by a member of the guild, who is recog-

nised by passwords, symbolic gestures, and the like. Their secret

rites arc celebrated at night in the depths of the forest, all intruders

being put to death or sold as slaves*.®

In studying the social conditions prevalent amongst the Sierra

I.conc'c proper, it should be remembered that they

Lw&w**"
4 are 5Kun8» not only from representatives of almost

* A fcfl »:o3unt of tki* liicraiutc «H1 \* Unrt ta the Rer. C F. Schlenkrx's

valuable weak. A CcUeettom cf Trmm TraditUnuFMi *»d/W». Locdot,

J&Sr. Hot »i given the curiots cap*4™ 110® the UOal mw, fra*

an old mao. a.nd nJ, him*»lf, because, as they say. the Temn* will iris*

for evtr

* There (• oho a si«erh«<i—tbe4tf*kfc—ir>d the two societies work *o Car in

liorK^oy tha? any period expelled from the one ii also excluded from theciW.
s KranrV Eagfrh «!, Xtr. ji aoj.
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every tribe lions tbe seaboard, and even in the far interior,

but also to a large extent from the freedmen and runaways of

Nova Scotia and I-ondcn, besides many maroons of Jamaica,

who were settled lierc under the auspices of (he Sierra Leone

Company towards the clow of the eighteenth and beginning of

the nineteenth century. Others abo have in recent years been

attracted to the settlements from the Tfmni and other tribes of

the neighbouring districts. The Sierra Leonese are consequently

not themselves a tribe, nor yet a people, but rather a people in

course of formation under the influence of a new environment

and of a higher culture. An immediate consequence of such a

sudden aggregation of discordant elementi was the loss ci all the

native tongacs, and the substitution of English as the common
medium of intercourse But English is the language of a people

standing on the very highest plane of culture, and could not

therefore be properly assimilated by the dignta mtmbra of tribes

at the lowest rung of the social ladder. The resultant form of

speech may be called ludicrous, so ludicrous that the Sierra

l^oncw version of the New Testament had to be withdrawn from

circulation as verging almost on the blasphemous 1

.

It has also to he considered that all the old tribal relations

wete broken up, while an attempt was made to

merge thew waifs and stray's in a single community b^mSjos.

based on social conditions to which each and all

were otter strangers. It is not therefore surprising that the

experiment has not proved a complete success, and that live

social relations in Sierra Leone leave something to lie desired

Although the freedmen and the rescued captives received free

gifts of land, their dislike for the labours of the 6eld induced

many to abandon their holdings, and take to huckstering and

other more pleasant pursuits. Hence their descendants almost

> "Di Nyoe TeVirwnt, transited into the Ncgic-Engliift Language by tbe

M oioin«» o( (he L' .iic. Fralium," lira, mil Foe. Bible Sie., Lcetdoi. 1819.

line i.a specimen quoted by EIIU free* Tit ArtMm of Sierra l.ecnc. Aig. «.

“TIkw who Jive ra cviloi houm Sore 1 0 hear tS» pitqial of the ram

overtired
;

wliil-e 1I1O.C whose htuie* teii us the -object* of rtUlr~or.. ami

anxiety, not to mention the otance* cf catching cold, Max u Is/;, tmi a mrir
tflMkyrufi."

4—1
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monopolise the petty uaftic and even (lie " profession* " in Free-

town and the other colonial settlements. Although accused ol

launess and dishonesty, they have displayed a considerable

degree of industnal as well as commercial enterprise, and the

Sierra Leone craftsmen—smiths, mechanics, carpenters, builders

—enjoy a goad reputation in all the coast towns All are

Christians of various denominations, and even show a marked

predilection for the " ministry.’' Vet below tire surface the old

paganism still slumbers, and vodoo practices, as in the West Indies

and some of the Southern States, are still heard of.

Morality also is admittedly at a low ebb, and it is curious to

note that this ha 6 in part been attributed to Use freedom enjoyed

under the British administration. " They have passed trout the

spltcrc of native law to that of British law, which is brought to

this young community like an article of ready-made clothing. Is

it a wonder that the clothes do not m ? Is it a wunder that kings

and chiefs around &erra Leone, instead of w ishing their people to

come and sec how well we do things, dread for them to come to

tliis colony on account of the danger to their morals f In passing

into this colony, they pass into a liberty which to them is

license 1.”

An experiment of » somewhat different order, but with much
the same negative results, has been tried by tbo

iJELn*. well -meaning founders of the Republic of Liberia.

Here also the buik of the “civilised aristocrats”

are descended of emancipated plantation slaves, a first consign-

ment of whom was brought over by a philanthropic American
society in t8ao-?r. The idea was to Kart them well in life

uwicr the fostering care of their white guardians, and then leave

them to work out their own redemption in their own way. AH
control was accordingly withdrawn in 1848, and since then the

settlement has constituted an absolutely independent Negro sute

in live enjoyment of complete self-government. Progress of a

certain material kind has undoubtedly been made. The original

“free churns” had increased from 8c so in 1S50 to about ro.ooo

• Right Re>. F- G. Inghtm ifllihap <1 S»n» Lest*), Sum) Immt a/U,HmMW LnrvJon. isos, p. so*
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m 1898', and the central administration, modelled on that of

the United States, IsaB hitherto shown itself strong enough to

maintain some degree of order amongst the surrounding

aborigine?, estimated at over one nullion within the limits of

the Republic.

Bat these aborigines have not benefited perceptibly by comae:

with thar “ civilised " neighbours, who themselves stand at much

the same level intellectually and morally as their repatriated fore

fathers. Since 1874 no interest has been paid on a debt ol

;£to3,o3o contracted ir. 1871
;

the budget generally shears a

deficit on the ordinary revenue', and no railways or other useful

public works have yet keen prelected. Instead of attending to

these nutters the "Weegee,” as they arc called, have constitated

themselves into two factions, the “coloured" or half-breeds, and

the full-blood negroes who, like the "Blancos'
1 and “Neros”

of some South American States, spend most of their time in a

perpetual struggle for office. All art of course intensely pitriotic.

but their patriotism takes a wrong direction, being chiefly

manifested in their insolence toward* the English and other

European traders on the coast, and in their supreme contempt

for the "stinking bush-niggers,” as they call the surrounding

aborigines.

Yet some of these aborigines are both physically and morally

scarcely inferior to the free citizens themselves

The Knu (Kioooien, Krooboys’). whose numerous xnma.
hamlet* are scattered along the coast from below

Monrovia nearly to Cape Palmas, are assuredly one of the most

interesting people in the whole of Africa. Originally from the

interior, they have developed in their new homes a most un-

African love of the sea, hence are regularly engaged as crews

by the European skippers pljing along those insalubrious coast-

lands.

• Thii irKTtsv, however, appears to be doe to 1 steady iramtgratkos froto

tie Southern Sul's bat tar which the Uberiuu proper would dir oot, or

becoae alnorbed in the lurrouding iiuirr pojoluxim.
' SMamai'l IW 1898. p.

1 PtMibh/ the English word “crew," but mere probably on esteetioo o!

Kratk, tie name ol a tribe nmr Seitn-kn, to thr whole gr-iop.
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In this service, in which they arc known by such nicknames

as “ Bottlc-of-Bccr,'
1 " Mashed-Poutoes,” " Bubble and-Squeak."

“ Pipe-of-Tobacco,” and the like, their word may always be

depended upon. But It is to be feared that this loyalty, which

with them is a strict matter of business, has earned for them

a reputation for other virtues to which they have little claim.

Despite the many years that they have been in the closest contact

with the missionaries and traders, they are Kill at heart the same

brutal savages as ever. After each voyage they return to the

native village to spend »H their gains and pilferings in drunken

orgies, and relapse generally into sheer barbarism till the next

steamer rounds the neighbouring headland. “ It is not a

comfortable reflection, writes Bishop Ingham, whose testimony

will not be suspected of bias, " as we look at this mob on our

decks, that, if the ship chance to strike on a sunken reek and

become unmanageable, they would rise to a man, and seire all

they could lay hands on, cut the very rings off our fingers if they

could get them in no other way, and generally loot the ship.

Little has been done to Christianise these interesting, hard-

working, cheerful, but ignorant and greedy people, who have so

long hung on the skirts cf civilisation'."

The case is mentioned of a gang about to land at their own
village, one member of which is ailing. So they tell the captain—

“We no want that man
,
he go die." .As however they want his

effects and cannot have them without the man himself, they agree

to take him ashore. But no sooner is the ship at a safe distance,

than they take their moribund kinsman by the head and feet,

and fling him overboard*. And so it dissipated the mirage that

has hitherto hung round the reputation of the Kruboy for half

the virtues under heaven-

But the very’ wont “sweepings of the Sudanese plateau " seem

Th , Vrrtt
to have gathered along the Upper Guinea Coast,

*wp!t.
occupied by the already mentioned Tiki, Ewe, and
Ycmka groups. They constitute three branches of

one linguistic, and probably also of one ethnical family, of which,

1 Sierra Lr>~u aftir a Hwubti Yam, p. j$o.

* Of. lit. p. HU.
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owing lo their historic and cthnicil importance, the reader may

be glad to have here subjoined a somewhat complete tabulated

scheme:

Tames or Tsm Tames or Ew* Tames or Vosus,

and Ga SrikCrt SreeCK SltCCH

G*U Cant Sim/ Caul iyr/f Star Out San
and .V.[rr /A.Vu

Ashanti Dahomi Yorubt

Safwhi Eweawo Ibadan

Denicra Agotine Kctu

Btkwai Antiieh Egba

Nkoran2a Krepe Jelw

Adansi Avcnor Remo
Assin Awuna Ode

Wassaw Agbcautui Ilotin

Ahanta Aflao Ijew.

Fanti Atatlu Ondo

Agona Rrikor Mabin

Akwapim Gcrg Benin (Bini>

Akim Attakpami Ka leanda

Akwamu Aja IVari

Kwao Ewemi I bo

Ga Appa Efik

The Ga of the Volta delta are here bracketed with the Tsht

because the late Co! Ellis, our great authority on the Guinea

peoples', considers the two languages to he distantly connected

He aho thinks there is a foundation of fact in the native traditions,

which bnng the dominant tribes—Ashinti, Fanti, Dahonii, Yoniba,

Bini—from the interior to the coast districts at no very remote

period, Thus it is recorded of the Ashanti and Fanti, now

hereditary foes, that ages ago they formed one people mho were

reduced to the utmost distress during a long war with some

1 The «rvic« icriictfl to Africin tishtcpakg) by tliih dl«iingu‘a&*'J nfTWer

C*B far the fnlfcnt recognitor, *11 the more tbit jorarwhit free and un^ckpow*

ledjeil life\m marie c/
1
se tfch RUMriaU lirocgM together 11 till cUwial

woifcs on The TjM-s/tdU*t Jtofin Tkt £x fttfia <iS$g).

*nd TAf yVid#/4*7&^f /V»/Aj ti8^).
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Ath*nt
Pulklert.

inland power, jxsrhap* the conquering Muhammadans of the

(ihana ox Mali empire. They were saved, however, some by

earing of the j/mh, others of the Jan plant, and of these words,

with the verb dr, “to eat," were made the tribal

names Sikan-di, Fandi, now Asbanfi, Fanti The

scppin&a plant, said to have been eaten by the

Fanti, is still called fan when cooked.

Other traditions refer to a time when all were of one speech,

and lived in a Car country beyond Salaglu, open, flat, with little

bosh, and plenty of cattle ar.d sheep, a tolerably accurate descrip-

tion of the inland Sudanese plateaux. But then carac a red

people, said to be the Fulahs, Muhammadans, who oppressed

the blacks and drove them to take refuge in the forests. Here

they thrived and multiplied, ami after many vicissitudes they

came down, down, until at last they reached the coast, with the

waves rolling in, the white foam hitting aixi frothing on the

beach, and thought it was all boiiing water until some one

touched it and fourd it was not hot, and so to this day they call

the sea Eh huru d/n a nut shtw
%

u Boiling water no: hot,* but hr

inland the sea is still
u Boiling water

To CoL Ellis we are indebted especially for the true explaru

cion of the much used and abused term as applied to the

native beliefs It was of course already known to be not an

African but a Portuguese word*, meaning a charm,

amulet, or even witchcraft. But EUis show's how it

came to be wrongly applied to all forms of animal

and nature worship, and how the confusion was increased by

Dc Brosaes' theory of a primordial fetishism, and by his statement

that it was impossible to conceive s lower form of religion than

fetishism, which might therefore he assumed to be the beginning

of all religion*

.

Fttikiism —
it* true

tnwardrvcM

1 7\{ T\ki~ip«\hn% Ptcflti* p. 331 sq.

* fdtif* *h*nc* %\*> ftilkiv*, a wilch, /aticfrii, lottery, 4c. ill 4c<n

fiitif*, artificial, handmade, frc®» Lai./ort*

1 A* Ca/tr da Dieux FficAa, i'/xk It a ficwtilly **pp<c*<l that the

uoed inve&icd, c* a: kast fine in:/c*i jccii. by Dc Brak*a»; but Ellis shows

that this also is 1 raxtike, is it had alieidy been usoi by Bounin ia his

Vatrtjviv* rf Gniksj, London, 1705.
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On the contrary il represents rather an advanced stage, at

Ellis discovered after four or live tears of careful observation on

the spot A fetish, he tells m, is something tangible and inani-

mate, which is believed to possess power in itself, and is wor-

shipped for itself alone- Not can such an object be picked up

anywhere at random, as is commonly a«eited, and he adds that

the belief “ it arrived at only after considerable progress hat been

made in religious ideas, when the older form of religion becomes

secondary anti owes its existence to tire confusion of the tangible

with the intangible, of the material with the immaterial : to the

belief iu the indwelling god being gradually lost sight of until the

power originally believed to belong to the god. is finally auri bated

to she tangible and inanimate object itself."

But no* comes a statement that may seem paradoxical to

most students of the evolution of religious ideas. 'Ve are assured

that fetishism thus understood is not specially or at all character-

istic of the religion of the Gold Coast natives, who are in fact

“remarkably &ce from it
11

and believe in invisible intangible

deities- Some of them may dwell in a tangible inanimate object,

popularly called a “fetish but the idea of the indwelling god is

never lost sight of, nor is the object ever worshipped for its own

sake True fetishism, the worship of such material objects and

images, prevails, on the contrary, far more "amongst the Negroes

of the West Indies, who have been christianised for more than

half-i-ccmury, than amongst those of West Africa Hence the

belief in Obeah. still prevalent in the West Indies, which formerly

was a belief in indwelling spirits which inhabited certain objects,

has now become a worship paid to tangible and inanimate objects,

which of themselves are believed to possess the power to injure

In Europe itself we find evidence amongst the Roman Catholic

populations ofthe South, that fetishism is a corruption of a formes

nil/, rather than a primordial faith. The lower classes there

have confused the intangible with the tangible, and believe that

the images of the saints can both sec, bear and feel. Thus we lind

the Italian peasants and fishermen beat and ill treat tneir images

when their requests have not been complies! with....These appear

to be instance! ot true fetishism 1 ."

I it, Tiki Ifrtiiug p*}lu. ch. XII. p 10. nrU pudoi.
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Another phase of religious belief in Upper Guinea a ancestry

worship, which lias here been developed to a degree

unknown elsewhere. As ihe deputed have to be

the *• Cm* maintained in the une social portion beyond the

grave tlvat they enjojed in this world, they must be

iupplied with slaves, wives and attendants, each according to his

tank. Hence the institution of the so-caikd " customs,” ce anni-

versary feasts of the dead, accompanied by the sacrifice of human
victims, regulated a: first by the status and afterwards by the

whim and caprice of chiefs and kings. In the capitals of the

more powerful states, Ashanti, Dahomey, Benin, the scenes wit-

nessed a: these sanguinary rites rivalled in horror those held in

honour of the Artec gods Details may here be dispensed with

on a repulsive subject, ample accounts of which ate accessible

from many sources to the general reader. In any case these

atrocities teach no lesson, except that mosa religions have waded

through blood to better things, unless arrested in mid stream by

the intervention ol higher (lowers, as happily in Upper Guinea,

where the human shambles of Kumassi, Abomeh, Iknin and most

ocher pieces have now been swept away,

On the capture erf Benin by the Knglish in 1897 a rare and

undirected prise fell into the hands of ethnologists

fiinr«M*"
ln

Here was found a large assortment of carvod

ivories, woodwork, and especially a scries of about

30c btonae and brass plates or panels with figures of natives and

Europeans, armed and in armour in full relief, all cast by the tin

ptrdut process', some barbanc, otheT*, and especially a head in

the round of a ycung negress, showing high artistic (kill. These
remarkable objects arc now mostly in the British Museum, where

they have been studied by Messrs C. H. Read and O. M. Dalton*,

ho are evidently right in assigning the better class to the six-

teenth century, and to the aid, ifnot the hand, of some Portuguese

artificers in the service of the King of Benin. They add tlvat

" casting of an interior kind continues down to the present time "

1 Tbit Is. trom a >u foriUl dwtroj-ed in tb« raving. After the oj«ration

detail, 'ere often filled in by chavi-y or eveeuted in rtpmui week.
* •• Works of Alt from Brain City," Jsxr. AnUtnf. hit., FeUuaty, 1398,
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and it may here be mentioned that armour has long been and u still

worn by the cavalry, and even their horse a, In the Muhammadan
state! of Central Sudan. "The chiefs {Kashrlidn'a) who serve as

officers under the Sultan [of Bornu] and act as his body-guard

wear jackets of chain armour and cuirasses of coats of mail*." It

is clear that metal casting in a large way has long been practised

by the semi-civilised peoples of Sudan.

Within the great bend of the Niger the veil, first slightly raised

by Banh in the middle of the nineteenth century,

has now been drawn aside by Cape. Binger, Capt.
'

Lugard and later explorers. Here the Afi/Sti, Borgu and others

have hitlierto more or less successfully resisted the Moslem

advance, and arc consequently for the mo6t part little removed

from the savage state. Even the “ Faithful “ wear the cloak of

Islim somewhat loosely, and the level of their culture may be

judged from the case of the Imam of Diulasu, who pestered Cape.

Binger for nostrums and charms against ailments, war, and mis-

fortunes. What lie wanted chiefly to know was the names of

Abraham's two wives “ Tell me these,’
1
he would say, " and try

fortune is made, for I dreamt it the other night
;
you must tell me

;

I really must have those names or I’m lost*.”

In some districts the ethnical confusion is considerable, and

when Hir.ger arrived at the Court of the Mossi King, Raikaiy, he

was addressed successively in Mossi, Hausi, Sonrhay. and Fulali,

until at last it was discovered that Mandingan was the only native

language he understood. Waghidugu, capital of the chief Mossi

state, comprises several distinct quarters occupied respectively by

Maodingam, Marengas (Sonrluys), Zang-wcr’os (Hausas), Chil-

migos (Kulahs), Mussulman and heathen Mow, the whole popu-

lation scarcely exceeding 5000. However, perfect harmony pre-

vails, live Mossi themselves being extremely tolerant despite the

1 A. Feiltwrmin, Serial llul^y MrutinJ, The Nigritians, p. i9 l, bee

rlso /firiai. French ed., VU. xrr. p. ;i8: "Let cavaliers portent excore U
enitu-c coiunic aa moycn Sgc. .. Lo dtcvaiu mil reeouvpn* dt U owme
nacj<ie.’’ In the mythical traili-.ioni o( Buginda slss tbeic is reference 10 the

tierce Wikedi warriors did in " iron unoor" (ch tv.(.

' Da Sift’ an Gaffe it Gain/,. 1. p. $jj.
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long religious wars they lave had to wage against the fanatical

Fulahs and other Muhammadan aggressors 1
.

Religions indifference is indeed a marked characteristic of this

people, and the case is mentioned of a nominal

Mussulman prince who could even read and write,

and say hb prayers, but whote two sons ‘'knew

nothing at all,* or. as we should say, were “ Agnostics." One of

them, however, it is kir to add, is claimed by both sides, the

Moslems asserting that he says his prayers in secret; the heathens

that he drinks iolo (palm-wine), winch of course no true believer

is supposed ever to do.

Ct.vrBAi. Sudanese.

In Central Sudan, that is, the region stretching from the Niger

to "idai, a tolerably clean sweep has been made

Eta*k.I»iid <hc aborigines, except along the southern fringe

j£j“ B'“’ anJ in P111* of ,hc Chad For man>' co-

rnier Isldra has here been firmly established, and

in Xegroland Isldm is synonymous with a greater or lets degree

of miscegenation. The native tribes who resisted the fiery Arab

or Tuareg or Tibu pros-lytisers were for the most part either

extirpated, or else driven to the southern uplands about the

Congo-Chad water-parting. All who accepted the Koran became

merged with the conquerors in a common negroid population,

which supplied the new material for the development of large

social communities and powerful political states.

Under these conditions the old tribal organisations woe in

great measure dissolved, and throughout its historic period of

about a millennium Central Sudan is found mainly occupied by

peoples gathered together in * small number of political systems,

each with its own language and special institutions, but all alike

accepting Isldm as the State religion. Such are or were the

1 Early In the fourteealh century they were ilrcug er.cugh to eury the war

Into lie enemy's canp and make nor* thin on wcera'sl eapedidon ogian
Taobtkls At present tbe Hod power li rtadiniog. and their territory has

already (r8>)8l been [erceUed out Ion paper} between the BrMah and Fraach
Sidinne 5 interlard.
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1

ia.j

Sonrhay Empire and the Hauia States
j
such arc the Mill inde-

pendent or ai least autonomous kingdoms of Bocnu with Kancm
and Baghtrmi, and three jointly cover the whole of Central Sudan

as above defined.

SoitrAajs\ How completely the tribe' hai merged in the

people’ may be inferred from the mere statement that, although

no longer an independent nation', the Negroid Sonrhay s font

a single ethnical group of about mo million soula,

all of one speech and one religion, and all dia-

tinguished by somewhat unifwra physical and

mental characters. This territory lies mainly about the border-

lamia between Sudan and the Sahara, stretching from Timbuktu

east to the Asben oasis and along both banks of the Niger from

Lake Debo round to the Sokoto confluence, and also at some

points reaching as far as the Hombori hills within the great bend

of the Niger-

Here they are found in the closest connection with the Ireghe-

tuten ("mixed") Tuaregs, and elsewhere with other Tuaregs,

and with Arabs- Fulahs or Kansas*, so that exclusively Sonrhay

communities are now somewhat rate. But the bulk of the race is

still concentrated in Gunna and in the district between Gogo and

Timbuktu, the two chief cities « the old Sonrhay empire

They are a distinctly Negrud people, presenting various

shades of intermixture with live surrounding Hamites
s .n^,.

and Semites, but generally of a very deep brown or Tj* and

blackish colour, with somewhat regular features and

that peculiar long, black, and ringletty hair, which is so charac-

teristic of Negro arid Caucasa: blends, as seen amongst the

1 Also Smikay, ar>d rS being inherehinge able throughout North Ainu

.

CAj: trd Rhat, Gko4*m<* and Rkacaw*
*. Ac. In the mouth of an Arab the

sc<ind is tbit of iba guttural £ » prtmwjcreil by ib« B«Un ax>:

Ne^roea *>me».hat like the N^ithumtxrfliiui k*t*% kcaze aiurliy ujoaUu rated

by r.V In Kfl S*tnitic wxdi.
1 It skuld be noticed tVnt these terms art 'hrvt^hrot used u Krxilydi*

fioed in &k. Cb. !.

* Births flccotat of W«li ft v. p. "lnhfiMted by Tawirtk slate* *ho

are :rtiitym9 speakisg Tftnxshjjhl a* wrU as Soighiy and FtMaMe" U u
ptcien: generally appliuU*. mm&xtu muianJir, to mwt of the Scnrhiy settle.

BMOtA
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JYar*a< and Brakr.a* U the Senegal, che Bcj&s, Danakils, and

many Abyssinian* of the icgion between ebe Nile and the Red

Sea. Barth, to whom tic still owe the best account of this his-

torical people, describes them as of * dull, morose temperament,

the most unfriendly and churlish of all the peoples visited by htm

in Negroland

This writer's suggestion that they may have formerly had

relation* with the Egyptians* has been revived in

ongifM** 3,1 s**gS*rat«l form by M Fdlix Dubois, whose

views have received currency in England through

uncritical notices of his Jimtonctou to Mptiritutt (Paris, 1897).

But there is no "mystery" in the matter. The

tESJS*" Sonihay arc a Sudanese people, whose exodus from

Egypt is a myth, ami whose Kissur language, as it is

called, has no: the remotest connection with any form of speech

known to have been at any time current in the Nile valley*. Such
dumping down of a whole people on the Niger bend, after travers-

ing some thousands of miles of sandy wastes or densely settled

plains, has naturally excited the ndkule of serious students, such

as Hetr Brix Forster, whose caustic exposure of the myth may be

seen in Glcbui, 71, p. 193 sq.*

The Sonrhay empire, like that of the rival Mandingans. claims

a respectable antiquity, its reputed founder Za-el-

Yemeni having flourished about 680 a.d. Za Kasi,

fifteenth in succession from the founder, was the

1 As w much his beta mule of Buth's aotbocicy in this <x*w*ctlon. It may
lie aell 10 qooie 111" tenet words :

“ Ii seul J seem is if they (die SjnrSiy) hid
remind. In more aodrat Him. mtohI ir-witolions from the Eg>|*lin.. with

utwen, I h»e no <Jonli, tbe> maintained an ielwcopTw by mcini (J the

.o.rgetic IntaUunt. of Au.il* from s rrbtlrdf indent jierioil " |l». p 4j6).
liardi, therefore. does not being the people ih.iii.dret, or their languige, from

Egypt, but Cfljy waie of then intiiimfoas. nml ifai Indiractly through the

Aujila Oiss in Cyrenaica, and it may br added rhi: ihii InUnnine with

Anjiln appears to due only from incut ijo *.D. (iv. p. >8;k-
1 H*o.uarl et thipUs. JW * it lamp* A.rf/ap. /wdA J, Tanbmtoi

1 Say. Jan it iatutt Jit AVjw. 1837./»".
’ O! M. Dubois' theory the. wrtMr i-muli that it “trig! entuedn den

Sim .1 jihanU'ereicher WUU.Ur Oder eiillnbrt del Ruhmes unier Wiisrn dorcb

nesc Thituelui Ur.ith.rn n ktirnec,' p. r$j.
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first Muhammadan ruler (1009); but about 13 i<> tile country was

reduced by the Mandingans, and remained throughout the i+tli

and a great part of the 15th century” virtually subject to the Mali

empire, although Ali KiUun, founder of the new Sonni dynasty,

had acquired a measure of independence about 1335—6. Hut live

political supremacy of the Sonrhay people dates only from about

1464, when Sooni Ali, 16th of the Sonni dynasty, known in

history as “ the great tyrant and famous niiicreant." threw o!f the

Mandingan yoke, "and changed the whole face of this part of

Africa by prostrating the kingdom of Meile
1-" Under his sac-

censor, Muhammad Askia', “perhaps tbc greatest sovereign that

ever ruled over NegrolandV’ the Sonrhay Empire aa|uired its

greatest expansion, extending from the heart of Hausaland to the

Atlantic seaboard, and from tbe Mossi country to the Tuat Oast*,

south of Morocco. Although unfavourably spoken of by Leo

Africanas, Askia is described by Ahmed Bdlxi as governing the

subject peoples " with justice and equity, causing well-being and

comfort to spring up everywhere within ihe borders of his exten-

sive dominions, and introducing such of ihe institutions of

Muhammadan civilisation as he considered might be useful to his

subjects'."

Askia also made the Mecca pilgrimage with a great show of

splendour. But after his reign 0492-—1529) the Sonrhay power

gradually declined, and was at last overthrown by Mulay Homed,

Emperor of Morocco, in 1591— 2. Ahmed Biba, the native

chronicler, was involved in the ruin of his people', and since then

» Rut* rv. p. M}-*.
1 The luMd of Leo Africami. oho (ells ui that in his time ihe “Ii»gjagg:o

'Jeno Sua$ii" was current coi in tbe (initiatesof Wtfau »nd Jmii(vi.ch. a).

This liniment, bower, like olher- mad* l>y Leo nl second hand, mUU bo

rittl'p! with o-iion. In iheie districts Somtay may have been spoken by

ibe of cii's n<i tone of the upper clia-rt, hut orcely by ihe pe^le grunTy,
who «eres4 Maixlingan -pen'll.

* Birth IV. p. 414. • fk p. 415.
1 Ciuiii! captive ima Minlch. ilrhoiijh iorei ie-:oitd 10 tit beloved

1 untilUto to eai hit days in perpettutmg the p*st glories of the Sonrhiy

rulioa ; the one Negroid nan lelirr-, whose nsmr hOUs « wcethy plice

t—id. those of loo Afrxonu, Its KhalJiin, El Tm,i, and «K> Hnmitie

•tiers.
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ihc Sonrhay nation has been broken into fragments, subject here

to Hauns, there to Fulahs, elsewhere to Tuaregs, and, since the

French occupation of Timbuktu (1894), to the hated Giaur.

HausM. In everything that constitutes the real greatness of a

nation, the Hausas may rightly claim preeminence

th«ram!nant amongst all the peoples of N'egroland. No doubt

early in the nineteenth century the historical Hausa

States, occupying the whole region between the

Niger and Hoinu, were overrun and reduced by the fanatical Fulah

bands under Othmin Dan Fodye. Hut the Hausas in a truer

sense than the Greeks, “ have captured tlveir rode conquerors

for they hare even largely assimilated them physically to their own

type, and while the Fulah political ascendancy is already tottering,

the Hausa nationality is again under British auspices asserting its

natural social, industrial and commercial predominance through-

out Central and even parts of Western Sudan.

It could not well be otherwise, seeing that the Hausas form a

compact body of some twenty million peaceful and industrious

Sudanese, living partly in numerous farmsteads amid their well-tilled

cotton, indigo, pulse, and corn fields, partly in large walled dries

and great trading centres such as Kano', Katsena, Yacoba, whose

intelligent and law-abiding inhabitants arc reckoned by many tern

Hiui>
of thousands Their melodious tongue, of which

speech «r-s the Rev. C. H. RobirAon has given us a far tco

ties. meagre account', has long been the great medium

1 Gncde opts (cum rietoeem ceplt, el utes

tm illt ngresb Latio. Hor. Efitt. it. 1, ijfi-7.

The epithet eftuii it pecutbrly aps-V»blc to it* rule F«hh abepheids.

•ho were almost baitorians COOpuid with the Milled, induttneu*, end e<eu

ccl lured Hmti pcpolitic™, and »Iim tffuc-ive rule tuului t«n relai.il

by the ir<mention of EngS**! in the N(£ei-ftcnue landa.

' “ On* of ib'ir town, Kano, ha probably the largest muker plice in the

woild, nil I. a dally allCbdaKC of frees ,-ao to 30.000 people Tail U3K
lowo pa*esset, what la central Africa is Mill tnoce *uri*isirg, some thirty

c foity schools, in which the children u* taaght to read and "rile " (Re-
',

C. H. Robin ion, Sftrimtm tf fftur.i Ziftni/urr, University Pre-S Cam
bridge,

1
p- «)•

* Thii aulborfiy -cm. unceiutln ubetbee 10 cliu lliusa with the Semitic

<e the Hamilic fauuly, oe in an loirpcirdea! group by itscli and it must be
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ot intercourse throughout Sudan Irom i~:ke Chad to and l^yond

the Niger, and h daily acquiring even greater preponderance

among*: all the settled and trading populations of thc'C tegionr

Bu: though showing a marked preference for peaceful pur-

suits* the Hausas arc s *y no means an effeminate people. Lit rgel)

enlisted in the British service, they have at all times shown fighting

qualities* of a high order under their English officers, and a veil-

earned tribute has been paid to their military prowess amongst

Others by Sir George Goldx: and Lieut. Vandclcur 1
. With the

Hausas on her side England Deal assuredly fear do rivals to her

beneficent sway over the teeming populations of the fertile plains

and plateaux of Central Sudan, which is on the whole perhaj*

the most favoured land in Africa north of the equator.

According to the national traditions, which go back to no very

remote period, the seven historical Hausa States

known as the " Hausa bokoy" ("the seven Hausas')

take their name from the eponymous heroes Aram,

Ddxra. Goixr, Kane, Kotn\ Katttna and Ztgitg, all said to be

sprung from the Dcggaras, a Berber tribe settled to the north of

M jnyo. From Biram. the original seat, the race and iM language

spread to seven other provinces—Zanfara, Kdbi, /Cafe (AV#i,

Gu\tn\ Youri, Yariba and Korvrofa, which in contempt are called

?•! united thst -ome of it* fraitr** sr» r*tr*m#ly jiaolm* Tb# <yje*tion c*a

t»c'x« t< tut 1 think further retearch wilt slow that in affinities ire

neither with the Semitic nor with the Hsmitic, at lean directly, tut that

i« jr.y a Su«!aR**r Neyrn Ur^-n^ £mi1ly modified by Tlbtt in

fluc&ccs, thi: in fact a is in cutlym£ member of X&chcigal's Teda-Pa/a

grr-op. Some light may U thrown on the subjevt by the stud**

of Dr G. A Krause, wba, however. siar.s with the carious and embirrauing

theory’ that Haasa is a coraMaatko of two Bastn dialer*.* wcHrd tn^ther by

people rpeakti* a Hamitic Ur^roj^! It way U> incidentally rae*:iai*d that

Mr RoU«.-*i has been instrumental In estiHbkirg a Hiusa Association - for

the purpj* cf prouiocing the itwdy of the Hana U**u*£c aud peopte" UN 1 1-

1 C*M*/a»fwini ca ihe Uff*r AV.V axJ ,Vi/rr, by Li Seymour Vamlekur.

sith an lnircdaciK* by Sir George Goldie. <8y&. "In cunpv" "rhe* Lt Van-

«Mesr. - their co&Soct w» eiexnplary. *hile piUagwg «ad id-treatim* rA the

rutive% w&c unknw-n A« to their fohtit* qnaliti*, U is eucu^h to say that,

liule ovet 500 suorg (ta the Ella expedition c

/

1897)1 they wnhtucd fur two

dayn 35.000 or *o.ooo of tbe etieoy; that, ncr ilavet c* tbw Fabh*. lUy

delaataA ihrit drafori rxanen,~ Ac.
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the "Bania bokoy " ["The Seven Upstarts”). All form collcc-

lively the Hausa domain in the widest sense.

Authentic history is quite recent, and even Komayo, reputed

founder of Katsena, dates only from about the 14th century.

Ibrahim Maji, who was the first Moslem ruler, is assigned to the

Utter part <A the 15th century, and wr.ee then the chief events

have been associated with the Fulah wars, ending in the absorp

non of all the Hama States in the preient unstable Fulah empire

of Sokoto, now a British protectorate. The Hausas were them-

selves never a conquering power, and their present expansion and

social supremacy seem almost entirely due to the natural intelli-

gence, industrial habits, and commercial enterprise of this tcmark-

able people.

Kanm&u ; Kanuri 1

; Bnghirmt, Moign. Round about the

shores of Lake Chad are grouped three other

MUtt.iReia- historical Muhammadan nations, the Kaoctnbu

ch« h^ln. (" Pc°P,e o* Kacem ”) on north, tlie Kanun of

Bomu on the west, and the Bagbirmi on the south

side. The last named is, 01 lias lately been, subject to the Sultan

of Waday farther cast, and the whole region has been exposed to

the ravages of fierce Arab predatory tribes (Salatnat and others)

from the north, and (since the Mndhi's revolt) of Arabo-Nubian

armed bantls &om the east In other respects these states have

hitherto maintained their political independence, although now

gravitating towards the rival European powers (England, France,

Germany), whose hinterlands have already converged round the

Chad basin.

In rhis region the ethnical relations arc considerably more

complex than :n the Hausa States. Here Islam has had greater

obstacles to contend with than on the more open matem plateaux,

and many of the pagan aborigines have been able to hold their

ground either in the archipelagos of Lake Chad
(
Ytdmas, Kurt),

or in the swampy tracts and uplands of the l/igon-Shari basin

{.Votgu, Maniartt, Makati Arc.)

1 By a popular ecytMkgy these art Ka-.Vin, “ People of Light." Bel,

&• ib«y arc Jokcwtnn Muhirrcudans, th< 2caJous Fulahs ny it

thoold be /fotfari, “ People of Fire. ».f foredoomed to Gehenna

!
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It was also the policy of the Muhammadans, whose system is

based on slavery, not to push their religious real too

far, for, if all the natives were convened, where could

they procure a constant supply of slaves, those who

accept the teachings of the Prophet being ipu Jcuta entitled to

their freedom? Hence the pagan districts were, and still arc-

regarded as convenient preserves, happy hunting grounds to be

raided from time to time, but not utterly watted; to be visited by

organised rareias just often enough to keep up the supply in the

home and foreign markets This system, controlled by the local

governments themselves, has long prevailed about

the borderlands between Islam and heathendom, as H«u-n*£n.
we know from Barth, Naehtigal, and one or two

other travellers, who have hail reluctantly to accompany the

periodical slave-hunting expeditions from Bornu and Baghitnii to

the territories of the pagan Mosgn people with their numerous

tranches [Mvgi, Mandara, Makati
,
Le--w, Ganurgu, Keritina

j

and the other aborigines (Btde, Ngifti, So, Kirritcrri, Babit) on

the northern slopes of the CongokThad water-parting. As usual

on such occasions, there is a great waste of life,

many perishing in defence of their homes or even

through sheer wantonness, besides those carried

away captives. "A Urge number of slaves had been caught this

day," writes Barth, " and in the evening a great many more a cre

brought in
;
altogether they were said to lave taken one thousand,

and there were certainly net lc6i than five hundred. To our

utmost honor, not less than i jo full-grown men were merdlessl.

slaughtered in cold blood, the greater part of them being allowed

to bleed to death, a leg having been severed from the body ."

There was probably just then a glut in the market-

A curious result of these relations » that in the wooded

districts some of the natives have reverted to ai-

boreal habits, taking tefuge during the raids in the stroa*MW>.

branches of huge bombax trees convened into tem-

porary strongholds. Round the vertical stem of these forest

giants is erected a Crcast-high look-out, while the higher horizontal

* m. p. ly,-

5-2
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branches, less exposed to the fire of the enemy, support strongly-

built huts and More-houses, where the families of the fugitives

take refuge with all their effects, including, as Nachtignl assures

u*\ their domestic animals, such ss goats, dogs, and poultry.

Duting the siege of the aerial iortras, which is often successfully

defended. long light ladders of withies are let down at night, when

uo attack need be feared, and the supply of water and provisions

is thus renewed front taeAti or hiding-places round about. In

tS;r Nachrigal accompanied a predatory excursion to the pagan

districts south of Bagturnn, when an attack was made on one of

these tree-fortresses. Such citadels can be stormed only at a

heavy loss, and as the Gaberi (Baghumi) wanton had no tools

capable of felling the great bombax-tree, they were fain to test

satisfied with picking off a poor wretch now and then, and bar-

barously mutilating the bodies as they fell from the overhanging

branches.

Some of these aborigines disfigure their faces by the disk-bke

Mi.«i
lip-ornament, which is also fashionable in Nyassa-

r,i'« »t>s land, and even amongst the South American Boto-

cudos. The type olten differs greatly, and while

tome of the wide-spread Mosgu tribes are of a dirty black hue,

with disagreeable expression, wide open nostrils, thick lips, high

cheek-bones, coarse bushy hair, and disproportionate knock-

kneed legs, other members of the same family astonished Barth

“ by the beauty and symmetry of their form*, and by the regularity

of their features, which in some had nothing of what it called the

Negro type. But I was still more astonished at their complexion,

which was very different in different individuals, being in some of

a glossy black, and in others of a light copper, or rather rhubarb

colour, the intermediate shades being almost entirely wanting I

observed in one house a really beautiful female who, with her son,

about eight or nine yean of age, formed a most charming group,

well worthy cf the hand of an accomplished artist The boy's

form did not yield in any respect to the beautiful symmetry of the

most celebrated Grecian statues. His hair, indeed, was very slvott

and curled, but not woolly. He. as well as his mother and the

1 Sattra it- p. GlS.
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whole family. were of a pale or yellowish-red complexion, like

rhubarbV
There i* no suggestion of albinoism. and the explanation of

such strange contrasts must await further exp'.oraimn in the whole

of this boiderland of Negroes and Bantus about the divide

between the Chad and the Cwigo basins. The country has

hitherto been traversed only by two or three French pioneerv

interested more in political than in anthropological matters

Of the settled and more or less cultured peoples in the Chad

basin, the most important are the Kanatiu', who m« Cuim-e
introduce a fresh element of confusion in this region, £*“?>•

being more allied in type and speech to the Hamitsc
,” r* **

Tibus than to the Negro stock, or at least taking a transitional

position between the two; the Kanuri, the ruling people in Bomu.

of somewhat coarse Negroid appearance*; and the southern

Baghintti, also decidedly Negroid, originally supposed to have

come from the Upper Shari and White Kde districts'. Thor

civilisation, such a» it Is, has been developed exclusively under

Moslem influences, but it has never penetrated much below the

surface. The people are everywhere extremely rude, and for the

most part unlettered, although the meagre and not altogether

trustworthy Kanem-Bomu records date frcai the time of Set.

1 11 P-36>^
* That i., *' Kanem-men,” <he (out* /«. .V. m in 7lf*. AMr, answering

to the Biutu prefix At, to. u in Bi-Sato, Il’a SuetiS, St<- Herr may poaiUy

be discovered a link between the So4tnw, TeS-lta, and Banta bngaMie

groups. The transposition of the agjlatinaled panicles noaM present no

ditficiltj; tf. Urabriut am! I-atin <£/*. p. 114I.

* Ruth draw* a vivid picture of t!w cuotraifi, physical and mental, between

the K inert sad the Kaosa peoples
;
" Here we look ici>e of Hau*s with Its

fine ltd beautiful corctry. and its cheerftl and indo-triwi hv*Wi>«i. It «

remarkable »har a Hilrcreace there ii between the chuseict of the be Htmhr

•nil the Karairi—the former lively, spirited, and cheerful, the litter mdaoeholte,

dejected, in) hraial
;
aol the same dlltoenoe U visible in their phyriesnooiiec -

the iiiaet having in gecen) very pleasant sod regular fosivres. ud more

careful forms, while the Kuuri, wilh hia teoad fare, his wide noftriU an!

Ml large bones. rakes a Itr In, agreeable apresux. especially lie women,

who are rerj plain aad rerlainly amors *r vgUeet in all Negrolind” III-

p. 163-4).

* See Nachtigal, 11. p. Igo-
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reputed founder of the monarchy about 800 a.d. Duku, second

in descent from Scf, is doubtfully referred to about

nc
K
-*’f

m
‘ 850 a.d. Kami, founder of a new dynasty.

Lccrt.
flourished towards the end of the nth century

(10S6— 1097), and Dunama, one of his successors, is said to

have extended his sway over a great part of the Sahara, in-

cluding the whole of Femn {1 a*i—S9>- Undo Omar (139a

— 1398) a divorce took place between Kanctn and Bomu, and

henceforth the latter country has remained the chief centre of

political power in the Chad basin.

A long series of civil wars was dosed by Ali (147J—15®4)>

who founded the ptesent capital, Bimi, and whose grandson,

Muhammad, brought the empire of Bornu to the highest pitch of

its greatness (1516—45). Under Ahmed (1793—1810) began

the wars with the Fulalts, who, after biinging the empire to the

verge of ruin, were at last overthrown by the aid of the Kanem

people, and since i9 9 Botnu has been ruled by the pretent

Kanemfyfn dynasty, while Kanem itself has been wasted by the

lawless Tuaregs and made “the wild hunting ground of continual

adventurous ghanias from every qua tter." In Barth's rime

Barawa, at the eastern end of the Anglo-French border-line,

running from the Niger to Lake Chad, had to pay blackmail to

the Tuireg freebooters.

Eastern Sudanese.

As some confusion prevails regarding the expression “Eastern

r of th»
Sud3”/’ I may here explain that it bears a very

N*p* in ti»t- different meaning, according as it is used in a

ems-a.n.
political or an ethnical sense. Politically it is

practically synonymous with Egyptian Sudan, that is the whole

region from Darfur to the Red Sea which was ruled or misruled

by the Khedivial Government before the revolt of the Mahdi

(1883—4), and has been restored to Egypt by the Britiih occu-

pation of Khartum in 1S9S. •Ethnically Eastern Sudan comprises

all the land* east of list Chad Basin, where the Negro or Negroid

populations arc predominant, that is to say, Waday, Danur, and

Kordofan in the West, the Nile Valley from the frontier of Egypt
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proper scuth 10 1-akc Albert Nyanza, both slopes of the Nile-

Congo divide (the western tributaries ci the White Nile and the

Wclle-Makua affluent of the Congo), lastly the Sotat Valley with

some Negro enclaves cast of the White Nile, and even south of

the equator (Kavirondo, Srmliki Valley).

Throughout the whole of this tegion the fusion of the aborigines

with the Arab, Tuareg, or Tibu Moslem intruders,
TB> M>btl

wherever they have penetrated, has been far less

complete than in Central and Western Sudan. Thus in Waday

the dominant Maba people, whence the country is often called

Dar-Maho ('• Mataland ''), are rather Negro than
ElhnlMl

Negroid, with but a slight strain of Caucasic blood. m

In the northern districts the Zeghin>a, Gura'an,
WtUj '

Bai/e and Bulala Tibu6 keep quite aloof from the blacks, as do

elsewhere the Aramkat, as the Aralis are collectively called in

Waday. Yet the Mahamidi and some other Bedouin tribes have

here been settled for over 500 yeats. and it was through their

assistance that the Matas acquired the political supremacy they

have enjoyed since the seventeenth century, when they reduced or

expelled the Tynjurs', the former ruling race, laid to be Nubians

originally from Dotigola. It was Abd-d-Ketim, founder of the

new Moslem Maba state, who gave the country its present name

in honour of his grandfather, Winfal His successor Khartib L

removed the seat of government to Wan, where Vogel was mur-

dered in 1856. Abeshr, the present capital, dates only from the

year 1850.

Waday has hitherto been visited by no other Europeans except

Nachtigal, who just crossed the frontier in 1873, and Ma; sari and

Matteucei, who passed rapidly through under escort in 1879.

Hence we still await details of the ethnical condition^ most of oar

information being in fact derived from the reports of El Tunsi

1 These are the same people u the Tkt/uri
(
Turner:} a! Darfur, retarding

whose ethnical portion so much doubt sell prerails. Strange to say, they

themwlm dsini 10 tie Arabs, and the rJiim is allowed by their neighbors,

lllhoagh they are ae Muhammadans- Lrjean thinks they art Tibbus from the

Death-west, while Nachtlgsl, who met some •• far west 1- Kanrw, eonclalo!

from iheir oppearanee aad iprmh that they were rosily AraU tattled for

hundreds of yean in ihe country (jf. tit. 11- p. a$4J.
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("The Tunisian ”)
who visited the country towaids the close of

the iSth century. But of these reports I have no first-hand

knowledge.

.Vufais. As in AVaday. the intruding and native populations

have been either imperfectly ot not at all assimilated

in Darfur and Kordofan, where the Muhammadan

Semites still beast of their pure Arab descent 1

,
and

Iona powerful confederacies of pastoral tribes, who with then

.VWwa allies constitute the great disturbing element throughout

Egyptian Sudan. The Nubians themselves present one of the

hardest problems in the whole range of ethnological studies.

Having elsewhere discussed the question somewhat fully', l will

here confine myself to a statement of the general conclusions

which I have arrived at, and which have not been seriously

questioned. We have first of all to get rid of the “ Nuba-Fulah

family, which was introduced by Fr. Muller and accepted by

some English writers, but has absolutely no existence. The two

languages, although both of the agglutinative Sudanese type, are

radically distinct in all their structural, lexical, and phonetic

' Vet samr, .och •» the dominant Dorian, are almost as dark as the

blacker Negroes, bui with quite regular wdl-ateiped fciluis. “These Ba;

gaas looked tike rbc fiends they roily are—of owsa sinner expression, with

murdee and e-ery crime ,|«kfag from their savage eyes. The Bsggira were

evrr knows a. » cruel, biccilhiisiy people Courage is rheli one good

qnalty" (ftms Csrre/svsAw/. July ii, Of the rival Jatim Ifsim.

JakaJ\*\ the «oeoinener remaifc % the! they ue"a ptord and religious people,

claiming descesu from Abbas, ihc unde of the Prophet. They have for > long

liie been the principal slave-hunters in the Sudan (the tuna* Zatwlr nas of

the, IHb:). and -tie foemedy among the most unions Mahdlst»“ (if.
I

All

the-e Nilotic, Attain. and Kordolin Bed«iir* (Biggara. Jaalin, KabiScss.

Shskneh, Kobabat. Hcenrin, Hi-anirX. Doticma. Yemanieh) speak Anbic.

but mostly ns ChHcer’i nun sp.,kc French, and the peotimi ration, especially

of the biggins and KaUsIush rubes, difttts greatly from that eC the uue Amt*.

Maoyof tbechaeacterisuo Semitic sounds h»v* Uen .-epliced tj others possibly

Inherited from 1 now eulnee largmsge. »hieh could scarcely be any «he> than

He Kami tic slill current among- the Bejos beyond the Nile- lksggi«*,

foe instance, sb»W be liiqquia. I.r. “cowbeida," while many of the Jailin

>ob-tnb« have the Beja patronymic endirg ad: Oebdlab. Kaliab. Sadab,

Tsaxeab, he.
1 Kl»HjUgyefEgyftiaa Sm&m, <88,. p. it sq. See also £/* p. j;o.
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elements, and the two
p
eoples are equally distinct. Tnc Fulahs

belong originally to the Ilatnitic stork, although many have

in recent times teen largely assimilated to their Mack Sudanese

subjects. The Nubians on the contrary belong originally to ti e

Negro stock, although many have long been assimilated to the

Hamitie type through secular intermingling* iu that part of the

Nile Valley which from them cakes the relatively modem name «'

Xufiit.

Bn tightly to understand the question we have carefully to

distinguish between these half-caste Nubians and the full-blool

Negro jYirAii, who give their name to the Nuba Mountains,

Kordcfan, true cradle of the race, whete most of the aborigines

{Kargo, Kulfan
, Kclaji, Tuoteli) still belong to this connection-

From Kordofan, which a itself a Nuba word meaning “Land of

the Kordo" (/*i# - Arab, Or, land, country), they spread in

remote rimes west to Darfir and Waday—where they are non*

represented by the Furs, Kuujaras, and Tynjun and in historic

times along the Nile north to the Egyptian frontier. Here they

are represented by the three groups of Mttokki {Kant) between

the tut Cataract and Wadi el-Arab, the Maitai {Afanii) between

Korosko and Wadi-Halfa, at the second Caarsct, and the Avyv-

/<J3>r, of the province of Dongola between WadiHaifa and Jcbcl

l>eja near Meroe.

These three groups, all now Muhammadans, but formerly

Christians, constitute collectively the so-called
Nol)i . n

“Nubians" of European writers, but call themselves orsinir-i

Barabro, plural of Btrfvn, it. people of Berber,

although they do not at present extend so far up the Nile as that

town 1
. They are unquestionably Strabo’s “ Noubai, who dwell

1 Tlib term. »««!»«> In. by xim« juthwitin b«n iO-nu6« with the

Jtenihua. occ </ the 115 tube* leeontcl in H>e itwriptita on a piiewiy

ofTtalmw, by whom :hcy were lentil iU>:t i;oos»c* (a * later tnKri|Xiun

cf Juksw II. at Krnnk {t+coKC.) o:ajr* the fcr* Htrolcictz. same of a

mtthcro j^oplc conqumi by him. Hence {A'dsetev&l tnu

PP- nj ami it t) a inclined to regard the modern &*r<\Wa « a trie ethnical

name confuted In do&rc&l time* the Crock and Roman fiariarue, bi.i

ttrittd in its proper sezse ucc the XIoiIko ccaqucsi. See ilto the editorial

note <0 the term Bfrbcr. h the kw Erginh ed. of Leo Africnrus, VoL I.

p. 19^
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on the left bank of tie Nile in Lib/a [AfricaJ. a great nation Kc.-

and are alio to be identified frith the A'oNr/w, who in Diocletian',

time were fettled, some in the Kargey oasis, others in the Nile

valley about Meroe, to guard the frontiers of the empire against

the incursions of the restless Dlemmues. But after some time

they appear to have entered into peaceful relations with these

Hamites, the present Bejas, even making common cause with

them against the Romans
;
but the confederacy was crushed by

Maiiminus in 451, though perhaps not before crossings had taken

place between the black Nubas and the Caucasic Bejas. Then

these Bejas withdrew to their old homo, which they still occupy,

between the Nile and the Red Sea above Egypt, while the Nobata,

embracing Christianity, as is said, in 545, established the powerful

kingdom of Dongola which lasted over Soo years, and was finally

overthrown by the Arabs in the 14th century, since which time

the Nile Nubians have been Muhammadans.

Bat they still retain their old Nuba speech, which, as Mown

by Lcpsius
1

,
differ* but slightly from that now current amongst

the Kordc&n Nubas. This is oae of those caws where language

renders indispensable service to ethnology*. Taken in connection

1 Bi 4,vrrrjw» U p.etui *C XiOoi N«pai nrHOto t* ’3 A'4-5.

W,M Ac. | Bn' It xvu. p. 1117. Oxford ed. 1807). S*rte, therefore, is quite

wrong; in stating ihfli Strata knew colj of “ Elhk^ranr." and cot Nubians,

•'as duelling northwaid alorp the tool- of the Nila as far «» Klepbaiuinf"

{AuAmy, Apr.l 14. t*>.l-

* .VuWiti? GrammtM*. itSt.faiii*. It this classical worft Lepalaa, after

referiag tn tba - dark Wonie colter" o' the presee: Nilotic Nubians, "darket

than that of the Abysilninns," add*

“

Der alte Ntptl)pO (eiehl nichl when

wtedet temlkh dcutlita dtixh i niowntlkh ist da- WoUkaai riamllch hanfis”

Ip. ;a). On these ground. Prichard hod alrady gtewpod the Nubians not uith

the Arabs ot Hamites, tat with the Sudanese Blacks. All the more surprising

Is Serfs contention that the, ate <ttUbft amltU*. 'of Hanaltlc stork.
n

1 E'en Prof. Srogi, despite Ills almost exclusive faith in cranial characters

as racial tods, admin this: “ Lx (ratcia e la pensMoa del iinguiggio atlr*.

verso sacedt e txolgndo il deminio di altra genie e il mutamonto di reC»i«e,

i[«iso t simile alka penistenm dn craueri fisiti uiannl ; cd alloca In lingxa e

un argumento di molto ralora anlrtpiilcgio'" {Africa. AMlrtfoligis *-f« Stiff

Comities, Turin, 1S97, p. 07)- Bur tn this case he declines to dtal with the

lingataie factor r Nco stoo io che pos» rricN-ere i probtaml linguistic! “l. and

i. therefore able still to tald that the Nile Nubian* are Handle. ('•
I Nub. della
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with the historic data, it solve, the Nubian problem
;

for it h

impossible to suppose that the cultured Nile-Nubians could have

ever adopted or acquired the speech of the savage Kordofan

Nubas, unless it had always been their own mother-tongue; in

other words, unless they were themselves originally Kordofan

Nubas Tliey were Christians, it should he rememlieTeil, fur

many centuries and although the flourishing Christian Empire of

Nubia, with its seventeen bishoprics and its thirteen viceroyalties

all governed by priests was not founded, as :s commonly sup-

posed, by the renowned Silco, “ King of the Notibath and of all

live Ethiopians," it was strong enough frequently to invade Egypt

in defence of their oppressed Greek and Koptie fellow-Christians.

So early as 640 a combined army of Nubss and Bcjas, said to

have numbered 50,000 men with 1500 elephants, penetrated as

for north as OxyrAywAts (the Arab BaAnsra) where such a sur-

prising store of Greek and other documents was discovered in

189;. Cultured peoples with such glorious records, and traditions

going back even to pre-Christian times (Silco and Queen Candace,

contemporary of Augustus), do not borrow their language from

the rude untutored aborigines on the distant frontiers of their

empire. Nevertheless Sayce may be right in conjecturing that

the old language of the Metoific inscriptions was not the present

Nubian, but a Hamitic tongue ekio to Berber. These inscription:

ante-date the arrival ol the Nubians from Kotdofan by perhaps

1coo years, and must be referred to the prc-Nuba Hamites of the

Nile valley, whom Sayce. I think rightly, identifies with the Berbers.

“Two of the Ethiopian deities known to us have a strikingly

Libyan (Berber) appearance. One of them is Dudu«, a name

which bears a remarkable resemblance to that cf Did!, one of the

Libyan enemies of Ramses HI.*" All this harmonises completely

with my view that the present Nubians are late intruders in the

Nile Valley below Khartum, whctc they displaced the original

Hamitic inhabitants probably not more than *500 years ago.

•site del Ndo da Asmira a Dan-eta seeo di stipe amities*' (m. p. iO}J. t»n

ohrknl problems are like algebraic tqraiicos
;
thereuntil be -lived U son*

of Ae 'ecowary factors be overlooked.

1 /tio/ny, Aji I,, 1 &)!•
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Before the incursions of the Nubs-Arab traders and raiders.

who began to form settlements (atrtiat, fenced

Fwp&n oftt* stations) in the Upper Nile regions above Khartum

wmmSmV al,out lhc niidd,c of thc nineteenth century. most

of the Nile-Coigo divide (White Nile tributaries

and Welle-Makua basin) belonged in the strides: sense to

the Negro domain. Sudanese tribes, and even great nations

reckoned by millions, had been for ages in almost undir.urbcd

possession, not only of thc main stream from the equatorial lakes

to and beyond the Sobat junction, but also of the Sobat valley

itself, and of the numerous souilv-wesiern head waters of the

White Nile converging about Lake No above the Sobat junction.

Nearly all thc Nilotic peoples—the SMilluks and Dinkat about

the Sobat confluence, the Bari and Nuen of the Bahr-cl-Jeb-l,

the Bengal {Dan), Rah, Galas, Minus. Madis. Maharatas,

A/xikai, Mundtu, and many others about the western affluents, as

well as the Funj of Senaar—had been brought under the Khcdirial

role before rhe revolt of the Mahdi.

The same fate had already overtaken or was threatening the

formerly powerful MeutbuNu [Mangbattu) and Zmath (A'l'rnt-

AVaoi) nations of the Welle lands, as well as the Krej and others

about the low watersheds of thc Nile-Congo and Chad basins-

Since then thc Welle groups have been subjected to the jurisdic-

tion of she Congo Free State, while the political

if^i'ioni
destinies of the Nilotic tribes must henceforth be

controlled by the British masters of the Nile lands

from the Great Lakes to the Mediterranean-

Although grouped as Negroes proper, very few of the Nilotic

peoples present the almost ideal type of the blacks, such as those

of Upper Guinea and the Atlantic coast of West Sudan. Thc

complexion is in general less black, the nose less broad at the

base, the lips less everted (ShiUuks and one or two others

excepted), the hair rather less frizxly, the doltchocephaly and

prognathism less marked.

Apart from the more delicate shades of transition, due to

diverse interminglingx with Hamites and Semites,

iarryi<i
h,l>

two distinct types may be plainly distinguished -
one black, often very tall and long-headed {Shittukt,
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Dinkat, Bari
,
Nutts, Mittm), the ether reddish or ruddy brown,

more thick-set, and short-headed (Bongos, Go/as. Makaiakiti, with

the kindred Zandr/.s of the Welle region). The complexion of

the latter, as has been suggested by Schweiofutth ', may possibly,

though not probably, be diie to the properties of the red, ferru-

ginous soil prevalent in thcii districts. But no explanation has

been offered of their bracbyccphaly, which is all the more difficult

to account for, iiucnuch as it is characteristic neither of the abori-

ginal Negro nor of the intruding Hamitie and Semitic elements.

Have we here ar. indication of the transition suspected by many

between the ttue long-beaded Negro and the round-headed Negrito,

oho is also brownish, and formerly ranged as far north as the Nile

head-stream?, as would appear from the catly Egyptian records

(Chap, tv.)? Schweinforth found that the Bongos were “ hardly re-

moved from the lowest grade of lirichycephaly*." and the nine is

largely true of the Zandehs and ther Makaraka cousins, at noticed

by Junker: “The skull alto in many of these peoples approaches

the round form, whereas the typical Negro is assumed to be long

headed*.’ But so great is the diversity of appearance throughout

the whole of this region, including even *‘a striking Semitic type,

that thvs observer was driven to the conclusion that “ woolly hair,

common to all, forms in fact the only sire ch,iiaaeri«.c of the

Negro*."

Mote uniformity appears to prevail amongst the languages

of the Nile-Wclle lands, and ftom the rather

scanty materials collected by Junker, Dr Fr. Muller oiuu'Z***
was able to coostiuct an “ Equatorial Linguistic

Family," including the Manglnttu, Zandeh, Barmbo, Madi,

Bangta, Krej, Golo and others, on both sides of the water-parting.

Prof. Leo Reimsch, however, was not convinced, and in a letter

addressed to the author declared that “in the absence of sen-

tences it is impossible to determine the grammatical structure of

Mangbatiu and the other languages. At the same time wc may

deicct certain relations, not to the Nilotic, but the Bantu tongues

1 //mu (/.1/rita. pvsm. ' Op. tit. I. p . i4j.

* Trcrtih in w/r«.r. Xeine'. «!., VoL III. p i.;.

* Ml. p. 1,6.
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Mental
Quit! lies.

Ii may therefore be inferred that Mangbattu and the others have

a tolerably dose relationship to the Bantu, and may even be

remotely akin to it. judging from their tendency to prefu forma-

tions'." Future research will show how far this conjecture is

justified.

Although Islam has made considerable progress, especially

amongst the Funj of Smart, the Shiliuks, Dinkas,

and oihcr Nilotic tribes, the built of the people are

still practically nature-worshippers Witchcraft con
tinues to flourish amongst the equatorial peoples, and important

events arc almost everywhere attended by sanguinary rites. When
preparing for battle the “ medicine-man " flays an infant and

places the bleeding victim on the war-path, to be trampled by

the warriors marching to victory.

Cannibalism also, in some of its most repulsive forms, prevails

amongst the Zaitdehs, who baiter in human fat as a

universal staple of trade, and amongst the Mang-

battu, who cure for future use the bodies of the slain in tunic and
“ drive their prisoners before them, as butchers drive sheep to the

shambles, and these are only reserved to Call victims on a later

day to their horrible and sickly greediness*.'

In fact here »e enter the true “ cannibal rone,’ which., as

I have elsewhere shown, was in former ages diffused

all over Central and South Africa, or, it would be

more correct to say, over live whole continent*,

but has in recent timer been mainly confined to "the region

stretching west and east from the Gulf of Guinea to the western

head-streams of the White Nile, anil from below the equator

northwards in the direction of AdamSwa, Dar-Bnnda and Dai-

Cannibalism.

ThaCannibal

* Tkmvft «i Afrira, OH. p. 179. Thus 0* Bantu be, We, A«.i. Sc:.,

rorrupuod to the A nf lie Welle lauds, as in A-ZanM. A Hamit, A-Modi,

A-BaHfhi, «.«. Zamlsh people, Barmto people, Sir. Cl. also Kauetnfa. TUu,
FulA*. «e, where the |«rxml paitich A pHlfixed. It wocld utmost

wen at if »e hut here a transition between the northern Sudanese md the

southern Bantu grouj* » the very region where auch Uandticcs might be

looked for.

5 Schwelnforih, f. <H. n. p. yj.

1
Prof. Flinders Petr* has tome upon uadojtyol tracer of tanniloliun .n

the Negodih diniict. Egypt.
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Feriit. Wherever explorers hive penetrated into this leant known

region of the continent they have found the practice fully estab-

lished, not merely as a religions nte or i privilege reserved foi

priests, but as a recognised social institutionV
Yet many of these cannibal peoples, especially the Mangbittus

and Zandehs, ate skilled agriculturists, and cultivate

some of the useful industries, such as iron and

copper smelting and casting, weaving, pottery and

neod-carving, with gtcat success The form and ornamental

designs of tbeir utensils display real artistic taste, while the

temper of their iron implements is often superior to that of the

imported European hardware. Here again the observation has

been nude tint the tribes most addicted to cannibalism also

excel in mental qualities and physical energy. Nor are they

strangers to the finer feelings of human nature, and above all

the surrounding peoples the Zandeh anthro|»phagists arc distin-

guished by their regard and devotion for their women anil

children.

In one respect all these peoples show a higher degree of

intelligence even than the Arabs and Hamite*

“ My later experiences,'’ writes Junker, " revealed A P

H
p^ut«i

the remarkable fact that certain negro peoples,
r̂l

PU“ ,;‘J

such as the Niam-Niams, the Manghattus and the

Bantus of Uganda and Unyoro, display quite a surprising under-

standing cd figured illuttrations or pictures of plastic objects,

which is not as a rule exhibited by the Arabs and Arabised

1 Afiua, I$05, Vol, It. p. 5$. In n carefully prepared wcegnph an

• Emlcaanibilnim," Vireira. iSp$, Dr Rsdolf S. StmiwU beings together

(pear tody <i evidence leading to show ‘‘dwselce Wuhr»<h.iili(*leit

di.'j spricht den Endxannibdiiaiui (Indigences unthropophsgy) als uindige

Slue dc Urrricr.xhcn, rowie der niodrigen Wilders laiLntlmen ' |pp. 59,
ifo).

It is surprising to learn Irani the ill-oaired ilbttego Griicc: eipedilian of

iSyi-i that HMhropnplmgy U Hill rife even in GlUaland, »sd amongst the

"hit* C’dandl') Csrmcao Galhu. I.r.e the Fans, these prefer the m-K
“EigH." and it wculd appear itui all it,e dm! ire mm. Hence i» their

coaitry Hi'.iitgo found no giaies. and car of hi rulivr gu-drs optalnol ttst

'ijiiu. genie icpdlUce l son. cirl nd venue, Invece che fella urn." it. thc-c

people busy 'heir dear ones in thrii sicouch Instead of in the ground { f tairai

M'l/fi, di So. Rone, 185$!.
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Hamitet of North-ease Africa. Thus the TJnyoro chief, Riongo,

placed photographs in their proper |x>sic>on, and was able In

identify the negro portraits as belonging to the Shuli. Lingo, or

other tribes of which he had a personal knowledge. This I have

called a remarkable fact, because it bespoke in the lower races a

natural faculty for observation, a power to recognise what for

many Arabs or Egyptians of high rank was a hopeless puzzle.

An Egyptian pasha in Khartum could never make out how a

human face in profile showed only one eye and one ear, and lie

took the portrait of a fashionable Parisian lady in extremely low

dress for that cf the beaided sun burnt American naval officer

who had shown him the photograph From this one is almost

tempted to infer that, amongst Moslem peoples, all sense of

plastic, figurative, or pictorial art has been deadened by the

Koranic precept forbidding the representation of the human form

in any way.

The Welle peoples show themselves rruc Negroes in tbe

possession ol another and more precious quality,

the sense of humour, although this is probably a

quality which comes late in the life of a race. Any-

how it is a distinct Negro characterise, which Junker was able

to turn to good account during the building of his famous

Latrimi station in Ndommas country. “In all this I could

again notice how like children the Negroes arc in many respects.

Once at work they seemed animated by a sort of childlike sense

of honour. They delighted in praise, though even a frown or a

word of reproach could also excite their hilarity. Thus a loud

burst of laughter would, for instance, follow the contrast between

a piece ofgood and had workmanship. Like children, they would

point the finger of scorn at each other*."

One morning Ndoruma, hearing that they had again struck

work, had the great war-dtum beaten, whereupon they rushed to

arms and mustered in great force from all quarters. But on

finding that there was no enemy to march against, and that they

had only been summoned to resume operations at the station,

they enjoyed the Joke hugely, and after a general explosion of

'
•• P- *45- U- P- '«»
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laughter at the way they had been taken in, laid a.-idc their weapons

and returned cheerfully to work. Some English overseers have

already discovered that this characteriuic may be utilised tar

mote eflectively than the cruel kutWsh. Ethnology hat tuny

such lessons so teach.

r.
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Present Ronfie. Bantu : S. Africafrom the Sudanese

fton fit' to tin Cape

;

Negrito : If'at Fguatcrii! and Ceng.'

forts! touts ; Bash.-Hot : Namaqualands ; Kalahari

Lake Ngami and Orange basins.

Hair. Bantu : tame ai Sudan tie, tut often rather Pttr»*«i

longer; Negrito: short, fritzly or crisp, rusty brown

;

tan.

Itui*.-Hot: much the same as Sudanis;, but tufty, simu-

lating bald partings. Colour. Bantu: all shades of

dark bream, sometimes almost black

;

Negrito and Bush.-

Hot.: yellowish bream. Skull. Banru
:

generally dolieho,

but variable; Negrito: almost uniformly braehy; Bush.-

Hot: doliiho. Jawn. Bantu: moderately prognathous

and even orthognathous ; Negrito and Bjsh.-Hot. : highly

prognathous. Cheek-bones. Banta: moderately or not

at all prominent; Negnto and Bush.-Hot
:

very pro-

minent, often extremely so, forming a triangular fate with

apex at chin. Nose. Bantu : variable, ranging from

plalyrrhine to ieptorrkine (index. 56 to 46); Negnto and

Bush.-He*.: short, broad at hist, depressed at root, ahtay,

plalyrrhine. Eyes, Bantu .
generally large, blash. and

prominent, but alia of regular Hamitie type; Negrito and

Bu-h.-Hot. :
rather small, deep brown andblast. Stature.

Bantu: fall, from ? ft 8 in to 6ft.; Negrito : always

much under 5 ft, mean about a ft.

;

Bushman : short, ititk

rather wide range, from 4 ft. 8 in. to $ft. t in.; Hot.:

undersized, mean 5/'• 5 in.

Temperament Bantu: mainly like the Negroid

Sudanese, far more intelligent than the true Negro, equally

cruel, but lessfitfuland more trustworthy

;

Negrito: bright,

active and quick-witted, but vindictive and treacherous,

apparently nri cruel to each other, but rather gentle and

kindly

;

Bushman: in all these respects very like the

Negrito, but more intelligent; Hot.: rather dull and

sluggish, but the full-blood (Aureal much less so than the

haifeasie (Griqua) tribes.

Speech. Bantu ; as absolutely uniform as the physical

type is variable, one stock language only, ofthe agglutinating

order
,
with both class prefixes, alliteration and postfixes;

6—3
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shorn vague Sudanese, hut no Ilamitic ojfinitus, acute

is originally a Negro language; Negrito : unknown;

Bush.-Hoi. :
agglutinating with postfixes only, to itA gram

matteal gender and other remarkable features; is a stock

language radically distinctfrom ail Bikers.

Religion. Bsniu : anastoruvrship mainly in the

east, spirit worship mainly in the west, intermingling in

the eentre. with witchcraft and gross superstitions sixty-

where; Negrito: unknown; Bush.-Hot. : incipientanimism

and natur/ncorthip, tut eke religious sentiment scarcely

developed.

Culture. Bantu: much louxr than the Negroid

Sudanese, hut higher than the true Negro, capacity for

progress more nidenl than actual aehiatment

;

Negrito

and Bush.: lowest grade {hunting); Hot.: incipient

(pastoral).

Bantus: Boxjo: Bayes; li'aganda; Wtaeyero; Wdfo-
hme; Wagiryama

;
H'asamhili; /.u/u-Xota ; Mothtna;

Bechuana; Ova-Hereto; Ethi-Kongo
;
Bathilange

;
Bo

lolo; Nanyuema ; Bahalai
; fan, Affougw; Dvfala

;

Batango.
Negritoes: Akka; Woehuts ; Dune if); Wando-

nbbo(tl Boko if); Oi'ongo; Batwa

Bushmen: Family Groups; no known tribal names.

Hottentots: Wasandaud \t); Namaqua ; Grigua

,

Gonofua ; Ktraqua ; Hill Damoros.

In ethnology the only intelligible definition of a Bantu is a

full-blood or a half-blood Negro of Bantu speech and, ns special

anthropology takes no account of language, it follows that from

the physical standpoint no very lurd and fast line can be drawn
between the northern Sudanese and southern Bantu groups,

considered as two ethnical units. But these units ate made
up of endless details, and it is in the study of these details

that web physical differences as do exist are discovered and
explained.

> AM. eh. xi.
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Thanks to recent political developments in the interior, the

linguistic divide may now be traced with some ac-
T|)>

curacy right across the continent. In the extreme s-a.ni...

west, Sir H. H. Johnston has shown that it coincides
B“'“ Di"d '

with the lower course of the Rio del Rey, while farther east the

French expedition of 1891 uedet M Dybowski found that it ran

at about the same parallel (5* N.) along the elevated plateau

which here forms the water-parting between the Congo and the

Chad basin. From this point the line takes a south-easterly

trend along the southern holders of the Zandeh and Mangbattu

territories to the Scmliki valley between Lakes Albert Edward

and Albert Nyanra, near the equator. Thence it pursues a some-

what irregular courBC, first north by the east side of Lake Albert

Nyanza to the mouth of the Somerset Nile, then up that river to

Mnili and round the east aide of Usoga and the Victoria Nyanu

to Kavircmdo Bay, where it turns nearly east to the sources cf

the Tana, and down that rivet to its mouth in the Indian Ocean.

At some points the line traverses debatable territory, as in

the Semlilti valley, where there are Sudanese and Negrito over-

lappings, and again beyond Lake Victoria, where the frontiers

are broken by the Hamitic Masai nomads and their Waadorobbo

allies. But, speaking generally, everything south of the line here

traced is Bantu, everything north of it Sudanese Negro in the

western and central regions, and Hamitic in the eastern section

between Lake Victoria and the Indian Ocean.

In some districts the demarcation is not quite distinct, as in

the Tana basin, where some of the Gall* and

Somali Ilamites from the north have encroached

on the territory of the Wapckomo Bantus on the

south side of die river. But cm the central plateau

M Dybowski passed abniptly from the territory erf the Bonjos,

northernmost of the Bantu tribes, to that of the Sudanese Band-

riri, a branch of the widespread Zandeh people- In this region,

about the crest of the Congo-Chad water-parting, the contrasts

appear to be all in favour of the Sudanese and against the Bantus,

probably because here the former are Negroids, the latter full

blood Negroes. Thus Dybowski 1 found the Boojos to be a

1 U Nahmiau, Jan. 1S9..
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distinctly Negro tribe with pronounced prognathism, and al-

together a rude, ravage people, trading chiefly in slaves, who

arc fattened for the meat market, and when in good condition

will fetch about twelve shillings On the other hand the Bandairi,

despite their Niam-Niom connection, are not cannibals, but a

peaceful, agricultural people, friendly to travellers, and of a

coppcry-bcown complexion, with regular features, hence perhaps

akin to the light-coloured people met by Barth in the Mosgu

country.

Possibly the Banjos may be a degraded branch of the Bayai

or Ndtrtt, a large nation, with many subdivisions

xI“n
B“* widely diffused throughout the Sangha basin, where

they occupy the whole space between the Kodei

and the Marabere affluents of the main stream (j‘ to 7' 30’ N.

;

14* to 17* E.). They are described by M. F. J. Clorel' as of tall

stature, muscular, well-proportioned, with flat nose, slightly tumid

lips, and of black colour, bur with a dash of copper red in the

upper classes. Although cannibals, like the Bonjos, they ate

in other respects an intelligent, friendly people, who, under the

influence of the Muhammadan Fulahs, have developed a com-

plete political administration, with a Royal Court, a Chancellor,

Speaker, Interpreter, and other officials, bearing sonorous titles

taken chiefly from the Hausa language. Their own Bantu tongue

is widespread and spoken with slight dialectic differences os far os

the Nana affluents

M. Clorel, who regards them as mentally and morally superior

to most of the Middle and Lower Congo tribes,

us that the Bayas, that is, the " Red People,"

came at an unknown period from the east, “ yield-

ing to that great movement of migration by which the African

populations are continually impelled westwards." The Yangcre

section were still on the move some twelve years ago, but the

general migration has since been attested by the Fulah6 of

Adaroawi Human flesh is now interdicted to the women ; they

have domesticated tbe sheep, goat, and dog, and believe in a

1 Ttv Ju MtnJt. 180. 1. p, 1 m|, j and Ln
h Li*pdniq*n, Paris, 1S56.

Bifsti Ntu
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supreme being called S’, whose powers are manifested in the

dense woodlands, while minor deities preside over the village

and the hot, that is, the whole community and each separate

family group. Thu* both their religious and political systems

present a certain completeness, which recalls those prevalent

amongst the serai-civilised peoples of the equatorial lake region,

and is evidently due to the same cause—long contact or association

with a race of higher culture and intelligence.

In order to understand all these relations, as »cil as the general

constitution of the Bantu populations, we have to
Thi Nartr„

consider that the already-described Black Zone, E.«t d',k a>

running from the Atlantic seaboard eastwards, has

for countless generations been almost everywhere arrested north

of the equator by the White Nile. Probably since the close of

the Old Stone Age the whole of the region between the main

stream and the Red Sea, and from the equator north to the

Mediterranean, has formed an integral pars of the Hamitic

domain, encroached upon in prehistoric times by Semites and

others in Egypt and Abyssinia, and in historic times chiefly by

Semites (Arabs) in Egypt, Upper Nubia, Senaar, and Somaliland.

Between this region and Africa south of the equator there are no

serious physical obstructions of any kind, whereas farther west the

Hamitic Saharan nomads were everywhere barred access to the

south by the broad, thickly peopled plateau* of the Sudanese

Black-Zone. All encroachments on this side necessarily resulted in

absorption in the multitudinous Negro populations of Central

Sudan, with the modifications of the physical and mental charac-

ters which arc now presented by the Kanuri, Hausas, Sonrhays

and other Negroid nations of that region, and are at present

actually in progress amongst the conquering Fulali Hsmite?

scattered in small dominant groups over a great part of Sudan

from Senegambia to Waday-

It follows that the leavening clement, by which the southern

Negro populations have been diversely modified

throughout the Bantu lands, could hare been drawn mml» oruf»

only from the Hamitic and Semitic peoples of the
*=“••

north-east. But in this connection the Semites

themselves must be considered as almost m quantiti ntgtigeabit.
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partly because oftheir relatively later arrival from Asia, and partly

because, as they arrived, they became largely assimilated to the

indigenous Hamitic inhabitants of Egypt, Abyssinia, and Somali-

land. No doubt other Semites (Minaans, Sabxans, and Himya-

ntes generally) almost certainly reached the cast coast below the

equator in early historic times. But they appear to have arrived

chiefly as traders and miners, and never to have penetrated far

inland except in the aur-ferous regions south of the Zambesi,

where their sail extant monuments in the Zimbabwe and other

districts shoo that they held the country by military tenure and

mixed but slightly with the Negro aborigines.

Still later in Muhammadan times, other Semites also from

Arabia did arrive and form permanent settlements along tire

eastern seaboard as far south as Sofala, and these intermingled

more freely with the converted coast peoples < Wamrahili, from

la/ul- “coast“X but not with the Kafir*., or “Unbelievers," farther

scath and in the interior. In our own days these Swahili half-

breeds, with a limited number of full-blood Arab'
1

, have pene-

trated beyond tho Great Labes to the Upper and Middle Congo

basin, bat rather as slave hunters and destroyers than as peaceful

settlers, and contracting few alliances, except perhaps amoogrt the

Wayao and Magwangara tribes cf Mozambique, and the cannibal

Manjuemas farther inland.

To this extent Semitism may be recognised as a factor in the

constituent elements of the Bantu populations.

Ekmnts in
Malays Have also been mentioned, and some ethno-

logists have even brought the Fulahs of Western

Sudan all the way ftom Malaysia. Ceriair-ly if they

reached and formed settlements in Madagascar, there is no intrin-

sic reason why they should not have done the same on the main-

land. But I have failed to find any evidence of the fact, and if

they ever at any time cstabluhed themselves on the cast coast

they have long disappeared, without leaving any dear trace of

their pretence cither in the physical appearance, speech, usages or

industries of the aborigines, such as are everywhere conspicuous

in Madagascar.

1 Evra Tlpa Tib, Unit chief leader and “Priaee of Slivers," wai a half-

aete with diniNily Negroid fanun*.
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Ha
Kteaint
everywhere

There remain the north-eastern Hamite*, and especially the

Galla branch, as the essential exttanccos factor in
n.mttu

this obscure Bantu problem. To the stream of

migration described by M. Clorel u setting east

and west, corresponds another and an older stream, which ages

ago took a southerly direction along the eastern seaboard to the

extremity of the continent, where are now settled the Zu'.u-Xosa

nations, almost more Karaites than Negroes.

The impulse to two such divergent movements could have

come only from the north-east, where we still find the same ten-

dencies in actual operation. During his exploration of the cis:

equatorial lands, Capt. Speke had already observed thar the

ro’icn of the Bantu nations about the Great Lakes ( Karagwe,

Wiganda, Wanyoro, &c.) all belonged to the same

race, known by the name of iVakuvta, that is, ^Tt.. w«ha-

“ Northmen." a pastoral people of fine appearance,

who were evidently of Galla stock, and had come originally from

GallalarxL Since then Sehuver found that the Negroes of the

Afilo country arc governed by a Galla aristocracy', and we now

know that several Wahutna communities bearing different names

live interspersed amongst the mixed Bantu nations of the lacus-

trian plateaux as far south as Lake Tanganyika and Unyamwezi-

land. Here the Watusi, Wahha, and Waruanda arc or were all

of the same Haroitic type, and M . lion cl Decle “ was very’ much

struck by the extraordinary difference that is to be found between

them and their Bantu neighbours'.” Then this observer adds:

" Pure types are not common, and arc only to be found amongst

the aristocracy, if I may use such an etprosion for Africans. Tl*

mass of the people have lost their original type through intermix-

ture with neighbouring trikes'.”

With these words M- D*cle put his finger on the key

of the whole situation. Ftota these indications and many others

1 •• Afilo wunle mil \xtn Legi-KCoIg alt da Negef.iod bwitiuni. .elcies

too «inei Calls- Ariltekratw twhnrwa vtinl" Mitt. tBSj. v. p.

‘9*1-

* Jnr Atuknp. hut. 1895, p. «i«- For dnaiU of the Wahams type **

EtK p. 389.

> rM.
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that might easily be adduced, it may be concluded with tome

confidence that the great min of the Bantu popu-

nJ»3>
B
> n«? lationa arc essentially Negroes, leavened in diverse

po-H.miUt proportions for the mos part by Wahutna, that

is, Galla or Haroitic elements percolating for thou-

sands of generations' from the north-eastern section of the

Ha-uitic domain into the heart of Bantuland-

No doubt all now speak various forms of the same organic

Bantu mother-tongue. But this linguistic uniformity it strictly

analogous to that now prevailing amongst the multifarious peoples

of Aryan speech in Eurasia, and is due to analogous causes—the

diffusion in extremely remote times of a mixed Hamito Ethiopic

people of Bantu speech in Africa south of the equator. It might

perhaps be objected that the present Wahutna pastors are of

Hamitic speech, lxicause we know from Stanley that the late king

M’tesa of Buganda was proud of his Galla ancestors, whose lan-

guage he still spoke as his mother-tongue- Bui he also spoke

Luganda, and every echo of Galla speech has already died out

amongst most of the Wahuma communities in the equatorial

regions So it was with what I may call the “ Proto-Wahumas,*

the fim conquering Galla tribes, Srhaver's and Dtdc'i " aristo-

cracy,” u-lio were gradually blended with the aborigines in a new

and superior nationality of Bantu speech, because “there arc

many mixed races,... but there are no mixed languages'.”

These views arc confirmed by the traditions and folklore still

current amongst the " Lacuslrians,” 11 tlie great nations may I*

called, who are now grouped round about the shores of Lakes

1
I lu.c iW*ltitv shown that the recent date assigned by Sir It. H. John-

ston (Built Centrin' Africa, p. to the bintu migrations, os Imagined

by him, «« not warranted by his frtu, while '*
is quite untenable oo othrr

Braands. (AtaAtmy, A<y. si, i$y;, p. i,r.) Cf. aho Kart Kilter (french

ed. I. p. ny): “Dr olme que lev Goth. «t Ic V.ntUIn «e rijusdirem sue“ unmde pircle da I'Etirnpe. In Galla s'etendiient roccenivun.nl nr ces
conlifei de i'Afn'qae * mesure qu'ii. tiuuvbcnr iter lieui propres a s'duhlie

:

commit Im Gaits el Ic. Vandal®. i!B x scot alteraWs en pm, de imps sur
le scC qu’ils avaunt eovihi, el ont pits la laagoe, Its coolunies. et Icr

<Jw pcap’w vairATui.'’

* &***&. p. 19*

nitxun
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Victoria and Albert Nyanza, At present, or rather before the

icccnt extension of the British administration to

Hast Central Africa, these peoples were constituted
lrl™i.

L~ u ‘'

in a number of separate kingdoms, the most power-

ful of which went Buganda (Uganda), Bunyoro (Unyoro), and

Karagwe. But they remember a time when all these now scat-

tered fragments formed parts of a mighty monarchy the vast

Kitwara Empire, which comprised the whole of the lake-studded

plateau between the Ruwenrori range and Kavirondoland-

The itoty is differently told in the different States, each nation

being eager to twist it to its own glorification
;
but

all ate agreed that the founder of the empire was

Kintu, “The Blameless," at once priest, patriarch
££ (^n,!

and ruler of the land, who came from the north

hundreds of years ago, with one wife, one cow, one goat, ODC

sheep, one chicken, one baoana-root, and one 6wcet potato. At

first all was waste, an uninhabited wilderness, but it was scon

miraculously peopled, stocked, and planted with what he had

brought with him, the potato being apportioned to Bunyoro, the

banana to Bugsnda, and these form the staple food of those lands

to this day.

Then the people waxed wicked, and Kintu, weary of their

evil ways and daily bloodshed, took the original wife, cow, and

other dungs, and went away in the night and was seen no more.

But nobody believed him dead, and a long line of his mythical

successors appear to have spent the time they could spare from

strife and wars and evil deeds in looking for the lost Kintu.

Kimera, one of these, was a mighty giant of such strength and

weigh: that be left his footprints or. the rocks where he trod, as

may still be seen on a cliff not far from Ulogalla, the old capital

of Buganda. There was also a magician, Kibaga, who could fly

aloft and kill the Banyoro people (this is the Buaganda version) by

hurling stones down upon them, and for his services received in

marriage a beautiful Banyoro captive, who, another Delilah, found

out hu secret, and betrayed him to her people.

At last came king Ma'anda, who pretended to be a great

hunter, but it was only to roam the woodlands in search cf

Kintu, and thus have tidings of him. One day a peasant, obey ing
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the directions of a thrice-dreamt dream, came to a place in the

forest, where was an aged mar. on a throne between two rows Df

armed warriors, seated on mats, his long beard white with age. and

all his men fair as white people and clothed in white robes. Then

Kintu, for it was he, bid the peasant hasten to summon Ma'anda

thither, but only with his mother and the messenger. At the Court

Ma'anda recognised the stranger whom he had that very night

seen in a dream, and so believed his words and at once set out

with ha mother and the peasant. Hut the Karikiro, or Prime-

Minister, through whom the message had been delivered to die

king, fearing treachery, also stared on tbeir track, keeping them

just in view till the trysting-place was reached. But Kintu, who

knew everything, saw him all the time, and when he came forward

on finding himself discovered the enraged Ma'anda pierced his

faithful minister to the heart and he fell dead with a shriek.

Thereupon Kintu and his seated warriors instantly vanished, and

die king with the others wept and cried upon Kir.tu till the deep

woods echoed Kintu, Kintu-u, Kintu u u. But the blood-hating

Kintu was gone, and to this day has never again been seen or

heard of by any man in Buganda. The references to the north

and to Kintu and his ghostly warriors “fair as white people”

need no comment 1

. It is noteworthy that in some of the Nyasia-

land dialects Kintu (Ciinfu) alternates with Mtduxfu as the name
of the Supreme Being, the great ancestor of the tribe'.

Then follows more traditional or legendary matter, including

Th. w.- Jn account of the wars with the fierce Wnkedi, wbo
=*“ wore iron armour, until authentic history is reached

*"""
with the atrocious Suna 1L (1836—6o), father of

the scarcely less atrocious M'tcsa. After his death in tS8.j

Buganda and the neighbouring states passed tapidly through a
senes of astonishing political, religious, and social vicissitudes,

' Th. kgrwd is given will much detail by H. M. St.nley in TtrmfA tU
CcHlintnl, Vnl. I. p. 3.. sq. Another and lea myihlcl aeoxint of lb*

migritions of •• the people witb a white skin freon the far reetheisr ’ Is quoted
from Emin Paihn by the Rer. R. P. Ash: in 7W Kmp fUfanJa. |>. 356.
He*" the immigrant Wahuaa are espies? slated lo hi»e “adceeed the

of the aborigines" (p. }j;>.
> Sir K. H. Johnston, n/. Of. p. 314.
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resulting in the present pax Britannia, and the conversion a
large numbers, some to Islam, others to one form or another

of Christianity. At times it might have been difficult to see

much religion in the ferocity of the contending tactions ; but

since the establishment of harmony by the secular arm. reel

progress has been made, and the Waganda especially have dis-

played a remarkable capacity as well as eagerness to acquire

a knowledge of letters and of religious principles, both in tbs

1’iotestant and the Roman Catholic communities- Printing-

presses busily worked by native bands, are needed to meet the

steadily increasing demand for a vernacular literature, in a region

'.here blood had flowed continually from the disappearance of

“ Kintu " till the British occupation.

To the admixture of the Hamitic and Negro elements

amongst the Lacustrians may perhaps be attributed
Po21Be-

die curious blend of primitive and higher mstitu- .nd Bccut

lions in these communities. At die head of the
C,BIU,““-

State was a Kabaka, king or emperor, although the title was also

borne by the queen-mother and the queen -litter. This autocrat

liad his Lutiko, "Privy Council," of which tx efia>< members

were the already mentioned Katikiro, Prime Minister or Chan-

cellor, the Balanqira and Bamltaja, royal princes and princesses,

tlse Chief Butler and Chief Baker, and others of high rank, such

as the Lord High Admiral and Commander-In-Chief, who attended

the grand levees in fine, gold embroidered doth robes. The

whole State was thoroughly organised with “ EatB,” great feudal

lords at the head of the five provinces, and three distinct sexual

classes, the Batata, or landed gentry, the Batvfi, peasants or

setts, and the Badu, slaves or helots without any rights.

Yet beneath all this parade of higher political and social

institutions, the people are still to some extent in

the sribal state, being divided into tbyika, or clans,

each with its animal crest or totem, which may not

be eaten by them, and with their exegamoos (cxtra-triball marriage

rites and restrictions, just as amongst the Australian savages.

There are the Emenant or “Grasshoppers,
1
’ the Endtpa, “Sheep,”

the F.ngonya, “Crocodiles,” while the king’s clan it the royal tribe

of the Balangiia, “Princes," that is, the Wahums, as the ter* is
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understood in Buganda. Although despised by the masses as

being wandering herdsmen, these "princes" enjoy royal privileges

such as that of wearing brass and copper anklets, and their social

position supplies another proof that their Call# forefather* entered

the land as conquerors, and only gradually merged with the black

aborigines, a process, as we have seen, still everywhere going on

throughout East Central Africa.

No direct relations appear to exist between the Laccunans

nwuo and the Walakayu, the IVaAamba, Wafokome,

Hiww'n
Wagteent, Watftaga, Wateita, Watmdta, and

l victor)* others, who occupy the region east of lake
•" * *'•

Victoria, between the Tana, north east frontier

of Bantuland, and the southern slopes of Kilimanjaro. Their

affinities seem to be rather with the Wanyiki, Waicni, Wadununa,

Wagirjama, and the otl«r coast tribes between the Tana and

Mombasa.

Wc Icim from Sir A. Hardingc' that in the British Eatt

African Protectorate there are altogether as many as twenty-five

distinct tribes, generally at a low stage of culture, with a loose

tribal organisation, a fully-developed totemic system, and a

universal faith in magic ; but there are no priests, idols ct temple',

or even distinctly recognised hereditary chiefs or communal

councils. The Callas, who have crossed the Tana and here

encroached on Bantu territory, have reminiscences of a higlicr

civilisation and apparently of Christian traditions and observances,

derived no doubt from Abyssinia. They tell you that they had

once a sacred book, the observance of whose precepts nude

them the first of nations. But it was left lying about, and so got

eaten by a cow, anil sir.ee then when cows arc killed their entrails

are carefully searched for the lost volume

Exceptional interest attaches to the Wagiryama, who are the

chief people between Mombasa and Melindi, the first trust-

worthy accounts of whom luve been supplied by the Rev. \V. E-

Taylor*, and Mr W. W. A. Fitrgcrald'. Here again Bantus ar.d

Calls* are found in close contact, and we learn that the Wagir-

1
OffliUt X.y-.nm /»< E«,t A/rim Prvtotmti, 1897 .

» V«tk*Ia<y ifIk, drjama Umgaaf. S. P. C K. 11*97.

' T'mdi w th CcaiHand.' t/Bhtiii EditAfrica, London, iS^A-p. ios$q.
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yarn*, who came originally from the Mount Mange* district in

the north east, occupied their pretent homes only about a century

ago “ upon the withdrawal of the Galta." The language, which

is of a somewhat archaic type, appears to be the chief member of

a widespread Bantu group, embracing the Ki-nyika and Ki-

pokomo in the extreme north, the Ki-swahili of the

Zanzibar coast, and perhaps the Ki-kamba, the

Ki-terta, and others of the interior between the

coastlands and Lake Victoria. These inland tongue*, however,

have greatly diverged from the primitive Ki-gtryama, which stands

in somewhat the same relation to them and to the still more

degraded and Arabised KAwahili' that Latin stands to the

Romance languages.

But the chief interest presented by the Wagiryama is centred

in their religious ideas, which ate mainly connected with

ancestry-worship, and afford an unexpected insight

into the origin and nature of that perhaps most

primitive of all forms of belief. Thete is, of —»«hip.

course, a vague entity called a "Supreme Being”

in ethnographic writings, who, like the Algonquian Maoitu. crops

up under various names (here Mu/ungu) all over east BamuUnd,
but on analysis generally resolves itself into Borne dim notion

growing out of ancestry-worship, a great or aged person, epony-

mous hero or the like, beer deified in diverse ways as the

Preserver, the Disposer, oral especially the Creator. These

Wagiryama suppose that from his union with the

Earth all things have sprung, and that human

beings are Mulungu's hens and chickens. But there am*.,

is also an idea that he may be the manes of their

fathers, and thus everything becomes merged in a kind of

apotheosis of the departed. They think “the disembodied

spirit is powerful for good and eviL Individuals worship the

* Hattag ItfKtnne the &mc( ineJioni of lotercos/sc throughout the *cuL>em

Baotn regions, Ki- swahili hns bmo dflfcenOy oiltmted, wpeeinl Ij by tU

KnglUh otlaaxfurlei. who hare vddf dlicflded the Arab for the Roman
characters, There is «he»3y an utcaeivQ literature, mzlwliry grBiumu*,

dictioaario, tramUticoa of the Bltce and other weeks, and even A Uiit&y tf

fame issued by the S. P. C* K. in ifyd.
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shades of their immediate ancestor* or elder relatives; and the

Komat [souls ?) of the whole nation are worshipped on public

occasions."

Although the European ghost or “rerenant* is unknown,

the spirits of near ancestor may appear in dreams, and express

their wishes to tile living. They ask for sacrifices at their graves

to appease their hunger, and such sacrifices are often made with

a little 3our and water poured into a coconut shell lei into the

ground, the fowls and other victims being so killed that the blood

shall trickle into the grave. At the offering tl>e dead are called

on by name to come and partake, and bring their friends with

them, who arc also mentioned by name. But whereas Christians

pray to be remembered of heaven and the saints, the Wagiryama

pray rather that the new-born babe be forgotten of Mulungu, and

so live. “Well I' they will say on the news of a birth, “mar

Mulungu ferget him that he may become strong and we!L" This

Is an instructive trait, a reminiscence of the time when Mulungu,

now almost harmless or indifferent to mundane things, was the

embodiment of all evil, hence to be feared and appeased in

accordance with the old dictum Timorfeiit deos.

At present no distinction is drawn between good and bad

spirits, but all are looked upon as, of course, often, though not

always, more powerful than the living, but still human beings

subject to the same feelings, passion*, and fancies as they arc.

Some are even poor weaklings on whom offerings arc wasted.

“ The Shade of So-and-so’s father is of no use at all
;

it has finished

up his property, and yet he is no better,” was a native’s comment

on the result of a series of sacrifices a roan had vainly made to

his father’s shade to tegain his health. They may also be duped

and tricked, and when fom!* (beer) is a-brewing, some is poured

out on the graves of the dead, with the prayer that they may

drink, and when drunk fill asleep, and so not disturb the living

with their brawls and bickerings, just like the wrangling fairies in

A Midsummer Nights Dream.

Far removed from such crass anthropomorphiim, but not

morally much improved, are the kindred Waswa-

hili, who by long contact and interminglings wiinxm.
have become largely Arabised in diets, religion,
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and general cullure. They are graphically described by M rTaylor

as "a seafaring, barter-loviog raw of slave-holders and slave-

traders, Strewn in a thin line along a thousand miles of creeks

and islands
;
inhabitants of a coast that has witnessed incessant

political changes, and a succession of monarchical dynasties in

various centres ;
receiving into their midst for ages past a con

linuovu stream of strange blood, consisting not only of smiles

from the interior, but of immigrants from Persia, Arabia, and

Western India; men that have come to live, and often to die, as

resident aliens, leaving in many cases a hybrid progeny. Of one

section of these immigrants—the Arabs—the religion has become

the master religion of the land, overspreading, if not entirely

supplanting, the old llantu ancestor-worship, and profoundly

affecting the whole family life.”

The Wuwahili are in a sense a historical people, for they

formed the chief constituent elements of lire re-

nowned Zang (ZengJ empire 1

,
which in Kdrisi’s

time (nth century) stretched along the seaboard

from Somaliland to and beyond the Zambesi. When the

Portuguese burst suddenly into the Indian Ocean it was * great

and powerful slate, or rather a vast confederacy of states, with

many Nourishing cities— Magdcshu Brava, Mombasa, Melindi,

Kilui, Angosha. Sofate—and widespread commercial relations

extending across the eastern waters to India and China, and up

the Red Sea to Europe. How these great centres of trade ami

eastern culture were one after the other ruthlessly destroyed by

the Portuguese corsairs co‘ o ftm c /eg.* {“ with sword and fire,

Camocni) is told by Duane Barbosa, who was himself a Portu-

guese and an eye-witness of the havoc and the honors that

not infrequently followed in the trail of his barbarous fellow-

countrymen*.

1 The name still smlic. in Zrn.'-.-Cir (" Zing-Uni *) and the oiljarent

uiaml of ZmtiSar (in Iculixt <jrripiiony Zen

g

Is "bUds." mi far is

the same .Viable word, miank* dry land, iSat «« hasp In Meta-Mr on the

v^vonle -i<ie of the Imlun Ocenx Cl”. ;bo Airs.,

n

iw Minn, - by land and
by »!t‘*

A"' MateAir > C1U1 Jt AJrke, ijij, tnn.li’ni by the Him.
Henry E. J. 5< infer, IIjVIhv: jotWty. iMS.

K 7
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Beyond Sofsb we enter the domain of the Am a-Zulu, the

Ama-Xoia, and others whom I have collectively

Xmm
Z“1*’ called Zuht-Xetat'

,

and who are in some respects

the most remarkable ethnical group in all Bantu-

land. Indeed they are by common consent regarded as Bantus

in a ptecmiiiau tense, and this conventkwal term Bantu itself

it taken from their typical Bantu language'. There Is dear

evidence that they are comparatively recent arrivals, necessarily

from the north, in their present territory, which was stilt occupied

by Bushman and Hottentot tribes probably within the Ust

Femur and
thouMR<* T*3 '* or 5°- Before the Kafir wars

Fr«.=i Kith the English (1811—77) 'his territory extended

much farther round the coast than at present, and

tor many years the Great Kei River has formed the frontier

between the white settlements and the Xosas.

llut what they have lost in this direction the Zulu-Xosas, or at

least the Zulus, have recovered a hundredfold by their expansion

northwards during the 19th century. After the establishment of

the Zulu military power un.ler Dingiswayo and his successor

Chaka
< 1 793— t Sa8), half the continent was overrun by organised

Zulu hordes, who ranged nearly as far north as Lake Victoria,

and in many places founded more or less unstable kingdoms or

chieftaincies on the model of the terrible despotism set up in

Zululand. Such were, beyond the Limpopo, the states of Gaxa
land and Mntabiiilsnd, the latter euabiislied about 1S3S by

1 In pre'ftr:r to the more popular form Zniu-Kufir, where Kifit Is

n-rdy 'he Arabic " Inliiid ” applied inducrunlnstely to any people rejecting

Ulim i hcoic the S.*i M Kkfin |«‘ Bi..clclad Inridels') U Afghaniilnn
i

the Kufra oaiii is the Sahara, where Ai/’», plural of Kafir, refas to the

Titiui of tint district;and the Kitira generaUy cf the Ean African

ieoboiM. But to Eng! cl, u-nge Zulu » nppUed to tire northern

)ort of the territory, msinly Kululand proper and Natal, while Kafir land or

KafSarn is rtwrreted to the tcothem recite* beintn Natal and the Great

Kei Rivet. TU Uiii nf there wuthera " Kafir. " belong to the Xovi eonnec-

tkmt hence tfctt term take* the plate of Kafir, in the tonpnoi evprcvoK.
Ze/o-AW Am,, is explained Is £tk. p. >;i. aed the X of .fart r«vre»fni5
an Mareccnmeahle comUnatks ofa gett oral and a literal click, this with two
other cftcki la dental and a piiitill having infeittd the «jre«h « there bantu,
during their long peehistciic wars with the Hotteoton.

• £U. p. >;i.
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Urasibkatzi, father of Lobengulu, who perished in a hopeless

struggle with the English in 1894- Gungunhana, last of ilic

Swazi (Zulu) chiefs in Garaland. na similarly dispossessed by

ihe Portuguese in 1896

North of the ZamtcH the Zulu hand*—Marita. Maviti,

Mangoni (Angoni), and others nowhere developed large political

state* except for a soon time under the ubiquitous Mimmbo in

Unpmocziland Hut some, especially the Angoni', were long

troublesome in the Nyatsa district, and other* about tbe I.ower

Zambesi, where they are known to the Portuguese as *• Undirts."

The Angoni power nas finally broken by the English early tn

1898, and the reflux movement has now entirely subsided, and

cannot be revived, the disturbing elements having been extin-

guiahed at the fountain-head by the absoiption ot Zululand itself

in the British Colony of Natal <iS95>

Nowhere have patriarchal institution, been more highly

developed than among the Zulu-Xosas, all of

whom, except perhaps the Ama-Fingu* and some

other broken group*, claim direct descent 110m

some eponymous hero 01 mythical founder of the tribe. Thus

in the national traditions Chska was seventh in descent from a

legendary chief Zulu, front whom they take the name of Afon/u

ra-KwaZu/u, that is - People of Zulu'* I.and," although the true

moihct-tribc appear to have been the now extinct Anu-NtombeU.

Once the supremacy and prestige of Chaim's tnbe was established,

all the others, a* they were successively reduced, claimed also to

' Mr Hubert Codringlon tell. u. that the* Angoni (Abugooi) spnng from

• Zola lute -tuUi ci/ased the Zambesi ibool ibi«, and cslablithri thcnwlvo

w.ti*eat of L. Tax^anyika, bui lain migrated to the apUr.1 t unt of

L. Xyisw. "here they toon-kit three pity states. Otters went eaa of the

Liringstooc i-ange. and arc fceie >ull known os Magwangwara. Hu all

became jraiaily iMaulsted to the anoumKig Inieinianyisg

with ite women of the country they pioeive tbcit .peth. drcii. and UMges

far tbe 4isi gearratios in a subtly mrvditicl form, aittotgh the language of

Inly Intercourse Is that of the mothers. Then this cliss becomr* lb* ariito

iracj cl tbe whole intiro, which hrr»forth rompri-n a great pit of the

iWdgino, ruled by a privileged i-J.:e of Zola origin, perpetuated law
rntirely among themsehes " |C.-mnl Jftjontknj, G/WW*. Ji«’. May 1S98,

P- sub
r—

:
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te true Zulu*, and as ihe same process went on in the f»i north,

the term Zulu ha* no" in many case* come to imply political

rather than blood relationship. Here »c have an object leaon,

by which the ethnical value of such names as** Aryan,
’

"Kelt,

“ Briton," “Slav,-' Sic. may be gauged in ocher regions.

So also ntoi; of the southern section claim as their founder

and ancestor a cettain Xtssn, sprung from Zuide, who may have

flourished about >5=0, an:! whom the Ama-Tetnbus and Ama-

Mpondoa also regard as their progenitor. Thus the "hole section

is connected, but not in the direct line, with the Xosis. who trace

their lineage from Gakka and Khxkhabc, sons of Palo, who is

said to base died about 1780, and was himself tenth in direct

de«cent from Xiwa. We thus get a genealogies! table as under,

which gives his ptoper place in the Family Tree to neatly every

historical “ Kafir” chief in Cape Colony, where ignorance of these

relation* caused much bloodshed during the early Kafir wars:

—

ZMt ll.sooj)

T«=£I Xou 1:530?) Mpondo

Tembus
L*>okic«|

Gakka

FAlofijJoTi

1

MpoaJunUd

Khakfcobe

kLu
Hinra

Krcli

Omtbo

Gil'- (<*- c»>8)

Mbili

GuaU
1

Macomo VelKo
AnuGikLai

SxmiUU B<L

Ana-Gaikas Ana-Mlialin

J
:uU (Mpceicc)

Ndhlimba
r——

*

AttU'XrfhLambtf

R*ar all, both northern Zuhis and southern Xasas, are essenti-

ally one people in speeds, physique, usages and

TypF
**1

social institutions- The hair is uniformly of a

somewhat frizzly texture, the colour of a light or

clear hrown amongst the Ama-Tcmbus, but elsewhere very dark,

the Swazis being almo-t M bluc-blaci *
;
the head decidedly long

f 7 a
’

54 *> am ‘ high (195 S*); nose variable, both Negtoid and

perfectly regular
;
height above the mean {5 ft- 9 to x 1 in.)

;

figure shapely and muscular, though Fritsch’s measurements show
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that ii is sometimes far from the nlmc*t ideal standard of beauty

with which some early observers have credited them.

McntaSIy the Zulu<Xoui stand much higher thin the true

Negro, as shown especially in their political organi-

sation, which, before the development of Dingis- oc**n«mion.

wayo's military system under European influences,

was a kind of patriarchal monarchy controlled by a powerful

aristocracy. The nation was grouped in tribes connected by the

ties of blood and ruled by the hereditary inkou, or feudal chief,

who was supreme, with power of life and death, within his own

jurisdiction- Against his mandates, however, the nobles could

protest in council, and it was in fact their decisions lliat estab-

lished precedents and the traditional code ofcommon
law. "This common law is well adapted to a people

in a rude state of society. It holds everyone accused

of crime guilty unless he can prove himself innocent
;

it makes

the head of the family responsible for the conduct of all its

branches, the village collectively for all resident in it. and the

clan for each of its tillages, hot the administration of the la*

there are couits of various grades, from any of which an appeal

may be taken to the Supreme Council, presided over by the

paramount chief, who is no: only the ruler but also the father

of the people'.”

In the interior, between the southern coast ranges and the

Zambesi, the Hottentot and Bushman aborigines
Mj| |J ||||

were in prehistoric ages almost everywhere dis- ana uiu-

pbced or reduced to servitude by other Bantu
uk“*

peoples, such as the MakaUkas and Mashonas, the Hechuar.ii

and the kindred Basutos. Of these the first arrivals (from the

north) appear to have been the Mashonas and Makalakas.

who were being slowly "eaten up" by the Matatxli when the

process was arrested by the timely intervention of the English in

Rhodesia.

Both nations are industrious tillers of the soil, skilled in metal-

work and in mining operat-ons, being probably the

direct descendants cf the natives, whose great chief

Mfwmotafa, U. "Lord of the Mines,” as I interpret

' Rev J. Macdonald, Ztg»l In A/Hix. p. 15*.
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ihe word

1

,
ruled over rho Mtnica and surrounding auriferous

di-iricis when the Portuguese nrt reached Sofala early in the 16th

century. Apparently for political reasons

3

this Monoutotap* wJj

liter transformed by tliem from a monarch to a monarchy, the

vat: empire of Mor.coiocapiland, which nas supposed to comprise

pretty well everything south of the Zambesi, but, having no

existence, has for the last two hundred years eluded the diligent

search of historical geographers.

But ages before Portuguese or MonomotJ|us were heard of,

the Malaiakas with the kindred Banyai, Basenga and others, may

well have been at week in tlic mines of this auriferous region, in

the service of the builders of the 2tmbabwe ruins

n..
explored and described by the late Theodore lient ’,

and by him rightly, I think, attributed to tome

ancient cultured people of South Arabia. He mentions tire

Saharan*, but there is no reason to exclude the still more ancient

Minicins, both being closely allied members of the Semitic

Himyarite family, It is to be noticed that similar ruins cccur

also in the Benningna Hills and various other parts of Mata-

bihland. all apparently connected with long aliandoned gold-

mines.

Kvcn Barros* was aware th.it all these remains were prior

1 From .\/ittu3 , lord, muter, aid rtf.I, to dj>, both ooenmrm Bimu '.oniv
1 The po«t »»s that Pcetugil hid made treaties with dm mythical State,

In .ittae cf width die clilaied in the •* scramble for Africa “ all the hinteilends

tehind hei putscuinnt on the e»K and voi oxni. (Moambique »nd Angola),

in fact all South Africa between the Otange and Zimbca riser.. Further

details on the
11 Motomcapi Question " will he found in my monograph un

“The Puttie* in tjo nil Airies" in Murray's Stalk Afrlct. /Vow Arei
OtwixaMn It Prank Huh. 1891, pp. 11 iq. Five y*«ra Inter Mr G. McCall

Thnl >1 >i> discovered, no doubt independently, the mythical chi ratter 0!

MonamotapaUnd in hi. bock on Tbr Prmrguar in Scutk Afriu. 1*96.

Pm. K. Cugr. Str. Nay 1891. and Tk. AnW OHa tf AfdiAcvwrW.

Sir H. H- Johnston, however. who in my opinion 1—. ihr Binlu migriticos

to a far too mtni dale, thinks tbit “ those earlier seuiets Iiom Southern

Arabia, who tn-.ied for gold me 1000 year* ajo and lew in Soifh Africa,

weit only acquainted with rouse inhabitants of a lti.hinin-Hceicntoi type, to

judge by the drawings engravings, and r&Meis they hi«e fcfi. intended to

depict natitra engaged in the chaw * (Srih.i Crxutt AJrisa
. ;,|.

* Am, Firat Decide, 1, L Lisbon, tj;;.
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both to the Portuguese and Movleui Aral*, and those who object

to the Him) mite? should 3 t least be prepared with a reasonable

alternative. There are, of course, the Axumites of Abyssinia,

with their seaport of Adults at the head of the Arabian Gulf; hut

they also were Himyaritcs. so that it would only be

a question of dates. In any case the Christian

Axumites arc excluded, because the emblems on

the monuments are distinctly pagan, and paint to Semitic rites.

Mich as those later revealed to the western world by the Pbceoicians,

who were themselves |*>ssibly sprung from a Minatan ancestry.

With the Bechuanas, whose territory extends from the Orange

river to Lake Ngami and includes Basutoland with a great pan of

the two Boer states, wc again meet a people at the totemic stage

of culture. Here the eponymous heroes of the

Zulu-Xosas are replaced by babixxis, fahes. ele-

phants. and other animals from which the various

tribal groups claim descent. The origin of the collective national

name has been much discussed ever since the Bechuanas were

first visited b) Lichtenstein early in the nineteenth centuiy'. But

there seems little doubt tba; it is a slightly modified form of Bn-

Cftutat, “People of the Churn,? it. of the Cape baboon, this

anim.il being the totem of the Barocse, who are recognised by all

the others as the elder branch or mother-tribe of the family.

With these Barotse is connected one of the most remarkable

episodes in the turbulent history of the South

African peoples during tl>* nineteenth century.

Many years ago a section of the tribe migrated to

the Middle Zambesi above die Victoria Kalis, where they founded

a powerful state, the “ Barotie (Marotse) Empire.
1
’ which despite a

temporary eclipse still exists 3S a British protectorate (1896). The

eclipse was caused by ani/.her migration northwards

01 a great body of Makololos, a branch of the kin-

dned Basutoe. who under the renowned chief

Sebttuaae reached the Zambesi about 1855 and overthrew the

Baratse ihnasty, reducing the natives to a state of servitude.

* Kmm. Ac., iN>j-0 Beilin. 1611 This writer already speaks of IV
** Bcetjiana race ” in a collective icuvc. ir*i he the lint u» iUisc the nx
range ofihe Bom a LinguUifc Fuaily, a* »: oftwanU called.
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Bui after the death of Sebituane’s successor, Livingstone's

Srkeletu, the Baroisc, taking advantage of their oppressors'

dynastic rival ties, suddenly revolted, and after exterminating the

Makololo* almost to the last man, reconstituted the empire on a

stronger footing than ever. It no* comprises an area of some

350,000 squate miles between the Chobc and the Kafukwe

affluents, with a population vaguely estimated at over 1,000,000,

including the savage Bashukulurobwe tribes of the Kafukwe basin

reduced in 1891.

Yet, shott as was the Makololo rule (1835—yo>. it was long

enough to impose their language on the vanquished Barotse.

Hence the curious phenomenon no* witnessed about the Middle

Zamhcu, where the Makololo have disappeared, while their Sesuto

speech remains the common medium of intercourse throughout the

Ilarotse empire. How often have analogous shiftings and disloca-

tions taken place ir. the course of ages in other parts of the world

!

And in the light of such lessons how cautious ethnogiaphists

should be in arguing from speech to race, and drawing conclu-

sions from these or similar surface relations

!

Referring to these stirring events, Mr Mncketuic writes:

"Thus perished the Makololo from among die number of South

African tribes. No one can put hu finger on the map of Africa

and say, 'Here dwell the Makololo*’.” This will pcutlc many
who since the middle of the nineteenth century have repeatedly

heard ol, and even been in unpleasantly close contact with.

Makololo so called, not indeed in Barotseianil, but lower down

the Zambesi about its Shite affluent

The explanation of the seeming contradiction is given by

another incident, which is also not without ethnical significance

From Livingstone's Jown.ih ac learn that in 1859 he was accom-
panied to the east eras: by a small parry of Makololos and others,

sent by ha friend Sekeletu in quest of a cure for leprosy, from

which the emperor was suffering. These Makololos bearing of

the Barotse revolt, wisely stopped on their return journey at the

Shire confluence, and through the prestige of their name have here

succeeded in founding several so-called " Makololo States,” which

• Tm Year, AM </iA,
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Slid exist, and have from lime to time given considerable trouble

to the administrators of British Central Africa. But hot* true

are Mr Mackenzie's north, if the political be separated from the

ethnical relations, may be judged from the fact that of the original

founders of these petty Shire states only two were full-blood

Makololos. All the other! were, I believe, Barotse. Batoka, or

Batonga, these akin to the savage Bashukulumbwe.

Thus the Makololos live on, in their speech above the Victoria

Falls, tn their name below the Victoria Falls, and
D(a0l

it is only from history sre know that since about “'
D

r*"n‘'

1S70 the whole nation has been completely wiped

cot everywhere in the Zambesi valley. But even amongst cultured

peoples history goes hack a very little way, 10.000 years at most

anywhere. What changes and shiftings may, therefore, have else-

where also taken place during prehistoric ages, all knowledge of

which is no* past recovery :

Few Bantu peoples have lent a readier ear to the teachings of

Christian propagandists than the Xosa, IVasuto, and Bechuana

natives. Several stations in the heart of Kafirland—Blythswood.

Somerville, Lovedale, and others— base for some time been self-

supporting. and prejudice aione would deny that

they have worked for good amongst the surrounding
cJgJ"

d
n

**

Gaikz, Galeka. and Fingo tribes Soga, a member .mongihr

of the Blythswood community, has produced a

translation of the Pilgrim's Pngnu, described by

the Rev. J. Macdonald ns "a marvel of accuracy and lucidity of

expression numerous village schools are eagerly attended, and

much land has been brought under intelligent cultivation.

The French and Swiss Protestant teachers have also achieved

great things in Basutoland, which may now be regarded as an

integral part of Christendom. Here the ok! tribal system has

yielded to a higher social organisation, and the Batau, Baputi and

several other tribal group! have been merged in industrious pas-

toral and agricultural communities professing a somewhat strict

form of Protestant Christianity, and entirely forgetful of the former

heathen practices associated with witchcraft and ancestry-worship.

1 Of- P- 4 J-
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In Bcchuaiuland one great pewoiulity dominates the social

horizon. Khama, king of the B&mangtraco nation,
Knutna.

. t
next to the Iwotsc tne most pcnvertul section of the

Bechuanas, has tor several decades been a uue father of his

people, a Christian legislator in the better sente of the term,

and an enlightened reformer even front the secular point of

view.

When th«e triumphs, analogous to those witnessed among*
the Lacustrians and in oilier parts of Bantuland, arc contrasted

with the dull weight of resistance everywhere opposed by the full-

blood Negro populations to any progress beyond their present

low level of culture, we are the better able to recognise the

marked intellectual superiority of the negioid Bantu over the

pure black element.

West of Be.htumal.ind the continuity of the Bar.tu domain is

arrested iu the south by the Hottentots, who still

hold lhtir g'ound in N'amaquaUnd, and farther

north by the few wandering Bushman groups of the

Kalahari descit. Even in Damaroland. which a mainly Bantu

territory
,
there are Intermingling, of long standing lliat have given

rise to much ethnical confusion. The Om-Htrtro, who arc here

dominant, and the kindred Otu-Af/o of Ovar.ipoland bordering

on the Portuguese possessions, are undoubted

HtaSuuM*. Bantus of somewhat line physique, though intellec-

tually not specially distinguished. Owing to the

character of the country, a somewhat arid, level steppe between

the hills and the coast, they are often collectively called

“Cattle Danutas," or " Danutas of the Plains,” in contradutmc-

tion to the “ Mill Damarav " of the coast ranges. To this popular

nomenclature is due the prevalent contusion regarding the-e

aborigines The leTm “ Daman ‘
is of Hottentot origin, and is

nor recognised by the local tribes, who all call themselves Ova-

Hetcro, that is, " Merry People." But there is a marked differ-

ence iietween the Ictwlxndera and the highlanders, the latter, that

is. the “Hill Damans.' having a strong strain of Hottentot blood,

and being now of Hottentot speech

The whole region is a land of transition between the two

races, where the straggle for suptemacy has scarcely yet been
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aire^ed by the intervention of the German admmbtratocs'.

Clearness would lie gamed by replacing the term “ Damaraland,"

a distinct misnomer, by the German " HaeroUnd,” for the "hole

territory north of Walvtsch Bay, and by substituting for Hill

Uiraaras the expression GOm-Zerdu, or “ Hillmen," as they are

called by their neighbours of the plains, who should of course be

called Hereros to the absolute exclusion of the expression "Cattle

Damaras." These Hereros show a singular dislike for salt, the

peculiarity, however, can scarcely be racial, as it is shared in also

by their cattle, and may be due to the heavy vapours, perhaps

slightly charged with saline particles, which hang so frequently Over

the coastlands.

No very sharp ethnical line can be drawn between Portuguese

West Africa and the contiguous portion of the Congo Free State

south and west of the main stream. In the coastlands between

the Cunene am! the Congo estuary a few groups, such as the

historical Es/u-KMgt and the KaMndat
t
have developed some

marked characteristics under European influences, just as have the

cannibal Manyueauu of the Upper Congo through association with

the Nubo-Arab slave-raiders- But with the exception of the Tu-

Ski/aitge, the Ba-Zei) and one or mo others, much the same

physical and mental traits are everywhere presented by the

numerous Bantu populations within the great bend of the

Congo.

The people who give their name to this river present some

points ofspecial interest. It is commonly supposed

that the old " Kongo Empire" was a creation of
K^°u

the Portuguese- But Mbana, afterwards re-

christened "Sin Salvador," was already the capital

of a powerful State when i: was first visited by the expedition of

1491, from which time date its relations with Portugal. At first

the Catholic missionaries had great success, thousands were at

leas: baptiacd, and for a moment it seemed as if all the Congo
lands were being swept into the fold. There were great rejoicings

on rhe conversion of the Mfumu (“ Emperor*) himself on whom

* So reer-.-ly a' October, 1 Sija. ihe r.mun. Itonctiiii chief Witbooi gained

a great victory over ihv Heroes, killrig (heir chief Epas. mil carrying ofl

muc?i
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nere lavished honours and Portuguese titles still teme by hit

present degenerate descendant, the Portuguese State pensioner.

“ Horn Pedro V., Catholic King of Kongo and its Dependencies.”

But Christianity never struck very deep roots, and, except in the

vicinity of the Imperial and vassal Courts heathenish practices

of the won: description were continued down to the middle of

the nineteenth century. About 1&70 fresh efforts were made

both by Protestant and Catholic missionaries to reconvert the

people, who had little to remind them of their former faith except

the ruins of the cathedral of Son Salvador, crucifixes, banners,

and ocher religious emblems handed down as heiriooms and

regarded as potent fetishes by their owners. A like fate, it may

be incidentally mentioned, has overtaken the efforts of the Portu-

guese missionaries to evangelise the natives of the east coast,

where little now survives of their teachings but snatches of un-

intcll*ible songs to the Blessed Virgin, such as that still chanted

by the Lon er Zambesi boatmen and recorded by Mrs Pringle:—

Sou sama, «ina aarnai,

Sun mama Marta, sini raraci...

Mirj, I'm alitor, inothrv 1 have none.

Mother I haw nore. tie and fairer loch are gree, ftc .

1

It is probable that at some remote period the ruling race

reached the west const from the north-east, and

i]Z
«°,Dt0 imposed their Bantu speech on the rude aborigines,

by whom it is still spoken over a wide tract of

country on boch sides of the Lower Congo. It is an extremely

pure md somewhat archaic member of the Bantu family, and the

Rev. W. Holman Bentley, our best authority on the subject, is

enthusiastic in praise of its “richness, flexibility, exactness,

subtlety of idea, and nicely of expression,” a language superior to

the people tliemselves, ''illiterate folk with an elaborate and

regular grammatical system of speech cf such subtlety and exact-

ness of idea that its daily use ts in itself an education'." Kishi-

Kongo has the distinction of being the ntst Bantu tongue ever

reduced to written form, the oldest known work in the larguage

being a treatise on Christian Doctrine published in Iiibon in

Tm/ds !h Mmikmihs 1/ tMtAfrur, i88«. p. 118.

• Dutvnaryand efOu AWjv i98 j. p. xxiil
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1624. Since that lime the speech of ihe “ Mociconghi," a,

Pigafeua calls them 1

,
Itss undergone bui slight phonetic or other

change, which is all the more surprising when we

consider the extreme rudeness of the present Mushi-

Kongo* and Olivers by whom ii is still spoken with

considerable uniformity. Some of there believe themselves

sprung from trees, as if they had 'till reminiscences of the

arboreal habits of a pithecoid ancestry.

Amongst die neighbouring Btimkit, whose solus were formerly

ex effuto Commanders-in-chief of the Empire, still dwells a

potent being, mho is invisible to everybody, and although mortal

never dies, or at least after each dissolution springs again into life

from bis remains gathered up by the priests. All

die young tnen of the tribe undergo a similar trans- ckruunn^
formation, being thrown into a death like trance by dwih**.

the magic arts of the mcdicine-man, and then re-

suscitated after three day* The power of causing the cataleptic

sleep is said really 10 exist, aivl these strange rites, unknown

elsewhere, ate probably to be conoected with the resurrection of

Christ after three days and of everybody on the list clay as

preached by the early Portuguese evangelists. A volume might

be written on the strange distortions of Christian doctrine^

amongst savage peoples unable to grasp their true inwardness.

In Angola the Portuguese distinguish between the Pretos, that

:s, the “civilised,” and the Negr/n, or unreclaimed ^
natives. Vet both terms mean the same thing, as KibJdu and

also docs B+fiot1
,

•*Black People." which is applied

in an arbitrary way both to the Eshi-Kongo? and

their near rotation*, the KaMndas of the Poruigueie enclave north

of the I-ower Conga These Kattnda*, 10 turned from the

import of that name on the 1,tango coast, are an extremely

intelligent, energetic, and enterprising people, tiaring seafarers.

1 “Li Mccicocgh* cost nomoii r#el suo propiio id>:mi ga oUtanti del

r»nm« di Congo" (Mrim &C.. Row, 1591, p. S3 ). This form is raurk-
able, being singular (M*imXah) of plural (£/4v) ; yt< it it Mill

cwrady oppM to the n>Jc ta Mu*;.*- Kongo* 11 00 the south side of the

CS1D»TT.

- L/Jte:. VKtttt frt-Fivrt with on rotnuiv< r.
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and active trader*. But they complain of the keen rivalry of

another dark people, live Jiitei Prats, or “ Black Jena,’' who

call themselves ,1/it- Vanibu, and whose hooked nose combined with

other peculiarities has earned for them their Portuguese name.

The Kabindas say that these "Semitic Negroes" were specially

created for the punishment of ocher unscrupulous dealers by their

ruinous competition in trade.

A great part of the vast region within the bend ol the Congo
is occupied by the Baluba people, whose numerous branches—

Pitsongt and Bsrnngt about the sources of the Sankuru, BaskiiaHgi

i
TmhUangr) about tlte l.ulua-Kassai confluence, and many others

—extend all the way from the Kwango basin to Manyucmaland.

Most of these are Bantus of the average type, fairly intelligent,

industrious and specially noted for their skill in iron and copper

work. Iron ores arc widely diffused and the copper comes from

the famous mines of the Katanga district, of which King Xizidi and

his Wanvamwezi followers were dispossessed by the Congo Free

State in 189a.

Special attention is claimed by the Tuskibuigt nation, for our

knowledge of whom we are indebted chiefly to Capt.

tuuHubc* C S. Latrobe Bateman 1
. These are the people

Sm‘v5n
"horn Wisamann had already referred to as “a
nation of thinkers with the interrogative ‘why*

constantly on their lips." Bateman also describes them as

• thoroughly honest, brave to foolhardiness, and faithful to each

other. They axe prejudiced in favour of foreign customs and
spontaneously copy the usages of civilisation. They are the

only African tribe among whom 1 have observed anything

like a becoming conjugal affection and regard. To say

nothing of such recommendations as their emancipation from

fetishism, their ancient abandonment of cannibalism, and their

national unity under the sway of a really princely prince

(Kaiemba), I believe their, to be the most open to the best

influences of civilisation of any African tribe whatsoever'."

' Tii Pint itvim »/ Hr A'juoi, iSH^. p. io-j. S« «1» my comma-
tiksiton Hi ihc Aot/tay, April 6, iSt$. and A/rua (Sanlanl’. Coaopcwdiim).
l89J, V«l It- p. HJ f

Of. M. [> to.
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Their Icrrilory about the Lulua affluent of the Knssai is the

to-called Luboka, or land of “ Friendship,'' rhe theatre of a re-

markable social revolution, canted out independently of all

Europe*!) influences, in fact before rive arrival of any whites on

the scene. It was initiated by the secret brotherhood of the

BcNti-Riamba. or " Sons of Hemp," csiablislrcd about 1 8;o, when

the nation became divided into :wo parties over the

question of throwing the country open to foreign - {££
,u

trade. The king having sided with the ‘‘Pro-

gresaives." the *' Conservatives " were worsted with

much bloodshed, whereupon the barriers of seclusion were swept

away, Trading relations being at once established with the outer

world, the custom of rutmba (bhang) smoking was unfortunately

introduced through the Swahili traders from Zanzibar. T"hc

practice itself soon became associated with mystic rites, and was

followed by a general deterioration of morals throughout Tmhi-

langeland.

North of the Balubss follows the great Bti/o/v nation, whose

domain comprises nearly the whole of the region
Th>

between the equator and the left bank of live Congo, - M.n oi

and whose Kitolo speech is still mote widely dif-

fused, being spoken by perltaps lo.oao.coo within the horseshoe

(.end- These " Men of Iren " in the sente of Cromwells " Iron-

>ides,“ or “ Workers in Iron.” as the name has been diversely

interpreted (from bio, iron), may not be all that they have been

depicted by the glowing pen of Mrs H Grattan Guinness 1

; but

nobody will deny their claim to be regarded as physically, if not

mentally, one of the tir.est Bantu races. But for the strain of

Negro blood betrayed by the tumid under lip, tritely hair, and wide

nostrils, many might pass for average Hamitcs with high forehead,

straight or aquiline note, bright eye, and intelligent expression.

They appear to have migrated about a hundred years ago from

rhe east to their present homes, where they have cleared the land

both of its forests and the aborigines, brought extensive tracts under

cultivation, and laid out towns in the American chessboard

fashion, but with the houses so wide apart that tt takes hours to

1 Tkr S’cv IVflitfCtMral Afma. 1S90. p. sq.
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traverse them. They arc skilled in many crafts, and understand

the divisionoflaboar principle, " fanners, gardeners, smiths, boat-

builders, weavers. cabinet-makers, armourers, warriors, and speakers

being already dilTctenlisted amongst them'.”

From the cast or north-east a great stream of migration has

tm. w««-
s^° ft* fany years been setting right across the

equatorial cannibal rone to the west coast between the

Ogowai and Camertins estuary. Some of these

cannibal bands, collectively known as /ir«i, Paituim, Mpongwa',

Oftjftas ana by other names, have already swarmed into the

Cabiin and Lower Ogowai districts, where they have caused a

considerable dislocation of the coos tribes. They are at present

the dominant, oral least the most powerful and dreaded, people in

West Equatorial Africa, where nothing but the intervention of die

French administration has prevented them front sweeping the

AtpQKgHtt, jMbtogai, OktwJai, AihatigM, Ishtgtn, BaUta, and the

other maritime populations into the Atlantic. Even the great

Batata

i

nation, who are also immigrants, but from

the south-east, and who arrived some time before

the Fans, have been hard pressed and driven forward by those

lietce anihtopophagisis. They ate still numerous, certainly over

1oo,ooo, but confined mainly to the left bank of the Ogowai,

where their copper and iron workers have given up the hopeless

snuggle to compete with the imported European wares, and bare

consequently turned to trade. The Bakalai are now the chief

brokers and middlemen throughout the equatorial coastlands,

and their pure Bantu language is cnctoaclting on the Wpongwe
in the Ogowai basin.

When first heard of by Bowdich in 1819, the Paamways, as

he calls the Fans, were an inland people presenting

such marked Hamitic or Caucasic features that he

allied them with the West Sudanese Fulahs. Since

then there have been inevitable intermingling*, by which the type

has no doubt been modified, though still pcesenting distinct 1100-

n«utii.

Th* Cm nl
1*1 rini.

• Op. tit. p. «ji.

* The* Afp.tngvn M>ac« »rv constantly cnnfvusl with llw ilpmgvti <A

the GaUla, a seiilcJ Bantu people uV> ham bwn in dote concwi. «*J

on trwuiily tontt, with Ihe ahitt UaJe. ami mammies in tins <luu>a,



liantu or non-Negro character? Button, Winwood Rtade, Oscar

I«ni and most other observers sepirale them altogether from the

Negro connection, describing them as "well-built,

tall and slim, with a light brown complexion, often

inclining to yellow, well-developed beard, and very

prominent frontal bone standing oui in a lemicircular protuber-

ance above the supcrciliaty arches. Morally also, they differ

greatly from the Negro, being remarkably intelligent, truthful, and

of a serious temperament, seldom laughing os indulging in the

wild orgies of the blacks

The language also, says Lens, is “entirely different from those

of the other Negro peoples'.” Vet many ethnologists have sug-

gested affinities with the Zandehs and Mingbatm of the Welle

tegion, chiefly on the ground of their common fondness for

human flesh. On this point the Fans certainly yield to none, and

although amongst the coast tribes the practice is now restricted

to solemn occasions, these untouched by European influences

abstain only from their " nearest and dearest," and even tlseae may
be disinterred and bartered for others noc coming within the pro-

hibited degicet of consanguinity’.

Still the taste is too universal in the cannibal rone to serve

as a racial test, and we arc not helped by it to a solutioa of

the difficult Fan problc-n. Were one to venture on a conjecture,

1 should suggest that these mysterious horde; arc not Fnlahs,

as supposed by Bowdich, but "belated Hamites." loot like the

Fulahs in the seething mass of negrodom. If the language is

icaily not Bantu, as stated by Lcnr, it will perbape prove to be

an outlying member of the Hamitic Ttbu or Masai group.

In the Camerdn region, which still lies within Bantu territory,

Sir H. H. Johnston* divides the numerous local

tnbes into two groups, the aborigines, such as the
rJ

K
p.

<^‘
Bayengt, Ba/fagt, Bam, Al*i and U'uri i and the

Liter intruders BakunJu,Baku/tri, Daa/a, “Great Balarra " ar-i

1 My Africa, ll. p. jS. O-ar bent. Whu f»rtnp‘ thru best, •*>'!
" Gut g«b»it scfclsnk unJ Lrifeg gewtehsen, Hauiaite vicl Ixhcer maachnd
stuk lei <i«it» •plafond, K.~.«r und Bsn.«tn mfblfond Mari, -hr pw
KinotOtte (SlauH aui H'al-Afnta, :S;8. p. jj). * /a. p.

* Schirrinfonh, Mean ef Africa, II. p. iS- 4 O^uiat Refer/, i»%.

K. 8
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H*a—chiefly from the cast and south-east. Best known arc (he

Pualai of the Camerdn estuary, physically typical Bantus uiih

almost European features, and well-developed calves, a character

which would alone suffice to separate them from the true Negro

Nor are these traits due to contact with the white settlers on the

coast, because the Dwalas keep quite aloof, and are so proud of

their "blue blood,' that nil lately all lulf-hrceds were "weeded out,’

being regarded as monster, who reflected discredit on the tnbe.

Socially the Camertin natives stand at nearly the same low

Hama-
kvel CU I<UIC as 'he neighbouring full-blood

Negroes of the Calabar and Niger delta. Indeed
' the transition in customs and institutions, as well

as in physical appearance, is scarcely perceptible between the

peoples dwelling north and south of the Rio del Rey, here the

dividing line between the Negro and Bar.tu lands. The BoiitA

of the Mente river, almost last of the Bantus, differ little except in

speech from the Negro Efiiu of Old Calabar, while witchcraft and

other gross superstitions were till lately as rife amongst the Bak-

win and Hakundu tribes of the western Camerdn as anywhere in

r.cgioliud. It is not long since one of the Bakwiri. found guilty

of having eaten a chicken at n missionary's table, was himself

eaten by his fellow clansmen. The law of blood for blood was

pitilessly enforced, and charges of witchcraft were so frequent

that whole villages were depopulated, or abandoned by theit

terror--uicken inhabitants. The island of Atnbas in the inlet of

like name remained thus for a time absolutely deserted, " most of

the inhabitants having poisoned each other off with their ever-

lasting ordeals, and the few survivors ending by dreading the very

air they breathed'.”

Having thus completed our survey of the Bantu populations

from the central dividing line about the Congo-

mi

C

had water-parting round by the cast, south, and
elm to west coastlanda, and so lack to the Sudanese tone,

non.
‘ * we may pause to ask, what routes were followed by

the Bantus themselves during the long ages required

to spread themselves over an area estimated at nearly .ix million

square miles? 1 have established, apparently on solid grounds,

1 Rcclus. English ©L XXL 37 6.

theit Diree-
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a fixed |>oint of initial dispersion in the extreme north-catt* and

ail vision has frequently been made to migratory movements, some

even now going on
.

generally from east to west, and, on the cast side

of the continent, from north to south, with here an Important but

still quite recent reflux from Zululand bade nearly to I-afce Victoria.

If a parallel current be postulated as setting on the Atlantic side

in prehistoric times from south to north, from Hereroland to the

C amcnins, or possibly the other way, wc shall have nearly all th*

factors needed to explain the general dispersion of the Bantu

peoples over their vast domain.

Support is given to this view by the curious distribution of

the two chief Bantu name* of the ‘•Supreme Being,” to which

incidental reference has already been made. As first pointed out

I think by Dr Block, {M)unkfjlunkuiu with its

numerous variants prevails along the eastern sea- Anc«Sy«nd
uoird, Nzombi along the western, and bath in

many parts of the interior ; while here and there

the two meet, as if to indicate prehistoric inter-

minglings of two great primeval migratory movements. From

the subjoined table a clear idea may be had of the general

distribution :

—

Mlwkuicxkcii:

/ Mpcndo: CUktal*

I

Zulu: ITnkuhmkutu

UhtmU.T<: Mutiingulu

Sofali: Murungu
Backsiant : Mrinnfriu

Lak« Moero : Mulungu

Lake TtapnjiU: Mulurgu

Vl*ku& : VtoWco

QuilUnuine: Utagi
Ukf Bai^wrolo:

Tctc, Zambesi: Muuagu

NyascUid : Mcror^j

:
Muungu

Giryisu: Muluugu

Fokccno: Mnf^
Nyikn: Mvlungu

I
Katttn : Mutaga
Yaid: Molcr.go

Hereto: Mikuiu

Nk.VUBI

Esbi Kor^o: Nwmbi ^

Ktti.r«U : Nxambl Poogo

Enndi: ZamU
Buck* s Nzifc

bucue: Nsarape

Bih*: Xzsmfct

Lsmago: Zarutx, X)mmbt

bends: Onzambi

TUrgaU : Nwrabi
iliLtlc : Nakambi

Kin^j : Anyombi

Ashin : Aninnbie

Mpon-ux: N>mU
Ikngr.* AnyomU
Dw*j : Nyambi
Vmri: Njambi

Herein : Xclynmbl .
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Of Mankuiuniu/u the primitive idea in clear enough from iti

best preserved form, the Zulu Uakahaikalu, which is a repetitive

of ihe root inkula, great. old. hence a deification of ihe great

departed, a direct outcome of the ancestry-worship so univenal

amongst Negro and Bantu peoples 1
. Thus Unkulunkulu become

the direct progenitor of the Zulu-Xosas: Unkulunkulu uh>bu mfu.

But the fundamental meaning of Manxfii is unknown The toot

docs not occut in Kishi-Kongo. and Mr Bentley rightly rejects

Kolbs 's far-fetched explanation from the Hereto, adding that " the

knowledge of God is roost vague, scarcely more than nominal.

There is no worship paid to GodV
More ptobable seems Mr VV. H. Tooke's suggestion that

Xzambc is “a Nature spin! like Zeus or India,* and that, while

the eastern Bantus are ancestor-worshippers, “the western ad-

herents of Nzarobi arc more or less Nature-worshippers In this

respect they appear to approach the Negroes of the Gold. Slave,

and Gil Coasts No doubt the cull of the dead prevails also

in this region, but here it is combined with naturalistic forms of

belief, as on the Gold Coast, where £eboxhti, chief god of all Ihe

southern tribes, is the "Blower of Clouds* the - Rainmaker,

“

and on the Slave Coast, where the Dshoman Mauru and the

Yoruba OicruH are the Sky or Rain, and the “Owner of the Sky
"

{the deified Firmament), respectively*.

!t would therefoce seem probable that the Munkulunkulu

peoples from the north-east gradually spread by the indicated

routes over the whole of Bantuland, everywhere imposing tbetr

apccch, general culture, and ancestor-worship on the pre-Bantu

' So .1.0 in Minahuvt, Celebes. Etnfung, "fir*ndfnher. ,
‘ i. the genetic

mine of lie joda "The fuvlirwitil >2rat of primitive man ait the wne
all the world O'er. Juil u the hulc tijek baby of the Negro, the brown
l«.bj cf ifc. Matty, the yellow boby of Use Chinaman are in fee* aid fora, in

fviiuirs and fcatdU, ». well m in t>* nut aniculaie tcemls ihty sniar, very

lourh alike, to the m:nd of man, whither he >w Aryan 01 Malay. Mccgollio
oi Negrito, has in the course of at etoluucei pastel Ihroajh stage, which aie

promeafly identkal." {b-jdrey J. Hickson. A A’af.vraSif in Merli Ckfcier,

18&, p. 140.)

• Of. nr. p. p4.

• Tkt Cede/IK. EMe/itHi. m A'Mart, May A. 189..
• E. B. Ellis. Trlf, p. a;.i Eve. p. 31 j YenOa, p. $6.
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aborigines, except along the Atlantic ccastlands and in parti o

f

rise interior. Here the primitive Nature-worship, embodied in

Nzatr.bi, held and still holds its ground, both meeting on equal

terms—ii shown in the above Table—among?: the Bayanzi,

the Ova-Hetero, and the Bechuanas {Mu/uagalu generally, but

Ajttmfi* in Barotreland), and no doubt in other inland regions.

But the absolute supremacy of or.c on the east,
CoBCllla

and of the other on the wot, side of the continent,

seems conclusive as to the general streams of migration, while the

amazing uniformity of nomenclature is but another illustration of

the almost incredible persistence of Bantu speech amongst these

multitudinous illiterate populations for an incalculable period of

time

The NroKiroES.

Yet, during the whole of this period, a substratum ol non Bantu

Negrito, Bushman, and Hottentot elements has also
Th< Nf(rtn

persisted throughout the same ethnical domain. Oom.in P ..i

The affinities of these primitive [-copies, both to

each other and collectively to the true Negro, have already been

discussed*. The proper domain of the African Negritoes is the

inter tropical forest land, although they appear to be at present

confined to somewhat narrow limits, between about six degrees

of laritude north and south of the equator, unless the Bushmen be

included. But formerly they probably ranged much farther north,

possibly in Neolithic times accompanying their “big brothers"

into centra! Europe (Switzerland), and in historic times finding

their way down the Nile valley to Egypt, where they were certainly

known some 4000 or 5000 years ago. This is evident from the

frequent references to them in the “ Bonk of the Dead ” as far

tack as the 6th Dynasty. Like the dwarfs in mediaeval times,

they were in high request at the coura of the
N<

Pharaohs, who sent expeditions to fetch these th'.countV

Donga (Tajik) from die "Island of the Double,”
'h ' rh,!,cB '-

that is, the fabulous region of Shade Land beyond Punt, where

they dwelt- Tne first of whom there is authentic record was

brought from this region, apparently the White Nile, to King

1 £M. Cha^ XL
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Asm <3300 E.c) by his o©«r, BaurtcC. Some 70 years later

Hem-Khuf. another officer, was sent by Pepi II “to bring bad;

a pigmy alive and in good health." from the land of great trees

away to the south
1

. That the Dings came from the south we

know from a later inscription at Kamafc, and that the word

meant dwarf is clear from rise accompanying deteiminative of

a short pnson of stunted growth.

It is curious to note in this connection that the limestone

statue of the dwarf Non-hotep, found in his tomb at Sakkaia

and figured by Ernest Crosse, has t thick elongated Ivcad suggest-

ing artificial deformation, umhapely mouth, dull expression, strong

full chest, and small deformed feet, on which he seems badly

l-alanccd It will be remembered that Schweinfurth's Akkas Irani

Mangbattnland were also represented as top-heavy, although the

ben obicrveis, Junket and others, desetibe those of the Welle and

Congo for«ts as shapely and by no means ill-proportioned.

Prof. Kollmann also, who hat examined the remains of the

. Neolithic pygmies from the Schireixersbiid Station,

»*.o Pigmy Switzerland, " is quite certain that the dwarfUke

proportions nf tlae latter have nothing in common
with diseased conditions. This, from many points of view, is

a highly interesting discovery. It is possible, as Dr Niiesch

suggests, that the widely-spread legend as to the former existence

cf little men, dwarfs and gnomes, who were supposed to haunt

caves and retired places in the mountains, may le a reminiscence

of these Neolithic pygmiesV
This is what may be called the picturesque aspect of the

Negrito question, which it wems almost a pity to Spoil by too

severe a criticism. But “ethnologic truth" obliges os to say

that the identification of the African Negrito with Kollmann’s

European dwails still lacks scientific peoof. Even crar.iology fails

us here, ar.d although the Negritoes arc in great majority round-

headed, Dr R. Vcrneau has shown that there may be exceptions',

1 Schiaparelli, Una 7im«o £piNiM. Rume. 189J.
1 Prc£ Jan's Geikie. StMUh Cvgr. Mag. Sepl 1897.
• Thus he finds {L'AntSnfelagU, 1S96. |>. ijjl » prmsnbty Negrito

hull from the Blbirga district, Middle Saneha river, m t« ciiaineUy long-

bended (;yi| nSlh. (or ih» me, the enormous ciaiual cijomy 01 ahaur
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while the theory of the general uniformity of the physical type has

broken down at some other points. Thus the Dnmt,

sooth of CillaUnd, discovered by Dr Donaldson .nVoaxo!"
1

Smith' in the district where the Dt*o Negritoes

had Ion- beer, heard of, and even seen by Antoine

d'Ahbadic In 1843. were found to average five feet, or more thar,

one foot over the mean of the true Negrito. D'Abbadie :n fact

declared that his "Dokos” were not pygmies at all', while

Donaldson Smith now tells us that “dolco" is only a term at

contempt applied by the local tribes to their ‘’poor relations'

"Their chief characteristics were a black tktn, round features,

woolly hair, small oval-shaped eyes, rather thick lips, high cheek

bones a broad forehead, and very well formed bodies" (p. *73).

The expiession of the eye was ranine, “sometimes timid and

suspicious-looking, sometimes very amiable and merry, and then

.-gain changing suddenly to a look of intense anger.’ Pygmies,

he adds, "inhabited the whole of the country north of Lakes

Stephanie and Rudolf long before any of tire tribes now to be

found in the neighbourhood : but they have (<011 gradually killed

off in war, and have lost their characteristics by inter marriage

with people of large stature, so that only this one little remnant,

tlse Duroc, remains to prove the existence of a pygmy race

Formerly they lived principally by hunting, and they still kill a

great many elephants with their poisoned arrows’ (p. 174—5).

Some of these remarks apply also to the WartJcrMv, anotbei

small people who range nearly as far north as the

Dame, but are found chiefly farther south all over

Mainland, and belong, I have little doubt, to the

same connection. They are the henchmen of the Masai nomads,

whom they provide with big game in return for divers serried,

and bold with them much the same amicable relations as the

little Neolithic folk held with their tall neighbours in central

Europe.

Those met by Mr W. Ami Chanler were also "armed with

ij.o cc. Cf. th- Akkn rensarrd by Sk W. Flower (1371 cc), nrsl his

Alriantarm* (nrSI. Ihr highest hitf**o known bfing 1:00 (Virchow).

1 7*>m.f» VnaVkcw Ajrirta Ctuntrta
,
ic, 189;.

* But Set. Cttjr. XIX. p. mo.
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bows and arrows, and each earned an elephant-spear, which they

called banati. This spear is si* feet in length, thick at either end,

and narrowed where grasped by the hand In one end is bored

a hoic, into which is fitted an arrow two feet long, as thick as

one’s thumb, and with a head two inches broad. Their method

of killing elephants is to creep cautiously up to the beast, and

drive a spear into its loin A quick twist separates the spear

from the arrow, and they make off as fast and silently as possible.

In all cases the arrows are poisoned; and if they are well intro-

duccd into the animal's body, the elephant does not go far

From some of the peculiar tics of the Achua (Wochua)

Negritoes met by Junker south of the Welle one

wTm?a
01Ki4

can understand why these little people were such

favourites with the old Egyptian kings. These

were “distinguished by sharp powers of observation, amazing

talent for mimicry, and a good memory. A striking proof of this

was afforded by an Achua whom 1 lad seen and measured four

years previously in Rumbck, and now again met at Gambari’s.

II:-) comic ways and quick nimbie movements made this little

fellow the clown of our society. He imitated w.th marvellous

fidelity the peculiarities of persons whom be had once seen ; for

instance, the gestures and facial expressions of Jussuf Pasha cslt-

Shciahis and of Haj Halil at then devotions, as well as the address

and movement* of Emin Pasha. ' with the four eyes
1

(specaclesl.

Hi- imitation of Hawash Etfendi in a towering tage, stotming and

abating everybody, was a great succcts • and now he took me off

to the life, rehearsing alter four years, down to the minuter.!

details, and with surprising accuracy, my anthropometric perform

ance when measuring hit body at RumbekV
A somewhat similar account is given by Dr Ludwig Wolf of

the Batwa pygmies visited by him and Herr WLstnann in the

Kauai region. Here are whole villages in the forest-glades

inhabited by little people with an average height of about « fed

3 inches. They are nomads, occupied exclusively with hunting and

the preparation of palm-wine, and are regarded by their Bakubu

neighbours as benevolent little people, whose special mission is

1 TTirwgh J+ntft ah 4 Duert, l&}6
, p. 358- ^

8 Tran!1
%
in. jx $<i.
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to provide the surrounding tribes with game and palnvwinc tn

exchange for manioc, maize, and bananas*.

Despite the abovc*mentioned deviations, occurring chiefly

about the borderlands, considerable uniformity both of physical

and mental characters is found to prevail amongst the typical

Negrito groups scattered in small hunting communities all over

the Welle, Semliki, Congo, and Ogowai woodlands. These groups

must therefore be regarded as the fragments of a homogeneous

dirarnsh race, who have ail authentic historical record going back

to the early Egyptian dynasties, and still persist in a great pan

of intcr-tropical Africa.

and H«t»n.
U>U. Pocnm
•«i Pt—eat

The Bushmen and Hottentots.

Towards the south the Negrito domain was formerly cornet-

rainoos with that of the Bushmen, of "horn traces

were discovered by Sir H. H. Johnston* as far north

aa Lakes Nya-a and Tanganyika, and who. it is

reasonable to suppose, belong to the same primitive

stock The differences mental and physical now

separating the two sections o( the family may easily be explained

by the different environments—hot. moist and densely wooded in

the north, and open steppes in the w ith.

But evidence has now been produced of the presence of a

belated Hottentot or Hoitcntoi-Bushman group

a# far north as the Kwa-Kokut district, between

Kilimanjaro and Lake Victoria. The U'auvtjhwi

people here visited by Herr Oskar Neumann are not Bantus and

speak a language radically distinct from that of the neighbouring

Th.
W

‘ At Inrum Afiihi't. p. 159 vq. As Hated is Eli. p- i»S. Dr WeU
connects all these Negrito peoples with t>* Bmfcoten *oulh of die Zombett.

«id I really think thi. £>r«nlUnion may no* be iccepted.

1 "It uoulJ seeaa a If the earisesi known rote o< men inhabiting wh*t «
now British Central Africa was skin to the Butbmra-Houentot cjpe ol Negro.

Riumlnl Vann with > hot* through the eentte. tmilai to those tihith arr

»>ol by the llashmen B the touch (at weighting their iliggirg sticki, hair

beeo found at the sooth end <i Lake Tangarjiki I have heard that other

eumples cf tlese • Bushmin Hones have teen irrand nearer to lake Sjau
*C m

{Cf. <*. p. ft.)
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Bantu?. but full of clicks like that of the Bushmen. Two

Sinc'awi skulls examined by Virchow' showed distinct Hottentot

characters, with a cranial capacity- of 1150 and 1*65 c.c., pro

iecting upper iao and orthodoliclio head*- The geographical

prefix AW. common in the district (Kwa-Kokuc, Kwa-Mtorn,

Kwa-Hindi), 1* pore Hottentot, meaning "people," like the

postfix t/aa (AW) of Kora-yim. Nana jM Ate. in the present

Hottcmot domain. The transposition of prefixes and postfixes

is a common linguistic phenomenon, as seen in the Sumero

Akkadian of Babylonia, in the Neo-Sanskrilie tongues of India,

and the Latin. Oscan, nnd other members of the Old Italic

group.

Farther south a widely-diffused Hottentot-Bushman geo-

graphical terminology attests the former range of

lh“ primitive race all over South Africa, as far

I'*
3" t“ north as the Zambesi. Lichtenstein had already

fctstuland. . . .
.

discovered such traces in the Zulu country
,
and

Vater paints out tint "for same districts the fact has been

fully established
;
mountains and rivets now occupied by the

Koassa [Ama-Xosa] preserve in their Hottentot names the certain

proof that they at one time formed a permanent poiscst on of this

people 4."

Thanks to the custom of raising heaps of stones or cairns over

the graves of renowned chiefs, the migrations of the Hottentots

may be followed in various directions to the veiy heart of South

Zanibcsia. Here the memory of their former presence is per-

petuated in the names ol such water-courses as Ncs-ob, Up.

Mol-opo, Hyg-np, Gsr-ib, in which the syllables 06, up, ap, it and

Others are variants of tbe Hottentot word it, ip, water, river, as

in Gar- it, the “ Grot River," now better known as the Orange

1 f'/rAnvfi. Bfr/bia CtnUuk./. AtUkref. 1S91. p. }$.

1 Of another ilall undoubtedly Hottentot. from a at ca the TrurnuJ
•nd Orirgr Fur Star* frntilkr, Dr Miei rem.nl? th»t *' wrir* Form it!

aihodolehoceptal ule Ml den Wamni'aoi.* although dlining In some other

character* {CtntnxM.f. Au/irtf. li'p, p 50).

From "hi«h lie mid. ihml lie HollcniK. ".dioti Ungt vor der Porlu-

gi&Uchen llmvdi fiurg; AITika’s von KeSet-Saeameo uieda imUclgedrmigt

Burden ” (Kntm. I. p. «oo).

• Ailelung usd V«n Balm, isn, nr. p. 19a.
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River. The same indications may lie ttaced right across the

continent to the Atlantic, where nearly all the coast streams—even

in Hcrctoland, where the language lias long been extinct—have

the same ending'.

On the nest side the Bushmen are still heard of as far north

as thcCuncoc, and in the interior beyond Lake S'garni nearly to the

right bank of the Zambesi. Bat the Hottentots are now confined

mainly to Great and Little Namaqualand, Elsewhere there

appear to be no full-blood natives of this race, the

Koraquas, Gonaquas, Griqons 4;c. being all Hottcn- e

tOt-Boer or Hottentot-Bantu half castes of Dutch

speech. In Cape Colony the tribal organisation ceased to exist

in t8ro, when the last Hottentot chief was replaced by a

European magistrate. Still the Kmaquas keep themselves some-

what distinct about the Upper Orange and Vaal Rivers, and

the Gtiquas in GriquaUnd East, while the Gonaquas, that is.

“ Bsrderer*," are being gradually merge! in the Bantu populations

U the Eastern Provinces. There ate at present scarcely 183,000

south of the Orange River, and of these the great majority arc

half-breeds.

Despite their extremely lot* state of culture, ct, one might

say, the almost total lack of culture, the Bushmen ire dis

tinguished by two remarkalsle qualities, a certain sense of pictorial

or graphic art', and a rich imagination displayed

in a copious oral folklore, much of which, col-

lected by Bleek, is preserved in manuscript form Litemnut.

in Sir George Grey’s library at Cape Town. The
materials here stored for future use, perhaps long after the

race itself has vanished for ever, comprise no less than 84 thick

volumes of 3600 double-column pages, besides an unfinished

Bushman dictionary with ti.coo entries. There arc two great

section*, (i) Myths, fables, legends and poerry, with tales about

the sun and moon, the stats, the .Vault

1

and other animals,

legends ol peoples who dwelt in the land before the Bushmen,

songs, charms, and even prrvers; (a) Histories adventures of

• Such are, going n«th mim telow Wolrtsch Bay, CSnniop. KnUlp.

Swakop, Ugib, Hush. UaUh, Ilconib, Kwaruib. »nl Khooeb.

’ *'* P- »*9>
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men and animals, customs, superstitions, genealogws, and

so on.

In the ul« and myths the sun, moon, and animals speak

either with their own proper clicks, or else tise the

Ho'uatDt ordinary clicks in some way peculiar to themselves

Thus Dleek tells us that the tortoise changes clicks

in labials, the ichneumon in palatals, the jackal

substitutes ILnguo-pslatals for labials, while the moon, hare, and

ant-eater "a most unpronounceable click" of their own.

How many there may be altogether, not one of which can be

properly uttered by Europeans, nobody seems to know. But

grammarians have enumerated nine, indicated each by a graphic

sign as under :

—

Cerebral I Palatal
I

Dental
|

Lateral (Faucal)
||

Guttural j labial
[)

Spiro-dental 7 Linguo-palatal Q
Unde6ncd »

From Bushman— a language in a Male of flux, fragmentary as

the small tribal or ratliet family groups that speak it—these strange

inatticulatc sounds pasted to the number of four into the remotely

related Hottentot, and thence to the number of three into the

wholly unconnected ZuIu-Xcm. But they arc heard nowhere else

to my knowledge except amongst the newly-discovered Waian-

dawi people of South Massiland. At the same lime we know

next to nothing of the Negrito tongues, and it would be strange if

clicks did not form an element in their phonetic system also, at

least on the assumption of a common origin oi all these dwarfish

races.

M. G. Benin, to whom we ate indebted for an excellent

monograph on the Bushman\ rightly remarks that

hc “ noT’ 41 le“! mcnu!l>’' 50 debased as he has

Cluncicn. teen described by the early travellers and by the

neighbouring Bantus and Boers, by whom he has

always been despised and harried. ’'His greatest love is for

freedom, he acknowledges no master, and possesses no slaves

1 Th> Bu’.hrvn anitter Ltnpvgr, in Jata. Jt. Asiatic tec. XVUI. Pan i.
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It i» this love of independence uhich made him prefer ihe

wandering life of a hunter to that of a peaceful agriculturist or

shepherd, as the Hottentot. He rarely builds a hut, but prefers

for abode the natural caves he finds in the rocks In other

localities he forms a kind of nest in the bash—hence his name ot

Bushman—or digs with his naili subterranean caves, from which

he has received the name of ' Earthnun/ His garments consist

only of a small skin. His weapons are till the spear. arrow and

bow in their most rudimentary form The spear is a mere branch

of a tree, to which is tied a piece of bone or flint; the arrow is

only a reed treated in the same way. The arrow and spear heads

are always poisoned, to render mortal the slight wounds they

inflict. He gathers no flocks, which would impede his movements,

and only accepts ihe help of dogs as wild as himself. The

Bushmen have, however, one implement, a rounded stone per-

forated in the middle, in which is intoned a piece of wood
; with

this instrument, which carries us back to the first age of man.

they dig up a few edible roots growing n.ld in the desert. To
produce Are, he still retains the primitive system of rubbing too

pieces of wood—another prehistoric survival."

Touching their name, it is Obvious that these scattered groups,

without hereditary’ chiefs or social organisation of

any kind, could have no collective designation.

The tetm Khxai, of uncertain meaning, but pro-

bably to be equated with the Hottentot Ahoi, "Men," is the

name only of a single group, though often applied to the whole

tacc. Saan, their Hottentot name, is the plural of Sn, a term

also of uncertain origin
;
Barea, cuircnt amongst the Bechtianas,

lias not been explained, while the Zulu Abotwa would seetn to

connect them even by name with Wolfs and Stanley's Botwa of

live Congo forest region. Other su-called tribal names (there arc

no •‘tribes" in the strict sense of the word) are cither nicknames

imposed upon them by their neighbours, or else terms taken from

the localities, as amongst the Fucgiana 1
.

' Eli. i>. 9 .



CHAPTER V.

THE OCEANIC NEGROES : PAPUASIANS (PAPUANS AND
MELANESIANS); AUSTRALIANS; TASMANIANS; NEGRITOES.

General Ethnical Refelim* in Oteaara—

T

be terms Papuan, Mkiamsian
ud PaFUASU* defined* The Papussian Domnin Pail nnd Pres^ut

Primitive Culture — Tetanic Myths— Temj»»*riiMcnt— Canxuhs2t>m

—

Aquatic, A i boreal, ioH CummmuJdwelling*- kdxpom Idem—The Mela-

nesian Spirit WoiM-SudU oml Hend-toniug
—Peiwmiirmiy— 7>eAw P h riiwi Cl*s*r»-ri»rn>—The Stone

Age—Eaiiy Migraoow—The Food Qu«*iwi-T«nsmlgmtlon ud Pe.

«mitin-WW#raf Ethnical Ekmcws^Tflble of the ldoiuk
ethnically disposed—A region of Transition by Displacements nnd Cron*
tara-Paaian irA Malay Cowrmfc-EDmicpl Biological Divide*-

Omf T«*"*****^h Region of long bolfttlcu and Ethnical

Uuilbrmiij-Ea.lt peoplir* cf Auu&a -Unity of Australian Speech
Numeral System—A ftiHCil llamirc Race—Ge«i*re*Speech—Menial
C a^iicity— Kei gkna I<kn•—

M ^

1

1

1ktd llcK<j-Trratt»^i uf die Women

and Mlmlerr—The Tayramans—Untletvlotwd Speech—Tbe Fire Myth
- Rude I«nplerrcnU-l)i«»l-lKelIi^4-Tvni|imfiHut— 7Xe Avm
AVAw—The A r* Ixsiuno-e—Stone Age—Religions Reliefs—Can&o*

g my — Speech— The Negritoes of the Malay Pemrctiii : Smait^
'Si&j; Myth*—Phjwcal Appliance—U\3ge*—Speech—Stone Are in

tbe Malay Fftiiwnfu—Tie Negritoes <4 live Phifippinr*- TU
Hnidhunicr*— UntnincaUe Aborigine*—Th* Family eieryuhere the

Serial Unit in XegritciancL

Conspectus.

di.o-iu Primeval Homo. Papuasian : Malaysia, Ntw
paHind Guinea, fdtlautiia

,
Micronesia, /'e/jtusia

;

Auslinlian

Tim. and Tasmanian : (he ahole ef Australia and Tasmania

mfeetiie/y

;

Negrito: India (t), Andamans, Ma/ar

Peninsula, Java, the Philippines, parts of Atv Gain,a,
Timor (r(-
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Present Range. Papuasian : Ease Malaysia, /few

Guinea, Melanesia

;

Australian the nniellliJ parts ./

Australia and Kairvations ; Tasmanian; extinct

;

Ne-

grito ; Andamans, Malay Peninsula, Philippines.

Hair. Papuasian : black fritUy, mop-tike ("Map-
Cl
£|',>““,

heads "), beard scanty or absent

;

Aaatnlian :
pitch-black

.-<17 smtey or shaggy, though often nearly straight, uf
coarse, abundant on face and dust, beard iffex very full;

Tasmanian; black, closely curled, but shorter and lest

mop-like than Papuasian
, Negrito ; short and tufty, like

Bushman, but alwaysfet black.

Colour All : very deep shades of chocolate brown,

often verging on black, a very constant character, lighter

shades showing mixture.

Skull. Papuasian : extremely datscho (68'—;»') and

high
(
kypsistenoetphaUe), but toy variable in areas of

mixture (70"—84’) Australian and Tasmanian : dolidto

<7°‘— 7*") ond lot' (.Yeanderfkal tyfe) ; Negrito: bra/Ay

I So*— 85').

Jaws. Papuasian
:
uo>t/ratefy or not at all progna-

thous

;

Australian, Tasmanian, and Negrito: generally

frogna/hout. some (Scmang) in the highest degra. Cheek-
bones. All : slightly prominent or even retreating

,
but

Australian often rather h/gk. Nobc. Papuasian : large,

straight, rtsn aquiline in true Papuans, Australian,

Tasmanian, and Negrito: triangular, trry thort, flat,

broad at base and derprooted, wide nostrils
(
platyrrkine)

toitk large thick cartilage. Eyes. All ; moderately large,

round and black or very deep brown, With dirty yellow-

ish cornea, generally deep-set with strong overhanging

ardus

;

Australian : very close set and often Hood shot,

giving a linage expression.

Stature. Papuasian, Australian, and Tasmanian

:

aboie the average, but variable, with rather wide range

from 1 ft. 4 in to $ ft. 10 in. or (ft.; Negrito; under-

sized, but tailer than African Xegrito [Aft. 6 in. to
5 ft.

).

Temperament. Papuasian; very excitable, voluble sonui

and laughter-loving, fairly intelig.nl and imaginative, but un.
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non more cruel than the African A'tgn ; Australian and

Tasmanian distinctly Ins excitable ana intelligent
,
hut also

far lets cruel, captives never tortured; Negrito : a elite,

quick-witted or cunning icilhln narrow limits
,

naturally

kind and gentle.

Speech. Papuaaian, Australian, and Tasmanian

:

agglutinatin’ with postfixes, many stock ianguaget in Wat
Papuasia, apparently one only in past Fapuasia (Mela-

nesian), and in Australia

;

Negiito: tcane/y known

except in Andaman, where agglutination both by class

prefixes and by pentfixes has acquired a phenomenal de-

velopment.

Religion. Everywhere exceptin EastPapucuia [ipint-

avrihip, animism) almost absent, or at an extremely lata

ttage of evolution ; sacrificial rites and priettcraft, but not

witchcraft, entirety absent.

Culture. PaixiiiL-.n : slightly developed ; agriculture

somewhat advanced (fit. Guinea, -V. Caledonia); consider-

able artistic la tic andfancy shown in the wood-carsing of

houses, canoes, outriggers, 6v. AH ethers at the lowest

hunting stage, without arts or industries of any kind ; the

Australian boomerang a possible exception.

Papuasian: x. Western Pegwwtaxvs (true Papuans)-,

nearly ail the New Guinea natives

;

Atu and other insular

groups thence westwards to Flores; Torres Straits and

Louisiide Islands, a. Eastern Papuxstans: nearly all

the names of Melanesia from Bitmarch Archipelago to

sVrw Caledonia, with matt of Fiji.

Auatralianu
: hundreds of tribal groups, without any

characters sufficiently marked to constitute distinct ethnical

divisions anywhere.

Negritoes: i. Andamanese Itlanders. 2. Scmangs,

Sakais and other scatteredgroups in the Malay Peninsula.

3. Aetna, turtning in mot! of the Philippine hlandt.
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Pa PI’ASIANS.

From the data supplied in Elkntiag), Chap, xt a reconstruction

may be attempted of the obscure ethnical relations

in Australasia on the following broad lines. cS^u
1

i. The mo main sections of the Ethiopic »» la

division of mankind, not* separated by the inter-

vening naters of the Indian Ocean, are fundamentally one.

To the Sudanese and bantu suit-sections in Africa corre-

spond, "infan't mutandis, the Papuan and Australian sub sections

in Oceania, the fotnscr being distinguished by great linguistic

diversity, the latter by considerable linguistic uniformity, and

both by a rather wide range of physical variety within certain

well-marked limits.

3. In Africa the physical varieties are due mainly to Semitic

and Hamitic grafts on the Negro stock; in Oceania mainly to

Mongol (Malay) and Caucasian (Indonesian) grafts on the same

Negro stock

«. The Negrito element in Alika has its counterpart in

an analogous Negrito clement in Oceania (Andamanese, Sakais

Aeut).

5. In both regions the linguistic confusion is mainly confined

to a single compact area (Sudan and Ne»v Guinea), and in both

presents similar features—a large ntiroher of languages differing

profoundly ir. their grammatical itructute and vocabularies, but all

belonging to the same agglutinativeorder of speech, and also more

or less to the tame phonetic system.

6. In both regions the linguistic uniformity is similarly con-

fined to one c* two geographical areas (BantuUnd in Africa;

Australia and Melanesia tn Oceania)
;
but while the uniformity

is almost absolute in Bantuland and Melanesia, it is limited in

Australia to identical agglutinative and phonetic systems with

more or less grammatical and lexical diversity
1

.

7. In 1Iantuland and Australia the two respective linguistic

> Yet the late Horatio Hale, who Oil film such attention to the sutyea,

held that all the Australian tongues sprang from one stock, ohieh was itself

cl Pnv.iiip origin
. I ti'iguBgv as t Ten if Mm.ut Cafaeity, ir 7>»umtmu

*• See, Caneao. iSyl.)

K. 0
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systems show but faint if any resemblances to any other known

tongues, whereas the Melanesian group is but one branch, though

the most archaic, of the vis: Malaya-Polynesian Family, diffused

over ;he Indian and Pac6c Ocean*.

8. Owing to their linguistic, geographical, and to some extent

their physical and social differences, it a desirable to

Tbe worn ueal :ae Papuans and Melanesians as two distinct

i though closely related sub group*, and to restrict

S.finrt*'"'
1"1

tbe use of die terms Papuan and Melanesian

accordingly, while both may be conveniently com-

prised under the general or collective term PapuaSun.

9. Here, therefore, by Papuan trill be understood the true

aborigines of New Guinea with its eastern Louisiade dependency 1

,

and in the west many of the Malaysian islands as far as Flores

Inclusive, where the black element and non-Malay speech pre-

dominate; by Sf<!antnaii. the native* 0/ Melanesia as commonly

understood, that is, the “ Bismarck ” Archipelago (New Britain,

New Ireland and Duke of York); the Solomon Islands; Santa

Crux: the New Hebrides, New Caledonia, Loyalty, and Fiji, where

the ttack element and Malayo-Polynesiar. speech prevail almost

exclusively. PapuaSIA will thus comprac the insular world from

Flores to New Caledonia, forming geologically a northern and

north-eastern extension of the Australian Continent

Such appear to fce the present limits of the Papuarian

domain, which formerly included Micronesia aiso

-Pp£ST <lhe Maritime, Pelew, and Caroline groups), ar.d

pi",*t.
d possibly extended over the whole of Polynesia as

far as Eiste: Island. The results of the Funafuti

boring (1897) “indicate almost without doubt that Polynesia

is an area of comparatively recent subsidence',” so that the

insular remnants of that drowned continent may still have been

1 That Is, the Indigenous Pipuins. whi tppcir to form the greit balk cl

the New Guinea pcpuIuiKcs, in ccnt fadUticc tioa to the immigtint M clanc -

sans {Motu aid otb^rel, who are snenras «{*cioUy along the south•«*«

cootf of the maiulicd hkI « the neighboring Lowtiade and DToirectftUW

Archipelagoes. {EJh- p. 187 sq) Bot mn hwe the Papuan* foon tbe

i.Mratuc. arul dtoplt* prttial overlapping* a;c co doubt tha trn

s

* R. LydeUar, AWnftr, Jin. 1 ,
«8$8.
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contiguous enough to have been reached by the early Papuastan

wanderers from Malaysia.

The theory 0/ the comparatively recent occupation of the

insular world by the dark races must now be abandoned. A
prolonged study, remarks Dr E. T. Ha my, conveys the impression

that the Melanesians [Papuasiatu: are a very old ethnic group,

here and there modified on the spot by crossings with populations

always on the move (Malaya, Bcgis. \-c). Everywhere the priority

of the Melanesians is manifest
;
their origins are lost in :hc dcpihs

of an unfathomable past', and this vast antiquity is attested also

by the multitude of languages often unintelligible outside a narrow

district, and by the highly differentiated usages of the insular groups.

Yet there are indications that before their dispersion from the

Malaysian cradkland eastwards, the Papuasuns had

reached a stage of culture high enough to at least cuUm*!"*

build canoes and houses, these terms (stvifu, rwwij)

having an immense range in endless dialectic form from the

Malay Peninsula through the Eastern Archipelago to the Loyalty

greup at the southern extremity' of Melanesia. They do not occur

amongst the peoples of non-Malay speech in New Guinea, and

these aborigines, live true Papuans suivd in some respects almost

on the lowest rung ol the social ladder. Miklukho-Maclay found

the miives of the nortb-wes: cois: near Astrolabe Bay at the

tones: stage of culture, with no knowledge of the metals, all their

implements being of stone, wood, or bones. They could not even

kindle a fire, which when extinguished in a hut had to be brought

from the nearest hearth, and if in all the huts then (rent the

nearest friendly village. Their grandfathers remembered a time

when they had no fire, and ate their food quite raw. The dead

were not buned if a fite could be kept up for two or three weeks

to dry the body, which was placed neat it in a sitting posture,

covered with coco-palm leaves and guarded by the wife'.

1 M
Leurc on^inet ve perdent dxi* let p*ofc<ideur3 d’un inwrvUWr \mvA "

Utt Matter Kfryj, in L'A*ihr*pd*xi$% tfy:, j». *57 *3-1 ***» w -

Bcdrti# xiir Anlhrap. der Siiut, in Ar hh'/. Avtkrafl. Nov. 189*. vJxcc it

tj conund^ that the fermnlf nmpiftS nil the Pu;irte Oceftn.

Saving feadicd U freon Ma~i\uu In pre*Miky Laeu
• Abtmn, Dec. 7, iStft. p. 15;.

0-2
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Almost everywhere the ttibal organization is extremely loose

their tocial institutions primitive and barbarous to

m>S£T'‘ the last degree, and their religious notions, if the

expression can be used it all, crude abuse beyond

belief. Even the totemfe systems are undeveloped, as we tee

from the attitude of the Masingaramu people of the south-east

coast towards their "god* the itblt (crocodile), who may be killed

bat not eaten.

They have a myth about one Usai, who once beard singing

and talking i:i bis own language, and found it was a crocodile

playing with his two little ones. He therefore concluded it must

be a god, who ought to be secured for the tribe. Next day all

the people went and asked him to be their god. but although they

promised to keep him in foed, he declined the honour. So Nugu,

as he was called, was (cited with lilbe, one of hit sons, and

brought to the village, where, In the absence of their parents,

some of the children disappeared every now and then. When
their loss was traced to Nugu, it was agreed to supply him with

pigs on his giving his word to leave the children alone. Tire

ettigics of Nugu and Uibe aie still preserved, and at the hunting

feasts are set up in Use circle of dancers, refreshed with libations

and greased with pig’s fat. “The memory of Nugu is also per-

petuated in the bgurc of a man wliich is kept in the Chief's house,

and is the gteat totem of the tribe’.”

Like all true Negroes the New Guinea people pass readily from

comedy to tragedy, displaying in their temperament

iLT*-' a (trangc blend of boisterous animal spirits and

nendiih cruelty. When a neighbouring coast village

has to t< raided for blood vengeance, the warriors in the canoes

get op a tremendous din, shouting and singing to Iraboahine,
11 the man in the moon," bsngiog the sides of the canoes, beating

the drams, and blowing the coach-shell. If the attack is successful

the killing and plundering is “accompanied by the most infernal

veiling and shouting,” which is renewed on reaching the canoes

1 No printers ft or statecraft, bo toermniic clim actft la Tones Slam (?),

bo lnioiiUiy duels c.ccjc in the TiofarisnJ Group (Ray and Hsddoa).
* B. A. Hcily, OJKM/ Rifat, 8rlii.li New Guinea. iSpj, Appendix T.
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with mc*c hilarious jubilation, dancing, drum-beating, conch-

blowing, and so on
Then the wretched caprivei’ palms arc pierced, a string

passed through the holes and the hands tied together at the

back. On the return voyage they are jeered at and taunted

with the prospect of torture, and when the flotilla arrives they

are thrown into the water and fished out by those on Inc

beach, sticking barbed spears into the less vulnerable fleshy

pans, the uie of hands being barred by custom. In the village

they are put on mats, a rope secured to a nee is passed round

tlieir necks to make them sit with head erect, and their hands

held down, while the nearest female relative of the man to be

avenged steps forward armed wiih a slurp-pointed stick. '‘Is

it with this right eye." she asks, “that you have seen my son

[or brother, ic.] captured? Is it with this right eye you

saw him cut to pieces, cooked and eaten? Well, this is the

payment for it.
1
' thrusting the stick into l>ia right eye. All the

other female relatives then follow, each in her turn inflicting some

fresh but not deadly gash, after which he i- wrapped in dry coco-

nut leaves, hoisted some six feel from the ground, and slowly

roasted with liresticks. " VVInen the rope by which the body is

hung is burnt and the body tails to the ground the wildest and

most savage scene take) place. The natives rush with knives in

their hands, each slashing a piece off the body, which may he still

alive, tr. the midst of diabolical noise and jells of rejoicing 1."

It is to be feared that such scenes are still rife in many parts

of the interior, which lie beyond the reach of the
, .

GanrStaliim,
British, German, and Dutch administrations. Even

in some of the coast districts cannibalism in its most repulsive

form was universally practised before the British occupation, and

the Rev. James Chalmers tell* us that at a periodical feast, which

he had been invited to attend, he found the guests strutting about

“ with pieces of human flesh dangling from their neck and arms."

A child destined for this banquet “was spared for a future time,

it being considered too small’.'*

These and many other shortcoming* ate redeemed by scarcely

1 Dr lari'teno Lola. Ofkta/ /ftfft, 1S9-. Appendix S, p. <4 *!•

• IlfH- AlhHittnn >1 Arm Go’on. 1W5.
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any good qualities, at least amongst the S. E. coast peoples, nmi

.Mr H. H. Romilly was inclined, after diligent inquiry, to conclude

that "they possess no virtues whatever It should, however, be

stated that intelligent, peaceful, and friendly tribes were met both

by the British and German expeditions to the interior b 1896—8.

I)r Iauterbach speaks of an upland district in the Bismarck

Range thickly inhabited by a settled people “ very friendly and

communicative," who lived in very long pile buildings in the

midst of coconut palm groves’; and Sir W. Macgrcgor met on the

Mount Scratchley slopei an isolated community of true Papuans

with frirded luir snd of dark bronre colour, who "showed

themselves amiable and peaceful, and the state of their arms

indicated that they had not been engaged b any warlike under-

taking fee years Certainly the worst accounts hitherto received

have been of coast tribes, such as the piratical Tarungares and

Wandamens of Gcelvink Bay, and especially the ferocious Tugara

cannibals of the south coast. Even Mr Romilly speaks favourably

of some of their physical qualities, keen sight which detects

footsteps over rocky ground cc through dense scrub, when to the

European eye no trace whatever has been left, and an almost

equally acute sense of hearing.

In some parts of New Guinea the local conditions and tribal

mage have given rise to a considerable variety of

jut*mi‘and house architecture, compnsing aquatic stations like

communal those of prehistoric Switzerland, huge communal
' "*

‘ structures cf too primitive a type to be com-

pared with the mai gran/Us of the Pueblo Indians, and

arboreal dwellings perched in the forks of trees a hundred feet

high, provisioned to sand a siege, like those of the Central

Sudanese aborigines. Mr J. P. Thompson describes some of the

south-east coast villages as “raised upon long piles in the sea

from too to 300 yards from the beach, encompassed by water of

varying depths- Some of these bouses are surrounded by fences,

and accessible by primitive steps, while others are unprotected

• ZVsm my Vrrvx.M in Anv Ouiva, 1889, p- i«.
’ (7«rr. 7a.'. J.n. i$v?i P- 9*-

IK April. 189;. p. 4.9-
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and present most curious architectural forms with their grotesque

top structure* perched upon long piles'."

About the lower Fly River and the Gulfof Papua this observer

tells us that each village usually possesses one house over 500 feet

in length, usually divided by great passages running right through

the centre, with lateral subdivisions, "10 tltat the interior section

resembles that of a stable with its numerous stalls. These sub-

divisions possess fire-places, which are used for cooking the

family food. The fire is usually kept burning day and night to

keep away mosquitoes and other obnoxious insects’." Although

provided with end and several side doors, these buildings, which

stand on pies above tbc surface of the ground, are always dark

and cheerless while the arboreal structures are at least bright and

breezy. “ These aerial dwellings are constructed in the highest

trees about 100 feet above the ground, and approached by almost

perpendicular ladders constructed of long spliced saplings lashed

18 inches apart by cross-bars at every 15 inches. These houses,

supplemented by detached platforms, are stocked with food and

weapons of defence, and constantly occupied by their owners,

who are so intimidated hy the raids of their slayers ithat they

leave their dwellings no longer than they can possibly help for the

purpose of procuring their necessary food'."

To Mr Romilly’s book is prefixed an introduction on " New
Guinea Folklore" by Mr Andrew Lang, who

questions the author’s statement that “the super-

stitions of the Papuans can hardly be said to

resemble any form of religion," adding that “we know from other

sources that Papuans in Melanesia have the general elements of

religion, like other people'.* This is a good illustration of the

necessity of restricting the use of the term Papuan to the

alwriginct of New Guinea and neighbouring islands, and main-

taining the distinction between them and the true Mclane^ans of

1 BriHA firm Cmm*. 1891. p. j6. For the niit* tthn of these rqmtlc

stations set Etk. p. 1 10—1.
• It. p. 111. Ahnast enc-.ly mUsr dwellinp oeoir in Geelvtok Hay co

Che nenh-vrs! coot (CV.vin 0/.Uanhta, p. 1-9}.

• /*. p- il.

• P.asL
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MalayoPolynesian speech- Had Mr T.ang noc overlooked this

point, he would have seen that the New Guinea native*, the true

Papuans, may well be without any intelligible form of religion,

while the Melanesian Papuans, as he calls them, have the elements

of religion *' like other people.” Their Malayo-Polynesian speech

alone shows that they must for ages have been in dose contact

with the Indonetiar.*, from whom they have acquired something

more than “ the elements of religion."

Convincing proof of this is supplied by such works as Mr
C M. Woudford’s A Natumllit atneng Ik/ Head-

ullan'iian
Hunters (l8po), Dr H. B. Guppy’* The Sa'imea

Sjini Wald. /tljrM ana their Nath/, <1887), and especially the

Kev. Mr Codringtons The Mthmtsians (1891).

The last named shows that, although far lack of an adequate

native term the Meiaoesian Mission las had everywhere to use

the English word Gad. all the Melanesians have a religious system

developed enough to distinguish between tpirits
,

i.e. “super-

natural beings that never were in a human body,” and ghoih.

i-c. “men’s spirits that have left the body*.” There ii moreover

the universal belief in mana. a supernatural power or influence,

which, though impersonal, is always connected with some persons,

spirits or ghosts, who direct or control it. As far as I can under-

stand Mr Codrington's explanation, this mana is a kind of

spiritual force or viituc, somewhat analogous to the Augustinian

g'tue. transmitted from the higher powers to man cither directly,

or through some material object—a stone of peculiar shape, a

tuft ci leaves or the like—the possession of which secures luck

and success m this life, just as the material water of baptism

open* the way to happiness in the next In anr case such a

metaphysical conception reveals an immense advance on the

gross anthropomorphism of the New Guinea PajAians.

A similar subtle line of thought is manifested in the ideas

associated with sacrifice, prayer, invocation, dreams, prophecy,

omens, death and bunal ntes. Lolomboctogitogi, abode of the

dead, shows curious analogies with the Hades of the ancient*.

In Lepers’ Island it is reached, like Avermis, by descent through

2 volcanic vent near a lake, where ghosts assemble, and where the

> P. tlL
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newcomers arc received by Nggalevu, the ghostly ruler of ibe

place- On Die far side of the lake, whither no man is known to

have come, clouds of steam rise through another cleft, a proof

that Nggalevu has heard the cries of the shades who have climbed

an overhanging tree and called aloud to him for a sign that he is

there. In sbsde-land are trees and houses nherc dwell the dead,

though they may still vis:t the glimpses of the moon, and are seen

like fire at night, or like dead tree-fen trunks right in the path of

the wayfarer, who fears to go farther into the gloomy woodlands.

Some of these apparitions ate evil-minded, and prey on the living

to carry them away to Lclomboetogitogi, where all live a happy if

an empty life, free at least from sorrow and earthly wocs-

Yet most of these Melanesians, capable of assimilating if not

inventing such dreams and even sublime fancies,

are utter savages, less cruel perhaps than some of ..^?f
||r

.

the full blood Papuans, but in many respects not

appreciably supetior to the average New Guinea native. The

move careful observers are unable to free them from the charge of

extreme treachery, head-hunting, and other atrocious practices,

although some allowance may still be made for these islanders,

long exposed to the sudden raids of white kidnappers in quest of

" contract” labour for the Peruvian and (formetly) the Qiecns-

land plantations.

The eatent to which cannibalism prevailed till lately in Fiji

may be judged from the fact that, for some offence

against the paramount chief, a whole tribe in Viti

Lcvu was condemned to be cooked alive in ovens

and eaten by batches at each recurrent taro feast. A great part

of the population, bound by the oral common law to bide their

time, Ivad thus been consumed, when the iutvivors were rescued

by the British occupation of the Archipelago in 1874. Now the

Fijians all profess Christianity, Protesiar.t or Roman Catholic,

and the dethroned king Thakombau, who had in his time devoured

no inconsiderable number of his heathen subjects, became a devout

member of the Wesleyan congregation.

Headhunting, popularly supposed to be peculiar to the

Domean I)yaks, has on the contrary a very wide range, from the

eastern Himalayas right through Malaysia to the utmost limits of
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Papuasia. It is rife in Ibc Solomon group, where Dr Guppy tells

us that “the rhie& of New Georgia or Rubiana extend their raids

to Ysabel, Florida, and Guadalcanal and thus perform voyages

over a hundred miles in length. Within the radius of these raids

no native can he said to enjoy the security of his own existence

for a single day. In the villages of Kubtana may be seen heaps

of skulls testifying to the success of previous expeditions. Cape.

Cbeyne, when visiting Si mho or Eddystone Island in 1844, found

that the natives had just returned from a successful expedition,

bringing with them ninety-three heads of men, women, and

children 1.”

As in Borneo, the practice is not necessarily associated with

cannibalism, and heads sre often sought cither for the honour

of the prize, or in proof of prowess, or for some ceremonial

purpose. Thus a new ranee has in some places to he baptized

in blood before it can be endowed with the efficacious grace of

mana. Human sacrifices have also to be provided for, and not

only heads but living captives arc often carried off and kept m
reserve for some great occasion, such as the death of a chief, the

foundation of a house, or the launching of a war canoe.

That indifference to physical pain when inflicted on others,

so characteristic of all Papuasiam, is seen in a method of scarifying

which is not, however, peculiar to the Solomon group. "The
faces of both men and women,’ write* Mr Woodford, “arc fre-

quently ornamented all over with cicatrices either circular or

ebevron-shaped. The operation is a painful and costly one, as

the professional tattooer has to be highly paid for his trouble,

and not every child’s friends can afford the fee demanded. The
instrument used is the claw of the flying-fox. The unfortunate

patient is nor allowed to sleep for two or three nights before

the operation is performed, and then, when he is ready to drop

from weariness, the tattooer begins his work, and completes it at

one sitting.. ..A child was brought for my inspection whose face

had just been finished off. It was in a painful state of nervous

irritation, and the face swelled to an enormous size. A hole was

scraped for it at the edge of the sea, where it could lie on its

1 Of <it. p. 16-
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stomach and from time to time dip its fevered face into the

water. In a day or two it had quite recovered 1 ."

In Guadalcanal Mr 'Voodford discovered a wide spread system

of what for lack of a better term he calls “castes
,

0

but which seems to be a kind of freemasonry with

several “ lodges " iu that and some of the adjacent

islands. The Ktma, Ravu, or A'ua, as they are variously called

by the natives in a general way, have each its proper name, such

as Cambria, the largest and moi: powerful, in Guadalcanal

Kiki in Gela; Lakoli
,
Kakau and elsewhere. Tribes ci different

speech may bo members of the same lodge, and it is owing to

the protection afforded by them that the associates arc able to

pass freely from village to village even when war b raging between

them. Mr S. H. Ray refers somewhere ro the Sufm, a similar

institution widely diffused throughout the New Hebrides and the

Hanks group, a kind of social club, which gives a certain prestige

01 influence to its members, and has a gamal (“lodge*) in every

village, accessible only to the associates. It is interesting to note

that the Motu people of British New Guinea, originally from

Melanesia*, call the large communal boute in the village duku,

probably the same weed as n/pii f, J and s being interchangeable,

as in Motu dlfo - Fiji and Rotuma sale, and Snake ma/a ki tab.

I do not know whether the club exists as an institution in Motu.

land, but the name might have been tiamferred to the separate

communal building.

Such protection is much needed in a region where the main

object of their existence “is to take each other’s heads. They

are like wild beasts always prowling about for prey, but rarely

attacking unless they feel that they have their victim in their power

without risk to themselves. Theirs is the same motive that animated

the native clergyman whom I once saw in Fiji take a live rat. de-

liberately chop off its four feet with his knife, and then allow it to

struggle, maimed, away. The same motive that animates school’

boys to torture frogs, that inspires the Englishman's inquiry, ' What

shall wc kill to-day ? —the destructive instinct that, after centuries

of civilisation, still lurks in our nature'."

‘ Of. rit. p. ji. • £/A. p t3 y-

* n. p. «i-t-
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"Hie " Kanakas,” » the native* of New Caledonia and the

Loyalty group are wrongly* called by their present

rJXn*-. rulers, have been carefully studied by some French

anthtopologisu. Perhaps the best account <A them

is that of M. Augustin Bernard’, based on lire observation* of

dc Rochas, Bourgard, Vieiilard, Bcrtiilon, Mcinicke, and Keane.

Apart from several sporadic Polynesian groups in the Loyalties',

all are typical Melanesians, long-headed with very

chara'un broad face at least in tlie middle, narrow boat-

shaped skull (Ceph. Index 70!*, large, massive lower

jaw, often with two supplementary molars', colour a dark chocolate,

often with a highly characteristic pjrple tinge; but de Rocha*’

statement that for a few days after birth infants are of a light

reddish yellow hue lacks confirmation
;
hair less woolly but much

longer than the Negro; beard also longiah and frizzly, the pepper-

com tufts with simulated bald spaces being an effect due to the

assiduous use of the comb*; very prominent superciliary archc-t

and thick eyebrows, whence their somewhat furtive look; mean

1 AjutAi It Polyntsao uo.it Burning "cur.," r,nd nbo-ld ihcicfcae be

reunited to ’.he biown Indon&Ain gimp. but ir t. indhrrimiiuitely applied by

French writer* to all Soulli Sea liludcrs. whether blare or brown. Till

of the imr. hi' found its way lato some English books of travel era
In theccctnpl French (urm "aiaqim'

* I'Aniift! at !* KaadU CtKienU, Tirn. i^.
* Lifa. Man, Uvea, and 1'kc of Phe>. These Polynrsans appear in lu.e

all comp originally froti Tcigi, lir.l |o U*c* I.larei (Wallis}, and thence in

the i S;h ceatury cu Urea In the Loyalties, cradle of >11 the New Caltdceuu
Pc-yaesiin cettlrroents.

* 1*1. low India » characteristic of meet Pipsaiioni, and radio* the

e>URue cf dullchotcplulv In tic eillnci Kni-Colnt cf Fiji (d}«), and mnongst
seme can cf New Guinea aawml by Mikl«kba>M*cUy. But this

ciecrver found the character so variable in New Cuinei t’-.it he vai unable to

me is 01 a racial te*t. In the New Hebrides, l.miliiile? and Bismarck group

A-o he foicd many of the names to be rotmd-bcadod, with indices as high a*

8o ard 8f i
and even in the Solomon Blind* Dr floppy record* cephalic

Indira ranging from 73 to 81 with a mean ofSi In Treavuy Blind f. Varner.

April 36. iSSgk TV cp Ihn feilire is no mccr ccestan; amcegsi the Oceanic
ihno it is ancagtt the Africin Negron. (See ibo M. Madny's paper .n Piec.

Lmn. See. AVu Sctili U'atii, i6S>, p. 171 *q.)
* At*. p. i84 .

* A/A. pp 170,433.
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height 5 ft. 4 in. ; speech Melanesian with three marked varieties,

dial of the south-eastern districts being considered the moil rudi-

mentary member of ihe whole Melanesian group’.

New Caledonia is one of the few places in the Pacific where

diRinct evidence has been found of an early Stone

Age corresponding to that of Paleolithic times in A
™' 3u'"

the northern hemisphere. Serpentine hatchets have

from time to time been brought to light in pleistocene fce<fs
!
,

one at Kutomo in the coralline limestone associated with

Buiimus itii/it and other (basal c* subfossi! shells, and at

Bccirail M. Giauroont discovered some hearths under 5 feet ol

alluvia, and as a dejxh of jo feet four clay cooking-vessels like

those still in use- Alluvial matter, however, accumulates rapidly

in this district'.

The present natives, if nor the direct descendants of rise

people of the Stone Age, must still have arrived

ar a very remote period, probably Mowing the

genera! movement of migration from Malaysia.

The direction of the winds offers no obstacle, nor art the trades

of Ihe Pacific regular enough to prevent such moratory move-

ments from west to east The bind connections were also, as

seen, more continuous than at present, while the taro and yam—
apparently of South Asiatic origin, but now widely diffused over

the Pacific islands—would seem to indicate the route followed

by the early human immigrants.

From the state of their industries, in some respects the rudest,

in others amongst the most advanced in Melanesia, it may be

inferred that after their arrival the New Caledonians, like the

Tasmanians, tlie Andamanese, and some ocher insular groups,

remained for long ages almost completely secluded from the ret.

of the world. Owing to the poverty of the soil

the struggle for mod must always have been severe.

Hence ihe most jealously guarded privileges of the

chiefs were associated with questions of diet, while the paradise

of the dead was a region where they hsd abundance of mod and

could gorge 0:1 yams Their stomach, like that of ihe Bushmen,

1 Bernard. p. vfil.
1 P. »ja

* Kn. fJCUnogr. iSS.). p. si«.
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stems lo have acquired an exceptional power of expansion and

contraction, enabling them at one time to consume incredible

quantities of food, at another to go fasting for day? together

without feeling any ill elects from such violent oscillations

between want and surfeit. They were also earth-ealers, while

cannibalism and the institution of taboo, if originally associated

with religion, had certainly lest that character in New Caledonia,

where they are mainly connected with the eternal food question.

In the absence of game and cattle the natives could become

neither hunters nor pastors, and were dtiven to fishing and

agriculture to supplement the scanty resource of the land flora

and fauna. Her.cc it is as fishers and husbandmen that they

became one of the most advanced peoples in the Oceanic world.

The skill displayed in the irrigation oftheir taro fields was rivalled

only by the natives of Fiji.

l.ike the Lcvitcf amongst the Jeu-s, the office of tataia (priest

or witsnl) was hercditaiy, and the chief feature of

T»<w~
o ^ their religion was the cult cf the dead. In fact the

p;££!.“£>.“ gods, all evil, were, as in bar.tuland, the souls of

the departed, and especially of the chiefs, who

acquired increased power of working harm liy migrating into

sharks, the winds, or thunder storms. Thus the spirits of their

forefathers that oppressed them in life bestride the whirlwind in

death, am! continue to harry the living by disturbing the order of

nature. All this developed a gloomy, sullen temperament, a

pessimistic mood and the ferocity ofdespair, as displayed especially

at the tribal gatherings {fiUrfUu), and in the otgics after the taro

feast, which often ended in nussacrcs and hideous scenes of

cannibalism.

Returning to the Papuan lands proper, in the insular groups

west of New Guinea we enter one of the most en-

tangled ethnical regions in the world. Here are. no

doubt, a few islands such as the Aru group, mainly

inhabited by full-blcod Papuans, men who furnished Wallace with

the models on which he built up his true Papuan type, which

has since been vainly assailed by so many later observers. But

in others—Ceram, Burn, Timor, and so on to Flores—diverse

ethnical and linguistic elements are intermingled in almost

Weitera
PapUBAkA-
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hopeless confusion. Discarding the term " Alfuro ” as of no

ethnical value 1

,
we find the whole area nest to about

tao" E. longitude 1 occupied Id varying ptopottions Eitmntt
by pure and mixed represetltiuives of three distinct

stocks: Negro (Papuans), Mongol (Malayans), and Caucasic

(Indonesians). From the data supplied by Crawfurd, Wallace.

Forbes, Ten Kate and other trustworthy observers, I have con-

structed the subjoined table, in which the caw Malaysian islands

arc disposed according to the constituent elements of their in-

habitants* :

—

An. Group—True Papuans dominant
;
Indonesians (Korongo-

cl) in the interior.

A'n Group—Malayans
;

Indonesians; Papuan strain every-

where.

Timor; Hftta / Timor I.aui— Mixed Papuans, Malayans and

Indonesians
;
no pure type anywhere.

Sttvtalti Group—Malayans «ith slight trace of black blood

(Papuan or Negrito).

Rcti and Samba—Malayans.

Sort.—I ndonesians

Flora; Solar; Adortera; LomtUn ; Pantar ; Alb '—Papuans

pute or mixed dominant
;
Malayans in the coast towns.

Burn—Malayans on coast; reputed Papuans, but more pro-

bably Indonesians in interior.

Caam—Malayans on coast
;
mixed Malayo-Papuans inland.

Amloma; Banda— Malayans; Dutch-Malav half-breeds (“Per-

kemers").

Goran— Malayans with slight Papuan strain.

Ma/oMU ; Tior; Nuto Tfio; Tionfiicka— Papuons with

Malayan admixture-

Aftto!—Malayo-Papuans on coast ; Papuans inland.

Tidor; Teroale ; Sulla; Makian—Malayans.
Batjan—Malayans; Indonesians.

* £/h. p. ji»
• Bn eidoding OWn. whtre na trace ot Papuin drtncim Ins bern

dKovcrtA
J Fc* dcuiU »« Ur P. H H. GuUlccArd, Auitroiaju. Vol it

Rcclui. VoL xtr .
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Gi/eU—Mixed Papuans; Indonesians in (he north.

li'iiigiu; Sahratti; Batavia— Malayans on the coast;

Papuans inland.

From litis apparently chaotic picture, which in some places,

such a; Timor, present) every gradation from the full-blood

Papuan to the typical Malty. Crawfurd concluded that the eastern

sec tion of Malaysia constituted a region of transition

TniMtSmlv bc{wcen ,he yellowish-brown lank-haired and the

dark brown or black mop-headed stock). In a
ln '"'

sense this is tnic, lu: not in the sense intended by

Crawfurd, who by “transition” meant the actual passage by some

process of development from type to type independently of

intermingling;. But such extreme transitions have nowhere taken

place spontaneously, so to say, and in any case could never have

been brought about in a small zoological area presenting every-

where the same climatic conditions. Biokgical types may be, and

have been, modified in diderent environments, arctic, temperate, or

tropical rones, but not in the same ione, and if nro such marked

types ns the Mongol and the Negro 3rc now found juxtaposed in the

Malaysian tropical zone, the lacs must be explained by migrations

and displacements, while the intermediate form; arc to be at-

tributed to secular intermingling of the extremes. Why should a

man, passing from one side to another of an Island 10 or 20 miles

long, be transformed from a sleek haired brown to a frizzly-haired

black, or from a mercurial laughter-loving Papuan to a Malayan

-slow in movement and thoroughly phlegmatic in disposition,

rarely seen to laugh or become animated in conversation, with ex-

pression generally U vague wonder or weary sadness’1 ?

Wallace's classical description of these western Papuans, who

arc here in the very cradleiand of the race, can

ricus «mi never lose its cliarrc, and its accuracy has been fully

confirmed by all later observers. “The typical

Papuan race,” be writes, “ is in many respects the

very opposite of the Malay. The colour of the body is a deep

sooty-brown or IJack, sometimes approaching, but never quite

equalling, live jet-black of some ncgio races. Tbe hair is very

' Dr S. J. Hkksun, A /ftUraUu in Ntrtk Crtdri. 1H8* p. 103.
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peculiar, being harsh, rlry, anil frizzly, growing in little tufts or

curls, which in youth are very short anil compact, but afterwards

grow out to n considerable length, forming the compaci, friziled

mop which is the Papuan's pnde and glory....The moral charac-

teristics of the Papuan appear to me to separate him as distinctly

from tbc Malay as do his form and features, lie is impulsive

and demonstrative in speech and action. His emotions and

passions evpress themselves in shouts and laughter, tn yells and

frantic leaping*-...The Papuan has a greater feeling for an than

tlic Malay. He decora ics his canoe, his house, and almost every

domestic utensil with elaborate carving, a habit which is rarely

fouDd among tribes of the Malay race. !n the affections and

moral sentiments, on the other hand, the Papuans seem very

deficient. In the treatment of their children they are often

violent and cruel, whereas the Malays arc almost invariably kind

and gentle'."

The ethnological parting-line between the Malayan and

Papuasun races, as first laid down by Wallace,
Eltn|,«|„j

nearly coincides with his division between the 8:«okk«i

Indo-Malavan and Ausuo-Malayan floras and faunas,
Ill ' ld”

the chief differences being the positions of Sombawa and CclcUa.

Both of these islands arc excluded from the Papuasian realm,

but included in the Ausuo-Malayan zoological and botanical

regions.

Australian* anu Tasmaniana

Both Australians and Tasmanians are, or were, absolutely

conterminous with their respective insular domains, where they

had. till the British occupation, remained practically tecluded

from the outer world throughout the whole course

of their natural development Mnce the first peopling i2i.tic»

of the land in the Stone Ages. Similar conditions
Jfnif'Suir'

have prevailed in a large way elsewhere only in

America. Hence it is that the inhabitants M these isolated

ethnical zones alone present a certain degree of uniformity in

their physical and mental characters. The modifications are

« 7if .4/../ay Ctup. XL.

K. I 0
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Ivere everywhere sucn at may be accounted for on live hypoihcd*

that ihe present aborigines represent a blend of two, 01 ai moil

three 1 different element* in extremely remote times, with later

intermingling, and fresh groupings of there same elements

through inevitable local shillings and disturbances, but without

any serious addition of further foreign elements after the first

settlements.

To the observer arriving on the north coast of Australia from

New Guinea this homogeneous character of the aborigines is

very striking. From a region of considerable ethnical confusion,

presenting all shades of transition from the full-blood Papuan to

the variable Melanesian, he enters a continent in which a strong

family likeness is at once detected between all the scattered

groups of its primitive inhabitants. This family likeness is more-

over so marked that, amid all the local differences, the natives are

everywhere instantly recognised as member; of a single ethnical

division, and we at once realise the vast period of time needed for

the development of their highly specialised type. Their arrival is

Et)1
referred by Mr A. W. Howitt to a time anterior to

i-.cn:.'g of the present distribution of land and water, as they
Au.ir.iu. mo„ have reached their present homes by tome

now submerged land connection, or at all events across narrow

channels navigable by frail canoes or catamarans. An immense

period of time, he contends, is “one of the elements of any

solution of the problem," and during that period the natives hare

been completely isolated within a continental area of develop-

ment. They arrived, he thinks, by a land-bridge either connecting

with the Indo-Asiatic comment, or by a land extension of the

Austral continent towards the north-west, or over same shallow

channels between Australia and those lands*.

1 Dr O. Fmsch* who studied tpecimera from regioo* is wide ipuit i; Sooth

Qu«TMbB«l, th« Gulf of C*n*BUria and W«t Au«t* 1U, is swished with ooe:
M Aif GfMrt dk«« Unitesixhit^ei QUttttgte fell mkh, dft* di« AmtnJirr

eiot cigera Rasvs bi&en, welche den M e&ir^ kicra edet cntfnnirr

stehtn alt ]«uer« r«inen Afriki-. *chen Negen" {AW* in dtr StMut. 15*84,

l»-

* Riper tend at the Meeting of the Australian Aw- for the Adv. of Scknos,

Sfdtey. Jan. 1&9&. I need scircdy point on how completely these *iuus

hirr»We with thrne ad«anc*3 in Elk Chop* XI.
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Sirring support is given to this assumption by the absolutely

independent and uniform chsracter of Australian Un,.yot

speech. The divergence* from a common ageiuti- * u,“*ljn

native form, radically distinct from any other, arc
pc

far less than the divergences of the American tongues from a

common pobsynthetic form, while the phonetic system may be

described a* everywhere identical, A few traces of sibilants have

been noticed, but practically these sounds are unknown to all

the Australian dialects. Here we have complete accord between

linguistic and anatomical characters both alike arguing for a

common racial origin 1
. .All attempts to affiliate this group to

the Diavidian of Southern India, or to any other, have signally

failed, as we see from the “proofs ‘ of affinity with "words used

by the Aryan race” put fotwatd by Mr S Dennett, Mr Taplin and

Olliers*. Thus kiradj", a doctor, is equated with tbc Greek

X«tw>iy7ifs, whereas the comparison, to prove anything, should be

with the Greek x«ip, a hand, and work, terms not found in

any Australian dialect. -So ma/i, to sttike = Hindi nai, which

should be mdr. as niilA means motfA, and mnh nothing at all and

it will hardly be credited that raA-Vi.r, head, is collated with English

o'*, and Spanish >etra. which should be Portuguese, only in that

language cetm does not mean h>a.i, but make And the whole

process is unscientific, all the native dialects being ransacked for

likely words, which arc then compared, not with a particular Aryan

tongue, hut with all of them, ancient and modern, and even with

Hebrew
,
or Arabic, or “ Moorish ” (gih'tr - £ifovs]ttr), which are

not Aryan, but Semitic. Hence, if the companions could be

established, the logical inference would be that the Australians

arc proved by their languages to be an amalgam of Aryans and

Semites, living and dead, from all pans of Europe, Asia, and

Africa. For this reason the comparisons made by Mr Curr

with African Negro languages’ must also fc« pronounced worth-

less-

1 The atiKtwc o( libiUat semtdi is attributed hy Prof Micaliiter to the

macros'-.! oUc- iai aicti and oeicq.oiling isotifini ton-ae . which make thru
ul: leaner a die-cult fra! to iccompHih

|Fafer. Bril. A*. Edinburgh. i^i|.
: In It. Bcnugb Stnyih's .Vfvwyran ./ IV«c*a, iSjS, Veil. 11. p. }
*

1. p. Ifl *-
r

« 0—

!
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It is more profitable to note, as an indication of the level

of the Australian intellect, that in none of these

dialects are there any words for the numerals

higher titan cut and Hot, or here and there thru',

beyond which fur- a + 2, /w- many, Ices, heaps, and so on.

Even tula, a common word for toev, is used in some places for

thru, and in others for many, as if the numerical relation were

altogether beyond the g'asp of the native mind 1
. In any case

no Australian Black In his wild slate can, I believe, practically

count as high as seven. If you lay seven pins on a table for a

Black to reckon, and then abstract two, he would not miss them.

If one were removed, he would miss it, because his manner ol

counting by ones and twos amounts to the same as if he reckoned

by odds and evens 1." In fact the Australian stands practically at

the binary stage, and has nowhere yet readied the first of the

three natural systems —quinary with a j base, dtaml with to,

and tigeiima/ with 20.

Nor can it be said that they had no need of a more highly

developed arithmetic system, for it would be con-

Hnnw?
1 venknt to teckon at least the number of their

children and wives, and (as hunters) of the contents

of successful “bags." Professor Richard Simon* rightly regards

them as the typical hunters, in this respect unapproached by the

Canadian trapper, the South African Bushman, or any other

people savage or civilised. Hence in the wild state the Australian

is the most independent of mortals, but at the same time is

prevented from making any progress in culture beyond a certain

very low level. The difficulty of capturing game with his primitive

methods compels him to give his whole time to the quest

of food, and spend his days in roaming restlessly over wide

1 Thai Air&=3 in ibt Herbert Vile dialect
;
ta radicals bejxod i ire

very rare.

J Here we ire reminded by Dr L. L. Conwit that t few Uafiagn. ire

lUcluiei? destitute of pure nntnericil terms. Tliu* the un ChiquMO his

to tine word hr pks. ifd Anna. used, real!/ c*ias “ilooc " {Tk Nmmtrwl

Ctmttpt: 1it Origin Dadtpumt. 1*96).

* E. X. Gm, 7\t A*i<rrfian Pm, Meltoume> Vol. I. p. 31.

• PtiietfL+nhsi, Ax. W Awtralif*, Ax.. l*i|rig. fauim.
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hunting-grounds, and devising all sorts of artificial methods and

precaution-, for preventing these preserves frotr becoming over-

peopled. As in Net* Caledonia, the fcod question was at. die

base of most social institutions

That some system of gesture-hnguage is current amongst the

natives has long been known, and Mr A H. Howiti

figures in Brough Smyth' a few of the signs of which spr-’i’"'

he had acquired a knowledge amongst the tribes of

Cooper's Creelc. On this subject Mr Smyth himielf writes: “It

is believed that they have several signs, known only to themselves

or to those amongst the whites who have had intercourse with

them for lengthened periods, which convey information readily

and accurately’" This statement is now fully confirmed by

Dr Walter Iv Roth, who, during his long residence amengst the

Queensland natives, has discovered and become proficient in a

tolerably complete gesture-system ranging over a wide area. It

seems fully as effective as the West African drum-language,

which has also now been mastered by Herr K. Beta in the

CamcrOns district. Dr Roth has determined the value of no less

than 113 manual signs, which ate in use amongtt a Urge number

of tribes in the North-west-central Queensland district, and serve

all the purposes of a lingua fr\tnta, and, thank9 to the keen vision

of the natives, have the further advantage of being intelligible at

considerable distances- These signs, which he describe! and

figures', are, like those taught in our deaf and dumb schools,

capable of eapressing a wide range of thought, different plants,

animals, natural objects, persons, events, conditions, feelings, and

so forth This gesture-speech thus differs from articulate speech

“only in this, that the one appeals to the sense of vision, the

Other to that of hearing',” and should be a complete reply to

those philosophers who argue that thought and spoken language

arc one

' R. Bniufib Smyth's A^rlpne cf I8j8. 11. p. JOB.

* »• P' 4-

’ Etl<i<*<fUal StuiUt among tkr AW4-IJW-Cn.fr,>; QumuSmtJ /It-

criftnn. Britbifrt, 1R9S, Chap. IV. ir/h Lppttdtil illtuinuoak.

4
P >95-
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Great efforts have been made by believer* in the natural

equality of nil mankind to present the native insti-

c «•!?!». Cations, religious ideas, and general capacity in as

favourable a light ar |>sasible. Brough Smyth

shows plainly enough that children in the schools of Victoria arc

capable of assimilating a certain amount of teaching, and appeal

is especially made to their artistic sense and power of delineation,

even in the wild state, as shown by the pictotial representations

in their caves and rock shelter*. Favourite “motives' of this

primitive “ School of An." which compares badly with those of the

Bushmen and Paleolithic care-men, are the human hand and

the snake, and this is the account given of the "technique” by

Mr Ernest Giles "The drawing [of the hand] is done by filling the

mouth with charcoal powder if the devxe is to be black, if red

with red cohre powder, damping the wall where the mark is to be

left, and placing the palm of the hand against it, with the fingers

stretched out, the charcoal or ochre powder b then blown

against the back of the hand ; when it is withdrawn, it leaves

the space occupied by the hand and finger* clean, while the

surrounding portions of the wall are ail black ot red, as the case

may be. One device represents n snake going into a hole ; the

hole is actually in die rock, while the snake is painted on the

wall, and the spectator is to suppose that its head is just inside

the liolc. The body of the reptile is curled round and round the

hole, though its btcadth is out of all proportion to its length,

being 7 or 8 inches thick and only 2 to 3 feet long. It is painted

with charcoal ashes which had been mixed up with some animal’s

or reptile’s fat
1.” The process resembles that of our sand-cograving

on glass-ware.

Their sense of right and wrong Mr Giles describes as hazy,

and he is uncertain whether they have any know-

ledge of a Supreme Being, allowing, however, that

“nothing of the nature of worship, prayer, or

sacrifice has been observed’.” Elsewhere he argues that they

1 AuitnUa 7Mu TronruJ. 1&9, Vol. 1. p. 58. Fc other pOMUes «e
Mr R. H- M»lh»»V Pijxr on T>t Painting! ani Cirvmgi ,f!k, Axt-
traJidn in Jmr. Anlhref. Swi. i8y£, p. 145.
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have no beliefs on the subject of Clod or an after-life, and that

those who credit them with such notions “have been imposed

upon, and that, until they had learnt something of Christianity

from missionaries and others, the Blacks had no beliefs or practices

of the sort
1 ."

That this is the only possible view seems evident from the

crude my ths and legends associated with Pundgyl, who is known

in various forms to many tribes, and has been selected by the

missionaries from the native “tbeogonieV as the nearest approach

to a deity in their religious texts*. The Pur.dgyl (Bunjil) of the

Uawurongs of the Yam River, has a wife, Boibot, whose face he

has never seen, a son Bmbeal and a brother Pal-ly yan, by whose

help he made mow things. He is provided with a large knife,

and after making the earth he went all over it, cutting and slashing

it into rivers and crocks mountain* and valleys. Then, after

contact with the whites, there is a runout adaptation of Bunjil to

Biblical legends, as when people grow wicked he waxes angry,

raises storms ami fierce winds which shake the big trees on the

hilltops. Thereupon he again goes about with his big knife,

cutting this way and that way, and men, women, and children are

all cut into very little pieces. But the pieces are alive, awl wriggle

about like worms, when great storms come, and they arc blown

about like snotviiakes. They are wafted into the clouds, and by

the clouds borne hither and thither all over the earth, and thus is

mankind dispersed. But the good men and women are carried

upwards and become stars, which still shine in the hexvena.

But other myths point at an incipient state of ancestor worship,

and Nurundtri, the wonderful gad or eponymous

hero of the Namngcri tribe on the Lower Murray

River, is described as originally coming down the

Darling River, and sending back two messengers to report his

1
i. p 45. So also Carl Lur&holtx, oo* of our saftst guide* in all that

cocccttm the mrvul state and usages cf the ratiroi -At *11 event* it ii cenain

tint fctidier idolatry nor sacr f»:r. are to t*e found la Australia. Nee have the

roiivt* so fir at I know, eves been seen to petty'* [Amm# Cumv/Aa**, 1SS9.

p.

* Thru. Gen. I. 1, £a*4rorr« Pttwipi Mar*r*a averuvrer iM>

tc<t. ut 0 Victoria diilevt |Biou C h Smjth. II. p. no).
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arrival to the up-country people. They crow over to Lake Albert,

Where they meet hostile tribe*, and marvellous contests ensue.

Xutunderi throw? flat stones into Lake Alexandria! which

become bream, and he goes up to the Coorong, where he slays

a chief who has kidnapped his children. When he reaches

Encounter Bay his wives forsake him, but he calls upon the sea to

overflow, and they are all swallowed up in the naves. In the

end he goes up to Wyirretoarri, Le. Cloudland, where he now

dwells.

Although the practice of cannibalism has been questioned,

LumholU shows that the aborigines arc omnivorous in the

strictest sense of the word, devouring everything at all digestible,

from vermin and insects to man. He mentions live beetles

and their larva:, fleas, ftdinli, grasshoppers, children (by their

mothers), captive), and people generally. “The Australians

3rc cannibala A fallen foe, be it man, woman, or child, is

eaten as the choicest delicacy; they know no greater luvury

than the flesh of a blackman'." Religious rites and ceremonial

customs do not apply hete, the natives knowing nothing of such

observances

A common test ol a people's culture is the treatment of their

women, and in this respect the Australians must, as

ceThTwomm p,0,: R-Scmoo sho.vs'.be ranked bclowthe Bushman

and on a level with the Kuegians. When we read

the accounts of the barbarous treatment to which the Australian

lutra is habitually subjected, all our preconceived notions of the

"noble savage" are quickly dispelled, and we begin to wonder
how mankind ever succeeded in struggling upward to a higher

state. Brough Smyth gives us a truly pathetic account of the

marriage customs in vogue among the Victorian tribes :
“ A man

laving a daughter of 13 or 14 years of age arranges with some

elderly person for the disposal of her, and, when all are agreed, she

is brought out and told that her husband wants her. Perhaps the

lias never seen him but to loathe him. The father carries a spear

and a waddy, or a tomahawk, and, anticipating rerittance, is thus

prepared for it The poor girl, sobbing and sighing, and muttering

> ey.«v.p. 101.

* Die iVaiai, 1896, No. 30.
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weeds of complaint, claims pity from those who wall show 110:1c

If she resists the mandates of her father, he strikes her with his

spear
;

if she rebels and screams, the blows are repeated ; and if

she attempts to run away, a stroke on the head from the waddy

or tomahawk quiets her. The mother screams and scolds and

beats the ground with her kan -nan (fighting-stick)- the dogs bark

and whine; but nothing interrupts the father, who, in the per-

formance of hb duty, is strict and mindful of the necessity of not

only enforcing hs authority, but of showing to all that he has the

means to enforce it. Seizing the bride by her long hair be drags

her to the home prepared fc* her by her new owner. Further

resistance often subjects her to brutal treatment if she attempts

to abscond, the bridegroom does not hesitate to strike her savagely

on the head with his iraddy, and the bridal screams and yells

make the night hideous

But the aborigines are at least exonerated by Mr Curr from

the charge of present or former promiscuity, in-

volved in the current theories on the complicated

questions connected with the marnage-systerns of

the Australians and other lower races. Here It is necessary to

distinguish carefully between daSt-mnxmges and the so-called

“oommunar 1

or “group” marriage*
;
the former having for their

wk Object, not. ns 1% commonly supposed, the prevention of

close consanguineous unions but the proper disposal of the stock

of available fond 1

,
the latter implying on the contrary absolute

* ty. dt t. p 76.

* 7hi» point K«m» f&iily well established, and fer the first :ime. by

Dr \Y. E. Roih Uf. at. Chip. JIM who. thinks to his though knowledge

cf the lc«1 dxsfccto, ha* \*m able to prvei rale the secret. and to sbow that

\nkrt* with wear tcliiiont are not neceaxinlr tsimd by the class jjs:ta, whi>

t^arnigc may be prevented between penews trwrnnneoH by xny t»r* of ICood.

Hts conehven it thu th* whole ietricate p*uce* is his©* on the fooi supply,

being d<ve!o^d by a kind of natural selection, wtth 1 view to make the most

c4 the total quantity at the d.sposal of th* thbe. At in New CaWdor^

certain item* are mrttd Rr l\< chiefs, >c in Ainiralu husband arsi wife fire

different!* from each other, and teth from their children, and the classes that

thus arise have to be kept up by strict morrirge Uwy, which hnv* in principle

nothirg to do with degree* ofOMncuinhy. Tie vruk foal4 the cam**

theory »• tbit it implies an interest in the pcroancut good of tiw c<*nminity.
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promiscuity within certain wide limits in the ju«, and sanctioning

the same within narrower linsits in ihc present. About the class-

marriage, there u no difficulty. Their general existence is

established beyond all question both amongst exogamous and

endogamous tribes in Australia. North America, and other regions.

Indeed their spccra! importance is due to the fact that strikingly

analogous systems still prevail in so many other remote lands,

"a circumstance which should go far to uphold the doctrine of

the unity of the human race'.”

But in the present connection their interest lies in the fact

that they rxiluie the idea of community of women, so that, were

class marriages universal in Australia, Mr Curr would be right in

inserting that " the husband is the absolute owner of his wife

(or wtveajy* and there would be no room fox any form of legalised

promiscuity. This is seen from the very conditions of the class-

system, the chief points of which are:— i. All male and female

members of a class belong each to a special class determined

by parentage; 2. Marriage within the several classes is barred

to their several members, so that no one of, say, Class A, can

marry anyone of that dm; 3. Marriage is restricted to cerain

prescribed classes, so that no one of Class A can marry into any

other class, but only into Claw B or other prescribed class

a. Except in one doubtful caw (the Kumai) the children belong

to a class, nhich a not dial of either parent, but results iteverthe

less from parentage. This leads to complications, developing

into a system “which seems too intricate to have been the in-

vention of tribes so low down in die scale of mental capacity*
u

and leads eventually to disintegration.

But although general, the system is not universal, so that

theoretically room might be made for the group or

communal system, first described by the Rev.Larimer

r£u"d.
F“on ‘ ,hen lcc'pK<' by the late Lewis H. Morgan *,

and despite Mr Curr’s crushing exposure, still taken

of which, ni pciitxl out In Fjhnc&iy, p. 9, pnaullvr man can have no thoicht.

ibc«jgh telly uive :o iht Mc«sity pronding for his dtily braid.

1 Cm. ai* I. p. in. 1 ft* p- icx;. * /&. p. 118.

4 In Xkwitarvi .t»d Kumai, iS3c- Mr A. YY. Hownt, joint mitbcc of

tkk dc*> no* mm.! hlinietf :o ihc theory
;
hut Prof. Morns*, who
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for granted probably by mow erlioulogiMs Mr I'non assumes

llut formerly there was no individual marriage, but that the class

farmed two ot mote "groups,” in which the males of one had

as wives the females of the other or ol some other, bat that later

this promiscuous arrangement gave way—m some measure in

practice though not in theory—to individual marriage, the man

still retaining a more or Ices exclusive right to certain women,

who stand to him tn the relation of wives. In fact " marriage is

theoretically communal," the relation being not of one individual

to another, hut of one group to another, while the ancient assumed

rule underlies the present assumed lax usage Without entering

into details, it will suffice here to state generally that, alter a

careful enquiry into the whole subject on the spot- •'*' Curr

sweeps all these assumptions away, disproves the "facts" on which

they are based, and shows convincingly that the promiscuity here

in question neither did nor does exist in any part of Australia.

Is it too much to hope that visionary gioup or communal systems

supposed to be survivals of an equally visionary state of pro-

miscuity, may be henceforth banished from works dealing with

the primitive social institutions of mankind?

Another redeeming quality of the natives is their high sense

of humour, and mimetic powers comparable to

liiose of the African Negritoes. " What is comic to itu^our and

the blacks strikes them at once, and makes them
n'<r"

laugh immediately. They are very humorous, have a decided

talent for drollery, and are skilful nriiniis. I once saw a

young Australian receive an order from his master, whereupon

cantiV-uifs a Prelate** Note, fully atcepti ii with »!t k« lispral eonw^wneo

:

" Among* the Auirrali.ui *>«»-«., m tki. «wmoir filly .Jwni, greupj of males

a r» ixutl united tu grospt of femifes, o« by any ctreraooy of a nwmal

maniac to which the group* are par.ks. bat by an <ir£***c Uw. «<soec:oJ by

tribal a***;®. reccs*U«S cter Urge sk*j. and followed In actual practice by

th«i rutaUurijn ct the portlet. A woman ii fojnd one day Bring with o«e

iron in tic rruniage relation, and on thv rwat «fc»y with anothcc mm of tke

:aMf pxwp In Ac urw relation. and ptstap* teveral u-omn with seven]

men u the mmc tia»e" ip. 10). Of course Prof. Morgan’* jreat authority,

os author of tb? now •omrwhat di*er*£lod SpUm 4/ CmungMMlty and

Affinity if tki /frvuoe Family, nude the fortune of this abscJutdy Uisdct*

theory.
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he: immediately went to hi* companions and imitated his master's

manner of speaking and acting, to the great amusement of the

whole camp. In their dances they imitate in a unking manner

the hopping of the kangaroo and the solemn movements of the

emu, and never fail to make the spectators laugh'." Bui they

will never “ laugh the sense of misery far away," for it is always

with them, and surely killing them as :t has already killed their

Tasmanian kinsmen.

These "colithic Tasmanians ’
" stood even at a lower level of

culture than the Australians. At the occupation

aila'toi!'
,hc scattered hinds, with no hereditary chiefs or

social organization, numbered altogether zooo souls

a: most, speaking ieveral distinct dialects, whether of one or

more stock languages is uncertain. In the absence of sibilants

and some other features they tesembled the Australian, but

>ete of ruder or less developed structure- and so imperfect that

according to Joseph Milligan, Our best authority on the subject,

" they observed no settled older or arrangement of words in the

construe.ion of their sentences, but conveyed ir, a

siXThT'
1”*'1

supplementary fashion by tone, manner, and gestute

those modifications of meaning which wc express

by mood, tense, number, tcc . Abstract terms were rare, and
for every variety of gum-tree or w.itie-trec there was a name, but

no word for "tree " in general, or for qualities, such as hard, soft,

warm, cold, long, short, round, &c. Anything hard was ‘‘like a
stone,' round, “ like the moon," and so on. - usually suiting the

action to the woid, and conflicting by some sign the meaning to

be understood.’’

Though they carried fire-sticks about, it is doubtful wltether

they possessed the art of making fire by friction

01 otlierwise. But they remembered a time when

there was no fire at all, until two blackfcllows

standing on a hill-top threw it about like stars
;
at which the

people were frightened and ran away, but came back and made

1 Lvmtc&z. cf. ttt. p. 191.
1 flW®, > 19,.

* Papa in Bmuch Smyth's work. ir. p. <13.
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a fire of wood, after which u no more was r.re lost in our land.

The two blackfcllows are in the clouds; in the dear night you

see them like stars. These are they who brought fire to oui

father*V'

During the disgraceful colonial wars of extermination, a feu

weapon* of a better type appear to have been

introduced from the mainland But before that

time they possessed neither the boomerang nor the

throwing-stick, nor the shield of (he Australians, nothing in fact

except the wa ddy, not unlike the Insh shillelagh, and two kind*

of primitive spears, one a mere sapling seme 15 feet lon& pointed

and hardened by fue, the other about to feet long and iighter

As neither had any stone or bone attachments, these rude weapon*

were really inferior to those of the Old Stone Age, to which were

fixed some of those ftint or ether spear-heads now found in such

abundance in the cares and pleistocene beds of (be northern

hemisphere.

In the native dice were included “wakes, lizards, grubs and

worms,** besides the opossum, wombat, kangaroo,
DU#

birds and fishes, roots, seeds and fruits, but not

human flesh, at least normally. Like the Bushmen, they wctc

gross feeders, consuming enormous quantities of food when they

could get it. and the case is mentioned of a woman who was seen

to ear from 50 to 60 eggs of the sooty petrel {larger than a duck's),

besides a double allowance of bread, at the station on Flinders

Island. They had frail bark car.ocs made fast with thongs or

rushes, besides rafts like those of Torres Straits,

but no permanent abodes or huts, beyond branches

of trees lashed together, supported by stakes, and disposed

crescent-shape with the convex side to windward. On the

uplands and along the sea-shore they took refuge in caves,

rock-shelters and natural hollows. Usually the men went naked,

the women wore a loose covering of skins, and personal orna*

xnentauon was limited to cosmetics of red ochre, plumbago, and

powdered charcoal, with occasyjnally a necklace of shells strung

on a fibrous twine.

Op, at. 11. p. *6r.
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T«mp#m.
mens.

During the hopeless struggle with the early scttkre, the natives

developed a degree of ferocity equal to that of

their exterminators. But «hen first encountered by

Cook. Pe'ron and other navigators, they appeared

to be a mild, inoffensive people, disposed to be friendly or a:

least not hostile, diffident rather than distrustful. Little or no

reference is made to atrocious tribal practices, mutilations and

other horrors, which make detailed accounts of the Australian

peoples such unpleasant reading. The reason is obvious enough.

The Tasmanians had not yet passed from the rude primitive state

of the family life to the social condition of the clan and tribe,

when complications niisc, and the "commonweal has to be

safeguarded by all manner of drastic measures. In the general

evolution of human progress the intermediate stages will often be

found more unpleasant than either extreme.

T« And.
wm.

Tm Oceanic Negritoes.

In Africa the Negrito substratum, partly sheltered by trackless

tropical woodlands, may still be traced in scattered fragments from

MsngbaUuland to the Clape. In Oceania the Negrito substratum,

formerly diffused throughout the Malayan lands, survives only in

four widely separated tn/farts—the Andaman Islands, the Malay

Peninsula, the Philippines, and parti of New Guinea.

The Mincoptes,' as the Andamanese used to be called, no-

body seems to know why, were visited in 1893 by

Dr l.ouis Iapiquc, who examined a Urge kitchen-

midden near Port Blair, but some distance from

the present coast, hence of great age
1

. Nevertheless he failed to

find any worked stone implements, although flint occurs in the

island. Indeed, chipped or flaked flints, now replaced by broken

glass, were formerly used for shaving and tattooing. But, as the

present natives use only fishbones, sheik, and wood, Dr Lapiquc
somewhat hastily concluded that these islanders, like some other

primitive groups, have never passed through a Stone

Age at all The shell-mounds have ccttainly yielded

arrow heads and polished allies "indistinguishable from any of the

1 A la Ktelfrihi Jo Ntgritn, (a Tour Ja UcnJt, New Series. Li»T.

if—i*- The midden was 1 jo ft nwml, and orer 11 ft. h^h.

Stcn. A(a.
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European or Indian celts of the so-allcd Neolithic period',
1*

Rut there is no nation to think that the archipelago was ever

occupied by a people different front its present inhabitants.

Hence we may suppose that their ancestor* arrived in the Stone

Ages, but afterwards ceased to make stone implements, as less

handy for their purposes and more difficult to make than the

shell or bone-tipped darts, arrows, and neis with which they

capture game and fidi “more readily than the most skilful

fisherman with hook and line 1.* Similarly they would seem to

have long lost tlte ait of making lire, having once obtained it from

a still active volcano in the neighbouring Barter. Island*.

Many wild statement! regarding this primitive Negrito race,

due chiefly to the careless observations of passing navigators, but

still current in popular ethnographic wotki, have been dispelled by

Mr Man. who shows that they do not make holes in the sand to

burrow in like rabbits, that there are no so-called “oven-trees” where

pegs art roasted, no cannibalism, nor any bow-traps, boomerangs,

wameras (Australian throwing-sticks). or btow-pipes, useless with-

out poison, of which they mnke no use whatsoever. But they do

possess two kinds of boats, one a very rude outrigger of primitive

type, just as they have two or three kinds of dwellings, one alto

very frail and primitive—mere leafy shelters like those of the

Eranban Puri, but usually erected only on temporary camping-

grounds.

In temperament they resemble the Papuans and other dark

peoples, “being merry, talkative, petulant, inquisitive, and restless ;

their speech is rapid, with a constant repetition of the same idea
;

a joke, if it does nor take tco practical a form, is heartily appre-

ciated. while all insults or injuries are promptly resentedV A
pleasing cliaracteristic is the attitude of the men towards their

wives, who, though necessarily doomed to much drudgery, are

treated as real helpmates on a footing of perfect equality. Despite

1 E- H. Man, J.nr. Aulhnf. lull. 1SS1, p. 171.

* /#. p
1 Clo* to Bitten « the «tin<t enter of Narmiam, L«. Uval-eudaiu

i.Vciwir- Hell), fro«i which the Aulemcn yrocp may have taken its naoe

I.Sit II. Yule. Mom Pile),

‘ /I. p. 18,.
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the misrepresentarions of some explorer*, marriage is a permanent

tie, divorce being unknown, and “conjugal fidelity till death the

rule and not the exception*.''

No forms of worship have been noticed, though there is a

vague belief in PMago, an immortal, invisible being,

“ho lives in a large alone house in the sky, knows

everything, even the thoughts of men, in the daylight,

but not in the dark, and has nude all things except three or four

evil spirits, for whose misdeeds he is not accountable. He pities

the victims, sometimes affords them relief, and shows in the

thunderstorm his anger at certain crimes and offences. But

nothing can lessen their dread of the evil one, to whose machin-

ations nearly all deaths, sickness, and other calamities ate

attributed. There is a curious notion about wax-burning, which,

being distasteful to Pvlluga. is often secretly tlone when the enemy

is a-hunting or a-fislung, in order to stir his wrath and thus spoil

the sport. Hence m the criminal code, after falsehood, theft,

assault, murder, and adultery, follow* wax-burning, the greatest

crime of all, equivalent to our sacrilege !

Original also is the native cosmogony, which teaches that the

cowmeony c *nfl ’
1 *'J| “ a plate, tests on tlse top of a very

tall tree, and is doomed one day to be upset by a

great earthquake. Then the living and the dead will change

place*, and the latter, to hasten the consummation, every now
and then combine to shake the tree and so displace the wicker

Udder by which it is connected with heaven, but this must be

done only in the rainy season, as at other times the parched

earth might crumble and crush them ail.

Mr Man has carefully studied and reduced to writing the

Bsseth.
Andamanese language, of which there arc at least

nine distinct varieties, corresponding to as many

1 Man. It. p. »)-.
1
Tl.it it, the AMiman Wands, which they -.ppowd to c«uprfc* the

wide Hetrc (be lew stringers that occisouUv arrived were their

deceased loiefatben, who dwelt os a nrighbooring islet and were iDowoS
no- »ed then to revisit the or world. Hence also the nui.es oi
India who sow come regularly ire ttill colied .ddwgjla, i.e. "deputed
spirits."
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tribal group*. I ( hi* no clear affinities to any other tongue\ the

supposed resemblances to Dravidati and Australian being ex-

tremely slight, if not visionary. Its phonetic system is astonish-

ingly rich (no less than *4 vowels and 17 consonants. but no

sibilants), while the arithmetic stops at n,t>. Nobody ever attempts

to count in any way beyond ten, which is reached by a singular

process. First the nose is tapped with the finger-tips of either

hand, beginning with the little finger, and saying

rrtotal (one), then Ufiir (mo) with the next, after c
which each successive tap makes aniit, "and

this.” When the thumb of the second hand is reached, making

ten, both hands are brought together to indicate 5-5, and the

tarn is clenched with the "ord ardunt - “ all-' Hut this feat is

exceptional, and usually after two you get only words answering

to several, many, numerous, countless, which flight of imagination

is reached at about 6 or 7.

Vet with their infantile arithmetic these paradoxical islanders

have contrived to dev clop an astonishingly intricate form of speech

characterised by an absolutely bewildering superfluity of pro-

nominal and other elements. Thus the possessive pronouns have

as many as sixteen possible variants according to the class ot

noun (human objects, puts of the body, degrees of kinship, &c->

with which they are in agreement. For instance, my is dla, dot.

doup, Jig, dab, dar, dllid, dido, dill, ddr, ad, adtn,

dit, with man, iuad, u nit, mouth,Jathtr, ion, ittp- sST-™*""
1

son, wi/e, Ate. Am
;
and so u-.th thy, his, our, jour,

thttrl This grouping of nouns tn classes ts analogous to the

llantu system, and it is curious to note that the number of classes

is about the same. On the other hand there is a wealth of post-

fixes attached as in normal agglutinating forms of speech, so that

“ in adding their affixes they follow the ptinciplcs of the ordinary-

agglutinative tongues; in adding their prefixes they follow the

nell-defincd principles of tin South African tongues. Hitherto,

as tar as I know, the two ptinciplcs in full play have never been

found together in any other language... In Andamanese both are

1 M Thc Aulaitun language* aie one gtoup; ihey have no l»y

whkfe we mighc 1 .tier ihe*r cccaeaioa uuh xnj* c<hrr known |pvu|i" \ Lieut.

K. C Temj£e, qirs.cd by Mr Mao, |k is*).

K. I
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lull) developed, so much so as to intertere with each Ollier's gram-

matical functions The result often is certain itujulpiditlui

Ttr+a comparable in length to those of ihe American polysjnthciic

languages. A savage people, mho can hardly count beyond two,

possessed of about tl»c most intricate language spoken by man, is

a pyschological puralc which I cannot profess to fathom.

In the Malay Peninsula the indigenous element is certainly

Tin Stm.o I
,l * r ^“ cSr' , °> “I10- kr.ou-n by many names—Scmnng,

Sakai. Dina, Liar. Senoi, Mantra, Jakun—forms

a -ingle ethnical group presenting some striking analogies with

the Andamanese. But surrounded from time out of mind by

Malay peoples, some semi-civilised, some nearly as wild as

themselves, hut all alike slowly crowding them out of the land,

thcie aborigines have developed defensive qualities unneeded by

the more favoured insular Negritoes, while their natural develop

mem has been arretted at perhaps a somewhat lower plane of

culture. In tact, doomed to extinction before their time came,

they never have had a chance in the race, a6 Mr Hugh Clifford

sings in Tkt Stng ajthe l*u Stmangs :

—

“The -,otht ore ronjh. ihe trail* an- Wind

n* Ju»c!" People tir*1

;

The yum* aic >cuce ami hard to hail

With which out folk are fei,

Wo Safer frt llttl. suoi
I'nid «e pas away,

Th« nlica of «n nncient me
Thai ne’er has lad It. ilny."

Thctc particular Senungs, who have hitherto succeeded in

M,*hi
maintaining their independence, have a »eud legend

of « mysterious nation of great Anurous destined
one day to come and mute the faithless Sakai people, who have

gone over to the enemy's camp, and now join with them in

tracking and hunting down their own kinsfolk. These female

uarriors— wi-.o dwell in the depths of the dark woodlands beyond
the (lunong Korbu heights, and are stranger, taller, bolder, and of

paler colour than any men—hare even been seen, and their bows
and blow-piiKS also, larger and truer and better carved titan any

* Llmt R c. Temple, qaceo! by Mr Man. Antknf. Jmr. i$S«, p. 1-3
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Others, arc found now and then in the deep rctciics of the forests.

A Scmang chief tells how ‘many moon* ago" he and his two

brother*, when following the trail of a wounded stag, found it

lying by a brook, killed by a larger arrow than theirs, and that

nstant looking up, on hearing a loud threatening cry in a strange

tongue, he beheld a gigantic pale-skinned woman breaking through

the jungle, and then hi* elder brother fell pierced by an anon.

He escaped by flight, and alone lived to tell the tale, for the two

brothers were never seen again.

Mr Clifford, who relates this story 1

,
and has perhaps been more

intimately associated uiih the "Orang-utan" ( Wild men) as the

Malays often call them, than any other white man,

describes those of the Plus River valley os "like

African Negroes seen through the reverse end of a

field glass. They are sooty-black in colour; rheir hair is short

and woolly, clinging to the scalp in little Crisp curls; their nwc*

arc flat, their lip* protrude, and their features are those of the

pure negroid type. They are sturdily built and well set upon

their legs, but in st8ture little better t un dwarf* They live by-

hunting, and have no permanent dwellings, camping in little

family groups wherever, for the moment, game is most plentiful'."

Their shelters—huts they cannot be called—arc exactly

like the frailest of the Andamanese, mere lean-to's
Uti(li

of rustled palni-le.il es crazily propped on rough

uprights; clothes they have next to none, and their food is

chiefly yarns and other jungle roots, fish from the stream, and

sun dried monkey, venison and other gome, this terra having an

elastic meaning. Salt, being rarely obtainable, is a great luxury,

as amongst almost all wild tribes- Some Chinese rock-alt, once

brought to an encampment by Mr Clifford, was eagerly clutched

and swallowed in handfuls. "This coarse stuff would take the

skin off the tongues of most human beings who attempted

to eat it in this way, but I suppose that nature gives the Scmang

the power to take in abnormally large quantities at one time,

because his opportunities of eating it in small daily instalments

' hi Owl <11 J fanftmf, |S$J, p. IJ9 *q.

1
i/. cti. p. i;i.

TT— 2
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are tew and far between Such a picture will help to explain

the Urge part played by salt in the folklore and superstitions of

to many civilised peoples. "The Romans began their feasts by

privets and libations to the gods- The table was consecrated by

placing upon it the images of the Lares and saltcellar!. A family

salt holder was kept with great care, and to spill the salt at table

«a; esteemed ominous Tire prominence of salt as a religious

and social symbol ts doubtless due to the fact that it became a

necessity to most nations at an early stage of civilixation, and

that it was a luxury very lurd for primitive man to obtain in many

parts of the world'.*

All the faculties are sharpened nuinly in the quest of food,

and of means to elude the enemy now closing round tlieir larthesi

retreats in the upland forests. When hard pressed and escape seems

impossible, they will climb trees and stretch rattan ropes from

branch to branch where these are too wide apart to be reached at

a bound, and along such frail aerial bridges women and all will pass

vrith tbeir cooking-pots and ether effects, with their babies also

at the breast, and the little Ones clinging to their mothers’ heels.

For like the Andamanese they love their women folk and children,

and in this way rescue them from the Malay raiders and slavers.

But unless the British raj soon intervenes their fate is scaled.

They may slip from the Malays, but not from their own traitorous

kinsmen, who often lead the hunt, and squat nil night long on live

tree-tops, calling one to another and signalling from these look-

outs when the leaves rustle and the rattans arc heaved across,

so that nothing can be done, and another family group is swept

away into bondage

From their physical resemblance, undoubted common de-

s,««h
t**™’ ind geographical proximity, one might also

expect to find some affinity in the speech of the

Andaman and Malay Negritoes. But Mr Clifford, almost the only

European who has made a special study of the dialects on the

1 Of-at p. in-

* Marie GoMsmfth W«*. Tit S/uMiin •/ Sati, in Prfuiar Snout

,V«uM.>, Dccrwtcs, 1!$;. p. J4I. Tfce wrilei ickti to Hoi. OJ. it. lA- 1,.

A mam »igriiticanve thosga las koona p~*i.\£e cozuti in Aitu/a n. ; Stsnri

f it i/mau mA^hbi ts/pVjiVsr. 4/ rivsuloais Duran.
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mainland, can discover no points of contact between them and

any Ollier linguistic group . This, however, need cause no

surprise, being in no discordance with recognised principles 1
.

As in the Andamans, stone implements have been
Af<

lound in the Peninsula, and specimens arc now

in the Pitt-Riven collection at Oxford'. Hut the present

aborigines do not make or use sach tools, and there is good

teason for thinking tluc they were the work of then ancestors

arriving, ns in the Andamans, during the Stone Ages Hence

the two groups have been separated for many thousands of years,

and their speech has diverged too widely to be now traced

back to a common source.

With the Negritoes of the Philippines we enter a region of

almost hopeless ethnical complications', amid T!w Aiu,
which, honever, the dark dwarfish dfta peoples

crop out almost ciemvhere as the indigenous clement, and

in many places as c»en the recognised owners of the soil

long after the annal of the Malayan intruder*. This carious

point, hitherto scarcely noticed, has been brought out by Mr

John Foreman, or.e of the belt observers of the soc-il relations in

the archipelago'. After a graphic description of these aborigines,

“black as African Negroes." wiih -curly matted lair like

Astrakhan fur," and Still widely diffused In small bands “over

the whole gtoup of islands,’* he writes :
'• For a long time they

were <he sole masters of Luioo Island, where they exercised

srignotia! rights over the Tagalogs and other immigrants, until

1 Send gsommu md gfowarr in 7,->r. Straits &ra*i £. S*. iSyi.

So. 14.

9 St* IfAnrbjT, Chap. XX.

* S« Mr L. Wray'* Paper On The Core &e*lbei of PeroM. in J**r.

.1,air,'/. hat. 119;. p. 3$ "I- Til it otM.ier thinks “the earliest rave

dweller; were most lik.ty iS. N^pltoes 0 |p 4;). *"< <>» g>«> <* ,hr

dtp-nits ii shown t>y lh* rut ihit "in son* of the (lies at kail 11 fen of

4

mutun> <X «he!U boots. 1=0 nitli h.- bran octc*nUto! and mh^ienU)-

remove.! again In the foots of iht cons. In pl.cn two or thice Uyeisofwiid

save btm formol and imoird, seme of Iheae layers havmc been

five fcet in IhkknM ’’
(p. 4 «).

• See on thu pilot Prof. Blra.ntnlt’s Payer on the Mnf*olma of Min-

iRuo In Ct,*fa, LX. No- i*.

> Ti muffin' fttcaJi, St., London and H««kv=S. i%o.
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these arrived in such number*, that the Negritoes were forced to

the highlands.

The taxes imposed upon the primitive Malay settlers by

the Negritoes were levied in kind, and, when payment was

refused, they snooped down in a posse, and carried off the head

of the defaulter. Since the arrival of the Spaniards terror of

the white man has made them take definitely to the mountains,

where they appear to Le very giad ually decreasing

At first sight it may seem unaccountable that a race of such

extremely low intellect should be able to assert their supremacy

in this nay over the intruding Malayans, assumed to be so much

their superiors iu physical and mental qualities. But it has to be

considered that tbe invasions took place in very remote times,

ages before the appearance on the scene of the semi-civilised

Muhammadan Malays of hHtotr. Whether of Indonesian or

of what is called " Malay * stock, the intruders were rude Oceanic

peoples, who in the prehistoric period, prior to the spread of

civilising Hindu or Moslem influences in Malaysia, had scarcely

advanced in general culture much beyond the indigenous Papuan

and Negrito populations of that region. Even at present the

Gaddanes, Itaves, IgotTotes and others of Luzon

nunun. ire mew at the bead-hunting stage, quite

as wild as, and perhaps even more ferocious

than any of the Actas. Indeed we are told that in some
districts the Negrito and Igorrotc tribes keep a regular Debtor

and Creditor account of heads. Wherever the vendetta still

prevails, all alike live in a chronic state of tribal warfare;

periodical head-hunting expeditions are organised by the young

men, to pretent the bride's father with as many grim trophies

as possible in proof of their prowess, ;hc victims being usually

taken hy surprise and stricken down with barbarous weapons,

such as a king spear with tr.dentcd rips, or darts and arrows

carrying at the point two rows of teeth made of flint or sea-shells.

To avoid these attacks some, like the Central Sudanese Negroes,

b‘e >n cabins on high posts or tree? 60 to 70 feet from the

ground, and defend themselves by showering stones on the

marauders.

' Of. ckt. p. tie.
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A physical peculiarity of the lull bleed Negritoes, noticed by

Dr J. Montano', is the large, clumsy foot, turned slightly inwards,

a trait characteristic alio of the African Negritoes ; but in the

Acta the effect is exaggerated by the abnormal divergence of the

great toe, as amongst the Annansese.

The main feature of their character, says this observer, is a

deep, inextinguishable love cf freedom and personal

independence They are happy only in the midst

of their upland forests; they neither keep slaves

themselves, nor endure the )okc of servitude, or even of domestic

service, and are in fact as untameable as wild beasts. In Luxon
all attempts to bring up their children at the stations have failed,

no matter at what age they may have been captured. The case is

mentioned of a young Negrito brought to Madrid, educated, ar.d

ordained priest, who on his return to die Philippines immediately

escaped to tlve mountains.

But their social stale varies greatly according as they ate more
or less exposed to the attacks of the surrounding populations.

Under certain influences they may even to some extent give

up the nomad life, form settlements in the fotest glades, build

permanent abodes and raise ctopi of rice or maire, varying this

quiet existence, however, with occasional hunting excursions, when
the game n captured with snares and the bow and arrow, their

chief weapon. They have also developed a barter trade with their

neighbours, exchanging edible toots and medicinal plants, said

to be of extraordinary efficacy, for tobacco, textiles, and scraps

of iron with which to tip their dans.

The social system even amongst the pure nomads is much
better developed than has been supposed, and is

based on the family and personal property. To «wy«*.ri"
V

the tribal chief, elected for hfe. but not hereditary, 15
^®““*

are referred all dispute*, and he also punishes

misdeeds in accordance with traditional usage. The Aetas are

strict monogamists, and do not appear to be quite destitute cf

religious notions, as is commonly asserted, judging at least from

certain allegorical dgnees, as amongst the Pueblo Indians, and

1 yiJOf-r <MX m/if/tarr, &c. Pans, iSSS.
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frcm ihc ceremonies associated with marriage, births, and deaths.

But on this subject ire await further information, and tlv«

chief point so far established beyond doubt is the existence o!

the family in the strictest sense of the term. Thus the family is

found to be everywhere the social unit amongst Australians,

Tasmanians, Andamanese, Scinangs and Aetas, all of whom stand

at about the lowest grade of human culture. The more the

matter is investigated, the more current theories about group or

<onimur.il marriage based upon the assumption of the “primitive

human herd ” and primordial promiscuity recede into the back-

ground'.

In the sumptuous volume cm Tht PAilippinti, Part it. .Vrxnfeei,

one of the Dresden Ethnographic Museum senes <1896), the

editor, Dr A. B. Meyer, describes the Negrito hair as fine and

woolly, disposed in dote spirals varying from a deep stal-brown

to black, and diffused evenly over the scalp, not in separate tufts

with intervening bald s|xicej-

ln this publication Prof. Kern brings together various speci-

mens of Negrito speech, all of pure Malayo-Polynesian type

and nearly allied to the Tagalog and Visayan of the Northern and

Central Philippines. But the specimens are all from districts under

Malayan influences, so that they leave untouched the question

of an original Aeta language corresponding to that of the Anda-

manese- The present Negrito population is here estimated at no

more than 20,000, dWributed in small groups over the islands of

Luton. Ala txU. Mindoro, Panav, Negros, Mindanao, Tablas. Cebu

and Palawan, mostly full-blood, but forming half-brccd communities

in Negros and other places.

1 Etblv=o, pp, 13, t*.
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crJry Wocthlp—blue and Cbri.iiu»ij—The Mandarin Clue.

Conspectus

Primeval Home. The Tibetan Plateau. Diitribo

Present Range. TtM; S. Himalayan slopes; Peu'eni

1ado- China to He Isthmus of Kra; China; Formosa; tSST
Parts of Malaysia,

Hair, uniformly Noth, tank, round in transient ££££?
section ; spine or no heard, moustache common. Colour,

generally a dirty ytl/ottisk brown, shading of to edne

and foppery brows in the south, and to lemon or whitish

in .V. China. Skull, normally broehf (So*—84"), but
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in China sub-doiicho (37") and high. Jaws, slightly

prognathous. Cheek-bones, v*ry high and prominent

InUnify. Noso, xt'y small, and eonean, faith widish

nostrils {nmoirhine 52
s
), but often large and straight

amongst the upper /lasses. Eyes, small. Hath, an/!

MtylH (outer angle slightly elr.atcdf), vertical /old 0/ shin

overinnercanthus Stature. he/010 themerage (5//. 4 in. ),

but in iV. China often loll (5 //. 10 in. to is ft.). Lips,

rather then, sometimes slightly protruding. Anns, logs,

and feet, of normal proportions, Mil'll rather small, and

feetof Chinese soouicii artificially deformed.

mmui Temperament. Somewhat sluggish, with little

ur*. initiative, hut great endurance ; running rather than

intelligent; generally thrifty and industrious, but mostly

indolent In Siam and Burma ; moral standard low. with

slight sense ofright and wrong.

Speech. Mainly isolating and monosyllabic, due to

phonetic decay ; loss of formative dements compensated by

tone ; some {south Chinese. Annamtu) highly tonic, but

ethers (Mr Himalayas and North Burma
)
highly agglu

linating and consequently toneless.

Religion. Ancestry and spirit-worship, underlying

various finds of Buddhism; religious sentiment weak in

Annum, strong in Tibet ; thinly diffused in China.

Culture. Ranges from sheer savagery (Indo-Chinese

aborigines} to a low phase of eitilhalion ; some mechanical

arts Iccramci. metallurgy. Weaving!, and agriculture well

developed; painting, sculpture, and architecture most

h

in the barbaricstage ; letters wide-spread, but true literature

and science slightly developed; stagnation very generaI.

Bod-pa. Tibetan. Tangut ; Horsok; Sifan; Balti
.

Lidofhi; Gurhha: Bhotsya; Afiri; Mishmi; Abor.

Burmcso. Naga ; Kuki-Lushai
;
Chin; Kakhyen

;

Manipuri; Karen; Talaing ; Arakaneie
; Burmese

proper.

Tai-Shan. Ahum; Khamti; Ngiou; Lao; Siamese.

Glao-Shi. Annameu; Coehin- Chinese.

Chinese. Chinese proper ; Hakka; ffok-ht; Pun-li.
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In the Family Tree of Hauo Moxoouccs' tlie common item

is seen to ramify into two main branches : the M»ngv!$-7>tar to

the left, and the Ttbfto-lndo Ckiutu with a secondary I-ranch,

0«<inu Mongoh, to the right These two, that is, the main and

secondary bunch to the right, which jointly occupy the greater

part of south east Asia with most of Malaysia, Madagascar, the

Philippinesand Formosa, "ill form the subject of the

preseotandfollowing chapter. Allowing forencroach-

menta and overlapping', especially in Manchuria and

North Tibet, the northern "divide’ towards the Mongolo-Tntar

domain is roughly indicated by the Great Wall and the Kuen-lun

range westwards to the Hindu-Kush. and towards the south-west

by the Himalayas from the Hindii-Kash eastwards to Assam.

The Continental section thus comprises the whole of Chtna proper

and Indo-China, together with a great part of Tibet with Little

Tibet (Ealtiunn and Udakh), and the Hinubynn uplands includ-

ing their southern slopes This section is again separated from

the Oceanic section by the Isthmus of Kra—the M3lav Peninsula

belonging ethnically to the insular Malay world. “
I believe,"

writes Mr Warington Smyth, 11 that the Malay never teallv ex-

tended further north than the Kra isthmus’."

From the considerations advanced in JSl/mobgy, Chap. xii.

it seems a reasonable assumption that the lacustrine Tibetan

tableland with iu Himalayan escarpments, all standing in pleisto-

cene times at a considerably loner level tisan at ^
present, was the cradle cf the Mongol division mmcoi

of mankind Here »eie found all the natural
'*3 '*n -

condition' favourable to the development of a new variety of the

species moving from the tropics north»atds—ample space such

as all areas of maikcd specialisation seem to require
;
a different

and cooler climate than that of the equatorial region, though,

d'anks to its then lower elevation, warmer than that of the bleak

and now barely inhabitable Tibetan plateau: extensive plains,

nowhete pctlvaps too densely wooded, intersected by ridges of

' £r'«*‘v,%
l>- i°o

: dnyoi/A- May, | 39S. p. *91. Tin nateiwiu twa.i of mine be
fin *' huicg lefcrnec only 10 th« hisrorlcnl Malays and ifcelt ccmptniheli
hi? eiijtalwnv
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moderate height, nnd diversified hy a lacustrine system far more ex-

tensive than that revealed by the explorations of modem travellers.

Under these circumstances, which are not matter of mere

speculation, but to l>e directly inferred front the observations

of intelligent explorers and of trained Anglo-Indian surveyors,

it would scent not only probable but inevitable that the pleistocene

Indo-Mnlayan should become modified and improved in his new

and more favourable Central Asiatic environment

later, with the gradual upheaval of the land to a mean

altitude of some u.oao feet above sea-level, the climate deterio-

rated. and the proem somewhat rude and rugged inliabitants

of Tibet are to be regarded as the outcome of slow adaptation to

their slowly changing surroundings since the occupation of the

country by the Indo-Malayan pleistocene precursor To this

precursor Tibet was accessible either from India

m
S
r!

!>'<**' ot f,om Imlo China, and although few of his imple-

ments have yet been te|->rted from the plateau, it

is certain that Tibet has passed through the Stone #8 well SS the

Metal Ages In Bogie’s lime “thunder-stones' were still used

far tonsuring the Ub»k and even now stone cooking-pots are

found amongst the shepherds of the uplands, although they are

acquainted both with copper and iron. In India also and Indo-

China palteoliths of rude type occur at various points—Arcot. the

Narbada gravels, Mirzapur’. the Irawadi Valley and the Shan
territory- as if to indicate the routes followed by early man in his

migrations from Indo-Malaysia northwards.

Thus, where man is silent the stones speak, and so old arc

these links of past and present that amongst the Sham, as in

ancient Greece, their origin being entirely forgotten, they are

often mounted as jewellery and n©rr. as charms sgamst mishaps.

Usually the Mongols proper, that is. the steppe nomads who
have more than once overrun half the eastern hemisphere, arc

taken as the typical and original stem of Homo Mongoliiui. Bu:

The Prtai-
lf Ch - dc UjWvys views can be accepted this

hono.tr will now have to be transferred to the

Tibetans, who in any case still occupy the cradle

> See Mr J. Cod tiers',
f.|er-Chi Paleolithic Impl.mms, Sic." ib7Wu.

Jmiivf. Ais-. iSSj. pp. «* X).; »nil £tA. p. 414.
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of the race- This veteran student of the Central Asiatic people*

de •trifles two Mongol types * northern round-headed and a

southern long-headed, and thinks lint the litter, which includes

“the Ladakhi, the Chunipas and Tibetans proper," was ”:he

irimitive Mongol type'." Thus is iransferrcd to Central Asia

the burning question of the long-headi and the round heads,

which, as raised by M. de Lapouge, has for the moment plunged

European ethnology into a Male of chaos. Put the discussion of

this subject roust be reserved for later treatment,

Owing to the political seclusion of Tibet, the race has hitherto

hecn studied chiefly in outlying provinces beyond the frontiers,

such as Ladakh, Baltistan, and Sikkim that is, in

districts where mixture with other races may be

suspected. Indeed de Ujfalvv, who has made a

careful survey of Pakistan and Ladakh, assures us that, while the

Ladakhi represent tno varieties of Jfoi/cv Aii/ilicut with cepli.

index 77, the Balri ate not Tibetans or Mongols at all, but

descendants of tile historical Satie, although now of Tibctnn

speech and Moslem faith*. They arc of the mean height or

slightly above it, with rather low brow, very

prominent superciliary archer; deep depression at m^onpai.
nasal root, thick cuived eyebrows, long, straight

or arched nose, thick lips oval chin, small cheek-bones, small

'lit ears, straight eyes, very black and abundant ringlctty (fimu/e)

iair, full beard, usually black and silky, robust hairy body, small

hands and feet, and long head (Index 71), In such characters

it is impossible to recognise the Mongol, and the contrast is most

Stiiking with the neighbo-jring Ladakhi, true Mongols, as shown

by their slightly raised superciliary arches, spare and scarcely

curved eyebrows, slant eyes, large prominent cheek-bone?, lank

and coarse hair, yellowish and nearly hairless body.

• “Le type ptimiliT Ur. Muiifvb e« |>»ur soul

a. Nerdd an Snd dr l'/JiuJin-Nou,A, 1 8^, p ;o).

1 Tins Riilrr'i Tibetan meisuremtnts ere all of sublets from siVlIm ird

Nepal ( Intel c*J CuM *f £«**»/, Calcutta. 1891. In the Eat,
however, Dfigodies anil «hef KeiicJi Bii,knuin k><> hail lellci coivilaniim

of Ualjiiij Hue Tibelins iimoiu'.t ihe Sl-ron (*• Western Stranger*'’! as the

fi.-cdcr populations aie called by die Cuooc.
* Of- *- V- J' 9 -
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Doubtless there hi» been a considerable intermingling of

Haiti] and Ladakhi*, and in recent times still more of Baltis and

Duds (Hindu-Kush “ Aryans ~). whence Leitner's view that the

Baltts »ro Dards at a remote period conquered by the Bhdts

tTibetans!, losing their speech with their independence. But

of all these peoples the Baltis were :n former times the mo-.t

cisiliscd, as shown by the remarkable rock-caning* still found in

the country, and attributed by the present inhabitants to a long

vanished race. Some of these carvings represent warriors mounted

and on foot, tin; resemblance being often very striking between

them and the persons figured on the coins of the Sacar kings both

in their physical appearance, attitudes, arms, and accoutrements.

The Baltis are still famous horsemen, and with them is said to

have originated the game of polo, which ha* thence spread to

the surrounding peoples ss fir as China! and Itauia.

Front all these considerations it is inferred that the Haiti* are

the direct descendants of the Same, who invaded India about

go ac.. not from the west (the Kabul Valley) as generally stated,

but from the north over the Karakorum Passe* leading directly

to Baltistan'. Thus lives again a name renowned in antiquity,

and another of those links is established between the past and

the present, which it is the province of the historical ethnologist

to rescue from oblivion.

In Tibet proper the ethnical relations have been confused by

the loose way tribal and even national names arc

*!*— referred to by Prjevalsky and some other modem
explorers. It should therefore I* explained rhat

three somewhat distinct brandies of the race have to be carefully

distinguished: i. The BaJ/a', “Bod-men," the settled and

1 Of. til. p. 317. Hue we ir. reminded that, though the Sara; are exile!

" Scythiiu" by ilciokeut and other install wiilm. antler this vtgee
awnwere compfixd a multitude <J hc'.eK^caeoufc j»n;uUt, amount »heo were

tyj** ccrrvijxm ling to tcib **rirt»«s ctf JKw# .ta'attYw, Li wdi u hcmc^m"
uf H. Zur'fsus and «v«n of ff. M Aujcurd'hu l ancscn tyj*

ucc. adotxi fuiuii Ic. rapomft «t awilttue ic type si citrictermite,

compel* et si different tie at <juc ncui appdon* It? type balti" (p. 32S).

1 Mr W. \V kttkhill. out tost bring authociry, ictcpit none of tfe* current

cipbnatiutit cf ti* widely diffused term tod ifikk, Mtf). vtich appeits to form

Ux Hvwiri element in lh« %vord TU* {SUd'Bri* pronounced 7'aiSat, M Upper
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more or lest civilised section, who occupy moR of ilic southern

and more fertile provinces of whkh Uasa is the b. d . a
capital, who nil the land, live in towns, and have Dto-p*. Tio-

passed from the tribal to the civic state, a. The
Dru'pi7 l

. peaceful though semi-nomadic piworal tribes, who live

in tents on the northern plateaux, over 15,000 feet above sea-level

3. The TdHXHts*, restless, predatory tribes, who hover about the

north-eastern borderland between Koko-ncc and Kansu.

All these are true Tibetans, speak the Tibetan language, and

profess one or other of the two national religions, Horde and

Limaism (the Tibetan form of Buddhism > But the original

t>pc i* best preserved, not amongst the cultured Bod-pa, who

in many places betray a considerable admixture both of Chinese

and Hindu elements, but amongst the Dru pa, who on their

bleak upland steppes have for ages had little contact with

the surrounding MongoloTurki populations They are described

by Mr RockhQl from persona] observation as about 5 feet

5 inches high, and round-tended, with wavy hair, clear-brown

and even ba*el eye, cheek bone less high than the Mongol,

thick nose, depressed at the foot, but aho prominent and even

aquiline and narrow but with broad nostrils, largc-lobcd car*

standing out to a less degree than the Mongol, broad mouth, long

black hair, thm beard, generally hairless body, broad shoulders,

very small calves, large foot, coarse hand, skin coarse and greasy

and of light brown colour, though “frequently nearly white, but

M/W.a the central acd western putt Id eoni.sdltftxtkn to AOn-Aoo,
** Lxiivrr Fk.l,~ the eastcm province* |Atoi an t/u EtAnalogy <f 7iAv.

Washington, |B*«. p. S69). Thi* writer fimU the £r*l mention of Tibet in

the form TMtotf 1 there ire usiny wnanti) In the Anb UtakhrVs watks, atom

*90 A.H. while the tee T. d« Uewperie wooVd connect it with tb? Tatar

kingdom of Ttt'ktf
(

4-5 a.d.>. Tbi* name mi^ht ewiilr have bee* ex-

tended by the Chinese from the Tatars ct Kcu.u 10 ibe aei|h! .ox-r^ Tanguis

»i*l thus 10 all Tibecam.
1 //Trvr/o, IM-fx, pronnuncvsl Prvf*.
* The Mongols apply the name to TOtft tad «S1 all Tibetans

Tfn;n/n, 44 which should be discarded as esdess and misleading, os the people

thU Motion of the country are pure Tibetans" |Rcckhiil. p. S701.

It is c*nc*it to note tbu tl»c Tauguiu i* balanced by the Tibetan

eft6* applied to all Mongolians.
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“lien exposed to the weather a dark brown, nearly the colour of

our American Indiana. Rosy cheeki ate quite common amongst

the younger women'."

Some of these characters —wavy hair, aquiline note, hard eye,

rosy cheeks—are not Mongolk, and despite Mr Rockhill's cctti-

ficate of racial purity, one is led to suspect a Caucasic strain,

perhaps through the neighbouring Salary. These are no doubt some-

times oiled Kara-Tangutans, “ Black Taagutans," from the colour

of their tent-, but we Icam from Potanin, irho visited them in 1S&5',

that they are Muhammadans of Turki stock and speech, and ire

already know’ tliat from a remote period the Tutki people were in

close contact with Caucasians. The Sitters pitch their tents on

the banks of the Khitai and other Yang-tse-Kiang head streams

Thar rlie national name llod-pa must be of considerable anti-

quity is evident from the Sanskrit c.vptession B/ta-
‘ '

'

'r*"’
ti/a, derived from it, ond long applied by the

Hindus collectively to all southern Tibetans, but especially to

those of the Himalayan slopes, such ns the Rongs (Lcpchas) of

Sikkim and the Uto-pa dominant in Bhutan, properly BhiJ-Pnt,

that is, •• land’s F.nd <hc exiremity of Tibet. Eastwards also the

Tibetan race stretches f»r beyond the political frontiers into the

Koko-nor region (Tanguts), and the Chinese province of Sc chuan,

where they are grouped with all the other Si-fan aborigines. To-
wards the south-east arc the kindred Townapt, Afiihmi, Min,
Padamt {Alvr)', Dafias, and otlters about the Assam borderlands,

all of whom may bo regarded as true Bhotiyas in the wild state.

Through these the primitive Tibetan race extends into Burma,

where however it has become greatly modified and

Again civilised under different climatic and cul-

tj.Tib.uo Wra l influences. Thus we see how, in the course

of ages, the Bhot-pa hare widened their domain,

Prch-Atcctc

E «pa*.«ten of
«** Tft«un
Kiel.

1 tfttr. am tkt Etbn&cyaf 77M*. 1S95, p 675.
* [rvtJk*. xxi. 3. * E:bn*bfy, p. yjj.
4 A\>r% Lf. - tttfcpcwdcnt,' h the nir< applied by the Assimnc to the

Ea* Himalayan hUI Ofee* trho call llwmMirtn f+dsm and //w/a, and art th»

of tbt Tibetans. These ire all nfcliated by Dwgodin* 10 ihe cX

Bhutan {B*l> St*. Cay, OctcbcT. iS;;. p* 43 *). and ire 10 be distinguished

frun the &»r> {i.*. “deptoMc'
)
tubes c* the plwu, all non ot lc* Hirduuol

Bhodya* (Daltco, Elkmhgycf/>*&!, pp- IS sq.|.
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radiating in all direction* from the central cridkhnd about the

L'pper Brahmaputra (San-po) valley westwards into Kashmir,

eastward* into China, souihwardi down the Himalayan slopes to

the Cangctic plains south-eastwards to Indo-China. In some

i
/laces they have come into contact with other races and disap

pcared either by total extinction or bv absorption (India, Hindu

Kush), or else preserved their type ivhile accepting the speech,

rriigion, and culture of lata intruders Sach are the Garhxnti.

and many groups in Nepal, especially the dominant Gurtkat

(A'Aiti
1

), of whom there are twelve branches, all Aryanised and

since the uth century speaking the Parkittia Pkasko. a Prakrit

or nilgai Sanskrit tongue current amongst an extremely mixed

population of about r.oco.ooo.

In other directions the migrations took place in remote pre-

historic times, the primitive proto-Tibetan group. becoming more

and more specialised as they receded farther and farther from the

cradleland into Mongolia, Siberia, China, Farther India, and

Malaysia. This is at least how I understand the peopling of a

great part of the eastern hemisphere by an original nucleus of

Moagoiic type fust differentiated from a pleistocene precutsor on

the Tibetan tableland.

Strangely contradictory estimates have been formed of the

temperament and mental characters of the Hod-pa, some, such as

that af Turner', no doubt tco favourable, while

othas err perhaps in the opposite direction. 'Illus

iJcsgodint, wlio nevertheless knc» them well, de-

scribe* the cultured Tibetan ol the south as "a slave towards the

great, a despot towards the weak, knavish or treacherous according

to circumstances, always on the look-ou; to defraud, and lying

impudently to attain his end." and much more to the same effect*.

1 Noe to be cce/n-eil with the Altai, a* the wild iriie. of ibe Uo anmty
(Sunil are collectively exiled. Capt. EJcn Vl£ft£uart tbxks in Nepal the term

ii an abtecviitUic. ut Kthatriya. or clue mean* -folten Thi* autlwiy lclU

in thu, illrough tfce Kha. ere mic Gurichoi, it » v/a the Kh»* cnlut m
net (iurklia nyini«nl«» hut thifflr the Mn^xr. ar»1 Gurungi, who arc of |»urer

Bhotiya race ool lc* completely Hindtbetl r The Tribes, CUn*, and Cute*

ofNepal*" in 7/w/w. Ai, 6f#z*K LX! II. t. No. 4^
* AwfxnyUtAt Csrxrl *f t*/ TnU> /Mr. jp J*o u\.

* ~ Vollt jecrxiU, Ic xtaI TUrsiain tie* pay* calliie* du vud, qui sc irganlt

K. 12
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Mr Rockhill. who is less severe, thinks that "the Tibetan's

character Is not as black as Horace della Penna anil Desgodhts

have painted it. Intercourse with these people extending over

sit years leads me to believe that the Tibetan is kindhearted.

affectionate, and law-abiding
1," He concludes, however, with a

not very flattering native estimate deduced from the curious

national legend that "the curliest inhabitants of Tibet descended

from a king of monkeys and a female hobgoblin, and the character

of the race pcrha;«s from those of its first parents. From the king of

monkeys [he was an incarnate god] they have religious faith and

kindheartednesx, intelligence and application, devotion to religion

and to religious debate ; from the hobgoblin they get croelty,

fondness for trade and money-making, great bodily strength, lust-

fulness, tontine's for gossip, and carnivorous instinct'."

While they are cheerful under a depressing priestly regime, all

allow that they arc vindictive, supetstitioas, and cringing in live pre-

sence of the lamas, who are at heart more dreaded

than tevered. In fact the whole teliglous world

is one vast organised system of hypocrisy, and

above the old pagan beliefs common to all primitive

people' there is merely a veneer of Buddhism, above which

follows another and roost pernicious veneer of lamaism (priest-

craft!, under the yoke of which the rututal development of the

people has been almost completely arrested for several centime;

The burden is borne with surprising endurance, and would be

intolerable bat for the relief found in secret and occasionally even

open revolt against the more oppressive ordinances of the eccle-

siastical rule. Thus, despite the prescriptions regarding a strict

vegetarian diet expressed in tbc formula " cat animal tlesh eat rhy

brother." no: only laymen but most of the lamas themselves

supplement their frugal diet of milk, butter, barley-meal, and fruits

with game, yak, and mutton—this last pronounced by Turner the

nm of

Lamaltm an
t>* 7iicUn
Chirac***.

iomme Wen plan cnillM que Its pastern ou Imgere du mud" (h TkiSrt,

P> !llh
1 iVV/n «n it/ Ac. p. 6j;. It nay here te innailot tlial (hr

onftinvilinns of ai^h travellers can. Complain apprsn esiioly inspired by

the IMdhist theocracy, wh«> rule the lud ml are jeaicut at all “interlopers"
! nu. p. 6j8.
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best in the world. The public conscience, however, w saved by

a few extra turns of the prayer-wheel at such rcp»ws, an<! by the

general contempt in which is held tl*c hereditary cave of butcher*,

who like the Jen* in medieval times are Mill confined to a

“ ghetto " of their on n in all the large towns.

These remarks apply more particularly to the wiled southern

communities living in districts where a little agriculture is possible.

Elsewhere the religious cloak is worn very loosely, and the nomad
Heneki of the northern steppes, although all nomi-

nal Buddhists, pay but scant respect to the decree!
™ 11 ‘

supposed to emanate from the Dalai lanu enshrined in IJiasa.

Horsok is an almost unique ethnical term
1

, being a curious com-

pound of the two names applied by the Tibetans to the Her-pa

and the Set-fa who divide the steppe between them. The Hor-pa,

who occupy the western parti, are of Turki «ock, and are the

only group of that race known to me who profess Buddhism *. all

the rest being Muhammadans with some Shamanats (Yakuts) in

the Lena basin. The Sok-pa, who team the eastern plains and

valleyi. although common!)' called Mongols, are true Tibetan! or

more strictly 'peaking Tanguts, of whom there are here mo
branches, the Go/itl and the )Sjgnu, ail, like the Hor-pa, ol

Tibetan speech. The Yegrai, as described by Frjcvalsky, closely

resemble the other N'otth Tibetan tribes, with their

long, matted locks falling on their shoulders, their
“ T * n*““

scanty whiskers and beard, angular head, dark complexion am!

dirty garb !
.

Besides stock-breeding and predatory warfare, all these groups

follow the hunt, armed with darts, bows, and matchlock guns

,

the musk-deer is ensnared, and the only animal spared is the stag,

“ Buddha's horse." The taste of these rude nomads for liquid

blood is insatiable, and the surveyor, Nain Singh, ofren saw them

fall prone on the ground to lick up the blood flowing from a

wounded beast. As won a! weaned, the very children and even

the horses are fed on a diet of cheese, batter, and blood, kneaded

Tb, T.neut.

1 With l! may l»e ccmjartJ the Ckine»* prottozcof .Orf-Jtr.fro nauml from

» :*o chief towns AVv <hao and Su-dici (Vtle's Mdn* I- p snf.
* M BarMtUf forks,” Sir H. H. Kaumtk Jmm , 1W7. p. 130 .

1 E Drlmar Murcia. lA*yr. Js>i\rm. t i»3j, p. siA.

I?—

2
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Tibetan
P;l>jndr>.

together In a horrible mess, which a greedily devoured when the

taste i* acquired. On the other hand alcoholic drink* ate little

consumed, the national beverage being coarse Chinese tea ttn-

perted in the form of bricks and prepared with ttamfia (barley,

meal) and butter, and thus becoming a food as well as a drink.

The lamas have a monopoly cf tliis tea-trade, which could not

stand tire competition of the Indian growers; hence arises the

chief objoction to removing the barriers of seclusion.

Tibet is one of the few regions where polyandrous customs,

intimately associated with the matriaichal state,

still persist almost in their pristine vigour. The
husbands are usually but not necessarily all brothers,

and the bride a always cb'.aincd by purchase. Unless otherwise

arranged, the oldest husband is the putative paterfamilias, all the

others hrin? considered as “ uncles.
-

An inevitable result of the

institution is to give woman a dominant position in society; hence

the -queens" of certain tribes, referred to with so much astonish-

tnent by the early Chinese chroniclers Survivals of this " petticoat

government" have been noticed by travellers amongst the Lolos.

Mottos and other indigenous communities about the Indo-

Chinese Iron tiers. But it does not follow that polyandry and

a matriarchal state always and necessarily preceded polygamy

and a patriarchal stale. On the contrary , it would appear tliat

polyandry never could have been universal, being the outcome of

special conditions arising in particular regions, where the struggle

for existence s severe, and the necessity of imposing limits to

the increase of population more urgent than elsewhere 1

. Hence

to me it seems as great a mistake to assume a mattiatchate as it

is to assume promiscuity as the universal antecedent of all later

family relations. In Tibet itself polygamy exists side by side with

polyandry amongst the wealthy classes, while monogamy is the

rale amongst the poor pastoral nomads of tlie nonhem steppe.

1 “'Vhlnn miyhaie Seen the origin cf polyandry, there can be nodaibr
«h*t poverty, s. de-re to keep down population, and to keep property undivided

a bailies, supply nEcinu reason to justify its CKUimmncc. The tame ixeivia

etpliln in evidence uaorg the krwer owe* cf Malabar, among the Jtt (Siktni

ct lie Panjab. -anuing the Tala*, and probably in most otho countries in u Inch

this custom prevails " (Rochhill, p. ;:0).
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Great ethnical importance has been attached by some distin-

.uished anthropologies to the treatment of the dead.

Bati as in the N'ew Stone and Metal Ages erema-
, !S^'*

ICu*"

non and burial were undoubtedly practised by the

wine race, so in Tibet the dead ate no« limuluncoosly disposed

of in diverse nays. It is a question not so much of race as of

caste ot social classes, or of the lama's pleasure, who, when the

head has been shared to facilitate the transmigration of the soul,

may order the body to be burnt, buried, out into the river, or even

thromi to carrion birds or beasts of prey. Strange to say, the last

method, earned oat with certain formalities, is one of the most

honourable, although the lamas arc generally buried in a seated

posture, and high officials burnt, and (in Ladakh) the ashes, mured

with a little clay, kneaded into much venerated effigies—doubtless

a survival of ancestry-worship.

Reference was above made to the primitive Shamanistic ideas

which still survive beneath the Buddhist and the later Lamaistk

systems. In the central and cistern provinces of

Ui and Tsang this pre-Buddhist religion has again Jion!*'"’

struggled to the sutfarc, or tather persisted tinder the

name of Bento side by side with the national creed, from

which it lias even borrowed many of its present riles. From the

colour « the robes usually worn by its priests, it is known as the

sect of the " Blacks,’ in contradistinction to the orthodox “ Yel-

low" and dissenting “ Red ” lamaists, and as now constituted, its

origin is attributed to Shen-tab (Gicn-rahs), who flourished about

the fifth century hefore the new era, and is venerated as the equal

of Buddha himself. His followers, who were powerful enough to

drive Buddhism from Tibet in the roth century, worship 18 chief

deities, the best known being the red and black demons, the srakc

devil, and especially the fiery tiger-god. father of all the secondary

members of this truly "diabolical pxnthcon.” It is curious to

note that the sacred symbol of the Bonbo sect is the ubiquitous

svasnka, only with the hcoks of the cross reversed, Frd instead

of This change, which appears to have escaped the dili-

gent retcarrh of Mr Thomas Wilson 1

,
was caused by the practice

1 At but no ifferetw ia nude to ih* Honbo preetke in his almost e«-

tuiKUvc iiaiogr&ph oa SUMifitd, \V{fthingto<u The reversed form,
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cf turning the prayer-wheel from right to left as the red lamas do,

instead of from left to right as is the orthodox way. lire common
KuddhW formula of six syllables— —is also

i.placed by one of seven syllables

—

ma-tri-moK-trf-sa-Ia-ttvm '.

Buddhism itself, intrcduced by Hindu missionaries, is more

recent than is commonly supposed. Few corner-

.ia
U

nfmIuim s 'ons "ere rns^e before the 5 th ccntuty of our era,

and the first temple dates only from the year 698.

Reference is often made to the points of contact or “coincidences''

which lave been observed between this system and that of the

Oriental and Latin Christian Churches. There is no question

of a common dogma, and the numerous resemblances are con-

cerned only with ritualistic details, such as the cross, the mitie,

dalmatics, and other distinctive vestments, choir singing, exor-

BuAUnst
c <ra“i **>* thurible- benedictions with outstretched

*(.f Christian hand, celibacy, die rosary- fasts, processions, litanies.

spiritual ictrcats, holy water, scapulars or other

clurms, prayer addressed to the saints, relics, pilgrimages mnsic

and belts at the service, monasticism
;

this last being developed

to a far greater extent in Tibet than at any time in any Christian

land, Egypt not excepted. The lamas, reprerenting the regular

clergy of the Roman Church, hold a monopoly of all “ science.

'

letters, and arts. The block printing-presses ate all kept in

the huge monasteries which cover the land, and ftom them are

consequently issued only orthodox works and treatises on magic

Religion itself is little better than a system of magic, and the

sole aim of ail worship, reduced to a mere mechanical system

of routine, is to baffle the machinations of the demons who at

every sunt beset the path of the wayfarer through this "vale of

For this pnrpoie the prayer-wheels—an ingenious enntr.

vancc by which innumerable supplications, not less

.hrcl
P,,,r ‘ efficacious because vicarious, may be offered up

night and day to the powers of darkness—arc

bowertr, mention©! by Max VllUlei ltd Bsruof. is figured u p. 3d; and
elsewhere*

1 Sarat-Ctoslro-IXu. £w*w. At. S*. 1881-1*
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inccnantly kept going ail over ifec land, sonic being so cleverly

arranged thal the scrcd lormuli may be repealed as many as

40,00s limes at each revolution of the cylinder. These machines,

which have also been introduced into Korea and Japan, have

been at work for several centuries without any appreciable

results, although lined up in all the houses, by the river banks

01 on the hill-side, and kept in motion by the hand, wind, and

water : while others of huge sue, 30 to *0 lect high and 15 to jo

in diameter, stand in the temples, and at each turn repeat the

contents of whole volumes of liturgical essays stowed away in

their capacious roceptaclw. But despite all these everlasting

revolutions, stagnation reigns supreme throughout the most priest-

ridden land under the sun.

With its religion Tibet imported also its letters from India by

the route of Nepal or Kashmir in the jth century.

Since then the language has undergone great ,b̂ E5iu!L
changes always, like other members of the Indo-

Chinese family, in the direction from agglutination towards

monosyllibism
1
. But the orthography, apart from a feir feeble

efforts at reform, has remained stationary, so that words arc still

written is they were pronouoccd 1200 years ago The result

is a far greater discrepancy between live spoken and written

tongue than in any other language, English not excepted. Thus

the province of Ui has been identified by Sir A. Cunningham

«ith Ptolemy’s Dtbasa through its written iorm Dbus, though

now always pronounced U l
. This bears out dc Lacouperie's view

that all words were really uttered as originally spelt, although

often beginning with as many as three convinants. Thus ifira

(monkey), is now pronounced dfu in the Lhasa dialect, but still

itreujp in that of the province of Kham. The phonetic dis-

integration H still going on, so that, barring reform, the lime must

come when there will be no correspondence at all between sound
and its graphic expression.

1 This poiar, so irportint in tl*e hisoty of Itagrttiic *vnltiticn, hoi I think

bc«t’ fairly c*uMithr4 by T. dc [.&c<Mi§*iic in i senes cf iu ihc Oruut,ti

TA\.' friSyfuiM &Wn/. IBM— 90.

* l#dix
t
Lc*»k*. !$J4.
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On ih« other hind it » a mistake to sappoce that all languages

in the Indo-Chinese iinguotic zone have undergone

fiSidTr^i* thjj! enormous extent of phonetic decay. The in-

defatigable B. H Hodgson lv*s made us acquainted

with several, especially in Nepal 1

,
which arc of a highly conserve

Le 9 c>.a
tire character. Farther east the Lefxha (properly

Ronfi of Sikkim presents the remarkable peculiarity

of distinct agglutination of the Mongolo-Ttirki, or pcrlups I should

say of the Kuki-Lusbai type, combined with numerous homo-

phones and a total absence of tone. Thus of a king,

/an<~;axf% kings, and of kings, shows pure agglutina-

tion. while mdt yields no less than twenty-three di«inct meanings *,

which should necessitate a series of discriminating tones, as in

Chinese or Siamese. Their absence, however, is readily explained

by the
j
existence of the agglutinative principle, which renders

them unnecessary.

A somewhat similar feature b presented by the Angarni Naga,

the chief language of the Naga HtUs, of which

KwicMii Mr R - B McCabe writes that it is " still in a very

primitive wine of live agglutinating cian,” and

"pcculiariy rich in intonation,' although “for one Naga who
clearly marks these tonal distinctions twenty fail to do so’." It

follows that it is mainly spoken vithetn tones, and although said

to be "distinctly monosyllabic "’it really abounds in polysyllables,

such as mtrtDiwa, orphan, keftatiaporim, nowhere, duiritakhi,

* «*Cr. P- 3>i
* Col G. B. Maluwirttg, A Cn«.icrtftk, {hftAa)Lmgitap.Sse.

Calcutta, 1S76, pp 128. 9.

1 OiUtw GrmmmartftKtA»gM*Na&

t

C&kutt», 1S87. rP 4- 5 -

It mil hr mrrfioori thit KAaia also, which rmy be regarded a< a «o;U
isrgusge with node, jffi.itiw, nricNral c<- lexical, to any of the atnoondiog
A.amiv* tcogurs. z. on Isolating form of ipwih with profiled format!.* rie

inmtr u>d aspirates, bn no tons. “ The |ierreningr of wop), coauixia to th.

Khotsi uA the ml of three meuntnin CJiet. it eitrsinety wtnl l, *' uiule

"equally great n tie larky in many other points of grurreuical detail,’

*M> «r H. Roberta, aailmr of agrax! Growers/ Is, ATiOjii /unfr.ajv, Ke^in
Pul Senes, 1895. On the aaiunkhitg number of dlulna lutguiRm in the

of this region toe Gertrude M Goddra’s paper “ On (be Nnga and f.ha
Frontier Trite* ofNoitSXut India," In7«u>g. Ant*evf.,/nH. rStf.pp. l6«. 6.

* Oil p. «.
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to kill. &c. Tbcrc arc also numerous vcrbsl formative elements

given by Mr McCabe himself, so that Angami must clearly be

included in die agglutinating order. To this order alto belongs

hevood ail doubt the Kukt-LwAoi of the neighbouring Noah
Kachnr HdU and parts of Nagaland itself, the

common speech in fact ol the RangkMt, Jamtnt,

LuiAai, Roeyi and other hill peoples, collectively

called A'u*i by the lowUndcrs, and Du> by diemselves 1
. The

highly agglutinating character of this language is evident from

the numerous conjugations given by Mr Soppiu", for some of

which he has no names, but which may be called AmUraliris,

Rctaniatita, CmflmnHUfii'a, and e> on. Thus with the root

ctioHg, come, and infix jam, slow, is formed the retardatire ruing

d/)»Ngj(imritngm,<li' " wilbyou-coinesloirly? " (ran/, future, raoh.

interrogative patticlc)

These Kuki people hare a curious theory of the Creation,

according to which the face of the earth was

originally covered with one vast sea. inhabited by

a gigantic worm. One day the Creator, passing

O'er this worm, dropped a small piece of clay, saying, “Of this

1 mean to nuke a land and people it." The worm replied,

••What! you think to make a habitable land of a small piece

like this I Why, it it abtunL Look here, 1 can swallow it I’

But the lump immediately passing out of ha body grew and grew

until it became the world we now see Then mar, sprang out of

the ground by the will of the gods, of whom there are three at the

head of the Kuici pantheon, Lstnbrn, the creator, without whose

consent nothing can be done by the others; Golarai, god of

1 Ai>w«t hoprttt. enofavinn mnliimn to prevail in l»« tribal mmiiKUlvie

•X tV.c multlloJiucui hill people* The ofUlsl Miction given to the min.

Kuii and in,* 11 as collective names may lie regrWed, but leetni sow put

troedr. K*H is unknown to the prop- ihrtwlvrt, while S.aiiat i> only the

name oft mult gioup puriii of tied r l>cu J.hiciiuig piocli'lties. hwee they oil

themselves, ce feilupi ue tailed Z-iXoi, " Head-Cotters," from /« head,

1!>i to cm (G- H. Dimnnt). Other eipjroticrw vifjx-lwl by Mr C. A. Soppiu

iA~utl-£*ik<i 7r>fxl, I’lVl an Om’Aiu Gmtaeiar ef iKt RatigUui-lnlhai

Languagt, Shillong, i»;| conaot be accepted.

• Cl/, df.
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Coexm&r.
Religiou* Be-
lief* no Proc<
of AAaity.

death, and Dudukal, generally benevolent, operating through his

wife Fapitc.

" The other Kuki trills," writes Mr Soppitt, “have much the

same religious belief, though the head god* are

differently named. In fact in those of all the semi-

savage tribes a great similarity is invariably found

—a head god, his assistants, other powerful deities,

working for the good arxl evil of mankind, and their aids minor

gods
;
means of propitiation, sacrifice. This similarity cannot be

said to carry much weight in an argument in favour of a common
origin of many of these tribes, for the reason that the beliefs and

superstitions are those that would naturally he acquired by a

people living in the same nay, more or less tn the same kind

of country, and subject to the same diseases, epidemical visitations

and calamities....A tribe settling in a new country would soon

change its belief, especially when that belief was a crude and

more or less unformed one. Thus removing to a pan of a

province ohete storms uere unusually severe, a people would

naturally adopt a ‘god of storms".” Theie views, confirming

those advanced in Et&neiogy, p. 216 sq„ may be tccotnmendcd to

those ethnologists who still contend for the common origin of

widely separated branches 0i mankind, the American foe instance

and the Mongol or Japanese, on the ground of resemblances in

their religious beliefs. All thb will never prove anything but

the common psychic unity of all members of the human family.

Through these Niga and Kuki aborigines we pass without any

break of continuity from the Bhdtiya populations

EU^<«'°Rrii. o( tlic Himalayan slopes to those of Indo-China.

tion* la taso* Here also, as indeed in nearly all serai-civilised

lands, peoples at various grades of culture arc

found dwelling for ages side by side—rude and savage groups

on the uplands or in the more dense wooded tracts, settled

communities with a large measure of political unity (in fact

nations and peoples in the Krict sense of those terms), on the

lowlands, and especially along the rich alluvial riverine plains of

this well watered region. The common theory is that the wild

' Op. at. p 13.
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tribes represent the true aborigines driven to the hills and wood-

land' by civilised invaders from India and other lands, who are

now represented by the settled communities.

Whether such movements and dislocations have elsewhere

taken place we need not here Hop to inquire : indeed their proba-

bility, and in some instances thercertainty may be frankly admitted.

But I cannot think that tbs il«ory expressa the true relations in

most parts of Farther India, Here the civilised peoples, and ex

hjpetktsi the intruders are the Manipuri, Uurmese,

Arakonese, and the nearly extinct or absorbed .nd'cunurtu

TaUings or Mons in the nest
;
the Siamese, Sham e<

or Laos, and Khamti in the centre ; the Annamese

(Tonkinese and Coenin-Chinese). Cainbo|jr.‘. and the almost

extinct Champas in the east. Nearly all of these I hold to be

quite as indigenous as the hillinen. the only difference being that,

thanks to their more favourable environment, they emerged at an

early date from the savage state and thus became more receptive

to foreign civilising influences, mostly Hindu, hut also Chinese

(in Annam). All without exception are cither of Mongolie or

Indonesian type, and all speak toned Indo-Chinese languages,

except the Csnibojans and Champa', whose linguktic relations are

with the Oceanic peoples, who are not here in question. The

cultivated languages are no doubt full of Sanskrit or Prakrit

terms in the West and Centre, and of Chinese in the East, and

all, except Annamese, which uses a Chinese ideographic system,

are written with alphabets derived through the square I’ali

characters from the Devanagari. It b also true that the vast

monuments of Burma, Siam, and Camboja all betray Hindu

influences, many of the temples being covered with Brahmanicul

or Buddhist sculptures and inscriptions. But precisely analogous

phenomena ate icproduced in Java. Sumatra, and oilier Malaysian

lands, as well as in Japan and partly in China itself. Are we then

to conclude that there have been Hindu invasions and settlements

in all these regions, the most populous on the globe?

During the historic period a fen Hinduiicd Dravidians,

especially Telingas (TclugusJ of the Coromandel

coast, have from time to time emigrated to Indo-

China (Pegu), where the name survives amongst
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she “Talaings” that is. the Mods, by whom they were absorbed,

jus: as the Mona themselves ire now being absorbed by the

Burmese. Other, of the same connection have gained a footing

Hctc and there in Malaysia, especially the Malacca Coplands,

where they are called "KlmgsV #>. Tclings Tetinga*.

But beyond these partial movements without any kind of

influence on the general ethnical relations, I know of no Hindu

(some have even used the term “Aryan," and have brought

Aryans so Cauiboja) invasions except those of a moral order

—

the invasions of the zealous Hindu missionaries, both Brahman

and Buddhist, which, however, amply suffice to account for all

the above indicated point* of contact between the Indian, the

Indo-Chinese, and she Malayan populations.

That the civilised lowlanders and rude highlanders are gene-

rally of the same aoorigioaJ stocks is well seer, in

su^ViTt. the Manipur district with its fertile alluvial plains

and encircling Naga and LesHai Hills on the north

and south. The Hinduued Manipuri of the plain*, shat is, the

politically dominant JfafAil, as they call themselves, are con-

sidered by Dr George Watt to be 44 a mixed race between the

Kukics and the NagasV This observer aptly remarks that in

this region she *u]>eriority of the rich bottom-lands over those

laboriously formed by terracing the hill slopes, as in Angamiland,
M mwt have been the reward ever kept in view by tribes rising

into importance and power. The conquest of one race over

another most probably led to the valleys passing time after time

into new hands. Many of the hill tribes have tradition* that they

once held the great valley of Manipur. Modern history fully

support* this also, for in perhaps no other pan of India have

greater or more mid stnigglcs taken place chan amongst the

tribes of Manipur."

Memories even still survive of the head hunting practices

associated with those lawless times, as in the legend or tradition

1 It it i curium pkoncric pbcaoOKnon that she CCTnbinatxcs ii and tl ait

irr.liMin^uifhnble in utterance, to that it w immiteml whether this trim l>e

wriuen A7»nf or Tti«£% though the latter form would be preferable, as skewing

Its origin (t<xa Trlinga.

1 TfaAteifi**! Trite fi/JUvi/xr. ia Jmn. Anting Inst. 1887. p. *«©.
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by which the Manam Nagaa explain tlvc fact that they alone

have two hereditary chiefs, a greater and a lesser.

A former chief had two sons, the younger of whom,

being the greater warrior, wanted his father to give

him the succession. But. being afraid of the younger and unable

to deprive the elder of his birthtiglit, the aged chief bethought him

of a way out of the dilemma. Having first instructed die elder

to go and secretly bring home the head of tome foe, he summoned
both and sent them on a similar expedition, on the understanding

that he who brought in the first head should be heir. The elder

of course came back first with the l>ead he lad already secured

and hidden in the neighbouring bush, But the younger still

instiling on his claim, a compromise had to be made by which

both should succeed, one as the big, the other as the little chief,

and io it ha9 been ever since.

It is noteworthy that the Manipur! ate also devoted to the

game of polo, which Cap:. R. C. Temple tells us they play much
in the same way as do the Baltis and Laciakhls at the opposite

extremity of the Himalayas. Another remarkable link with the

*' Far West ”
.i the term Kkd, which has travelled

all the way from Persia or Parrhia through Afghani- syuZ*
h'

stan to Nagaland, where it retains the same meaning

a! clan or section of a village, and produces the same disinte-

grating effects as amongst the Afghans. In Angamiland each

village is split into two or more Khels, and “it is no unusual

state of affairs to find Khel A of one village at war with Khd B
of another, while not at war with Khel B of its own village. The
Khels are often completely separated by great walls, the people

on either side Living within a feu- yards of each txher, yet having

no dealings whatever. Each Khel has its own headman, but

little respect is paid to the chief
:
each Khel imy be described

as a small republic 1." There appeals to bo no uace ever, cf a

•irpt, or council of elders, by which seme measure of cohesion is

imparted to the Afghan Khel system.

From the Kuki-Nagas the transition is unbroken to the large

group of CAins of the Chindwin valley, named from

them, and thence northwards to the tude KakAytas
* *

1 Dr Watts, Ac. rif, p. jfi:.
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{/Catkin) about the Irawadi headstreams and southwards to the

numerous Kart* tritcs, who occupy the ethnical pariing-iine

between Burma and Siam all the way down to TeniMcnm
For the first detailed account of the Chins »c are indebted to

Mesas S. Carey and H. N. Tuck', who accept Mr B. Houghton's

iheoty that these tnber, as well as the Kuki-Lushai, •• originally

lived in what we now know as Tibet, and arc of one and the

same stack: their form of government, method of cultivation,

manners and customs, beliefs and traditions, all point to one

origin." The terra Chin, said to be a Burmese form of the

Chinese /in. “men,” is unknown to thcic aborigines, who call

themselves Yo in the north and Lai in the south, while in Lower

Burma they are Shu.

In truth there is no recognaed collective name, and Shettaa

cor tutte
{Sindh*) often so applied is proper only to the

TitfaiiNonen- once form.dable Chittagong and Arakan frontier

tribes, Klangfdanp and Hakai, who with the Sait/

Taskem, Siyirt, and others are now reduced and administered

from Falam. Each little group has its own tribal name, and

often one or two others, desenptive, abusive and «> or., given

them by their neighbours. Thus the JVwatpii (Lun. river. Hgat,

across) are only that section of the Sofafi now settled on tile

farther or right bank of the Manipur, while the Soktfs themselves

(Sak, to go down, ti, men) are so colled became they migrated

front Chin Nwe (9 miles from Tiddira), cradle of the Chin race,

ilowa to Motbem, their earliest settlement, which is the Mobingy:

cf the Burmese. So with Siyin, the Burmese form of SktyanU

{t/ir, alkali, y*tn, side, ti, men), tlve group who settled by the

alkali springs east of Chin Nwe, who are the Tauti (“stout " or

" sturdy
0
people) of the Lushai and southern Chins. I.et tltese

few specimens suffice as a slight object-lesson in the involved

mini nomenclature which prevails, not only amongst the Chins,

but everywhere in the TibetoIndoChinese domain, from the

north-western Himalayas to Cape St James at the south eastern

1 “Thr Ksmn, of Bumu am rrloRd to Ibf At^iini Xngas, c«ih c<

Manipur, aiut to th» al!i«d trilwi cf Kkym* [Chini] sad Kakhjrn* of Butmo”
(Cat-. TnapW, ter. M, p. &*).

» n, Ctt* Hlth, Sc., Vol. t- Rangoon, 1896.
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extremity of Farther India. I have myself collected nearly a

thousand aach names of clans, septs, and fragmentary groups

within this domain, and am well aware that the list neither is,

nor ever can he. complete, the groups themselves often being

unstable quantities in a constant state of fluctuation.

Most of the Chin groups have popular legends so explain

either their origin or their present reduced state.

Thus the Tawyans. a branch of the Tashons, claim

to he Tcers. that is, the people of the Rawvan
district, who were formerly very powerful, but were ruined by

their insane efforts to capture the sun. RuikJing a tort of Jacob's

ladder, they mounted higher and higher; but growing tired,

quarrelled among themselves, and one cay, while half of them

were clambering up the pole, the other half below rut it down
Just as they were about to setae the sun. So the Whenohs,

another Tashon group, said to he Loshais left behind in a district

now forming pan of Chinland, tell a different tale. They say

they came out of the rocks at Scpi. which they think was their

original home. They share, however, this legend of their under-

ground origin with the Soktcs and several other Ch n tribes

Amid much diversity of speech and physique the Chins pre-

sent some common mental qualities, such as "slow
,

speech, serious manner, respect for birth and know- pfayucaiQvaiu

ledge of pedigrees, the duty of revenge, the taste

for a treacherous method of warfare, the cuttc cf drink, the virtue

of hospitality, the clannish feeling, the vice of avarice, the filthy

state of the body, mutual distrust, impatience undci control, the

want of power of combination and of continued effort, arrogance

in victory, speedy discouragement and panic in defeat'.”

Physically they arc a fine race, taller and stouter than the

surrounding Ion-landers, men 5 feet ro or 1 r inches being common
enough among the independent southerners. There arc some

• perfectly proportioned giants with a magnificent development

of muscle.” Yet dwarfs are met in some districts, and tn others

"the inhabitants arc a wretched lot, much afflicted with goitre,

amongst whom may be seen cretins who crawl about on all fours

1
Of. nr. p. id;.
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with the pigs in the gutter. A: Dimlo* in the Sofccc tract. leprosy

hi' a firm hold on the inhabitant*.

'

Although often described as devil-worshippers, the Chins really

0041 Naw
worship neither god nor devil. The northerners

•ns tutftr believe there is no Supreme Being, and although
( * the southerners admit u "Koain" or Iiead god, to

u hom they sacrifice, they do not worship him, and never look to

him for any grace or mercy, except that of withholding the plagues

and misfortunes which he is capable of working on any in this

world who offend him. Besides Kotin, there are >mti or spirits

of the house, family, clan, fields ; and when who dwell in par-

ticular [daces in the air, the streams, the Jungle, and the hills.

None can bestow blessings, but all can and will do harm unless

propitiated'.

The departed go to MitAihra, "Dead Man's Village," which

is divided into PlMilkuxt. the pleasant abode, and SatAibra, the

wretched abode of the wnmvtfof. Good or bad deeds do not

affect the future of man, who must go to Pwcithtkwa if he dies t

natural or accidental death, and to Sathikwa if killed, and there

bide till avenged by blood Thus the vendetta receives a sort of

religious sanction, strengthened by the belief lint the slain

becomes the slave of the slayer in the next world. "Shook! the

slajer himself 1* slain, then the first slain is the slave of the

second slain, who in turn is the slave of the man who killed him.

'

-Whether a man has been honest or dishonest in this world is

of no consequence in the nest exigence; but, if he has killed

many |*OpIc in this world, he has many slaves to serve him in

his future existence: if he has killed many wild animals, then

be will start well-supplied with food, for all that lie kills on earth

are his in the future existence. In the next existence hunting and

drinking will certainly 3e practised, but whether lighting and

raiding will be indulged in is unknown’."

Cholera and small-pox arc spirits, and when cholera broke out

among the Chins who visited Rangoon in 1S95 they carried their

rSiAi (knives) drawn to scare off the rial, and spent the day hiding

under bushes, so that the spirit should not find them. Some even

1 Of, til. p. 196. * Hid.
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wanted to sacrifice a slave boy, but were talked over to substitute

some pi rial) dogs. They firmly believe in the evil eye, and the

Haka- think the Sujins and Others are ill wizards, whose tingle

gUnce can bewitch them, and nny cause liiards to enter the body

and devour the entrails. A Chin once comphined to Surgeon-

Major Newland that a nat had entered his stomach at the glance

<A a Yahow, and he went to hospital quite prepared to die. But

an emetic brought him round, and he went off happy in the belief

that he had vomited the nit/.

Ethnically connected with the Kuki-Naga group* arc the

Kokhyens of the Irawadi bead streams, and the

Karens, "ho form numerous village communities
K**B '

about the Burnia-Siamcie borderland. The K&kb-

yens, so called abusively by die Burmese, are the Casobus of the

early writers', whose proper name is Singphe {Chxngpus>), it
"Men’,’’ and whose curious send agglutinating speech, spoken in

an atcending tone, each seutence ending in a long-drawn I in a

higher key (Bigandct), ‘hows affinities rather with the Mishmi

and other North Assamese longues than with the cultured But

mese. They form a very “ide spread family, stretching from the

Eastern Himalayas right into Yunnan, and presenting two some-

what marked physical types: <i) the true Ching-

piws. with short round head, low forehead, prominent

eheck-boncs, slant eye, broad nose, thick protruding

lips, very dark broun hair and eyes, dirty buff colour, mein height

(about 5
ft. 5 or 6 in.) with disproportionately short legs; (») a

much tinct race, with regular Caucasic features, long oril face,

pointed chin, aquiline nose. One Kskhycn belle met with at

Bhamo, “with Urge lustrous eyes and fur skin, might almost have

passed for a European*.
‘‘

It is important to note this Caucask element, which we first

meet here going eastwards from the Himalayas, but which is

> Diltoo, Stinehgr o/ y- <j.

‘ I'rince Heim d'Orl&uu wiiici "qut In Slngybos et les Kntchiai

[KakliytEs) ne led c«Un. out If pifsiet mix otAa' et le wecod fcinnaii

'

[Du Tmh'n ski lust-., VS.fi p- ju). This »K“ ih« ethnical o-iAi.:ii In

shoe borderlnds gr'i pfrpwtolfil. Sm&kt a not Tin. Lf. Shu or Siamcn.

bnl « nlliio noid at her* raplailied

• Dr John Andman. MsoiaS*r to Umtin, iSffl, v- 131.

K. 13
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K.r

rn..

fcnnd cither separate or interspersed amongst live Mongoloid

populations all over the south east Asiatic uplands, from Tibet

ro Cochin-China, and passing thence into Oceanica.

The kinship of the Kakhyens with the rail more numerous

Karens ss non generally accepted, and it Ls no longer

found necessary to bring the latter all the way from

Ttakestan. Tltey fotm a large section, perhaps one-sixth, of

the whole population of Burma, and overflow into the nest

S»mese borderlands- Thctr subdivisions are endless, though all

may be reduced to three main branches', Si«*«. and

Bitrait, these last including the somewhat distinct group of Ka-

rtnnt, or "Red Karens." Although Mr D. M. Smeaton calls the

language “monosyllabic," it is evidently agglutinating, of the

norma! sub-Himalayan type.

The Karens arc a short, sturdy race, with straight black and

also brownish hair, black, and even hazel eyes, and

light or yellowish brown complexion, so that litre

also a Caucssic strain may be suspected.

Despite the favourable pictures of the mtssionuics, whose

propaganda has been singularly successful amongst these aborigi-

nes, the Karens are not an amiable or particularly

friendly people, bat rather shy, reticent and even

surly, but trustworthy and loyal to these chiefs and

guides who have once gained their confidence. In warfare they

ate treacherous rather than brave, and strangely cruel even to

little children. Their belief in a divine Creator who has deserted

them resembles that ofthe Koki people, and to the mlt of the Kuki

correspond the !a of the Karens, who are even more numerous,

every mountain, stream, rapid, crest, peak or other conspicuous

object having its proper indwelling la. There are also raven

R«tiuun, specially baneful spirits, who have to be appeased

Chrt.u«n Ha. by family offerings. “On the whole their belief in

a personal ged, their tradition as to the former

possession of a 'law,' and their expectation of a prophet have

made them susceptible to Christianity to a degree that is almost

unique. Of this splendid opportunity the American mission has

: fays! Karevi cfBttrma, 1887 .
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laker full advantage. educating, emitting, welding together, and

making a people out of the downtrodden Karen ttibet, while

Christianizing them

In the Burmese division proper arc comprised several groups,

presenting all grades of culture, front the sheer

avagery of the Mros, Khcongs, and others of the

Arakan Yuma range, and the agricultural Mugs of

the Arakan plains, to the dominant historical Burmese nation of

the Itaoadi valley. Here also the terminology is perplexing,

and it may be well to explain that Varna, applied by Logan

collectively to all the Arakan Hill tribe), has no

ethnic value at all, simply meaning a mountain mt»i rtom*s.

range in Burmese'. Taung-pm, one of Dr Mason’s
ltau“*'

division) of the Burmese family, was mctcly a petty state founded

by a younger branch of the Royal House, and "has no more

claim to rank as a separate tribe than any other Bunnan town'."

Twy/ri are merely the people of the Tavoy district, Tenatscrim,

originally from Arakan, and now speaking a Burmese dialect

largely affected by Siamese elements; Tniigtiat, like Yoma,

means “Highlander" and is even of wider application;, the

Tippcrahs, Mrungs, Kumi, Mtos, Khcmis, and Khycttgs are all

Tungthas of Burmese stock, and speak tude Burmoe dialects.

The oorrclative of Tungthas L-, Khyungihai, “ River People,"

that is, the Arakan Lowlanders comprising the more civilised

peoples about the middle and lower course of the rivets, who are

improperly called Jfugi (,lfaghi) by the Bengali, and whose real

name is Rokkaingtha, is. people of Rskluing (Arakan). They ate

undoubtedly of the same sto<A as the cultured Burmese, whose

traditions point to Arakan as the cradle of the race, and in

whose chronicles the Rakhaingtha are called SPramudtrih, "Groat

M'tannas,' or "Elder Burmese." Both branches call themselves

Jtrauma, Aframa (the correct fottn of Burma, Burma, but now
usually pronounced Myamtma), probably from a root wnt. myt,

"man,” though connected by Burnouf with Brahma, the Brahtnani-

cal having preceded the Buddhist religion in this legion. In any

1
C*i'. R. C. Tempfc, AcaJtmy, Ju. 19. iSSj, p. -s.

' Ctpt. »‘o*t>««, Ltugraga vf FUnity /u»u, p. 61,

• IM. p. gj.

*3—

*
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case (he M'rama may claim a tespccuble antiquity, being already

mentioned in the natior-al records so early as the first century of

the lieu era, when the land “was said to be overran with fabulous

monsters and other terrors, which are called to this day by the

superstitious natives, the five enemies. These were a fierce tiger,

an enormous boar, a Hying dragon, a prodigious man-eating bird,

and a huge creeping pumpkin, which threatened to entangle the

whole country’.'

The Burmese type has been not incorrectly described as inter-

mediate between (he Chinese and the Malay, more
Typ* termed, or at least softer than other, of yellowish

brown or olive complexion, often showing very dark shades, full

black and lank hair, tto beard, small but straight note, weak

extremities pliant figure, and a mean height

Most Europeans speak well of the Buitnese people, whore

bright genial temperament and extreme friendliness
r‘

towards strangets more than outweigh » natural

indolence which hurts nobody but themselves, ana a little

arrogance or vanity inspired by the still remembered glories of a

nation that once ruled over a great part of Indo China. Perhaps

the most remarkable feature of Burmese society is the almost

democratic independence and equality of all classes developed

under an exceptionally severe Asiatic autocracy. “They are

perfectly republican in the freedom with which all ranks mingle

together and talk with one another, without any marked distinc-

tion in regard to difference of rank or wealth.'* Mr Scott

attributes this trait, I think rightly, to thcgieat leveller,

BuddhtM. Buddhism, the true spirit of which has perhaps been

better preserved in Burma than in any other land.

The priesthood las not become the privileged and oppressive

class that has usurped all spiritual and temporal functions in

Tibet, for in Burma everybody is or has been a priest for some

period of his life- AO enter the monasteries—which are the

national schools—cot only for general instruction, but actually as

members of the sacerdotal order. They submit to the tonsure,

lake " minor orders,” so to say, and wear the yellow robe, if only

1 0. W. Bird, H'mtriufi in Bu—ki. i8y;, p. 333,

’
J. G- Scott. 5*o*ie. at,, if86, p. 115
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for a few months or weeks or days. But for the time being they

must renounce “the world, the flesh and the devil," and must

play the mendicant, make the round of the village at least once

with the begging-bowl hung round their neck in company with

the regular members of the community. They thus become

initiated, and it becomes no longer passible for che confraternity

to impose either on the rulers or on the ruled. " Teaching is all

ihat the brethren of the order do for the people. They have no

spiritual powers whatever. They simply become members of a

holy society that they may observe the precepts of the Master

more perfectly, and all they do for the alms lavished on them by

the pious laity is to insttuct the children in reading, writing, and

the rudiments of religion

How purely formal arc the ceremonial ritei, and how empty

the devotion, prayers, and offerings even at the most venerated

shrines appears from the fact that the socalled fabulous treasures

of the renowned temple of Mingiin were found on inquiry to be

almost worthless and their “ gold and silver
11

images of base

metal

Nor is the personal freedom here spoken of confined to

the men. In no other part of the world do the p»n»o at

women enjoy a larger measure of independent
w""* n '

action than in Burma, with the result that they are acknowledged

to be far more virtuous, thrifty, and intelligent than those of all

the surrounding lands Their capacity tor business and petty

dealings is rivalled only by their Gallic sisters; and Mr H. S-

Hallett tells us that in every town and village “you will see

damsels squatted on the floor of the verandah with diminutive, ci

sometimes large, stalls in front of them, covered with vegetables,

fruit, lwtel-nut, cigars and other articles. However numerous

they may be, the price of everything is known to them
;
and such

is their idea of probity, that pilfering a quite unknown amongst

them. They are entirely trusted by their parents from their

earliest years; even when they blossom into young women,

ciafif/wu are never a necessity; yet immorality U far less

customary amongst them, 1 am led to believe, than in any

country in Europe
1 Of. at. p. II?- * {if lit Sints, <*.. |85*. p. JJ3.
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This observer quote* Bishop Riga rides, a tony years' resident

amongst she natives, to the effect that “in Bonnah and Siam the

doctrines o( Buddhism have produced a striking, and to the lover

of true civilixation a most interesting result—the almost complete

equality of the condition of the women with that of the men.

In these countries women are teen circulating fttely in the street!

;

they preside at the cwftcir, and hold an almost exclusive

possession of the bazaars. Their social position is more elevated,

in every respect, than in the regions where Buddhism is not the

predominating creed. They may be said to be men’s companions,

and not their slaves.’

Burma is one of those regions where tattooing has acquired

-tmu
t* le ran *1 1 *' lif m ' Ule intricate designs

and general pictorial effect produced by the Burmese

artists on the living body are rivalled only by those of Japan,

Neit Zealand, and some other Polynesian groups. Mr Hallcu,

who states that “the Burmese, the Shins, and certain Burmanixed

tribes are the only peoples in the south of Asia who are known

to tattoo their body," tells us that the elaborate operation is

performed only on the male sex, the whole pereon from oaist to

knees, and amongst some Shan tribes from neck to foot, being

coveted with heraldic ftgntes of animals, with intervening

traceries, so that at a little distance the effect is that of a pair of

dark-blue breeches
1
. The pigments are lamp-black or vermilion,

and the pattern is usually rust traced with a fine hair penal and
then worked in by a series of punctures nude by a long pointed

brass style
1

.

East of Burma we enter the country of the Shani, one of the

mow numerous and widespread peoples Of Asia, who call them-

selves Tai {Thai) “Noble’ or "Free," although

ss«n ri'jZu. slavery in various forms has from time immemorial

been a social institution amongst all the southern

group*. Here again tribal and national terminology i$ somewhat

1 Cf. the Shim of Y007*0. are c*arty Ul “Utoaet, depiis la ctioiuie

jusqa’n E«iou, de dtaici bleu* U rent* ijj'iU paraiuen: fcemei use >r.l.

calotte" |Pr. Henri, ip. <U. p. 83 !.

• A* p. in.
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bewildering
;

but it will help to notice thst SA//H, said to be

o«' Chinese origin
'•

is the collective Burmese name, and therefore

corresponds to Luo, tlse collective Siamese name. Then two

terns arc therefore rather political thin ethnical, Shan denoting

all the Tai peoples formerly subject to Bunns and now moKly

British subjects, Lao all the Tai peoples former!)- subject to Siam,

and now (since 1S56) mostly French subjects. The Simete

group them all in two divisions the Lau-ftifig-dun, “ Black-paunch

Lao," so called because they clothe themselves as it were in a dark

skin-tight garb by tlie tattcotng process; and the Lau-panz-Kah,

•White-paunch Lao," who do not tattoo. The Burmese groups

call themselves collectively uty&a', while the most general Chinese

name it Pai yPa-f). Prince Henri d'OrWans, who is careful to

point out that P.i is only another name for Lao 1
,
constantly met

Pal groups ail along the route from Tanking so Asiam, and the

bulk 0/ the lowland population m Assam itself belongs origin-

ally* ro the same family, though now mostly assimilated to the

Hindus in speech, religion, and general culture. Assam in fact

* PntaUv (nr .Unit -til. SAsv-tm, “ highlanders” (.«"«. tnr«uUi«l,

twlf being the iame word as Sts**, a fern nliidi come* to us tlirurgh ii<

Potuiguasa Slit.
- Cut Bock, MS note This otwno outer 1E-1I many of tho Ngiea have

teen kiply Humiliated to lype to the Surmise, and in ow place goei to fir

,v to •wt tint "the Ngicu are decidedly ol the urrw nice *1 the Barrow-

t hare tad epponunitiro of H-cing himdiroli of both camlnei, aid ct timely

witchin; their fcaturos aod build. The Ngtcu wear the hair in • tcckiKC in

the -amc way !s the Burmese, t«i< they are eiaily dlninguiVred by their

urtootng. »hkh ii rooih more elaborate" ( 7<m,d.tW Eltpi*iUi. i8«,

p. 39;). Of t“i“ *11 apria* from an: primer at uad. but they now ceealtutc

di-timr cthtleil groups. and, eicept abort the borderlands, where blesds mat-

te inspected. both tilt physical and nenal chmctm dider rotniileraldy-

Beck '< Aiwa n no doubt the ume name tt A'/mj. which Mr H. S. liillcil

nppllu la one place to the Mono Stans north of H-runi!, sad elsewhere to the

Buime* Shun collectively (A 7>maad Milam am Eh/tont. ifyo. pp 158

aod 35 «l-

* - LmP*l no aont uxr. que do. LaoUena * (Prime llenrt. p. ,1).

* Our Shan group, the Doidhritga, Mill petsiit, and corupy a few villages

near Simigar |S. E. Peal. A’afurr, June 10 ,
itS«, p. i6fl> Daltoa *-v>

mentions the A'omj**gr, a Khamti (T *1) trilie in the Sadlya dlMrld, Assam

iErAAtbgyt/Bengal, p. 5)-
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takes its name from the Afoau. the “peerless." the title first

T>_Ahnm, adopted by the Mau Sban chief, Chukupha. who

cu«*f
'
,t4

invaded the country from nor_h east Burma, and
Shane. m 1128 ».D. founded the Ahocn dynasty, which

was overthrown in 1810 by the Burmese, who were ejected in 1827

by the English'.

These Ahoms came from the Khauui (Kampli) district about

the sources of the Irawadi, where Prince Henri was surprised to

find a civilised and lettered Buddhist people of Pat (Shan) speech

still enjoying political autonomy in the dangerous proximity of It.

liepard britaxniqut. They call themselves Padaa. aod it is

Curious to note that both J'aa'am and Auami arc alto tribal

names amongst the neighbouring Abo? Hillmen. The French

traveller was told that the I’adao, who claimed to be T'koit (Tai)

like the Laotians', were indigenous, and he descrihes the type *s

also Laotian—straight eyes rather wide apart, nose broad at base,

forehead arched, superciliary arches prominent, thick lipa, pointed

chin, dive colour, slightly bumred and darker than in the Lao

country; the men ill-favoured, the young women with pleasant

features, and some with very beautiful eyes

Passing into China we are sail] m the midst of Shan peoples,

ta.ncr.ai.. whose range appears formerly to have extended up
i»n£ ..a to the right bank of the Yang-tse-kiang, and whose

cradle has been traced by He Lacouperie to " the

Kin-lung mountains north of Sochuen and south of Shensi in

China proper 1." This authority holds that they constitute a chief

element ir. the Chinese race itself, which, as it spread southnails

beyond the Yang-tiekiang, amalgamated with the Shan aborigines

and thus became profoundly modified both in type and speech,

the present Chinese language comprising over thirty per cent, of

' M*rh .T*i|neti*l light hes been thrown epM the early hlncy at time
Ahazn by Mi E- Gut, who lu» diKiwered and described in the Jtur*. At.
See. tint*!. 189., a large number of ruiiit, at MSS. <18 in the Sii'Hgai

district 2.1 iTtv-), in the row almtsr estinct Alum language- «»* <1 which gwe
a (cctimuu? history of the Ahum rails from 56S to 1705 A. D. Most of the

others ippeir to I* iieUiw* on lelipiui mysticism or divinitlco, such "a
hook co the ralc-'Jition cf futaie events by eisminlng the leg of a foul 11

(».|.
* >>• ** p- rm-

A. R. Colquhnun, Mr Stout. Iatrcdoctioa. p. Iv.
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Shan ingredient*. Mr Colqulioun alio, during his explorations

m the southern province*, found that "most of the aborigine*,

although known to the Chinese by various nicknames, were

Shuns; and that their propinquity to the Chinese was slowly

changing their habits, manners, and dress, and gradually in-

corporating them with that people
1
.
1’

This process of fusion lias been in progress for ages, not only

between the southern Chinese aud the Sbans, but
S|jn _nd

also between the Sharia and the Caucasic aborigines, Cmmsk

whom we tint me! amongst the Kakhycns, but olio
Col"*‘"

are found scattered mostly in small groups over all the uplands

between Tibet and the Cochin-Chinese ooa*t range. The result

is that the Slum are generally of liner physique than cither the

kindred Siamese and Malays in the south, or the more remotely

connected Chinese in the north. The colour, say's Mr Bock,

"is much lighter than that of the Siamese,' and “in facial

expression the Laotians arc better-looking than tlie Malays,

having goal high foreheads, and the men particularly having

regular well-shaped noses, with nostrils nor so wide as those of

their neighbours’.” Still more emphatic a the testimony of

Dr Kteitner ci the Szechenyi expedition, who tells us that the

Burmese Sham hive “a nobler bead than the Chinese
. the dark

eyes are about horizontal, the nose is straight, the wliolc expression

approaches that of the Caucask race*.'

Notwithstanding their wide diffusion, intermingling! with other

races, varied grades of culture, and lack cf political

cohesion, the Tai-Shan groups acquire a certain
.^irs'yr "rn

ethnical and even national unity from their gene-

rally uniform type, social usages, Buddhist religion, and common
Indo-Chinese speech. Amidst a clues of radically distinct idioms

current amongst the surrounding indigenous populations they

have everywhere preserved a remarkable degree of linguistic

uniformity, all speaking various more or less divergent dialects

of the same mother-tongue. Excluding a large percentage of

Sanskrit terms intiodoced into the Utetary language by their

• Of. til. p. jiS. ’ Tmfla amI £,hffmri, p. jJC.

* •• Da Grsichisausdnidi ibtihaupt tiifceit rich der Kaulusisebm Race
”

Urn feme* Otf/a, p. 9:9).
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Hindu educators, this radial mother-rongie comprises about

t86o distinct words or rather sounds, which have been reduced

by phonetic decay to so many monosyllables, each uttered with

nvc tones, the natural tone, two higher tones, and two lower'.

Each terra thus acquires live distinct meanings, and in fact

represents five different words, which were phonetically distinct

dissyllables, or even polysyllables in tbe primitive language.

The same process of disintegration has been at work through-

out the whole of the Indo-Chinese linguistic area, where all the

lead rig tongues—Chinese, Annamese, Tai-Shan, Burmese—be-

long to the same isolating form of speech, which, as explained in

£tif,Wcgy, Chap, tx
,

is not a primitive condition, but a later

development, the outcome of profound phonetic cotruption.

The remarkable uniformity of the Tai-Shan member of this

s,*n«M order of speech may be in part due to tbe con-

oitm itdo* servative effects of the literary standard. Probably

Wfitiii over aooo years ago most of the Shan groups were
stub*.

brought under Hindu influences by the Brahman,

and later by the Buddhist missionaries, who reduced their tude

s|>eech to written form, while introducing a large number of

Sanskrit terms inseparable from the new religious ideal The
writing systems, all based on the square Pali form of the De-

vanagari syllabic characters, were adapted to the phonetic

requirements of the various dialects, with the result that the

Tai-Shan linguistic family is encumbered with four different

scripts. “The Western Shans use one very like the Burmese;

the Siamese have a character of their own, which it very like

Pali
;
the Shans called LU have another character of their own

,

and to the north of Siam the Lao Shans have another’.”

These Shan alphabets of Hindu origin are supposed by

de !-icoup- ric to be connected with the writing-systems which

liave been credited to the Moitoa, Lolos, and some other hill

peoples about the Chinese and Indo-Chinese borderlands- At

Lan-Chu in the Lolo country Prince Henri found that MSS.

veie very numerous, and he was shown some very fine specimens

' Low’s Stamm Grammar, p. r*.

’ Cob R. G. WoMihcrpe. T’r Skat: a*J Hill Tnhu rj Hi AMmf, iu

yturx. An!kray ^ Ia-J. p (6.
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-enluniiniJs." Heic, he Sell* us. ihe script is still in use, being

employed jointly with Chinese in dramng up legal dcoitncnts

connected with property. He was informed that this Lo!o

script comprised 300 characters, tcad from top to bottom and

from left to rieht’, although oilier authorities say from right to

left.

Of the Lolo he gives no specimens', but reproduces tiro or

three pages of a Mosso booh with trantfiteration and translation

Other specimens, but without explanation, were already known

through Gill and Dcsgodins, and their decipl-emtcni liad exercised

the ingenuity of several Chinese scholars. Their failure to interpret

them is now accounted for by Prince Henri, who declares that,

“strictly speaking the Mossos have no writing-system. The

magicians keep and still make copy-books full of hieroglyphics

.

each page is divided into little sections ((Mm) following hori-

rontally from left to right in which are inscribed one or more

somewhat rough figures, heads of animals, men, houses, con-

ventional signs representing the sley or lightning, and so on.'

Some of the magicians expounded two of the books, which

contained invocations, beginning with the ctcitioa of the wotid,

and winding up with a catalogue of all the evils threatening

mortals, but to be averted by bong pious, that is, by making

gifts to the magicians The same ideas are always expressed by

the same signs
;

yet the magicians declared that tbexe was no

1 Of.nl. p. JS-

* Thi* emission, houevrr, i« putty mjiplwl byT.de Laooaperie, wba givrt

u* ia account c4 1 worrieifil Lolo MS. oa auin. ird on oar rid*, blw cm thr

uhn. conuiroi^ nw:ly 5750 words written in LU:k« '• apparently with the

Chincw brwli.
M Tne MS. wa* obuinrd by Mr E. Colbonw BaUr from

a Lolo dilef» forwarded xo Europe in i$St, irA described by de Lorcuperie

JturN* ft'Ar SffiYd XIV. Part l. “The wTitn>j nnw in line* frem lep to

bottom and from left to right. as In Chinese" {p. Ij, and this authorit) regard*

It as the Imk that »a» wanting to correct the rarwai mcenben of a widely

diffusr.1 fuxily radiating fro® India <Han»pa anal. Indo-Mb Vattduttol to

Milapn (Bftttt, JUjan* Ump»|, Be**. Makftiair, Ttgah, to lndi-Chini

((.to. Sa^ese. Korea and Japan, and al» including the 5iso-<hu«

Chinese syM» •• m use a few orMario »-C.M (p. & It would be prcmttcae

to say that all these connections are established; bet the India* origin aid

ktnnitis c( all the members of the Malayan branch are now placed bejowl

doubt (mc neat Chapter).
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alphabet, ilw hieroglyphs being handed down bodily from one

expert to another. Nevertheless Prince Henri looks on this as

one of the first steps in the history of writing; “originally many

of the Chinese characters were simply pictorial, and if the Monos,

instead of being hemmed in, had acquired a large expansion,

their sacred books mighr also perhaps have given birth to true

characters'."

Although now "hemmed in,” the Mo*v>s arc a historical and

somewhat cultured people, belonging to the same

0(uTqI° group as the lun's (N/nng$) who came from the

regions north-east of Tibet, and appeared on the

Chinese frontiers about 600 B.C. They are referred to in the

Chinese records of 796 a.D when they were reduced by the king

of Nanchoo. After various vicissitudes they recognised the

Chinese suzerain))’ tn the 14th century, and were finally subdued

in the 1 8th, De Lacouperie’ thinks they are probably of the

same origin as the Lolos, the two languages having much in

ccenraon. and the names of both being Chinese, while the Lolcs

and the Mossos call themselves respectively NOssu (Ncsu) and

.\'tahi (Nashrt\

Everywhere amongst these border tribes are met groups of

sjorair..
aborigines, *ho present mote or less regular features

of&rcihChiM which are described by ranoui travellers as “Cau-
•nd Ainam.

caste” or “ European.” Thus tbe KiuJst, who are

tlie Kkrnngi of the English maps, and are akin to the Urge

Lu tii family (Afe/am, Anu, Dtasu Jfcc), reminded Prince Henri

of some Europeans of his acquaintance*, and be speaks of the

light colour, straight note and eyes, and generally fine type of the

Yayo (Yao), as the Chinete call them, but whose real name is

Lm-dn-yu.

The same Caucask element reappears in a pronounced form

amongst the indigenous populations of Tonkin*, to whom
Dr A. Billet has devoted an instructive monograph'. This

' OA <*. p- 1 95.

BtgianOip tf H'rilmfiH Ctnfra! 'miSuit,* Alla, f/uiitL
• “ Quticvej uiu de cn Kira-IMt me rappelfent del Esrcpfec que j»

ccnruui" [Of. lit, p. sjt).

' Dnu An: *»’ h HM-TtnMa, tli. I’xB. 1I46.
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observer, who declares that these aborigines arc quite distinct both

from the Chinese and the Annamcse, groups them in three main

divisions— Tfo, Song, and Man'— all collectively called ,f»i.

Jluong, and Mytmg by the Annamcse. The Thos, who are the

most numerous, are agriculturists, holding all the upland valleys

and thinning off towards the wooded heights. They are tall com

pared to tlx: Mongols (5 ft 6 or j tn-X lighter than the Annamesc.

round-headed, with oral face, deep-set straight eyes, low cheek

I •o-nes, straight and even slightly aquiline nose not depressed at

root, and muscular frames. They are a patient, industrious, and

frugal people, now mainly subject to Chinese and Annsmese in-

ttuences in their social usages and religion. Very peculiar never-

theless are some of their surviving customs, such as the feast of

youth, die pastime of swinging, and especially chess played with

living pieces, whose movements are directed by two players

The language appears to be a Shan dialect, and to this family

the wtitcr affiliates both the Tlios and the Nongs. The latter

ire a much mere mixed people, now largely assimilated to

tnc Chinese. Although the primitive type still percists. especially

amongst the women, a* is so oiten the case. Dr Billet tells us

that he often met Nong v<xncn “with lipKt and sometime* even

red hair*."

It is extremely interesting to fcam that the Mans came tra-

ditionally “from a far-off western land where their

forefathers were mid to have lived in contact with On^^nd
people* of white blood thousands of years ago."

1 With regard to .l/itn i.f/.nv-Or} it should tie cspUimxl tl&t in Chino* it

rttffcss "ontxmttbfe worms,” thu m. oc Af/Amw/, and ue are teamed b)

Des^odins that "I oc fa*t ps* prendra ce* bw» compm dcs sow* prepres dc

tribui~
I
BhL S\. Gitp .y xu. p. 4101. In 1877 Cape. W. Ciil visited & Urge

•atvai of jt/ru-Zv with 18 trifcol divisions, :tacV v; from West Yunnan to tS*

<ttra* miith of See ha? a. a soil of (cdu**y rexg*£uQ£ a Un£, with ChiiWH
taUts and drr*. b»* -peaking * language reterablUff Sanskrit (f). Ifccse ncie

the Sum*, c* •• White Mao t.c," appsrautj the w*ie m towwed in 1*/$

by Mil Bishop, lOi by her Jv .Crihc.l xi Mtni-indcpcudral, ruled by tWir own

ch ids, and in ap{:<inin&r •' quite Caucanirt. both bm aud women very

handsome,’* *tnct BuddhUtt, friendly aid hospitable, »rd living in Urge stow

beat* (UtUr to Tim*
%
Aug. tR.

2 '• Lies paystnoef acags dont les cbsvccA «aicc.: bkrvls, quelqueftt* mfa*

reex 0
{Op. <iL\.
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Ab:c:u:r.c« in

Sotlh •£«»*.

This tradition, which would identity them with the above-men-

tioned Man-tee, 16 supported by their physical appearance—long

head, oval face, small cheek-bonet, eyes without the Mongol fold,

skin not yellowish but rattier "browned by the sun," tegular

features—in nothing recalling the traits of the yellow races.

Let us now turn to M- R. Verneao’i comments on the rich

materials brought together by Dr Billet, in whom,

"being not only a medical nun, but alto a graduate

in the natural sciences, absolute confidence may be

placed'."

"The Mine-Ties, the Mdns-Coc, the Mdns-Mco (Miao, Miao-

t«e, or Mieu) present a pretty complete identity with the Pan-y

and the Pan-yao of South Knnng-ri; they are the debris of a very

ancient race, which with T. de Lacouperie may be called pre-

Chinese. This early race, which bote the name of Pan hu or Ngao,

occupied Central China before the arrival of she Chinese. Accord-

ing to M- d'Hcrvcy de Satnt-Dcnys, the mountains and valleys of

Kwei-chdu where these Miao-tse still survive were the cradle of

the Pan-hu In any case it seems certain that the T’hai and the

Man race came from Central Aria, and that, from the anthropo-

logical standpoint, they differ altogether from the Mongol group

represented by the Chinese and the Annamese. The Man especi-

ally presents striking affinities with the Aryan type
"

Thus is again confirmed by the latest investigations, and by

the conclusions of some of the leading members of the French

school of anthropology, the view first advanced by rue in 1879,

that peoples of the Caucask (here called "Aryan") division had

already spread to the utmost confines of south-east Asia in

remote prehistoric times, and had in this region even preceded

the first waves of Mongolic migration radiating from their cradle-

land on the Tibetan plateau'.

Reference was above made to the singular lack of political

r-i rr-n- cohesion at all liases betrayed by the Tai-Shan

peoples. The only noteworthy exception is the

1 L'A nti riftlfgU, 1*96, p. 6)1 sq,

* On tii Matins if /if Im&CMtuu and Jvir-Oiianu fanand L>u-

snexn, Piper rend at the Meeting of the Brx. Association, Sheffield, 1879, and

primed in the Jam. Anthref. /ml. Febrary, iSSc. See also Ktk. p. 316
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Siamese branch, which forms the bulk of the population in

the Mcnam basin. In this highly favoured region of vast hiU-

cnciicled allurial plains of inexhaustible fenii.ty, ttaversed bv

numerous 6ttcams navigable for light craf:. and giving direct

access to the inland waters of Malaysia, the Southern Shans were
able at an early date to merge ihe primitive tribal groups in o

great nationality, and found a powerful empire, which at one time

dominated most of Indo China and the Malay Peninsula.

Siam, alone of all the Shan states, even still maintains a pre

carious independence, although now again reduced by European
aggression to little more than the natural limits of the fluvial

valley, which is usually regarded by the Southern Sham as the

home of their race. Vet they appear to have been here pre
ceded by the Caucasic Khmcts (Cambojans), whose advent is

referred in the national chronicles to the year 543 B.C and who,
according to the Hindu records, were expelled about 443 a.d.

It was through these Khmcrs. and noe directly from India, that

the “Sayanus" received their Hindu culture, and the Siamese

annals, mingling fact with Action, refer to the miraculous bitth of

the national hero, Phra-Ru:ng, who threw off the foreign yoke,

declared the people henceforth Thai, “Freemen," invented the

present Siamese alphabet, and ordered the Khom (Catnbojan) to

be reserved in future for copying the sacred writings.

The introduction of Buddhism is assigned to the year 638 A.D.,

one of the first authentic dates in the native records The ancient

city of I .abong had altcady been founded (5;;). and other settle-

ments now followed rapidly, always in the direction of the south,

according as the Shan race steadily advanced towards the sea-

board, driving before them or mingling with Khmcrs, Lawas.

Karens, and other aborigines, tome now extinct, sonic still sur-

viving on the wooded uplands and plateaux encircling the Menam
valley. Ayuthia, the great centre of national life in later times,

dates only from the year 1350, when the empire had received its

greatest expansion, comprising the whole of Camboja, Pegu,

Tcnasscrim, and the Malay Peninsula, and extending its conquer-

ing arms across the inland waters as far as Java
- Then followed

1 In (he Jaunt* annals the invaders are tailed “ Camlxijini,'' but r,l l!ii«

utelaboit
1 1 ,» Camboja h«d ulnady licto rtilucot, and Ih. Sunnsecooqotrots
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ihe disastrous ware with Burma, which mice captured aim dually

datroyed Ayuthia (17671, now a picturesque elephant-park visited

b>’ tourists from the present capital. Bangkok, founded in 1771

a little lower down the Meoam.

But the element); of decay existed from the fust in the institu-

tion of slavery or serfdom, which was not restricted

So*u7sHw® 10 a Ps,,icular class. 34 <n other lands, but, heforc

:he modem reforms, extended in principle IO all the

kings’ subjects in mockery declared '• Freemen’' by the founders of

the monarchy. This, however, may be regarded as perhaps little

more than a legal Scion, for ar all limes class distinctions were

really recognised, comprising the members of the royal family

—

a somewhat numerous group—the nobles named by the king, the

Ms or vassals, and the people, these latter being again sulxlivideii

into three sections, those liable to taxation, those subject to forced

!al*>ur, and the slaves proper. But so little developed was the

sentiment of personal dignity and freedom, that anybody from

the highest noble to the humblest d trier, might at any moment
lapse into the lowest category, hike most Mongoloid people*,

the Siamese are incurable gambiers, ar.d formerly it was an every-

day occurrence for a freeman to stake all his goods and chattels,

wives, children, anti self, an the haurd of the die.

Yet the women, like their Burmese sisrets, lave always held

a somewhat honourable social position, being rice

WcSa. 50 "a,k abroad, go shopping, visit their friends, sec

the sights, and take put in the frequent public

feasting* without restriction. Those, however, who brought no

dower and had to be purchased, might again be sold at any

rime, and many thus constantly fell from the dignity of matrons

to the position of the merest drudges without rights or privileges

of any kind. These strange relations were endurable, thanks lo

the genial nature of the national temperament, by which the hard

lot of the thralls was softened, and a little light allowed to

hid hnnsht t**c* from itsrcaownrd capital, Angkor Wat,oiei $© laptlves.

Their were largely omplojn! in the wan of the p?ro). wfekh wen thus suii-

UicJ to Cimtoja Instead of 10 Sain by fareIgi prop** ignorant of the charged

r&tKos in Iodo-Chir*.
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penetrate into the darkest corners' of the social system. The

open slave -market), which in the vassal Lio states loitered

systematic raiding-expeditions amongst the unreduced aborigines,

were abolished in 1S73, and since 1890 all born in slavery are free

on reaching their 3 tst year.

Siamese Buddhism ts a slightly modified form of that prevail-

ing in Ceylon, although strictly practised but by few.

There arc two classes or “ sects," the reformers who

attach more importance to the observance of the canon law than

to meditation, and the old believers, some devoted to a contem-

plative life, others to the study of the sunless wilderness of

Buddhist writings. But, beneath it all, spirit or devil-worship ii

Still rife, and in many districts pore animism ii practically the

only religion. Even temples and shrines have been raised to the

countless gods of land and water, woods, mountains, villages and

households To these gods ate credited all sorts of calamities,

and to prevent them from getting into the bodies of the dead the

latter are brought out, not through door cc window. but through

a breach in the wall, which is afterwards carefully built up. Simi-

lar ideas prevail amongst many other peoples, both at higher and

loner levels of culture, for nothing is more ineradicable than Rich

popular beliefs associated with the relations presumed to exist

between the present and the after life.

Incredible sums are yearly lavished in offerings to she spirits,

which give rise to an endless round of feasts and revels, and also

in support of the numerous Buddhist temples, convents, and their

inmate*. The treasures accumulated iri the "royal cloisters"

and other shrines represent a great pan of the national savings

—

1 How very dark some of tfcese comen cu be may be seen frar the «d
picture ofoaUiliciontratian, nee, and corruptw uill pctmlmi to U<* **

iSpo.

given by Mr Hallett Ixx A TAcuumJ .ifAn on an Kievan/, cb. xxxv.; AirL

crer flsll lu«r by Mr H. Warington Smyth in Anv Ytm tn .W*>. from 1891

to iByS 1189*). TTiw oli» 4T%yr cr*l*« elir wUh an tern*

of rigbt oa»l wioog, so that ikey me only by accident. M To do 1 thing

tccouse it k right it beyond theta ; to abstain from a thing beratwe it is igainsc

th^ rgee** name. or inivlnf* coiteqoenc**, is povnbly uithio the power

of a few
;
the 4t**t*o of right axA wror^ dor* r.ol «m#r the calniUtkm.”

Bat he think* they miy possess a high degree of intelligence. and mentions tie

VArv of * pnwnt, who from an alias had tnigh! himself go^rapfry and critics.

>4K
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investments for the other world, among which are said to be

numerous gold statues glittering with rabies, sapphires, and other

priceless gems. But in these matter* the taste of the talafomt\ as

the priests were formerly called, is somewhat catholic, including

pictures of review^ and battle scenes from the European illustintcd

papers, and sometimes even statues of Napoleon set up by the

side of Buddha.

So numerous, absurd, and exacting arc the rales of the

„ . mocuuic communities that, but for the aid of the

and irau. temple servant* ar.d novices, existence would be tm-
“m-

posable. A list of Mich puerilities occupies several

page* in Mr Cdquhoun's work Amon&t Iht Shans (*19-131). and

from these we learn ‘Jut the monks must not dig the ground, 60

that they can neither plant nor sow; must not boil rice, as it

would kill the germ ; eat com tor the tame reason
;
climb trees

lest a 1.ranch get broken ; kindle a flame, as it destroys the fuel

;

put out a flame, as that also would extinguish life
;
forge iron, as

sparks would fly oat and perish, swing their arms in walking;

wink :n speaking; buy or sell; stretch the legs when sitting;

breed poultry, pigs, or other animals, mount an elephant or

palanquin ; wear red, black, green, or white garments; mourn for

the dead, &c, iic. In a word ali might be summed up by a

general injunction neither to do anything, nor not to do anything,

and then despair of attaining Nirvana
;
for it would be impossible

to conceive of any more pessimistic system in theory'- Practically

it rs otherwise, and in point of fact the utmost religious indifference

prevails amongst all classes.

Within the Mongolic division it would be difficult to imagine

any more siriktng contrast than that presented by the gentle,

kindly, and on the whole not ill-favoured Siamese, and their

hard-featured, hard-hearted, and grasping Annamese neighbours.

1 Probably a c*nope.on of tolof*!, the mint of the polm-tree which yields

tbe stileal cxaurtly osed by (be monks.
* 41

In lonrroMiots with the monks Dr WGdvjiy was told that It would
most likely be coaaless a^ss t,rfo»« they wonH attain the much wished fee

state cf Ninons, and that one uitnigieMion at my lima iiiRkt relegate them to

theJownt hell lobe gin igainthen mcUactioly p^itaage" (Haiku, A TimumJ
AfUtt «» ait i'.rt (x jj-t.
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Let anyone, who may fancy (here is little or nothing in blood,

pass rapidly from the bright, genial— if somewhat

littlrss and corrupt—social life of Bangkok to the .

dry. uncongenial moral atmosphere of Ha-nce or

Saigon, and he mil be apt to modify his views on that point.

Few observers have a good word to say for the Tonkingesc, the

Cochin-Chinese, or any other branch Of the Annamese family,

and some even of the least prejudiced arc so outspoken that we

must needs infer there is good ground for their severe strictures

on these strange, uncouth materialists. Buddhists of course they

are nominally
;
but of the moral sense they have little, unless it

be (amongst the lettered classes) a pale reflection of the pale

Chinese ethical code. The whole region m fact is a son of

attenuated China, to which it owes its arts and industries, its

Utters, moral systems, general culture, and even a Urge part of

its inhabitants. Giaaiki (AW'rfi), the name of
Crlt !̂M

the aborigines, said to mean “ Bifurcated, ’ or

“Cross tees'," in reference to the wide spice between the great

toe and the nest, occurs in the legendary Chinese records so

far back as uSj K.C., since which pened the two countries

arc supposed to have maintained almost uninterrupted relations,

whether friendly or hostile, down to the present day. At first the

Giao-shi were confined to the notthern puts cf Lukiang, the

present Tonking. all the rest of the coast lands being held by die

powerful Champ* (Tsiampa) people, whose affinities arc with the

Oceanic populations. But in ?t8 b.c, Lu-Liang having been re-

duced and incorporated with China proper, a Urge number of

Chinese emigrants settled in the country, and gradually merged
with the Giao-shi in a single nationality, whose twotoid descent

» still reflected m the Annamese physical and mental characters-

This term Annara', however, did not come into use til! the

!«h century, when it was officially applied to tbe frontier river

1 •• Le gtc* w.fll &t trii lUveVfv** et feitf tin mitm doqju do jied-

A « ouMti* distincuf, que Poo aeon oujiiiini'liui cher les ledigtnes

de mre (Mirr, on pan reoonnirirrs facilment que In Gioo-chi w*ni W. »niiirc.

Aniamiiu ” [La CttfaniAini «u i8;8, p. tjl). See cl»o a uc«c co

the lobjati by C. K. Trurlwt la Jinrm. Anli'if. inn. 187c P *<0.
1 Propttly An-uaa, a modUloi tmtf •/un-nan, - Smilwm Poa."

t »—

2
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between China and Tcnking, and afterward! extended to the

whole of Tonking and Cochin-China. Tonking itself, meaning

the " Eastern Court was originally the name only of the city o(

Ha-noi when it was a royal residence, bat was later extended to

the is hole of the northern kingdom, whose true name is Yuth-nan.

To this corresponded the southern Kwe-Chen-Ching, “ Kingdom

of Chen-Ching." which was so mmol in the 9th century from its

capital Chen-Ching, and of which our Cochin-China appears to be

a corrupt form.

But, amid all this troublesome political nomenclature, the

dominant Annamese nation lias faithfully preserved its homo-

geneous character, spreading, like the Siimese Shans, sreadity

southwards, and gradually absorbing the whole of the Champa

domain to the southern extremity of the peninsula, as well as a

large part of the ancient kingdom of Camboja about the Mekhong

delta. They thus form at present the almost exclusive ethnical

element throughout all the lowland and cultivated parts of Ton-

king, upper and lower Cochin-China and south Camboja, with a

total population in 1898 of about twenty millions.

The Annamese are described in a semi-official report' as

rtryii^i«nd
fk*raclCR1'*' by a high broad forehead, high cheek

Mmi*i bonet, small crushed nose, rather thick lips black
Ch.'*"»ri.

hair, scant beard, mean height, coppery complexion,

deceitful (mit) expression, and rude or insolent bearing. The
head is round (index 83 to 8«) and the features are in general flat

and coarse, while to an ungainly exterior corresponds a harsh un-

sympathetic temperament. The Abbd Gagelin, who lived years in

their midst, frankly declares that they are at once arrogant and

dishonest, and dead to all the finer feelings of human nature,

so that after years of absence the nearest akin will meet without

any outward sign of pleasure or affection. Others go further, and

Mr J. G- Scott summed it all up by declaring that *' the fewer

Annamese there are, the less taint there is on the human race."

No doubt Lord Curaoo gives a more favourable picture, but this

traveller spent only a short tixue in the counuy, and even he

1 a /iM,r ~ Southern ~ *nd Northern ” Coots (Capitals).

* la CauUt G/ofra!At?*f. March 11, |88<-
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allots that they ate "tricky and deceitful, disposed to thieve

when they get the chance, mendacious, and incorable gamWets'.11

Yet tliey have one redeeming quality, an intense love of

personal freedom, strangely contrasting with the almost abject

slavish spirit of the Siamese. The feeling extends to all classes

so that servitude » Held in abhorrence, and, as in Bumu, a demo-

cratic sense of equality permeates the social system'. Hence,

although the State has always been an absolute monarchy, each

separate commune constitutes a veritable little oligarchic common-
wealth. This has come as a great surprise to the present French

administrators of the country, who frankly declare that they cannot

hope to improve the social or political position of the people

by substituting European for native laws and usages. The Anna-

mete have in tact little to learn from western Bocial institutions.

Their language, spoken everywhere with remarkable uni-

formity, it of the normal Indo-Chinese isolating

type, possessing six tones, three high and three low,

and written in ideographic characters based on the

Chinese, but with numerous modifications and additions. But,

although these are ill-suited for the purpose, the attempt made by

the early Portuguese missionaries to substitute the so-called ?mV-

»gii, or Roman phonetic system, has been defeated by the con-

servative spirit of the people. Primary instruction has long been

widely diffused, and almost everybody can read and write as

many of the numerous hieroglyphs as ate needed for the ordinary

purposes of doily Intcrcourtc- Every village hut its free school,

and a higher range of studies 3 encouraged by the public‘exami-

nations to which, as in China, all candidates for government

appointments are subjected. Under such a scheme surprising

results might be achieved, were the course of studies not based

exclusively on the empty formulas of Chinese classical literature.

The subjects taught ate for the most part puerile, and true

science is replaced by the dry moral precepts of Confucius One

result amongst the educated classes is a scoffing, sceptical spirit,

• Gmr. y^m-. s»pt. i&}3. p. 194.
> “ F.ml let ciiojmu riyn. U plus piriaitc igaite. Point d’odavage.

U seniioit at en haneur. Au&i torn tianime peal-8 aspire out capias, <
plaindre nibnu Uitunuu quo ton tdwrsoae “

(t>/. n(. p. 6).
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free from all religious prejudice, and unhampered by theological

creeds or dogmas, combined with a lofty moral tone, not always

however in harmony with daily conduct.

Even more than in China, the family is lire true base of

the social system, the head of the household

hen* not only the high-priest of the ancestral

cult, but also a hind of patriarch enjoying almost

absolute control over his children. In this respect the rela-

tions are somewhat one-sided, the father having no recognised

obligations towards his offspring, while these are expected to

show him perfect obedience in life and veneration after death.

Besides this worship of ancestry and the Confucion ethical

philosophy, a national form of Buddhism is prevalent. Some
even profess all three of these so-called " religions,’ beneath nh»ch

there still survive many of the primitive superstitions associated

with a not yet extinct belief in spirits and the supernatural pouer
of magicians While the Buddhist templet are neglected and the

few homes' despised, offerings arc still made to the genii of agri-

culture, of the waters, the tiger, the dolphin, peace, war, diseases,

and so forth, whose rude statues in the form of dragons or other

fabulous monsters are even set up in the pagodas. Since the

early part of the r jth century Roman Catholic missionaries have

laboured with considerable success in this unpromising field,

where the congregations were estimated In 189S at about 900,000.

From Annam the ethnical transition U easy to China' and its

TbecniMM
tecnun8 multitude!, regarding whore origins, racial

and cultural, two opposite view* at present hold

1 From Aim*, i FoctugneK eorniptfca of die Japanese hair, a ilcrout

FCisoo. applied first to ll» Buddhist prints cf Japan, and thru eaended to

these of Chino and oMgkbmrirs land*.

' This name, probably the Chinese /!», wen, propfe. already occurs in

Sanskrit writings in its present fo*m : 'Jl *1. Chim i, “hence the Hindi Oif-

CUu, ami the Arabo-Penum Oc-°. *». which gives ihe clanScal Slnar.

The mostcommon natiooal name is Cinlng-kCie, "middle kirucom ” (presumably

the centre of ihe unirerse). whence CUng-lOe-JIn, the Chinese peop’e. Some
haie retciioJ Ciina to the Cine (Till

|
dynasty |$C9 a.c-1, whl> Marco Polo's

AiMM (Roman Atari it the Xlcfa (North China) of ihe Mongol period,

from the Man.-hn tCI-Un. 1otadcr* ot ilia Lifedpially, which wwe overthrown
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llie ncid. "Tut may be called the old, bul by no mean*, the

obsolete school, regards the Chinese populations as the direct

descendants of the aborigine? who during the Stone Ages entered

the Hoang-ho valley probably from the Tibetan plateau, there

developed their peculiar culture independently of foreign in-

fluences, and thence Spread gradually southwards to the whole of

China proper, extirpating, absorbing, or driving to the encircling

western and southern uplands the ruder aborigines of the Yang-

tse-Kiang and Si-Kiang basins.

In direct opposition to this view the new school, championed

especially by the late T. de Lacoupevie
1

, holds that

the present inhabitants of China are late intruders

from south-western Asia, and that they arrived, ncc

as rude aborigines, but as a cultured people with a considerable

knowledge of letters, science, and the arts, all of which they

acquired either directly or indirectly from the civilised Akkado-

Sumerian inhabitants of Babylonia

Not merely analogic? and resemblance?, but what are called

actual identities, are pointed out between the two eultutes, and

even between the two languages, sufficient to establish a common
origin of both, Mesopotamia being the fountain-head, whence the

stream flowed by channels not clearly denned to the Hoang-ho

valley. Thus the Chin yn. originally g*>, is equated with Akkad

gn. to speak; y. with gi, nighr, and so on. Then the asnonomir

and chronologic systems are compared, Berosus and the cunei-

form tablets dividing the prehistoric Akkad epoch into 10 periods

of to kings, lasting tao S»ii, or 431,000 years, while the corre-

sponding Chinese astronomic myth also comprises to kings (or

dynasties) covering the same period of 432,000 yean. The

astronomic system credited to the emperov Yso (aoco b.c.)

similarly corresponds with the Akkadian, both having the same

1115 «D. by the Kft-Chlo Tatw* PtofcmyT Tiimst U rightly repidet by

Ed.i.'i- a> the Moie word u Stoat, the sutrstitutvai of t for r being romal in

Annum, whence tills form may have leaded the wed through (he uuihim

seapon of Ki'iigir*.
1 ll'ttlrtn Origin i/lht Farit Chmt-.t ClmltaiMm.from )JM B.C. ft !OOA.D„

rr CAafitn iw tkt £lmtntt £>trittS frtta tht OU CmiitaJietu of Wot Alia

in lit FetmtHim tftin Autitn* Coma. CW/.vn-, 1-ordon. 18$,-
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fine planets with names of like meaning, and a year of 12 months

and 30 days, with the same cycle of intercalated days, while

several of she now obsolete names of she Chinese months answer

to those of the Babylonian*. Even the name of the lust

Chinese emperor who built an observatory. N’ai-Kirang-ii, some,

what resembles that of the Elamite king, Kuder-mt-hangti, who

conquered Chaldam about aa8o b.c.

All this can hardly be explained away as a mere series of

coincidences; ncvcnhdeH neither Sinologues nor Akkadists are

quite convinced, and it is obvious that many of the resemblances

may be due to trade or intercourse both by the old overland caravan

routes, and by the seaborne traffic from Kridu ar the head of

he Persian Gulf, which was a flourishing emporium 4000 or 5000

years ago.

But, dtnpite some verbal analogies, an almost insurmountable

difficulty’ is presented by the Akkadian and Chinese languages,

which no philological ingenuity can bring into such relation as is

required by the hypothesis. Mr T. G. Pinches has shown that

at a very early period, say some 500a years ago, Akkadian already

consisted, "for the greater part, of words of one syllable,'’ and was

"greatly affected by phonetic decay, the result being tint an

enormous number of homophones were developed out of roots

originally quite distinct This Akkadian scholar sends me a

number of instances, such as Su for turn, to enter; Si for Sill.

to live; <iu for dumu, son; du for dugu, good, as in Eridu
,
for

Gum/titpi, “the good dty,” adding that “the list could be ex-

tended indefinitely*." But de Uconperie's Bak tribes, that is,

the first immigrants from south-west Asia, are not supposed to

have reached North China till about 150= o: 3000 b.c, at which

time the Chinese language was still in the untoived agglutinating

state, with hut few monosyllabic homophones, and consequently

quite distinct from the Akkadian, as known to us from the

Assyrian syllabaries, bilingual lists, and earlier rah lets from Nippur

or lAgash.

Hence the linguistic argument seem- to tail completely, while

1 •• Otna.iilom upon the 1-ncmje* of it* Kuly lnhaliiuats cf Me^co-
minis," in Jeun. R. At. iW. xvi. Pail t.

* MS. note. May 7, 189$.
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the Babylonian origin of the Chinese writing system, strenuously

advocated by the Rev. C- J. Bill, has no; been accepted by those

specialists who arc most competent to judge. Many of the

Chinese and Akkadian "line forms ” collated by Mr Bail are so

simple and, one might ay, obvious, that they seem to prose

nothing. They imy be compared with such infantile utterances

as /it, na, da, la, occurring in half the languages of the world,

without proving a connection or affinity between any of them.

But even were the common origin of the two scripts established,

it would prove nothing ns to the common origin of the mo
peoples, but only show cultural influences, wh>ch need not be

dented.

But if Chinese origins cannot be clearly traced back to

Babylonia, Chinese culture mav still, in a seme,

claim to be the oldest in the world, inasmuch as m
it has persisted with little change from its tise

Hu'* 1

some 4-500 years ago down to present times. All other early

civilisations—Mesopotamian, Egyptian, Assyrian, Persian. Hel-

lenic—have perished, or live only in their monuments, traditions,

oral or written records. But the Chinese, despite repeated political

and social convulsions, :s still as deeply noted in the past as ever,

showing no break of continuity from the dim echoes of remote

prehistoric ages down to the last Taiping rebellion, or the last

disastrous foreign war. These things touch the surface only of

the great ocean of Chinese humanity, which is held together, not

by any general spirit of national sentiment (all sentiment is alien

from the Chinese temperament), nor by any community of speech,

for many of the provincial dialects differ profoundly from each

oilier, but by a prodigious power of inertia, which ha* hitherto

resisted all attempts at change either by pressure from without, or

by spontaneous impulse from within.

What they were thousands of years ago, the Chinese still are,

a frugal, peace-loving, hard-working people, occupied mainly with

tillage and trade, cultivating few arts beyond weaving, porce-

lain and metal work, but with a widely diffused

knowledge of letters, and a writing system which

still remains at the cumbrous ideographic stage,

needing as many different symbol! as there arc distinct concepts
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to be espressed. Yet the system has one advantage, enabling

those who speak mutually unintelligible idioms to converse

together, using the pencil instead of the tongue For this very

rcaion the attempts made centuries ago by the government to

substitute a phonetic script had to be abandoned. It was found

that imperial edicts and other documents so written could not be

understood by the populations speaking dialects different from the

literary standard, vbercos the hieroglyphs, like our ciphers i, i, 3...,

could be lead by all educated persons of whatever allied form of

speech.

Originally the Chinese system, whether developed on the s|>oc

or derived from Akkadian or any oilier foreign source, was of

course ptctographic or ideographic, and it it commonly supposed

to have remained at that stage ever since, the only materia) changes

being of a graphic, nature. The pictographs were conventionalised

and teduced to their present form, but still remained ideograms

supplemented by a limited number of phonetic dttennlnanu.

Bui de Lacoupetie has shown tliat this view is a mistake, and

tlut the evolution from the pictograph to tlic phonetic symbol

had been practically completed in China many centuries before

the new era. The Kttwn style current before the 9th century a.c.

“was really the phonetic expression of speech
1
.'’ But for the

reason stated it had to be discimenued, and a return made to

the earlier ideographic style. Tlve change was effected about

8jo bc. by She Chou, minister of the EmpcTor Siicn Wang, who

introduced the Ta-thutn style, in which “ he tried to speak to the

eye and no longer to the ear." tluit is, lie reverted to the earlier

ideographic process, which has since prevailed. It was simplified

about »-C. (Siao Chum style), and after some other modifi-

cations the present ealigraphic foim (Aral Shu) was introduced

by Wang Hi in 350 a.d. Thus one consequence of the “ Expan-

sion of China ” was a revrrxion to barbarism, in respect at least

of the national graphic system, by which Chinese thought and

literature have been hampered for nearly 3000 years.

Written records, though at first mainly of a mythical character,

date from about 3000 a.c.' Reference is made in the early

I Hittcry ./ 1*, Xr.irtf Ck«/< Hffitaj Tan. |S8|, p. J.

• Tbi 6m KI..I d.1! {wen Is i fuel of Tal llao (P. Ill), tc, but ita,
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documents lo ihe rude and avaje tines. which in China at

elsewhere certainly preceded the historic period Three different

prehistoric ages arc even discriminated, and tradition relates how

Fu-hi introduced wooden, Thin-ming gone, and Shi-yu metal

implements'. Later, when their origin and use wete forgotten,

the jade axes, like those front Yunnan, were looked on as bolts

hurled to the earth by the god of thunder, ohile the arrow heads,

supposed to be also of divine origin, were endowed in the

popular fancy with special virtues and even regarded as emblems

of sovereignly. Thus may perhaps be explained the curious fact

that tn early times, before the rath century »&, tribute in flint

weapons was pax! to the imperial government by some of the

reduced wild tribes of the western uplands.

These men of the Stone and Metal Ages arc no doubt still

largely represented, not only amongst the rude hill

tribes erf the southern and western borderlands, but

also amongst the settled and cultured lowlaoders

of the great fluvial valleys. The "Hundred Families, ” as the

first immigrants called themselves, came traditionally from the

north-western regions beyond the Hoang-ho, According to the

iul*t belong* lo the fabo’wis pniod, and is »>t«l <o love rvipiod 115 yean.

Tha iuii taitln dale would «p|«ar to b« dial of Vau, fint ol th: Chlnoe ages

and reformer of the calendar o,c.>. The date oaj.4 B.c. for Ccofodus's

stco-I king Shun scc&tt also establish^!. But of course all this is modern

history compered uiih tbe noh detcr.nir>ed ikbytonim and Egyptian records.

1 Amorgtt di* metnis referrno? if nude t5 iron early as the tim* of th*

Elliptic* Ta Yfc { noo n,a), wh* n it is rrentijoed M in artkle of tribute in the

SktbJfiMg. Prof. P. Hirtb, who »Ulc* this fact, adds that during the same

peried. If r>a crca cmher, Iron u&i already* flourishing industry in the Liinj

district (Piper on the Hhtory */ China, CuHure, Muakh Aruhropolcflical

Soritty, April, 189S). At the dfccuuka which followed the reading of this

fwper Prof. Montelius nrgeed that ircci wls unknown in Western Asia aid

KCypt brfor* 15c© 3. c., abhor^h the point wm ccatered by Prof. Hooimel,

who qioted a weed for iron in the earliest Egyptian text*- Mc*Ue4 ia* f
however,

explained hat icr*u originally meaning 4 l cco" cc m mUI" we afterward.

for -iron.** Such was certaialy the case with tie Gk xaAxfo. ** fi«l

•‘copper,’ then rv*ul tn gcr*ial, and it*ed still latet for '*iron";

her:e x*\<eds—coppersmith, blacksmith, and eve* goldsmith. So also with

the L«. an (Sanskrit ayai, akin to with simple idea of brightre*<b

used Am especially far copper (** c>priuw, <up/urn), and thn tor Arjww

(Lous and Sheet}.
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Yu-kung their original home lay in the touth-wesrem pan of

Eastern Turkestan, uhence they Smt migrated east to the oases

north of the Nan-Shim range, and then, in the fourth millennium

before the new era, to the fertile valleys of the Hoong-ho and its

Hoei-ho tributary. Thence tlicy spread slowly along the other

great rivet valleys, partly expelling, partly intermingling with the

Absorption
aborigines, bail so hie as the ;th century AC were

Abo* bn * 1 ' 1 * iaa,n
'f

£onnned to the region between the

Pei-ho and tlie lower Yacg-tse-kiang. Even here

several indigenous groups, such as the Hoei, whose name sur-

vive* in that of the Hoei river, and the Lai of the Shantong

Peninsula, long held their ground, but all were ultimately alaorbed

or assimilated throughout the northern lands as far south as the

left banc of the Yang-tse-kiang.

Beyond this river many were alio merged in the dominant

people continually advancing southwards ; but

Ho»™;
~ others, collectively or vaguely known as Sifans,

Mans, Miaotse, Pai. Tho, Y-len
1

, 1-oto, etc., were

driven to the south-western highlands which they

still occupy. Even some of the populations in tbe settled districts,

such as the HekJot* and Hakkas' of Kwang-tung, and the Pun-ti'

of the Canton diitr.ct, ate scarcely yet thoroughly assimilated.

They differ greatly in ccmpcrameot, usages, appearance, and speech

from the tyjiicai Chinese of the Central and Northern provinces,

whom in fact they look upon as “foreigner!,'' and with whom they

1 Th* term V-jtn
| »V«| rKaoir.g much ihe lurx u>

.

M

an, ifm+Ut,

rude, onianieaMe. has acquiied a wit ot diplomatic dfaalnctlno. In the

tttntj of Tien-tan (18381 it wot uipnlacrd that It diooU no lotigct, at bnr.o-
lam, applied in c&etal dcci-oeots to lie EnglBh or to any lutjem of the

QiMn.
* $e* Iter. J. Edlim, Cima’i PUa m MiU/tp. p. 117. Thr Hoklca

were originally Ittm Fo-kitm, when™ their ilttraative name. F+U. The It

aynin to be the itmt ucid u a the irduptain! meatmg romrthirg

like thr Greek uil Latin Aie-Air, luacmt:- rude, uinuliurrii.

* The Haiku, 1 ‘•image?!," sptak a til-miked diaien eantni on the

upland* between Kwong ceag. Kiongii. and Fo kirn (Dyer Ball, Eatj /<nn>
* l*f Hath, DtoUrt, 1884I.

* Nuancua in the *«>Urn parts of Kwang tang aid in the Cantou dinilct

<Dy*t Ball, Canlttma M*Jt Stir, Hcegkrog, 188.).
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hold intercourse through 41
Pidgin English',’' the linpta franc* of

the Chinese seaboard.

Nevertheless a general homogeneous character is imparted to

the *vhole people by their common political, social, and religious

institutions, and by that principle of convergence in virtue of

which different ethnical group*, thrown together in the same area

and brought under a single administration, tend to merge in a uni-

form new national type. This general uniformity is conspicuous

especially in the religious ideas which, except in the sceptical

lettered circles, everywhere underlie the three recognised national

religions, or *' State Churches/’ as they might almost be called

:

ju-kiaa, Confucianism
;

tac-hao, Taoism, and frkiaa. Buddhism
(Fo = Buddha). The first, confined mainly to the educated upper
classes, is not so much a religion as a philosophic system, a frigid

ethical code based or. the moral and mattir*of-f&ct

teachings of Confucius’. Confucius «u» essentially

t soda! and political reformer, who taught by ex-

ample and precept
;

the main inducement to virtue being, not

rewards or penalties in the after life, but well or ill-being in the

present. His system is summed up in the expression "worldly

wisdom,” as embodied in such popular sayings as: A friend is

hardly made in a year, hut unmade in a moment; When safe

remember danger, in peace forget not war
.

Filial father, filial son,

unfiliel father, unfilial son
;
In washing up, plates and dishes may

get broken
;
Don’t do what you would not have known Thatch

vour roof before the rain, dig the well before you thirst; The
gambler’s success is his ruin

,
Money goes to the gambling den

as the criminal to execution (never returns)
; Money hides many

faults
;
Stop the hand, stop the mouth (stop work and starve)

:

To open a shop is easy, to keep :t open hard ;
Win your lawsuit

and lote vonr money.

1 la this caprnfrn " Pidgfa ” appears to be t comptie* of the wont

ImUtfii taken in i voy -Me «tr»r. u in vwh tentu as lalitt pUfin-uca-
wnukss, divciBsxc; ftjfbt

-

x eoncert, 8e. It is bo unuioi! oce«-

i«“<» pet«t»» from widely separated Chinese province* mietiug in Knjlxr.l

to be obliged to use this common jargon in exitmiii*.
' “TeKher Kurg," or mo. fully Kim^ftrlu, -the eminent

iraehn Knnx," which gives the Latinised form Ceu/uthu.
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Alihough he instituted no religions system, Confucius never-

theless enjoined the observance of the ahead)' existing forms of

worship and after death became himself the object of a wide-

spread colt, which still persists- ‘‘In every city there is a temple,

boilt at the public expense, containing either a statue of the

philosopher, or a tablet inscribed with his title-. Every spring and

autumn worship is paid him in thete temples by the chief official

personages of tiie city. In the schools also, on the first and

fifteenth of each month, his title bong written on red paper and

affixed to a table:, worship is performed in a special room by

burning incense and candles, and by prostrations

Taoism, a son of pantheistic mysticism, called by its founder,

TMiun.
Lao-tse (60s 8.c.), the Tm, or“nay ofsalvation,’ was

embodied in the formula “matter and the risible

world are merely manifestations of a sublime, eternal, incom-

prehensible principle." It taught, tn anticipation of Sakya-Muni,

that by controlling his passions man may escape or ent short an

endless series of transmigration; and thus arrive by the Tao at

everlasting bliss— sleep? unconscious res! or absorption in the

eternal essence? Nirvana? It is impossible to tell from the lofty

but absolutely unintelligible language in which the master's teach-

ings are wrapped.

But it matters little, because his disciples have long forgotten

the principles they never understood, and Taoism has almost

everywhere been transformed to a system of magic associated

with the never-dying primeval superstitions. Originally there was

no hierarchy 0/ priests, the only specially religious class being the

Ascetics, who passed their lives absorbed in the contemplation c<

the eternal veritse*. But out of this class, drawn together by their

common interests, was developed a kind of monasttcism, with an

Organised brotherhood of astrologers, magicians, Shatnanins,

somnambulists, "mediums,” ‘'thought-readers,
11

charlatans and

1 A'ovwy A'1 C*iu, issr. p. S;j. Coafurim »•> bom in 510 sod Used In

.r;»C .iiJ to him are ai present dedicaulU manyu ii«© templet, u which

•re tilwocd real uerificiil ri.rv For these iicr.h-n the Staff j*»rtr ruppi^
id.Gsh ihfcp, pip, rabbits »iri other inirnsh. besides aj.ooo plecre of ill;,

ncer of which things, however. bwxUM the ” perquisites " of lie aitrnJnu in

•he nwtuines.
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impostors of all wins, sheltered under a threadbare garb of

religion.

HuddhiBu also, although of foreign origin, ha.i completely

conformed 10 the national spirit, and is now a

curious Wend of Hindu metaphysics with the

primitive Chinese belief in spirit) and a cldied ancestiy. In

every district arc practised diverse forms of worship between

which no clear dividing line can be drawn, and, as in Annam, the

same persons may be at once followers of Confucius, Lao-tse, and

Buddha. In fact such a the position of the Emperor, who

belongs ex offido to all three of these State religion, and scrupu-

lously takes part in then various observances. There is even

some troth in the Chinese view that "al! three make kit one

religion,- the first appealing to man's moral nature, the second to

the instinct of self-preservation, the third to the higher sphere of

thought and contemplation.

But behind, one might t») above it all, the old animism still

prevails, manifested in a multitude of superstitious

practices, whose purport is to appea«e the evil and «<i sixewiy

secure the favour of the good spirits, the Fmg-iAui

nr Fung-thui, "air and water’ genii, who have to be reckoned

with in all the weightiest as well as the mo« trivial occurrences of

daily life. These with the ghosts of their ancestor., by whom the

whole land is haunted, are the bane of the Chinaman's existence.

Everything depends on maintaining a pcttcct balance l-ctween

the Fung-shui, that is, the two prmaples represented by the

"White Tiger" and the "Arure Dragon,'
1 who guard the ap-

proaches of every dwelling, and whose opposing influences have

to be nicely ad] .isltd by the weU psid professors of the magic

arts. At the death of the Utc emperor Tung Chih (1S75) a gnat

difficulty was raised by the State astrologers, who found dial the

realm would he endangered if he were buried, according to rule,

in the imperial cemetery too miles west of Pekin, as his father

reposed in the other imperial cemetery sittuted the same distance

east of the capital. For some subtle reason the balance would

have ken disturbed between Tiger and Dragon, and it took nine

months to settle the point, during which, as reported by the

American Legation, the whole empire was stirred, councils of
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State agitated, and .£50,000 expended to decide where the

remains of n worthless and »idotu young nun should be interred.

Owing *° the necessary disturbance of the ancestral burial

places, much trouble hat been anticipated in the construction of the

railways, for which concessions have now been granted to European

syndicates. But art Englishman long resident in the country has

declared that there will be no resistance on the part of the

people. “The dead can be removed with due regard to l'ung

Slid: a few dollars will mike that all right" This is fully in

accordance with the thrifty character of the Chinese, which over-

rider all other considerations, as expressed in the popular raying:

“With money you may move the gods; without it you cannot

move men." But the gods may even be moved without money,

or a: least with spurious piper money, for it is a fixed belief of

their votaries that, like mortals, they may be outwitted by such

dcvicet When rallied for burning flash notes at a popular shr.ne,

since no spirit-ban* would cash them, a Chinaman retorted:

“Why me burn good note? Joss no can savvy." In a similar

spirit rhe god of war b hoodwinked by wooden boards hung on

the rampam of Pekin and painted to look like heavy ordnance.

In (act appearance, outward show, observance of the “eleventh

commandment,’ in a word “face," as it is called, is everything in

China. “To understand, however imperfectly, what is meant by

’face,' we must take account of the fact that as a race the Chinese

have a strong dramatic instinct. Upon very slight provocation

any Chineie regards himrelf ia the light of an actor In a drama

A Chinese thinks in theatrical terms. If his troubles are adjusted

he speaks of himself as having ‘got off the stage’ with credit, and

if they ate not adjusted he £r.di no way to ‘retire from the stage.'

The question b never of facts, but always of fotm. Once rightly

apprehended, 'face' will be found to be in itself a key to the

combination lock of many of the most important characteristics of

the Chinese'."

' Anhui H. Smith, Cham New York, 1B9; The good,

ur at teiii the useful, qualities of the Cfciiete are Mated by this shrewdobserver

to be n lore of ird«Kty, price, and »«ial onto, a matchless patience and far.

bonne under -re-fit ard enit beyond one, a happy tcspemMOt, no nerves,

ami "adiijeslko like that of an oitrxb '
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Of foreign religions Islam, next to Baridhitm, has made most

progress. Introduced by the catly Arab and Penian

traders, and zealously preached throughout the cr'i*u*niry.

Jagatai empire in the mb century, it has secured

a firm fooling especially in Kan-su, Shen si, and Yunnan, and is of

course dominant in Entern (Chinese) Turkestan. Despite the

wholesale butcheries that followed the repeated insurrections

between 1855 and 1877, the Hoo-Hoti, Paitkayt, or Dungam, as

the Muhammadans are variously called, were still estimated, in

189S, at about 2j,ooo.ooo in tire whole empire.

lsUni was preceded by Christianity, which, as aliened by the

authentic inscription of Si ngan-fu, penetrated into the western

provinces under the form of Nestorianism about the 7th century.

The famous Roman Catholic missions with headquarters at Pekin

date from the close or the 16th century, and despite internal dis-

sensions have had a fair measure of success, the congregations

numbering (1898) altogether over one million. This contrasts

favourably with the 30.00a to 50,00a Protestants of all denomi-

nations claimed collectively by the lends« Misuvwy Scuny, the

China InlandMinton, and theAmman \fdh\<iiu EftnopalScaetj.

Indeed the Protestant propaganda is almost an admitted failure.

Tne above-mentioned dissensions arose out of the practices

associated '•-.th ancestry worship, offerings of flowers, frusta and

so for.h, which the Jesuits regarded merely as prows of filial

devotion, but were denounced by the Dominicans as acts of

idolatry. After man) years of idle controversy, the question was

at list decided against the Jesuits by Cement XI. in the famous

Bull, Ex ilia dtt <1*15). and since then, neophytes hiving to

renounce the national cult of their forefathers, conversions have

mainly been confined to the lower classes, too humble 10 boss! Oi

any family tree, oc too po r to commemorate the dead by ever-

recurring costly sepulchral rites.

In China there are no hereditary nobler, indeed no nobles

at al\ unless it be the rather numerous descendants of Conruaus

olio dwell together and enjoy certain social privileges, in this

somewhat resembling the Shorta (descendants of the Prophet) in

Muhammadan lands. If any titles have to be awarded for great

doeds they fall, not on the hero, but on his forefathers, and thus
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at a stroke oi the vermilion pencil arc ennobled countless past

generations, while the last of the line remains unhonoured until

he gees over to the majority. Between the Emperor, "patriarch

of his people," and the people themselves, however,

.lifam*"
54* there stand' **" aristocracy of talent, or at least of

Chinese scholarship, the governing Mandarin 1 class,

which is open to the highest and the lowest alike. All nominations

to office are conferred exclusively on the successful competitors

at the public examinations, so that, like the French conscript

with the hypothetical Marshal's baton in his knapsack, every

Chinese citiren carries the buttoned cap of official rank in his

capacious sleeve. Of these there are nine grades, indicated re-

spectively in descending order by the roby, red cotal, sapphire,

opaque blue, crystal, while shell, gold (two), and silver button, or

rather little globe, on the cap of office, with which correspond the

nine birds—manchu crane, golden pheasant, peacock, wild goose,

silver pheasant, egret, mandarin duck, quail, and jay—embroidered

on the breast and back of the State robe.

Theoretically the system is admirable, and at all events is

better than appointments by Court favour. But in practice

it is vitiated, first by the narrow, antiquated course of studies in

the dry Chinese classics, calculated to produce pedants rather

than statesmen, and secondly by the monopoly of preference

which it confin on a lettered caste to the exclusion of men of

action, vigour, and enterprise. Moreover, appointments being

made fox life, barring crime or blunder, the Mandarins, as long

as they approve themselves reslous supporters of the reigning

dynasty, enjoy a free hand in amassing wealth by plunder, and

the wealth thu9 acquired a used to purchase further promotion

and advancement, rather than to improve the welfare of the

people.

They have the reputation of being a courteous people, as

punctilious as the Malays themselves; and they are so amongst

each other. But their attitude towards strangers is the embodiment

1 A Itappy Potlqpes* ccintge Irom lf« Malay mntri, a Hal. minion,

wheh u itie Sin. lilt ntaatoa, a ouueilar, trea iu t ucird lot.

a rounxl, from Aryan root wan, to think, know. ubtace aba rhe Engliih

•Yi«y.
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of aggressive self righteousness, a complacent feeling of su(>jr«ojity

which nothing can disturb. Even the upper classes, with all

their effotts to be at least polite, often betray the feeling in

a subdued arrogance which b r.o! always to be distinguished

from vulgar insolence. “After (he courteous, kindly Japanese,

the Chinese seem indifferent, rough, and disagreeable, except the

well-to-do merchants in the shops, who are bland, complacent,

and courteous. Their rude stare, and the way they hustle you

in the streets and shout their ‘pidjun’ English at you is not

attractive'.”

1 Mil, Biri fXli* GtJJtu Ckpwnrrr. i“S] p 37.

'5—*
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CONSPECTUS*

Primeval Home. Jndo China and Malay Penin-

Present Range. Malay sia^ Philippines, Formosa,

Nuobar /*., Madagascar.

Hair, uxnu as Snethern Monels, scant or no beard.

Colour, yttt&sniih or olive brown, yellow tint sometimes

very faint or absent, tight leathery hue. common tn Mad:-

Skull, hrachy or svteraehy (78* to 85*). Jaws
slightly projecting. Cheek-bone*, prominent, but Ins so
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than true Mongol. N03 e. rather small, often straight with

widish nostrils (mesonhine). Eyes, black, medium site,

horizontal or slightly oblique, with the Mongolfold. Sta-

ture, under sized, front 5 //. to 5 ft. * or S "• I* iP a
*

thickish, slightly protruding, and kept a tilth apart in

repair. Anns and legs, rather small, ilender and deli-

ttttt feet small.

Temperament. Normally quiet, reserved and tori- o,'^k
turn, hut under tifilment subject to fits of Mindfury ;

fairly intelligent
,

polite and eeremoniout, hut uutertain, un-

trustworthy, and e-.-en treacherous; daring, adtenturonc

and redleu; musical; notdistinctly cruel, though indifferent

to physical safer irt£ in others.

Speech. Variant brunches ofa single stock language

—the Oceanic or Malayo-Polyncsian. at different

tlagit ofagglutination.

Religion, oj the primitive Malayans semnohat unde-

relayed—a -.ague dread ofghosts andother spirit), but rites

and ceremonies mainly at sent, although human sacrifices to

the departed common in Borneo; the cultured Malayans

formerly 1/irddt (Brahman and Buddhist), now mostly

Moslem, hit in the Philippines and Madagascar Christian
;

grots superstitious, belief in witchcraft, charms, and spells

r.rrywhert preia/etif.

Culture, of the primitive Malayans very low—head-

hunting, cannibalism, mutilation common in Borneo;

hunting and fishing ; no agriculture, arts, or industries ;

the Moslem and Christian Malayans semi-civilized ; the

industrial arts—wearing, dyeing, pottery, metal-wort, also

trade, instigation, house and boat-building—welldeveloped;

architecture formerly flourishing in Jara under Hindu

irjftitHees; letters widespread even amongst some of the

rude Malayans, but literature and science rudimentary;

rich oralfolklore in Madagascar and perhaps elsewhere.

Malayans iProto lCalayai lamfougi, ff.yangs, «*i“
o

Batins, Achtnese, and Batemlangs in Sumatra ; Sim-

la ruse, Javanese proper, and Madurese in fata; Dyoks

in Borneo; Balinese; Setssakl ijombok) , Bugis and
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.VawgtassarMi in Celebes
,

Tapias, Bisajans, Biec/s.

Hteaxos and Pangasstianei in Philippines; Ahrigista of

Ferments: Nttshar Islanders: Havas, Bttsmitaraias, and

SakaliMs in Jfadagastar.

Malays Proper (//Merita/ Malays): Mtnangtabau

(Sumatra); Malay Peninsula: Ptnaig, Singapore, Lsn/xa,

Bangia; Berne.' Coastlands; Tidar, Temate; Amboina;

Pari, ofthe Sulla Archipelago

Is the Oceanic dccuain. which for ethnical purposes begins

utret o( ih«
81 “cck °* ,l>e Malay Peninsula, the Mongol

occ.nn peoples range (torn Madagascar eastwards to For

mesa and Mrfcronesio, but arc found in compact

masses chiefly on the mainland, in the Sunda Islands (Sumatra,

Java, Bali, Lombok. Borneo, Celebes} and in the Philippines.

Eitr. hcic they have mingled in many (daces with ocher popula-

tions, funning fresh ethnical groups, in irhich the Mongol cicnitnt

is not always conspicuous. Such fusions have taken place with

the Negrito aborigine* in the Malay Peninsula and the Philippine*

;

with Papuans in Mikroncvh, Flores, and other islands cast of

Lombok, with Caucastc Indonesians in Sumatra, Borneo, Celebes,

Ilalmahera (JiloloJ, parts of tnc Philippines', and perhaps also

Timor and Ceram; and with African negroes (Bantu*) in Mada-

gascar. To unravel some of these racial entanglements is one ot

the most difficult task* in anthropology, and in the absence of

detailed information cannot yet be everywhere attempted with

any prospect of success

The problem has been greatly, though perhaps inevitably

complicated by the indiscriminate extension of the

term "Malay" to all these and even to other

mixed Oceanic populations farther east, a*, for

instance, in the expression “ Malayo-Polynesian,” applied b)

many writer* no! only in a linguistic, but aho in an ethnical

Th. «rm
“MnUy.’*

1 Here Dr E. T. Horny fir,& eonnoetinj link* b-tween the true Malay* amt

tbe IoteTKija* in ihe lliccu of Altuj and the Bwiyu of Pansy (Lei Man
Matjifue, rt AmsHttmn,. ir. VAathnfAtgU. ISefi, p. Ij). Uwd in this

extends! sense. IUa> * dhUaxim gercrally to on Malayan, us

dlBnnl pimntly.
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ocnse, :o mw of the insular peoples iruia Madagascar (o Easter

Island, and from Hawaii to New Zealand. It is now of course

too late to hope to tenicdy this misuse of terms by proposing

a fresh nomenclature. But much of the consequent confusion

will be avoided by restricting Malayv-Polymion ‘

altogether to

linguistic matters, and carefully distinguishing between Indonesian,

the pre-Malay Ciucasit element in Oceania. Malayan ot Proto-

Malayan, collective name of all the Oceanic Mongols, and Malay,

a particular branch of the Malayan family, as fully explained in

Stfat&sy, pp. 3x6-30.

The essential point to remember U that the true Malays—who
call themselves Orang-Maldyu

,
speak the standard

but quite modern Malay language, and arc all ,.i 'i.i.'V/'

Muhammadans—are a historical people who appear

on the scene in relatively recent times, ages after the insular

world had been occupied by the Mongol peoples to whom their

name has been extended, but who never call themselves Malays.

The Orang-Maldvu, who have acquired such an astonishing pte

dominance in the Eastern Archipelago, were originally an obscure

tribe nho rose to power in the Mittangkabau district, Sumatra,

no: before the t sth century, and whose migrations date only from

about the year 1 r<k> a u At this time, according to the native

records’, was founded the Hr*t foreign settlement, Singapore, a

pure Sanskrit name meaning the "lion City,” from which it

might be inferred that these first settlers were not Muhammadans,
as is commonly assumed, but Brahmans or Buddhists, both these

feems of Hinduism having been propagated throughout Sumatra

and the Other Sunda Islands centuries Ixslore this time. It is

also norewonhy that the early settlers on the miin-

land ate stated to have been pagans, or to have .ndpr«»toi

professed some corrupt form of Hindu idolatry,
RaDse ‘

till their conversion to Islam by the renowned Sultan Mahmud

1 Ethnically Mtbyn-Polvnedan ii an inpossible expte’-icn. hiciuw il

ttekf rogeihei the Malays. who telong :i> tb; Mungal. and ibe Polynesians,

wtm bdsi'K n> l«< CaiKw.K finite, liui .. loth union til. ill, ipeik lin>

p'-igrs or lie same linguistic stock the cxpressices is juiiiied 1 n philct^p.

abhnogti even hire /uiO-/W.,C. or might U preferable ttims.

• Dr J. Leyden, Matty Anns!'.. iSat, p. »*.
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SH«h about the middle of tile igth century. It b tbcicfote

probable enough that the catlicr movements netc carried out

u ndei Hindu influences, and may have begun long before the

historical date 1160. Mcnangkabtui, however, was the first

Mussulman State that acquired political supremacy in Sumatra,

anti this district thus became the chief centre for the later

diffusion of the cultured Malays, their language, usages, and

religion, throughout the Peninsula and the Archipelago. Here

they ate now found in compact masses chiefly in south Sumatra

(Menangksbau, Palemtang, the Lampongs); in all the insular

groups between Sumatra and Borneo; in the Malay Peninsula

as fat north as the Kra Isthmus, here intermingling with the

Siamese as “Sam-Sants," partly Buddhists, partly Muhammadans;
round the coast of Borneo and about the estuaries of that island

;

in Tidor, Tcrnatc, and the adjacent coast of Jilolo ; in the Banda,

Sula, and Suit groups
;

in Batavia, Singapore, and all the other

large seaports of the Archipelago- Io all these lands beyond

Sumatra the Orang-Maiiyu ate thus seen to be comparatively

recent arrivals', and in fact intruders on the other Malayan

populations, with whom they collectively constitute the Oceanic

branch of the Mongol division. Their diffusion was everywhere

brought about much in the same way as in Tenure, where

Mr Wallace tells us that the ruling people “are an intrusive

Malay race somewhat allied to the Macassar people, who 'titled

in the country at a very eariy epoch, drove out the indigenes,

who were no doubt the same as those of the adjacent island

of Gilolo, and established a monarchy. They perhapa obtained

many of tlieir wives from the natives, which will account for

the extraordinary language they speak—in some respects closely

allied to that of the natives of Gilolo, while it contains much that

points to a Malayan [Malayj origin. To most of these people the

Malay language is quite unintelligible'."

1 In fCtnc pilots quite icttut, u in Rtmlau, Malay Peor.nb,
ii,tia!uaMi are mainly imnugrants from Somuti In it* i-th cntiuy

1
aad la

the aefchlouriiiS stoop of petty Negn SemUlis Stitts white tt>t very trhil

mrau. Idih U> Am* A<Asi. and Sii lemat <«/*>wr/fitMu. Lelray their late

inivi! from the Samitran diarioa of AdiU mhI XhiuacUtou.
' Tit Mtlt) AnkiptLxji. p. j.o
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The Malayan populations. as distinguished from the Malaya

proper, form socially two very distinct classes—the
rhr

Orans Anna, “ Men of the Soil," ™de aborigines. m . i . v,,—

nurocrous especially in the interior of the Malay

Peninsula, Borneo, Celebes, Jilolo, Timor, Ceram, CuUu,' d -

the Philipptnrs. Fotmosa, and Madagascar; and the cultured

peoples, formerly Hindus but no* mostly Muhammadans, who

have long been constituted in large communities and nation-

alities with historical records, and flourishing arts and industries.

They speak cultivated languages of the MsUyo-Polyncsian family,

generally much better preserved and of richer grammatical struc-

ture than the simplified modern speech of the Orang-Maliyu.

Such ate the Achincsc, Rejangs, and Passurnahs of Sumatra

;

the Bugis, Mangkassaras and some Minahasans of Celebes; the

T.igalu and Bisayas of the Philippines; the Sostnks and Balinese

of Lombok and Bali (most of these still Hmdm); the Madurese

and Javanese proper of Java
;
and the Hovas of Madagascar.

To call any of these “ Malays’," is like calling the Italians

l

* French," or the Germans "English," because of their respec-

tive Romance and Teutonic connections.

Preeminent in many respects amongst all the Malayan peoples

are the /itvaHtit—Sundaiutt in the west, Javantit

prefer in the centre. Madame in the east—who

were a highly civilised nation while the Sumatran

Malays were still savages, perhaps head-hunters and cannibals

like the neighbouring Batta*. Although now almost exclusively

Muhammadans, they had already adopted some form of Hinduism

probably over 3000 ycats ago, and under the guidance of their

1 In 139B n ticoe of Javanese minstrels visited London, ard csee <t theta.

u!mm 1 addressed tn a few broker Malay sentences. re-rated In ha sleepy

way the Imputation that he ».i an Orang Malaya, esplaaing that he an
O'm; yn\u * Javiaese. and (when furtbsr qaesbonsd) Omr£ Set*, a nalire

of die Soto diitnct. East Jam. It was :Merestisg to "olios the very (narked

Mcoeolie features of three native*- vividly nealling the temufc of Mr A. It.

Wallace, on t>» dimoitiy of disungo idling between a Javanese and aChiaamoa

uVeu tceli aie diesstd ilike. The resemblance may to a -nail extent oe duo

to “mutnre with Chinos, blood- |llr B. Hagen, Jcv. Antiref. See

Vienna. iS?9> ; tat imrs over inch a wide arei that it mini mainly bo

ituibntpd to the 10cuban origin of the Chines? avi Jmnts* peoples.
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Indian teachers had rapkJly developed a very advanced stale

of culture. “Under a completely organised although despotic

government, the arts of peace and war were brought to consider

able perfection, and the natives of Java became famous throughout

the East as accomplisltcd musieisns and workers in gold, iron and

copper, none of which metals were found in the island itself.

They possessed a tegular calendar with astronomical eras, and a

metrical literature, in which, however, history was inextricably

blended with romance. Bronze and stene inscriptions in the

Kavi, or old Javanese language, still survive from the nth or

12th century, and to the same dates may be referred the vast

ruins of Bramtanam and the stupendous temple of Boro-budor in

the centre of the island. There arc few stntucs of Hindu divinities

in this temple, but many are found in its immediate vicinity, and

from the various archieological objects collected in the district

it is evident that both the Buddhist and Brahmanical forms of

Hinduism were introduced at an early date.

But all came to an end by the overthrew of the chief Hindu

power in 1478, after which event Islam rapidly spread over the

whole of Java and Madura. Brahmanism, however, still holds its

ground in Bali and Lombok, the last strongholds of Hinduism in

tbe Extern Archipelago'."

On the obscure religious and social relations in these Lessct

SundaneiC Isitnds much light has been thrown by

Caps. W. Cool, an English translation of whose

work With rht DuUh in the Exit was issued by

Mr E. J.
Taylor in 1897. Here it is shown how Hinduism,

formerly dominant throughout a gteat pan of Malaysia, gradually

yielded m some places to a revival of the never extinct primitive

nature-worship, in olivets to the spread of Islam, which in Bali

alone failed to gam a footing. In this island a curious mingling

of Buddhist and Brahmanical forms with the primordial heathen-

dom nre only persisted, but was strong enough to acquire the

political ascendancy over the Mussulman Sasinks

of the neighboring island of Lombok. Thus while

Islam reigns exclusively in Java- formerly the chief

domain of Hinduism in the Atchipclago— Bali,

H. Kranc. Eaton CaxnpAy, snd ed. 1&91.

Vnminw
.M laier

Belijtooc and
C&lmrca.

ill.
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Lombok, and even Sumbawt, present the mange spectacle of

large communities professing every form of belief, from the ^icnscst

heathendom 10 puic monotheism.

As I have elsewhere pointed out
1

,
it is the same with the

cultures and general social conditions, which show an almost

unbroken transition from the savagery cf Sornlawa to the relative

degrees of refinement reached by the natives of Lombok and

especially cf Kali. Here, however, owing to the unfavourable

political relations, a retrograde movement is perceptible in the

crumbling temples, grass-grown highways, and neglected home-

steads But it i6 everywhere evident enough that “just as

Hinduism has only touched the outer surface of their religion,

it has failed to penetrate into their local institutions, which, like

their gods, originate from tire time when Polynesian heathendom

was all powerful*."

A sinking illustration cf the vitality of the early beliefs i*

presented by the local traditions, which relate how H(Mu
these foreign gods installed themselves in the Lesser ln

Suivdsoese Islands after ihcir capuliion from Java

by the Muhammadans in the 15th century. Being greatly

incensed at the introduction ol the Koran, and also anxious to

avoid contact with the "foreign devils," the Hindu deities moved

eastwards with the intention of setting up their throne in Kali.

But Bali already possessed its own goils, the wicked Rakshisas,

who fiercely resented the intrusion, but n the struggle that ensued

were annihilated, all but the still reigning Mraya Dewana Then

ihc new thrones had to be erected on heights, as in Java: but at

that time there were no mountains in Bah. which was a very flat

country. So the difficulty was overcome by bedily transferring

the four hills at ihc eastern extremity of Java to the neighbouring

island. Gunong Agong, higher! of the four, was set down in

the cast, and became the Olympus of Bali, while the other three

were planted in the west, south, and north, and assigned to the

difierent gods according to their respective ranks. Thus were

at once explained the local theegony and the proem physical

features of the island.

I .f't.f'ry, May 1. 1H9;. p. 4 tig.

! Cool. p. 13?.
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Despite their generally quiet, taciturn demeanour, all these

Sutulanese peoples are just as liable as the Orang-

.'r
1'1 MaMyu himself, to those sudden outbursts of

demoniacal frensy and homicitlal mania called by

them mf/ig-dmet, and by us "running amok.' Indeed Mr Wallace

tells us that such wild outbreaks occur more frequently (almnt

one or two every month) amongst the civilised Mangkassaras and

Bugb of south Celebes than elsewhere In the archipelago. " It

is the national and therefore the honourable mode of committing

suicide among the natives of Celebes, and is the fashionable my
of escaping from ihtir difficulties. A Roman fell upon his sword,

a Japanese rips up his stomach, and an Englishman blows out

his brains with a pistol. The Ikigis mode has many advantages

to one suicidically inclined. A man thinks himself wronged by

society—he is in debt and cannot pay—he is taken for a slave or

has gambled away his wife or child into slavery—he sees no way

of recovering what he has lost, and becomes desperate. He will

not put up with such cruel wrongs, but will l* revenged on man-

kind and die like a hero. He grasps his kris-handlc, and the

next moment draws out the weapon and stabs a nvin to the heart.

He rant on, with bloody kris in his hand, stabbing at everyone

he meets. ‘ Amok ! Amok [‘ then resounds through the streets.

Spears, krisie-3
,
knives and guns f.tc brought out against him.

He rushes madly forward, kills all he can—men, women, and

children—and dies overwhelmed by numbers amid all the excite-

ment nf a battle'."

Possibly connected with this blind impulse may be the strange

nervous affection called !<Uah, which u also pre-

to lent amongst the Malayans, although only now

first clearly described by the distinguished Malay

scholar, Mr Frank Athelstane Swettenham*. No attempt has yet

been made thoroughly to diagnose this uncanny disorder, which

would seen: so much more characteristic of the high-strung or

shattered nervous system of ultra-refined European society, than

of that airless unsophisticated child of nature, the Orang-Maldyu.

Its effects on the mental state arc such as to disturb all normal

1 TU Mile, AnUftbp, p. ITS.

* In JMt> State, 1S95.
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cerebration, and Mr Swettenham mentions pro Utah-struck Malays
who would make admirable " subject*" at a seance of thcosophic

psychisu. Any simple device served to attract their attentioc,

when by merely looking them hard in the face they fell helplessly

in the hands of the operator, instantly lost all self-control, and

uent passively through any performance either verbally imposed
or even merely suggested by a sign.

Herein may perhaps be recognised a manifestation of that

peculiar feminine strain, which has SO often been imputed to the

Malay temperament Yet, as if to confound the speculations

of the rising school of German psychological anthropologists,

tha same Oceanic people displays in many respects a curiously

kindled spirit with the nerveless Englishman, as. for instance,

in his lose of gambling, Losing, cock-fighting, field sports', and
adventure. So mute fearless eiplotos or the high seas, for-

merly rovers and corsairs, at all times etuerpraiog traders, ate

anywhere to be found than the Mcnangkabau Ma-
lays and their near kinsmen, the renowned Bugis s«fcnn>na
“ Merchant Adventurers " of south Celebes. Their

Bover, ‘

clumsy but seaworthy pram are met in every seaport from Sumatra

to the Am Islands, and they ha>c established petmanent trading

stations and even settlements in Borneo, the Philippines, Timor,

and as far east as New Guinea On one occasion Wallace sailed

from Dobbo in company with fifteen large Makassar praus, each

with a cargo worth about £iooz. and as many of live Bugis

settle amongst the rode aborigines of the eastern isles, they thus

cooi*rate with the Sumatran Malays in extending the area of

a viluing influences throughout Papuasia.

Formerly they combined piracy with legitimate trade, and

long after the suppression of the North Bornean ccesairs by

Sir James Brooke, the inland waters continued to be infested

especially by the Ba/au rovers of Celebes, and by the Lalagnini

of the Sahi Archipelago, rooR dreaded of all the onxxg-hut,

“Men of the Sea,” the "Sea Gypsies,” of the English These
u-crc the ‘'Cellatcs' (Ora^St^/, "Men of the Straits”) of the

• On thr-e niilonsi piaines *« Mr H*gh Clitfxd. In Cc»'itnj AVw/vw?,

p- 1* «q-
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carl)* Portuguese writers, ubo described them as from time

immemorial engaged in fishing and plundering on the high

teas'.

In tliose dap, and even in comparatively late timet, the

relations in the Eastern Archipelago greatly re-

Jt'p'u<(i>— rumbled those prevailing in the .-Egcan Sea at the

PumieL*
dawn of Greek history, while the restless seafaring

populations were r,tiil in a state of (hue, pawing

from island to island in quest of booty or barter before perma

ncntly settling down in favourable rites'. With the Greek

historian's philosophic disquisition on these Pelaagian and proto-

Hcllcnic relations may be compared Mr Wallace's account of

the Batjan coastlands when visited by him in the late fifties

"Opposite us, and all along this coast of Ratchian, stretches a

row of fine islands completely uninhabited. Whenever I asked

the reason why no one goes to live in them, the answer always

was, ‘Fee fear of the Magindano pirates'.' Every year these

scourges of the Archipelago wander in one direction or another,

making their rendezvous on some uninhabited island, and carrying

devastation to all the small settlements around
;
robbing, destroy-

ing, killing, or taking captive all they meet with. Their long,

well-manned praus escape from the pursuit o« any sailing vessel

by polling away right in the wind's eye, and the warning smoke

of a steamer generally enables them to hide in some shallow bay,

or nartow river, or forest-covered inlet, till the danger is passed'."

Thus, like geographical suttoundings, with corresponding social

conditions, produce like results in ill times amongst all peoples.

1 CV.<r kt rulmr , ftuxr, 11whose buiinra it is to rob and firfc"

iBnrres). Many of the bajem Lied entirely allot'.. px.inj; the:/ live, in bust,

from lire ctidlt in lb* give, and p«n>rng Allih that they might die el ses.

' TincjJrfes. iU. lV«r, t.
1-16

* Then uc tfca notni /S*nm. who ociupy the south, side of the large

Philippine isSard of Mliulanno, tut many of whom, litre the Pojam d
Coir’ll aid the ivulu Winders, have formed settlements on Hie miith-eaM

toast d Borneo. “L/Kg igo tbclr aatlue sguit ihe Spaniards degrrersted

Into gocrL pirwy. Their *sial prorate was not to uke esplrtei. tin

10 mnrdrr ill cc tcor-l anj hou ifey took. Thoee wiih n« [11midi North

Bcenro] have all tolled do»n to a core otderfy nay of life'
1
(\V. It. Pryvr,

Jrur. A «/*rv/> hut. rkfd. p. jji).

• Malay Aniifirhso. p. 3, t.
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This fundamental truth receives further illustration from the

ideas prevalent amongst the Malayans regarding
M>u __

witch craft, the magic arts, charms and spells, and Fotsiore rw
especially the belief in the power of certain male-

w‘" '***"•

volcnt human beings to transform themselves into wild beasts

and prey upon their fellow-creatures. Sach superstitions girdle

the globe, taking their local colouring from the fauna of the

different regions, SO that the werc-wolf of medieval Europe finds

its counterpart in the human jaguar of Sooth Amciica, the human

lion or leopard of Africa and the human tiger of the Malay

Peninsula- Mr H. Clifford, nho relates an occurrence known to

himself in connection with a "were-tiger* story of the Perak

district, aptly remarks that “the white man and the brown, the

yellow and the black, independently, and without receiving the

idea from one another have all found the same explanation for

the like plsenoraena, all apparently recognising the truth of the

Malay proverb, that ne arc like unto the tinon fish that preys

upon its own kind'." The story in question turns upon a young

bride, whote husband comes home late three nights following,

and the third time, being watched, is discovered by her in the

form of a full-grown tiger stretched on the ladder, which, as in all

Malay houses, leads fiom the ground to the threshold of the door

“ Patimah gated at the tiger from the distance of only a foot or

two, for she was too paralysed with fear to move or cry out, and

as she looked a gradual transformation took place in the creature

at her feet. Slowly, as one sees a ripple of wind pass over the

surface of still water, the tiger's features palpitated and were

changed, until the horrified girl saw the face of hcT husband come

up through that of the beast, much as the face of a diver comes

up to the surface of a pool. In another moment Patimah siw

that it was Haji Ali who was ascending the Udder of his house,

and the spell that had hitherto bound her was snapped."

1 In Cantnl AfHcs “lh. brl*f in • w.tw
- animsH, thm is io My la human

tiling* who hue diungal then, selves inlu liens ur lefins or s:xe soch

huraful beans, is zeuly universal Moreover ibete are iwlividaab who

imagine ihey po«*« this power ofunmiing ihe form of an aniassl tad killing

human brings in ihu shape " (sir H. H. Johnston, Brititd Ctaintl Aj'.ui,

P 4391-

* /« Conn a»rf Aiin/tn-, p. 6j. See also E:M. p. 1 16.
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Malayans

These same Malays of Perak, H. H. Rajah Dm tells uj, are

Mill specially noted for mail)' strange customs and superstitions

•• utterly opposed to Muhammadan teaching, and savouring

strongly of devil-worship. ThU enormous belief in the Hiper-

natural is possibly a relic of the pre-Islam State
1.”

In Borneo, which has been defined as “ 300.000 square miles

of savagery,” worse practices prevail even than this

“ devil-worship.” The periphery of the island has for

many centuries been occupied by true Malays from

Sumatra, especially along the north-western seaboard (Brunei,

Sarawak, Pontiamak); by Javanese on the south coast (Bangir-

tnasn), who here introduced Hinduism at an early date, but arc

now mostly assimilated to the Orang-Maldvu
;
by other Malays

on the east side (Kutai); by the already mentioned Bajaus, Sulus,

and IlUnuns in the northeast; and by Chinese in large numbers

almost everywhere*. Later came the Dutch in the south, and in

the north the English, who despite their quite recent arrival

(Sarawak, 1842; British North Borneo and Brunei, iSSi- 8>.

have already effected a gren improvement in the rude manners

of the natives under their jurisdiction.

But within this variegated fringe of culture and semi-barbarism,

the great mass of the aborigines is still emphatically

a if the wild state. Whether grouped as Dyihs

(Dayaks)*, the more general name. Duittw in

British North Borneo, Kayatu farther south, or other conventional

1 Jntr. Anfbrtp. lal. 1S6. p. >17. The Rajah give* tte leading falurci

cd ihe rimracter of hit ooantrymm r.s " pride cf race and birth, eitrjcrdkary

observance of pnoctlllo. and a Ugolnl adheraice ro ancient cu.tom and tradi-

tion.
1'

3 Too much indorsee, howe'er, mint not be credited to the Qiimmi
elcoent. aol >1. L. RoismIk psinti on (Sal the North Bornean Durum, for

In.ianre.
“ no sonl millemrr'. milanger nax Chirvolr. comme cu I'a <a> Juujai

era Senders temp. "
IAW. /ha. Supjritoent, 1S97, Art Zlytlif.

* Doysi, unheard of before r.lcot 17S0, U a terni cl tuikaonn c«7gin nr

meaning, though by tome referred to a Sarawak word ,/ijcb. a liilul mama
meaning “ Man.” TT« teal 4 I. ohun dropp'd in Malay trordi, ai 1c I'aof,

procoimcol Path j Sv/u aW Stic for iuAit. Site*. Ac. llut •• « Ueilit die

Heriua* dieses Wc.tr. bi. ielal niklarer ah diriecge von * l'0|Ua* .=d
• Airmen (A B Meyer. IMir A'amt* Pc;,la. Dafai aM A Ifana,
Vieua. 183 a, (a i8>
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collective designation* mostly unknown to the tribe* themselves,

all stand very near the lowest tung ci the social Udder, practising

various forms of self mutilation. distending the

ear lobes often down to the shoulders*, pluckir^ cuttSS.

out the eyebrow filing or perforating the teeth,

exposing the dead on trees or platforms, or smoking them

dry, or else burying and then disinterring the hone* to be ptc-

served near the haunts of the living. Head-hunting has always

been a standing institution, introduced with the first Malayan

arrivals from the mainland, and meet houses of the forest and

up-river Dyaks arc adorned with the ghastly trophies furnished by

the victims of this immemorial custom. Cannibalism, also, and

human sacrifice* to the arxestra! shade* are far more common
than is generally supposed. Mr Bock describe* and figures a

•* priestess," who informed him that the palms, the knees wd
brains "arc considered the best eating.'* He also visited a

cannibal chief of the comparatively settled Tnng district, "an

utter incarnation of ail that is most repulsive and horrible in the

human form, ’ who ‘Mud fresh upon htl head the blood of no lea

than seventy victims, men, women, and children, uhom he and his

follower* had Just slaughtered, and whose bands and brains he had

eaten
,‘Surotungup,'

>
as the custom of human sacrifice ts called,

must have formerly ranged over most of die island,

for it has ceased to be practised even amongst the

Iiusons only since the British occupation of the

northern districts. The ostensible reason seems to have been tc

send message* to dead relatives, and to this end a slave was

procured, tied up. and bound round with cloths, and then " after

some preliminary dancing and singirg, one after another they

would stick a spear a little way—an inch or so— into his body,

each one sending a message to his deceased friend as he did so*-*

1 4'The tofcei of lb* oars pivnrid v*r«i:n»r% in no Ut, than three

peaces m addition to the Ut^e Ctfttnl dll, tie julrcipal holes beinc «**x-

romly enlarged by the weighty tin rin-* m them * iCarl Bock,

I/ezJhTMttrj // A-rjuv. p. 133I.
J JiU pjk 134-r.
1 \V. D. fryer. Jenr. An/hnp. /nr/. p. 134. KUewhcic t^e '^tiir

k. 16
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Most of the aborigines dispense with all clothing except the

universal sarong, which amongst some of the east coast Dusuns

bears * curious resemblance to the Scotch kilt, both in its pattern

and the way it is worn. All. even the inland river and forest

tribes, live in pile dwellings often of picturesque design, the space

underneath serving as pigstyes. The Mai, or Council-house,

occupied by the young men at night, is generally of immense

vie, several hundred feel long 01 round, for both forms are

atfected. Even the bisa/eng, or ordinary dwelling of long shape,

will often accommodate twenty or more families, "each family

having its separate apartments, the doors opening on to a sort

of covered corridor."

Mr Fryer finds that it is difficult to say where Dusun ends

m u,iu ^yak proper begins, adding that as we pene-

Ei*=.m in trate from the east coast inland the first tribe met is

the Buiudupi, many of whom have “strangely Cau-

casian features, or at all events departing largely from live ordinary

Mongolian type
1." This points at the ftercr.ee of an Indonesian

element, which is supported by ether evidence, such as the

account given us by Mr Creagh of the so-called "Dusuns" of

Bancuey Island, visited by him in 189a, and described as differing

widely in speech, religion, and customs ftorn all other Dusun

tribes. Like others met by Mr Bock in the interior, these is

landers have a priestess, who » able to keep the numerous spirits

in Bar.guey in order, " for she is acquainted with their ways and

knows the future as well as the past." She nominates and trains

her successors, but all must be widows, and wear black robes, and

wooden knives, these last being used for nuking the incisions in

the calves of bride and bridegroom, when a drop of blood has to

be transferred fiom one to the other at the wedding ceremony’.

Amongst the tribes of the neighbouring mainland the notion of

the after-life is that the dead have to ciamberup the rugged slopes

of Kina Balu, highcit peak in Borneo (nearly 14,000 feet), so high

is d&pitchcd qioic cipjJkiiuuily, all sabsenbers to ths porchate grasf4=g a

long jpe*r vnmhanecasly, and tiraxing it him at once
1 Ttytr, p. 7j*.

* British XaHh Bttfu* ffrraU, Prc- 1

8

gi-
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in fact that "it is said to be within a trifle of reachirg heaven."

The good people have little difficulty in getting to the top, from

which they arc ushered into heaven, while the wicked are doomed,

somewhat like Sisyphus, to be for ever hopelessly struggling and

scrambling up the rocky sides of the mountain

The goad of course are those who have collected most human

heads in this world for provision in the next; but in other parts

of the island, where the mountains are not so high, even the elect

have to undergo man) adventures during their long peregrinations

up hill and down dale, across rivers, through fire and water, in

one place meeting a woman with eats large enough to shelttt

them from the rain, until “at last they are safely landed in the

heaven of their tribe'.” Some of these fancies arc so full of

horrors, and at the same time so widely diffused, that they

may well fcc regarded as reminiscences of the early Javanese

missionaries, whose presence in Borneo is attested by the Hindu

ruins itili to be icen in some of the southern districts.

In Sunutra also occur some remains of Hindu temples', as

well as other laystetious monuments in the P.visumah lands inland

from Bcnkulen. relics of a former culture, which goes back to

prehistoric times. They take the form of huge

monoliths, which are roughly shaped to the likeness «oJ hit Woi.t

of human figures, with strange features v cry different
‘ n

from the Malay or Hindu types. The present Sarawi natives of

the district, uho would be quite incapable of executing such

works, know nothing of their origin, and attribute them to certain

legendary beings who formerly wandered over the land, turning

all their enemies into stone. Further reiearch may possibly

discover some connection between these relics of a forgotten past

‘ :“'7CT P- ’«•
1 Bnk. p. >i$.

* Not only in lh» loulhtin dolrlm for «nlor«s InljlCt to Jiv-.no.

bii ftlfro in Battaland, wrier* they were lint discc*ered by 11. vun

Keener* in i 8 »*. figured ami dcKribrf * fl*r .VaUyM/u Artkifil.

Lc*.yug. 1878. vol. i. p. j; sq.
‘4 Noch ihrer Fom urvd &ren Rilduerkco /u

Wtbricn, wirm die Getook Tcw»j«l. der Hmldht-Kultui ccfeieit

nurde*' <p. lXf, These Are oU the acce intCftsttag since Hindu rvim nre

ccbciwiie rare in Suwjtra wb«e* thiru i« noth**# co«f*r»bl« Co tW ttBpftuUass

n»«w«isu t»r Central arri Ka.: Jia
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and I he numerous prehistoric monuments of Easter Island and

other places in the Pacific Ocean. Of ail the Indonesian peoples

rB>
still surviving in Malaysia, none present so many

stintiw. points of contact with the Eastern Polynesian*, as
uunsir*.

,)ie na^ves of the Mentavri Islands which skirt

the south-west coast of Sumatra. “On a closer inspection of

the inhabitants the attentive observer at once perceives that the

Mcnwri natives have but little in common with the peoples and

tribes of the neighbouring islands, and that as regards physical

appearance, speech, customs, and usages they stand almost

entirely apart. They bear such a decided stamp of a Polynesian

tribe that one feels far more inclined to compare them with the

inhabitants of the South Sea Islands'."

The snrvival of an Indonesian group on the western verge of

Malaysia h all the more remarkable since the aVriti islanders, a

little farther north, are of Mongol slock, like most if not all of the

inhabitants of the Sumatran ma«nUod. Here the typical Malay*

ti>c central district! (Mcnangkabau. Korinclti, and

Siak) merge southward* in the mi«ed Malayojava-

nese people of the Rfjaag, Fitftm/mng, and Zirw/vay

districts Although Muhammadans probably since the thirteenth

century, all these peoples had beer, early brought under Hindu

influences by missionaries and even settlers from Java, and these

influences arc still appirent in many of the customs, popular

traditions, languages, and letters of the South Sumatran settled

communities. Thus the Lampongs, despite their profession of Islam,

employ, not the Arabic characters, like the Malays
Indian Ortcin

piopcri bu, a Knp! ^Td from the peculiar Java-

»n4 Hct^u
Influence*.

of the
Mal«r*»n
Alphfct<U.

new: writing-system. This system itself, originally

unreduced front India protably over aooo>ear»ago.

1 Von Rosesberg. di. rcL r p. ifc. Arocngtf the pcant* of <1om
rfferr.bU^re may be mentioned the cuuigRm, for which Meoinui hat the

Mm* won! at the Sarmna t?n- funeral nte»; tahou; the

facial c ;
ami the Unfbigc, in which the rotter al tyxesn are Identical.

d\ Meet. Unttifafiid* with Saai. the Milir fceieg Awrf/wZa*

i hftyX w^ere the Sam. inns g\i (abicu m Malay] w pconoimztd gna
%
exactly

» ic Mei4. Here ;i n of cumulative evidence, which ihould

not oerriy ojotact 1 rv^mbUnce bat tnw alhu:ty
f lb* vut liquid iau*-

vnvif^ area fe&cntmg vo obstacle.
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is based on some early forms of the Devanigari, such 33 those

occurring m the rock inscriptions of the famous Buddhist king

As’oka (iliird century b.c.)'. From Java, which is now shown

beyond doubt 10 be the true centre of dispersion 1

, the parent

alphabet was under Hindu influences diffused in pre-Muhammadan

times throughout Malaysia, from Sumatra to the Philippines.

But the thinly-spread Ind>Javanese culture, in few places

penetrating much below the surface, received a rude shock from

the Muhammadan irruption, its natural development being almost

e\cry» here arrested, or ebe either effaced or displaced by Islam.

No trace can any longer be detected of graphic signs in Borneo,

«ho:c Dyak aborigines have reverted to the savage state even in

those southern districts where Buddhism oe Brahmanism had

certainly been propagated long before the arrival of the Muham-
madan Malays. But elsewhere the Javanese stock alphabet has

shown extraordinary vitality, persisting under diverse forms down

to the present day, not only amongu the seini civilised Mussul-

man peoples, such a3 the Sumatran Rciangs*, Korinchi, ar.d

Lampongs, the Bugis and Mangfcossara of Celebes, and the (now

Christian* TagsIs and Bisayans of the Philippines, but even

amongst the somewhat rude and pagan Palauan natives, die wild

Manguianea of Mindoro, and the cannibal Battas* of North

Sumatra.

1 See Fr. Mailer, CVtr .** Uri/nmtA<r Stkrift drr Mahtiiiekta VHk*r,

vierr.1, iWf ; and my Afp.-ttdii to Stanford's AuUnbiiJ, First Serin- 18JJ.

p- 61*.

5 D*4
%
\fai9£$an4Kuk rift VbcJjrt, z*n A- &. u

A. & tptdell bcubelret ton W. Foy, Dro-icn, i&>j;m thorny

jmark* lit Jm. Artkrtp. Jnjt. 1896. p. *q.

* Toe Kejasg. which certainly bflongt to the ume Irtdo*JavLnese fyr.em

m nil the other MVayriin a*phxbeC 5
,
hi* hern rtgBTded fcy Snyce and Rettan

m "pure Phcenici4n,
,
' white Df Nrubantr ha* ciuapaml it with iliut cun exit

us tie 4th and 5th oeotoriw &C. The Joggeviyn that rosy have been iatro<

docfd by the PIxKiirian crnu of Alcinr.der’* admiral. Nearrfm (rfmi#*/.

iaasw. 189*, No. 6), could net hove been mice by onyooe await of its close

cxecection with th* Lampeng of booth, *k lie B«;ta of North Sumatra lee

ho Prof. Kerf. Gtshu ;o. p. 1 i$J.

• Sing. £.\rw, pi- Battal, hence the current fotm StuHato 4 a solecism,

ond we should write either BafXes or Batrak. Lessen derives the word freo:

the Sanskrit BiAta. "unfit."
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These Batiss, however, despite their undoubted cannibalism 1
,

rx.n.Ku
c *nnot b* called wvoges, at least without some

viJTur.d reserve. They are skilful stock-breeders and sgtt

*’
culiuriKs, raising fine crops of maize ar.u rice

;
they

dwell togetlier in large, settled communities with an organised

government, hereditary chief-, popular assemblies, and a mitten

civil and penal code. There is even an effective postal system,

which utilises for letter-boxes the hollow tree-trunks at all the

cross-toads, and is largely patronised by the young men and

women, all of whom read and write, ond carry on an animated

correspondence in their degraded Oerandgari script, which is

written on palm leases in vertical lines running upwards and from

right to left The Battas also excel in several industries, such as

pottery, weaving, jewellery, iron work, and house-building, their

picturesque dwellirgs, which resemble Swiss chalets, riling to two

stories above the ground door reserved for the live stock. For

these arts they are no doubt largely indebted to their Hindu

teachers, from whom also they have inherited sonic of their

religious ideas, such as the triune deity—Creator, Preserver, and

Destrojer—besides other inferior divinities collectively called

dtbata, a modified form of the Indian dnate\

' A;at confirmed by Dr VoU and II. van Autenttrth, aio explored

Rntalmd nitty in rSpS. and 5* (lettered to the territory of the “CQoeihit

Palpilu" (Gfo/r. your. June 189$. p. 6ja) s not Itowe.er "for the ht.i

time,
11

a* her* Hated. The Pxkpokt had ahead? been called in i8fi by

Von Rc^enhcrg. who fcund cannibaliim so prevalent that " Niewand AnsUnd
niirmt dai turn ion UenvthcnfUi-oh '*

(0/. oh. |. p. jjJ.
1 It ii ir.tereilltg to note that by the and U the Lamponga alphabet, South

S'lmatia, the Rev. John Mathew read, the word Dabattak In the legend on

«h* brel-drea. of a gigantic figure sees by Sir George Grey an the rosf of a

Ci.e c* the Gtcnrig Ritot. North-wcit Australia (Tb> Com fltmfmgi y
AaAraMa, be. in Je.wr. A*th,f. hut. 189,, p. „ «|.p He qootci from

Cotemir. 5 Mjtki/tgy cf thi HiMut the statement that "the Kim a ofSumatra

believe in the exiuetice if one tuprtroe bdr£. uhum they name /Mali Haii

Ad- Since completing tbe work of creation they tupfoie him to have remained

perfectly quitwent, bavirg wholly committed the goiernmcnt to hit throe

Koa. who do ut govern la panon, bat by vakeels 01 proxies.” Heee s
pootbly another eonfiimata* of the view that early Malayan migrartoiu a
esfeditiant, tome even to Anatolia, ttol place in pre-Mnhammadan timea,

long liefott the ri.e aif diSa-wco of the Orang Ma.nyu in the Archipelago
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In the strongest contrast to these survivals o! a foreign culture

which had probably never struck very deep roots, stand the

savage survivals from still more ancient times. Conspicuous

amongst these are the cannibal practices- which if not now

universal still take some peculiarly revolting forms. Thus captives

and criminals are. under certain circumstances condemned to be

eaten alive, and the same fate is or was reserved for
Cjnnlb>. 11|n

those incapacitated for work by age or infirmities.

When the time came, we are mid by the early European observers

and by the reports of the Arabs, the ''grandfathers" voluntarily

suspended themselves by their arms from an overhanging branch,

while friends and neighbours danced round and round, shouting.

“ when the fruit is tipe it fails." And -hen it did fall, that is, as

soon as it could hold oo no longer, the company fell tipon it with

their kruses, hacking it to piece',, and devouring the remains

seasoned with lime-juice, for such feasts were generally held when

the bmes were ripe'.

Grouped chiefly round about Lake Tobci, the Battas occupy

a very wide domain, stretching south to about the

parallel ctf Mount Ophir, and bordering northwards

on the territory of the Acltin people. These valiant

natives, who have hitherto 10 stoutly maintained their political

independence against the Dutch, were also at onetime Hinduiied.

as is evident from many of their traditions, their Malayan language

largely charged with Sanskrit terms, and even their physical

appearance, suggesting a considerable admixture of Hindu as well

as of Arab blood. With the Arab traders and

settlers catne the Koran, and the Achinesc people tu'J]?,.

have been not over-realous followers of the Prophet

since the close of the nth century. The Muhammadan State,

founded in 1305, acquired a dominant position in the Archipelago

early in the i6th century, when it reled over about half of

Sumatra, exacted tribute from many vassal princes, maintained

powerful armaments by land and <«, and entered into political

and commercial relations with Egypt, Japan, and seven! European

States-

There are two somewhat distinct ethnical groups, the Orar/g

1 Umit t/lkt IJ/i&t. 0/ Sir T. S. fiaj&i. by bis wic.>w, 1830.
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TunMg of :hc uplands, a comparatively homogeneous Malayan

people, and :he mixed Orang-Barnh of ihe kmlanda, who arc

described by Dr A. Lubber*1 a taller than the average Malay

(5 (eet 5 or 6 iu.)i also less round-headed (index 80 5), with

prominent nose, rather regular features, and muscular frames

;

bat the complexion it darker than that 0/ live Orang-Malayu,

a trait which has been attributed to a laiger infusion of Dravidian

blood (Kltr.gs and Tamute) from southern India. The charge

of cruelty and treachery brought against them by the Dutch may

be received with some reserve, such terms as ' patriot" and

"rebel" being interchangeable according to the standpoints from

which they are considered. In any case no one denies them the

virtues of valour and love of freedom, with which are associated

industrious habits and a remarkable aptitude for such handi-

craft! as metal work, jeweller}’, wearing, and ship-building. The

AChinese do not appear 10 be very strict Muhammadans
;
poly-

tuirc „i 8J!ny t* Kill* practised, their women arc free to go

HiMure- abroad unveiled, nor are they condemned to the
mirnueote..

of ,hc harem, and a pleasing survival

from Buddhist times is the Kanduri, a solemn feast, in which the

poor are permitted to share- Another reminiscence of Hindu

philosophy inay perhaps have been an outburst of religious fervour,

which took the form of a pantheistic creed, and was so sealously

preached, that h had to be stamped out with fire and sword by

the dominant Modern monotheists.

Since the French occupation of Madagascar, the Malagasy

ahatoi j

problem lias naturally been revived. But it may be

n>:.u»n»n regretted that so much time and talent has been
M"v“"'

spent on a somewhat thrashed-out question by a

number of writers, who did not first take the trouble to read up

the literature of the subject. Had they done so, they must have

seen that most of the (actors in the problem are really known

quantities, and that it is at this date somewhat of an anachronism

to suggest, for instance, that the Malayan migrations to Mada-

gascar are quite recent®, or dial the migrations were not from

• dHlAritfe/eju da Atjdu, In Kn. Mil. Ba-.iria, xxx. 6, 1S90.

* A- Oppr1
.. GUm, to, p. 58*. This writer, who icirrelr understands

Use «lr>*nury eonditioni of the question, thioki l list 'Met ZeUpuakr it:



Malaysia at all. hut from Melanesia, that the Hovas were all

originally black, that their olive colour is due to the environment*,

that the points of resemblance between the Malayan and Malagasy

languages may be due to the influence of Arab {sic) traders, and

that the North African Libyans may be the remote ancestors of

the Hovas, whose type in more than one respect resembles that

of the present Kopts*. The estect to which Malagasy ethnology’

has lapsed into chaos may be judged from the contradictory views

now current on the origin, type, and affinities of the dominant

and presumably well-known Homs, as, for example:

—

C«*%*w. Bhek.

The Hovas differ in no The Hovas appear to repce

important respect from the sent a now extinct red race,

true Malays; showing close whowere originally Melanesians

affinity to the Javanese arxl or Oceanic Negritoes; arc quite

Madurese, roost typical of Me- distinct from the Malays; their

layanx. common speech prow nothing,

at it is common sUo to the

Melanesians.

MabrrmuwanrVnrog »l* Jahr io» tu Chr. vilig amnkbenJ
UI etc. me.*

1 Dr Adolphe Bloch, Bui. Sx. tfrA V 49$ Here it is

argued that all th* lion* "torn tans de «tce c*c* primtin [Its Nijret

ccei^cai). cmme toxin 1« aurres pOphUlrlf* da Madagascar/ and that
• 4

les Malegu&es (uuci ont da a (orxuzt commc it forwent route* "«*

am«tw de Kospcce Vsiaaroe. c *e?t i dire sots l’influence <Je la variability qui

CiiaucrUe tout l«* it res vivaut*
M

Ip. «r i). frit the prototype* ctf these Hovas
ore already found In Malaysia; cca*cqamtly they d«l not need to he a^ain

rp*cialirod in MvJigaKir frora a btae’e precursor. an evolutioa which. as t

hcAX never lock plac*. At all averts it ahoiH rot be assi^ed without

necessit)*, aad here there is to necessity.

M. Ch. Lctoutncu in Bui. Scc.fAnlbtfl. tf*A ft fat This caw
is characteristic, the Kurce appealed to for somevety ia*h statement*, a«, for

instance, that the linguistic analogies between Malay and Malagasy ate *ftns-l

ptu frappantw qee possible/' being the antiquated Hirtory tf M^Aa^sitav

tv W. Dlis with J. J. Freeman’s Afftudix, 18^ M Ixt<urs*a«. who hat

dene vxh excellent work in other fields, might surely hive reflected that ik*

Malagasy question was scarcely urdentwl m the thinks and that siiKe tben

tu **ftnaU*g<a
M
*o fat fn;» Uing slight, have Utn proved to U UntiiiM by

Mane, Lik. DahJe. Richardson, Ccorins, ini in feet ali phikdegiiu who
have given ecnoa* attention to the subject.
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By what race Madagascar was first peopled it is no longer

possible to say. The local icpons or traditions ol

primitive peoples, either extinct or still surviving

:n the interior, belong rather to the sphere o

(

Malagasy folklore than to that of ethnological research, In these

reports mention is frequently made of the Kimos, said to be now

or formerly living in the Bara country, and of the I'aximbai, who
arc by some supposed to have been Gallas (Ba-Simba)—though

they had no knowledge of iton—whose graves arc supposed to be

certain monolithic monuments which take the form of menhirs

disposed in circles, and are believed by the present inhabitants of

the land to he still haunted by evil spirits, that is, the ghosts of the

long extinct Vazimbas.

Much of the confusion prevalent regarding the present

ethnical relations is due to the failure to distinguish

between the historic Malays of Mcnangkabau and

lhe Malayan aborigines of the Eastern Archipelago.

That some of the historic Malays (the Orang-

Malayu) have found their way to the island tzorxi time to time

need not be denied. But it may now be asserted with some

confidence that they could never have been very numerous, that

they may almost be regarded in the present connection as un<

qvMitl Ktg/rjtabtt, and that the Malayan settlement of Mada-

gascar took place in remote prehistoric limes, not only long

Mucuy before the diffusion of the Sumatran Malays over

s^Vv'
1

bul
,hc A,chiPelago, but also long before the appear-

suuro- ance of Hindu missionaries or colonists in lire
r-cij*ra«i»n. umc region. This is no matter of speculation,

but a direct and necessary inference from facts now established,

such as the total alienee of Sanskrit and largely of late Arabic

terms in Malagasy, and the general stiucture of that language,

which is not a Malay dialect, but very much older than Malay
—in fact an independent and somewhat archaic member of the

Malayo-Polyncsian (Oceanic) linguistic family. There is a com
siderahle percentage of Sanskrit words in Malay, Javanese, and
Bugii, in fact in all the cultivated, and in many even of the

uncultivated languages of Malaysia, introduced with Hinduism

probably some two or three centuries before the new eta. But
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these words, many of them quite ordinary terms in daily use,

could not all have been left behind by the Malayan settlers in

Madagascar had t'ne migrations taken place within the last jooo

years or so. But none, absolutely none, are found in Malagasy,

which language must therefore have crossed the Indian Ocean in

pre-Hindu, that is, remote prehistoric times.

The same inference follows from a critical study of the Arabic

elements in Malagasy, which have misled so many
rn>

observers, and even given rise to the theory that BUmanta

"the Madagascar tongue is a corruption of the

Arabic
1 .” A less extravagant, but no less mistaken view, still

prevailing in some quarters, assumes that the Arabic words were

all introduced cither ditectly through the Muhammadan Arabs,

or indirectly through the Muhammadan Malays, from which it

would follow that the immigrants from Malaysia were after all

the historical Malays arriving since toeo tc- (Oppel), or even

"probably not over aoo years ago'.* But Mr J.
T. Ijsi, who,

1 think rightly, identifies Madagascar with the island of MrnulkUu

described by Arrian in the third century a.d.*, suggests the

"possibility that Madagascar may have been reached by Arabs

before the Christian era" This "possibility
1
' ts converted

almost into a certainty by the analysts of tbe Arabo-Malagnsy

terms made by Dahle, who clearly shows that such terms "are

comparatively sexy few," an 1 also " very ancient," in fact that, as

already suggeced by Prof. Fleischer of Leipzig, many, yerlupt

the majority of them, "may be traced back to Himyaritic

influence 4," that is, nor merely to pre-Muhammadan, but to

• Dr Vinderkamp quoted by the Rer. L. Dahle, AaOManaritu Anui/al.

18-6, ts ;j.
• Col. Moot*, 7<w- Aa/irof. /ml. 1895, s ?r.

• "HU rttnarkt v-onld rciioely apply to any other idand off ihe Eiut

ASncin emit, hts description 1( the mere, crocodiles, laadicetoire*. canoe-

ui tuitk', and wicket-work wain for CtfCLnc til, apply euctly t<- Msds-

gajeor of the i>n<nl day, tmt 10 none cd the other iilawlt" [year. An/i'of

/ml. 1 A/', p- «yl-

• Ire. ill. p. yj. Thus, to take tie dap or the week, we bavet—MaUga-y

tUU/y. atebl'tM’ryi cid Arab. (Himyu.) ilUntJni ; moiem

Arab. rtMoA, t/tfitM (Sunday, Monday), where lie Mai. form- are otivraaU.

derived not from the proem, hot from the ancient Arabic- Film all this It

Mates reasonable to Infer that ite early Samitic Influences in Madagucar may
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pre-Christian time*, jusi like the Saoskritic elements in the

Oceanic tongue*.

The evidence that Malagas)- is itself one of thete Oceanic

Uniformity
tongue*. and not an 0SJ1001 of the comparatively

ota* i«- recent standard Malay is overwhelming, nnd need

not here detain us'. The diflusion uf this Malayo-

Polynesian language over the whole island—even amongst dis-

tinctly Negroid Bantu populations, such as the Betsileos and

Tatialas—to the absolute delusion of all other forms of speech,

b an almost unique linguistic phenomenon more easily proved

than explained. Tlxtrc are, of course, provincialisms and even

what ma> be called local dialects, such as that of the Antan

karma people at the northern extremity of the island who,

although commonly included in the large division of the western

SakBlavas, really form a separate ethnical group, speaking a some-

what marked variety of Malagasy. But even this differs much
less from the normal form than might be supposed by comparing,

for instance, such a term as ntaio-mahanay, sun, with the Hova

*ta:t-and'o, where masa in both means “eye," tnakamay in both

-•'burning." and anJro in both-“day." Thus the only difference

is that one calls the sun “ burning eye,
1
' while the Hovas call it

the ‘‘day s eye," as do so many peoples in Malaysia'.

So also the fish-eating Anerckoro people, a branch of the

Stiitnekai in the Alaotri valley, ate said to have *' quite a different

dialect from them'." But the statement need not

ooShfiae*. ,akcn 100 seriously, fcccauselhcsc rustic f ihcrfolk.

who may lie called the Gothamites of Madagascar,

arc supposed, by their scornful neighbours, to do everything

te <lue to the umc SiSrin 01 Miacin people* <1 .South ArM.ii. io whom the

ZimtoWe emimantt in the auriferous region with of the Zaixbeti hue bun
.mimdanl by the Inc Theodore Bmt.

1 Those who miy mil douhl sWU coniult M- Ariwide Mane. Let

Afiaitk* k Ltugu -Vi4ui 4.- Leyden, IBS,, Mr Laifa .bov. .(.xe-i Piper

in theJ**r. A atArtp. Imt. ml Dr R. H. Cednngton’i Ahiiwuea lumpu/rt,

Oifcol. iKs. See aho ElA. pp. 3.|i->.

! Malay, m/a-an'; Bojan, nt/a-4w j Menido AtaMrvtf; Saiayer, tnal+aOt,

sa meaning leetally “day's eve ' (tuolu, note::Malagasy m.iis^eje; del,

j&>a:=dij, with r-cirjial Interslunge <A r and l\.

* Ker. ]. Sifcree, Antaminj/lw AaMual, 18JJ1 P* 6s.
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"contrariwise.” Of them it i$ told that once when cooking eggs

they boiled them for hours to make them soft, and then finding

they got harder and harder threw them away as unfit for food.

Others having only one slave, who could not paddle the ante
properly, cut him in two, putting one half at the prow the other at

tne stem, and were surprised at lire result. It was not to be

expected that such simpletons should speak Malagasy properly,

which nevertheless is spoken with surprising uniformity by all the

Malayan and Negro or Negroid peoples alike.

Of these two races, who have occupied the island from time

immemorial, the Malayans probably arrived first,

and, the way once found, wee afterwards joined

at different times by other seafaring bands from the

Eastern Archipelago- The Bantus of the opposite coastlands, not

being navigators, could scarcely have themselves crossed the

sw,following and choppy Moomtiqoe Channel, which is nowhere

less than no miles wide, and is moreover swept by the great

current setting steadily from Madagascar south-westwards to the

Cape. Thus llie Stream that helped the Oceanic Mongols would

arrest the African Negroes, who were probably brought over in

small bands at intervals by the slavers, at all times active in these

waters.

Arriving in this way not as free settlers, but as domestic 9lave9,

the Negroid Bantus would necessarily become assimilated in

speech and mages to their Malayan masters, as they have else-

where been assimilaicd to their Hamittc, Egyptian, Arab, Persian,

and Turkish masters. Thus may perhaps best be explained the

absolute predominance of the Malagasy language, to the exclusion

of all rivals, and the relations now prevailing in Madagascar may
be taken as a striking illustration of the fundamental principle

that different races may merge in a new type, but their languages

will not mix, and in the struggle all perish but one '.

In Madagascar, however, the fusion of the two races is far less

complete than it commonly supposed. Various p.^
shades of transition between the two extremes are »r in.

no doubt presented by the .Saki/<r?,ii of the west,

and the Scfiimisanxkas, Sitouatai, and oihct6 of

: £li. Ch. ix.
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the can coast. But, strange to »y, on the central tableland the

two item to stand almost completely apart, so that hete the

politically dominant Horn still present all the essential charac-

teristics of the Oceanic Mongol, white their southern neighbours,

the Btltiltoi, as well as the Tanaltu and Iterat. are described as

“African pure and simple, allied to the south-eastern tribes of

that continent
1 ."

Specially remarkable is the account given by a careful observer,

the Rev. G. A. Shaw, ot the Hetsileos whole “average height is

not less than six feet for live men. and a lew inches less for the

women- They are large-boned and muscular, and their colour is

several degrees darker than that of Ihc Hovas, approaching very

close to a black- The forehead is low and broad, the nose flatter,

at»d the lips thicker titan those of their conquerors, whilst their

hair is invaria&fy crisp and woolly- No pute Betsileo is to be

met with haring the smooth long hair of the Hovas. In this, as

in other points, there is a very dear departure from the Malayan

type, and a close approximation to the Negro races of the adja-

cent continent*."

Now compare these brawny African giants with tbc wiry under-

Horaivi.
sired Malayan Hovas. As described by Dr A.

Vouchereau', iheir type closely resembles that of

the Javanese—short stature, yellowish or light leather complexion,

long, black, smooth and rather coarse hair, round head (85 '35),

flat and itraght forehead, fiat face, prominent cheek bones, small

straight nose, tolerably wide noitriis, small black and slightly

oblique eyes, rather thick lips, slim lithesome figure, small ex-

tremities, dull restless expression, cranial capacity 1516 C-C-,

superior to both Negro and Sakalava*.

' Rot. W. D- Cownn, 73, 5i-i ton!, Artnnsrarivo. 1S81, p. 67.

* Tit Mi/M. CtmUry taJ Animal. 187 7, p. 79.

- AVe m, t it AfaJapiuar 4c, >n rA«lir,/alfp<. 189;,

p. 1.9 sq.

* The ceewrast between tke two elements is drawn In > few bold molt* liy

Mis Z- Cd-ile. who found that in the cost coast dsir lets the natives (Brt.l-

Klaraluu chiefly) wire black “with shoo, curly hair and cefro tyyt of

feature, and sfwwed ticij sign of being of African cv^ko. The Homs, on

the coatraiy. lad complexions little darkee than those <i the peasantry of

Southern Europe, rtmlght bliek bau. nihw shsrp teeiurcs, sliat liguns, and
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Except in respect of this high cranial capacity, the measure-

ments of three Malagasy skulls in the Cambridge University

Anatomical Museum studied by Mr W. L. H. Duckworth', corre-

spond fairly well with these descriptions. Thus the cephalic index

of the reputed Bctsimiuraka (Negroid) and that of the Bctsileo

(Negro) are respectively 71 and ;a «, while that of the Ho>a is

8a*i
;
the first two, therefore, are long-headed, the third round-

headed, as we should expect. But the cubic capacity of the Hova

(presumably Mongoloid) is only 1J15 as compared
rh>

with 1450 and 1480 of two others, presumably

African Negroes. Mr Duckworth discusses the
n

question whether the black element in Madagascar isof African or

Oceanic (Melanesian-Papuan) origin, about which much diversity

cf opinion still prevails, and on the evidence of the few cranial

specimens available he decides in favour of the African. How
the advocates of the Oceanic view proposed to bring Mela-

nesians from the Pacific Ocean to Madagascar, at least after the

subsidence of tbe Indo African Continent, was never made quite

clear.

Despite the low cubic capacity of Mr Duckworth's Hova, the

mental powers of these, and irxiccd of the Malagasy

generally, arc far from despicable. Before the Qu»m<*t*rth»

French occupation the London Church Missionary

Society had succeeded in disseminating Christian principles and

even same degree of culture among considerable numbers both in

she Hova capital and surrounding district!. The

local press had been kept going by native com-

posiiore, who had issued quite an extensive literature

loth m Malagasy and English. Agricultural and industrial

methods had been improved, some engineering works attempted,

and the Hova craftsmen had karn: to build but not to complete

homes in the European style, because, although they could master

European processes, they could not, Christiana though they were,

wetc oamiitakoblr of tb- Aratic tjjw ’ /it Blot* Han't Ct'Jt*,

1393. p. 143*1. But «vr* raoagit the Jlovis a stum of black bicod i»

bftraytd in the £«nmlly rather thick lips, i&d in tbc lower classes wxyy hsix

oml dirk skin.

4 Amtknp* Inst* 1897* P- 2S5 «c.
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get the better of the old superstitions one of irhich is that the

owner of a house always dies within a year of its completion,

longevity n therefore ensured by not completing it. with the

curious result that the whole city looks unfinished or dilapidated.

In the house where Mrs Col vile stayed, "one window was framed

and glared, the other nailed up with rough hoards
;
part of the

stair-banister had no topi.nl ;
outside only a portion of the toof

had been tiled; and so 00 throughout
1,'’

A good deal of fancy is displayed in the ora! literature, com-

prising histories or at least legends, fables, songs, riddles, and a

great mass of folklore, much cf which has already

£££* t**0 rescued from oblivion hy the “Malagasy Folk-

lore Society.’ Some of the stories present the

usual analogies to others in widely separated lands, stories which

seem to be perennial, and to crop up wherever the surface is a

little duturbed by investigator'. One of those in Mr Dahle’t

extensive collection, entitled the “History of Andrianarisainabo-

niamasoboniamanoror might he described as a variant of our

" Beauty and the Beast.” Besides tint prince with the king name,

called Btttia "for short,” there is a prince" "Golden Beauty,"

both being of miraculous birth, but the latter a cr.pplc and

deformed, until found and wedded by Bonia. Then she is so

transfigured that the " Beast” h captivated and contrives to carry

her off. Thereupon follows sn extraordinary series of adventures,

resulting of course in the rescue of Golden Beauty by Bonia.

when everything ends happily, not only for the two lovers, but for

all other people whose wives had also been abducted. These arc

now restored to their husbands by the hero, who vanquishes and

slays the monster in a fierce fight, just as in cur nursery tales of

knights and dragons.

In the Philippines, where the ethnical confusion is probably

greater than in any other part cf Malaysia 1
, the

g«eat bulk of the inhabitants appear to be un-

doubtedly of proto-Malayan stock. Except in the

southern island of Mindanao, which is 6 till mainly Mulummadar.
or heathen, most cf the settled populations have long been

' Of. di. p. i,.,.

’ Elk. p. J}j.
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nominal Roman Catholics under a curious theocratic admini-

stration, in which the true rulers are not the civil functionaries,

but the priests, and especially the regular clergy'. One result

has been over three centuries of unstable political anc social

tciaiions, ending in the occupation of die archipelago by the

United Stater (18981. Another, with which we are here more

concerned, has been such a transformation of the subtle Malayan

character that those alio have lived longest amongst the natives

pronounce their temperament unfathomable. Having to comply

outwardly with the numerous Christian observances, they seek

relief in two ways, first by making the most of the Catholic

ceremonial and turning the many feast-days of the calendar into

occasions of revelry and dissipation, connived at if not even

shared in by the padres*; secondly by secretly cherishing the old

beliefs and disguising their true feelings, until the opportunity

is presented of throwing ol! the mask and declaring themselves

in their true colours. A Franciscan ftiar, who had spent half

his life amongst them, left on record that “the native is an

incomprehensible phenomenon, the mainspring of whose line of

thought and the guiding motive of whole actions have never

yet been, and pwlups never will be, discovered. A native will

serve a master satisfactorily for years, and then suddenly abscond,

or commit some such hideous crime as conniving with a brigand

band to murder the family and pillage the house*.'

In fact nobody can ever tell what a Tagai, and especially a

Bisayan, will do at any moment Hii character is a succession of

outposts
;

" the experience of each year brings one to form fresh

conclusions, and the most csact definition of such a kaleidoscopic

creature is, after ali, hypothetical

"

After centuries of misrule, it is perhaps not surprising that no

kind of sympathy lias teen developed between the natives and ihc

whites. Mr Foreman tells us that everywhere in the Archipelago

he found mothers teaching their liulc ones to look on then wiiite

1 Aicuuiniins, Dominion, Reiolteas (Fran Minor of the Stuci Ob-
laurnfl. and Jimlu.

1 In fait ilitre is do grtui •wade of mmalrty on either side, twr ii il any
ri4«i inn on a »<n.in lo h»<e children by the pnc.L

> J. Foieman. if. til. p. 181.

*• '7
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ruleri as demoniacal being*. evQ spirits, or at lean something to

1* dreaded. " If a child cries, it is hushed by the exclamation,

Casttla! (Spaniard) ; if a white man approaches a native dwelling,

the watchword always is Cailila / and the children hasten to

retreat from the dreadful object'’

By the administration the natives are classed in three social

divisions—Indies, fn/uJa, and Mercs—which, as

c™u£r.
SDi ‘

l M*ly rem-rked by Dr F. H. H. Guilleniard, is

“an ecclesiastical rather than a scientific classifica-

tion
I »

rac !ndk«.

The Indite arc the christianized and more or less

cultured populations of all the towns and of the

settled agricultural districts, forming eight ethnical

groups, each speaking a distinct Malayo-Polyncsian language of

much more archaic type than the standard Malay, with a total

population of about 5,300,000 distributed over the Archipelago

as under':

—

AW.
Bisayans.

IiImJi.

/Nearly all between Mindoro exduq

Tagalas.

Ilocano*

Bicols.

\ sivc and Mindanao inclusive

I

laiion; Mindoro, PohHod
Lutonj

;
Marinduque

j

Parts of Luton....
Luton, Bunas. Masbatc (?)

Pingasinanes. Parts of Luzon .

Ptmpangos. Parts of Luzon .

Cagayanes. Luton
;
Babuyanes : Batancs .

Zimbaic-. Parts of Luzon....
Total “ Oms/ujnos Chi/iudei” in the Philippines

By "Infifia" are understood all the aborigines who are

Th. inf#:, 1
a€ ':!,er Christians nor Muhammadans, that is.

pagans generally in the wild state, and variously

described as “savage," ‘'degraded," “warlike." “ sanguinary."

“wild hut timid," “peaceful," ''poor.* “docile and harmless,"

fl/fiitalint.

2.5CO.OOO

1.250.000

460.000

^SCKOOO

300.000

250.000

90.000

70.000

5.300.000

"treacherous" which indicate more or less accurately

> Amfn/atit, iftj,. 11. p. ,9.

r The** nivd father drti.liare fron I'.Blumatrlu’i Vadmuum tttugrefia

ih FiHfiau. in Bel. Set. O'fir. Midrii, 1881, p- ‘*6 *1-
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the various attitudes of these independent hillmcn towards the

administration. Many, especially those tn the more inaccessible

upland tracts, appear to he undoubtedly Caucasic Indonesians,

other* are Orang Bentia (primitive Malayans), and a feu- true

Negritos. Bat all may be described as absolutely uncivilised,

while many are cettainly savages in the strictest sen* of the term.

Under the general category of “ Infittts" BJumentritt enumerates

as many as seventy-four tribes, or even nations, ranging over all

the islands in groups of from 50a or less up to 40,050 (/;«*,
BnquitHons), and even 8o.:oo doubtfully (Manguatgai), with a

total estimated population of from 220,000 to *50.000.

Under Aforoi (“ Moors") are comprised the Muhammadans

exclusively, some of whom are Malayans (died)-

in
TB< M

Mindanao, Basilin, and Palawan), some true Malays

(chiefly in the Sulu archipelago). Many of these are still inde-

pendent, and not a feu. if not actually wild, arc certainly but

little removed from the savage state Vet, like the Sumatran

Battas, they posses a knowledge of letters, the Solo people using

the Arabic script, as do all the Orang Mallyu, while the Palauan

natives employ a variant of the Dcvandgari prototype derived

directly from the Javanese, as above explained. No census has

ever been taken of lire Philippine Muhammadans, who are roughly

estimated by Blumentritt at from 200,000 to 500,000, including

the 60,000 of the Sulu archipelago.

Some of these Sulu people, till lately tierce sea-rovers, get

baptized now and then but, says Mr Foreman, “ they appeared

to be as much Christian as I was Mu'sulnun 1." They keep their

harems all the same, and when asked how many gods there arc,

answer "four,” presumably Allah plus the Athanasian Trinity.

So the Ba-Fiots of Angola add crucifying to their "penal code,"

and so in King M’tcsa’s time the Haganda scrupulously kept two

weekly holidays, the Mussulman Friday, and the Christian Sunday.

Lofty creeds superimposed too rapidly on primitive beliefs are ape

to get “ mixed "
. they need lime to become asumilated.

That in the aborigines of Formosa are represented both

Mongol (proto-Malayan) and Indonesian (proto Caucasic) ele-

1 Of., it. p. J,7.

r-—

a
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ments may now be accepted aa an established fact. The long-

standing reports of Negritoes alio, like the Phi-

lippinc Aetas, have never been confirmed, and

p'ormoa!* maf ^ dismissed from the present consideration.

Probably fivc-sivths of the whole population ate

Chinese immigrants, amorist whom are a large number of

Hakkas and Hok-los from the provinces of Fo-

Kien and Kwang-tung'. They occupy all the

cultivated western lowlands, which from the ethno-

Icgkal standpoint may he regarded as a seaward out|>ost of the

Chinese mainland. The rest of lire island, that is, lire central

highlands and precipitous eastern slopes, may similarly be looked

on as a north-eastern outpost of Malaysia, being almost ex-

clusively held by Indonesian and Malayan aborigines from

Malaysia (especially the Philippines), with possibly some carry

intraders both from Polynesia, and from the north (Japan). All

are classed by the Chinese settlers after their usual fashion in

three social divisions:—

i. The Prfohwans of the plains, who although called

“ barbarians," are sedentary agriculturists and quite as civilised as

their Chinese neighbours themwives, with whom they arc gradually

merging in a single ethnical group The Pcpohwans are described

by M. Ibis as a fine race, very tall, and “ fetishists," though the

mysterious rites are left to the women. Their national feasts,

dances, and other usages forcibly recall those d the Micronesians

and Polynesians. They may therefore, perhaps, be regarded as

early immigrants from the South Sea Islands, distinct in every

respect from the true aborigines.

a. The .SrMavw, “Tame Savages’," who are also settled

agriculturists, subject to the Chinese (since 1895 to the Japanese)

administration, but physically distinct from all the other For-

mosans—light complexion, large mouth, thick lips, remarkably

long and prominent teeth, weak constitution. M. Ibis suspects

• G1..M de Riillr. AW. *An*rv,. J,„. A,wil lISj. TV* Hud*,

are bleed l»r£«lr mi lh« .Utt wjiplirf by M. Paul Ibis aod cu.m traveikts

in th» MuuL Nolhinj belter hu line* ippr.rol eseepl Mi G. Toylui'.

nluttilr cnnlriUOon* lo ihe China A’mVn- (we l*!n»).

’ lit- “ripe Jaihmiutf" (Aertoo wirr. I bit).
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a strain of Dutch blood dating from the i;th century. This

is confirmed by the oid books and other curious documents

found amongst them, which have given rise to so much specula-

tion, and, it may be added, some mystification, regarding a

peculiar writing-system and a literature formerly current amongst

the Formosan aborigines'.

3. The CAinhaans, "Green Barbarians
n—that is, utter

savages,—the true independent aborigines, of whom there are an

unknown number of tribes, but regarding whom the Chinese

possess but little definite information Not so their Japanese

successors, one of whom, Mr Kisak Tamai* toils us that the

Chinhnana show a close resemblance to the Malays of the

Malay Peninsula and also to those of the Philippines, and in

some respects to the Japanese themselves. When dressed like

Japanese and mingling with Japanese women, they can hardly

be distinguished from them. The vendetu is still rife amongst

many cf the ruder tribes, and such is their traditional hatred of

the Chinese intruders that no one can either be tattooed or

permitted to wear a bracelet until he his carried off a Celestial

head or two. In every household there is a frame or bracket on

which these heads are mounted, and some of their warriors can

proudly point to over seventy of such tniphiei It is a relief to

hear that with their new Japanese masters they have sworn friend-

ship, these new rulers of the land being their “ brothers and

sisters." The oath of eternal alliance is taken by digging a bole

in the ground, putting a stone in it, throwing earth at each other,

then covering the stone with the earth, all of which means that

•‘as the stone in the ground keeps sound, so do we keep our

word unbroken.'

It is interesting to note that this Japanese ethnologist's tenvarks

on the physical resemblances of the aborigines ant

tally in accord with those of European observers.

Thus to Dr Hanty they recalled the Igocrotes of

* See ficsimlltt ot bilingual and other MSS. from Formosa it T. dr

Lacoujerie't .
c.v--i«a Xun i» ,VSS., Linr-cpr, an* ftaui. Hertford, 188;.

The whole question L here fully tleeiussed. tboigh the author teem unable to

artt«e it nny definite cundasron even tt to the ar f&t of the xixei

impott-te Georj* F»lr-iniu.-.

= Gdvtwi. ;o, p. 9 j »q.
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North Luzon, as well as the Malays of Singapore
1." Mr C Taylor

also, who has visited several of the wildest groups in the

southern and eattern districts' {Tifuns, J'dtvxins, Diarawficks,

Ni<kat
t
Amias and many ochcn), traces some “probably*’ to

Japan (Tipuns); others to Malaysia <the cruel, predatory Paiwan

head hunters}; and others to the Liu-Kiu archipelago (the Pejxih

wans now of Chinese speech). He describes the Diirainocks as

the most dreaded of all the southern groups hut doubu whether

the charge of cannibalism brought against them by their neigh

tours is quite justified.

Whether the historical Malays from Singapore or elsewhere,

as above suggested, are really represented in Formosa may be

doubted, since no survivals either of Hindu or Muhammadan

rites appear to have been detected amongst the aborigines- It L»

of coon* pebble that they may have reached the i«iand at some

remote time, and since relapsed into savagery, from which the

Orang-laut wctc hcvct very far removed. But in the abience

of proof, it will lie safer to regard all the wild tribes as partly of

Indonesian, partly of proto* Malayau origin.

This view is also in conformity with the character of the

numerous Formosan dialects, whose affinities are

Afe'SKi?* either with the Gyarung and others of the Asiatic

Indonesian tongues, or else with the Malayo*

Polynesian organic speech generally, hut no: sjxcially with any

particular member of that family, least of all with the com-

paratively recent standard Malay. Thus Dr Arnold Schctelig

points out that only about a sixth part of the Formosan vocabulary'

taken generally corresponds with modem Malay*. The analogies

of all the rest must be sought in the various branches of the

1 Im R<va etc., in L%An!hr^^U
%
iSyk

1 J\e Afai&nti *f is China Rniao. XI*. p. 198 up. alio xvx.

No. 3. (A Randi't Stu/lsru F*rm*i4.) The twmcc* rendered by

Uut ttttdligeni oWnw to Fortoccioii ethac&ogy Cosr.e more general rrccqgaP

tkn ihi.i they h**« hlxheto ittdvei.

• SfraAln Jer Urdxuwiusr it ZtitSthr.f, etc.

v. p. 4 J7 z\. anthrzpuofAt foind to his greet wipiise that the Pciy«

n«iia ind Miori skulls in the London Colt^e of Snrgeoni pce*:nted striking

analogies wkh those collected by himself in Fonnow- Htn at lea>t is a

reimHtaMc lurooay b*tw«*i spree*- »r*» physicil duragtm
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Oceanic stock language, and in the Gyarung and die nau-Chinese

tongues of Eastern China'. Formosa thus presents a curious

ethnical and linguistic connecting link between the Continental

anti Oceanic populations.

In the Nicobar archipelago are distinguished two ethnical

groups, the coast people, if. the NtabartW proper,

and the Shem Pot, aborigine* of the less accessible N^
l

i

inland districts in Great Nicobar, nut the dis-

tincuon appears to be rather social than racial, and »0 may now

conclude with Mr E. H. Man that all the islanders belong

essentially to the Mongohc division, the inlanders representing

the pure type, the otlicis being "descended from a mongrel

Malay stock, the crosses beir-g probably in the majority of casts

with Burmese and occasionally with natives cf the opposite coast

of Siam, and perchance also tn remote times with such of the

Sham Pen as may have settled in their midst*.'

Among the numerous usages which point to an Indo-Chinese

and Oceanic connection are pile-dwellings; the chewing of betel,

which appears to be hctc mixed with tome earthy substance

causing a dental incrustation so thick aa even to prevent the

doling of tlie lips, disicntion <A the ear-lobe by wooden cylinders;

aversion from the use of milk
; and the coaiiwV, as amongst some

Bornean Dxaks. The language, w hich has an extraordinarily rich

phonetic system <as many as 25 consonantal and 3$ vowel

sounds), rs polysyllabic and untoned, like the Mala>0-Polynesian,

and the type also seems to resemble the Oceanic more than the

Continental Mongol subdivision. Mean height 5 ft 3 in. (Shorn

Pen cue inch less); nose wide and fiat; eyes rather obliquely

set; cheek-bones prominent; features flat, though less so than in

tbc norms! Malayan ;
complexion mostly a yellowish or reddish-

brown (Shorn Pen dull brown); hair a dark rusty brown, rarely

quite black, straight, though not seldom wavy and even tin" '.city,

but Shorn Pen generally quite straight.

J D t LA&xjpeot at. fx 73.

* The wtivw erf cwnr know nc<hing of this wrrd, «od of thrtr

itlan:! hbO>c* Ai Afai/it, U rflguc Krai ttjufclly 10 Usd, COUntT?, rilU^.

And cvea ibe vhote world

* TAe ftittlas SdJMdtn, in Jmr. Anthref ?*tt. iRS^ p. 354 sq.
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On the other hand the)- approach nearer to ihe Burmese in

the.r mental characters; in their frank, independent spirit, inquisit-

iveness. and kindness towards their women, who enjoy complete

social equality, as in Burma; and lastly in their universal belief in

spirits called mi or sf/.r, who, like the r/it/i of Jndo-China, cause

sickness and death unless scared away or appeased by offerings,

lake the Burmese, also, they place a piece of money in the mouth

or against the cheek of a corpse before burial, to help in the

other world.

One of tlx few industries is the manufacture of a peculiar

kind of rough painted pottery, which U absolutely confined to

the islet of Chowra, 5 miles north of Teressa. The reason of

this restriction is explained by a popular legend, according to

which in remote ages the Great Unknown decreed that, on piin

of sudden death, an eartliquaite, or some such calamity, the

making of earthenware was to be carried on only in Chowra,
and all the work of preparing the clay, moulding and firing the

pots, was to devolve on the women. Once, a long time ago.

one of these women, when on a visit in another island, began,

heedless of ilte divine injunction, to make a vessel, and fell dead

on the spot. Thus was confirmed tbe tradition, and no attempt

has since been made to infringe the "Chowra monopoly 1."

All things considered, it may be inferred that the archipelago

was originally occupied by primitive peoples of Malayan stock

non represented by the Shorn Pen of Gnat Nicobar, and was after-

wards te-seuled on the coastlar.ds by Indo-Chinese and Malayan
intruders, who intermingled, and either extirpated or absorbed,

or else drove 10 the interior the first occupants. Nicobar thus

resembles Formosa in its intermediate position between the

continental and pclasgtan Mongol populations. Another point

of analogy is the absence of Negritoes from both of these insular

areas, where anthropologists had confidently anticipated the

presence of a dark element bkc that of the Andamanese and
Philippine Aetas.

: K. H. Man, 710. A a firof. Inn. p. ji.
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Conspectus.

Primeval Home. The CentralAsialie Steppe behoan

the Kuendun and Altai Mountain. P*"
Prams

Prcoent lUnie. The Northern Hemisphere from Tim...

fapan to Lapland, and from the Arctic Ocean to the

Great Wall and Tibet, A'ala-Caspian Batin; Parti of

/ranis, Alia Minor; J'arti of Kill Russia. Balkan

Peninsula, and Lower Danube.

Hair, general!) the same as South Mongol, but in

Mongolo-Canattie transitionalgroups brown, chestnut, and «*-

even temp or light flaxen, also wavy and ringletty ; beard

most!) absent except amongst the Western Turks and tome

Koreans.
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Coloar. Light er dirty yellowish amongst aii tnu

Mongol* ond Siberian! ;
very variate {white. sallow,

swarthy) ifi Ike transitional groups {Finns, Lapps,

Magyars, Bulgars, Western Turks), and many Manehus

and Koreans; in Japan the unexposed parts ef the My
also while.

Skull, highly brathy in the. tnu Mongol (So* to 85")

variable {sub-brathy and subdolicho) in most transitional

groups and era some Siberians (Osfyaii and Voguls 77*)

Jaws. Cheek-bones. Nose, and Eyes mush the same

as in South Mongols; but nose often large and straight, and

eyes straight, greyish, er even Hue in Finns, Manehus,

Koreans, and some other Mortgole-Caucasians.

Stature, usually short {below jft 6 in.), but many

Mamhus and Koreans tall (5 ft S or 10 in. and nun 6 ft.).

Lips, Arms, Legs, and Feet usually the same ,u South

Mongols; butJapanese legs disproportionately short.

Merisi Temperament, of all true Mongols and many

Slf*
‘‘

Mongoloids, dull, reserved, somewhat sullen and apathetic;

but in stmt groupt {Finns, Japanese) adhy and energetic;

nearly all brave, warlike, even fierce, and capable ofgreat

atroa/ies, though not normally met/; within the historic

period the character hat almost everywhere undergone a

marked change from a rude and ferocious to a milder and

more humane disposition; ethical tone higher than South

Mongol, with more developed sense ofright and wrong.

Speech very uniform; apparently only one stock

language {Flnno-Tatar or Ural-Altaic Family), a

highly typical agglutinating form oath no prefixes, but

numerous postfixes attached loosely to an unchangeable root,

by which their vowels an modified in accordance with

subtle laws of vocalic harmony; the thief members of the

family {Finnish, Magyar, Turkish, Mongol, and especially

Korean and Japanese) diverge greatly from the common

prototype.

Religion, originally Spiritworship through a mediator

(Shaman), perhaps everywhere, and still exelnsi-.tlypreva-

lent amongst Siberian ami aU ether unenitized groups

;
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all Mongols prefer, Manchus, and Korean: nominal

Buddhists; nil Twrkipeoples Modem; Japanese BaJdhis/t

and Shintois/s; Finns, Lapps. Bu/gars, Magyars, and

Stmt Siberian; real or nominal Christians.

Culture, rede and tartaric rather than saeage

amongst the Siberian aborigines, who are nearly all

nomadic hunters and fishers with half-wild reindeer herds

but scarcely any industries; the Mongols proper, Kirghiz,

L'zbegs and Turkomans semi-nomadic pastors ; the Ana-

tolia* and Balkan Turks, Manchus, and Koreans settled

agriculturists, with scarcely any arts or letters and no

science; Japanese, Finns, Bu/gars, and Magyars avilited

up to, and in some respects beyond the European aierage

(Magyar and Finnish literature, Japaruu art).

Mongol Proper. Sharra (Eastern), Kalmak
{
West

cm). Buryat (Siberian) Mongol

Tungus. T/rngus proper, Maneku, (fold, Oroeh,

Lamut.

Korean ; Japanese and Liu-Klu.

Turki. Yakut, Kirghiz; C'sleg, Taranthi; Kara-

Kalpak; Kogai; Turkoman; Anatolian; Oimanli.

Finno-Ugrian. Baltic Finn Lapp; Samoyad;

Cher/aisr; Y0ly.1t, Yoga/; Ostyah; Bulgor; Magyar.

East Siberian. Yukagkir; Chukchi; Koryak;

KamchadaU ; Gi/yak.

Hr " Northern Mongols" are heie to be understood all tho6c

branches of the Mongol Division of mankind which are usually

comprised under the collective geographical expression Ural-

Altaic, to which corresponds the ethnical designation Mongol1*

Tatar, or more properly Mangold- Turk,'. Their
(

domain is roughly separated tram that of the iv Not!'*™

Southern Mongols {Chap, vt.) by the Great Wall *or***-*.

and ll>e Kuen-lun range, beyond which it sprods out westwards

over most of Western Asia, and a considerable part of North

Europe, with many scattered groups in Central and South Russia,

the Balkan Peninsula, and the Middle Danube basin. In the

1 At Silly eiplalnet la Bit. p. 33).
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extreme north their territory stretches from the shore* of the

Pacific with Japan and pari* of Sakhalin continuously westward*

across Korea, Siberia, Central and North Russia to Finland and

Lapland. But is southern limits can be indicated only approxi-

mately by a line drawn from the Kuer.-lun range westwards

along the northern escarpments of the Iranian plateau, and round

the southern shore* of the Caspian to the Mediterranean. Thii

hne, however, must be drawn in such a way as to include Afghan

Turkestan, much of the North Persian and Caucasian steppes,

and nearly the whole of Asia Minor, while excluding Armenia,

Kurdestm, and Syria.

Nor is it to be supposed that even within these limits the

North Mongol territory is everywhere continuous.

o»t2i witn In East Europe especally, where they are for the

rCoju'i most part comparatively recent intmdeis, the

Mongols arc found only in isolated and vanishing

groups in the Lower and Middle Volga basin, the Crimea, and

the North Caucasian steppe, and in mote compact bodies in

Rumclia, Bulgaria, and Hungary. Throughout all these distiicts.

however, the process of absorption or assimilation to the normil

European physical type is so tar completed that many of the

Nogai and other Russian "Tartars." as they arc called, the Volga

and Baltic Finns, the Magyar:, and Osmanli Turks, would

scarcely be recogntsed as members of the North Mongol family

but for their common FmnoTurki speech, 8nd the historic evidence

by which their original connection with this division is established

beyond all question.

In Central .Asia also (North Irania, the Aralo-Caspian and
Tarim basins) the Mongols have been in close contact with

Caucaiic people* probably since the New Stone Age. and here

intermediate types have been developed, by which an almost

unbroken transition has been brought about between the yellow

and the white race*.

It is often assumed that these Central Asiatic lands could not

have been occupied by Neolithic man, because of

xuin aiMrta , 'ie £,rjt inland seas, which formerly flooded the
“* whole region, and drained through the Obi north to

the .Arctic Ocean, till a new outlet wa* found to the Mediterranean
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through the Bosphorus and the Hellespont Hut there inland

waters belonged to an earlier period, and the presence of primitive

peoples in Western Asia is now placed beyond reasonable doubt,

opectaily by the exploration? of Prof. N Th. Kashchenko in the

Tomsk district. Here were brought to light in 1896 the remains

of a mammoth 1 a feet below the surface erf n cliff which stands

1 36 feet above the present level of the river Tom. Only a few

small bones of the skeleton were missing, and with it acre

associated thirty flint knives, besides scrapers and about ioj

flakes. The large bones were split in the usual way for the ex-

traction of the marrow, and there were other dear indications of

the presence of man’ No doubt the mammoth, as many hold,

may have survived till comparatively late times in Siberia, but the

position, and various oihci circumstances exclude any recent

date for the present find.

But, with the progress of archeological research, it becomes

daily mote evident that the whole of the North .Mongol domain,

from Finland to Japan, lias passed through the Stone and Metal

Ages, like most other habitable parts of the globe. During his

wanderings in Siberia and Mongolia in the early nineties. Herr

Hans Ledcr' came upon countless prehistoric stations, kurgans

(barrows), stone circles, and many mcgaiithic monuments of

various types. In Wot Siberia the barrows, which consist solely

of earth without any stone work, are by the present inhabitants

called Chudtki)* Kurgaxi, "Chudish Graves," and. as in North

Russia, this term "Chudc" is ascribed to a now vanished un-

known race which tarmerly inhabited the land. To them, as to

the “To!tecs * in Central America, all ancient monument? are

credited, and while some regard them as prehistoric Finns', others

1 The finder Ihinki 'ilui. wl, hier die Rr-Je etnes mOffigen Mahln vor

:.:c tiiten |Paper read at the Ccc«re» of Russian ArefatoiOKbU. Ritfa.

August. 1896). See also S. K. Kuaaisov: fnxJ Own ilaamlite/HIa 4i.

in MM. j Anttrtf. Gel. Vienna. tfipf, XVI. p i« On (hr someth of l»«.

fiml Heir Ktanesov infers r«th»e pieraturelj thu the irullc of ihe Etiupein

Paleolithic Man n now 10 1* sought la Siberia.

* Utter Altt GratUHUr. in SHirie 1 -W* .(frnpM, in Vi//. 4. Ax/Artf.

Cti. Vitt». 1S9!, xxv. Q.

* This aeras 10 he ihe »>-w of Stephen Sooimier, who esIN ihrm "eertJ-

monte un popolo permiano,* Hoi », Alfred'. Aav«.u, who seemed to speak.
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identify them with the historic Scythians, the Scythians of

Herodotus.

There arc reasons, however, for thinking that the Chudes

may represent an earlier race, the men of the Stone Age, who,

migrating from north Europe eastwards, had reached the Tom
valley (which drains to the Obi) before the extinction of the

mammoth, and later spread over the whole of northern Asia,

leaving everywhere evidence of their presence in the rr.cgalitllic

monuments now being daily brought to light in East Siberia,

Mongolia, Korea, and Japan. This view receives support from

the characters of two skulls found in 1895 by A. P. Mostitc in

one of the five preliistoric stations on the kft bank of the Sava

aftbent of the Selenga river, near Ust-Kiaktn in Trans-Baikalia.

They differ markedly from the normal Buriat (Siberian Mongol)

type, recalling rather the long-shaped skulls of the South Russian

kurgans, with cephalic indexes 73 t and 73*5, as measured by

M- J. D. TalkoHryncewicx 1
. Thus, in the very heatt of the

Mongol domain, the characteristically round-headed race would

appear to have been preceded, as in Europe, by a long

headed type, presumably that of early Neolithic man every-

where.

In East Siberia, and especially in the Lake Baikal region.

Herr Leder found extensive tracts strewn with kutgana, many
of which lave already been explored, and their contents deposited

in the Irkutsk museum. Amongst these are great numbers of

stone implements, and objects made of tone and mammoth tusks,

besides carefully wotked copper ware, betraying technical -.kill

and scene arustic tatte in the designs. In Trara-Haikalia, still

farther east, with the kurgans are associated the so-called Kamni
Bali, “Stone Women,' monoliths rough-hewn in the form of

human figures. Many of these monoliths bear inscriptions,

ne.r!y lb, urn l»-«age is the finis : “p. Finwu, his Mhte. and >
Be&mus spr«on nnl: ir, geBeode” (Oim. 1. Ch- 1. i«). I!ut ihtvr etuciuely
md, rcmiiii could aeuerfy have been the somewhat cultured Chudov Ib-it

" pOS^lo “nco al quilc si wtribiiscroo tulle le reliquie arcSeoio^lcho m
i«lle pwti della Silwria e cel seueocriw* dr(U Re-ia d' tjinp*” (Somniei,
Sirioti, 0ir»nc*i t SumMi drlf Of. Florence, ittsj, p. 491.

1 T>. Volk or, in L'AMtkrtfcbgU, 1*/. p. 81.
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which, however, appear to be of recent date (mostly Buddhist

prayers and formularies), and ate not to be confounded with the

much older roc* inicnptions deciphered by W. Thomsen through

the Tvirki language.

Continuing his investigations in Mongolia proper, Heir Ledcr

here also discovered catthcn kutgans, which, however, differed

from thore of Siberia by being for the most part surmounted

cither with circular or rectangular «one structures, or else with

monoliths They ate called Kuiilrliir by the present inhabitants,

who hold them in great awe, and never venture to touch them.

Unfortunately strangers aho are unable to examine their contents,

all disturbance of the ground with spade or shove! being forbidden

under pain of death by the Chinese officials, fee fear of awakening

the evil spirits, now slumbering peacefully below the surface. But

so far aa may be inferted from the absence of bronze in the

Siberian mounds all there ancient burial places would appear to

belong to the New Stone and Copper Periods. Tim alone would

imply an antiquity of several thousand years, became bronze,

usually assumed to be of Asiatic origin, is nOu supposed to have

reached Europe not later than about 3000 h C, possibly much
earlier.

Such an antiquity U indeed required to explain the spread

of neolithic remains to the Pacific seaboard, and
Elrtr Mln „

especially to Korea and Japan. In Korea Mr W. K«raand

(lowland examined a dolmen 30 miles front Scul,

which he describe* and figures', and which is remarkable

especially for the dlsptoponionate site of the capstone, a

huge undressed megalith 14* by over 13 feet. He refers to four

or five others, all in the northern port of the peninsula, and

regards them a* “ intermediate in form between a ctst and a

dolmen." But he thinks it probable that they were never covered

by mounds, but always stood as monuments above ground, in this

respect differing from the Japanese, "which without exception arc

all buried in tumuli." In some of their failures these present

a curious resemblance to the Brittany suuciurc*, having cither

"a distinct clumber which u approached by a gallery of greater

1 Jt*r. .4 »/'/(/. A'!/. iSq;, p 316 sq.
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or less length, end narrower than the chamber itself, or more

rarely, they arc of the form known as ai/tr oneurt/, in which

the ipace enclosed by the side stones resembles a long gallery

of considerable dimensions."

Besides these dolmens Japan contains many other memorials

of a remote pest—shell mounds, cave dwellings, and in Yeto

certain pits, which arc not occupied by rhe present Ainu popula-

tion, but arc by them attributed to the Koro/wkguru, " People

of the Hollows," who occupied the land before their arrival, ar.d

lived in huts built over these pits. Similar remains on an islet

near Nemuto on the north east coast of Ye20 are said by the

Japanese to have belonged to the KfSitt, a dwarfish race ex-

terminated by the Ainu, hence apparently identical with the

Koro-pok-guru. They are assocated by Mr John Milne with

some primitive peoples of the Kurile Islands. Sakhalin, and

Kamchatka, who, like the Eskimo of the American coast, had

extended formerly much fanner south than at present.

In a kitchen-midden, 330 by aco feet, near Shiid?oka in

the province of Ibaraki, the Japanese antiquaries S. Yagi and

M Shsnomun1 have found numerous objects belonging to the

Stone Age of Japan. Amongst them were flint implements,

worked bones, ashes, pottery, ar.d a whole series of clay figures

of human beings. The finders suggest that these remains may

have belonged to a homogeneous race of the Stone Per.od, who,

however, were not the ancestors of die Ainu*- hitherto generally

regarded as the first inhabitants of Japan. In the national

records vague reference is made to other aborigines, such as the

“ Long-Legs," and the “ Eight Wild Tribes," described as the

enemies of the first Japanese settlers in Kiu-shiu, and reduced

by Jinunu Tenno. the scmi-mythical founder of the present

dynasty; the Eiisu, who arc probably to be identified with the

Ainu; and the StH-Marai, "Stone Men,“ also located in the

southern island of Kiu-sliiu. The last-mentioned, of whom,

however, little further is known, seem to have the b<3 t claim

to be associated with the above described remains of early man
in Jajan.

1 Znr P> HitUrit 7>!/?!, Chita, iSa*. No. ic
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In she extreme west the present Mongol peoples, being quite

recent intruders, can in no way be connected with
M<n

the abundant prehistoric relics daily brought to m Finland and

light in that region (South Russia, the Balkan

Peninsula, Hungary). The same remark applies e'en to Finland

itself, «hicb was at one time supposed to be the cradle of the

Finnish people, but is nou- shown to hare been first occupied by

Germanic tribes From an exhaustive study of the bronte-

yielding tumuli A. Hackman 1 concludes that the population of

the Bronze Period was Teutonic, and in this he agtees both with

Montclius and with W. Thomsen. Tnc latter holds on linguistic

grounds that at the beginning of the new era the Finns still dwelt

cast of the Gulfof Finland, whence they moved west in later times.

With regard to Tlabylonia, where, is already shown, the

remaim of the Slone and Metal Ages date back

to remote times, the question of their origin is
“
r

"
intimately bound up with that of the Finno-Turki

origin of the Akkado-Sumerians. Although no general consensus

has yet been reached on this obscure subject, it has been some-

what advance! by Dr K. A. Hermann*, who endeavours to show

that the language of the eatly cuneiform texts has string affinities

with the Ural-Altaic, and more particularly with the UgTO-Finnish

member of that family. There are the tame phonesis and vowel

harmony
;
similar forms of nouns, numerals, pronouns, and verbs

;

and a Urge number of identical words, all of which cannot be

accidental Hence the conclusion that the views of Lenonuant

and the other “ Ural-Altaists" arc “ well grounded.'

1 DU Hw.r.ttt FUmhuidl, ItrtUfgtrirs. iBpj.

* Utkr Jit SunntriuAt Sfimth. Paper read nt the Russian Arcbardcgica)

Congees', Riga, 1^)6. It may be ment>*«d that the Moagcf connection >.

upheld by Hon-ael 0(pcrt, Lenorro.nl. KavlUw*,. and U. -Smith, and denied

6j llslety. Paul Haupi. and tVanner. while Pinches. .Sayc;. Almquut ir«l many

ceheti rcserre their judgirew. Dr Homrorv. who gives op the Earopiau

hvptehew' ..f Aryan origins [AugUurgo- Ztituag, Aug. 1$, tBp'l no* -ufgeit.

that Akkado-tvaiwrian lioUa an inteimedlatc (xaitinn tet*een tbe Aryan and

the Mccgoto Tuiki languages. The arguments of Pied. HaufA and Dr Donm-r

cm the aher side will te found in DU ASSMit/hi a/rwic. reprint 01 * |*qx-r

rcu.1 before the Fifth Oriental Congrese, i6$j. In the Appendix Dr Donner

semi up Miongli against the Ugio-Altai: tluxey.

K. t8
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Bui even so, there is no clear racial continuity between these

early Babylonian Mongols and the present Mongol people; of

Western Asia. Some 6000 years ago the Akkado-Sumemns had

already been in close contact with the Semitic Assyrians 0/

Mesopotamia', and merged with them and the A monies in 3

single nationality, the Semitic clement of which was afterwards

strengthened both by Israelites and Jews, and still later by pee-

and post-Muhammadan Arabs Hence the assumed original

Mongol substratum has long been effaced throughout the Tigris-

Euphmtcs basin.

Most authorities agree in locating the Akkads on the northern

Aktudo
heights, and the Sumerians on the lowland plains

sum.ran of Chaldfrn. But while R. son Hiring, following

Iloramel, brings both of these Turlci tribe;, as he

calls them, from " their original Itome in the mountains’,’’ others

arc inclined to the view tlut tlsey came, not from the north, but

by sea from the south, most probably from Mtncea in Arabia

Certainly the enrliest known settlements— Ijgash, Nippur, Erech,

and Uru,—lay about or near the head of the Persian Gulf,

where Babylonian culture would therefore seem to have fir>?

taken row, spreading thence noethnatds to Akkad, Elam, and

Assyria. The Semitic Assyrians themselves, formerly supposed

to have ootne from the northern highlands, are now believed on

good grounds to have reached Mesopotamia from South Arabia*

Of the two Babylonian dialects also, the Sumerian of the southern

> "The Summons tad already miigUd cIomI, »*h the Smite wba we
f>°* of then Their lunfaoee gave way to the Srwiitic and 'weed
Eriilunlly (5 become a liegaigc of cercceny and ijuak Tfdi icti^ton

Incan* luusiiUiad lo the religion, and their gods limitied with the gods of

ihe Scenes. The process of fusion eunimroc*! ! n«h »n early date that

nulhuij lu* roily down lo »> Tran Iht lime when Ike two races were

•Huge;* to each other " (Mxp*ro, Dam «fCmUtoHan, p- *S«k- A> rejSids

ibe Amnrltc. (Aranasna, Syria*) Mr Ptacba hi; sho»r. list this bri&ch of

the Seattle family had alresdy loumloj wirleeaent. in Ribjionii at least so fitr

back as the time of Khaaminaia.
1 Kvjwr*w*« Jer lud+Eurtphr. Eajlish od. (AWu.’iM of Ikt Arjan),

'*97. P 79-

* Sajce, Anyrian Gra/*.. Schndei, DU UtMuiir Smut* In /Mini a.

D. M. Gn. xxvt t. p. j>-.
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plomt is purer and more archaic than the northern Akkad, which

is largely affected by foreign elements
;
and the Akkad* themselves

believed that their first settlements lay about the shores of the

Persian Guif, which formerly extended much farther inland than

at present.

AU this favours a Semitic source or Babylonian culture, the

germs of which might well have been supplied by the proto

Mirxeans of South Arabia, a region already regarded by some as

possibly the seat of the fine civilisation in the world
1

. On chi*

assumption the honour of having laid the founda*
RfUlionl l#

tiona of all human progress u-ould have to be ih*s*mit4>

transferred from the Mongol to the Semite, and
ndAry* R “*

Prof. E. D. Cope' now comes forward with a theory dethroning

both Mongol anil Semite in favour of the Aryan. He argue*

that Enshagfcigana, the oldest known Akkadian king* (4500 B.C.

Hitprccht), shows a fine symmetrical figure, large, straight eyes,

a large, straight or slightly curved ncee, thin lips, and—most
significant—a long head. Still it might be asked, was he a proto-

Semite? But, apart from physical differences, Ivc spoke a

1

Prof. S*jv* think* Dal " frum SoyiUern Arabit *’ tmy lave <*>me the

dynasty to which belonged KhamniiftU <tbe Attttpfcel of Genesis), aid
•* miAt Babylon for the time the capital of a united B*l>y(c*n'a

,#

{Atade*»y % Aug. I, iS/, p. *4)- KhamnulraW (Kvammbe) nourished abcn.t

o.c. and lie dittoed lineal defeent frern Ur- run ir>d Dungi, who had

reigned at Ur over the united kingdoms of Summer and AkUd |Lorrlnnde and

Highland*) about iZoo B*-
1 Tfu OUtu CiviiittA At*1*. In 7hi Afiitr\c*n S'&tur*!tsl for August 1B96.

It cay ke Hated that with this view L. Wilier is ixetted to agrw \GMui,

7 P- S5&
• He caUed himself •• lord

M
of Ken#, the nime by which Babylccua was

known in pre-5craitk times,—its religkas emre bo*c Ihc great dimple

of Nippar, dedicat'd to Hlila. whom (he Semite; liict traruformol lato

theiT god Bel. To Ntppui swceeded Erech, the ••city'* in 1 preeminent

•ra^e, whntr theocratic luJtr Lugahaggill, sea of Ukus lubdued ib#

whole of Keagu and esiabllshod bn swiyovei all the land £r:oi the I'eman

Gulf to the Mediterranean Erech yielded in its turn to Ur (the Ur of

CtfftMfe). which under Ljigalk.-olnidaia kcamu the capita! of CimULci.

Then followed a revival of the gSories of Nippur under Saigon l., founder of

the Sjh greit Semitic empire, nnd obout tcco years later (aSoo B.C?) the

restoration of Ur sndcr Ur-Boa lUr-Gor) and lu* *011 Dungi. who reduced

Syria ai>d Pal«t!uc.
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non-Semitic language, and other not very convincing reasons

arc advanced to make him out an " Aryan " of the North

European type That men of this type may hare penenaced

into Mesopotamia at an early date is possible
;
but if so, a shorter

toute than North Europe uould Itave been tlte Eurasian step|>r,

and they would have come, not os settlers, but as conquerors

who. at in so many other places (France, I^imbardy, the Deccan),

became assimilated in speech and culture to their Axiado-

Sumerian subjects. Cut thcic ate no records of such a conquest,

and Enslugsagana was far more probably a proto Semite than a

North European "Aryan."

There is, however, nothing improbable in the early date

assigned to this ruler. "We found," writes Dr J. P Peters,

•' that Nippur was a great and flourishing city, and its temple,

the temple of Bel, ibe religious centre of the dominant people

of the uo.-ld at a period as much prior to the time of Abraham as

die time of Abraham a prior to our day. We discovered written

recordi no less than 60=0 years old, and proved that writing and

civilisation were then by no means in tlveir infancy. Further

than that, our explorations have shown that Nippur possessed a

history extending backward of the earliest written documents
found by us, a: least »oco yeats

1 .”

These discoveries lor.g antedate the lime of Saigon I. and his

son Naiam-Sui, whose chronology was the earliest hitherto deter-

mined (about j&co b.c). Despite the legendary matter asso-

ciated with his memory, Saigon, the Semite, was beyond question

a historical person. At Agadc were found not only his statue,

but alio his cylinder, with an inscription beginning ;
“ Shamikin

the mighty king am I* and recording how his mother, a royal

pttneess, concealed his birth by plsciug him in a rush basket

closed with bitumen and sending him adrift on the stresm, from

which he was rescued by Akki the water cai tier, who brought him
up as bis own child. The incident, about which there ts nothing

miraculous, presents a curious parallel, if it be not the soutce of,

similar tales related of Moses, Cyrus, and other ancient leaders of

men. Sargon also tells us that he tulcd from his capital, Agadc,

' Atfcfnr. rki .V,rrs/r„, C/Ztf Uutundy^ «
fiu^Awiu la ItejHri iK-H-yS. PbiMelphia, i&j4~s-
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for 45 years over Upper and Lower Mesopotamia, governed the

black-beads, as the Akkads are constantly called, rode in many
bronte chariots over nigged lands, and made expedition? tlmce to

the set-coast. The expeditions arc confirmed by inscriptions from

Syria, and by the cylinder of his son, Nararo-Sin, found by Cemola

in Cyprus. As they alio penetrated to Sinai their away nould

appear to have extended over the whole of Syria and North Arabia,

with Cyprus and perhaps other islands. They erected great struc-

tures at Nippur, which was at that time so ancient that Naratn-

Sin's huge brick platform stood on a inais jo feet thick of the

accumulated debris of earlier buildings It was from the results

of the explorations especially of Dr Peters and Mr Haynes in

these dfbiis that Dr Hilpreeht wrote: “I do no: hesitate to date

the founding of the temple of Bel and the first settlements in

Nippur somewhere between 6000 and 7000 b. c
,

and possibly

earlier 1." We come thus within measurable distance of the

10,000 years assigned to the duration of the Histotic Period in

Mesopotamia and the Nile Valley’

Sennacherib's grandson, Ashurtanipil, who belongs to the late

Assyrian empire when the centre of power had been

shifted from Babylonia to Nineveh, has left recorded 0*^“
on bis buck tablets how he overran Elam and

destroyed its capital, Susa (645 RC.>. He states that from this

place he brought back the effigy of the goddess Nana, which had

been carried away from her temple at Ercch by an Elamite king

by whom Akkad had been conquered 1635 years before, />. aaSo

RC. Over Akkad Elam nilcd 300 years, and it was x king of

this dynasty, Khudur Lagaroar, who has been identified by Mr

Pinches with the “ Chedorlaomer, king of Elam” routed by

Abraham (Gen. xiv 14— iy)’. Thus is explained the presence

of Elamites at this time so far west as Syria, their own seat being

amid the Kurdish mountains in the Upper Tigris basin.

The Elamites were probably of the same stock as their Akkad

neighbours, a short, robust people with coarse black hair, peaceful,

1 Qwitd In Ac*iitty. April 30, 1898, p- «6j.

£li**bg>. p. &
> ffarnVwM Elam Aw TWair.f Vtan Ago. to KnmJtSft, May I.

p. 1 16 sq. &x*J elsewhere.
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industrious and skilful husbandmen* uith a surprising knowledge

of irrigating processes. Even (be term “Elam* is said to have

:ke same meaning as “Akkad M
[Lc Highland) in contradistinction

to “Sumer
"
(Lowland) *. Yet the type nould appear to be on the

whole rather Semitic, judging at least from the large arrhed nose

and thick beard of the Susian god, Ramtnan,

RcconS*!
0*' brought by Asbartanipal out of Elam, and figured

in Uyvd*s Monuments qftfiumA, 1st scries, Plate

$5. This, however, may be explained by the fact that the Elamites

irerc subdued at an earl) date by intruding Semite*, although they

afterwards shook otT the yoke and became strong enough to

conquer Mesopotamia and extend their expeditions to Syria and

the Jordan more than 2000 years he lbre the new era. Of Ellin,

properly Anslud, the capital was the renowned city of Susa

(Shusfcan), whence Susiana, the modem Khuristan.

Even after the capture of Susa by Ashuibanipal, Elam again

rote to great power under Cyrus tin: Great, who, however, was no

Persian advcniuter, as yated by Herodotus, but the legitimate

Elamite ruler, as inscribed on hi; cylinder ar.d tablet now in the

British Museum:—'“Cyrus, the great king, the king of Babylon,

the king of Sumir and Akkad, the king of the foot rones. the son

of Kambyscs, the great king, the ling of Elam, the grandson of

Cyrus the great king," who by the favour of Merodach has

overcome the black-headed people (it the Akkads) and at last

entered Bab)ion in peace. On an earlier cjlinder Nabonidus,

hm king of Bibyion, tells us how this «me Cyrus subdued the

Medcs—here called .Vandal, " Barbarians *—and captured theii

king Astyages and his capital Ekbsutra. But although Cyrus,

hitherto supposed to be a Persian and a Zoroastrian monotheist,

here appears as an Elamite and a polytheis, “it is pretty certain

ihar although descended from Elamite kings, these were [a: that

* It thoiM to tux til thu neither Akkad nor Smut aran in tbo oHrat
texti where Akiad Is lallol /Cuh from Ihe now of Its capital, and Samir
Kirrgi {Kergi), aid to mean the "land or retdi and cnmli* Kish hat

hetn vdintifwd with the Ruth U Oca. one cJ she belt nbuml wotdt In

Pakrhnekgy Ke. thit idtmihalico. howoer, then » grwi. xeing
•hit Koh it meatloned In the cteeit connection auh •• Babel, and Eraeh, and

Aand, and Col net, in the lu.1 of SHnu” (Mesopotamia) ». 10.
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rime} king* of Persian race. who. after the destruction of ihe old

[Elamite] monarchy by Ashurbanijul, had established a new
dynasty at the city of Sosa. Cyrus always trace* ht» descent from

Achxmcncs, the chief ol the leading Persian clan of Pssargadx'.”

Hence altlioi^jh wrong in speaking of Cyrus as an adventurer,

Herodotus rightly calls Him a Persian, and at tht* late date EUm
itself may well have been already Aryaniscd in speech', while atill

retaining its old Akkadian religion. The Babylonian pantheon

survived, in fact, till the rime of Darius Hystaspcs, nho introduced

Zoroastrianism “ith its supreme gods, Aluira-Mazda, creator of all

good, and Ahntnan, author of all evil

The Akkadian deities, thus superseded by tlie eternal principles

of light and darkness, had themselves "begun by

being the actual material of the dement which was

their attribute,” and of which they successively be-

came the spirit and the ruler. They continued at first to reside

in this element, but in course c/ time were separated from it, each

being free to enter a rivals domain, dwell in, and even rule the

world from it, till at last moat of them came to be identified with

the firmament Bel, the lord of the canh, and Ea, tuler of the

waters, passed into the heavens, which did no*, originally belong

to them. Here they took their place besideAna tAnu'ywho, at

first the material heaven itself, the Many vault encompassing the

earth, became successively the spirit of heaver. (Zi Ana) and

the supreme ruler of the universe. This transformation of

the primitive spirit into a personal god-king was, according to

• 5. I-iing, ffu4V.7U Orient, p- 74.

* Aod It bo* teaaizttd so ever the preset Lur and OaUitaii inhabit

atAt of Suvana shaking, n cA the iiandnd Neo-Pewn, hot dinlcctv’of tha

ruder Kurtl*2» Uundi of the Iranian faeulj, os If they h&d txen Axynnucd

from Media. the capital of which was Eklatnna. NV« have l*re, perhaps

a doc to the orgln of il»e MvJr* ih«uuc!vct. uho were certainly the above*

menuccioa M^ndis of Nsbon idav. their capital bet~£ also the uer Ekbatana.

Now Siyce
|
AtaJfmy, Sept. 7. P th* KkMfttolao*

with th<se Manila nomads, whose klfif TcV.do.innc iTugdiau>et was the

Ly^iaiui of Strabo (i. ^ i6l, who lc<$ a horde of Krtmwrianc »ao Lydia anil

captured Soldi*. We kouw lrc*n fittr-hutton's lnscfifxlous that by the

A»«ri*ro these Kimtaerians were cilkd Manda, thevr prince Teop«* <Tci?pe}

being described a- m c4 the people ol the Miaii.*' An erode giv'en to
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Lerormant, due specially 10 the Semite* but neither the

Chaldeans not the Egyptians ever evolved the conception of an

absolutely supreme being. The supreme god. whose existence

the early Assyriolcgists thought they had discovered (H. and G.

Rhwlinsun), was as much a being of their own invention as the

supreme god imagined by Egyptologists to occupy the highest

position in the Egyptian pantheon (/#.)'. Indeed much of the

Chaldean system passed into a condition hardly to be distinguished

from the fetishism of the African negro. “The spirit of the god

inspired whatever seemed good to him. and frequently entered

into objects where we should least have expected to find it. It

animated stones, particularly such as fall from heaven, also trees,

os, for example, the tree of Kridhu, which uttered oracles. Such

objects, when it was once ascertained that they were imbued with

the divine spirit, were placed upon the altar and worshipped with

as much veneration is were the statues themselves. Animals,
houever, never became objects of habitual worship as in Egypt*”

As in all primitive beliefs, morality is found Kill entirely

disiocutcd from religion. Thus in Ara'u. the Chaldaun Hades,

Eui-luuldon begins: " Tie K'-nmrian in the maintains his ms fee in the

land of Elhp." i.r. the liad who Kkhnmui mn afteruards to.ndej. which is

now shows to have already leen ooiipkd by the Kianneton nr Miraii
hopj<s It follow that Kirniaum. Manda*. Mrdc* with their modem
Kuni and Huklituri r*pr\*v*nuraci, were ill oae people, who were &liuo*t

cemialy of Aiyt* spcecX If not actually of proto*AifUXi nod*.
1 La M*gk <kt* /a CAmJ/Lmi, p. 144 *q-; quoted by Maipero, c/

c.». !>. 6„.
' As tie Idea of a |irimiti'r univeisal reteiuion, fiooi which that o! it

lupremc being caot« 0- separated. aeeas to be »t knit suggesle.1 n powihie
11 Mr A. tic; in Tkt .1Mint ‘f XMifieu (igpSI, it miy he ipJi pointed
out th»l .«h • aablbne nooon ts uama-zrAij tend the power ol roily
man. whose ciuval rapatiry did not greatly exceed rhar ol the Jirnt.
pmvrwr <sec dligri-n p. 6i. Th» mcnocheic.ic conception could never haw
been ihe Maniac point, and wi> in fuel arrived ai In quite late limes hy o
“'»“™ P"10™’ * elimlnatfco. In ha .1OtMtg* A. Sinv, rf Jn f,W;
lJ!a. Man. d, tEuto J 1897, p. r.j i-j-K M- A. Lcfcv.e «Ws
thu even &-/. supplied to be the Dot! of the peoto-SUrs. and the dunlisa
icwesemed by CrnoUg and SMtf, are 1U later developments ol the Slav
pomhecn.

* Arm a ef CitiUMtun, p. 641.
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all arc judged by die goddess Bcltis-Allat, who. However, is little

influenced by the good or bad lives led by the departed Almost

everything depends on their attitude toward* the gcd% including

A Hat herself
;
they are punished for having neglected the service

of the temples, and rewarded in proportion to the sacrifices and

offerings made at the shrines of the god*.

How the family expands through the clan and tribe into the

nation, is clearly seen in the Chaldiean social system,

in which the inhabitants of each dty were still

“divided into clans, all of whose members claimed

to be descended from a common ancestor who had flourished at a

more or lew remote period. The members of each dan were by

no means all in the same social position, some having gone down

in the world, others having raised themselves; and amongst them

we find many different callings—from agricultural labourers to

scribes, and from merchants to arriwns. No natural tie existed

among the majority erf these members except the remembrance

of their common origin, perhaps also a common religion, and

eventual rights of succession nr claims upon what belonged to

each one individually 1
.

1
' The god or goddess, it is suggested,

who watched over each man. and of whom each was the son, was

originally the god or goddess of the clao (its totem}. So also in

Egypt, the members of the community were all supposed to come

of the same stock
{
'fdit). and to belong to the same family {j4itn\

y

whose chiefs {rofdttu

\

were the guarduns of the family, several

groups of such families being under x rof>iitu KS
%
or hod chief ’.

Amongst the local institutions, it is startling to find a fully

developed ground-landlord system, though not quite so bad as

that still patiently endured in England, already flourishing ages

ago in Babylonia, “The cost of repairs fell usually on the lessee,

who was also allowed to build on the land he had leased, in which

caie i: was declared free of all charges for a petiod of about ten

years
;
but the house and, as a rule, all he hod built, then reverted

to the landlord*."

In nuiny other respects great progress had been made, and it

1 ZUwm *j CittSi'.atii*, p>

* Ml p 71.

* Md. p. J53.
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la the belief of von lhring 1

,
Homrael' and others that from

Babylonia was first diffused a knowledge of letters,

cStuiV*' astronomy. agriculture, navigation, architecture, and

other arts, to the Nile valley, and mainly through

Egypt to the Western Wotid, and through Irania to China and

Indn. In this gencraliwion there is probably a large measure

of truth, although it will be seen faithcr on that the Asiatic origin

of Egyptian culture is still far from being proved.

One element the two peoples certainly had in common—

a

highly developed agricultural system, which formed the foundation

of their greatness, and was maintained in a rainless climate by a

stupendous system of irrigation works. Such works were carried

out or a prodigious scale by the ancient Babylonians six or eight

tlvousand years ago The plains of the Lower Euphrates and

Tigris, since rendered desolate under Turkish misrule, are inter-

sected by the remains of an intricate network of canalisation

covering all the space between the two rivers, and are strewn

with the ruins of many great cities, whose inhabitants, numbering

scores of thousands, were supported by the produce of a highly

cultivated region, which is now an arid waste varied only by

crumbling mounds, stagnant waters, and the camping-grounds of

a tew Arab tent-dsellers.

Those who attach weight to distinctive racial qualities liave

aluays found a difficulty in attributing this won-

goTpmi-r. derful civilisation to the same Mongdic people,

who in their own homes have scarcely anywhere

advanced beyond the hunting, fishing, or pastoral states. But it

lias always to be remembered that man, like all other zoological

forms, necessarily reflects the character of liis environment.

The Akkads, if Mongols, naturally became husbandmen in the

alluvial Mesopotamian lands, while the kindred people who give

their name to the whole ethnical division and present its physical

characters in an exaggerate] form, still remain tented nomads on

the dry Central Asiatic steppe, which yields little but herbage,

and is suitable for tillage ooly in a few more favoured districts.

1 Vtypukuku Sx.. Book ll./oiira.

1 GtxHcftft BaiyUnitn: n. Attyrun:,
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Here (he typical Mongols, cut oil from the arable lands of South

Siberia by the Tian-shan nnd Altai ranges and to iotne evieot

denied access to the rich fluvial valleys of the Middle Kingdom

by the barrier of the Great Wall, have for ages led a pastoral life

in the inhabitable tracts and oases of the Gobi wilderness and

the Ordos region within the great bend of the Hoang ho. During

the historic period these natural and artificial ramparts have been

several rimes surmounted by fierce Mongol hordes, pouring Dice

irresistible flood-waters over die whole of China and many parts

of Siberia, and encoding their predatory or conquering expedi-

tions across the more open northern plains westwards nearly to

the shores of the Atlantic. But such devastating torrents, which

nt intervals convulsed and caused dislocations amongst half the

settled populations of the globes had little eftect on the tribil

groups that remained behind. These continued and continue to

occupy the original camping-grounds, at changeless and uniform

in their physical appearance, mental characters, and social usages

as the Arab bedouins and all other inhabitants of monotonous

undiversified steppe lands.

Dc Ujfalvy's suggestion that the typical Mongols of the plains,

with whom we are now dealing, were ongmally a

long-headed race, can scarcely be takeu seriously. T^^*
|c*1

At present and, in filer, throughout historic times,

all tiue Mongol peoples ate and have been distinguished by

a high degree of hrachycephaly, with cephalic index generally

rrora 87 upwards, and it may be remembered that the highest

known index of any undefottned skull was that of Huxley's

Mongol (98’ii). But, as already noticed, those recovered from

prehistoric, or neolithic kurgans, arc found to be doliehoccphalous

like those of paleolithic and early neolithic man in Europe.

Taken in connection with the numerous prehistoric remains

above recotded ftoni all parts of Central Asia and Siberia, tbit

fact may perhaps help to bring dc Ujfalvy's view into harmony

with the actual conditions. Everything will be explained by

assuming tint the proio-Mongolic tribes, spreading from the

Tibetan plateau over the plains now bearing their name, found

that region already occupied by the long-headed Caucasic peoples

of the Stone Ages, whom they either exterminated or drove north
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io the Altai uplands, and east to Manchuria and Korea, where a

strong Caucanc strain still petsists. Dc Ujfalvy’s long heads

would thus be, not the proto-Mongol! who were always round-

headed, but the long-headed neolithic pre-Mongol race cxjielled

by them from Mongolia

Thu this region has been their tiue home since the first

Eihnk.i „vj migration* from the south there can he no doubt

Adiriniv.r* Here land and people stand in the closest relation
tf’ v*<0"

one to the other
,
here every conspicuous physical

feature recalls some popular memory ; every rugged crest is

associated with the name of some national hero, every lake or

stream is still worshipped or held in awe as a local deity, or else

the abode of the ancestral shader. Here also the Mongol!

proper form :na main division!. S/tarrtr in the east and Kjimuk

in the west, while a third group, the somewhat mixed Buryati,

have long been settled in the Siberia provinces of Irkutsk and

Tians-Eaikalu. Under the Chinese semi-military administration

all except the Buryats, who are Russian subjects, are constituted

since the t;th century in ji Aimaks (urge tribal groups or

principalities with hereditary khansl and 116 Koihungi, "Banners,

that is. smaller groups whose chiefs arc dependent on the khans
of their respective Aimaks, who are themselves directly rciponuble

to the imperial government Subjoined is a table of these ad-

ministrative division!, which present a curious but effective com-

bination of the tribal and political systems, analogous to the

arrangement in I’ondolan.l anti some other districts in Cape
Colony, uhcre the hereditary ttibil cliief assumes the functions of

a responsible British magistrate.

Tribal or Temtonal Aimaks
IKtiumi, (Principalities) (BlUKTS)

Khalkas 4 86
Inner Mongolia with Oidos *5 5«

Cbakars i 3
Ala-Shan i 3

Koko-nor and Tsaidam 5 *9
Zungaria 4 3*
Uriankha: I »7
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Since their organiration in Aimaks and Koshungt, the Mongols

have cessed to be a tenor to the surrounding peoples. The in-

cessant struggles betneen these tented warriors and the peaceful

Chinese populations, which began long before the dawn ri history,

were brought to a close with the overthrow of the Zungarian

power in the iSth century, when their poltncil cohesion was

broken, and the whole nation reduced to a state of abject help

lessnesi, from which they cannot now hope to recover. The

am of Cliincse rule could be replaced only by the firmer grip

of the northern autocrat, whose shadow already lies athwart the

Gobi wilderness.

Thus the only escape from the crushing monotony of a

purely pastoral life, no longer relieved by intervals of warlike

or predatory expeditions, lies in a survival of the old Shamanist

superstitions, or a further development ci the degrading Tibetan

lamaism represented at Urga by the AVufi.'w, in
ir_

incarnation of the Buddha only less revered than

the Dalai Lauu himself 1
, Besides this High Pricy at Urga.

there Rtc over a hundred smaller incarnations- -Gifua, as they

ate called—and these saintly beings possess unlimited means of

plundering their votaries. The smallest favour, the touch of their

garments, a pious ejaculation or blessing, is regarded as a priceless

spiritual gift, and must be paid lor with costly minings. Even

the dead do not escape thc-e exactions. However disposed of,

whether buried or cremated, like the khans and lamas, or exposed

lo beasts and buds of prey, as is the fate of the common folk,

" misses,’ which also command a high price, have to be said for

forty days to relieve their souls from the torments ol the Buddhist

purgatoty.

It is a angular fact, which, however, may perhaps admit

of explanation, that neatly all the true Mongol peoples have

been Buddhists since the spread of Sakya Muni‘s teachings

1 It 0 noteworthy tin: "Ocean. ' U itself a Mongol void, tbough

Zoom, “ Prevt,' is Tiletan. The explinicioa it that in the sjth csntuiy a

local inesnatica of Biddht wi« rbu.1 by thu llim dominant Mongols lo the

lint Male, and tlm tltk u( /falai /aw., the •• Ocn Ptk.I,"U the Pnr.1 <4

fatbmltts wiidom, not boiowed on cor of hit luccetoou in the i6th century

.

and still retailed >1 the High Pontiff *l Uu>.
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throughout Central Asia, while their Tuiki kinsmen are zealous

followers of the Prophet- Thus is seen, for instance, the strange

spectacle of two Mongolic groups, the Kirghiz of the Turici

branch and the Kalmuks of the West Mongol branch, encamped

side by side on the Lower Volga pbins, the former all under

the hanner of the Crescent, the latter devout worshippers of

all the incarnations of Buddha. But analogous phenomena

occur amongst the European peoples, the Teutons being mainly

Protestants, those of neo-Latin speech mainly Roman Catholics,

and the Easterns Orthodox. From all this, however, nothing

more can be inferred than that the religions are partly a question

of geography, partly determined by racial temperament and

political conditions; while the religious sentiment, being universal,

is above all local or ethnical considerations.

Under the first term of the expression MengcloTurki <p. z6;)

are comprised, besides the Mongols proper, nearly all those

branches cf the division which lie to the east and north-east

of Mongolia, and arc in tr,c« tespects more closely allied with

the Mongol than with the Turki section. Such arc the Dtr/guta,

with the kindred A/aneiur, GUIs, Ortthons, LamUs, and others

of the Amur basin, the Upper Lena head-streams, the eastern

affluents of the Yenisei, and the shorts of the Sea of Okhotsk

,

the GUjabs about the Amur estuary and in the northern parts

of Sakhalin; the Kamtkadala in South Kamchatka, in the

extreme north-east the Koryaks, Chukchii, and Yukaghin
;

lastly

the Konam, Jafanest, and Liu-Km (.Lu-Chu )
Islanders, To the

Mongol section thus belong neatly all the peoples lying between

the Yenisei and the Pacific (including most of the adjacent archi-

pelagos), and between the Great Wall and the Arctic Ocean.

The only two exceptions are the Yakuts of the middle and loner

l.ctM and neighbouring arctic rivets, who are of Turki stock ; and

the AI™t of Yezo, South Sakhalin, and sonic of the Kurile Islands,

who belong to the Caucuic division.

A striking illustration of the general statement that the various

cnltutal states arc a question not of race, but of

T-i
h

^j.c. environment', is afforded by the varying social

conditions of the wide-spread Tungus family, who

* Stkmbgy. |.)!},
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ate fishers on the Arctic coast, hunters in the Fast Siberian

woodlands, and for the most part sedentary tillers of the soil

and townspeople in the tich alluvial valleys of the Amur and its

southern affluents. T he Russians, from whom we get the term

Tungus', recognise these various purtuits, and speak of Horn,

Cattlf. Riindttty Dog, Su/>p<, and FortH Ttmguses. besides the

settled farmers and stock-breeders of the Amur. Their original

Ironic appears to have been the Shan-.Min up-

lands, where they dwelt with the kindred Niu-CM typ*''"
^

(Manchus) till the 13th century, when the disturb-

ances brought about by the wars and conquests of (enghii Khan

drove them to their present seat in East Siberia. The type,

although essentially Mongolic in the somewhat flat feature*, very

prominent cheek-bones, slant ey es, long lank hair, yellowish brown

colour and low stature, scentt to show admixture with a higher

race m the shapely frame, the nimble, active figure, and quick-

intelligent expression, and especially in the variable skull. While

generally round (indices So' to 84*), the head is sometimes flu

on the top, like that of the true Mongol, sometimes high and short,

which, as Dr Hanty tells us is specially charactcrittic of the

Tutki race'-,

1 l-r.hr, from the Chirew 7nmf* a. - Ewtem Barbarous,” o« from (he

Turki Tin^ha, xs in luar Mam: f/r ialtrpmn re 7i«zm tweriMxrrmt
\DtstriftH eir.. Amnenlim. i6u). But there is no collective mticoal nine,

Knit »t proas they till Ihetmelves A< u-*i. Boio, RvV, tic., terror all mait«
“Men.* "Poaple.” In the ChiiMM reeordi they are referred to wider the

mine of //u ro eatly si sIVj A-D.. when ihry dwell In the lotest trglca fcetwmn

tie Upper Tempi uni Vala rivers oe ihe one hrod tral ihe Picinc CCeur. on

Ihe other, and psiit inhale in kind—«*Me lam, bonx. t,

i

Men* ormw-hwda.

Artowi and none uiou-heids wete also the iritulc |»il to IV emperor*, of

the Shang dytiaily (1766-1114 n.c .1 by the S.v.i«*. »ho dwell north of the

Uioleng peninsula, to lhal we have here 0Hitt.1l proof of a Smne Age of long

duration In Mu.'buns. Liter, ihe Ltiinnc tlitonidet nxation iht t'-l

I

or

.I/i-Af, a uni like people of ihe Sungari volley nnd unrounding jpland*. i<bo

in the ;ih cenlory fotnded the fcngdcut of A'-m overthrown in 911 by the

Khitus of she Lower Sungari below lit N'nni eonllucncr. who were tSem-olvei

Tongues nnd txcetUng to scene Chiaeic anihwities the diteci ancestor, of

rbe Minchus (Hnworlh./taWib
1 ‘'Cm 1* tendance <!e In trie s <e ddvelopfwr re. hiuteir, juste ir. win

Inverse dc I'aplaiisscuinit eenlm! da Mongol. La ittc du Tore est dons a

la f«s plu< hiuce et fiat court* " (Z'W«friy<Ay«, »l. j. p 8|.
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All observers speak in enthusiastic language of the tempera-

ment and moral qualities of the Tunguses, and

caSSw particularly of those groups that roam the forest:

about the Tunguska tributaries of the Yenisei,

which take their came from these daring hunters and trappers.

" Full of animation and natural impulse, always cheerful even in

the deepest misery, holding themselves and others in like respeer,

of gentle manners and poetic speech, obliging without servility,

unaffectedly proud, scorning falsehood, and indifferent to suffering

and death, the Tunguses arc unquestionably an heroic people 1.*

A few have been trough: within the pale of the Orthodox

Church, and in the extreme south some are classed
aii.'iohn. ^ Buddhists. But the great hulk of the Tungus

nation are still Shaman. sts. Indeed the very word jtt<?w.TR is of

Tungus origin, though current also amongst the Buryats and
Yakuts. It is often taken to be the equivalent of priest ; but in

pojtl of fact it represents a stage in the development of natural

religion which has scarcely yet reached the sacerdotal state.

"Although in many cases the shamans act as priests, and take

par: in popular and family festivals, prayeis, and sacrifices, their

chief importance is based on the performance of duties which

distinguish them sharply from ordinary priests 1.' Their functions

are threefold, those of the medicine-man {the leech, or healer by

supernatural means); of the soothsayer (the piopliet through

communion with the invisible world)
;
and of the priest, especially

in his capacity as exorcist, and in his general power to influence,

control, or even coerce the good and evil spirits on behalf of

their votaries. But as all spirits arc. or were originally, identi-

fied with the souls d the departed, it follows that in ns ultimate

analysis Shamanism resolves itself into a form of ancestry-worship.

The system, of which there arc many phases reflecting the

diBerent cultural states ol its adherents, sail prevails amongst all

the Siberian aborigines, and generally amongst ali the uncivilised

Ural Altaic populations, so that hete again the religions strictly

rcicct the social condition of the peoples- Thus the somewhat

1 RfcliB, VI. ; toj. bS. p. jfio.

‘ A'- M- MVhsiknsliii, In Sifcrti a*d £unfr.m /.1m,
TimtlUd b, Oliver Wirircp. yw. A,, lire/. fmL ,8? ., p. 9 ,.
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cultured Finns, Turks, Mongob, and Mancbus arc all either

Christians, Muliamroadatis, or Buddhi«s; while the uncultured

but closely related Samoyads, Ostyaks. Orochorts, Tunguses,

Golds Gilyaks Koryaks, and Chukchi, are almost without ex-

ception Shamanists

The shamans do not appear to constitute a special caste or

sacerdotal order, like the hierarchies of the Christian Chinches.

Some arc hereditary, some elected by popular vote, so to say.

They may 1« either men, or women (tAama/thi), married or single ,

and it "rank is spoken of, it simply means greater or less

proficiency in the performance of the duties imposed on them.

Everything thus depends on their personal merit*, which naturally

gives rise to much Jealousy between the members of the craft.

Thus amongst the “whites" and the "blacks," that is, those

whose dealings arc with the good and the bad spirits respectively,

there is in some districts a standing feud, often resulting in fierce

encounters and bloodshed. The Buryats tell how the two factions

throw axes at each other at great distance*, the struggle uiually

ending in the death of one of the combatant*. The blacks, who

serve the evil spirits, bringing only disease, death, or ill-luck, and

even killing people by eating up their souls, are of course the

least popular, but also the most dreaded. Many arc credited

with extraordinary and even miraculous powers and there can be

no doubt that they often act up to their reputation by performing

almost incredible conjuring nicks in order 10 impose on the

credulity of the ignorant, or outbid their rivals for the public

favour. Old Richard Johnson of Chancelour's expedition to

Muscovy records how he saw a Simoynd shaman stab himself

with a sword, then make the sword red hot and lluust it through

his body, so that tlsc point protruded at the back, and Johnson

was able to touch it with his finger. They then bound the wizard

light with a reindeer-rope, and went through some performances

curiously like those of the Davcnpon Br Olivers and other modem
conjurers'.

To the much-discussed question whether the shimans are

imjRislors, the bat answer has perhaps been given by Castrcn,

1 Hailujl, iSoy td. 1. p. 317 sq.

'9
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who, speaking of the same Samoyad magicians, remarks that if

the) were merely cheats, wc should have to suppose that they did

not share the rd^ious beliefs of their fdlow-tnbcsmen, but were

a sort of rationalists far in advance of the tiroes- Hence it would

seem much more probable that they deceived both themselves

and others', while no doubt many bolster up a waning reputation

by playing the mountebank where there is no danger of detection.

11 Shamanism amongst the Siberian peoples." conclude? our

Russian authority, “is at the present time in a moribund condi-

tion
;

.1 must die out with those beliefs amoog which alone such

phenomena can arise and flourish. Buddhism on the one hand,

and Muhammadanism on the other, not to mention Christianity,

arc rapidly destroying the old ideas of the tribes among whom
the shamans performed. Especially has the more ancient Black

Faith suffered from the Yellow Faith preached by the lamas. But

the shamans, with their dark mysterious rites, have made a good

struggle for life, and are still frequently found among the native

Christians and Muhammadans. The rouUahs and lamas have

even been obliged to become shamans to a great extent, and
many Siberian tnbes, who arc nominally Christians, believe in the

shamans, and have recourse :o them.*'

Of all members of the Tunguaic family the Manchas alone

can he called a historical people, if they were

Months*. r^sUy descended from the Kkitans of the Sungari

valley, then their authentic records will date from

the toth century a.d., when these renowned warriors, after over-

throwing the Pu hai (925), founded the Liao dynasty and reduced

a great part c4 north China and surrounding lands. The Khittns,

from whom China was known to Marco Polo a? Khitai (Cathay),

as it still is to the Russians, were conquered in 1125 by the A##*

chi ( Yu cAt\ Kuchin) of the Shan aim uplands, reputed cradle of

On Km»ao*
thc Maochu race * These Niu-chi, direct ancestors

pl'Iirf
l^c founded (1x15) the State known as

that of the “Golden Tartar?," from Kin, “gold,"
the title adopted by their chief Aguta, “ because iron (in reference

to thc Imo, 'Iron* dynasty) may rust, but gold remains ever

1 Quoted by MikhallovikU, p. U4 .
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pure and bright.” The Kin*, however, retailed tlwir brightness

only a little over a century, having been eclipsed by Jenghia-

Khan in 1*34- Bur alone the middle of the 14th century the

Niu chi again rose to power under Aishiu-Gk<o. who, although

of miraculous birth and surrounded by other legendary matter,

appears to hare been a historical person He may be regarded

as the true founder of the Manchu dynasty, foe it was in his time

that this name came into general use. Sing-tsu. one of his

descendants, constructed the palisade, a feeble imitation of the

Great 'Vail, sections of which still exist Thai-tsu. a still mote

famous member of the family, greatly extended the Manchu

kingdom (1580-16*6), and it was his son Tsi-dsung who f ist

assumed the imperial dignity under the title of TaiTsing. After

his death, the Ming dynasty having been overthrown by a rebel

chief, the Manchus were invited by the imperialists to aid m
restoring order, entered Peking in triumph, and, finding that the

last of the Mings had committed suicide, placed Tai-dsung’s

nephew on the throne, thus founding the still reigning Manchu

dynasty (1644).

Such has been the contribution 01 the Manchu people to

history ;
their contributions to arts, letters, science, in a word, to

the general progress of mankind, have been »//. They found the

Middle Kingdom, alter ages ot a sluggish grouth. in a state of

absolute stagnation, and there they have left it. On the other

hand their assumption of the imperial administration has brought

about their own nun, them effacement, and almost their very

extinction as a separate nationality. Manchuria, like Mongolia,

is organised in a number of half military, half civil divisions, the

so-called /W/, or "Eight Ranneis." and the constant demand

mace on these reserves, to support the dynasty and supply trust-

worthy garrisons for all the strongholds of the empire, has drawn

o3 the best blood of the people, in fact sapped its vitality at the

fountain-head- Then the rich arable tracts thus depleted were

gradually occupied by agricultural settlers from the south, with

the result that the Manchu race has nearly disappeared. From

the ethnical standpoint the whole region beyond the Great Wall

as far north as the Amur has practically become an integral

part of China, and from the political standpoint since 1898 an

19-1
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integral put of the Russian empire. Towards the middle of the

19th century the Eight Banners numbered scarcely more than a

quarter of a million, and about that time the Able Hue declared

that " the Manchu nationality is destroyed beyond recovery. At

present »f shall look in vain for a single town or a single village

throughout Manchuria which is not exclusively inhabited by

Chinese. The local colour has been completely effaced, and

except a few nomad groups nobody speaks Manchu 1."

Similar testimony is afforded by later observers, and the

Rev. Henry Lanstiell, amongst others, remarks that “the Manchu,

during the two centuries they have reigned in China, may be said

(0 have been working out their own annihilation. Their manners,

language, their very country has become Chinese, and some

maintain that the Manchu peoper nre now extinct’.”

Bui the type, so far ftom being extinct, may be said to

T ^
have received a considerable expansion, especially

amongst the populations of north-east China. The
tallet stature and greatly superior physical appearance of the

inhabitants of Tien-tsin and surrounding districts* over those

cf the southern provinces (Folicn, Kwang-tung). who are the

chief representatives of the Chinese race abroad, seems belt

explained by continual crossing! with the neighbouring Manchu
people, at least since the nth century, if not earlier.

Closely related to the Manchusfo# the same stock says Sir H. H.

7a. Daan.
Howortb, the distinction being purely political) are

the Vann, who give their name to the extensive

U=ii
r plateau, and formerly occupied both sides of the Upper

1 Smtmincfm Ai Ttxrtaru, .833, 1. 163.
» TtnagA Sibtri*. iS3 >, V0 |. n. p. 17,.

* European vhtcon often o«icc ur.li inrpriae the fine physique cf these
native, many of vban average ready an in height. Hut there in an
extraordinary dbearltj Utwnn the two icic. perhaps greu.tr thiu to any
oth.r country. TV much .mallei mature are! fceiiet eomiitution of the
Momen ts no doubt due la the detestable cislom of crippling the feet a child-

htu«l, thereby depriving them U natural netrne dmliy the period oi growth.
It may he mint that an autifoot-bnodumg movement I. now in progress
th-mi^iou. China, the object being to abtdl.lt the and practice l>y soling
the iin /mi I

" gulden lilies') .tli^Keable. ud the ft amw. the - h*a.»nly
*«• 'he naturil—pcfnlir In theit stud
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Amur. Daur is, in (act, the name applied by die Buryats to all

the Tungus peoples of the Amur basin- The Dauri proper, who

arc now perhaps the best representatives of the original Manchu

type, would seem to have intermingled at a remote time with the

long-headed pre-Mongol populations of central Asia. They are

“taller and wronger than the Oronchocis [Ttiqgys groups lower

down the Amur]
;
the countenance is oval ar.d more intellectual,

and the cheeks are levs broad. The nose U rather prominent,

and the eyebrows straight* The skin is tawny, and the hair

frown 1.” Mow of these characters arc such as we should expect

to find in a people of mixed Mangolo Caucasic descent, the latter

element being derived from the long-headed race who had already

reached the present Mongolia, Manchuria. Korea, ar.d the adjacent

islands during neolithic times. Thus may be explained the tall

stature, somewhat regular features, brown hair, light eyes, and even

florid complexion <0 often observed amongst the present inhabit-

ants of Manchuria, Korea, and parts of Xorth China.

But no admixture, except of Chinese literary terms, is seen :n

the Mandril language, which* like Mongolicj is a

typical member of the agglutinating Ural-Altaic tucuTs^.
family. Despite great differences, lexical, phonetic,

and even structural, all the members of this widespread order

of speech have in common a number of fundamental features,

which justify the assumption that all spring from an original stock

language, which has long been extinct, and the germs of which

were perhaps first developed on the Tibetan plateau. The

essential characters of the system arc:— (il a 41 root” or notional

term, generally a closes! syllable, nominal or verbal, with a vowel

or diphthong, strong Of weak (hard or soft) according to the mean

ing of the term, hence incapable of change; (a) a number o!

particles or relational terms somewhat loosely posthxed to the

root, but incorporated with it by the principle of (3)

harmony, a kind of vocal concordance, in virtue of which the

vowels of all the postfixes must harmonise with the unchangeable

vowel of the root. If this is strong all the following vowels of the

combination, no matter what its length, must be sttong; if weak

1 Lan*dr21, 11. p. 17*.
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they mun conform ui the same nay. With nominal roofs the

postfixes arc necessarily limited to die expression of a few

simple relations; but with vetbal roots they are in principle

unlimited, so that the multifarious relations of the verb to its

subject and object are all incoipotaicd in the verbal compound

itself, which may thus tun at times to inordinate lengths. Hence

we have the expression "incorporating," commonly applied to this

agglutinating system, which sometimes goes so far as to embody

the notions of causality, possibility, passivity, negation, intensity,

condition, and so on, besides the direct pronominal objects, in

one interminable conglomerate, which is then treated as a simple

verb, and run through all the secondary changes of number,

person, tense. and mood. The result is an endless number of

theoretically possible verbal forms which, although in practice

naturally limited to the ordinary requirements of speech, are far

tco numerals to allow of a complete verbal paradigm being

constructed of any fully developed member of the Ural-Altaic

group, such, for in«ance, as Yakut, Tungus, Turki. Mordvinian,

Finnish, ur Magyar.

In this system the vowels are classed as strong or hard
(
a

,

tt, a),

weak or soft (the same umtauttd: d, 8, «}, and neutral (generally

e, r), these last being so called because they occur indifferently

with the two other classes- Thus, if the determining root vowel

is a {strong), that of the postfixes may be either a (strong), e or i

(neutral); if d (weak), that of the postfixes may be either <t (weak),

or r or i ss before. The postfixes themselves no doubt irete

originally notional terms worn down in form and meaning, so as to

express mere abstract relation, as in live Magyar tv/ = with, from

tj//= companion. Tacked on to the root /» = ticc, this will give

the ablative case, first ttnharmonned
:
fa-ttl, then harmonised:

/s-val= tree-wilh, with a tree. In the early Magyar texts of the

rath century inharmonic compound!, such as Aa/iU-tuA, later

AaJdJ-nji- at death, are numerous, from which it has been inferred

that the principle of vowel harmony is not an oiiginal feature of

the Ural-Altaic languages, hut a later development, due in fact (0

phonetic decay, and still scarcely known in some members of the

gtoup, such as Votyak and Highland Chcrcmesian (Volga Finn).

But M. Lucien Adam holds that these idioms have lost the principle
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through foreign (Russian) influence, and that ihc few ’.races sttil

perceptible are survivals from a time when all the Ural-Altaic

tongues were subject to progressive vowel harmony 1
.

But however this be. Dean Byrne is disposed to regard the

alternating energetic utterance of the hard, and ,..c ..r
indolent utterance of the soft sowel seties, as an *n<i R»:i«t

expression of the alternating active and lethargic

temperament of the race, such alternations being themselves due

to the climatic conditions of their environment. “Certainly the

life of the great nomadic races involves a twofold experience of

this kind, ns they must during their abundant summer provide for

their tigorous winter, when little can be done. Their character,

too. involves a striking combination of intermittent indolence and

energy
;
and it is very remarkable that this distinction of roots is

peculiar to the languages spoken originally where this great dis-

tinction of seasons exists. The fact that the distinction [between

hard snd soft] is imparted to all the suffixes of a rout proves that

the radical characteristic which it expresses is thought with these;

nnd consequently that the radical idea is retained in the con-

sciousness while these are added to it'.”

This is a highly characteristic instance of the methods followed

by Dean Byrne in his ingenious but hopeless attempt to explain

the subtle structure of speech by the still mote subtle temperament

of the speaker, taken in connection with the alternating nature of

the climate. The feature in question cannot be due to such

alternation of mood and climate, because it is persistent through-

out all seasons, while the hard and soft elements occur simulta-

neously, one might wv, promiscuously, in conversation under all

mental states cf those conversing.

The true explanation is given by Schleicher, who points out

that progressive vocal assimilation a the necessary result of

1 Dr tUammh fts Kyil/tt rfmr hi Langun UraU-A/talfurr. 1874. p.

6, *q.

‘ Gtrurnl Priittiflti t/ l\l SlMdnrt if LtnptOgi, iM‘. Vo). 1. p. 35;.

The evidence her chief) relied upon is thst affceded by Ihu Yakttic. * jium

Turki Mot, »h<h i. •pnkin .n the r<Eio» of ..Iffme. J*»! snd cold (Middle

snd lower’ leni li4.nl. and m which ibe pnaclpte of pogresaive awonaiv'

ettains its Rimt.ii doietopmot.
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agglutination, which by this means binds together the Idea and

m relations in their outward expression, just as they arc already

inseparatelr associated in the mind of the speaker. Hence it is

that such assonance is not confined to the Ural-Altaic group,

analcgo’K processes occurring at certain stages of their growth in

all formi of speech, as ir. Wolof, Zulu-Xosa, Keltic (expressed by

the formula ol Irish grammarians: “broad to broad, slender to

slender and even in Latin, as in such vocalic concordance as

:

annas, ftrnnit ; an, inrrs
, //go, di/igo. In these examples the

root vowel is influenced by that of the prefix, while in the

Mougolo-Turki family the root vouci, corning first, is unchange-

able, hut, as explained, influences the vowels of the postfixes, the

phonetic principle being the same in both systems.

Both Mongol and Manchu are cultivated languages, employ-

Mwigoi tns
lns mi>“' l'cd fa™1* 'h* Uiguric (Turki) script,

K*whu which is based on the Syriac introduced by the

Christian (Nestoriin) missionaries in the 7th cen-

tury, It was first adopted by the Mongols about uSo, and

perfected br the roribc Tsorji Otir under Jrnexek Khan <1307-

131 *>- T*>e letters, connected together by continuous stroke:,

and slightly modified, as in Syriac, according to their position at

the beginning, middle, or end of the word, are disposed in ver-

tical columns from left to right, su arrangement due no doubt to

Chinese influence This is tltc more probable since the Manrhus,

before the introduction of the Mongol system in the 16th century,

employed the Chinese characters ever since the time of the Kin

dynasty.

None of the other Tur.gusic or north-east Siberian peoples

possess any writing system except the Yukaghira of

the Yaaachnaya a(fluent of the Kolyma river, who
were visited in 189a by the Russian traveller,

& Shargorcdsky. From his report it appears that this symbolic

writing is caned with a sharp knife out of soft fresh bircb-bark,

these simple materials sufficing to describe the tracks followed on

hunting and fishing expeditions, as well as the sentiments of the

young women in their correspondence with theii sweethearts.

TXt
VUighin

cipuin.it ir, I Uiwttnud by Gentral Krihnwr in Cfohu. 1896. p. ioShi-
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Specimens arc given of these curious documents, some of which

arc touching and even pathetic. “Thou goc-t hence, and I bide

alone, for thy take still to weep and moan." writes one discon-

solate maiden to her parting lover. Another with a touch of

Jealousy: “Thou goes, forth thy Russian dime to took, who
stands 'tnixt thee and me, thy heart from toe apart to keep. In

a new home joy wilt thou find, while I must ever grieve, as thee

I bear in mind, though another yet there be who loveth me.

'

Or again : “ Each youth his mate doth find : my fate alone it is

of him to dream, who to another wedded is, and I muse fain

contented be, if only he forget not me.' And with a note of

trail :
" Thou hast gone hence, and of late it seems this place fot

me is desolate
;
and I too forth must fare, that so the memories

old l may forget, and from the pangs thus flee of those bright

days, which here I once enjoyed with thee.
-

Details of domestic life may even be given, and one accom-

plished matden is able to make a record in her note-book of the

combs, shawls, needles, thimble, cake of soap, lollipops, skeins of

wool, and other sundries, which she has received from a Yakut

packman, m exchange for some clothes she has made him.

Without illustrations no description of else protest would be

intelligible. Indeed it would seem these primitive documents

are not always understood by the young folks themselves. They

gather at times in groups to watch the process c( composition by

some expert damsel, the village '• notary, ’ and much merriment,

wc ate told, is caused by the blunders of those who fail to read

the text aright.

It is not stated whether the system is current amongst the

other Yulaghir tribes, who dwell on the banks of the Indigirka.

Yana, KerkodottR, and neighbouring districts. They thus skirt

the Froxen Ocean from near the Lena delta to and beyond the

Kolyma, and are conterminous landwards with the Yakuts on the

south-west and the Chukchi on the north east With the Chukchi,

the Keryokc, the Kamchadale*. and the Gilyaks they form a

separate branch of the Mongolic division sometimes grouped

together as "Hyperboreans,” but distinguished from other Ural-

Altaic peoples perhaps strictly on linguistic grounds Although

now reduced to scarcely 1500, the Vukaghirs were formerly a
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numerous people, and the popular saying that their hearths on

the bank- of the Kolyma at one time outnumbered the Mars

in the sky seems a reminiscence of more prosperous days. But

great inroads have been made by epidemics, tribal wars, the

excessive use of coarse Ukraine tobacco and of bad spirits,

indulged in even by live women and children. “A Yukaghir,

it is said, never intoxicates himself alone, but calls upon hb
family to share the drink, even chiklrcn in arms being supplied

with a ponton'." Their language, which A. Schicfner regards

as radically distinct from all others’, is disappearing even more

rapidly than the people themselves, if it be not already quite ex-

tinct. In the eighties it was spoken only by about a dozen old

persons, its place being taken almost everywhere by the Turki

dialect of the Yakuts.

There appears to be a curious interchange of tribal names

between the Chukchi and their Koryak neighbours,

•i?k!£«.. ’•>* Koryak being tlie Chukchi K/torana,

“Reindeer," while the Koryaks are said to call

themselves Chr.uckau, whence some derive the word ChuhAi.
Hooper, however, tells us that llie proper form of Chukchi is

Totki, "Brothers,” or “Confederates’," and in any case the

point is of little consequence, as Dittmar is probably right in

regarding both groups as cloaeiy related, and sprung originally

from one stock*. Jointly they occupy the north-east extremity

ot the continent between the Kolyma and Bering Strait, together

with the northern parts of Kamchatka; the Chukchi lying to the

north, the Korjaks to the south, mainly round about the noith-

eastern inlets of the Sea of Okhotsk. Reasons have already been
advanced for supposing that the Chukchi wctc a Tungus |>eoplc

who came originally from the Amur basin. In their arctic

homes they appeal to have waged long wars with the Or.kikm
(Ang kali) abor.gir.es, gradually merging with the survivors and

1 Lubtrll. 1. p. 199.

’ CtAe> 1Hi S/nuAt Jn y^lagi-ra in Afi'huga Atiatifutt, 1859, III. p.

.‘ 9 f *?•

* Tm ffm/Aiammgrit Tt.tr, tf tAt 7’utH.

• UtAtr Jit Keriahn n. (tom ua«, uraanJtm Ttktuhdm, la Bui. At;J.
St. St Petenbir)!, xn. p. 99.
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also mingling both with (he Koryak* and Cliuklukiuiut Eskimo

settled on the Asiatic *ide ot Bering Strait.

But their relations to all these people* are involved in gtent

obscurity, and while some connect them nidi the
ctiutnm.it!

Itelmes of Kamchatka 1
, by others they have been r.t.ro

affiliated to the Eskimo, owing to the Eskimo dailett
*,1‘"cn ‘-

said to be spoken by them. Hut this “dialect" u only a trading

jatgon, a sou of "pidgin Eskimo" current nil round the coast,

and consisting of Chukchi, lnnuit, Koryak, English, and cion

Hawaii elements, mingled together in varying proportions. The

true Chukchi language, of which NordendsibJd collected toco

words, is quite distinct from Eskimo, and probably akin to

Koryak*, and the Swedish explorer aptly remarks that "this race,

settled on the primeval route between the Old and New World,

beats an unmistakable stamp of the Mongols of Asia and the

Eskimo and Indians of America." Ho was much struck by the

gnat resemblance of the Chukchi weapons and household utensils

to those of the Greenland Eskimo, while Sign* Rink shows that

even popular legends have been diffused amongst the populations

on both sides of Tiering Strait*. Such common elements, how-

ever. prove little for racial affinity, which seems excluded by the

extremely round shape of the Chukchi skull, as compared with

the long-headed Eskimo. But the type varies

considerably both amongst the so-called •* Fishing aoa5Yi»w.
Chukchi," who occupy permanent stations along

the seaboard, ami the “ Reindeer Chukchi,'’ who roam the inland

district!, shifting their camping-grounds with the seasons. There

arc no hereditary chiefs, and little deference is paid to the

authority even of the owner of the largest reindeer herds, on

whom the Russians have conferred the title of Jtrtma, regarding

him as the head of the Chukchi nation, and bolding hint ic-

sponsible for the good conduct of his rude subjects. Although

nominal Christians, they continue to sacrifice annual! to the

1 Pentile), fatn if Man. p. 341, who sijs (he Chokrhi a,e '»> cl**!)

related 10 the Itelnw, in speed, are Spaniards to Pomcicc."
* /Ww««V UUt, VoL --S 18;* p. I S K.

' Tit Ctrl -Till th< Dt£i. an EitiUu AtW-Ai It, d<wr Air/ir,',VlyiU.

(imr. 1 8*8, p. 181 tq.
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spirits of the riven and mountains, and also to practise Shamanist

rite*. They believe in an after life, but only for those who die a

violent death. Hence the resignation and even alacrity with

which the hopelessly infirm and the aged submit, when the time

comes, to be despatched by their kinsfolk, in accordance with the

tribal custom of itivii/vA, which still survives in full vigour amongst

the Chukchi, as amongst the Sumatran Battas, and formerly pre-

vailed even amongst our Aryan forefathers.

"The doomed one." writes Mr Harry de Windt. "takes a

lively interest in the proceedings, and often osusss :n the prepara-

tion for his own death. The execution is always preceded by a

fcait, where seal and walrus meat are greedily devoured, and

whisky consumed till all are intoxicated. A spontaneous burst

of singing and the muffled roll of walrus-hide drums then herald

the fatal moment. At a given signal a ring is formed by the

relations and friends, the entire settlement looking on from the

background. The executioner {usually the victim's son or brother)

then steps forward, and placing liia right foot behind the back of

the condemned, slowly strangles him to death with a walrus-

thong. A kamiiok took place during the latter pan of our

stay
1 ."

This traveller also fully confirms previous accounts of the

indescribable moral and bodily filth in which these debased

aborigines are content lo welter through their live. But those

who care for such nauseous details must be refetred to the work

just quoted.

Most recent observers have come to look upon the Chukchi

and Koryaks as essentially ooc and tic same

XucWaia!
1

People, *he chief difference being that the latter are

if possible even more degraded than their northern

neighbours’. Like them they are classed as sedentary fisher-

folk or nomad reindeer-owners, the Utter, who call themselves

Turauguln, “ Wanderers," roaming chiefly between Ghiyiginsk

Bay and the Anadyr river. Through them the Chukchi merge

1 7i’0X{h lit CM FillJi tfA lotto to Btriag Stnti, i &>?.
« Thu, booMX', applies oil* to the fishing K«ysk., f« Mr Kainan

ipenks highly of the doraeiiie .Inoe*, bocpitaUy, ud cihci good q inline* of

lb< s-bkmI groups
(
Ti~l Lift in Sibrta. iA;i|.
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gradually in the I/tlmei, who ate teller known as Kimchadale*,

from the Kamchitk* river, where they are now chiefly concen-

trated. Most of the Itelmes are already RuniSed in speech and

—outwardly a: least—in religion
;
but they still secretly immolate

5 tlcg now and then, to propitiate the malevolent beings who throw

obstacles in the way of their hunting and fishing expeditions. Yet

their very existence depends on their canine associates, who are

of a stout, almost wolfish breed, inured to hunger and hardships,

and excellent for sledge work.

Somewhat distinct both front all these Hyperboreans and from

their neighbours, the Orochons. Golds, Manegrsand

other Tungus peoples, are the Gtljaki, formerly
Ih*

wide-spread, but now confined to the Amur delta and the

northern parts of Sakhalin. Some observers have connected them

with the Ainu and the Korean aborigines, while Ur A. Anuchin

detects two types—a Mongoloid with sparse lieatd, high cheek-

bones, and fiat face, and a Cnucasic with bushy beard and nxirc

regular features'. The latter traits have been attributed to

Russian mixture, but, as conjectured by H. von Sieboid, ate

more probably due to a fundamental connection with tlvcir Ainu

neighbours'.

Mentally the Gilyaks take a iorr position- Mr Lansdel!

thought the lowest 0/ any people he had met in Siberia'.

Despite the *eal of the Russian missionaries, and (be inducements

to join the fold, they remain obdurate Shanunists, and even

fatalists, so that it one tails into the water the others will not

help him out, on the plea that they would thus be opposing

a higher power, who wills that he should perish ...The soul of

the Giiyak is supposed to pass at death into his favourite dog.

which is accordingly led with choice food , and when the spirit

has been prayed by the shamans out of the dog, the animal

is sacrificed on his master’s grave. The soul is then represented

as passing underground, lighted and guxled by its oust sun and

; Av/- Set. ft'el. St. xx. SappIcaMOl, Moscow, 1877.

s ••rkhoneo gioss; Acnlichkdt in Spnchr. Grsichtsbdctwig end Slum
nil dm Ain: ru hiten" {Odtr t/it Am, Beilia, 16S1, p. 11).

* 72n*tf* StMi, II. p. 3>;.
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moon, and continuing to lead there, in its spiritual abode, the

same manner of life and pursuits as in the flesh
1."

A speciality of the Gilyaks. as well as of theit Gold neighbours,

:s the fish skin cosiurae. made from the skins of two kinds ofsalmon,

ar.d from this all these aborigines are known to the Chinese as

YupiMtst, “Fish-skin clad People." “They strip it off with great

certenty, and by besting with a mallet remove the scales, and to

render it supple. Clothe* thus made are waterproof. 1 snn a

travelling- hag, and even the sail of a boat, made of this material'.”

Like the Ainu, the G-lynks may be called bear-worshippers.

At least this animal a supposed to be one of their chief gods,

although they ensnare him in winter, keep him in confinement,

and when well fattened tear him to pieces, devouring his mangled

remains with much feasting and jubilation.

Since the opening up of Korea, some fresh light has been

thrown upon the origins and ethnical relations of

Kv’tani.
i,s P'esenl inhabitants In his monograph on tire

Yellow Rices* Dr Hamy had included them in tlie

Mongol division, but not without reserve, adding that "while

some might be taken for Tibetans, others look like an Oceanic

cross; hence the contradictory reports and theories of modern

travellers.'’ Since then the study of some skulls forwarded to

Paris has enabled him to dear up some of the confusion, which is

obviously due to intermingling* of different elements dating from

remote (neolithic) times. On the data supplied by these skulls

Hsmy classes the Koreansin three groups:— i. The natives cfthe

northern provinces (Ping-ngan-tao and Hien-king-tao). strikingly

like their Mongol [Tongas] neighbour*
, ?. Those

Biewm^ of lhe Southern provinces (Kling-chang tao and

Thsiutan-lo-tao), descendant* of the ancient Chin-

Inns and Ptrn-han*, showing Japincsc affinities
;

3. Those of the

inner provinces (Hoang-hae-tao and Cbing-tsing-tuo). who present

a transitional form between the northerns and southerns, both in

their physical type and geographical porition*.

1 J>Onft Sihria. It. p- ijj.

’ !M- P- t«i-

' L'A*t\nf*biU, vi. No- p
• fint. in Unn'vm a'HtJ. .War No, AH the skull* were tench}



Pl-lTf V.

i. Com <»p Ami * RnfcR.

(South Tuc^vr* Type*)

2 . Gii.yak Woman.
•N.E. Morgol Tjpf.)

j..

I Km* MimijoWiI T«j*4 rSaVjo|on»c T-[*<

7V/«.->r,-r J0l|
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On the whole lie considers that, ns ai present constituted,

tbeir affinities arc levs with the Continental than with the Oceanic

Mongols, meaning by tins expression Lesson's "PeU.go-Mongois,"

that U, both the Malayan and the Polynesian group* of the

Oceanic peoples. As the true Polynesians, l.t. the Indonesians,

belong physically to the Caucasic division. H.-imy's view accords

very well with the now established fact that Cauosic features

light eyes, large nose, hair often brown, full beatd, fair and even

white shin, tall stature—are conspicuous, especially amongst the

upper classes and many of the southern Koreans'. The tound

form of l>r Hamy's skulls no longer pretents any difficulty,

since multitudes of other Caucasic people—the Slavs, the South

Germans, the Swiss and Tyrolese for instance—ate also charac-

terised by distinctly round heads
;
and if it be said that this is

due to mixture tn the West, the same cause applies with equal

force in the East, where the Koreans ate non- shown to be a mixed
race, the Mongol element dominating in the north, as might be

expected, and the Caucasic in the south.

These conclusions seem to be confirmed by what is known
of the early movements, migrations, and dis- Kmmn
placements of the populations in North-east Asa or.-tftsud

about the dawn of history. In these viciatitudes

the Koreans, as they arc now called 1
,
appear to have first uken

or .ub-bcachy, «arying from Si to 83-9 mJ 8*-8. Th« nuhor ituaik-

geoerally that “pholcsrapVs A C'ines iliUtrtot. da tost at tom. dm theses

similaires vensr. |<c*nt de Muiigulle ct de Clue, et font pjalit

F*“-« 10 J>pon, a Fe«n,ose. et d’unc minicre ylu. gtotriW a te vt.c

rasetnble de peiplct oarkiRKt qne Lesson If. jriLt Jidit ions te nom dc
- Moreoh-p4l*<i;icit p. j-

* On this Jo»iap*itK<t ol 1he yellow aod Moral typee in Uoreo V.dc Saiit-

Mmini language Is highly synliiculie : "Call* dualitd de type, ua typa

tout a flit o-icavqur a cote da type tuoagal, est un tilt coinnun a toote U
eeimoie iIHb qul coovic Jes tOtc. or.«Walra de l'Asic. drpui. It. Kooiites

Jusqu'l Fotmose. et mdme jusqud la ion> orient tit de l'lido Chlnt
" {Art.

Csr/t, p- tool.

' F1001 A'tTSi. In Japauv* A'i™» (Chinese Xs^i’i). bum of a j*uy state,

which enjoyed political ptedomlnance in tie perioral* foi nbott ;o» yens

liolh 10 i«lh t*iioi7 A.D.). An older dcsigiunan tilll in afiiciil use ii

Tdt-Hdm, thai it, ihn Chin.it- C*o» ir.w, “ Heigh: Daon (Kjpicth, Alia
PAfgkm. p. 314
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pan in the uth ceniuty B.c., “Hen the peninsula was already

occupied, as it still is, by Mongols, the Sun-fi, in the north, nnd

in the south by several branches of the Jfani (SiIk-Sih), of wham

it is recorded that they spoke a language unintelligible to the

Sien-pi. and resembled the Japanese m appearance, manners, and

customs. From this it may be inferred that the Hans were the

true aborigines, probably direct descendants of the Caucasic

people? of the Xen- Stone Age, while tl* Sien-pi were Mongolic

(Tur.guKc) intruders from the present Manchuria. For some

time these Sicn-pi played a leading pan in the political convul-

sions prior and subsequent to the erecuon of the Great Wall by

Shih Hwang Ti, founder of the Tiin dynasty (art-aog nc.)'.

Soon after the completion of this liarrier, the IHung-nu, no longer

able to scour the fertile plains of the Middle Kingdom, turned

their arm? against the neighbouring Yal-<iu, whom they drove

westwards to the Hungarian valleys. Here they were soon dis-

placed by the Umns
(
Wu-nm), a fair, blue-eyed people of

unknown origin, who have been called "Aryans,’' and even

•‘Teutons," and whom Ch. Ac Ujfalry identifies with the tall

long-headed western blonds {de Lapouge's f/ow Eunfaus),

mixed with brown round-headed hordc& of white complexion*.

1 This stupendous noik, on <»twh abx* tcoo.ccc birds ore said to base

t«n engaged fre live years, possesses gust ethnical a. ssvll u pcfclicsl import-

irxi. Ranting foe orei l*oo "to Mrces hilts, volleys, anil rivers, along (he

northern frontier of Ch.ru peopci. it long (he southern movement of

•Jie ratlesi Mongoki Tnrki hordes, jnl thus gate a westerly direction to ihe,r

incursions arany cent,Hr. Ir lure lire grml inrssions of Jergtilt.Rlumm h

»

successors. It is •irangr 10 reflect that the cehttcfogiisl relation. «re |H»
protcuxlly diilvrlwd throoghcml the eastern hern^Am. by the uvelc ci a
luthliu despot who reigned only twelve yesra. ami In Him lime w^ed «u
against all ike best tiaditians of tW empire, dwroyirg the looks cf Confucius
ami Urn ixhn sages, and burying alive ,dc men ol letters for their eBoiu u>

reseuc itusc writings from total extinction.

' Lt! A'yttu an AW rf i.v $*J Jt 1891i. p. 15. This
ritir does nol ihink that the Lsnns should, tie identified with the loll race of

hatse-llkc fnee. Urge rac, and dee|i-sel eyes nemlnno! its the early Chinese
reo^ds, because no refenmoe W made to "blue eye, ’ wfakkwould not have
been wnittod had they existed. Hut ;f i remember. "Rteen r«i»" are spoken
of, end we know that none of the early witters use caluut terms with .trio
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Accepting this view, ire may go further, and Identify the (fauna,

a* well as the other white peoples of the early Chinese records,

nhh the already described Central Asiatic Caucasians of the

Stone Ages, whose osseous remains ne now possess, and who

come to the surface in the vers- hrst Chinese documents dealing

with the turbulent papulations beyond tlse Great 'Vail, The

white element, nith all the correlated characters, existed beyond

all question, for it ti continuously referred to in those documents.

How it its presence in East Cenual Asia, including Manchuria

and Korea, to be explained? Only on two assumptions—

kiiforii migrations from the Far West, barred by the proto-histor.c

migrations from the Far East as largely determined by the

erection of the Great Wall
j
or frthideric (neolithic) migrations,

also from the Far West but barred by no serious obstacle, bccautc

antecedent to the arrival of the proto-Mongohe tribe* from the

Tibetan plateau. The true solution of the endless ethnical

complications in the extreme Fast, as in the Oceanic world, will

still be found in the now-demonstrated presence of a Caucaac

element antecedent to the Mongol in those regions.

" hen the Hiung-nu 1 pom was weakened by their westerly

migrations to Zungima and South-west Sibcru (Upper Irtish and

l.ake Balkash depression), and broken into two sections during

their wars with the two Han dynasties (roi B.C.—J20 A.D.). the

Korean Sien pi became the dominant nation north of the Great

Wall After destroying tlie last vestiges of the unstable Hiung-nu

empire, and driving the Mongolo-Turki hordes still westwards,

tlse Yuan-yuans, moil powerful of all the hsen-pi tribes, renamed

* I have out th«ru>it il d«*ii»ble 10 tareh on tie (Memilnifale c»v rovers)

rt'pectirs ib« elhiwwl relations of ite lllung-iu. ic,’»niiru Ibftn. bc« a, a

di-UKt clinical group, hat like the Hunt, iK-ii taur wc.icn representatives,

iv a heterogeneous eotlrction of McogoL Tttngui. Tnrtci. uni pevhaps even

Finnish tiorAs under a MongM military one. At ihe same 1™ 1 k»« link

duut.t tliu Morgcio-'fuogui demean greatly preiLwnbaiod In i'c easicm

regions Mongolia preywt. ManAaiia) treh nmonpt iV HiungTui anil

liwir Yuan-Yuan l&en-pl) 1 accessors. and I Sit nllihefoamtuiicf tbetuslgieoi

empires [dor to that of he Turki Aliena h» lie Altai reg»m rfeh rer.i ij »-0 .)

fall-Uitcd Mongols is Indeed see^nheil by JengUr-Khm liim-ell Ta,.

sernu also the view of Sir H. If HowonK who ruiuuoj to ihe subject at tliv

tea CongteMof OitaajalUu, Leyden, issy {Alla, Ran IV, p.

<- an
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mailer? of East Central Asia. for about aw years and then di?-

apprared from history

1

. At least after the 6th century a.u. no

further mention is made of the Sienpi principalities either in

Manchuria or in Korea. Here, however, they appear still to

form a dominant element in the northern (Mongol) provinces,

calling themselves Ghirin (Khirin), from the Khirin (Sungari)

valley of the Amur, where they once held sway.

Since those day? Korea ha* been alternately a vassal State

and a province of the Middle Kingdom, with interludes of

Japanese ascendancy, interrupted only by the four centuries of

Korai ascendancy (93*1— *368). This was the most brilliant

epoch in the national records, when Korea was rather the ally

than the vassal of China, and when trade, industry, and the arts

especially porcelain and bronze work, flourished in the laud.

But by centuries of subsequent misrule, a people endowed with

excellent natural qualities have been reduced to the lou«t slate

of degradation. Before the reforms introduced by the political

events of 1895-96,
11 the country was eaten up by officialism. It

is not only that abuses without number prevailed, but the whole

system of government was an abuse, a sea ol corruption, with-

out a bottom or a shore, an engine of robbery, crushing the

life out of all industry’." Bui an improvement is already per-

ceptible. "The air of the men lias undergone a subtle anil real

change, and the women, though they nominally keep up their

habits by seclusion, have lost the bang-dog air which distinguishes

them at home. The alacrity of movement is a change also, and

has replaced the conceited swing of the yauf-bc* (nobles] and the

1 On th» authority of t'tw Wai-Sha dccmncrti contain'd in ihe Wei Chi.

Mr E. H ParIn gives (1» •** CIAm Sotni' ant A Tt**io*J Vrar, «-/ fit

Tartars, Shanghai. the date* 3#6-«*6 a.i>. *s> ihe pcr>cO cov«o.l tiy t>«

“Sien pi Tfliur cyni«y cT Wei." This is act to be confused with the Chine*?

of Wfi (99 1-164* ,,r according to Kwcog Ki Chiu ib* -74 a.d.)«

The imi “Ta*u* iTr-TaI, ii nxij b« tsjtoitod. it by Mr Porter. as

veil as V> the Cbiraese historon* generally, in a »aa*wh«| wide ksk, so as :o

iflefaU all the Mns4 ppahtions teeth the GrcAt Will, vhciUt of Ttmgui

{Maachtt). MctfgoL oe cv« Torti Tl* orginiJ tribe* bearing the Mice
were Mongols snd Jenghiz Khin himself a*a* a TjU on bia mothers tide

£/*- P- 3®A>-
4 Mil Bkbc^, Atrta <uxJ Her AntfUnrs, ib$S
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heartless loongtf cf the peasant.” It should also be mentioned

to their ctcdit that, antic! much moral and materia! squalor, coarse

and repulsive habits, they it least possess the sterling quality of

honesty. Baron von Grunau tells us that in the villages along

his route his effects had to remain on the highway far want of

room in the wretched hovels, but he never lost any thing, and his

watch, after passing from land to hand for general inspection, was

always returned to the owner*.

The religious sentiment is perhaps less developed than among

any other Asiatic people. Buddhism, introduced
R< | jgioo.

about 3S0 A.D., never took root, and while the

literati are satisfied with the moral precepts of Confucius, tbo

lower classes seem to live in a state of complete religious IndiKer

enec. Some make offerings to the spirits of the forests and

mountains, and there is a "Children's Feast,” when all put on

new clothes, probably a reminiscence of Buddhism. Soil, the

capital, is perhaps the only city in the world outside Korea which

possesses neither temple nor church of any kind.

Philologists now recognise some affinity between the Korean

and Japanese languages, both of which appear to ^
be remotely connected with the Ural-Altaic family, s.npi

c"*"

The Koreans possess .1 true alphabet of aS letters,

which, however. i» not a local invention, as is sometimes asserted.

It appears to have been introduced by the Buddhist monks about

or before the toth century, and to be bated on some cursive form

of the Indian (Devandgari) system1, although scarcely any re-

semblance can now be traced between tire two alphabets. This

script is little used except by the lower classes and the women,

the literati preferring to write cither in Chinese, or else in the

to-called rude, that is, an adaptation of the Chi note symbols to

the phonetic expression of tire Korean syllables. The nido »

exactly analogous to the Japanese Kafiitr.ua script, in which

modified forms of Chinese ideographs arc used phonetically to

1 No*. 1S9T. P- 3«-
* T. dc Lieoi petit %ifi «a "a TilKta-lrrfiin base" (*<iii»ft */ Writing

U Count•*/ t<ufm Aria, i*9.. p. <*S»; and Mr E. H- PaAers "It is

cem1.r5.ublf thi: the Kceii! letters are on sdoplatiaa hum tie Sanskrit," i t

ilie Dnuii^u) bcc. si, 189?. p }<o)-

30—3
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in.
Jspar«

express 47 syllable* (the so-called I-’o/a syllabary), raised to 75

by the nigeri and mam diaciitical marks.

Passing 10 Japan, we find that to Chinese influence is also

due the present notional name Kippfm, which ua*

adopted about the jilt century a.d., and is etymo-

logically the same word as Japan'. After the first

settlement by neolithic Caucasians, now repteseitted by the “ hairy

Ainu ” of Veto, the archipelago nas occupied at long interval*

o^„_ ho,h b >' Continental Mongol* from Korea, and by

Coiiiitin* Oceanic Mongols and Indonesians from Malaysia.

• From the fact that the Japanese language shows

radial affinities with Korean, but none with Malayo-Polynesian,

it may perhaps be inferred that tlie Korean element arrived first,

and also outnumbered the later Malayan intruder* sufficiently to

impose the* Mongol speech on them, and gradually merge with

them in the present composite Japanese nationality. This ethnical

fusion must have taken place long betorc the establishment of po-

litical unity, which is, comparatively speaking, quite a recent event

Even for the legendary Jimtnu Tenr.o, reputed founder of the

empire, no greater antiquity ts claimed than 660 tic. No doubt

he is represented as being fifth ir. descent from Amatcrasu, the

Sim-Gcddess. and the great divinity of the Shinto religion 5. Ilut

ever, were his predecessors endowed with the longevity of the

antediluvian patriarchs, they would not require the beginnings

' E-v.h ferns con* from tfe- Chieete AVf./rn. the •• Rwnj; Sun" <AVr. sub.

/>H.«igiin), Ima "It ch (he Chinese mioe fi« Mfu. ikon throigh Moigol
siBucice wtiewce Marc: Polo’* ZlfanjH, tr.i the Einywin minis
{Giafpuu, Jaf-n, Bm in I*pu». by uslailulon of t ,V7fyvn
betane 1V1//011 (Az/ Aiw, Al/Am), ll» i.-ime, nv iretety of tlie laic. irland

c/ H'od-.i •> shown co tome min*, but of ilic while ircfeiptfogo, Thus Chin.

Ji-jHo=J*p. Xirooa=Japae Tbnc is »io afuciful uuional corn-, All,.-..

w-Nimh. H Mimiaid Isle
”

* ‘ The iHgnlug Kouw of Jajon detccrdi from the Sun-Goldra Amur
iuo*'(J- i- ft* 1 ". 7'A” *»rf Jtr/m u. Snui.m. iSSi. p. 1*5), The utraciotn

nnivc chToniden tn.-ce cut thu the pniol Mikado ii the 111a In dir«,t

distent from Jiimnn Tcnro. In any case il« o',mi=-i I- (diking tetueen the

«"!»*••« Chinew with tlielr iSc» Aodyrmoe*. irA the mercarul Jtpiiw.e,

who fun h«n contented to Use an!«i a lirclcd/uiity mkc tie jppearuxc of

the MSuB-Gr*Uc«~ ot earth.
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of terrestrial rule ir Japan to be ret so for beck by one or two

millenniums at in Babylonia or Egypt.

After the formation of the Japanese people and the esublish-

mer.t of orderly government, apparently fin; m
tie smaller southern islands', tbe Ebbu (Ainu)

aborigines of Hondo had still to be dealt with. It

is now generally admitted that the Ainu formerly dwelt in those

districts where shell-mounds and other remains like those of Ye*o

are still found. And this is confirmed by tradition and history,

according ro which the present Japanese, on arriving tn Nippon,

"found it tenanted by Kbisu or liarbaiians, whom they recognise

as the ancestors of the modern Aims. Year by year the aborigines

were driven step by step towards the north. About tbe year Soo

they were struggling near Morioka. and by the year uoo they

Mem to have been practically exterminated from Nippon, and

those nho remained or bad taken refuge farther to the north of

Veto were completely subjugated'."

Apart from some exceptionally tall and robust persons amongst

the upper classes, and the famous athletes, acrobats, and wrestlers,

the general impression that the Japanese are on the whole a

short race with rather weak frame- is fully borne out by the now
regularly recorded military measurements of recruits, showing for

height an average of 5 ft. 4J in., for chest 33 in., and dispro-

portionately ihoti legs Other distinctive characters, all tending

:o stamp a certain individuality on the people, taken as a whole

and irrespective of local peculiarities, arc a flat forehead, pent

distance between the eyebrows, a very small nose with raised

nostrils, no glabella, no perceptible nasal rotx'; an active, wiry

figure ; the exposed skin less yellow than the Chinese, arid rather

inclining to a light lawn, but the covered puns very light, 90me

1 So Prof. Huil Holt Chimh?rl.iio
;
who thinks "tie cctnrr.ui anicstci* of

the present Japanise aid Luchuan [tis-tiun) natimi mined Japin from the

ticuth-west, creasing the Korean Qunr.-l with the iiUrd of Tsushima oa a

-re pping-sa-mi, aid larding rn Kyushu, the southtrara^t graat rslaa.t of Jipan.

Tlii» a ru.!ered peulaMe. alike by geegnphy, by the trod or Ugerri, and by

the granmititnl affinities cocra-etlng Japnnne and Lothian utth Koecan aid

Mongol" It Jcu-n. tBpf, p. 3161.
s Prof.

J.
Milne, quoted in AM. Vol. c. p.

* G. Bi uilens, Bxl. Sa. Gttjr. X. p. ,1.,
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say even white
,
the eyes also less oblique, and all other character*

tstically Mongol features generally softened, except the black lank

hair, »hich in transverse section a perhaps even rounder than that

ofmest other Mongol peoples'.

With this it will be instructive to compare Dr Guillemard’g

graphic account of the Liu-Kiu islanders, obese Koteo-Japmese

affinities are non- placed beyond all doubt: “They are a slvort

race, probably even shorter than the Japanete, but much better

proportioned, being without the long bodies and short legs of the

latter people, and having as a rule extremely well-developed

chests. Tlve colour of the skin varies of course with the social

position of the individual Those who work in the fields, clad

only in a waist-cloth, arc neatly as dark as a Malay, but the upper

classes are much fairer, and arc at the same time devoid of any

of the yellow tin: of the Chinaman. To the latter race indeed

they cannot be said to bear any resemblance, and though the

type a much closer to the Japanese, is is nevertheless very distinct

...In Liu-Kiu the Japanese and natives were easily recognised by

J«[«rew
“* k°U1 **,e ilU* I!ien̂ orf be possessed

•pd liu-kiu of very cottsidetablc differences. The Iiu-Kiuan
Maofcre

has (hc &(c ,cst fl„|C[1C(| i eyes are mote deeply

set, and the nose more prominent at .t* origin. The forehead

is high and the chcck-bor.es somewhat less marked than in the

Japinesc
;
the eyebrows are arched and thick, and the eyelashes

long. The expression is gentle and pleasing^ though some «ivat

sad, and is apparently a true index of the-.r character*."

This description is not accepted without some reserve by Mr
Chamberlain, who in fact bolds that "the physical type of the

Luchuans resembles that of the Japanese almost to identity’."

In explanation however of the singularly mild, inoffensive, ami

"ever, timid disposition” of the Liu-Kiuans, this observer suggests

"the probable absence of any admixture of Malay blood in the

race*." But everybody admits a Malay element in Japan. It

1 Sm Mpntttlly Dt K. Rdr, Dir *Arfer/Mm Eifi'ivkaftru etrr Jafamr,
in MM.dn Dmlukm Gn. /. Ati/ar. «. Oacuiau, r8 and 31

1 Crain *!Ih Afonina. u p. j6-

* Crt.fr. yearn. 1895, II. p.

* an p- .*>•
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would iteretee appear that Guillemard must be right, and that,

as even shown by aU good photographs, differences do exist, due

in fact to the presence of this very Malar strain in the Japanese

race.

Elsewhere' Mr Chamberlain has given us a scholarly account

of the Liu* K::i language, which is not merely a ^ .

•‘sister," as l>e says, but obviously an Mtr sister, «««»”»nd
..... ...L... ..J -.-.t- ... -U .

JUL*tc«».
more archaic in structure and partly in its pho-

netics, than the oldest known form of Japanese. In the verb, fie

instance, Japanese retains only one past tense of the indicative,

with but one grammatical form, whereas Liu-Kiuan preserves the

three original post tenses, each of which possesses a live-fold

inflection, All these racial, linguistic, and even mental resem-

blances, such as the fundamental similarity of many of their

customs and ways of thought, he would explain with much

probability by the routes followed by the first emigrants front the

mainland. While the great bulk spread east and north over the

great archipelago, everywhere “driving she aborigines before

them," a smaller stream may have trended southwards to the little

southern group, whose islets stretch like stepping-stones the whole

way from Japan to Great Ltu-Kiu*.

Amongst the common mental traits, mention is

Shinto religion, “the simplest and most rustic form"

of which still survives in Liu-Khi. Here, as in

Japan, it was originally a rude system of nature-

worship, the normal development of which was arrested by

Chinese and Buddhist influences, Later it became associated

with spirit-worehip. the spirits being at first the souls of the dead,

and alihough there is at present no cult of the dead, in the strict

sense of the expression, the Liu-Kiu islanders probably pay more

respect to the departed than any other people in the world.

In Japan, Shintoism, as reformed in recent times, has become

much more a political institution thsn » religious

system. The Kamt-w-miM, that is, the Japanese

form of the Chinese SAin-to, “way of the Gods," or “spirits," is

made of the

cun or i

' J,n,. AntK,^- Set. .Sy*. p. ,J KJ-

* ** P- !8.
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no! merely the national faith, but inseparably bound up with

the interests of the reigning dynasty, holding the Mikado to be

she direct descendant of the Sungrxldess. Hence its three

cardinal precepts now are:—I. Honour the Kami (spirits), of

whom the emperor is the chief representative on earth
;

a. Revere

him as thy sovereign
;

3. Obey the will of his Court, anil that is

the whole duty of man. There is no moral code, and loyal expo-

sitor; have declared shat the Mikado’s nil! is the only ter: of right

and wrong.

But apart from this political exegesis, Shintoism in its higher

form may be called a cultured deism, in its lower a “blind

obedience to governmental and priestly dictates'." There are

dim notions ilx>ut a supreme creator, immortality, and even

rewards sod penalties in the after-life- Some also talk vaguely,

as a pantheist might, of a sublime being os essence pervading all

suture, too vast and ethereal to be personified or addressed in

prayer, identified with the Ituka, “heavens, ' from which all things

emanate, to which all return. Yet. although a persona! deity

seem; thus excluded, there ate Shinto temples, apparently for the

worship of the heavenly bodies and powers of nature, conceived as

self-existing personalities—the so-called Kami, “spints,” “god;,"

of which there arc “eight millions," that is, they arc countless.

One cannot but suspect that some of these notions have been

boaioiBB
grafted on the old national faith by Buddhism, which

was introduced about 550 ».c>. and for a time had

great vogue. It was encouraged especially by the Shoguns, or

military usurpers of the Mikado’s 5 functions, obviously as a set-off

against the Shinto theocracy. During their tenute of power
{1192-1S68 a.ix) the land was covered with Buddhist shrine; and
temples, some of vast siie and quaint design, filled with hideous
idols, huge bells, and colossal statue; of Buddha.

But with the fall of the Shogun the little prestige .-till enjoyed

by Buddhism cime to arv end, and the temples, spoiled of then

- RipWy ltd Dins. Amr. Cjt. IX. 13S.
> Skapm from Sh -general and fifn-army. hone. Commander-in-chltfi

(nun iuf = uiUime, ir>d /aA>=gf.e. uith which a( the ••ScttW*
tv..ir- (Rein, >/. ,,f. s. p. >4j |. fcu Mikado his tecame wm.-hai aim-
H.utd, being now (enmity replical by Hi ill, A'rfrf, “Emperor."
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treisures, have more Mian eier become me resort of pleasure-

seekers rather than of picam worshippers. “To all the larger

temple* are attached regular spectacles, playhouses, panoramas,

besides lotteries, games of various sorts, including the famoos

‘fan-throwing,
1 and shooting-galleries, where the bow ar.d arrow

and the blow-pipe take the plice of the rifle. The accumulated

wealth of the priests has been confiscated, the monks driven from

their monasteries, and many of these buildings conrerted into

profane uses. Countless temple bells have already found their

nay to America, or have teen sold for old metal'.

"

Resides these forms of belief, tliere is a third religious, or

rather philosophic system, the so-called Sinr, based on the ethical

•cachings of Confucius, a sort of refined materialism, such as

underlies the whole religious thought of the nation. Sira, always

confined to the literati, has in recent years found a formidable

rival in the “ English Philosophy,” represented by such writers

as Buckle. Mill, Herbert Spencer, Darwin, and Huxley, most of

whose works have already been translated into Japanese.

Thus this highly gifted people, whose best qualities nay perhaps

be traced back to the Caucasie substratum dating from the Stone

Ages, are being rapidly—some fear too rapidly—assimilated to the

western world in their soda! and religious, as well as their political

institutions Their intellectual powers, already tested in the fields 01

war, science, diplomacy, and selfgovernment, are certainly superior

to those of all other Asiatic peoples, and this s perhaps the best

guarantee for the stability of the stupendous transformation that

a single generation has witnessed from an exaggerated form of

medieval feudalism to a political and social system in harmony

with the mest advanced phases of modem thought. The system

has doubtless not yet penetrated to the lower strata, cspcdally

amongst the rural populations. But their natural receptivity,

combined with a singular freedom from "insular prejudice," must

ensure the ultimate acceptance of the new order by all classes of

the community.

1 Keane’s Alia, I. p. «8;.
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—The Hue Kiirhii- The Finnish Peoples- Formee and Present Dwuia
-Law WesUard Sixr-id of (he Fl*ns—'The Brome nod Iroo Aces in (he

Finnsh Imds-Tlic P-llk FUos-Relatiom to Golbs Lei", m3 Slav—
Fimx-Bm Oitks-Ta.uiun and Knrttiu IGnns-The kwams-Thr
Lsr.ee—Stmnradi and Pentiisn Finn—tapp Origins and ...igiausm -

TempaoiKQ! Religion-The Volg. Finns~ The Votyik Pngm—
Humia Sacrifice—In* Hukuii—Ortgm* nnd MigTV.ioa*—An Ethnical

Tmnjfoitrnoio-Ctftdtand Lmlc Bul^rit —Avm? »ml *r

Origin* ami ea/lv Re:oidi Prevent Petition of the Ethnic

k. 1 I.nciiak Retalwm m Eastern Europe.

In a very broad nay all the western branches of rhe North

Mongol division may be comprised under the

lmSlpioJae*
collective deegnahon of Finno-Turki Mongols.

Jointly they constitute a sell-marked section of (lie

family, being distinguished from the eastern section by several

features which they have in common, and the most important of

which is unquestionably a much larger infusion of Caucasic blood

than is seen in any of the Mongolo-Tungusic groups. So pro-

nounced is this feature amongst nuny Finnish as well as Turkish

peoples, that some anthropologists have felt inclined to deny any

direct connection between the eastern and western divisions of

Heme AfongeHtus. and to regard the Baltic Finns, foe instance.
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rather a* "Allophylian White*” than a* original members of the

yellow race. Prichard, to whom wc o«e this now

nearly obsolete term "Allophylian,” held this vie*
1

, leuitGaucitic

and even Prof. Savee is “more than doubtful whether
T”*'

we can class the Mongols physiologically with the Turktsh-Tatats

[the Turki people*), or the Ugro-FinncV

It may, indeed, be allowed that at present the great majority

of the Finno-Turki populations occupy a position amongst the

varieties of mankind which is extremely perplexing for the strict

systetnatist. When the whole division is brought under survey,

every shade of transition fe observed between the Siberian Ss-

moyads of the Finnic branch and the steppe kirghu of the Turki

branch on the one hand, both of whom show Mongol characters

in ar. exaggerated form, and on the other the Osmanli Turks and

Hungarian Magyars, most of whom may be regarded as typical

Caucasians. Moreover, the difficulty is increased by the fact,

already pointed out, that these mixed Mongolo Caucaiic charac-

ters occur not only amongst the late historic groups, but alto

amongst the earliest known groups—“Chucks,” Usuns, Uigurs

and others—who may be called Proto-Finnish and Proto-Turki

peoples. But precisely herein lie. die solution of the problem

Most of tlie region now held by Turki and Finnish nations was

otiginally occupied by long-headed Caucatic men of the late Stone

Ages (see above). Then followed tlie Proto Mongol intruders from

the Tibetan tableland, who partly submerged, partly intermingled

with their Neolithic forerunners, many thus acquiring those mixed

characters by which they have been distinguished from the earliest

historic times. Later, further intermingling* took place according

as the Finio-Turki hordes, leaving their original scats in the Altai

and surrounding regions, advanced westwards and came more and

more into contact with the European populations of Cnncasic type

Wc may therefore conclude that the majority of the Finno-

Turks uert almost from the first a somewhat mixed race, and that

during historic times the original Mongol element has gradually

yielded to the Caucasic in the direction front east to west. Such

is the picture now presented by these heterogeneous populations,

1 fl't.'ural Hlit.'tj cf J/jir. 1861 cd. pp. i8;-«
7 Snout tf I.a»gxa{/. tt. p. n,o.
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irho in their primeval eastern seats are still mostly typical Mon-

gols. but hare been mote ar,d more assimilated to the European

type in their new Anatolian, Baltic, Danubian, and Balkan homes.

Observant travellers have often been impressed by this pro-

gresive conformity of the MongoVoTurks to Europeans Duting

his westward journey through central Asia Caps Younghusband.

on passing from Mongolia to Eastern Turkestan, found that the

people, though tall and line-looking, had at 6m more of the

Mongol caste of feature than he had expected. “Their faces,

however, though somewhat round, were slightly more elongated

than tlie Mongol, and there «as considerably more intelligence

about them. But there nas more roundness, less intelligence,

less sharpness in the outlines than is seen tn the inhabitants of

Kaihgu and Yarkand.” Then he adds: "As I proceeded westwards

I noticed a gradual, scarcely perceptible, change from the round of

a Mongolian type to a sharper and yet more sharp type of feature.

...As we get farther away (tom Mongolia, we notice that the

faces become gradually longer and narrower
i
and farther west still,

among some of the inhabitants of Afghan Turkestan, we see tlut

the Tartar or Mongol type of feature is almost entirely lost
1." To

complete the picture it need only bo added that still further west,

in Asia Minor, the Balkan Peninsula, Hungary, and Finland, the

Mongol features are often entirely lost “The 'l urks of the west

have so much Aryan and Semitic blood in tliem, tlu: the last

vestiges of their original physical characters have been lost, and

their language alone indicates their previous descentV
Before they were broken up and dispersed over half the

northern hemisphere by Mongol pressure from the
° “ '*

cast, the primitive Turk: tubes dwelt, according to

Howorth, mainly between the Ulugh-dogh mountains nnd the

Orkhon river in Mongolia, that ia, along the southern slopes and

spun of the Altai-Saysn system from the headwaters of the Irtysh

to the valleys draining north to Lake Baikal. But thcTurki cradle

is shifted fartlier east by Richthofen, who thinks that their true

home lay between the Amur, the Lena, and the Selenga, where

at one time they had their camping-grounds in close proximity

1 7h> Heart e/a Cceethum, 1&/6 , p. rrB

* O- Pnchri, R*<n efMo* p- j$o
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to their Mongol and Tungus kinsmen. There ii nothing to shoir

that the Yakuts, who arc admittedly of Turki stock, ever migrated

to their [.resent northern homes in the Lena basin, which lias more

probably always been their native land 1
.

But when they come within tlie huriron of history the Turks

are already a numerous nation, with a north-western and south-

eastern division', which may well have jointly occupied the whole

region from the Irtysh to the I-ena, and both views may thus be

reconciled. In any case the Turki domain lay west of the

Mongol, and the Altai upland'-, taken in the widest sense, may
still be regarded as the most probable zone of specialisation for

the Turki physical type, which in the new nomenclature intro-

duced or revived by De Lapougc, was formed by a fusion of Horn
Auction and //. Enr«faui with hia ubiquitous H. Acrogonus.

Of these elements is constituted the characteristic Turki head,

which is noted for its cuboid aspect, due to the pariero-ocdptt.il

flattening, as observed especially among the Yakuts, and some

Turkomans (Vomudt, Coklans).

Intermediate between these typical Turks and the Mongols

Di Hamy places the Usbces, Kirghiz, Bashkirs, ami Nogais; and

between the Turin and Finns those extremely mixed groups of

East Russia commonly but wrongly called "Tartars," as well as

other transitions between Turk, Slav, Greek, Arab, Osmanli of

Constantinople, Kutugli of Algeria and others, whore study shows

the extreme difficulty of accurately determining the limits of the

Yellow and the White races’.

Analogous difficulties recur in the study of the Northern

(Siberian) groups—Samovads, Ostyaks, Voguls and other Ugrians

—who present great individual variations, leading almost without

a break from the Mongol to the Lapp, from rhe Lapp to the Finn.

1 See Ch. de Ujfilvy, Lei A'jnti Ac. 1896. ^ sj. Rclneme should fer-

hips he also made to Mr B. H. Htrlccr's theory D«:. si, is«) iku

III TwWi anile lay, not in the Altai 01 Atuo-dtgh ("Golden MeuMiins 1
) of

Ninth Mongolia, bat rooo miles farther south in the "Golden Mountains"

(A of rhe presets Chi«M p»< lira ofKansu. Ru iht cildenre railed

01 it rns uliihclniy, and indnid >n nnc« two liupxurst msurces nor eitdeicc

MilL
• Prof, buy, Eugfiit Hiitmtal Lev. July i$)r

> L'Anirc/AfAe. Vt No. J-
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iron Finn to Slav and Tenon. Thus may be shown a series

of observation* continuous between the most typical Mongol,

and those aberrant Mongolo-Caucxdc group which answer to

Prichard’s “ Allophylian races.' Thns also :s confirmed by a

study of details the above broad generalisation in which I have

endeavoured to determine the relation of the Finno-Turki peoples

to the primary Mongol and Caucasic division*.

Gibbon h3S shrewdly remarked that "the savage tribes of

or.«mt
R,jnk:nd, ** they approach neater to the condition

R»iiy of animals, preserve a stronger lesemblance to
p,<er<! "‘

themselves and to each ccher. The uniform sta-

bility of their manners Is the natural consequence of the imper-

fection of their faculties Reduced to a similar situation, their

uams, their desires, their enjoyments, still continue the same...

and the banks of the Borystheoes [Dnieper], o: the Volga, or of

the Selenga [in Mongolia], will indifferently present the same

uniform spectacle of similar and native manners'." To this

general uniformity in their social usages and institutions, com-

bined with an almost complete ignorance of their speech and

largely of their physical appearance, is unquestionably due the

still prevailing confusion regarding the earliest known Central

Asiatic populations and their first westward migrations. In the

popular estimation the coantless hordes vaguely comprised by

the ancients under the general designation of Scythians', are

regarded as tude nomads of true Mongol stock, to

uTihUnt. ^ identified with the Hiung-nu of the Chinese

records and the historical Huns (Attila's Huns),

now best represented in the Far Hast by the Sharra Mongols and

farther west by the Zunganan and Volga Kalmaks. But there

is good reason to believe that many, perhaps the majority of

those early Scythians were not Mongols at all, but Finns and

Tutks, whose domain had already extended from the Altai uplands

to the confines of Europe many centuries before the new era.

> DiHneaai /’.iff. CH. XXVI,
! They dniio£uiilie>i, to be sure, between tht Seyihfens ittlra /«an ani

tboie extra Avium, tin ihi. wm Bertiy « convergent geographical divbiOB,

xo4 II ihe Imm U to I* ^testified w-iih the Allai, no ethnical diiilaetya it

di»»n between the namxl tribe, on either side of that runs.
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Mr E. H Parker has unlortunatcly lent the weight of his

authority to the statement that the word "Tiitkd’ [Turki] “goes

no farther tack than the fifth century of our era." and that " to

far as recorded history is concerned the name of Turk dates from

this time
1 ." But Turiti tnbes bearing thia national name had

penetrated into Ease Europe hundreds of years befote that time,

and were already scaled on the Tanais (Don) about the new era.

They are mentioned by name both by Poiuponius Mela" and by

Pliny*, and to the same connection belonged, beyond all doubt,

the warlike Partiiaxt, who 300 yean earlier »cre
r,||l|M

already seated on the confines of Iran and Turin, ••arurtio-

routed the legions of Crassus and Anthony, and for

five centuries (*50 bc.-3?9 A.r>) usurped the throne of the

"King of Kings" bolding sway from the Euphrates to the

Ganges, and from the Caspian to the Indian Ocean. Direct

descendants ol the Partitions are the fierce Turkoman nomads,

who for ages terrorised over all the settled populations encircling

the Aralo Caspian depression Their power has at last been

broken by the Russians, but they are still politically dominsnt

in Persia*. They hive thus been for many ages in the closest

contact with the Caucasie Iranians, with the result that the

present Turkoman type is shown by J. L Yavorsky » observations

to be extremely variable*.

1 Dec- it, r&jy, p. *4%
" “Rwfini Gelrtiiioa usUtn ligaeam hihltant; j«u a ThfiMgcta 7W«yw

vatttt occupant, alumtuque vedjndo" (I. 19, p. syofletTeig td. r$8o|.

* “Dem Tnnain amrem sanino ore inrtu#mem tncofent $m*ttt...Tfodail,

ThvfftagrtJr, Tyrea, u*que nd ttJlludinca ^altuasu cc&coilibat 4^ru kc” lift,

vm. 7, VoL r. p. *34 of Berlin td rH&6k The rtrurMs Turr.r and 7yrc* ire

noteworthy* as indicating the wne vaciiluirg sound of the to:»t *0* cl (u anA
7**1 that otiU persi»:«-

* Not only wi* the usurper Nadir Stah a. Tarkoma* of the Af«hnr trite,

tut the present reigning family belongs to the rWal clan c/ Qnjar Turkoman*

long teoln! in KKototv. (hr hc« of their ParthUn Arc'llhttv

* Of 59 Turkoman* the hair wm genu all; a dirk Loan; thf eyw Wow*

(45I liA light grey (14)1 & ce onhc^otfKrai (51) ami pn^ftiihoui <7); tye*

mostly mvotWp*; r«pN. irv.W* 6$*6$ to $r;6, 7**64; dcJtchn j*, rub-

dulicho 18, y inciaikcpb, 4 tub-Uacfe}. Five skalli fron in old gn»v«jard at

Samarkand were very i«erogcnoi% crph- ia«i«x ranging Irom ;;*ji to

94 ‘93. This last* volew deformed, xce*l* »a benchjeephnly “Je ctlebte ertne
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Both the Paith.ans and tbc Managua hare been identified

with the Yut-thi, who figure so largely :n the annals

•na v”<hT °f the Han dynasties, and are above mentioned

as having been driven west to Zungaria by the

Hiimg-nu after the erection of the Great Wall. It has been said

that, could we follow the peregnnatioia of the Yue-chi hands

from their early seats at the foot of the Kinghan mountains to

tlieir disappearance amid the snows of the Western Himalayas,

wc should hoki the key to the solution of the obscure problems

associated with the migrations of the Morgolo-Turki hordes since

live torrent of invasion was diverted westwards by Shih Hwang Tt's

mighty barrier. One point, however, seems dear enough, that

the Yud'dii were a different people both from the Panhians who
IulI already occupied Hyrcanu (Khurasan) at least in the third

century b.c., if not earlier, and from die Massage!#. For the latter

were seated on the Yaxartes (Sir-darya) in the time of Cyrus (6th

century H.C.), whereas live Yue-clu still dwelt east of Lake Lob
(Tarim basin) in the third century. After their defeat by the

Hiung-nu and the Usutvs (aoi and 165 B-C.), they withdrew to

Sogduna (Transoxiana), reduced the 7a-Hi* of Baktria, and in

116 rc. overthrew the GiACO-Baktrian kingdom,

Seyihiuu *di which had been founded after the death of Alex

StiUaa.
*nikr towards the dose of the 4th century. But

in the Kabul valley, south of the Hindu-Kush. the

Greeks still held their gtound for over too years, until Kadphises I.,

king of the Kushans-a branch of the Yue-chi—aficr uniting the

whole nation in a single Indo Scythian state, extended his con-

quests to Kabul and succeeded Heraueus, last of the Greek

dynasty (40-20 ac.P). Kadphtscs’ son Kadaphes (10 a.d
)
added

to his empire a grea: part of N'oith India, where his successors of

the Yue-chi dynasty reigned from the middle of the first to the

end of the fourth century ,vrx Here they arc supposed by some

n»h-.jM, Authorities to b* still represented by the Jill and«-» Rajputs, and even Prichard allows that the suppo-

sition “does not appear altogether preposterous,*

although “the physical characters of the Jdts arc verj different

d un Slave vraie qu'on dt« dans In mnm«N d larluopologie " CTU- Volkov,

L'AtahropU^,, 1Sot* PP- 4M-S.I.
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from thou attributed to the Yuetschi [Yue-chi] and the kindred

tribes [Suns, Kushans etc.] by the writers cited b) Klaproth and

Abel Remusar, who say that they arc of sanguine complexion

with blue eyes
1 .*

We now know that these character* present little difficulty

when the composite origin <A the Tuiki people is borne in mind.

On the other hand it is interesting to note that the above-

mentioned Ta Hia have by some been identified with the watlike

Scythian Da hat', and these with the Dehiya or Dhf, one of the

great divisions of tbe Indian Jits. But if Prof G. Kawluison* is

right, the term Doha was noc racial but social, meaning rustui,

—the peasantry as opposed to the nomads ; lienee the Dali* are

heard of everywhere throughout Iranta, just a* Dthvar' is still

the common designation of the Tajik (Persian) peasantry in

Afghanistan and Baluchistan. This is also the view taken by

De L'jfaivy, who identities the Ta-Hia, not with the Scythian

Dahc, or with any other particular tribe, but with the peaceful

rural population of Baktriana', whose reduction by the Yue chi,

possibly Strabo’s Tckbari, was followed by the overthrow of the

Grwco-Baitriana The solution of the put/ling Yue-chi.Jat pro-

blem would therefore seem to be that the Dehiya and other Jats,

always an agricultural people, are descended from the old Iranian

peasantry of Baktriana. some of whom followed the fortunes of

their Greek rulers into the Kabul valley, while others accompanied

the conquering Yue-chi founders of the Indc-Seythian empire into

northern India.

Thee followed die overthrow of the Yuf-ehi themselves by

the Yelk*
(
Yc-tha iUi-U) of the Chinese records, that ts, the

* Qtsxcd by W. Creoke, whopaints col that “the opinion of tbs lot Indian

aulbtoltie, Kami to U gradual^ turnup to the btlwf ihil the connection

Uivitcu Jiti u.J Kijpou Is boic inUBUtc itan lomiBdy ,u,|xtoJ *
|
/'c

TnU- •ij Cairo </ fit Afoti-lYrMru PmiMtii anJ OmJt, Calcutta, twtf,

lit. f. >;».

® VirgtTs "icooriii: Dihw’* {/£*. rut. j:8): p-.ic ,iy the Dchiticrs

(Daeril of Etn, tv. 9.

* //.(ixAc.n. Vol. 1. p. it j.

* £tom Pen. •>, M. .i.r*, village tliuii

* Ln Aijraii vie. p. a).
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EpAtkali/et, or so-called " White Huns," o! the Greek and Arab

writers, -ho about *25 a .d . ovenan Transoxiatu,

Mu^."
W *IM

and soon afterwards penetrated through the moun-

tain passes into the Kabul and Indus valleys. Al-

though confuted by some contemporary writers (Zoutnos, Am.

Marceilinus) with Attila’s Hans, M. Drouin has made it clear that

the Ye-tha were not Huns (Mongob) at all, but, like the Yud-chi,

a Turki people, who were driven westwards about the same time

as the Hiung-nu by the Yuan-Yuans (sec above). Of Hun they

had little but the iume, and the more accurate Procopius was

aware that they differed entirely from “the Huns known to us,

not being nomads, but settled for a long time in a fertile region.”

He speaks also of their white colour and regular features and

their sedentary life
1

, as in the Chinese accounts where they arc

described as warlike conquerors of twenty kingdoms, as far as that

of the A-si (Arsaddes, Parthians), and in their customs resembling

the Tu-Kiu (Turks), being in uct “ of the ane race.' On the

mint of the Indo-Scythian (Vue-chi) empire, the White Hunt

ruled in India and the surrounding lands from 425 to the middle

of the sixth centuty. A little later esme the Arabs, who in 706

captured Samarkand, and under the Abaaiices were supreme in

Central Asia till scattered to the winds by the Oghuz Turki

hordes.

From all this it may perhaps be inferred that—while the

Baktrian peasants entered India as settlers, and are now repre-

sented liy the agricultural Jars—rhe Yuf-chi at>d Yd-tha. both of

fair Turki stcck, came as conquerors, and are now represented

by the Rijputs, "Sons of Kings," the warrior and land-owning

race o: northern India. It is significant that there Tluikur,

“feudal lords,” mouiy trace their genealogies from about the

beginning of the 7th century, as if they had become Hinduited

soon after the fall erf the foreign Ye-tha dynasty, while on the

other hand “the country legends abound with instances of the

conflict between the Rijput and the Brihman in prehistoric

times'” This " prehistoric “ hostility shows that the Rijputs

entered India, not as "Aryans” of the Kshatriya or military

caste, as is commonly assumed, but as aliens (Turks), the

1 Dt Briio Pmita,fauim. • Croeke, <ir. rv. p. sir.
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avowed foes of The true Aryans, that is, the Brahmin or theo-

cratic (priestly) caste, liras also i* explained the intimate

association of the Rajputs and the Jits from the first. The

Rajputs were the Turki leaders of the invasions; the Jots were

their peaceful Baktrian subjects following in their wake.

The statement, therefore, that the Jits may be ethnologically

Identical with the RSjputS 1 ," it perhaps too strong, and even

somewhat misguiding. It might be more coxrect to say the two

races were not originally one, but have become largely assimilated

one to the other through dose contact during the last 1600 years

The theory that the haughty Rijputs arc of unsullied "Aryan

blood " is scarcely any longer held even by the Rajputs them-

selves. Alliances with Jits and others of much lower caste have,

one might say, been always the normal condition, and in many

septs two classes of different social rank are recognised : “one the

offspring of wives of legitimate descent, married in the orthodox

way; the other the descendants of irregular connections with low

caste women*
Nearly related to the White Huns were the l/igvrx, the

Kaoe/u of the Chinese annals, who may claim to

be the first Turki nation that founded a relatively
c

civilised State in Central Asia. Before the general commotion

caused by the westward pressure of the Hiung nn, the)’ appear to

have dwelt in eastern Turkestan (Kashgaria) between the Usuns

and the Sacs;, and liere they had already made considerable

progress under Buddhist influences about the fourth or fifth

century’ of the new era Later, the Buddhist missionaries from

Tibet were replaced by Christian (Nestonanl evangelists from

western Asia, who in the seventh century reduced the Uigur

language to written form, adapting for the purpose the Syria

c

alphabet, which was afterwards borrowed by the Mongols and the

Manchus.

This Syriac script—which, as shown by the authentic inscription

of Si-nganfu, was introduced into China in 63s a,d.— is not to

be confuted with that of the Orkhon inscriptions* dating from

1 /Hi p. 3 50 .

* DiKomel in 1M9 by N. M. Ywirintwfl in ill* Orlhen viU*y, which

drains to the Seims* affluent cf Litie Baikal. 71i« tcxripi^ci. one In Chinese

;r— 1
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732 A- 1)., and bearing a certain resemblance to some of (lie

Run/: characters, as also to the Korean, at least in farm, but

never in sound. Yet although differing from the

Uiguric, Ptof- Thomsen, who has successfully de-

ciphered the Oxklton text, thinks that this script

may also be derived, at least indirectly through some of the

Iranian varieties, from the same Aratnean {Syriac) form of the

Senv.tic alphabet that gave birth to the Uiguric
1
.

It i» mete important to note that all the non Chinese inscrip-

tions arc in the Turki language, while the Chinese text refers by

nanie to the father, the grandfather, and the great-grandfather of

the reigning Khan Rilga, which takes us back nearly to the time

when Smjtbu (Dizabut), Great Khan of the Altar Turks, was

visited by the Byzantine envoy, Zimarchus, in 569 a.d. In the

still extant report of this embossy* the Turks (Tofyi.oi) are

mentioned by name, and are described as nomads who dwelt

in tents mounted on waggons, burnt the dead, and taised monu-

ments to their memory, statues, and cairns with ns many stones

as the foes slain by the deceased in battle. It is also stated that

they had a peculiar writing-system, which most have been that 0!

these Oikhon inscriptions, the Uiguric having apparently been

introduced somewhat later.

Originally the Uiguts comprised nineteen clans, which at a

remote period already formed two great sections :—the On-Uigur

(“Ten Uigurs
') in the south, and the Toghuz-Uigur ("Nine

atil throe in Turki, cover the rc*i *kJw of n zrarsiment erected by aOiicoc
capcrt* 10 the tnmtey of brother of the then retiring Turki

Khan Btlgi (MogiUn). In the tome hUtwiol district. *lwt* **j>d the min* of

Karakoron long :he centre ofTurkixui later ofMcngd powte—olUr inscribed

momimmcs hive also been iauzr. 1. all Appirefitly in iSw utnw Turki Inngutge

ntd script, but quite distinct from the glyf<k rock carving, of dm Upper

Yenisei ritir, Siberia. The cbiet wcricers in this fidd wet c :he Fltunth ir;h.«>.

legists j. R. A&pelin. A. Sneilman and A\<?1 Q. Hrikc:, the result* of

lotxiurs art collected in tie dt fj&tiltxt rtttrMut fubUttipar
U iatiW AWamfcw Hcbing 1B69. u>d dr

rOrAX<u KiM^n, 189:.
2 -U scarce d’ou tat th6c 1'orJglnc <k ItyituU* t«rc, anon immidUu*

menu du moins pox intermediae, e'e* U feme At {'alphabet semitique qa’on

aramtame'' [/Mscrifituws d/ / OrlAxw d«kt/rbtt. Hci-mgfccr, 1894).
5

Si* KUjimch. TM*h HirttriyHt dt fArit, tr 6 sq.
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Uigurs ") in llic north. The former had penetrated westwards to

the Aral Sea' a* early as the and century a.d. and many of them
undoubtedly took part in Attila’s invasion of Europe.

1-ater. all these Western Uigurs, mentioned amongst the hordes

that harassed the Eastern Empire in the 5'.h and 6th centuries,

in association especially with the Turki Avar*, disappear from

history, being merged in the Ugrtan and other Finnish peoples

of the Volga basin. The Toghtu section also, after throwing

off the yoke of the Mongol or Tungus Geugen (Jcu-Jen) in the

5th century, ucre for a time submerged in the
7hr

vast empire of the Altai Turks, founded in 55a by Turin

Tureen of lire House of A6icna (A-shi-na), who was
D>n“'T '

the first to assume the title of Kha-Khan, “Great Khsn," and

hose dynasty ruled over the united Turki and Mongol peoples

from the Pacific to the Caspian, and from the Frozen Ocean

to the confines of China and l iber. Both the above mentioned

Singibu. who received the llyzantine envoy, and the Bilga Khan
of the Orfchon Me, belonged to this dynasty, which was replaced

in 774 by Pci-lo (Huei-hu), chief of the Toghuz-Uiguri. This

is how we are to understand the statement that all the Turki

peoples who during the somewhat unstable rule of the Asscna

dynasty from 55: to 774 had undergone many vicissitudes, and

about 580 «ere even broken into two great sections (Eastern

Turk? of the Knrakoram region and Western Turks of the Tarim

basin) were again united in one vast political ays-

tem under the Toghuz-Uigurs. These are hence- Uigur Expire,

forth known tn history simply as Uigurs, the On
branch having, as stated, long disappeared in th; West The

centre ol their power seems to have oscillated between Kara-

koram and Turfan in Eastern TutkcsUr, the extensive mins of

which have been explored by Regel and the brothers Grum
G.-igitnailo- Tbeir vast dominions were gradually dismembered,

first by the ffakas, or KiJi-Kiut, precursor! ol live present

Kirghiz, who overran the eastern (Orkhon) districts about 840,

and then by the Muhammadans ol Mauar-en-Nahar (Transoxiana),

who overthrew the "Lion Kings," as the Uigur Khans of Turfan

* They arc lie OtM. tie "less," wt» ji ihu lime dwell bejeod the

Scythians of the Cupii-. Sei iDionjiiis PrrxErtra).
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were called, at*i set up several petty Mussulman stales in Eastern

Turkestan. later they fell under the yoke of the Kata-Khiui*.

and were amongst the first to join the devastating hordes of

Jenghiz-Khan
;
their name, which henceforth vanishes from his-

tory
1

,
being thus perhaps perpetuated under the form of “Ogres,"

in fable and nursery tales.

At present the heterogeneous populations of the Tarim basir.

(Kashgaria, Eastern Turkestan) where the various elements have

been intermingled, offer a striking contrast to those of the Hi

valley’ {Zungaria), where one invading horde has succeeded and

been superimposed on another, Hence the complexity of the

Kashgattan type, in which the original “hotsc-likc face ‘every-

where crops out, absorbing the later Mongolo-Turki arrivals. But

in Zungaria the Kalinak, Chinese, Dungan, Taranchi, and Kirghiz

groups are all still sharply distinguished and perceptible at a

glance. “Amongst the Kasbgxrians—a term as vague ethnically

as ’Aryan'— Richthofen has dc'.etmined the successive presence

of die Su, Yuf-chi, and Usun hordes, as described in the early

Chinese chronicles

in close proximity to the Toghiu-Uigure dwelt the Oghut
{G*uz, Ui), for whom eponymous heroes have been provided in

the legendary records of the Eastern Tutks, although all these

terms would appear to be merely shortened forms of Toghuz*.

But whether true Uigurs, or a distinct branch of the

Tur««?nd“* Turki people, the Ghtiz. as they are commonly“ railed by the Arab writers, began their westward

migrations about the year '780. After occupying
Transorjna, where they are now represented by the Urbegs* of

1 It still persists, howerer. as a tritad designation both iaangy. the Kirghix
iM Urtup. are) la ,gS. Pencil vililed lhe Ytgan of she Edringol .alky tn

snath east Mongolia, siM to U thr bst Mrrivtag repr«».n!»lh.i of the l%r.
iwliin (H- Schott. Zur IHgyrat/raf, in AUandl. d i. Atad d m„, Berlin.

iH 7 j. p. 101-.1l.
' Ch. de Ujl'iivy. lu Aryan anAW it an Saddi / .Vis*--AW*, p. .9.

* “The tin of the Greeks are the Goa (Chur) of the OrUnUt*. They
appear to the Danabe and the Volga, in Armenia, Syria, and Cboraian, and
their name seems to ha.* bnn extended to the whole Tiukcaion [Turkil nee
(by the Arab writers); Giiian, Cb. LV1I.

• Who tale their name f:om a mythical Ur-beg, “Prince Ut“«w in Turk!
-a chid, or hereditary rate}.
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Bokhara and surrounding lands, they gradually spread as con

(|ueror* over all the northern parts of Irania. Asia Minor, Syria,

tire Russian and Caucasian steppes, Ukranta, Dacia, arid the

Balkan Peninsula, In most of these lands they formed fresh

ethnical combinations both with the Caucasic aborigines, and

with many kindred Turin as well as Mongol peoples, some of

hom were settled in these regions since neolithic limes, while

others had either accompanied Aitila's expeditions, or followed

in his wake (Pechenegs, Romans, Alans, Kipchaks, Kara-Kalpaks),

or else arrived later in company with Jenghir-Khan and his suc-

cessors (Kazan and Nogai '’Tatars’' 1
).

In Russia, Romania (Dacia), and most of the Balkan peninsula

these Mongolo-Turki blends have been again submerged by the

dominant Slav and Rumanian peoples (Great and Liitle Russians,

Servo-Croatians Montenegnni. Moldavians, and Walachians). But

in south-western Asia they still constitute perhaps the majority

of the population between the Indus and Constantinople, in

many pbces forming numerous compact communities, in which

the Mongolo-Turki physical and mental characters arc con-

spicuous. Such, besides the already mentioned Turkomans of

Parthian lineage, are all the nomad and many of tbc 6Cttled

inhabitants of Khiva, Fcrglr-na, Karategio, Bokhara, generally

comprised under the name of Uabegs and "Sartcs“ Such also

are the Turki peoples of Afghan Turkestan, and of the neigh-

touring uplands (Haaaras and Aimaks who claim Mongol decent,

though now of Persian speech); the Adeibaijani and many other

more realtered groups in Persia; the Nogai and Kumuk tribes

of Caucasia, and especially most of the nomad ar.d settled

agricultural populations of Asia Mine*. The Anatolian peasantry

fotm, in &ct, the most numerous and compact division of the

Turki family Mill surviving in any part of their vast domain

between the Bosporus and the Lena.

1 Beth of thrw take their nnme. ml rr 0m mythical b«t tarn hluorteal

chirk i-Akraa A’i.i* of the Votgi. 'll* rival of Cyrus onl Alesander," who

as however cf liie Uvue of Jtjghi;. conscqiently re« a Turk, like "mil of

his mt-jeco. bit « Iroe Mongol W- ijos); anrl AVya. 1I1* ally i&5 chsmplcn

tj Mielurl Pitrologu. again. t lb; McegcCs oiuchlog under the lerrible Holsgu

almcit to the shores cf the Hesperus.
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Out of this prolific Oghuz stock arose many renowned chiefs,

founders of van bat somewhat unstable empires, such as those of

the Gasncvides, who ruled from Persia to the Indus
.
the Seljnks,

who first wresied the Asiatic provinces from Byzan-

t'um
i
the Osmanli. so named from Othman, the

Arabized form of Athman, who prepared the way

for Orkhan (13:6-60), true builder of the Ottoman power, which

has alone survived the shipwreck of all the historical Turki states.

The vicissitudes of these monarchies, looked on perhaps with

too kindly an eye by Gibbon, belong to the domain of history,

and it will suffice here to state that from the ethnical standpoint

the chief interest centres in that of the Scljukidcs, covering the

period from about the middle of the nth to the middle of the

13th century. It was under Togrulbeg of this dynasty (1038-63)

tint “the whole body of the Turkish nation embraced with

favour and sincerity the religion of Mahomet'." A little later

began the permanent Turki occupation of Asia Minor, where

after the conquest of Armenia (1065-68) and the overthrow of

the Byzantine emperor Ronwnus Diogenes (royr), numerous

military settlements followed by nomad Turkoman encampments,

were established by the great Seljuk rulers, Alp Arslan and Malek

Shah (1063-92), at all the strategical points. These first arrivals

were joined later by others fleeing before the Mongol hosts led

by Jengliiz-Khan’s successors down to the time of Timut-beg.

But the Christians (Greeks and earlier aborigines) were not exter-

minated, and we read that, while great numbers apostatized,

many thousand children were marked by the knife of circum-

cision
;
and many thousand captives were devoted to die service

or the pleasures of their masters “ (/A). In other words, the already

mixed Turki intruders were yet more modified by further inter-

minglings with the earlier inhabitants of Asia Minor. Those

who, following the fortunes of the Othman dynasty, crossed the

Bosporus and settled in Rumeiia and some otha pons of tlte

BsUcan Peninsula, now prefer to call themselves Osmmii, even

! Gitiloi, Chap. IVtl. By it* "Turkish notice" u hen to t>« andmio&l

tb; western sattioa only. Tin Turk, c# Mawar-ra-Nahir and KsAgario

icistem Tnrkestaaj hul been brought under tie inflrunta* of 1-lim by the

hot Arab invaders from Persia two cent crier earlier-
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repudiating the nations! name “Turk” Mill retained with pride

by the ruder peasant cissies ot' Asia Minor. The latter are often

spoken of as “Seljuk Turks" as if there were some racial difference

between them and the European Osmanli, and for the distinction

there is some foundation. As pointed out b> Arminius Vambfry'i

the Osmanli have been influenced and modified by their closer

association with the Christian populations of the Balkan lands,

while in Anatolia the Seljuks have been able belter to preserve

the national type ar.d temperament The true Titrki spirit (“das

Turkentum
")

survives especially in the provinces of Lykaonu
and Kappadokia, where the few surviving natives were not only

Islamised but ethnically fused, whereas in Europe most of them

(Bosnians, Albanians) were only Islamised, and here the Turki

element has always been slight

At present the original Turki type and temperament are

perhaps best preserved amongst the remote YakuH

of the I-ena, and the Kirghiz group* {Kirghiz
7h * v‘""'

Kazaki and Kara Kirghiz) of the West Sibenan steppe and the

Pamir uplands. The Turki connection of the Yakuts, about

which some unnecessary doubts had been raised, has been ?o»

at test by V. A Siercchevsky', who, however, describes them

as now a very mixed people, ow ing to alliances with tl* Tunguses

and Russians. They are of short stature, averaging srarcely

5
ft 4 in., and this observer thought their dark but not brilliant

black eyes deeply sunk in narrow orbits, gave them more of a

Red Indian than of a Mongol cast They are almost the only

peogressive aboriginal people in Siberia, although numbering r.ot

more than 200,003 souls, concentrated chiefly along the river

banks or. the plateau between the Lena and the Aldan.

In the Yakuts we have an extreme instance of the capacity of

man to adapt himself to the nilku. They not merely exist, but

thrive and display a considerable degree of energy’ and enterprise

in the coldest region on the globe. Within the isothermal of

- 72' Fahr. Verkhoyansk, in the heart of their territory, is alone

1 nil SnIltMfJir Thrim 111 ff.viy/o, in Gtsgr. Ziituhri/t, LMwig,
P.rt p. ijo up

* Rtuanhu, sdlied by P10 N. E. \'aUla(i.( fo> the

/w/vna/ G*<%r- &r. i$o6, quote.! >n Xa;u’t. Kic 1I96, p. 9;.
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included for the period from November to February, and in this,

temperature, at which the quicksilver freezes, the Yakut children

may be seen gambolling naked in the snow In midwinter

Mr R. Kennan met some of there "men of iron," as Wraagel

calh them, airly arrayed in nothing but a shirt and a slvccpskin.

lounging about as if in the enjoyment of the balmy zephyrs of

some genial sub-tropical rone,

Although nearly all are Orthodox Christians, or at least bap-

tised as Six-h, the}- are mere Shamaniits at heart, still conjuring

the powers of nature, but offering no worship :o a supreme deity,

of whom they have a vague notion, though he is too (hr off to

bear, <x too good to need their supplications. The world of

good and evil spirits, however, has been enriched by accessions

from the Russian calendar and pandemonium. Thanks to their

commercial spirit, the Yakut language, a very pure Turki idiom, is

even more widespread than the race, having become a general

medium of intercourse for Tungus, Russian, Mongol and other

traders throughout East Siberia, from Irkutsk to the Sea of

Okhotsk, and from the Chinese frontier to the Arctic Ocean*.

To some extent W. Radlc*T u right in describing the great

tii- Kirifcu
Tu'ki )araily 3i "a( 811 Turk * roo‘< newly

allied to the Mongols in their physical character*,

and by their family names sueb as Kyptshak [Kipchak], Argyn.

Naiman. giving evidence of Mongolian descent, or at least of

intermixture with Mongols'.” But we have already been warned

.-gains: the danger of attaching too much importance to these tnhal

assignations, many ot which seem, after acquiring renown on the

bmlc-ficld, to have passed readily from one ethnicgroup to another

There are certain Hindu Ruth and Afghm tribe* who think

themselves Greeks or Arabs, because of the supposed descent of

their chiefs from Alexander the Great or the Prophet’s family, and

genealogical ttccs spring up like tlic conjurer’s mango piant in

support of such illustrious lineage. The Chagatai {Jagatai) tribes,

of Turki stock and speech, take their name from a full-blood

Mongol, Chagatai. second son of Jtnghix-Khan, to whom fell

Eastern Turkestan in the partition of the empire.

1 A. Ennon, Ritan ><« E’<U. t$JJ, Vet. 111. p. ji.
1 QiWfd by PcKbel. .'Vtcrr 9' Man, p. jgj.
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In the same n; many Uzbeg and Kirghiz Turki tribes arc

named from famous Mongol chiefs, although no one will deny a

sirain of iruc Mongol blood in all these heterogeneous groups.

This is evident enough from the square and somewhat flat Mongol

features, prominent cheek-bones, oblique eyes, large mouth, feet

and hands, yellowish brown complexion, ungainly obese figures

and short stature, all of which are characteristic of both sections,

the Kora-Kirghiz highlanders, and the Kaaaics of the lowlands.

Some ethnologists regard these Kirghiz groups, not *9 a distinct

branch of the Motigolo-Turki race, but rather as a confederation

of several nomad tribes stretching from the Gobi to the Lower

Volga, and mingled together by Jer.ghiz-Khan and his successors'.

The true national name is A'ttJi, “Riders," and as they

were originally for the most part mounted

marauders, or free lances of the steppe, the terra

came to be gradually applied to all nomad and

other horsemen engaged in predatory warfare It thus at an cariy

date reached the South Russian steppe, where it was adopted in

the form of Kauuk by the Russian* themselves It should be

noted that the compound term Kirghiz-Kazak, introduced by

the Russians to distinguish these nomads from their o»n Cossacks,

is really a misnomer. The word “Kirghiz,” what-

ever its origin, is never used by the Kazaks In *;<«*,«***

reference to themselves, but only to their near

relations, the Kirghiz, or Kara- Kirghiz* of the uplands.

These highlanders, who roam the Tun-ahan and Pamir valleys,

form two sections :

—

On, “Right* c* Eaw, and Sr/, '‘Left,’ or

West. They are the Diio Kamtnnyi
,
that is. “Wild Rock People."

of the Russians, whence the expression “Block Kirghiz" still found

in spir.c English books of travel But they call themselves simply

Kirghiz, claiming descent from an original tribe of that name,

itself spzur.g from a legendary Kirghiz-beg, (torn whom are also

descended the Chiliks, Kitars and others, all now reunited with

the Ons and the Sols.

The Ka2aks also are grouped in long-established and Hill

Jealously maintained sections—the Great, Middle, Little, and

1 M. BoUuliii in few fiuy. G«tr. .S*. April. iSdj.

« A*irti-“B!aek." with idmnc. to ths eotour « their rouid fell IMU.
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Imur Hordt—whose join: domain extends from Lake Balkhash

round the north side of the Caspian down to the Lower Volga 1

.

All accepted the teaching) of Islam many centuries ago, but their

Muhammadanism* is of & somewhat negative diameter, without

mosques, mollahs, or fanaticism, and in practice not greatly to be

distinguished from the old Siberian Shamanism Kumiss, fer-

mented mare’s milk, their universal drink, as amongst the ancient

Scythians, plays a large pan in the life of these hospitable steppe

nomads.

One of the lasting results of Casiifcn’s labours has been to

ni. Piam P^cc beyond reasonable dwibt the Altai origin of

the Finnish peoples*. Their cradle may non- be lo-

calised with some confidence about the headwaters of the Yenisei,

in proximity to that of their Turk! kinsmen. Here is the seat of

the SeyoUs and of the closely allied Kdials, Kamauinlu, Mater/t,

Kara&assti and others, who occupy a considerable territory along

both slopes of the Sayan range, nnd may he regarded as the

primitive stock of the widely diffused Finnish race. Some of

these groups have intermingled with the neighbouring Turki

peoples, and even speak Turki dialect;. But the original Finnish

1 On '.bt obscure relations of three Horde* to the KaraKitjbii and proho-

led: Unm sotre light hot been Ihrown by list inw,l^xlU:o» of N. A. Aifatov,

a nacary of .ow coaclutictu U gi-m by I>t A. lrannsakl In Ctntra&lalt

jdr^MhnfoliXH*te, «8«j0. p «J-

* AUho-^V. oAnilly rsiuinot at Mahitraudans (A ihe Snnm sen. Lei-chlae

1*11. oi ilia! it i. hard to say wheihcr ttary are Moslem, Pagan (Sbuuanisri). or

Mankheu. ltH» !».; beeaase they believe Goi Du made good angels calloJ

Mania aiu! bad enjels called iVani/V. Two of these spirits El invisiliiy on

ihe shoulders of every perwta from his birth, the good on t>e right, the tail on

the left, e*^S noling his actions la their respective (woks, and lolancing

accounts it his death. It is inte testing to compile there ideas with those of

the lileg prince who eiplained to Mr Lansddl that nt the roinrirelio®, the

tsath being flat, the dtatl grow OK of K like gross; then Gal iliv.lt* tin good

fton the tail, strong Ihne below «od those above. In bravrn aolxdy dies,

eery wish is gratified
;
even the wicknl creditor may seek oat his debtor,

aid in liee of the money owing may lake owr the equivalent in ta* good deeds,

if
i
hero he any. and I**, be snrod

|
nreugi Cm/ra/Asia, |8S;, p. 438).

* See especially ha. fitU/StniMt n. Srii/i ani am Ja\iH 184.1-4% p. 401

*).
;
and KmArow KaitaliuAaH*. A'ai^omudn SfnuUtirt, 1838, voL I.

/•mm.
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type and speech are "ell represented by the Sovotes. who arc

here indigenous, and "from these their. ..kinsmen, the Samoycds

hav- spread as breeders of reindeer to the north of the continent

from the White Sea to the Bay of Chstanga 1." Others, following

a westerly route along the foot of the Altai and dona the Irtish to

the Urals, appear to have long occupied both slopes of that range,

where they acquired sonic degree of culture, and especially that

knowledge of, and skill in working, the precious and other metals,

for which the “White-eyed Chudcs" were famous, and to which

repelled reference is made in the songs of the Kalevala', As

there are no mines or minerals in Finland itself, it seems obvious

that the legendary heroes of the Finnish national epic must have

dwelt in some metalliferous region, which could only be the Altai

or the Urals, possibly both.

In any case the Urals became a second home and point of

dispersion for the Finnish tribes (Ugriart Finns),whose migrations

-

some prehistoric some historic—c»n be followed (hence down the

Pechora and Dvina to the Frozen Ocean*, and down the Kama
to the Volga. From (his artery, where permanent settlements

were formed ( Volga Finns), some conquering hordes went south

and west {Dantihan Finns), while more peaceful wanderers

= Pe«hA Haas /in, p. }si.
1 In a stggcfhvc j^per on this collection of Finnish wig* Mr C U. Clark

{Arnett, AptU« ift/% p. *}.) nViUf from tl»# primitive Charmer of i»*

mythology, the frequent Allusions tocoppet oc \acx~rz, 1 ibe almoK tttet th-

ence of Chratiwi ideas and ether indxttioo^ that these song* rv«t bo of gr<»:

HKkjniiy- "TUtr term* to l>e no dniilu that parti dale Urk to t?

Icaiil jcoo years *go> before the Fla as ir».1 the H*ar»juxic.n« had Icoxtse dlstlttc:

pec^les; foe il»e nsmei <if the divinities, many of the customs, nnd even per*

ticaUr focuCAtihto aui! to of ftgxsuitloo* iMtuiotKil b the KaWnla an?

curia!*)) iuphc.v.cd inaaclcri lUf^ntan writing*.

* When Ohihtrv made his fuse** voyage round North Lope to the Cncn
Se* iWhit* Sci) nil iK h Arctir senfwid was inhaliccdi rvx by Samoyedf, as r.i

present, but by true Finn*, whom king Alfred caiU AVvr.vui, #>, the SiurMlan/

of the Ncrsemen, and tbe yV*v/«h |ftvw/rw) the Rushans
\
Owsiui I. lyi.

In limr, ;be uMe region between the White Sen nnd the Urals

tilloi Feraui; Ul ^eclhc withdraw! * m hwartU of |he Zirttncmt

icd other Permian Float taw Arctic i &ft luu U*m thinly occapinl by

Sjjuoyjd tribes spending slowly woiwonh frum SI Leila to the Pechora and
Lover IKrea.
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ascended the great river to l-akes Ladoga and Onega, and tlx:ncc

to the shoces of the Baltic and Lapland (Bailie anil Lott Finns).

Thus were constituted the main branches of tlie wide spread

Finnish family, whore domain formerly extended

n™'**
1

f,<i!n the Khatanga beyond the Yenisei to Lapland,

Dun*m. and from the Arctic Ocean to the Altai range, the

Caspian, 8nd the Volga, with considerable enitara

in the Danube basin. But throughout their relatively ahon his

toric life the Finnish peoples, despite a characteristic tenacity and

power of resistance, have in many places been encroached upon,

absorbed, or even entirely eliminated, by more aggressive races,

such as the Siberian “Tatars" in their Altai cradlcluid, the Turki

Kirghiz and Bashkirs in the West Siberian steppes and the Urals,

the Russians in the Volga and Lake districts, the Germans and

Lithuanians in the Baltic Provinces (Kurland, Livonia, Esthonla),

the Rumanians, Slavs, and othcis in the Danube regions, where

the Ugrnn Bulgats and Magyars have been almost entirely assimi-

lated in type (and the former alio in speech) to the surrounding

European populations.

Few anthropologists non attach much importance to the views

L.i- win
not 5 ft <

l
u ’ lc c‘b,0 'c,f regarding a former extension

wuespn*t*. of the Finnish race over the whole of Europe 3nd
“, ' |r-Bn‘ the British Isles. Despite the fact that all the

Finns are essentially round-headed, they were identified first with

the long-headed cavemen, who retreated north with the reindeer,

as was line favourite hypothesis, and then with the early neolithic

races who were also long-headed. Elaborate but now forgotten

essays were written by learned philologists to establish a common
origin of the Basque and the Finnic tongues, which have nothing

in common, and half the my ths, folklore, and iegendary heroes of

the western nations were traced to Finno-Ugrian sources.

Now we know better, and both aichatologists and philologists

have made it evident that the Finnish peoples are relatively

quite recent arrivals in Europe, that the men of the Bronrc Age

in Finland tuelf were not Finns but Teutons, and that at the

beginning of the new era all the Finnish tribes still dwelt east

of the Gulf of Finland 1

.

1 See A. Hackmorn. Du Brtutmi! FmnlaK.il. HaMngfoA. 1S97
|
lira
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Not only to, but the eastern migrations themselves, as above

roughly outlined, appear to have taken place at ^ ^
a relatively late epoch, long after the inhabitants BroiwtAjci""

of west Siberia had passed from the New Stone ?^.5rnua

to the Metal Ages. J. R. Aspclin, “founder of

Finno-Ugrian archeology, " points out that the Finno-Ugtian

peoples originally occupied a geographical position between the

Indo-Gennanic and the Mongolk races, and that their first Iron

Age was most probably a development, between the Yenisei and

the Kama, of the so-called Ural-Altai Bronte Age, the last echoes

of which may be traced westwards to Finland and north Scandi-

navia. In the Upper Yenisei districts iron objects had still the

forms of the Bronte Age, when that ancient civilisation, associated

with the name of the '• Chudes,* uas intenupted by an invasion

which introduced the still persisting Turki Iron Age, expelled the

aboriginal inhabitants, and thus gave rise to the great migrations

first of the Finno-Ugrian*, and men of the Turki peoples (Bashkirs,

Volga “Tatars" and others) to and across the Urals It was here,

in the Permian territory between the Irtish and the Kama, that

the West Siberian (Chutlisty Iron Age continued in normal and

unbroken evolution. The objects recovered from the old graves

and kurgans in the present governments of Tver and laroslav,

and especially at Ananymo on the Kama, centre of this culture,

show that here took place the transition from the Bronre to the

Iron Age some 300 years before the new era, and here was

developed a later Iron Age, whose forms arc characteristic of the

nonhem Finno-Ugrian lands. The whole region would thus

appear to have been first occupied by there immigrants from

Asia after the irruption of the Turki hordes into Western Siberia

during the First Iron Age, at most some 500 or 6>o years before

M. Aspetta, O. Mantellus, V. Thomsen ud othen, who tave all. on sartor..

;r'*ind s. arri'ed at the .air* ixmchmtoo. Even D. t D. European, who ha.

U.ante! to many heterodox liewi cc the Finneh cradlelard, a»l 00 the

cclatioosof the Finnic to the Mongolo-Turli a£rsc. thst “«*r»

i’fp-iu* de la ruivairr dr J. C.. cV-i uJiie bieo loogtemp* a«*nl quo c«.

Mm linmlfiauem cn Flnlude, riles [the western Finns) «i>»t dciUitt

unxfdixeBent au vil des her d'Ornpa « dc Ladoga.* (7>.miKX Gif

oa.Viil/; iit fluhtt/t/uifu'ii Hcliingfors, 189;, p. •* <->
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the ChnKian era. The Finno-Ugritn migrations are thus limited

to a period of not more than 1 ,600 years from the present time,

and this conclusion, based on archeological grounds, agrees fairly

well with the historical, linguistic, and ethnical data.

It is especially in this obscure field of research that the

eminent Danish scholar, Prof. Vilhelm Thomsen, has rendered

inestimable services to European ethnology By the light of his

linguistic studies A. H. Snellman 1 has elucidated

Finos.
B*"i”

’-he origins 0! the Baltic Finns, the Proto Estonians

the now all but extinct Livonian*, and the quite

extinct Kurlanrfers, from the lime when they still dwelt east and

south-east of the Baltic lands, under the influence of the surround-

ing Lithuanian and Gothic tribes, till the German conquest of the

Baltic provinces. We learn from Jordanes, to whom is due the

first authentic account of these populations, that the various

Finnish tribes were subject to the Gothic king Hermanarich,

and Thomsen now shoos that all the Western Finns (Esthonians,

Livonians, Votes, Vepscs, Karelians, Tavasthuis, and others of

Finland), must in the first centuries of the new era have lived

practically as one people in the clorest social union, speaking one

language, and following the same religious, tribal, and political

institutions. Earlier than the Gothic was the Letto-I ithuanian

contact, as shown by the fact that its traces are perceptible in the

language of the Volga Finns, in which German loan-wotds are

absent From these investigations it becomes clear that the

Finnish domain must at that time have stretched from the

present Esthonia. Livonia, and Lake I-adoga south to the western

Dvina.

The westward movement was connected with the Slav migra-

Re'.uon. 10
tions. When the Slavs south of the Letts moved

0®'h*
I-*"*.

"TSI. other Slav tribes must have pushed north,

thus driving both Letts and Finns west to the

Baltic provinces, which had previously been occupied by the

Germans (Goths). Some of the Western Finns must have found

their way about 500 A.D., scarcely earlier, into parts of this

region, where they came into hostile and niendly contact with

1 Fiuila f'orni*»c(ftrmiugeHl TU’iJr/t. Jean. Fin. Amm/iy. S*. it-fi.

Mil*).
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the Norsemen. These rcUtions nould even appear 10 be reflected

in ihc Norse mythology, which may be regarded as in great

measure an echo o! historic events. The war* of the Swedish

and Danish kings referred lo in these oral records may be

interpreted as plundering expeditions rather than permanent

conquests, while tlve undoubtedly active intercourse between the

east and west coast* of the Baltic may be explained on the

assumption that, after the withdrawal of the Goths, a remnant

of Use Germanic populations remained behind in the Baltic

provinces.

From Nestor's statement that all three of the Varangian

princes settled, not amongst Slavish but amengvt

Finnish peoples, tt may be inferred that the Finnish 0 ni?n«.
*"*'

element constituted the most important section in

ho newly founded Russian State
;
and it may here be mentioned

that the tom “ Ru«" itself has now been traced lo the Finnish

word finest {Jtimtii, a " Norseman ” But alrlsough at first greatly

outnumbering the Slavs the Finnish peoples soon lost the political

ascendancy, and their subsequent history may be summed up in

the expression gradual absorption in the surrounding Slav papu-

lations. This inev.table process is still gotng on amongst all the

Volga, Lake and Italtic Finns, except in Finland and Lapland,

where other conditions obtain
1

.

Mon Finnish ethnologists agree that however much they may

now <1 lifer in the it physical and mental characters and usages,

Finns and Lapps were all originally one people. Some variant

of Sxiwa' enters into the national name of all the Bairic groups—

Snomaiaiut, the Finns uf Finland, Somt/antd, those of Esihonia.

Su/trlati (Sabmeladl, the Lapps, Samoyad, the Sarooyedes. In

Ohthcrc'* time the Norsemen called all the Lapps “ Filinas " (as

1 "Let Finnoli et leurs eor«dnira o»t ocrap* sutefols, iur d to,mewses

espicet. les vaaus rigKee tiroi*ii» 4t Is Ruule asritotr-.-oale tt cercrak, ct

de la S&erie occiduualc; ruaia plus tard, rrfcoMt et dhnes pi' d'aatra

(aiipln, its funnt ftdut h des tribus ivtees. doot il nr r**i« aintennM qae

des d&iii spin'’ {T'ar tui p. ijil.

A oord «d iicut»(nl CHOPlag. eommociy bat wmagty supposed to stein

raw/ or fin, in! ITius to tie the origintl of the Temtonic fimmai, “Fer

Peoplr” (<ee thornier. d(tr. N/e. an/aufinnt,K-^/fintirr. p. 1 4 1.

a. aa
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the Norwegians Mill do>, and that early navigator already noticed

that these “Finns” seemed to speak the same

b4*KucUui Unguaga as the Beormas, who were true Finns'.

Fu*“' Nor do the present inhahiiants of Finland, taken

as a whole, differ more in outward appearance and temperament

from their Lapp neighbours lltttn do the Tavastians and ilsc

Karelians, that is, their western and eastern sections. from each

other. The Tavastians, who call themselves Hfmelahct, " Lake

People," have rather broad, heavy frames, small and oblique blue

or grey eyes, lowv hair and white complexion, without the clear

llorid cdour of the Notth Germanic and English peoples. The

temperament is somewhat sluggish, passive and enduring, morose

and vindictive, but honest and trustworthy.

Very different arc the tall, slim, active Karelians (Karialaistl,

“Cowherd?,
-

from Kan. “Cow"), with more regular feature,

straight grey eyes, brown complexion, and chestnut hair, like

tlaat of the hero of the Kalevala, hanging in ringlets down the

shoulders. Mauy of the Karelians, and most of the neighbouring

Ingriatt about she head of the Gulf of Finland, as well as the

Votes and Vepfies of the great lakes, have been assimilated in

speech, religion, and usages to the surrounding Russian popula

tions. But die more conservative Tavasti&ns have hitherto

tenaciously preserved the national sentiment, language, and tradi-

tions. Despite the pressure of Sweden on the west, and of

Russia on the east, the Finns still stand out as a distinct Euro-

pean nationality, and continue CO cultivate with success their

harmonious and highly poeticil language. Since the tath century

they have been Christians, converted to the Catholic faith by

“ Saint
11

Erie. King of Sweden, and later to Lutheranism, again

by the Swedes'. The national university removed in 18J7 from

Abo to Helsingfors, is a centre of much scientific and literary

work, and here E. Ldnnrot, father of Finnish literature, brought

out his various editions of the Kalevala, that of 1849 conasnng

of some 50,000 strophes-

A kind of transition fioin these settled and cultured Finns

1 "J» Fima. him bihcc, and pi H-crmi-. nxxoan nt»h An ee6to.lt
’

(Oceans c 14k
• See my paper on the Finos to Cassell's Stottun, /iptrauA'av, p. I'fi.
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to the Lapps of Scandinavia and Russia is formed by the still

almost nomad, or at least teitleas KtMtns, who for*

tntrly roamed as far as the White So, which in

Alfred's time was known as the Cuvn Sa ( Knan Sea), These

Kwans, who still number nearly 300,000. arc even called nomads

by Prof. J. A. Ftiis, who tells us tliat there is a continual move-

ment of small bands between Finland and Scandinavia. “The
wandering Kwicns pass round the Gull of Bothnia and up

through Lappmarken to KittaB, where they separate, some going

to Varangcr, and others to Alien. They follow the same route

as that which, according to historians, some of the Norsemen

followed in ihcir wanderings from Finland'.' Tnc references of

the Sagas are mostly to these primitive Bothnian Finns, with

whom the Norsemen first came in contact, and who in the oth

and following centuries were still in a rude state not greatly

removed from that of their Ugrian forefathers. As shown by

Alr&ivist's researches, they lived almost exclusively by hunting

and fishing, had scarcely a rudimentary knowledge of agriculture,

and could prepare neither butter nor cheese from the milk of their

half-wild reindeer herds.

Such were also, and in some measure still are, the kindred

Lapps, who with the allied Yumi of

Arctic Russia are the only true nomads still Mr-

vising in Lutopo. Mr A. H. Cocks, who travelled £ >̂
j*
n

amongst all these rude aborigines in 1888. describes

the Kw.en» who range north to Lake F.nara, as “ for the mow
pan of a very rough class," and found that the Russian Lapps of

the Kola Peninsula, "except as to their clothing and the addition

of coffee and sugar to their food supply, are living now much the

same life as their ancestors probably lived sooa or more years

ago, a far more pcimitive life, in fact, ihan the Reindeer Lapps

[ol Scandinavia). They have not yet begun to use tobacco, and

reading and writing are entirely unknown among them Unlike

the three other divisions of the race line Norwegian, Swedish, and

Finnish Lapps], they are a very cheerful, light-hearted people.

' IciU, tut of Dale s En£luh ed p. «S The S-o-icS «. •iai«1

to he » iranilntloa of Auwo. awMiini; low-lyingcoidlmto; brace Abcnidilul,

AS they call lb»ni.c!««, iraitd men C ciiuUn lci.."

21—

*
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and have the curious habit of expressing their thought* aloud :u

extempore sing-song'."

Similar traits have been noticed in the Samoyads, whom
Mr F. G. Jackson describes as an extremely sociable and hos-

pitable people, delighting in gossip, and much given to laughter

and merriment*. He gives their mean height as neatly 5 ft. 1 in.,

which is about the same as that of the Lapps (Von Diiben,
5 ft.

a in. others rather lea), while that of the Finns average*
5 ft.

j in. (Topinard). Although the general Mongol appearance is

much less pronounced in the Lapps than in the Samoyads, in

same respects—low statute, flat faoc with peculiar round outline—

the latter reminded Mr Jackson of the Ziryanians, who are a

branch of the Bcormas (Permian Finns), though like them now

much mixed 01th the Russians. The so called prehistoric “ Lapp

Grave*," occurring throughout the southern parts of Scandinavia,

are now known from their contents to have belonged to the

Norse race, who appear to have occupied this region since the

New Stone Age, while the Lapp domain seems never to have

reached very much farther south than Trondhjetn.

All these facts, taken especially in connection with the late

arrival of the Finns themselves in Finland, lend

onein. .oi support to the view that the Lapps are a branch,
M«r«t"

ni( 0j | ||c SuomaUjet, hut of the Permian Finns,

and readied their present homes, not from Finland, but from

North Russia through the Kanin and Kola Peninsulas, if not

round the shores of the White Sea, at some remote peiiod prior

to the oocapation of Finland by its present inhabitants. Thi3

assumption would also explain Ohtberc’a statement that Lapps

and Pettnians seemed to speak nearly the same language. The

resemblance is still close, though I am not competent to say to

which branch of the Finno-Ugrian family Lapp is most nearly

allied.

Of the Mongol physical characters the Lapp still retains the

Twnjcr*-
[<yjn^ l°w skull (index 83), the prominent cheek-

a«it- bones, somewhat flat features, and ungainly figure.
R""*“ n

' The temperament, also, H still perhaps more Asiatic

1 A Bfff y,-*>*t7 ft Jnarl, Viking Club, Feb. r, 1S93.

8 Tii Grttt F'tvn Lemi, r p. 61.
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than European, although since the «Sth century they have been

Christians—Lutherans in Scandinavia, Orthodox in Russia. In

[iigan times Shamanism had nonHere ao|uired a greater develop-

ment than among the Lapp*. A great feature of the system were

the "rune-trees," made of pine or birch bark, inscribed with

figures of gods, men, or animals, which were consulted on all

important occasions, and their mysterious signs interpreted by

the Shamans. Even foreign potentates hearkened 10 the voice of

these renowned magicians, and in England the expression “ lap-

land witches “ became proverbial, although it appears that there

never were any witches, but only wizards, in Lapland. Such

rites have long ceased 10 be practised, although tome of the

crude ideas of a material after-life still linger on. Money and

other treasures are often buried or hid away, the owners dying

without revealing the secret, cillier through forgetfulness, or more

probably of set purpose in the hope of thus making provision for

the other world-

Amongst the kindred Samoyads, despite their Russian ortho-

doxy, the old psgan beliefs enjoy a still more vigorous existence.

" As long as things go well with him, he is a Christian
; but

should bis reindeer die, or other catastrophe happen, he imme-

diately returns to his old god ffum or C/uiJdi ... He conducts his

heathen services by night and in secret, and carefully screens

from sight any image of Chaddi 1 ." Mr Jackson noticed several

instances of this compromise between the old and the new, such

as the wooden aces supplemented on the Samoyid graves by an

overturned sledge to convey the dead safely over the snows of

the under-world, and the rings of stones, within which the human

sacrifices were perhaps formerly offered to propitiate Chaddi;

and although these things have ceased, "it is only a few years

ago that a Samoyad living on Novaia Zcmlia sacrificed a young

girl.'

Similar beliefc and practices still prevail not only amongst the

Siberian Finns—Ostyaks of the Yenisei and Obi

rivers, Voguls of the Urals—but even amongst

the Votyaks, Mordvinians, Chercmisses and other

scattered groups still surviving in the Volga basin. Sa recently as

1 7« G’taj frai.li LmJ, p. 8,.
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the vcat 1896 a number of Votyaks were iried and convicted for

the murder of a passing mendicant, whom they had beheaded to

appease the wrath of Kiremet, Spirit of Evil and author of the

famine raging at that time in Cetiltal Russia. Betides Kiremet,

the Votyaks—who appear to have migrated from the Urals 10

their present homes between the Kama and the Viatka rivets

about 400 A.D., anti are mostly heathens—also worship Intnar,

Cod of Heaven, to whom they sacrifice animals as well as human
beings whenever it can be safely done. We arc assured by Baron

de Btye that even tint few who are baptized take part secretly

in these unhallowed rites*.

To the Ugrian branch, rudest and most savage of all the

Finnish peoples, belong these no» moribund Volga groups, as

well as the fierce BuJgar and Magyar hordes, if not also their

precursor*, the/asygw and Kkoxeiani, tvho in the and century A.a

swarmed into Pannonia from the Russian steppe, and in company

with the Germanic Quadi and Maicomanni twice ( t6S and iya)

advanced to the walls of Aquileia, and were twice arrested by the

legions of Marcus Aurelius and Vena. Of the once numerous

Jaziges. whom Pliny calls Sattuaie-, there were several branches

—Motht. Mtfanasla, BaiiJii ('•Royal”)—who were first reduced

by the Goths spreading from the Baltic to the Euxine and Lower

Danube, and then overwhelmed with the Dacians, Get®, Bastam®,

and a hundred other ancient peoples in the great deluge of the

Hunnish invasion.

From the same South Russian steppe— the plains watered by

Th* nui c »r»
Lower Don and Dnieper—came the Bulgan,

'n aMOC“ !'on w ',h ,he Hans
<
from whom they

'*'*
are scarcely distinguished by the early Byzantine

writers, and then as a separate people, who, after throwing off the

yoke of the Avars (635 a.e»). withdrew before the pressure of the

Khazais westwards to the Lower Danube (6;8). But their records

go much father back than there dates, and while philologists and

archeologists 3ic able to trace their wanderings step by step north

to the Middle Volga and the Ural Mountains authentic Armenian

1 flW„ nr In Vtttah fayau da Craurnanzn/i J, Kazan a VUHt, Pans.

189;. TI1.7 air Mill raxfioai, especially la VuiU, where they n.mbcoj
7,0.003 la iSy,-.
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document! carry their history back to the and century nc. Under

the Arsacidcs numerous bands o< Bulgars, diiven from their homes

about the Kama confluence by civil suite, settled on the banks of

the Am, and since that time (150—114 oc) the Bulgars >tcie

kr.onn to the Armenians as a great cation dwelling ava> to the

north far beyond the Caucasus.

Originally the name, which afterwards acquired such an odious

notoriety amongst the European peoples, may have been more

geographical than ethnical, implying not so much a prticular

nation as all live inhabitants of the Bufga (Volga) between the

Kama and the Caspian. Hut at that time this section of the

great river seems to have been mainly held by mote or lew homo-

geneous branches of the Finno-Ugrian family, and palethnologbts

have now shown that to this connection beyond all question

belonged in physical appearance, speech, and usages those bands

known as Bulgars. who formed permanent settlements in Mcesia

south of the Loner Danube towards live dose of the 7th century'.

Here "these bold and dexterous archers, who drank the milk and

feasted on the flesh nf their fleet and indefatigable horses ; whose

flocks and hods followed, or rather guided, the motions of their

roving camps
;

to whose inroads no country was remote or imptr-

vious, and who were practised tn flight, though incapable of fear’,"

established a powerful state, which maintained its independence

for over seven hundred years (67 S— 39 - 1-

Acting at fin* in association with the Slavs, and then assuming

"a vague dominion” over their restless Sarmatian allies, the

Bulgars spread the terror of their hated name throughout the

Balkan lands, and were prevented only by the skill of Belisarius

from anticipating their Turti kinsmen in the overthrow of the

Byzantine Empire itself. Procopius and jornandes have left

terrible pictures of the ferocity, debasement, and utter savagery,

both of the Bulgars and of their Slav confederates during the

period preceding the foundation of the Bulgar dynasty in Mania.

Wherever the Slavs (Antes, Slavini) pasted, no soul was left

1 See especially Sdufnrik’s cluCral work Simuhe AUmkHmrr, n. p. 1:9

*0- m>d V. ds Soint-MarUn. £tud/i <* Gfff Antirrmi a
aieu/iu. II. p. to «].. >1*0 lb* Mill iaSUpir-ibi* Gitibo*, Ch. .Ull. ic.

5 DttllatenU FiU. xul
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alive; Thrace and Illyria were strewn with unbutied corpse*;

captives “ere shat up with horse and cattle in stables, and all

consumed together, while the brutal hordes danced to the music

of their shrieks and grcc.ni. Indescribable was the horror inspired

by the Bulgars, who killed for killing's sake, wasted for slice r love

of destruction, swept away all works of the human hand, burnt,

ra2ed cities, left in their wake nought but a picture of their own

cheerless native steppes. Of all the barbarians that harried the

Empire, the Dulgars have left the most detested name, although

closely rivalled by the Slavs.

To the ethnologist the later history of the Bulgarians is of

exceptional interest. They entered the Danubian lands in the

seventh century as typical Ugro-Finns, repulsive alike in physical

appearance »Dd mental characters. Their dreaded chief, Krum,

celebrated his triumphs with sanguinary rites, and his followers

yielded in no respects to the Huns themselves in coarseness and

brutality. Yet an almost complete moral if not physical trans-

formation had been cflected by the middle of the 9th century,

when the Dulgars were evangelised hy Bvuntine Missionaries,

exchanged theii rude Ugrian speech for a Slavonic tongue, the

so-called “Church Slav," or even "Old Bulgarian," and became

henceforth merged in the surrounding Slav populations. The
national name ''Bulgar” alone survives, aa that of a somewhat

peaceful southern "Slav" people, who Have in our time again

acquired the political independence of which they had been de-

prived by Bajazet I. in 139a.

Xor did this name disappear from the V’olga lands after rhe

or«t .ni 8reil migration of Bulgar hordes to the Don basin

LinUBui- during the .3rd and 4th centuries a.d. On the

contrary, here arose another and a greater Bulgar

empire, which was known to the Byzantines of the 10th century

as “Black Bulgaria,” and later to flic Arabs and Western peoples

as “Great Bulgaria,” in contradistinction to the “ Little Bulgaria"

souih of the Danube -
. It fell to pieces during the later “Tatar"

‘ Riitinqnis (rjth center;) t “We came co the Elil, a wty Urge mid d«p
river (our tint widti ;h»n the Seine, fiowitg from *010x1 B'dgaiu. 1 tihkh

In to rise neeih.” Further <0 he “It is from thu Greit Bnlgnrlo lhat
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wars, and nothing now remains of the Volga Bulgats, except the

Volga itself from which they were named.

In the same legion, but farther north', lay alw a “Great

Hungary.” the original seat of those other Ugtiin

Finns known as Hungarians and Magyars, who

followed later in the track of the Bulgan, and like

them formed permanent settlements in tbc Danube basin, but

higher up in Pannonia, the present kingdom of Hungary. Here,

110never, the Magyars had been preceded by the kindred (or at

least distantly connected) Arars, the dominant people in the

Middle Danube lands for a great part of the period between the

departure of the Huns and the arrival of the Magyars*. Rolling

up like a storm cloud from the depths of Siberia to the Volga and

Buxine, sweeping everything before them, reducing Kutigurs,

Utigun, Bulgart, and Slavs, the Avars presented themselves in

the 6th century on the frontwrs of the empire as the unwelcome

all :et of Justinian. Atrested at the Elbe by the Australian Franks,

and hard pteswd hy the Cepidic. they withdrew to live Lower

Danube under the ferocious Khagan Bayan, who, before his over-

throw by the Emperor Mauritius and death in 60?, had crossed

the Danube, captured Sumium, and reduced the whole region

bordering on the Byzantine empire. Later the still powerful

Avars with their Slav followers, "the Avar viper and the Slav

locust.
1
’ overran the Balkan lands, and in 625 nearly captured

Constantinople. They were at last crushed by Pepin, king of

Uviol tls&c l)ulg;.r;)nt uito are the IXuribe, on the Comlantinopie

side" (quoted by V. dc $jbtMnrti=|,
1 Evidently- mrch s«anrr to the V’ral MettaUim, (or Joa du Plan Carpm

»y* thli 4§Gma Hungary was the had of HouaH* that is. Arikkirf a large

Finnc-Turki people. still occapy a cor.mtaable territory in the Orenburg

(k>tems<nt aHji* the southern iloptf of the Unit.
1 With thftn were awroiftl many cd the surrhiag fugitive Oa-Uigurs

(Coca's "Ogort oe Viicbonltes"!, wbefioe the report that they uere not

true Avars. But the Turki ge-**logiw would appvar lo admit thrir claim

to the name, aid in any ca*t the Uigur* aid Avuii of those times cxadc*

no** lo ethnically distinguished. Ka*i*ih
%
oae o: their envoji to Jcrinian,

is clearly i Turki came, acd V*r<h?mtv kcqm to port to t**« Warkhon

(Or* him i, *™t in age* of Ibt cittern Turki, ;ba figure, mod the

Hue Mo: -oil.
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Italy, who icoccupiod Sitmium in 799, and brought hack such

treasure that the value of gold was for a time enormously

reduced.

Then came the opportunity of the Hunagan (Hungarians),

who, after advancing from tlte Urals to tl»e Volga (5 so a.d ), had

reached the Danube about 886 Here they were invited to the

aid of the Germanic king Amulf, threatened by a formidable

Mj( ir
coalition of the western Slavs under the redoubtable

OiiciirtM* Zvcntibolg, a nominal Cbnitiari who would enter
«*» B.c,ra..

|be c (lutc(l on horseback followed by his wild re-

tainer, »nd threaten the priest at the altar with the lash. In the

upland Transylvanian valleys the Hunagars had been joined by

eight of the derelict Khazar tribes, amongst whom were the

Mrgtrt or Mcgm, whose name under the fonn of Magyar

was eventually extended to the united Hunagar-Khazar nation.

Under their renowned king Arpad, son of Alrauth, they first

overthrew ZventiLoIg, anJ then with the help of the surviving

Avars reduced the surrounding Slav population*. Thus towards

the dose of the gtb century was founded in 1'annonia the present

kingdom of Hungary, in which were absorbed all the kindred

Mongol and Finno-Turki elements that still survived from the

two previous Mongolo-Turki empires, established in the same

region by the Huns under Attiia (430-453), and by the Avars

under Khag&n Buyan (561-doi).

After reducing the whole of Pannonia and ravaging Carinthia

and Friuli, the Hangars raided Bavaria and Italy (899-900),

imposed a tribute ou the feeble successor of Ainu If (910), and

pushed their plundering expeditions 44 tar nest as Alsace, Lorraine,

and Burgundy, everywhere committing atrocities that recalled tlm

memory of Attila’s savage hordes. They were reported to drink

the blood of their captives, so that in medieval legends the term

hangar, vngar (the ogrt of our fairy talcn), indicated a man-eating

monster who devoured the llcsh and drank the blood of children.

Laiet the same word seems to have been revived and associated

with the Uigur Turks who, as above seen, took part in the

Mongol invasions of Europe under Jcnghiz-Khan and his suc-

cessors.

Thi* petiod of lawlessness and savagery was closed by the
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conversion of Saint Stephen I. {997-1038), after which the

Magyars became gradual!)’ assimilated in type and genera) culture,

but not in speech, to the western nations 1
. Their harmonious

and highly cultivated language still remains a typical member

ol the Ural-Altaic family, reflecting in its somenhat composite

vocabulary the various Finno-Ugric and Turki elements (Ugrians

and Pctmians from the Urals, Volga Finns. Turki Avars and

Khaiars), of which the substratum of the Magyar nation is con-

stituted'.

Politically the Magyars continue to occupy a position of vital

importance in Eastern Europe, wedged in between die northern

and iouthem Slav peoples and thus presenting an insurmount-

able obstacle to the aspirations of the Panslavist dreamers. The

fiery and vigorous Magyar nationality, a compact body of about

8,000,000 (1898), holds the boundless pains watered by the

Middle Danube and the Theiss, and thus permanently separates

the Chcklis, Moravians, ar.d Slovaks of Bohemia and the northern

Carpathians from their kinsmen, the Yugoslavs ("Southern Slavs “)

ct Seivia and the other now Slaroniied Balkar, lands. These

Yugo-Slavs are in their turn severed by the Rumanians of Neo-

La: in speed: from their northern and eastern brethren, the Ruth-

cnians, Poles, Great and Little Russians- Had the Magyars and

Rumanians adopted any of the neighbouring Slav idioms. It is

safe to say that, like the Ugrian Bulgarians, they must have long

ago been absorbed in the surrounding Panslav world, with con-

sc'joences to the central European nations which it would not be

difficult to forecast Here we have a striking illustration of the

influence of language in developing and preserving the national

sentiment, analogous in many respects to that now witnessed on

a huger scale amongst the English-speaking populations cn Loth

1 Et<ndyy- P- J091

* Vamtery, perhaps the best sntronty to this point, ho’ds that m its

structure >!»gyar Inns inr«» to it* Finno-Ugric, >nl io ill vucslmUrr to the

Turki bnnch of Ilx Lial-Aiuic lUguietic He aurlbaua the .Sate,

mril of the physiol type eerily to the ejects of the enviror mtut, portly to tin

{OtiUaiOis intcmuigllngs of die Ugfre, Totki, Sl»r, nn; Genomic peoples In

firicnh )Ufttr dm Unprmg &r in Via, 4. K. Ga^nf*.
dii., Vicr.ru, iSpj, XU Nee. j oil
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sides of the Atlantic and in the Austral lands. From this point

of view the ethnologist may unreservedly accept Ehrccrcich's

trenchant remark that "the nation Hands and falls with its

speech’.*

1 "Dus V3» rteht nnd f*Dt mil del Spracht" ( Grtemabur BiaUftmi,

1 897. p. 14).
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Conspectus,

Primoval Homo. North and South America.
aJJjJ’*™

Present Range. N. 1C. Pacifie Co,inlands ; the J

thorn c/the Aretu Ocean, Labrador, and Greenland; the Ttow.

until!ledparti of Alaska and the Dominion ; Helenaliens

and Agenda in the Dominion and lie United Slates

;

parts of Florida, Arisona, and New Mexico ; most of

Central and South America With Fttegut either wild aid

full blood, or smi-ewi/iud half-breeds.

Hair, black, tank, coarse, often tee) long, nearly p*h>c«i

round in transient leetion ; face end body hairless

;

nn.

Colour, normally coppery or yellowish-brown, but dark

brown on the uplands, and light brown in the Amazonian

and otner woodlands

;

Skull, generally nusaticefhaUus
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(79'}, but iifl wide rang! from 63 (sonic Eskimo) to Sa

or 90 {sent British Columbians, Peruvian!); the ca

Incac more frequently present than amongst other rases,

but the O* linguae (hyoid bone) often sm/erfatly de-

veloped; Jaws, massive
,
but moderately projecting

(
mess.

-

gnatkout, 72)/ Cheek-bone- rather prominent laterally,

and also high, out often of normal Caucasicform ; NOBO,

generally large, straight or even aquiline, and mesorrhint

(50)/ Eyas, nearly ah,-rays btuk, round, and straight, but

small, rather deep-set, and sometimes slightly oblique

•

Statar6, usually above the medium ($fl. 8 or 10 in.),

hut variable—under iff. 6 in. OH the teestem plateaux

(Peruvians, &e.}, also in Fuegia and Alaska; If and

upwards in Patagonia (Tehuelehes) Central Brasil

(Borons) and Frame
|
Algonquiant, Iroquoians); Llpo,

Arms. Legs, and Feet, ofnormal (European )
type.

v.nui Temperament, mody, reserved, and wary; out

-

uti* weirdly impassive and capable, of enduring extreme physical

pain
;

considerate touards each other, kind and gentle

towards their women and children, but not in a demon-

strative manner; keen sense ofjustice, hence easily ofended,
but also easily pacified. The outward sham of dignity and

a loft)' air assumed by many seems due more to vanity or

ostentation than to a feeling of true pride. Mental

capacity considerable, much higher than the Negro, tut on

the whole inferior to the Mongol.

Speech, exclusively poly synthetic, a type unknown

elseioh-.re
,

is net 0 primitive condition, but a highly

specialisedform of agglutination, in whisk all the terms

ofthe sentence tend to coalesce in a singlepolysyllabic word;

Stock languages very numerous, perhaps more so than all

the. stock languages of all Ike other orders of speech in the

rest of the world.

Religion, various grades of spirit and nature wor-

ship, corresponding to the various cultural grades; a

crude form of shamanism prevalent amongst most of the

North American aborigines, polytheism with sacrifice and

priestcraft amongst the cultured peoples
(
Aitecs

,
Mayas,
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the monotheistic concept nowhere clearly evolved ;

belief in a natural afterlife very prevailhi, if not uni-

versa!

Culture, highly dktnifitd, ranging from tht larval

Stage; of savagery through variant degrees of birbarisex

to the advanced social state of the toon or test civilised

Mayas, Allies, Chibehas, Yantai, Quiehuas, and A}tnann;

amongst these pottery, weaving, metal atari, agriculture,

and especially architecture fairly u<e/l developed; letters

lest to, although the Maya script seems to /me reached

the true phonetic sta/c ; navigation and science rudi-

mentary or absent; in genera/ savageryfar more prevalent

and intense in South than in Xorfh America, bus the

tribal state almost everywhere persistent.

North America: Eskimavan (Inniut, Aleut, Kata

lit); Athapxuon (Kuchin, Chippcwyao, Apache, Xavajo);

KeJuthan; Algonfuian (Delaware, Abenaki, Chippeway,

Shawnee, Arapaho, Sac and Fox. Blaclloo:); Infavian

(Huron, Mohnok, Tuscarota, Seneca, Cayuga, Onon-

daga)
j

Siouan (Dakota, Omaha, Crow, Iowa. Ougc,

A&inibatn); Shoshonean (Comanche, Ute); Saliskan;

SaAaptian ; CadJoan; MushMgean (Creek, Cbocia*,

Chicaw, Seminole); Pueblo (Zu6i, Ttgua, Jemex,

Moqui).

Central America: Opatan; Xahtallan (Artec,

Pipil); Huaxtecan (Maya, Quiche, Pocoman); Mhleean;

Zapolecan; Charotegan; Otomitian; Tahxmaman.

8outh America: Muyscan (Chibcha); Quechmn

(Quiiu, Chineha, Inca, Aymara); Yuncan (Chima);

Anti/an; fKaran ; Zaparan ; Bttoyan ; IVarrauan;

Panoan ; Ticumm ; Lecan ; Barman; Tatanan ; CM
fuitan; Mo/an ; Amwakan (Atorai, Maypure, Wapiaifct,

Vaura, Mahinacu, Layana); Caribou (Bakairi. Xahuqua,

Pamella. Galibi, Calina, Arccuna, Macnti, Ackawoi);

Guaranian (Tembo, Tupi, Oniagua, Mundrucu)
;
Geson

(Botocudo.Camacan); Chirruan; Mataguayan; Luleaa;

Than .
Mocohian

; Arauean . Puelchean (Pampas)

;

Tehue/tkean; Enegian (Yahgao, AUcaluf).
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No serious inquiry into tlic ethnical rcUixins of the primitive

inhabitants of the New World can avoid the discussion of such

origin and P, 'nu,y questions a* their origin and cultural evolu-

Bratmun
,IDn- ^ '"'•lgcnous in ,hc -bloiUtC Settle of”

“ the word? If not, from what quarter or quarters

of the Eastern Hemisphere did they reach their pretent Isabitat ?

Or, nhat is praciicilly the same thing, from what other division

or divisions of mankind did they branch off? When did the

segmentation take place ? How far, if at all, was their subsequent

physical and cultural development influenced by the peoples of

the Old World ?

My own views on these fundamental questions, elsewhere

given in some detail \ may here be briefly re stated. The abun-

dant traces of primitive man—both the works of his hand, and
in some places even his osseous remains themselves—strewn over

tlie continent from Alaska to Fuegia, show that America forms

no exception to the general statement that all the habitable parts

of the globe were occupied by man in pleistocene times, that is,

during the early Slone Ages. But at that period the works of

man. as well as man himself, wcie still but slightly specialised,

everywhere presenting the same generalised and uniform types'.

Consequently the American pleistocene man was not gteatly to

be dunngusshed from his fellows in other regions of the world.

But tins generalised precursor originated, not independently in

several zoological zones from several independent pliocene and

mioccoc ancestors, but in one zoological zone—Indo-Malaysia—

from one pliocene ancestor, perhaps best represented by Dubois'

PilkuAHlkroftu fftnus, and spread by migration thence over the

globe'. It follows that the American aborigines are not in-

digenous in the absolute sense, but reached the Western from

the Eastern Hemisphere in the primitive state, prior to all strictly

cultural developments

A study of their physical constitution, substantially but not

wholly uniform—with indeed two marked sub-varieties, respectively

1 AnrrlaH AiJvuk, Aoyvi**** SntexnUa New ftxtl} elnieo; ArW
hgy~ Ch«p. xiii.

* Sh p|>

•
pf- S-8-
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represented in the north by the Eskimo longheads and the

Mexican round-head* in the south by the Hotocudo ^
long-heads and the Andean round-heads—points at iiveYm.!*

tiro streams of immigrants from the Old World- ESSS.
The Eskimc-Botocudo section has been traced to

the long-headed palteolithic man of Europe 1
,
®hich

continent geology has shown to have been connected with North

America through the Faroe Islands, Iceland, and Greenland

down to post-glacial times. The other section, which probably

greatly outnumbered the first, came apparently later (dunng the

New Stone Age) from Eastern Asa by the Bering waters, and are

now represented, allowing for great intermixture, by the still

prevalent round-headed clement

Since then ul) late historic times there were no further arrivals

l>y the European route, the land connection having been sub-

merged
;
nor by the Asiatic to any appreciable extent, no clear

evidence being forthcoming of the presence of early historic, that

is. highly specialised Asiatic peoples in the New World. On like

negative ground* which have here the force of the strongest

positive arguments, early immigrants numetous enough to affect

the questions at issue are also excluded both from Africa aod

Australasia

The constituent elements of our aborigines would therefore

appear to be proto-Europeans of the First Stone Age, a somewhat

generalised primitive Caurasic type, and proto-Asiatics, a some-

what generalised primitive Mongolo-American type, both Euro-

pean and Asiatic still preserving many common features of the

common pleistocene precursors. Is it surprising that, under such

conditions, opinions should differ as to the actual relations of the

Americans to the great ethnical groups rn the Old World
; some

insisting upon, Olliers vehemently denying, all Mongo! kinship,

some emphasising a European connection, some with Ehrenrcich

‘ G. de XWili.il n;.i cthm >ogg«.ts that at (he ekrc cf the Soluuiin

and MndeVninn epochi vine of the pnwxiTe iohobiUKt cf Fnnce mlgiuot
MCth»aW- with die reindeer, and piningby Ihe thro cutting end bridge into

Ameren betaine the anccttois <t the £>iuno, the eulcit " I'renl, Ccl-r.iit,

"

in riot pjr« of the world (AwmsCxh dt la A'jrlm Frau\iiu, itI#;/. This view

H critic piled by Tupinsiti on lauotalcal grocnJi (AVi. p.

K. *3
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maintaining that they arc sui griurit, products ol the soil, to be

considered as much or a* little a distincl nice as those of other

pain of the world, in any case differing no more from Europeans

than from Alia tics? This is precisely what we should expect, if

the American division, with its undeniable general family likeness

and substantial uniformity, combined with two rather strongly

marked types, were really constituted in the way here set forth.

Ehrenreieh winds up a lengthy dtscuision of the whole question

with the remark that “ if the Caucas.c race is to be regarded as

one, there is no reason for treating the Aiuctican differently. It

were strange were it not subject to variation like the other

main divisions. In fact the American shows considerably more

uniformity when compared with the whole Caucasic division,

which taken in its widest sense comprises the Aryan, Semitic,

and Hamkir stocks, whose colour ranges from an albino white

through all transitional shades to the deepest black, and whose

skulls show every degree of dolicho- and brachyccphaly. Such

differences also as occur in Africa amongst the Bantu negroes,

Hottentots, and Bushmen arc not found amongst the Americans,

whose variability is scarcely greater than that of the Malay and

Mongol peoples" To me it is specially gratifying to find that

thii careful observer of the American aborigines in almost every

part of die continent closes the discussion with the (rank accept-

ance ct my general conclusion that " without denying a common
origin of both groups [Mongol and American] it may «ill b«

argued that the American offshoot has diverged sufficiently to fcc

regarded a6 a distinct variety in the same sense that the Mongol

is itself taken as a distinct variety'."

1 AM. p. 1 13. quoted by Ehienicih in AnUro^ftuhr Sfiatua, Sc., p.

Indicatito) of web divergence arc aieedoS by tie live uatomica) peaiUanti*,

of lie American atorigirm described by Dr Henurnn Ten Kate, the moat
characteristic of wtilch in perhaps the Son of the hyoid bom (ai lingua rap
pseuig tie tongct). This otaerver Sod* (hat the large coenua, nearly always
soldered to the body of the bone in Europeani, remains distinct in the Ameri-
can, » in it old Zifin, 9 rowMbuihlers, one Vali^n, 1 taus.my from sceih

•

”mt Arsenina, imuthei fron a Patagonian cave iic«r Lake Argenrin, j old
Patagonians from the Rio Chubot, ai/i <ce BcatllUn. He regards the diameter
,, , case at mated development which be considers hiwsel/ justified in dis-

tinguishing ns "America*” (iiw fud/ua fatal, SuU&jir rtiwif«, Ac, in
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The question <A origin* thus disposed d, ihat of cultural

development » settled cJ priori. It must be ob-

vious that if the American race starts on its life cuiu'e’'”'

history from the Stone Ages, and receives no later

accessions from abroad, whatever degree of culture

it ultimately reached, whatever stage of progress the arts, in-

dupr.es, science, and letters may have acquired in Mexico.

Yucatan, Pctu, or any other centre of civilisation, they must all

have been independent local growths, owing absolutely nothing

to foreign influences.

To this lexical position the only possible reply might be an

a posteriori argument based on facts at variance with the a privrt

assumption. Such facts, if forthcoming, might, for instance, be

the presence in some part or parts of the continent of some

language or languages clearly traceable to an eastern source;

or some ancient buildings unmistakably designed on Egyptian,

Babylonian, Hindu, or other foreign prototypes
;
or any inscrip-

tions on such monuments either explicable by the aid of Asiatic

or other languages, ot carved in some script whose foreign origin

could not be denied ; or any sailing craft built on the lines of the

Greek trireme, the Venetian galley, the Chinese junk, the Malay

prau. or even the more primitive Polynesian outrigger or Indian

catamaran; oc oil lamps of some familiar type 1

;
oc some such

economic plants as wheat and rice, which, not being indigenous,

might be found cultivated in suitable localities, and thus supply

an argument at least for later intercourse. Hat nothing of all this

EetiM dr! Mv'f) A, ia r.J.’i. vir. iktf). H.r. b* qoceed Virchow',

weighty wonH <in ibe general unlSarmliy of the America* iyj« la coniwninn

r-iih Ihe.even Patagoniani <Piyoche trite) breeight lo Enrcpe a 1879: "Wir
hates fait nichn Hideralwn Wgi dirset H<varg«tfi»: an dk Srilc ru stcllcn.

Die Mmrnliafiigkril dri KnocSenem**lcUtatg...dte bo den Gr&ntAmlera

anfugt. uoii lich dutch fast alle lilrrn Volkmchicriei Amerikas hit iur

ibgiUdUMn". vofulgcn lias, trill birr - uufiUcriJ tor, 4x-. d»r K«pf, in

Vrdultnin 11 «m Gtsamnukdiper, nihera » jcwoliig cnche-st wlc i!«

Kopl cine Lowen"
|
ZAr.k.f Etkml. 1879, p. 199I

1 E««pi the EU.Imo, oho might hive Ucveowel the Mis from the

Norsemen. -»> lamp. at all were known to the inciters o( America, aot «vn
10 the tampariiively ecllurtd MnteUM iral Psraviu*" (F_ B. TylOr, J.vr-

Antirap. i“J. s$8 «, p- i-ij.

»3—

I
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hi! ever been round, and the list might he prolonged indefinitely

without discovering any cultural link! between the two hemi-

spheres beyond such as ir.ay be traced to the Slone Ages, or to

the common psychic uniiy of the human family. Proofs need

not here be advanced of this sweeping statement, because it will

find its confirmation in the details that ire to follow.

One point only need detain us—Ac complete absence in

America ol any sailing vessels or other navigable appliances,

whether for inland or marine waters, at all comparable to those ol

the eastern peoples. The Algonquians had their birch-bark

canoes, in the calm Peruvian waters rafts drifted with the tides

and currents, and it is somewhere mentioned that in the West

India the roving Caribs hoisted a rudimentary sail on their frail

craft when venturing from islan-J to island. Can any more vio-

lent contrast be imagined thin that presented by Prof. Flinders

Petrie's “New Race" already 5000 years ago decorating their

fictile vaus with the device of “a long boat with two cabins, an

ensign pole, and many oats," and the tude representations of

the Eskimo, who despite their vicinity to Asia have still nothing to

show except the open skin kayak with iis double paddle, or at

most the larger skin-coveted umiak, or '* woman's boot,” with

which oars and sail may be used, but in which “ the natives sit

with the face townd the bow, using the piddle and not an oar'.
1 ’

In ficl all the American boats were nuinly propelled by the

piddle, which teplaced oir, rudder, and true sails, the rare refer-

ences to such contrivances occurring for the most part in later

limes some years after contact with Europeans. On his fourth

voyage, however, Columbus met some fine cinocs with room lor

150 person* off the coast of Cuba; Piratio also captured a large

vessel at Tumbez, which was said to have a lail and rudder, and
one or two other allusions are made by the early writers to canoe;
with sail and rudder, or with sail and oarj !

. If these statements

can he trusted, it may be inferred that in pre-Columbian times the

ait of navigation had at least made a beginning amongst the Mayas,

1 Dr W. J- Hoffman TMr Grafik An s/lh£ihnr.. W*ihingioo, if^-.

P- 8.7-

* Fi. Kauel, 7« Hulrryn jV«o*iW. Eng. ed. 1695, 1. p. 41 sj.
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Peruvian*, and one or too other cultured people!, liui this very

beginning was dearly local, as shown by the (act that the Artec',

moss advanced of all in so many respects, had not even got

beyond the raft, so that the rail* hoisted by Cortez on their Iigaons

terrified them as an unknown wonder.

But in historic times America could be reached only by more

or lea civilised peoples of specialised type, possessing, not merely

Clary junks, but real seaworthy vessels capable of Icog oceanic

voyage*, and freighted with useful commodities to sustain life on

the journey and open trading relations on arrival Moreover, one

or two casual trips would be useless in the present connection.

To produce any general crfcct such intercourse must have been

maintained for a considerable period of time, that is, the ocean

route to America tn ist have become a beaten track in pre-Norse

and pre-Columbian days, Who is bold enough to associate his

name with such an assumption as that?

Again, these early navigators—Phoenicians, Egyptians, Arabs,

Malays, Chinese. Japanese, Pelasgians, Mykenteans—wherever

they landed must have found the country either uninhabited, or

already occupied by the American aborigines; or, is there any

other alternative? If uninhabited, then they took possession,

formed permanent settlements, and perpetuated their race anti

culture. Or did they bum their shija behind them, like Cursor's

legionaries, and voluntarily relapse into savagery, beginning again

with the birch bark canoe or coracle? But even ao, the racial

type must have persisted, and one asks, where in America are

these early Phcenidan, Egyptian, or other civilised and specialised

settlers?

If, on the othei hand, the country was already held by the

present natives did these learn nothing from then foreign friends

oe foes? And if anything what has become of it ? Where before

the diicorery was the wheat or rice
1

,
which could scarcely help

tunning wild in many place* ? Where the dog, sheep, horse, ox,

pig, poultry, which once introduced must have thriven then as

i Thu ii the trie Aiiuic cereal, not the “wild rite,
1' or “Cinada rce'

IJCizjDU oyueOotl, which is known to miry North American tribes. and ar

KOKint of ufcrth ii g.ien by Mr Cianllncr P. Stickney in the Anttoapa

*jjwf fer April, 180
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well a* now ? Where the linguistic affinities the inevitable lean

iroedfl, the Egyptian c* Chinese hieroglyphs, the Phoenician

alphabet, the Babylonian cuneiforms, or other eastern scripts?

Of such things there are frauds, enough and to spare, but not a

single genuine document in stone, brenie, or durable material has

ever been found anywhere between the two oceans Not one

link, not one tangible link, has ever come to light to connect the

cultures 0: the Old ami New Worlds. Yet how many links would

be needed for a chain long enough to stretch across Atlantic or

Pacific!

The it frhri assumption therefore stands, and, pending further

research, those ethnologists arc fully justified who maintain the

absolutely independent evolution of pear-neolithic culture in the

New World Amongst them it is satisfactory to he able now to

include Mr J. W. Powell, who has rendered such inestimable ser-

vices to American anthropology, of whkh he may claim to be

the first living exponent In the paper already referred to* Mr
Powell affirms that *' the aboriginal peoples of America cannot be

allied preferentially to any one branch of the human race in the

Old World '; that “there n no evidence that any of the aits of the

American Indians were borrowed ftom the Orient"; that stone

implements at>d many other things arc found in the latest pleisto-

cene deposits of valleys and plain* everywhere throughout

America/’ although “nothing has Ucn discovered which antedates

the glacial epoch*; that “the industrial art* of America were bom

m America, America wai inhabited by tribes at the lime of the

beginning of industrial arts. They left the Old World before they

had learned to make knives spear and arrowheads, or at lens;

when they knew the art only in its crudest state. Thus primitive

man has been here ever since the invention of the stone knife and

the stone hammer. ** He further contends that “the American

lndiin did not derive his forms of government his industrial or

decorative aria, hia languages or his mythological opinions from

the Old World, but developed them in the New”, and tba; “in

the demotic characteristics of the American Indians all that ia

common to tribes of the Orient is universal, all that distinguishes

1 Whtmt cjme tkt Amu&h Iniiafti i ftrum, Feh 1899.
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one group of uiWs from another in America distinguishes them

from all other tribes of the world*.’

These general conclusions, however, leave untouched the

question of paleolithic man in the New 'Vorld, on

which opinion continues to be divided, especially in M.= jo

the United States- Some confusion has certainly

been caused by the failure to distinguish carefully between lime

and cultural sequences. It is not denied that multitudes of atone

implements occur in many parts of America which closely

resemble those of the paleolithic age in Europe. Nevertheless

their value as evidence of a corresponding p»la»!ithic age in the

New World is denied, because here they represent, or may repre-

sent, merely a low stage of culture which still continuer, and has

no necessary reference to time. The European objects occur in

undisturbed glacial and even pre-glacial deposits, in caves under

thick stalagmite floors, in association with long extinct fiunas, and

under other circumstances, by all of which their pleistocene age

and absolute antiquity are established. But in America, it is

argued, they arc mostly surface finds, and when occurring in situ,

doubts are raised on the geological age of the beds, or on their

condition (whether disturbed or not), or even on the good faith of

the finders. Hence in hU Frioiiriv*Industry', Dr Thomas Wilson,

who favours antiquity, claimed for the objects in question no more

than that they were "to be taken as serious evidence in favour of

Paleolithic Man in America," just as they have "proved him to

have existed in Europe, ’ and this "under all reserve, and subject

to future discoveries.’

Since then such a discovery would appear to have been made

in 1897 by tbc party of experts who undertook by independent

inquiry to sift the much coniewed evidence from the Delaware

gravels at Trenton, where Dr C C Abbott had been at work for

1 The tire cotillon Is taken by others, among them let-; Prc/ Edwnd
S. Morse. wto opened a discussion <o tbe twbicet at the taming u( the Amtr.

Any. r-rmt. 1*197. arrf iniitln! up® the KrfOtuI unity of the American rice,

both la It, physical characters and cultural develifcenti, noting esyWnllj the

ihsesce Com America of tea, silk, and other nselul and easily transported

A'l'tie commodities asalresdy (anted rut tr F.t*. Ch xiil

= iTii«</(fA>u,
| 5 >(. p. ;j» of lb* Smithsonian Report fc* 1891.
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years. Mr Mercer, while suggesting possible intrusions from

above, " when all was considered felt forced to conclude that a

significant number 1

of artificial chips rested in situ in the sand,

anrl hence were of an age indicating its deposition-" On this

question of age, Pro!. Hollick reported that “the undisturbed

sand was found to bo distinctly stratified and evidently a water

deposit-' He “accepts the conclusions of competent authorities

that live so-called pateolitlis are of human manufacture, and that

the sand in which they occur is of glacial age....The only con-

troversy which seems possible is over the question of intrusion

from above and- in view of the facts non adduced, the burden of

proof should in fairness res*, with those who hold this view 5."

Unless, tliereforc, intrusion is proved, of which there seems to be

no evidence, the question would appear to be settled in favour ol

Paleolithic Man in North America.

Further evidence in the same direction has been adduced for

South America by Prof. A. Nearing, who describes a skull from a

iam&ai/ui (shell-mound) at Santos, on the south coast of Brazil,

which presents many characters like those of the Javanese Pitku-

jnthrofui twins'. There is the same marked constriction of

the frontal behind the orbital region, a trait highly characteristic

of old and late South American skulls, some being not merely

relatively, but absolutely not broader than the Java skull. The

orbital region of the frontal is somewhat like the Neanderthal,

with low retreating forehead and well-developed glabella and

orbital ridges
j
cephalic index 77*6, but height and consequent

cranial capacity much greater than the Java, so far as this can be

conjectured. The face also is strongly prognathous, a feature

enhanced perhaps by the abnormal dental development, she pre-

molars and molar* being very like those of the Spy, No 1.

cranium.

Dr H. Meyer's explorations in 1896 of the huge Laguna

samtagsds in the same region, sonic quite jo feet high and

1 Aboil fifty mostly man-wada nipilllu, dull, juper. ami qii.ru Rakes,

* An /mtrltg.’SUu tjAWj AuHpitf al TnuSm. by Prof. (i. F. Wright.

Prof. Arthur Hollick, Mews H. R. Kurawi. G. N. Knapp, and H.C Mocti

[Stums, Nov. «. iSojI-

1 VaktssU. Bottmtr AnHr.fi. Co. 1S9O. p. jio.
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of vast extent, lave brought to light further remains of primitive

man, including as many as seven skeletons f.und at different

levels'. Thu* are greatly strengthened the views which were

already entertained regarding the presence of Pleistocene Man in

South America, and were based on the researches of Anicghirto,

Lund, Moreno, Burmeister, Hudson. Lovisato and others in the

now classical Lag6a Santa caves of Minas Geraes, in the Parana

basin {R& Cawatia), In the Buenos Ayres district (Sambo-

rombon), in Patagonia (Rio Negro Valley), and in Tictra del

Fuego (Elizabeth Island)'.

It nay be incidentally mentioned that, from a thorough study

cf the food remains, especially of Iagca Santa, the Danish

anthropologist. Herluf Wingc, infers that man is more doicly

allied «o the gibbon than to the other simians—a conclusion also

painted at by the Java skull—and that the cradle of mankind Is

to t>e sought in the CHd World, whence primitive man migrated

to America at a remote period'. These independent inferences

harmonise completely with the views here advocated on the origin

and dispersion of the human race, anil on the peopling of America

during the Stone Ages.

They arc also confirmed by the linguistic relations in the New
World These are such as can be explained only

on the assumption that the early settler: possessed

some agglutinating form of speech it a low stage

of development, and that its furthet development

took place co American soil during an immense period of com-

plete isolation unaffected in any way by extraneous influences.

The freedom from extraneous influence: is shown by ihr entirely

independent character of the American languages, not one of

which, after many (cars of patient comparative study, has yet been

traced to a foreign source. It is not merely that they differ from

othei forms of speech in their general phonetic, structural, and

1 Felly described is G&mi, LXtx. jx Jj8 -J.
1 £li. p. y6

» JtrifuHAui •'.{ mtlfrtudr AUr (PrinuMl fra las'* Se*l*. Sc. Copen-

hagen. ropj. The mfcrUiMi from the Old to the New WorU is. of cooix.

acceseitllol 11> the absence of all trices of the Sinodz ficir. America. as tfcu

-jtirwli-l Uul.tt upon. On ttu. pels! see £l*. p. It;-
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lexical features; they differ from them in their very morphology,

at much, for instance, as in the zoological world data differs from

class, order from order. They lave all of them developed on the

same polysynthetic lines, from which if a few here and there now

appear to depart, it is only because in the court* of their further

evolution they hav-e, so to say, broken away from that prototype'.

Take the rudest or the most highly cultivated anywhere from

Alaska to Fuegia—Eskimo, Iroquois, Algonquin, Aztec, Tarascnn,

luurina, Peruvian, Yahgan—and you will find each and all giving

abundant evidence of this universal polysynthctic character, not

one true instance of which can bo found anywhere in the eastern

hemisphere. There is incorporation with the verb, as in Basque,

many of tbc Caucasus tongues, and the Ural-Altaic group; but it

ii everywhere limited to pronominal and purely relational elements.

But In the American order of speech there is no such limita-

tion, and not merely the pronouns, which arc restricted in number,

bat the nouns with their attributes, which are practically number-

less, all enter necessarily into the verbal paradigm. Thus in

Tarascan (Mexico}: keffi/nni= to wash the hands; hoffidini = to

U3.sh the cats, ftotn hefern *- to wash, which cannot be used

alone*. So in Ipurina (Amazonia): nicufa/atfaurumatinii-X draw

the cord light round your waist, from ni, 1
;
n/aca, to draw light

;

/(a. cord
;
timmo, waist

;
/ini, characteristic verbal affix

;
i, thy.

referring to waist’-

1 Such ii d«>ly»n In the C=Hb,|iII wrvivlnc in Domiaica.

cl which Mr J. N.ra Rat la. osnlrifcuMd . mnilwhal full kmm lo the

ftvr. Antknf. Inn. for Nov. iSy;, p 393 sq. Heic :he broker. fan onave-

iuh ippinrs to represent the polysyntbeiic iranifaitijuitrutfu-

txla (rax annul*, to hide), n in Tire Breton's G>t*>mpin Caraift, p.

where wc have also the foem Arametaku.lobaUtabawfcutmrumaknow :hai ho

Will conceii tlte <p. «8). Ii mar at ihe-.irre lime he allowed it.11 great imofcb

Lire been nude on the priedpie of polytyntbeiii tien in the continental

(South American) Cirib. as well as In tie Coliir.hiis Chlbcho, the Meiican

Olooii aw! Pirn., and ro douht la son«e other UcguiaK gnaiyo. Bui tbit ihe

syaon nuM Save traarly been contim»cs over the whole of Amelia 1wens
pnn-ed by lb- perstenct ol atremeii polyijnthfie tongses in such widety

•cjariud repx» is Greenland (Eskimo), Mexico (Arteel. Peru (Quechvan),

and Chill (ArwanianJ.
4 R. dc U Grusrris .ml N. [>cc U*pu /ii/usyw, Pari., 1S4A
* Rev. ). E. R. PoUh, //nr)>\i Cmcu/var. Ac.. Lcodeo, 189*.
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We see from such examples that polysjnthesis is not a

primitive condition of speech, as is often asserted, but on the

contrary a highly developed system, in which the original aggluti-

native process hss gone to far as to attract all the elements ct

the sentence to the »erb, round which they duster like swarming

bees round their queen. In Eskimo the tendency is shown in

the construction of nouns and verbs, by which other classes of

words are made almost unnecessary, and one word, sometimes

of interminable length, is able to express a whole sentence with

its subordinate clauses. Dr H. Rink, one of the first Eskimo

scholars of modern times, gives the instance: "Sucrdkamc-

a-.itdiisassoptusnramiuk-tuningingmago-ihmrirgilat - they did not

approve that he (a) had omiiied to give him something, as he

(a) heard that he (A) mas going to depart on account of being

destitute of everything'.’' Such monstrosities "are so complicated

that in daily speech they could hardly ever occur: but Mill they

are correct and can be understood by intelligent people'."

He gives another and much longer example, which the reader

may be spared, adding that there are altogether about joo particles,

as many as ten of which may be piled up on any given stem. The

process also often involves great phonetic changes, by which the

original form of the elements become, disguised, as. tor instance,

in the English hap'clh - half pennyworth. The attempt to deter-

mine the number of words that might be formed in this way on a

single stem, such as igdlo, a house, had to be given up after getting

as fat as the compound Igdlorssualiortjgs9atsiumavoq=h« wants

to find one who will build a large house.

It is cleat that such a linguistic evolution implies both the

postulated isolation from other influences, which mu« have dis-

turbed and broken up the cumbrous process, and also the

postulated long period of time to develop and consolidate the

1 Tkt EiUbb TriM, HMr WCtM'-OTifin, Coptalucen.

iSS;, I. 1
*. 6s iq.

’ In fact this voy word «ai £r>« gw-n «o mdimy «»*rap<e" by Klein-

idmidt. <7n*ro. J. GrvxlanJixAxu Spn,:be% Sea. 99, btkI ;t alio 9*ated by

Bynw, who iranilatei: “They disapproved of him, ^ray*r Kt ikl ac< to

him. when he hand that he wcakJ 50 off, bcctu* U h*d acching” (/Vvki/jY/,

etc. l. p. I4O).
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system throughout the Sew World* But lime is still more

imperiously demanded by the vast number of stock

u^in languages, many already extinct, many Mill current

ail over the continent, all of which differ profoundly

in their vocabulary, often alio in their phonetis, and in fact have

nothing in common except this extraordinary polysynthetk groove

in which they are cast. The most moderate calculations allow at

least 150 wch stock language! for the whole region, probably as

many ai in all the rest of the world.

But even that conveys but a faint idea of the astonishing

diversity of speech prevailing in this truly linguistic Babel Prof.

Powell, who has himselfdetermined as many as 58 stock languages

fee North America alone*, points out that the practically distinct

idioms are far more numerous than might be inferred even from

such a large number of mother tongues. Thus, in the Algon-

quinn* linguistic family he tells us there are about forty, no one

of which could be understood by a people speaking another, in

Athapascan from 30 to 40 ;
in Siouan over to

;
and in Sltoshonean

a still greater number'. It is the same, or perhaps even worse,

in Central and in South America, where the linguistic confusion

is so great that no complete classification of the native tongues

seems possible. Sir Clements R. Markham has given a tolerably

full list of the Amazonian tribes, with altogether 905 entries',

and even after allowing for a large number of synonyms ami sub-

branches, there still remain some 6a; tribal groups, each with at

least a distinct dialect. Indeed, but for such linguistic differences,

large numbers of these groups would be quite indistinguishable

from each other, so great is the prevailing similarity in physical

appearance and usages in many districts Thus Ehrcnreich tells

us that, "despite their ethnico-linguistic differences, the tribes

about the head-waters of the Xingu proem complete uniformity

' Mian Fiv/iliiil/America ntvM .i*avu>. Woiliir*ion. 1891.
• ^cOowing thi« elhnulugiit’s rcormitiit precedent. 1 utc both to ArW.v7

»*-d here the Suit aa to indicate nock races and languages In Amccia.
Hill A/gtMf.ix - the particular tribe nnd l.mguigc cf that narae;

= ihr -Acte family; Irajiuii, /tkfuutn; Cant, C*.mM», etc.

' Forum. FiK 1858, p. 683.

•
. Amtrcp. IvJ. lit,:, p. tj6 *j.
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in their daily labitu, tn the conditions of their existence, and

their general culture
1

.
1
' Yet amongst them are rejeeaettted

three of the radically dist-.net linguistic groups of Bcanl, some

(Bakairi and Nahugua) belonging to the Carib, some (Anetb and

Katnayura) to the Gusrani-Tupi, and same (Mehinaku and Vaural

to the Arawak family. Obviously these could not be so discrimi-

noted but tor their linguistic differences. On the other hand the

opposite phenomenon is occasionally presented of tribes differing

considerably in their social relations, which are nevertheless of the

same origin, or, what is regarded by Ehrenrcich as the same thing,

belong to the same linguistic group- Such are the I(annas, the

Paurnari and the Yamamadi of the Purus valley, all grouped

as Aranaks because they speak dialects of the Arawakan stock

language. At the same time it should be noted that the social

differences observed by some modem travellers are often due to the

ev«-incieas;ng contact with the whites, who are now encroaching

on the Grar. Chaco plains, and ascending every Arcaion ian tribu-

tary in quest of rubber and the other natural produce abounding

in these regions.

In the introduction tc his valuable list Sir Clements Markham

observes that the evidence of language favours die theory that the

Amazonian tnbes, ‘now like the sands on the sea-shore tot

number, originally sprang from two or at mow three parent

stocks. Dialects of the Topi language extend from the roots of

the Andes to the Atlantic and southwards into Paraguay...and it

a established that the differences in the roots between the

numerous Amatonitn languages arc not so great as was generally

supposed." This no doubt is true, and will sccount for much.

But when we see it here recorded that of the Carabuyanas Japura

river) there arc or were id branches, that the Chiquito group

(Bolivia) comprises forty tribes speaking ‘seven different lan-

guages
:

that of the Juris (Upper Amasons) there are ten divisions;

of the Moxos (Beni ar.d Mamore rivers) a6 branches, "speaking

nine, or according to Southey, thirteen languages'
1

; of the Uaupe's

(Rio Negro) ?8 divisions, and so on, we feel how much there is

still left to be accounted for. Attempts have teen made to weaken

1 UrteMner p, 46.
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tbe foice of the linguistic argument by the assumption, at one

lime much in favour, that the American longues are of a some-

what evanescent nature, in an unstable condition, often changing

their form and structure within a few generations. But, says Prof.

Powell, "this widely spread opinion docs not find warrant in

the facts discovered in the course of this research. The author

has everywhere been impressed with the fact that savage tongues

are singularly persiitent,- and that a language which is dependent

for its existence upon oral tradition is not easily modified 1." A

test case is the Delaware (I-cni I.enape), an Algonquian tongue

which, judging from the specimens collected by the Rev. Th.

Campanius about 1645, has undergone but slight modification

during the last 250 years.

In this connection the important point 10 be noticed is the fact

that some of the stock languages have an immense range, while

others arc crowded together in indescribable confusion in rugged

upland valleys, cc about river estuaries, or m the recesses of track-

less woodlands, and this strangely itregular distribution prevails

in all the main divisions of the continent Thus of Prof. Powell's

58 linguistic families in North America as many as forty are

restricted 10 the relatively natrow strip of coast-land between the

Rocky Mountains and the Pacific, ten arc dotted round the Gull

of Mexico from Honda to the Rto Grande, and two disposed

round the Gulf of California, while nearly all the rcit of the land-
some six million square miles—is occupied by the six widely

diffused Eshniauan, Athapascan, Algonquian, Iroquoun, Siooan,

and SIvcshcocan families. The same phenomenon is presented

by Central and South America, where less than a dozen stock Lan-

guage!—Opatan, Nahuatian, Huastccan, Choroiegan, Quochuan,

Anwalun, Gesan (Tapuyan), Tupt-Guaranian, Cariban, Tacanan

—are spread over millions of square miles, while many scores of

others are restricted to extremely nartow areas. Here the crowding

is largely determined, as in Caucasia, by the altitude (Andes in

CoJombj, Ecuador, Pern, and Bolivia
; Sierras in Mexico). Bur

in the United States tbe chief resort of the “feeble folk" have

been the fjord-like formations and estuanes with their rich fishing-

• Ininn LiMgutjtu' A *u>iu, !*X.
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grounds along ike Pacific seaboard- The theory advanced by

some leading AmetiCUD anthropologists that these fishing-grounds

were first occupied by primitive man, who thence radiated along

the lines of lost resistance over the continent, has no! been

generally accepted. However plausible in itself, it seemed difficult

to harmonise it with some of the ascenaincd data, not the least

iioportant of which was the discovery that the great Souan family

had their original seats nee on the Pacific but on the Atlantic slope

(Virginia, the Caroiinas). Hence in this tnsar.ee at least the early

migrations were not from the west to the Missouri, but from the

cast apparently to and up the Mississippi to their later praitie

homes. The extraordinary abundance of nutritious and easily

captured foed yielded by the Pacific estuaries need not be over-

looked as a determining cause But a more potent one vu pro-

bably the scouring action of tierce predatory steppe nomads, so

that here, as in Central At-a, most of the heterogeneous groups

huddled together in contracted areas may still be regarded as the

" sweepings of the plains.”

Il was inevitable that such dislocations, which have occurred

everywhere in the New as well at in the Oid World,

should give rise to endless mrcrtninglings of the two of'aS’orilr^i

primary elements, causing that great variability
1^"*^

within certain narrow limits which Juttifies Dr

Hatny's view regarding the diversity of the present American

ethnical groups'. First comes the distinctly round headed type,

wiuclt comprises the moand-buildcrs. the cliff-dwellers, and the

"pueblo Indians" who belong to one and the tame race.

Systematic research in the old graves and ruins invariably brings

10 light the remains of a short, stoat, round-headed people with

strong jaws, thin nose, and large cheek-bouts, resembling the

Attscapzns, tlic Uchies, and other survivors of several tribes in

the south-east. True brachycephaly increases southwards, as

amongst the Mayas, Mixtecs, Zapotecs. and cehers of Central

America, perhaps also the old Chiriquis of Costa Rica, and

1 **Ces divers greopes w component • p*u prfa ds U meat iMnUn que

!es ** Ton OOUve, en Amfriqne comtrvc cn Otfnnle. co types

hamainsMen «!t»erv" {La Xtctt JfJlufuti tr AmAiaina, at

lSy6. p uoj.
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beyond doubt the Chimus, Qocchuat, and Avaunt of Peru and

Bolivia. Still farther louth it recurs in the Rio Negro valley,

where dOrbigny’s Puckhcs are as round-headed as the Mayas

of Yucatan (84*), with equally short feat narrower face and

moderate prognathism. These Puclches form with the Arauca-

nians of Chili a separate group, perhaps to some extent con

nected with the Yuncas of the Pacific Coast-

On the other hand the Tehuelchcs, whose cradle appears to

have been the Sutnadouro district in Central Braid, are cha-

racterised by long heads of archaic typo- It was in the Lag&i

Santa casts of this district that Lund found the very old, long,

high and prognathous skulls, which best represent the primitive

long-headed race in South America. From this region it radiated

in all directions, north to Guiana, east to the San Francisco basin,

nest to Ancon, south to the Pampas. Its living representatives

are the Botocudos, many Guarani, the Paraguayos, and probably

the long-headed Fuegiina. The long-heads appear to have arnved

lint, and to have been followed much later and paniy submerged

by the round-heads

But in North America the round-headed mound-builders and

others were encroached upon by populations of increasingly

dolichocephalic type—Redskins and Cherokts. Chichimecs, Tepa-

nea, Aealhuas. Even still dolichocephaly is characteristic of

Iroquois, Coahudas. Sonorans, while the intermediate indices met

with on the prairies and plateaux undoubtedly indicate the

mixtme between the longheaded invaders and the round-heads

whom they swept aside as they advanced southwards. Thus the

Minnetarii are highly delicho
;

the Ponkas and Osages sub-

brachy; the Algonquuns variable, while the Siouans oscillate

widely round a meiaticephalous mean.

Toe Athapascans alone axe homogeneous, and their sub-

brachycephaly recurs amongst the Apaches and

mr^Iwo. ,hcir olhrT southern kindred, who have given it an

exaggerated form by the widespread practice of

artificial deformation, which dates from remote tunes. The most

typical caies both of brachy and dolicho deformation are from

the Cerro dc la Palmas graves in south-west Mexico. Dcfor-
maiion prevails also in Peru and Bolivia, as well as ut Ceata and
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the Rio Negro on ibe Atlantic fide. The flat- head form, so

common from the Columbia cKuary 10 Peru, is found amongst

the broad-faced Hnaxtccs, their near relations the Maya Quiches,

and the Nahuatlans. It win also in use amongst the extinct

Cebunys of Cuba, Hayti, and Jamaica, and the

so-called "Toltecs," that «s the people of Tollan ..JUm-
(Tula), who first founded a civilised state on the

Mexican table-land (6th and ;th centimes .v.n), and whotc name

afterwards became associated with ever)- ancient monument

throughout Ccnttal America. On this -Toltcc question” the

roost contradictory theories are current, and while wane Isold

that the Toltecs were a great and powerful nation, who after

the overthrow of their empire migrated southwards, everywhere

spreading their culture throughout Central America, others regard

their empire as “fabulous," and the Toltecs themselves as a

myth, or at all events “nothing more than a sept of the

Nahuas themselves, the ancestors of those Mcxkaos -ho built

Tcnochtitlan," i.r. the present city of Mexico. A third view,

that of Dr Valentini, that the Toltecs were not Nahuas but

Mayas, is now supported both by E. P. Diesddotf
1 and by

Dr Forstertnann*. It is argued that the Mayas formerly ranged

north to lat. 2j° N\, but that all were driven south by Artec

tr.be-. from the north and west, the Huar.ee- ofVen Cruz alune

excepted. Tula and Choiula were Maya settlements, and their

culture generally was adopted by the Aztecs, whence the similarity

between the two in many points

On the North-west Pacific Coast the same ethnical inter-

minglings recur, and Dx Ftatu Boas' here distin-

guishes as many as four types, the Northern (Tstm-

shian and others), the Kwakiutl. the Harrison Lake,

and the inland Salishan (Flat-heads, Shuswsps, &c-).

All are round-headed, but while the Tsimshians are of medium

height, with low, concave nose, very large head, and enormously

broad face, exceeding the average for North America by 6 mm.,

* Baiffsm-fiUxArijt, i«9 T*i:tti(y

1 Gbfr»u t.xx. Na 3*

* Tiu Sxisi Qr#x»**i*u tu. iki AfcoftAtf/ fuawu, WathinctM. 1897.

fk 321 *q.

K. 24
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the Kwakiutls are slsortcr, with very high and relatively narrow

hooked nose, and quite exceptionally high face; the Harmon
Lake very short, with exceedingly short and broad head, "sur-

passing in this respect all other forms known to exist in North

America''; lastly, the inland Salish rather tall (5 ft. 8 in.), with

high and wide nose of the characteristic Indian form.

It would be difficult to rind anywhere a greater contrast than

that which is presented by Some of these British Columbian

natives, thote, for instance, of Har/ison Lake with almost circular

heads (8S-8j, and some of the labrador Eskimos with a degree

o! dolichocephaly not exceeded even by the Fijian Kai-Colos (65)'.

But this violent contras is somewhat tonal by the intermediate

fotms, such as those of tlte Thlinkiia, the Aleutian islanders, and

the western (Alaskan) Eskimo, by which the transition is effected

between the Arctic and the more southern populations. It b
also to I* noticed that the skulls brought m 1S69 from North-cast

Greenland by A. Paiwch, of the and German North Polar Expe-

dition, and studied by Sbren Hansen, show a medium ceplialic

index as high as 75, with an extreme range from 7rj to 8ri*.

Assuming that the StraUinpr of the early Norse records were

Mmo ancestors of the present Greenland Eskimo, about

or<m« >nd which there is not much roam for doubt, the eastern
K ‘‘ r‘"" t ‘'

and many think purest section of this race lias been

in touch with Europeans ever since the discoverj of the New
World by Eric the Red about 980 a.d. They ap|>car to have

formerly ranged as far south as Massachusetts, where they were

again met in 1004 by Thorvald about Kjalamcx (Keel-nem), which

has been identified with the present Cape Cod The Norse

account applies badly or not at all to the Algonquians or any

other Indians, but quite well to the Eskimos, described as of

small size, dark colour, and broad features, using skin canoes

• W. L. H. IXckwor.h, your. A»'k;f. /ml. ArguM. i8ft.
* CeunMaU/. AuUrof<i>gir,a'-. 1S96, pp. 13;-? Annas* these skulls,

which despite cons«lM*lilf vitiations present all lX» wognisnl (Miuiw of the

Likina
|J|« and «.p.ri>Py ihe eharaewriilk »«li pyiamllal (arm, Mr Hair-n

found ™. "an welchan die SchOfanliitwn briilc(->it« lehr bah Ias", und nur

durdi eaten elw» i an- brellen nj‘jnr>rben»(i Scheilalkuna sottennt wuen,

i">« wu «w dm nimnianldu/a-Aea Agra." Arrthor |kOm Nuilh-nest

GltalBQ presence iht lowest n.-.-i' Max yel mealBred UJU>-
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(hiM-ktifr) and harpoons unknown to the other natives, and

eating a mixture of manov and blood, and what looked like

raw-meat, whence the name Eiiimanliu
,

'* raw-flesh caters " given

them by the Abenaki Algonquians, and corrupted by the French

to Erfaimaux'. The most general national name is Intuit,

."Men," in the nest (Alaska), Yuit, of same meaning, on the

Asiatic side of Bering Strait
;
and in the east (Greenland) Karalit,

which Crana thinks may be a native form of Shrilling'. It ts

important to notice, in connection with their costume, some

usages, implements, tnytlts, and even physical traits, that the two

peoples dwelt side by side for several hundred yeai6 till the

r$ih century, when the Norsemen withdrew, and that contact

as resumed and continued down to the present time early in the

18th century, when the Danes rcoccupied Greenland. To these

protracted relations Prof. Tylor attributes the many striking coin

cadences benveen live two cultures, mentioning especially the

dress, the curious habit of rival parties reciting satirical verses

against each other, stone lamps and kettles. “ It is thus likely

that the Greenlanders may have learnt from the Scandinavians

the an of working potstonc both into kettles and lamps. If so.

the use of these would spread from Greenland over the whole

Esquimaux district*.

'

But against this view has to be put the theory strenuously

advocated by Dr H. Rink*, that the Eskimo cradle was in the

‘ The Abb* E. Petiiet. who t.Vi» Etk

I

k* fiem the Kre» gives ihr

tom HVi-«T-M-.n,Nvf= - Mtngeutt de clmir «w“ i>tya. -chair, arki=ctu,

rronro= "irtfi-i |. He >d ilk ihf. ihe collective Mukeniie some is CUtf”*.

pi. C*&t
i
and iht lluilion B>r «r pi- wtPcra

tribe* all (hemseiret TathK .* Tagut. pi. Cinhiit. all disc tenns mtiaing

"Man," "Men” So. Off. x. 1875, |>. aa*tq.)

• QioXd by Rid. E. B- Tyloe. Jturtt. Anthnf. Inf. iW.. p. s*9-

Olher- Hggest that Skrttbog may be 1 None toon of Kcralit. The lenn

0/ertan latrodKcd by VT. H. Cull [Milk* ,i«rf Ut J/rimrai, Ueotco. i»;o;

tomuM ff Hr A'd/nv TWfrr <y‘ AlaAt. etc.. In Pr*r A*o>. A". i«;o,

TOl. 10) X a collective designation ufto ihe Eskimo. ARutian, *»! Chukchi

In. ok met wilh general aeteplonce.

• OU CStillMMu t*f JMfrn Eija.«<•»«, Jeor.

AHtkrrf. trot. 1884, p. if y
• Tit A'Atai* Tniti. lift’Diwiinbaa and CkaritffUirt, 1 volt., Owi-

haj,to. isa;.

a4-j
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interior of the continent, whence the)’ moved down the Yukon,

Etun» mfl
Bnl' PCT l'*P l other riven, to the cant Here |ir,

Akui Cc*m>- Alaska! they must have dwelt some considerable

time about the lower 1 avial reaches and estuaries,

developing a "culture home," and gradually adapting themselves

to an Arctic environment before a second dispersion took place

•long the lines of least resistance, over the 5000 miles of sea-

board front Bering Strait to Greenland and labrador. All the

conditions accord with the view that die original stock inhabited

the intenor of Alaska
;
that, apart from the true Eskimo, a tide

branch in the earliest period peopled the Aleutian Islands, while

the main stream settled later at the river-mouths, spreading north

along Bering Strait, hiving off some colonies to the Asiatic aide,

passing round to the Mackenzie river, then over the Arctic archi-

pelago to Labrador and Greenland. Thit dispersion may have

taken thousands of years, as they can have advanced only in small

bands, very much as to this day they are wont to move about

during certain seasons

This view b supported by many facts drawn from social

usages and speech, but not from thetr physique. Thus “the

kayak does not attain its highest perfection except in Greenland.”

Again the iabret or Up ornament, obviously adopted from the

Thlinkits in a reduced form due to climatic influence, ranges only

to the Mackenzie. Hue two smaller labrets under the corners of

the mouth replace the large Thlinkit and Aleutian disk, which, as

remarked by Dali, "no hunter exposed to the icy Wans and cold

waters coaid have worn"; it would have exposed "the extended

strip of flesh to freering and been an insufferable annoyance
otherwise-" Reference is also made to the ruins on the banks

of the Y ukon, where Lieut. Ray of the Point Barrow Expedition

brought to light “a pair of wooden goggles" from a depth of
z6 feet below the surface. It has also been remarked that the

Eskimo could only have followed this line of migration by the help

of then stone lamps, without whose light and heat life would be
impossible m those high latitudes. "Since it is true that the

Eskimo is dependent upon his lamp for his very existence, it

leems safe to bring forward as a corollary that his migration

into his present home was subsequent to the invention of the
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lamp. Further, the Limp seems to hive determined die distribu-

tion of the Eskimo race 1.'

Although there arc no “gentes" in the strict sense, as amongst

tiic Indians, the social organization being on the

whole but feebly developed, and although the exist- oSSwtei.
ence of a tribal system has been denied because

the final syllable mut [mint, mutt) of tlie group-names means
“ inhabitants " of such districts or stations, nevertheless “the tern

tribe is undoubtedly the mot: correct in this case" Recent

investigation shoes that “each larger household comprising

several families has a chief as conscientiously venerated and
obeyed as heads of communities or magistrates elsewhere

It is also a mistake to suppose that all the Eskimo, dwell on
or near the coast, within 50 miles of the shore, and

are seafarers. There are several inland tribes who

live by hunting, and lave largely intermingled with

the Indians, the lusion with the Thlinkits and Athapascans being

complete in some districts. The N’ushcgagmuts of the Nushcgak

basin "ate hunters of considerable skill on both land and water.

The natives inhabiting the head-watcis of the river and the lake

region of the interior are in constant communication with tl>e

Athapascan tribes." while others "have been strangely mixed by

immigration from tbe westward and the northward’.
1
' To this

intermingling must partly be attributed the physical variability

in Alaska, where Rink recognises three distinct types:—<1) the

tall, cadaverous natives of Kottebue Sound, who lire on fish,

ptarmigan and marmots, and always have a hungry look j (a) the

tall, strongly-knit, gigantic Nualokt of splendid physique, who

occupy the inland uplands, and feed on the reindeer, mountain

sheep, birds ar.d fish; (3) rhe shoit, stumpy people, who pro-

bably represent the old Eskimos before contact with southern

1 Waller Hough, Txt Or/p* atut Adxji »/ lii Sihmi Lamp, in Amir.

Aminfrleo, April. iSjS, p. n3-
! RinV, I. p. 14- Here* *• ensnor accept ts apjtcalde to i!it »liole

ration Ivan Petros’s seraea tint "there wens to be no reeegr^ed chief,

taioship, ewch isolated settlement generally CJOUinhg one man who luakn
himself prominent by superinicinlUg >11 iiumwone >nd traffic with visual'*

(K.fMmt th' npubtm* m. tjAt*its, Wniinpoo, cSt,. p. rsjb
• Petr off, p. 135.
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tribes, and are non found chiefly on the Arctic cotut, where

whale, seal, and reindeer are the staple food'.

Reference has already been made to the variable character

of the p»ple of East Greenland, where the only known group at

present are tint Anmagsaliks. These derelicts, who have their

stations on the coast district over against Iceland, were visited

for the first time by the Danish expedition of 1SS4-5, and at

that date comprised 413 souls distributed in eleven stations over

a tract of about 80 miles. Each station had but one home, and

one of these was as large as the A'tuAga, or "Council-house,''

which is found in ever)' Alaskan »ill3gc It accommodated 38

inmates, being sK feet long, 15 wide, and 6J high, and was

divided off into eight "stalls," varying in sire with the number

of persons in each family. And here they lived all together

during the long Arctic wimets, cooking, sleeping, working,

merrymaking, dancing, ringing, perhaps gorging now and then,

but never wrangling. “ No quarrel disturbs the peace, there is

no dispute about the use of the narrow space
;
scolding, or even

unkind words arc considered a misdemeanour'," as indeed

amongst most Eskimo peoples.

A marvellous linguistic phenomenon is presented by tbe

Eskimo language, which, despite its exceedingly

Chirawj'of involved structure {ice above), is spoken with

surprising uniformity from Bering Strait to East

Greenland. It is as if the Aryan mother tongue

were still current in all its fulness, with but slight dialectic

variation, from Ceylon to Iceland. This persistence for thousands

of years in such an exceedingly extenuated domain is partly due

to the migrations ranging everywhere over previously uninhabited

regions, so that no disintegrating effects were produced by contact

with other tongues. The dialectic differences, which Rink calls

“comparatively insignificant," arc no greater than between English

and broad Scach On several grounds Rink argues that the

language was fully developed, as we now know it, before the first

dispersion from the culture home. Thus the names of nearly all

• Of. tit II. p. 1 16.

! Rink, I p. «S Toe aegtage irulf U said to conn in tot • ainglg abusive

term, so that t is npcssNe to socir in Eskimo.
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the Arctic marine fauna—bearded seal, walrus, Greenland whale,

narwhal, swordfish, polar bear, arc everywhere the 9ame. So also

the kayak and all its belongings are identically named 111 the

eastern and western dialects, showing that not only the language,

but the industries, usages, and it may be added many myths and

beliefs, were much the same as at present'. Vet, according to

Fru Signc Rink, some of the national folklore would curry us

back to an immensely remote epoch, when the Eskimo people,

already fully specialised, were still in direct relation not only with

the Siberian aborigines, bat even with the “ Hairy Amu “ them-

selves'.

Here is again raised the whole question of racial affinities,

or at least close contact and direct intercourse,

baaed on the evidence of like usages, arts, religious Brntm*
notions, traditions, legendary matter and everything

comprised under the evpirswon folklore. That great similarities,

and even identities, do exist in all these respects between the

North American, the Siberian, and other aborigines is undeniable.

Cases in point are the vapour-laths produced by red-hot stones,

which follow the Arctic circle with much southing from Lapland

round to Alaska and down the north-west coast
,
several creation

ami procreation myths
;
a common belief in good and bad spirits,

with a vague conception, and that borrowed, of a really Supreme

being: religion mostly at ihe shamanistic stage, though with

considerable difltreiices
;
inagic practices and jugglery associated

with sickness and witchcraft

Hut when all this, and much more of a like order, is carefully

analysed, it is found to establish little beyond the psychic unity

of man, with the accepted fact that America received some of its

primitive inhabitants from Asia during the New Stone Age, that is,

when the migrating peoples had already reached a certain degree

of mental cultute. It will never prove, for instance, that the Aleuts

arc Japanese, the Thlinkits Yakuts, the Eskimauans Tunguses, the

Kwakiutls Gilyaks, or that there has been any direct contact

between these several groups since the New Store Age. It is a

1
Of. a/. it. p. 10.

* r*s Girt .ruJ tit OfXh u E»4imo Folk-tale, Amir. AiuAi-.fc/tfiH, Jute

*nd ] ily, 1S9M.
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vast subject, and an here be merely touched upon, especially

with i view to the removal of some current misconceptions and

exaggerations, and thus reduce the question to its due pro-

portions.

We are assured by the editor of Kufincsque's tVa/am O/am

that “ the notion of a bad spirit, a 1 Devil,' was wholly unknown

to the aborigines, and entirely botrooed from the whites
1
,” and

authorities are quoted. Nevertheless the evidence of a general

belief in evil spirits is overwhelming*, and even in this book itself

icfctcnce a made to the “Evil ManitoV who "made evil beings

only'," and again to "an evil being, a mighty magician, " who

“came on earth, anti with him brought badness. ..sickness...

death'." Here is the Evil One playing an important port in the

legend itself, the test of which the editor thinks “is a genuine

native production'.
11

So far then tlie American and Siberian belief* are in accord.

But such notions arc well-nigh universal, and would therefore

supply no argument for common origin or contact, but for the

ahamacistic element more or lew common to both. The term

"shaman,” which of course nowhere occurs in

America, is so freely used by writers on the nitive

religions, that the identity of these and the Asiatic primitive

systems is tacitly assumed, with all the above indicated corollar.es

Bat the American ttmgaks, as the Alaskan Eskimos call them’,

stand for the most part at a much loner level than the true

Siberian shamsns. They arc little more than conjurers, or medi-

cine-men, like those who in Africa “ smell out ” the witches and

other evil-doers. Although sometimes looked upon as mediators

* Tkt /sxtfj and«nr Ltfml. «!.. Philsddphin, iWj, p 6a.

* Thus the K>kim> ay there b * ffwd spin! who taoght then to at
kayaks, sad i M iftrit lm» to spoil and destroy them (ShnHVhof, quoted by

T'etrod, p. 1 J 7
). Cf. also Niblada’s sestet eii that saoigii the Korth-wer.

Com* Indians the sway of the shamans “depends hugely spun the (ear sai
respect oeitul by belief n their influeore and pouer overggtJanJtaJifUiU"
< Tkt Caul /1UI11111, p. 3 ,SJ.

*p. 166. ‘p. >T 3 -
1

PP- <»»-?• 4
P- «s8.

’ To the wnsern lui/jai corresponds tin Greenland aa^akei. who is now
little heard of, bnl figures largely a the reoxds oi ihe eaily nutt.onir.et, Hans
Egade sad others.
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with (he invisible world, il is impossible to say whether or not

the natives “believe in the actual control of spirits by the con-

jurers

1

," about which the Siberians have no doubt. Among the

North-west Coast natives they arc credited with "the power of

dunning away life by incantations and the use of certain charms/'

although one of their duties is also “ to drive out the evil spirit

which haunts the sick man 5." They ate also expected to perfevnt

other duties, such as removing the scalps of the slain in battle,

or even carrying oat the death-sentence, when "the shaman

bewitches the condemned person by throwing disease into him,

or by poisoning him in some other (supernatural ?> way*."

Most of the tungais are clever conjurers, yet “do not seem

to enjoy much respect, unless they’ combine with the business of

conjuring the qualities of an expert trader and skilled huntetV

In a few districts the office appears to be inherited', and cases are

repotted of shamans so thoroughly ashamed of their equivocal

position as to warn their sons tiom accepting the damn**a hrt-

dilas. On the other hand observers arc unanimous in declaring

that they never take part in, conduct, or preside at sacrincial rites

to gods or ancestors, or venture to propitiate evil spirits, whereas

this, as we have seen, is one o! the most important functions of

the Siberian shaman.

Perhaps the ground on which both agree best are the con-

juring tricks, which ate often ol a strikingly similir character.

With thore of the Samoyads witnessed by the old traveller Richard

Johnson* may be compared the scene described by Franz Boas,

in which a female performer (a sbamanka ?) invites the people

1 Petrctf. p. Ii0 .

• Niblick, Tt Cmu Mohi. etc., p. no.
* Boil. S>\-.z! etc,, p. 610.

« Peiiert, n 1,to.

* Thus a chief id ihe Ni.k» tribe, Nau River. 10H Fran Bois that “only

a mar. whose fither was a infail (ihan.it,) can b.e«w « .human.'' He added

that "many nlto pretend to lie •himies have no sjp-rnateral helpers it all,”

In* tint uhcu he hini.rll »as called to cure disease, “lour supernatural uutn

appeared to hint ml Wiped him. Th.j rented out witches to him. irid

enabled hia to see ghosts, etc.' (Tint* X.frrUflAi Tnnt
C*“*. j 8qj, pp. Jy-Co,

• p. 1 B».
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10 kill her, when “the Is placed on a swi behind the lire, and

one of her attendants complies with her ropiest. He will appear

to drive a nedge through her head !rom otic temple to the other.

'Hie wedge is lira shown to the people, and then secretly ex-

changed for another, which consists of two pans attached to a

wooden band that n slipped over her head and covered with hair.

Thus it seems that the butt is standing out on one side, the point

having pasted through her skull. At the same time bladder

containing blood, which ate attached to the band, arc burst, and

the blood is seen to flow down her thee 1 " and so on.

Many of these pretended supernatural performances were

associated with the ''medical profession," as almost everywhere

amongst primitive peoples. But the American medicine-man

resembled the African witch-doctor far more than the Siberian

shaman, because amongst the Americans sickness was as uni-

versally attributed to sorcery and other malign influences as

amongst the Bantu Negroes themselves "The Indians had no

reasonable or efficacious system of medicine. Tncy believed

that diseases were caused by unseen evil beings and by witch-

craft, and ever)' cough, every toothache, cvcty headache, every

chill, every fever, every boil, and every wound, in fan, all their

ailments, were attributed to such cause. Their so-called medical

practice was a horrible system of sorcery, and to such superstition

human life was sacrificed on an enormous scale. The sufferer*

were given over to priest doctors to be tormented, bedeviled, and
destroyed ; and a universal and profound belief tn witchcraft

made then suspicious, and led to the killing of all suspected and
obnoxious people, and engendered blood feuds on a gigantic

scale.... In fact, a natural death tn a savage tent is a com-
paratively rare phenomenon

, but death by sorcery, medicine, and
blood feud arising ftom a belief in witchcraft is exceedingly

common'.”

In the treatment of ailments the medicine-men were left very

much to their own devices
; nor were the shamanistic functions

anywhere very clearly defined. On the whole the American
tungak, to generalise the word, may be regarded as a sort of

1
-V...' tic., p.

• Powell, Mia* Umgn,th FamiOn, p.»
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Asiatic shaman in embryo, arriving in the late Stone .Age, and

nfttm-jrda diverging in various directions from his Siberian proto

type

More striking perhaps than these resemblances are those of

an asthetic order, which are found to prevail be-

tween the British Columbian Indians and the South T ”‘ifpartl
Sea Islanders, and which are ncll illusnaicd by *'‘’ M * orl

the rich symbolic carvings c< the Haida totem or

heraldic posts, and the tiki. or carved pillars, often set up at the

tomb- or the Maon chiefs and others in New Zealand. The best

reply to the still current daring speculations based on the simi-

larity in form and detign presented by some of these objects will

be found in the remarks of Mr Niblack, who has made a special

study of the subject, and contrasts the famous tiki near the grave

of Te Where- Whero's daughter with several sculptured columns

of the Thlinkits and Haidas: "Many resemblances of the Haida

to widely remote stocks have been pointed out by writers
;
but

to illustrate how futile such dues are in tracing the origin and

relationship of the tribes of the world, a parallel is here briefly

drawn between the Maori of New Zealand and the Haida. The

political organisation of the tribe, then ownership of land, and

their laws of blood-revenge are similar. Tne men tattoo with

designs intended to identify them with their sub-tribe or house-

hold, and the)1 ornament their canoes, paddles, house fronts, etc.,

in somewhat the same manner— The carved wooden mortuary

columns erected in from of the Maori houses arc also suggestive

;

but it is safe to say that while ail this is not in one sense acci-

dental, yet the resemblances and similarities ate as likely to have

arisen from the like tendencies of the human mind under the

same external conditions, or environment, to develop along

parallel lines as through contact of these tribes ot through a

common origin." Here it may be added that if the Thlinkits

and Maori arc one in virtue of their common door-posts, the

Thlinkits nod Yakuts must also be one in virtue of their common
shamanism, and as things equal to the same are equal to one

another, we arrive ax the conclusion that the Turki Yakuts and

the Polmesian Maori ate also one, which nobody lias jet ventured

to asset:.
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Mr NiWack’s reasoning applies with equal force 10 common
popular beliefs ami practices, a notable instance of

which is the wide-spread t<wade, and generally to

myths and folklore in the strict sense of the word. Thus the

European wcrc-wolf and Malayan were-tiger 1 arc matched by the

South-Amcrican werejaguar, as amongst the Minuana Indians,

who speak of a good man formerly dwelling on the Rio Gualcguay

who was one night murdered by a gang of brigands. Soon after

some men, including one of the murderers, were passing along

the sedgy river-bank when a Mack jaguar sprang out and struck

down the assassin. This jaguar was often seen afterwords, but

never hurt anybody unless he happeoed to be one of the g.uig,

and when all were killed lie was seen no more. A story, which

despite its Christian colouring is undoubtedly of native origin, is

current in Paraguay about Yaguarcte'-Aba, a baptized Indian, who

changes a: night to a jaguar in order to feed on human flesh.

Withdrawing to a thicket, he falls prone on the ground and is

thus transformed. Then to became man again he repeats the

process in reverse order. He differs from a real jaguar by his

very short tail (a mcic stump) and hairless forehead. At last lie

is wounded by a daring youth and vanishes, but the hunter fo'.*

lowing up the trail of Mood comes to a cave strewn with human
bones, renews the fight, and slays the ghoul*.

Mote striking still is the story current in the province of

Tucuman about two brothers, who formerly lived in a hut in a

wood infested by a man-eating jaguar. AU attempts to hunt him

down had failed, as at every shot his lair merely bristled up,

causing the bullet to rebound. Non one of the men, noticing

that whenever the j&guar appeared his brothet was never at home,

sat a watching, and one day followed stealthily alter him into the

woods, till they reached a tree or. which hung a flask of coarse

sal: and a jaguir skin rolled up in a bundle. Here the suspected

brother, taking three grams of salt and spreading tbc akin on the

ground, danced round and round until he became a jaguar.

Horrified at the sight, die watcher went home, and presently

' See p. >J9.

* J. B AnSwart li. La LsrsnSi dtJ YefttarM-Ata, In Anita tit It Sx-tt.it

Cimlijka Ar/Miai, iS/. ,t, p. jn.
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stealing back to the tree, kindled a tire into which he threw the

charmed handle. On his return to the hut, there was his dying

brother, "ho knew nh.it had happened, and said he must die

unless tlvere was time to get him a bit of the skin. So his pitying

companion was off and back in all haste with an unburnt scrap

snatched from the embers, which the moribund eagerly seizing

threw over his shoulders and was in a flash again a jaguar,

which with a mighty bound sprang from the hut and was seen

no more'.

Returning to the north, Franz Boas* shows that the folklore

of the North-west Indians has spread over wide spaces by borrow

tags and migrations. Thus a group of myth?, in which the raven

plays the chief part as creator, etc., was originally confined to the

Thlinkiu and neighbouring Haidas and Tsirashiaiu, but spread

Later to the Columbia river peoples, though picking up foreign

elements on the way. By following the track of such myths,

light may often be thrown on the migrations of the tribes them

selves, as in the case of the Tsimshuns, who hare so little

influenced their present neighbours that their arrival on the coast

must be regarded a? of relatively recent date.

On the Atlantic side of the continent wc seem to enter a

different mythological world, and here it may be readily admitted

that Mr Charles G. Leland has shown direct contact between the

Noise legends and those of the East Algonquian tribes (Micmacs,

Penobscot?, Passamaquoddics)*. " Lox,” the wolverine, may not

be an Indian word, but his misdeeds bear too great a resemblance

to those of Loki to be explained away as mere coincidences- To
account, however, for these and many other identities of thought

and sentiment »t need but recall what has been Mated of the long

sojourn of the Norsemen in Greenland, of their southern expedi-

tions to Hvitramnninland, and of the former range of the Eskimos

as far as New England, overlapping and undoubtedly intermingling

* J- B- AmbroMfti, /-> Ltgmda <U) Yafua-ntAk1. lu Aniki At U
StatOai Cimhfia ArgnUina, ifrO, vol. ,1, p. ju.

* Vtrh\*AI. Btr/in. On./. Auhrap. etc. 1B9s.11 487 »q. ; *1*> hnKaniah
S*ft* vmJtr A'ord-Pacifttim f'utUA vurita’i , Berlin, lS9 f. p. Sip sq.; anil

saial Organlm**, ole., y. 660 t<|.

* Tta Ais^uUn of fflte £,vfe** etc. i88|.
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with the Eastern Algonquians, as they now Jo with the North-

western Athapascans.

These two great families of AfAaftntaiu and Al-cnqman,,

with their endless ramifications, jointly occupy, ox

A&apMiMk ra| l|Cr occupied in pre-Columbian times, consider-

ably more than half of the nonhero Continent.

The Athapascans, so named from the Athapascan inters in theix

domain, but alto collectively called TimeA, "Men," occupy a

divided temtory, compact in the north from the Eskimo fringe

in Alaska nearly to Port Nelson on Hudson Bay, and from this

point west to the Rocky Mountains along a carved line, mostly

conterminous with the Algonquians, rising midway to 60* N., and

dipping westwards nearly to 50* N. Then follow at intervals

along the west coast a few small tnthvti, which seem to indicate

the track taken during tliclr southern migrations to the North

Mexican borderlands, where they Toatned till lately over another

wide tract comprising portions of Ariiona, New Mexico, Texas,

and the Rio Grande basin.

So marked is the contrast between tlie northern groups,

mostly peacclul and even timid hunters or trappers long in the

sen-ice of the Hudson Bay Company, and the southern tr.bes

—

fierce predatory Apache, Lipan. and Navajo hordes—that tlutir

kinship might have perhaps escaped detection but for their

common Athapascan speech. The northern, Pacific Coast, and

southern sections have a joint population of scarcely 33,000,

the southern being by far the most numerous (23,030), but now

mostly reduced and settled in various reservations, while the

northerners (Ah-tenas, Kuchins, Chippcwyans, it, *' Yellow

Knives," Deg Rite, Hares, Slaves, Nahanies, etc.) still enjoy

the free life of hunters anil traders under the protection of the

Dominion Government.

Despite several centuries of a lawless existence as plundering

steppe tribes, the Navajos have preserved careful
“d and apparently correct oral traditions of their first

arrival in the San Juan valley before the end of the

14th century, where they were probably cliff-dwellers. According

to Mr F. W. Hodge the Apaches -who are not the parent stem

of the Navajos, as commonly supposed—were at that time already
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settled in the north-western and south-western parts of New
Mexico- Before the iSth century the Navajos had t*en joined

by various fragments of Athapascans. Tancas, Tatiras, Kerens.

Zufti, Sltoahona, Yunus and others, and by the acquisition of

domestic animab soon after the first Spanish expedition (154a)

their social state underwent a complete cltange. Before the

1 7th century none of these marauders were strong enough to

molest the Pueblo communities, which afterwards suffered so

much fmm their depredations'.

But these faint reminiscences of the past ate the mere echoes

of history computed with those of the eastern families—Algon-

quians, Iroquoians, Muskhogcan*— all of whom have boen in the

clo-cit contact with the European settlers for about 300 year?,

while some had probably come under Norse influences as early

as the it tli century. Oiigiraliy the Algonquian domain was

even mote extensive than the Athapascan, forming a vast hut

irregular triangular space, whose northern hate, indented by

Hudson Bay, stretched from Labrador to tlsc Rookies, so that

they were almost everywhere contcrminoas on the north with the

Athapascans, and round the labrador seaboard with the Eskimos.

Southwards the two sides were roughly enclosed by tlse Mississippi

valley and the Atlantic sheer line, reaching ou the one hind as

far as central Tennessee, on the other to and perhaps a little

beyond Pamlico Sound, North Carolina*. Between these two

points, that is, towards its apex, the triangle was truncated, and

the Algonquian territory arrested and even encroached upon by

the MnsMtogean domain in the west, by a detached southern

section of the Iroquoians in the centre, and by Siouan and other

Iioquoian nefaiti towards the Atlantic.

In the Laurentian bum the northern and chief section of the

* 7*< Early NaMft on! Afv/ht in Anrr. iSjj, p. ijj -j.

It thould be stated, however, that Mr Hodge* vk*. ue questleoo! by Cq«.

J.
Bouike.

’ Some cf the SkawMas lad even penetrated (torn Tennessee into Somh

Carolina, where they »eie known is Sovicrahs— a nome <111 sumriig in the

liver to called. Olhen (Cheyennes *nt Ara|uhx,| hal putted urstvardi

beyond die Missouri to Son* Dakota, Wyoming, and Cdoialo, taefcro-ig

the eitiesv: westerly range of the Algonquini people*.
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lioquoian family "!i completely enclosed by Algonquian tribes,

so that it formed * great ethnical island, which itself completely

enclosed Lakes Erie and Ontario, extended along both banks

of the St Lawrence nearly to the head of the estuary
,
and alto

comprised the whole o) the present State of New York, with a

great port of Pennsylvania and Maryland, here terminating at the

head of Chesapeake Bay. These limits, which scarcely anywhere

coincided with the gic^taphical features of the land, “ere subject

to continual fluctuations, first during the inter-tribal wars of these

two rival nations, and then during the protracted struggles of the

French and English for supremacy, in which struggles the Algon-

quians generally sided with the former, the Iroqucians with the

latter.

Although greatly reduced, broken up, dispersed or brought

into reservations chiefly about the United States and Dominion

borderlands, the Algonquian- still greatly outnumber all other

North American family groups. In fact over one-fourth of all

the aborigine* belong to this division, which lias a total popula

non of at least 95,000 (Oo.oeo in Canada. 35,000 in the States).

Of the particular Algonquian tribe, whence the family takes its

name, less than 5000 still survive, all located in the provinces

of Ontario and Quebec But of the Ojibwas (Chippewa*) there

remain as many as 31,000 round about all the Great Lakes while

of the Cress, the next most numerous, there are reckoned over

rj.ooo, all in Manitoba and the region between Lake Winnipeg

and Hudson Bay. The Crec language is a typical Algonquian

idiom, perhaps approaching nearer to the original mother tongue

than any other, whence it has teen inferred that the cradle of the

race lay north of the Laurentian basin, probably round about the

shores of Lake Winnipeg. Against this assumption, however.

1 The eutaiy, the tilled. ol the Gall, and ..iroendinc land ail forced pair

<i the Algonquin area, except the Labewkn tone »m! t>. axtbera extremity

ol Newfoundland, which were still occupied by the EsVimov, and 1 considerable

district in central Newfoundland, which was originally held by the laug-eaiinct

Bcuihukaas Taese are shown by A. S. Gindin 10 have been a people of

anksowx origin, but c^ oim-Algonquian speeds. <Tit fim'hnt Mitm, Prat.

Aw. PilM. Sx. June 19. 18*5, and May y. 1896.) All lh> mi of the

Wand belonged to. or »-as coiuiinliy vBited by the Algonqanr MIcmKt of

New Heimlich and Nona hcoiix
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has 10 be neighed the (act that tbe central tribes—Abenaki,

Mohigan, Delaware ant! N'arieokc—whose territory lay between

the St X-awreiKC and Chesapeake Bay, regarded themselves at

one people, and were conceded by the others to be the “ grand-

father!." tint is the progenitors of the whole stock. Frctu this

region. “ as their numbers increased, they sent colonies northward

along the coast, driving luck the Eskimo, and probably the

Becthuk, ne-tusid and northwestward up the valley of the

St I-awrencc and the lakes, and southward to occupy the coast

irf Virginia and a part of Carolina, where, in conjunction with the

Iroiuoian tribes 'hey expelled the Cherokie* from the upper

waters of the Ohio, and compelled them to take refuge ir. the

mountain fastnesses to the south. Most of these movements,

although the subject of well-supported tradition, belong to pre-

historic times, but the advance of the Algomjuian tribes uito the

north-wed is comparatively modem
Nor are the renowned Delawares (Lent Lenapd), Sac and

Foxes and Shawnee; yet extinct, although jointly numbering

little over 4000, all collected in agencies and reservations in

Indian territory. New York and other places. Of the Massa-

chusetts, for whom Eliot translated the rim Bible in an) native

tongue, the Narragamets, the Long Island Montanks', the Man-

hatutis, the Powhatan*', the Panticos, and other Atlantic coas:

1 Jiicci Me.**)-, T», Sismow Tr.Jii if tki Stir, Washlngtco, iS**, |>. 11.

1 A last echo of the Mootiuk tndan. hi heini in the Civil Count of

Long Island ia ucen document of the 1 ;i!i century «igi«d by their cbie&

u«r» produced and accepted at valid title-deeds to certain Unit, sni e-hire

iigt.it -licit East Utand. Olcn Cove. The Montauis peopei, a Jew ot alien

aie -aid stall to sorvise ibuit Mcintauk Point, only held tbe seetko of the

iilsnd seeth 'loir Eat! Hampton 1 hot the authority of their Soehem (Grand
Ch«f| appears to have been acknowledged by tbe R«l»wnjs. the Mttlneooeht

and the numtrait other tribal gioaps ta tlie soulhrm wsctkre, all if »hcoi

Will I* lound In n. K. Thompson's Hutiry ,/ U«g hltiU. New York,

l*«S. IV- 93~it‘
‘ Then; .III) ami.., how.sar, a group of aboat 100 half buoU. liocemianli

of the Pamuukeyt. who -ere number, of tbe AJgonquian Ccnfcdcioty founded

by the renowned chief Powhntsn, and istoclitcil wilh ihr romantic adventares

ot Capt. John Smith and PuahceUas- The)- are settledin tlie district c< Indian-

lown on the Pamu 11key Riser (-0 named fro® them) tome jo mile, cih of

Richmond, and are now of English ipeech, tb*th Mill proud of their beseem
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tribes, with whom the English settlers had first to do, none have

survived the “wreck of nations."

Chicago, which has a white population probably four times

as numerous as all the North American aborigines, occupies the

site of Fort Dearbeen, which was founded in 1804 to overawe

the turbulent prairie Indians, and was in 1833 the scene of a

memorable gathering of the Pottawatomb. a numerous branch of

the formerly wide spread Algonquian Miami*. At this gathering

they ceded to the United States Government, for very much lea

than "ptaitie value," a vast domain of some to million actes

constituting the present States of Illinois and Wisconsin. Over

this tract ate now thickly strewn thriving agricultural and industrial

settlements of the white intruders, while the original owners of the

land are reduced to about 1500 souls, distributed m small groups

among the Indian Tertitoty, Kansas, and other Agencies.

But even the most maudlin of sentimental philanthropists will

scarcely venture to affirm that from the humani-

Rnermtoni! tatian point of view there is any serious ground for

regretting the transformation. In these Reserva-

tions when honestly administered, a* always in the Dominion

and now also for the most pan in the States, there is little cause

to regret an inevitable change, by which the aborigines may

possibly be doomed to ultimate extinction or alnotption in the

higher race, but by which they ate in the meantime afforded

every opportunity of becoming peaceful and even useful cititcns.

Many, such as the Chikmnns and Cherokus in Indian Territory,

the Six Nations in New York, the Ojibwas and othets in Canada,

and these Pottawatorais themselves, have accepted their new

destinies with a sort of philosophic resignation, and have already

made considerable progress in tlte arts and industries of civilised

man. Even letters have not been neglected, and a pleasant

surprise was afforded to thoughtful observers by a well-considered

paper on Indian legends and superstitions contributed to the

forum for July 1898, by the Pottawatomi chief, Simon Pokagon.

Kill of being ike only Vitsina tilt* bIIJ occupying a romer of “the oriental

hunting ground ”
<J. (JntlinJ I'oilud, TAt JhUjm rj tuftm.j,

"iihiqgtgp, !&**)•
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Tltere is a good deal oi uhat may be called mysticism in the

snide, which contains a curious account of certain processes

by which the native* communicate with the spiritual world, a*

witnessed by the miter himself: "Poles 10 to u feet high are let

in the ground in the form of a circle front 6 to 8 feet :n diameter.

Tl* top of the lodge i* left open
;
the sides arc tightly covered

with birch-baric or the skins of animals. A hre is built dose to

the lodge, for the purpose of enabling the spectators to light tbeir

pipes, as the)' generally smoke during the strange performance.

All being ready, a low, tinkling sound is heard, like several small

bells at a distance. With a rush, on comes the leading performer,

carrying a magician's little flat rattle-box like a tambourine. He
«ts down by tltc fire, and begins by telling his audience how he

can call up spirits of the dead, as ucl! as of those yet living in the

world, and that any present can ask them questions and receive

true answers thereto. He next sings a true song which can

scarcely be understood. He then either goes into the lodge by

crawling under, or sits outside with the audience; throwing his

blanket or some other clothing over the top of it Immediately

the lodge liegins to shake, like a creature of life with an ague chill

Then is heard in the lodge a sound, like that of a distant srroDg

wind sweeping through leafless trees, and intermingled with wnr.gr

noises. When questions are asked by anyone present they are

always answered in an unknown tongue; but, luckily, among the

spirits there is always a special interpreter to explain uhat the

Spirits say."

This, at all events, is as good as the tianus of our modern

thcosophuts with their paid mediums, mahatmas and other ex-

travagances, aud a great deal better than the scalping?, lingering

tortures, and other nameless honors of Indian warfare.

What are tl»e relations of these Algonquian tribes to those

strange monuments of an unknown past, the earth-

irorks and sepulchral mounds which arc mown
over the Mississippi basin and some adjacent lands,

but thickly crowded especially in the Ohio valley, which at all

times fotmed part of the Algonquian domain? Few non believe

that their builders were a different race from the present Indians,

and the majority of antiquaries agree with Dr Cyrus Thomas, who

*5-*
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hat deal: exhaustively with the subject 1
,
that there is nothing in

thO'C monuments that the Indians could not have done, that

many hare been erected or continued in pcai-Columbian times,

consequently by the present aborigines, and that there is thctcfoie

no reason for ascribing them to any other race of which we have

no knowledge.

This general conclusion is in no way opposed to M. dr

Nadaillac's suggestion that the mounds were certainly the work

of Indians, hit of more civilised tiibe6 than the present Algor,

quarts, by whom they "ere driven south to Florida, and thetc

found with their towns, council-houses, and otber structure!

by else first white settlers'. It would appear, however, from

Mr F. H. Cushing's investigations, that these tribal council

houses of the Seminole Indians were a local development,

growing up on the spot under conditions quite different from

those prevailing in the north. Many of the vast shell-mounds,

especially between Tampa and Cape Sable, arc clearly of artificial

structure, that is, made with definite purpose, and carried up

symmetrically into large mounds comparable in dimensions with

the Indian mounds of the interior. They originated with pile

dwellings in shallow water where the kitchen refuse, chiefly

shells, accumulates and racs above the surface, when the building

appears to stand on posts in a low mound. Then this type of

structure comes to be regarded as the norn.il for house building

everywhere. "'Through this natural series of changes in type

there is a tendency to the development of mounds as sites for

habitations and for the council-house of the clan or tribe, the

sites being either separate mounds or single large mounds, accord-

ing to circumstances. Thus the study of the living Seminole

Indians and of the shell-mounds in the same vicinity...suggests

a possible origin for a custom of mound-building at one time so

prevalent among the North American Indians'." But tf this be

the genesis of such structures, the custom must have spread from

the shores of the Gulf inland, and not from the Ohio valley south-

wards to Florida.

‘ Txrl/lh Ar.xual Rrferl af thi Kwtsu rf£shcat*ty, U'mhiacton, 1894-

* L'/lMbreptM/ii. 1S9J. p. ;<* oj.

* iumalh An. Rrf*rl Bur. exWn.ii -. Washing!-*!, 189;, p. hi *q.
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Problems of a different order are presented by the Algoo-

qutans’ great rivals, tire Ircquoians, whose social

and political organization has been nude the subject

of profound studies by several eminent American

and European ethnologists. Noted at all times for their proud

bearing, warlike spirit, and highly developed military system, they

have been called the " Romans of the New World,” and despite

their limited numbers and longstanding inter-tribal feuds, such

was their superiority over the surrounding populations that n

great Iroqutxan empire might have been established between the

Atlantic ar.d the Mississippi had the advent of the Whites been

delayed a few generations longer. In the Laurenrian region,

probably their cradle', the)' formed originally two hostile sections,

the Hurcn-Erin ( Wyan.lrtt) and the Ircquoii', that is, the histo-

rical “ Five Nations”—Mohawks, Oncidas, Ciyugas. Onondagots,

and Senecas—who became the “Si* Nations” when joined by

the kindred Tuscaroras from North Carolina in tji* Aftct tire

destruction or dispersion of the Eries by the Iroquois in 1656,

all the Wyandots disappear from history, and survive now only in

the names of the two great lakes Huron and Erie, so called from

these aborigines.

In the south the chief member of the family are the Clictokis.

whose connection with the Iroquois, firs! suggested by Barton

(1798), lias now been placed beyond doubt by Horatio Hale and

Gatsehet. Much interest attaches also to this soathern branch,

lor the Cherokis, although they have made no name in his tor)',

are recognised as amongst the most intelligent of all the North

American Indians. It was a Cheroki, Scgwoya, better known

as George Guest, who in 1824 performed the re-
Tt(t

markable intellectual feat of analysing the sounds cwn*!

of his intricate polysynthelic tongue, and providing
Slftpl.

1 " A 1million ed tin Iroquoia paints to the Si Laurence regon *. the euty

home of ihc lroqueUn in Iks. wheue they gradually moved doon to the with-

along lh« »hom ol the C.r.ai La • ” (Powdl,Mnu Mi,Ml.

P' 77 )'

* /nyum. I.K nluch »n«J etyasokg-e* have been prop**!, ant ihc

common French name of the famous Ragee known to the English as that o!

lh« “Five,’* lam ”Si< N.donv” vhlk they called themwlvv.

co “bapttiur Men.”
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symbols for a complete syllabic system by various ingenious

modifications of the letters in an English look. He could him-

self neither read noc write, nee speak any language but his own,

his only notion of writing being derived from hearsay and printed

books. The syllabary, which i« still in c«e and senes its purpose

well, comprises 85 signs, or which one only, /, is a true letter, all

the rew being full syllables made up ci J5 consonants generally in

combination with six vowels. as, *<7
,
ke%

hi, ko, kx, M The

Cherokts who have not met with over-generous treatment at

the hands of the authorities, have all been removed from their

original homes in Virginia arvd the Carolina? to Indian Territory,

where they hole the most important of all the Reservations with a

present population, including theChoklaws, of a little over 27,000.

All the rest of the once powerful Icoquoions number prohably less

than ao.oco, distributed :n about equal parts between United States

and Dominion Agcnaea

The just mentioned ChoktSiW9 were at one time a lording

branch of the Jf/iMtgfan family, the other chief

ih^w"* members of which were llie Muskhogis (Maskoki)

proper, generally known as •• Creeks" from the

numerous inlets or coast streams in their territory on the Gulf of

Mexico; the SeminoJes of Florida; the Chicasawa, Alibom us,

Apabchi, and a few others, whose collective domain comprised

nearly the whole region between Tennessee and the Gulf, and

between the Lower Mississippi and the Atlantic. FJornla, later

occupied by the Seminole;, did not originally belong to this

family, but to the now extinct Timuqucnatis, who spoke a distinct,

though not necessarily a stock, language. In fact Gatschet lias

suggested Carib affinities, and although the Caribs arc now be-

lieved to have had their cradle, not in North America but in

Central Brazil, it is likely enough that these rovers may in

prehistoric times have passed from the Antilles to Florida, whence

they were later driren out by the Seminole*. Pourttlds, and

later Heilprin, have shown that Florida has been inhabited from

remote times, and it appears (torn Mr C. B. Moore's researches'

that the skulk from the old buruknounds and earthworks arc

1 CertsfM S§*4M*uaJs fDwni Cwat,y% fUn**, ice., J**r. A<*i, Alt*

&. Philidelpha, X. i$ys-
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round like those of Ehrenreich's Ilakairi and other Brariliau

Carib* (Index 79’ lo 8o’)'.

Bui ihe Timuquanam themselves, if ihc>’ were round-held* cf

Orib Hock, mutt have been preceded by a still p„mlnTO
more ancient long-headed race possibly dating from >=

the Stone Ages. “ The olden perfect skull known
Fli!ld*‘

from Florida is extremely dolichocephalic and entirely different

from the mound type
;

it was found by Wyman at the bottom of

the great shell-heap near Hawkings ville on the St Johns This

heap was so old that its lower layers of the shells had become

decomposed and transformed into a limestone in which this

skull and other bones of the skeleton ate fitmly imbedded We
naturally question if this skeleton is not that of a survivor of

the earlier people who were on the peninsula before the short-

heads came 1."

Next to the Athapascans and Algonquians, the most wide-

spread North American nation were the Siouins*,

whose territory is now known to have been even

more extensive than it was lately supposed to be

So far from being confined to the plains west of the Mississippi,

which they were suppoied to have reached from the Pacific

seabaard, they ranged south to the Gulf of Mexico and east to

the Atlantic, and occupied wide tracts in Virginia and the

Carolina*, where :n tact is now sought their primeval home
When the English began the settlement of Virginia, a term at

that time of much wider meaning than now, the whole region

between the Appalachians and the coast was occupied by a large

number of heterogeneous groups tn a state of extreme instability,

and so great was the ethnical confusion that their descendants

have only now succeeded tn clearing it up.

Besides the Powhatan (Algonquian) confederates, there were

numerous lroquoian and Muskhogean tribes, together with the

< (Mnr*w Bfsilim, pp 1 so-i;.

* K. W. Allman. Sn««, Fell. *. ib/i llteprint, p. 4).

* Su*a* a tin form adapted by Mr Powtll for <b« whole family. of which

the h>'0( CAlter”) are th» chief dirwioo. It t- an e.lcnuim of Swtx.a

French raoiu|.titm ol " Nadowe-«.i-wjc " (Scales o» Encana}, I* alwi*( term

oppiied by the Algouquias to tome of the nonhrrn members cf ’.lie family.
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indepeident Jhtans ( Yttthi) of distinct speech, and several

other groups whose hitherto unsuspected Siouan affinities have

r.oo been placed beyond reasonable doubt on linguistic and

historic evidence. These were the Monacan confederates, with

the Saponi, Tutclo', Catawbn, Woceon and tome other tribes,

who actc centred cliiely on the James River above the falls at

Richmond, and were at constant war with the neighbouring

Powhauns, while hard pressed by the surrounding Iroquoians, by

whom most of them appear to have been eventually exterminated

or driven with the Algonquians beyond the Appalachians to the

plain, of the Mississippi basin. The survivors may thus have

again been united with the kindred Dakotans and aher western

Siosians after a separation which Mr Dorsey has estimated at

about 1500 years, basing hb calculation on the highly archaic

character of the Siouan tongue* spoken by the Appalachian tribes.

“All the statements and traditions concerning the eastern Siouan

tribes, taken in connection with what we know of the history and

traditions of she western tribes of the same stock, seem to indicate

the upper region of the Ohio—the Alleghany, Monongahela and

Kanawha country—as their original home, from which one branch

crossed the mountains to the waters of Virginia and Carolina,

while the other followed along the Ohio and the lakes toward the

west. Linguistic evidence indicates that the eastern tribes of the

Siouan family were established upon the Atlantic slope iong

before the western tribes of that stock had reached the plains'."

That the Siouan family ranged aho in former times to the Golf

of Mexico is shown by the late survival in Louisians of the Siinxi

(B'lutii), i.r. "trifling or worthless," as they were called by the

Cboktaws. though they called thernselres Taneks-haya. Their

original home uas in the present State of Mississippi about Biloxi

Bay, named from them, where they were first met by Iberville in

1699, hut whence the/ migrated about 1760 across the great river

to Louisiana. From the specimens of their language collected

1 It iru f,om the last full-Mood Tutelo |Toieo) dbd t«ui Hondo Hale
ohlined the tnguUlic mUcriiW which cm blot ho to nuke the impxux
anroatcemetu tbai tb; Tuteki mus: han been > Siuixn 'rogue. <Pr«. Amtn

.tv. i$ij.

• Mooney. Tit aa-iwu lilt*,, cu. p. 19.
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!ij Gatschet and Dorsey il is dearly shown that “ihe Biloxi arc

the remnant or' an isolated Simian tribe'.* It may be con}ccuited

that the whole seaboard from the Mississippi delta to the Cato-

linas and Virginia was at one time continuously Occupied by

tribes of Siouan slock, of whom the Biloxi are a fragment sepa-

rated from their Atlantic kinsmen by the irruption of the Musk-

hogeans from the west into the south-eastern States of Alabama

and Georgia. "The Muskhogean tribes all claim H pwj
to have come into the Gulf States from beyond the *n<s tiuji.™-

Mississippi, and the ttadition is clearest among
ihose of them—the Choktaw aod Chikasaw—who may be sup-

I
oicd to have crossed last. As they advanced they came at last

into collision with the Tirnuquanan and Uchean tribes <4 Florida

..tid Georgia, and then began the long struggle which ended only

with the destruction of the Timukua and the incorporation by the

Ctcek, within the historic period, of the last of the Uchi, leaving

The Muskhogean race supreme from Florida Cape to the Com-

lahee River in South Carolina. This wave of invasion must

necessarily have had its effect on the Carolina trihes towards the

northV’ and. it uiay be added, on the Siouan (Biloxi) tribes of

the Gulf Coast

In some of their customs and religious ideas, though nee

in their speech, the eastern Siouans must have ^
differed considerably from their Missouri kinsmen.

A Saponi chief told W. Byrd that “he believ’d there was one

supreme God, who had several subaltern deities under him.

And that this mastct-God made the world a long time ago.

That he told tire sun, the moon, and stars their business in the

beginning, which they, with good looking after, have faithfully

petfoem'd ever since.... After death both good and lad people are

conducted by a strong guard into a great rood, in which deponed

souls travel together for some time, till at a certain distance this

toad forks into two paths, the one extremely level. and Ihe ocher

stony and mountainous. Here the good are parted from the bad

by a flash of lightning, the first being hurry 'd away to the right,

the other to the left. The right-hand road leads to a charming

1 Mconey. <it.
%
p. 16.

* /W.» */. cit^ p, 17.
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warm country, where the spnng is everlasting, ami every month is

May ;
and as the rear is always in its youth, so are the people,

and particularly the women are bright as stars, and never scold

That in this happy climate there arc deer, turkeys, dks. and

buffaloes innumerable, perpetually fat and gentle, while the trees

are loaded with delicious fruit quite throughout the four seasons....

The left-hand path is very rugged and uneven, leading to a dark

and barren country, where it is always winter. The pound is the

Whole year round cover’d with sr.Ow, and nothing is to be seen

upon the trees but icicle).... Here, after they [the wicked] have

been tormented a certain number of years according to their

sceral degrees of guilt, they are again driven barb into this

world, to try if they will mend their manners, and merit a place

the neat lime in the regions of Miss'."

A curious illustration of the universality of certain practices,

which from their very nature might be supposed restricted in

time and place, is afforded by the "fire dance" found flourishing

in an aggravated farm anreogw tire Citawbas, as amongst the

ancient Sabines, the Fijians, and so many other peoples: "These

miserable wretches are strangely infatuated with illness of the

devil
;

it earned no small horror in me to ice one of them wry the

his neck all on one side, foam at the mouth, stand barefoot upon

burning coal for near one hour, and then, recovering his senses,

leap out of the lire without hurt or sign of any*."

Although shorn of their Gulf and Atlantic territories, the

Siouans still occupied till lately a vast if sornewlut fluctuating

domain in the heart of the continent, where tire Dakota division

thought themselves strong enough to raise the standard of revolt

against the United States Government more than once in the

second half of the 19th century. Before their final reduction,

followed by the usual distribution amongst the Indian Territory,

Dakoea, Montana, Nebraska, and other Agencies, these typical

prairie nomads roamed from the Saskatchewan basin south to

Arkansas, and from the Mississippi west to Montana and

Wyoming. A distinction, however, should be drawn between the

true predatory hexdo banded together in the famous “Seven

' Quoted by Mooney, p. 4S.

: Ltderer, ‘t p. ji.
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Council Files," and commuting the formidable confederacy of

the Dakotas. “ Friend lies." it. “Allies" (of which the chief

members were the Santect, Sissetom, Wahpetons, Yanktons,

Yanktonnais and Teton*), anti the other branches of the Siouan

family—Assinaboins, Oinahas, Ponfcat, Kaws, Osage?. Quapaws,

Iowns, Otoe*, Missouri!, Wumebagos, Mandans, Minnctaris,

Crows (Absjiokas)—uho formed independent national groups

often hostile to the Dakotas, ar.d presenting many distinct feature*

in their speech, tribal organisation, religious beliefs, social usages,

and even in their physical appearance. So milked are ronie of

these characters, as amongst the Aiiiriaboirs. Omahss, Osages,

and Manditu, that the Siouan family may be regarded as a

wldc-speead people who, in pre-Columbian times, wetc already

undergoing a process of disintegration which, if left in themselves,

must in course of time have resulted in the development of several

distinct nationalities.

Bui exceptional interest attaches to all the Siouan peoples,

thanks to the light which their social systems throw

upon the origin of the family, clan and trilie, the dJiou*.

totem, early religious conceptions, ar.d the other

primitive elements of human society. Hence the importance

of the bulky memoirs devoted to the Siouan Indians by

Mr 'V.
J.

McGee and the late Rev. Jam-s Owen Dorsey in

the fifteenth Annual Rtfv’t *1895—4) of tht IVuiMn^lon Bunttu

of Ethnoleg) (1897). Thus Mr McGcc clearly shows that the

current conception of the Dakotan Wakcuia, os well ns that of

the Algonquian ifam'tt ('* Monito the Mighty* of NiowatAa),

a* the Supreme or Great Spirit. Creator and 10 on, is a delusion,

Wakanda being rather a quality than an entity, and in any case

only a material substance or bang, and in no sense a spirit,

much less “Great Spirit,* Thus among many tribes “the sun

is wakanda—not the wakanda or a wnland.i. but amply wakanda

;

and among the same tribes tbe moon is wakanda, and 10 are

thunder, lightring, the cars, the winds, the cedar; even a nun,

especially a shaman, might he wakanda or a wakanda In

addition the term was applied to mythic monsters of the earth,

air, and waters. So, too, the fetishes and the ceremonial objects

and decorations...various aniinalt, the hone among the prairie
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tribes, many natural objects and place* of striking character...

though it It euy to understand bow the superficial inquirer,

dominated by definite spiritual concepts, perhaps deceived by

crafty native informants, came to adopt and perpetuate the

erroneous interpretation. The term may be translated into

' mystery ’ perhaps more satisfactorily than into any other single

English word, yet this rendering :s at the same time too limited,

as vrakaoda vaguely connotes also power, sacred, ancient, grandeur,

animate, immortal, etc.'”

A closer study of the tribal system has also dissipated another

widespread fallacy, that of the cattle horde theory,

SatuTs>«r«. —universal chaos and promiscuity as the starting

paint of all human society: "The social organi-

zations of the lower grade arc no less definite, perhaps mere

deiinite, than those pertaining to the higher grade
; so that when

the history of demotic growth among the American Indians is

traced backward, the organieations are found on the wliole to

grow more definite, albeit more simple. When the lines of

development revealed through research are projected still farther

toward their origin, they indicate an initial condition, directly

antithetic to the postulated horde, in which the scant population

was segregated in small discrete bodies, probably family groups

;

and that in each of these bodies there was a definite oiganiutioti,

wlale each group was practically independent of, and probably

inimical to, all other groups*."

And thus the family, the initial unit, segments into a number

of dans, each distinguished by its totem, its name, its heraldic

badge, which badge, becoming more and more venerated from

age to age, acquires inherited privileges, becomes the object

of endless superstitious practices and U ultimately almost deified.

Tbt Tx«m
^*“ s ^etc*,eri "ho has made a special study of the

totcmic concept as prevalent amongst some of the

Siouan tribes, may be right in regarding the totem as the personal

fetish grown hereditary. But it is difficult to follow her when she

speaks of the origin of this personal totem through a puberty rite

involving a trance or vision. "Those who had seen the Bear

oj., fp. 181-3.
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made up the Bear society
; those so whom iho Thur.det cr Wate;

being* had come formed the Thunder or the Pebble society

The membership caiue from every kinship group in the tribe,

blood relationship was ignored, the bond of union being a

common right ill a common vision 1." The system may have

been later influenced and modified by visions and cehe; shaman*

istic practice* : but its ceigio lies behind all such developments

behind all strictly religious noiions, and it was at first a mere

device for distinguishing one individual from another, one family

or clan group from another. Thus amongst the Piatoas of the

Orinoco below San Fernando de Atabapo, the belief hold? that

the tapir, originally the totem of the clan, has become their

ancestor, mid that after death the spirit of every Piaroa passes

into a tapir; hence they never hunt or eat this animal, and they

also think all the surrounding tribes are in the same way each

provided with their special animal forefather*. It is easy to see

how such ideas tend to cluster round the clan or family totem, at

first a distinguishing badge later a protecting or tutelar deity o<

Protean form. It should be remembered tiiat the personal cn

family name precedes the totem, which grows out of it, a* wen by

the conditions still prevailing amongst the very lowest peoples

(FQcgians, Papuans of Tones Strait

Students of the Siouan social system distinguish carefully

berooen the clan, the gens, and the phratry, and

base their theories of the nutriatchate and patri- pSraiiy!

archaic (deicer.! through the female and the male

line) on thi9 distinction, the assumption bong that in all cases

the former preceded the latter. “The difference between the

clan of savagery and the gens of barbarism is important and

fundamental The dan is a group of people reckoning kinship

in the female line, whtle the gens is a group of people reckoning

kinship in the male line. In barbarism patriarchies arc found as

concomitant with nomadic tribes, but in savagery the patriarchy-

does not exist. Hence the first great revolution in tribal society

is the transition from the clan to the gens, the consolidation ot

1 T*I a'/'. Aeif’. An- Ditroit. 1S97.

4 M. Ctufiny*!. Tour au MmJt, iSSS, in. p. i*S.

* Elioo’tg.\ |B- 0- 1 «•
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power in the bands of the few, and the organization of the gentile

family 1.” Then the phratry is described as a system of groups

sometimes found in savagery (a group of clans), and always in

barbarism (a group of gentes). " There may be many clans or

many gentes in a tribe, and tiro or more dans or gentes may

constitute an intervening unit which we call the phratry.’ With

the Mu.skhogean there arc four phratries, one each for tbc east,

west, north and south
j

with the Zuftis there are six, that is,

besides the above, one for the zenith and nadir. “Thus the

phratries ate organized by inythologic regions ; and this method

of regimentation finds expression in the construction of the

Council Chamber, in the plaza, and in the plan of the village.

Here in the phratry* we have the beginning of district regimenta-

tion, which ultimately prevails in civilization*.”

Such are the now current views resulting from almost ex-

haustive studies of the tribal systems ptevalent amongst the

North American Indians. As the views o: serious and perfectly

competeut observers they are entitled to every consideration,

and to adequate presentation in all ethnological treatises. They

may even be accepted as perhaps approximately correct for the

ethnical groups in question
;
but they cannot be taken as of

universal application, and we have already seen* that matriarchal

have not necessarily preceded patriarchal institutions everywhere.

Consequently the distinction here inssted upon between the clan

and the gens is purely local, while for practical purposes the

phratry nay for the most part be taken as identical with the

tribe or group of clans. Even in North America there would

seem to be some hesitation about clan and gens, and Mr McGee
"rites that “at rhe time of the discovery most of the Stouan

tribes had apparently passed into gentile organization, though

vestiges of clan organization were found'”; and again :
—"Like

the other aborigines north of Mexico, the Siouao Indians were

organized on the basts of kinship, and were thus in the stage of

tribal society. All of the best known tribes had reached that

1 fiftw' ImreduciSAv.

• IbU. Ib'.toduttian,

• p. 1*0, INfiAU

• Ftfuntk An. At^rf, 177.
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plane of organisation characicrircd by descent in the male line,

though many vestiges and some relatively unimportant examples

of descent in the female line have been discovered. Thus the

clan system was obsolescent, and the gentile system fairly de-

veloped; i.r the people were practically out of she stage of

savagery and well advanced in the stage of barbarism So

Dorsey:—"Among the Dakota.. and other groups the man is the

head of the family'.’ It is too soon to criticise further, but

enough has been said to show dial the elan as here defined is

still on its defence even in North America, while in most other

regions matriarchal institutions, except as purely local phenomena,

have already shared the fate of the group-marriage and promis-

cuity theories of Australian ethnologists.

From the Spanish word PtuHo, “town,” " village,* are named

and partly characterised a considerable group of ^.bio
natives, who from remote times Have dwelt and i«i<u»*a<!

. „ .
. , , .

Clifl Dwellers.
continue to dwell in fixed settlements of a peculiar

type scattered over the mriat ("tables'’ or Hat rocky heights),

of the present states of New Mexico and Arizona. They do not

form a single ethnical or linguistic family, but rather a number of

heterogeneous cointnunilici speaking several stock languages, and

in one instance (Moqui) a dialect of the widely-diffused Shoshone.in

(Snake) family. A certain uniformity is, however, imparted to

the whole group by their common usages, traditions, religious

rites, habitations, and general culture. In this respect they stand

on a much higher level than any of the olivet North American

aborigines, whence the theory often advanced tliat the Pueblos

represent an intermediate stage in a continuously progressive

cultural rone beginning with tlie northern mound-builders and

culminating with the Artec, Maya, and Peruvian civilizations of

Central and South America.

That there is a steady rise of the culture-grades in the direc-

tion from north to south is undoubted, and it may not be without

significance that the round-headed mound-builders, Pucbloi, and

neighbouring Cliff-dwellers arc now commonly regarded as all

originally of one stock. "There is no warrant whatever for tbe

1 F,fuoak /In Xfftrt, p. «8j- * !‘tJ.
J>.

113.
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old assumption ihm tie Cliff-dvrellei* neie a aepsnte lace, and

the cliff dwelling* must be regarded a* only a phase of Pueblo

architecture'." Bat the connection is no; at all obvious cither

between the mounds and the Pueblo structures, or between these

and the Maya-Aztec monuments, whsle there are goed reasons

for regarding all alike as independent local developments. That

. this was the case with the mounds Mr Cushing

turc « l-x«i has shown to be more than probable (sec above),
c*>*ir*T*nt ^ Xlindcleff now proves convincingly that the

Pueblo (ouv grandej—huge atone buildings or fortresses large

enough to accommodate the whole community—grew out of the

local conditions, nnd had no prototypes eUewliere. On this

question of the close relation cf primitive man to hi? physical

environment Mr Mindclcffs remarks are highly instructive. u Thc

complete adaptation of Pueblo architecture to the country in

which it a found lias been commented on. If the architecture

did no: originate in the country where it is found, it would almost

certainly bear traces of former conditions. Such survivals are

common in all arts, and instances of it are so common in archi-

tects c that no examples need be cited Only one of these

survivals has been found m Pueblo architecture, but that one

is very instructive; it is the presence of circular chambers in

groups of rectangular rooms, which occur in certain regions.

These chambers arc called estufxs or kivas, and are the council

houses and temples of the people [the medicine lodges] in which

the government and religious affairs of the tribe are tnnsicted

It is owing to their religious connection that the form has been

preserved to the present day, carrying with it the record of the

time when the people lived in round chambers or huts.... The

whole Pueblo country is covered with the remains in single rooms

and groups of rooms, put up to meet some immediate necessity.

Some of these may have been built centuries ago. some are only

a few years or a few months old, ye: the structures do not differ

1 Couxm Minded. Tie Ciif Kmias if Ciipm di Ckettf. in i&h An.

Rqmti Barca* of Etbookgy, Wi*hii*tor ib>;. p. 191. Ami Dr Hansyb
ladincd 10 ic;jiJ the old ipiaicrmry skull fioiu Calave.*r.« a* pcztutp* the peaio-

type of the mound'buildcr>. ilff doclters and PkUos, who •'lppaaciuxcui *

ur* rcx< <1 nunc xt*x~ {L
%Antkrcpu<>/*. 189! p. UO)
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from one soother; nor. on the oilier hand, does ihe similarity

imply that the builder of ihe oldest example kneu less or more

than liis descendant today—both utilized ihe material at hand

and each accomplished his purpose in Ihe easiest way. In both

cases the result is so rude that no sound inference of sequence

can be drawn from the study of individual examples, but in the

study of large aggregations of rooms we find some dues. It

must not be forgotten that tlie unit of Pueblo construction is the

single room, even in the large many-storied villages- This unit is

often quite as rude in modem as tn ancient work, and both arc

very close to the result which would be produced by any Indian

tnbe who came into the country and were left free to work out

their own ideas. Stalling with this unit the whole system of

Pueblo architecture is a natural product ci the country and of the

conditions of life known to hive affected the jfeople by whom it

was practised

In a word it is not necessary to invent a new race different

from the present aborigines to account for the Pueblo sttucturcs

any more than it is to account for the mounds. This inference

becomes self-evident when we find that one of the Pueblo

divisions—the Afojui or //•/»/•*—are actually a branch of the

nomad Shoshoncsn family, who differ in no essential respect from

the Siouans and all rise prairie Indians.

Besides these Moqui. who occupy seven pueblos in North-east

Arizona, ilieie ate three other nations, as they may be called—

Tantan. Kmun and ZnMau—tMch speaking a stork language

of the usual polysynthcnc type, and occupying collectively nearly

30 pueblos with a total population of about 10,350. Each nation,

except the Zufii who hold a solitary pueblo tn New Mexico,

comprises a number of tribal or dialectic divisions, and it is now-

known from the researches of Cushing, Bandelier, Hodge ami

1

PP-
' Hn pi. "Feoffe," i- ihe proper tnlul tame; il/ryn/ (pTOBOBnced Math l>

* tile atnUve term impostd ©a them W/ ih-ilt iMigbtotn. and ought to be

repriced. Ihey ocean th* -i«en pu>Ut>. of the Tass-*n di.tna, Aitaom.

to-inll
I
Sc L*uh liar tier, •‘tilth belt up.m the err* of » pretpite ctf srad-

stone. UaprrgsioMc to any aiHult to t>« expected (tool aboriginal foo"(J. G
Bourke. Tie Sint* Damr «f<ka.l/rv"" •/Inumi. iSS*. p. ai6).

K. 16
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Others, that the clanship system prevails everywhere. So nume-

rous axe :heic groups that in sonve divisions they

include not more than 20, 10. or even
5
member*,

and Mr F. W. Hodge' gives a cable of the So clan* in

the I'anwn, Kereuan. and Zuhian nation*, showing in a collective

population of 8,666 an average membership of about 10S for each

clan. Tlw clan names, of which translations are here given,

comprise such thiiigs as the calabash, various kinds of maiae, the

dance-kilt, grass, salt, the swallow, ant, humming-bird, etc., from

which it may again be inferred that such totems were originally

merely distinctive badges which only later acquired genealogical

or religious significance- It seems impossible to suppose that

any aborigines could at any time bs at once so intelligent as to

group themselves in a really intricate system of clanship, and so

stupid as to think thetnielvcs of grass, calabash, o: salt lineage.

These ideas obviously came afterwards by the usual processes of

analogy and germinal growth.

But, we are told, these Pueblo Indians arc specially noted foe

a highly elaborate symbolism, manifested in their
»m o •*- wraie!l jcasona! festivities, snake dance* and

other religious ceremonies, so elaborate indeed that some of this

symbolism is said to throw light oo the intricate carvings of the

Artec and Maya monuments'. All this may be so, but if anybody

fancies that such ceremonial forms were an initial condition of

Pueblo society, let him study the “ social systems " still prevalent

amongst the Mexican Sere*, the Fufgiana, Bushmen, Australians

or New Guinea Papuans
;
and let him remember that even these

are Uter developments compared with ilie crude beginnings of all

human society.

1 Amt/UaH Antknfitltgiit, Oct. 1896. p- 3 .* m|-

1 “The teroliing ettMWniah of Tusa.ran [HcpeJ fall Into paiilon in a

•cries o( nWnaiaew and eeremwiial* ranMciot with the serpent oienling

licm Hr filial of the Mutulppl 10 (he xniicnl cities at Mesieo, Central

Asacrieas ind even onto Peru, and *»m* ofthe m«l purling Mulpliret. paint,

inland baofelionl ot Use ancient cii*>, a-nella- the curious regard f« snakes

among uur ueedt- cosier* Indians ran I* iycrprel.it rally onlyin the lighi of

the Tu'jjmi r**ucha” (i6ri Ann AV/urf (189,-5) !‘ur- £r*«i.s'^, WVA-
in;tie. ,89,*, ? K'iik
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In reference to Dr J. Walter Fawkes' account ot the “Tusayan

Snake Ceremonies," it is pointed out that “the

Pueblo Indiana adore a plurality of deities, to otnal
which various potencies are aicribed. These aaic

deities, or beast gods, are worshipped by means of ceremonies

which ore sometimes highly elaborate
;
and, to lar as practicable,

the mystic zoic potency is reptesented in the ceremony by a living

animal of similar species oc by an artificial symbol. Prominent

among the animate representatives of the /ok: pantheon through-

out the arid region is the serpent, especially tbc venomous and

hence mysteriously potent rattlesnake. To the pnmitire mind

there is intimate association, too, between the swift-striking and

deadly viper and the lightning, nith its attendant ram and thunder;

there is intimate association, too, between the moisture-loving

reptile of the subdeserts and the life-giving storms and freshets
j

and so the native rattlesnake plays an important tale in the cere-

monies, especially in the invocations for rain, which characterize

the entire arid region 1 ."

Mr Fewkes putsucs the same fruitful line of thought in his

monograph on T/te Fealker SymbA in Ancient Jfn/i Deiignt'-,

showing how amongst the Tutayan Pueblos, although they have

left no written records, there survivor an elaborate paleography,

the feather mt/i/ in the pottery found in the old ruins, which

11 in fict "a picture writing often highly symbolic and compli-

cated," revealing certain phases of Hopi thought in remote timer.

“Thus we come back to a belief, taught by other reasoning,

that ornamentation of ancient pottery was something higher

than simple effort to beautify ceramic wares. The ruling motive

was a religious one, for in tlxir system everything was under the

same sway. Esthetic anc religious feelings were not differentiated,

the one implied the other, and to elaborately decorate a resscl

without introducing a religious symbol was to the ancient potter

an impossibility*.'’ So it war with the Van Eycks, the Giottos

and others before pictorial art became divorced fiom religion in

Italy and the Low Countries.

1
v- XtYtt

5 ./~r,r. Aathv/alcpit, Jan- iHaS.
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With regard 10 the cliff dwelling*, it ir. explained that the

district is one of arid plateau*, separated and dissected by deep

canon*, frequently competed of flat-lying rock strata forming

ledge-marked cliff* by tl.e ereaive action of the rare storm
“Only along the fen streams lieading in the mountains does
permanent water ext'-t, and along the dirt lines slab* of rock

suitable for building abound; and the primitive ancients, de-

pendent as they were on environment, naturally produced the

cliff dwellings. The tendency toward this type was strengthened

by intertribal relations
;
the cliff dwellers were probably detccnded

from agricultural or semi-agncultural villagers uho sought protec-

tion against enemies, and the control of Land and water through

aggregation in communities. Locally the ancient villages of

Canyon de Chelly are known ns Attcc ruins, and this designation

is Just *o far as it impltes relationship with the aborigines of

moderately advanced culture in Mexico and Central America,

though, it would be misleading if regarded as indicating essential

difference between the ancient villager* and their modem descend-

ants and neighbour* still occupying the pueblos 1.’1

1
i
£>'4 Jinn. AVyw/. p. xriv.
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Ix Mexico *nd Central America interest is centred chiefly

tn two great ethnical group*—the Xa ItMilan and

Hwxtttan—whose cultural, historical, and even ‘‘"d

gtogiaphical rcUtiont arc so intimately interwoven

that they can scarcely bo treated apart. 'Thus,

although their civilizations arc concentrated respectively in the

Anahuac (Mexican) plateau and Yucatan and Guatemala, the

tno domain* overlap completely at both ends, so that there

arc isolated branches of the Huaatecan family in Mexico (the

Huaxtecs (Totonacs) of Vera Cruz, from whom the whole group
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is named), and of ihe Nahuailan in Nicaragua (Pi|*ls, Niquirans,

and other*)'.

This very circumstance has no doubt tended to increase the

difficulties connected with the questions of their origins, migrations,

and mutual cultural influences. Some of these difficulties hsre

disappeared by the removal of the “Toitees" Isee above), who
bait hitherto been a great disturbing element in this connection,

and all the rest have in my opinion been satisfactorily disposed

of by E- Idrstermann. n leading authority on all Astec-Maya

questions'. This eminent ardwrologist refers first to the views

of IJr Seler1

,
who assumes a southern movement of Maya tribes

from Yucatan, and a like movement of Aztecs from Tabasco to

Nicaragua, and even to Yucatan. On the other hand Dicscldoifi

holds that Maya ait was independently developed, while the links

between it and the Artec show that an interchange took place,

in which process the Maya wait the giver, the Aztec, the recipient.

He further attributes the overthrow of the Moya power too or zoo

years before the discovery to the Aztecs, and thinks the Aztecs or

Nahua* took their god Qoelzakcotl from the “Tehees,' who were

a Maya people. Ph.
J.

Valentin i also infets that the Mayas were

the oiiginal people, the Aztecs “mere parasite*'."

Now Fcestermann lays down the principle that any theotj, to

be satisfactory, should fit in with such facts as (t) the agreement

and diversity of both cultures
;
(a) the antiquity arxi disappear-

ance of the rayiterious Toitees ; (3) the complete isolation of the

Hnaxtecs from the other Maya tribes, and their difference from

them; (4) the equally complete isolation of the Guatemalan

Pipils, and of the other southern (Nicaraguan) Aztec groups from

the rest of the Nahua peoples; (5) the remarkable absence of

Aztec local names in Yucatan, while they occur in hundreds in

1 Seme Xolmu, whom the Spoufcinli, called “Mruam’*cr I,CVcfaijMa.*

wcie «*t by Vasqoez de Coronado even ns in scolh u the Chw*|=i lagoon,

Panama. These Segois. as they called tlemselves, hare since dlupiwunj,

and it it 03 torger poenble to say how lhe| sirajed so fir from their curium
homes.

! ,Vm .<tays/MiiAUKgtn. In Cbtni L*x. p. JJ sq.

• AlOrfilimtr eui Gnslmok1. p. J*.

* Auttyru tfthA*™/ TtitimiriMm mw Awiurfiw 7i.Wi, N. York,

18^.
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Chiapas, Guatemala, Honduras and Nicaragua, irhcic scarcely

any trace is met of Maya names.

To account for these facts he assumes that in the earliest

known times Central America from about i?“ to io‘ N. was

mainly inhabited by Maya tribes, who had even readied Culu

These Mayas, while stili at a somewhat low stage of culture, were

invaded by the Aztecs advancing from as far north as at least z6‘ N.

but only on the Pacific side, thus leaving the eastern Huaxtecs

untouched. T he Mayas, coming thus in contact with the Nahura

first in the north naturally called them “Toitccs ' from the settlers

in the northern district of Tola. But when all the rchtioos

became dearer, the Toltecs fell gradually into the background,

and at last entered the domain of the fabulous.

Now the Aztecs borrowed much from the Mayas, especially

gods, whose names they simply translated. A typical case is that

of Cuculon, which becomes Queraalooatl, where tut - quno!~ the

bird Troge* rnpltnient. and tan — watt= snake That the Mayas

had already developed their writing system U unthinkable
;

this

took place first amongst the Quiches of Guatemala, the central

point of their domain. With the higher culture here developed

the Aztecs came first in contact after passing through Mix tec and

Zapotcc territory, not long before Columbian times, so that they

had no time here to consolidate their empire and assimilate the

Mayas- On the contrary the Aztecs were themselves merged in

these, all but the Pipits and the settlements on Lake Nicaragua,

which retained their national peculiarities.

But whence came the hundreds of Aztec names in the land?

between Chiapas and Nicaragua? Here it should be noted that

these names are almost exclusively confined to the more important

stations, while the less prominent places have everywhere names

taken from the tongues of the local tribes. But crcn tlte Aztec

name* themselves occur properly Only in official use, hence also

on the charis, and are not current to-day among9t the natives

who have kept aloof from the Spanish-speaking populations.

• QannJeoxtl, :h. “Urigta-lrathered Saifce." *.«. !h« iupr.ni. c .i <* lb.

Nahitw pint!, tun.
I be mrirnv.no of Tom.oieatl, the “ Serpent-Sun." emior

of oil things. Mind whom diuim mo* of th. mylhc-k-;j. ana cf ihe pxscJl
i-d lank an «! th. Meveens.
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Hence the inference ilut such names -ere mainly introduced by

the Spaniards and their Mexican troops during the conquest of

those land*, iay, up to about 1535, ami do not appear in Yucatan

wlvich «as not conquered from Mexico Fomermann reluctantly

acccpu tins view, advanced by Sapper, having nothing better to

suggest.

The higher Maya culture had not fully spread from Guatemala

to Yucatan, when its further development wav arrested in the

south by the Spaniards ; nor had it lasted very long J the hypo-

thecs that tbs memorial columns of Copan were not erected

before the 15th century be right.

On this theory, which certainly h,unionises best with most of

the conditions, the Mayas would appear to have stood on a higher

plane of culture than their Artec rivals, and the same conclusion

may he drawn from their respective writing systems. Of all the

aborigines there two alone had developed what may fairly be

called a script in the strict sense of the term, although neither o:

them had reached the same level of efficiency as the Babylonian

cuneiforms, the Chinese or the Egyptian hieroglyphs, not to speak

of live syllabic and alphabetic systems uf the Old World. Some

even of the baritone peoples, such as roost of the prairie Indians,

lad rescued the stage ofgraphic symbolism, and were thus ou the

threshold of writing at the discovery. “The art was rudimentary

and limited to crude pictography. The pictographs were painted

or sculptured on cliff-faces, boulders, the walls of caverns, and

even on trees, as well as on skins, hark, and various artificial

objects. Among certain Mexican tribes, also, autographic records

were in use, and some of them were much better

u>>!TL‘r;u. differentiated than any within the present area of

the United States. The record* were not only

painted and sculptured on stone and moulded in stucco, but were

inscribed tn books or codices of native parchment and paper;

while the ch«rac!«rs were measurably arbitrary, i.r. ideographic

rather thart pictographic 1."

Perhaps the difference between the Artec and Maya methods

is best defined by stating that the former is mote purely pictorial

• iM Ann. XV/tv/. p. xc?.
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and ideographic, the Utter more ideographic and phonetic, and

consequently approximates neater to a true phonetic system. No
doubt much diversity of opinion prevail* regarding tlic real nature

of the Maya symbols, and it is a fact that no single text, how-

ever short, hat yet been satisfactorily deciphered. Nevertheless

Dr Cyrus Thomas, than whom no greater authority can be quoted,

docs not hesitate 10 say that many of the symbols possessed true

phonetic value and were used to express sounds and syllables.

" He does not claim that the Maya tcribes had reached that ad-

vanced stage where they could indicate each letter souod by a

glyph or Symbol On the contrary, lie thinks a symbol was

selected because the name or word it represented had as its chief

phonetic element a certain consonant sound or syllable. If tins

were t> the symbol would be used where b was the prominent

element of the word to be indicated, no reference, however, to

its original signification being necessarily retained. Thus the

symbol for cob, “earth,” might be used in writing *«, a day

name, or cafol, “honey," because tab is their chief phonetic

element. One reason why attempts at decipherment have failed

is a misconception 0/ the peculiar character of the writing, which

is in a transition stage from the purely ideographic to the pho-

netic'.’ From the example here given, the Maya scrip: would

appear to have in fact reached the rebus stage, which airo plays

so large a part in the Egyptian hieroglyphic system. Cat is

obviously a rebus, and the transition from the rebus to true

syllabic and alphabetic systems has already been explained’.

Hut nor only were the Maya day characters phonetic; the

Maya calendar itself, afterwards borrowed by the

Aztecs, has been described as even more accurate

than the Julian itself. "Among the plains Indians the calendars

are simple, consisting commonly of a record of winters winter

counts’) And of notable events occurring either during the winter

or during some other season
;
while the shorter time divisions

arc reckoned by 'nights' (days), ‘dead moons
’
(lunations), and

seasons of leafing, llowering, or fruiting of plants, migrating ot

animals, etc-, and there is no definite system of leduting days

' Doj SymMi ••/lie Mi) .1 Kurin 16H Ana. A'efwt, p, lej.
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to lunations or lunation? to year* Among the Pueblo Indian?

calendric records are inconspicuous Or absent, though there is a

much more definite calendric system which is fixed and |>et-

petuated by religious ceremonies; while among some of the

Mexican tnbes there are elaborate calendric systems combined
with complete calendric records. The perfection of the calendar

among the Maya and Nahua Indians is indicated by* the fact that

not only were 365 days reckoned as a year, but the bissextile was
recogntted 1."

In another important respect tire superiority of the Maya-
Quiche peoples over the nonhem Nahuans is

s£!m£|“
4

incontestable. When tbej religious systems arc

compared, it is at once seen that at the time of

the discovery the Mexican Artec* were little better than ruthless

barbarians newly clothed in the borrowed robes of an advanced

culture, to which they had not time to properly adapt themselves.

1
1 5/4 Am. ft/fvrt. p. .ci In "The Maya Year” Ii9»») Di Cjtbs

Thnmu sIiimi, :h»! *'lhn jai nccnUil in ih. Drcclm c«!r» eomiitol of

iS moiuhs ao days cch. with ; sapptemeniol day* ce of 36- days" 11A J.

Tbov* who rave persistently ap-realed to these Maya Ante calecdrie systems

as coavjtnng proofs of Asia6: influences in the solutionofAmerican cultures

will now h»»e lo show where tb«*« irflotners come lr Ar a matter of f*:i

the ttytMnii are fundame»CaJly dbthxft* the American showing the clearest indi-

cuktti of kei! development, *u scan in th< n*rt fu«, peovnl by Dr Thoouu*

that the 61} chnnctets </ the Maya codktt verc phonetic, rV. Urgtfy revises

csphrcbfe only in :he Maya language* wh»ch has no affinities nut of America.

The Artec aoaili of to <ln>> is abo cirarly indented hy the :o ODrrespmutiBg

ligne «.n the great Caler»5ar Stone mad* by king A»*r»r»tl in 1479 and nou

tixcc in the wall cf the C1ths1lr.1l to A*er of Muxo. The lx»t account of this

tank stone, which weighs j$ tons aid has a diameter of 1 1 feet. U that given

in the AnxJtt&J Muu$ N*chr**l dt Mrsuo by Seflor Alfredo Chavero, who
a*:rihc9> the 10 iron ocnic system hm perpetuated to the unaided effort* of the

jeofotiudJy di<% it differ fn**i the Babylonian, Egjptiaa.

and ail other Old World systems. Or. he it)*. If Indeed denied from an Asiatic

source, then onlr frwt such diti is might hue been brought mrr hy rude

tribet fr?m ls«U or Maori* >ou covered by the Pacific Ocean. See on excel*

lent reproduction of the Calendar Sto«o in T. U. Brocllehvre's Mexk* T**Day
%

1M3. p. ib5 ; ftlx, Zriu Nattily Itudyof the •• Mexican Cilariir Specs."
Tenth Interrot. Coigrw cf Ameriiomus. Stockholm, 189*. 4, T*« regular

fee* •»oi» c4 marke«b)t and the day c4 enforce! rest every to day# were the

pre*in«! ir*l ptnranrc' features of the a»-.l solar vent
“
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and in which they could but masquerade after their own savage

fashion.

It ha» to be remembered that the Artec* were but one branch

of the Nahuatlan family, whose affinities lluschraann' has traced

northwards to the mile Shoshoivean aborigines who roamed from

the present States of Montana, Idaho, and Oregon down into

Utah, Texas, and California. Possibly to this Shoshonean stock

belonged the barbaric hordes who overthrew the civilization

which flourished on the Anahuac (Mexican) tableland about the

6th century a-d. and is associated with the ruins of Tula and

Cholula. In any case it seems now clear that live so-called

••Tcltecs." the “Pyramid-builders,” founders of this earliest Central

American culture, were not Nahuatlans but Hnaxtccans, "ho

thence migrated southwards and formed fresh settlements in

Guatemala and Yucatan.

After their withdrawal liarhamm would appear to have re-

sumed its sway ir. Anahuac, where it was later
cMchimec

represented by the rude Chichimec tribes merged •»«“<
in a loose political system which was dignified in

=' ;" r"'

the local traditions by the name of the •• Chichimec Empire."

Id all probability these Chichimec* were true Nahuas’, whose

1 Sfunii drr Atilt. Sfrntf.
• "Chiefly of tM Nalmnil roie° fDe XnJaUUc, p. i;9>. It should, how-

ever. be owed that under thi* general nnd abusive nome of "D^i"
(
CtyAi,

dog) »ere eompeltol t large number of ravage utbts—Otomls Paeie*. Fmlos,

we-—who are described at woadetlng about naked or u earing oily the ikina

or bn>i>. Bring in cave. or rock-shelters, armed with low., iltags. and cluhe.

cccKiaily ai wu iomcm ihmxlve* or —till ih* wrrovmlinc jwopfes. eating

raw Beth, drinking ibe lilood <4 theii captives oi mating llicm with un!tcan!-cf

cnielty. alto-ethcr a horror and terror to all the more cnilised oxnmuoitvet.

"Chichimec EmpUe" may therefore lie taken merely as a euphemistic espres-

Uoo foe i

I

k rrgn of barbarism i tiled up on the ruins of the early Tuliec

(Treoroc nr lluaittcu) civil jation- Vw ii has its dyouries and dates and
legendary .e-

(
oenee of events. iaS we an- told by ihc vendous native historian.

Illbliochltl, himselfof royal lineage, lhai Nob* I, foamier of the empire, had
undei oidtrs j.ioi.coa men and women, that bit via-cry over the

Toliecs took piace in iom. lhat hr ansuired the title of ‘‘Chlehlmmil
Ttvnhli.” Great Chief of the Chlch mec. and lhat after a sacccstion of icrolu.
wait- ccetsrbaele., ami revolutions, Moitfo. tail of the dynasly, >ti ovei-

llniwt in I4 JI by ihe Alices ami tStir allies-
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ascendancy laved from about tie tith 10 ihe 15th century, when
lliey were in their turn Overthrown and absorbed by the historical

Nahuan confederacy of the A-Mu' whose capital war Tenochtitbn

(the present city of Mexico), the Atolhutu (capital Tcrcuco), and
the Ttpanm (capital Tlacopan).

Thui the Artec Empire reduced by the Conquistadores in

1520 had but a brief record, although the Aztecs themselves as

>ecli as many other tribes of Nahuatl speech, must have been

in contact with the more civilised Huaxtecan peoples foe centuries

before the appearance of the Spaniards on the scene. It was
during these ages that the Nahuas ” borrowed much from the

Mayas," as Forvernunn puts it, without greatly benefiting by the

process Thus the Maya gods, for the most part of a relatively

mild type like the Mayas themselves, become in the hideous

Artec pantheon ferocious demons with an insatiable thirst for

Wood, to that the teocalli. " gods’ houses” «erc transformed to

human shambles, where cn solemn occasions the victims were said

to have numbeted tens of thousands’.

Beside* tbs Aztecs and their allies, the dented Mexican

Ifewtuna plateaux were occupied by several other relatively

civilized nations, such as the A/tSfoi and ZaMta
of Oajica, the Ttraitoi and neighbouring Matlalt-

:m<u of Michoacan, all of whom spoke independent stock lan

guages, and the Ttfenaa of Vera Cruz, who were of Huaxiccan

speech, and were probably the earliest representatives of the

* Named fnxn the lhadoiry lard ci Aithn away 10 the north where the.

lasg dwell in the reven legendary cave. of Chiamastoc. wherce they oilgiai.il

at xnae oakoown per«i to the laosarine region, where i»ey founded Teoocb-
titlis. wit of their empire.

1 11 Tin of the Mayas appro 10 have hem less sanguinary than thine

ot theNthui.. Th. intmiision of a deg wot with them enough for an ecca-

'» that weuld have teen crielwateil by tie Nihtus with ttecaiiunU. of victims.

Itunia moiiiceadid ocrweie. take place" (Dr Xadafflac, p, ,66\, though they
were os lathing compii-l with the ccumleia vlcsi=> .Warded by the Artec

C^*- "TIm dedicai»« by Ahmntl of the great temp* of Huinilcpocbtll ia

v. ailrgiu to haw been celebrated by tl,e butcher/ of victims,"and
"underMomeromi II. hm> captives ore said to ha.c pcri-hfel" on one «ca-
don t «*. p. j«;)j all wo doubt gnu. t.saggetsriocs, bat leaving a large miigin
k* perhaps ihe most terrnble chapter of hterora in the retorda erf nirunl

"fip**-
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Mara Quiche race ai>d culture. The high degree of civilization

attained by some of these nations before their redaction by the

A/tecs is attested by the magnificent ruins of Mitla, capital of the

Zapotecs, which was captured and destroyed by the Mexicans in

i49«- Of the royal palace Viollet-te-l)uc speaks in enthusiastic

terms, declaring that “the monuments of tl« golden age of

Greece and Rome alone equal the beauty of the masonry ot

this great building'.” In general their usages and religious rites

resembled those of the Aztecs, although the Zapotees, besides the

civil ruler, had a High Priest who took part in the government.

"His feet were never allowed to touch the ground; he was

carried on the shoulders of his attendants; and when he appeared

all. even the chiefs themselves, had to fall prostrate before him,

and none dared to raise their eyes in his presence
1 ." The Zapotec

language is still spoken by about afio natives in the State of

Oajaca.

Farther north the plains and uplands continued to be inhabited

by a multitude of wild tribes -peaking an unknown number of

Stock language!, and thus presenting a chaos of ethnical and

linguistic elements comparable to that which prevail! along the

north west coa«. Of these rude populations one of the most

widespread are the Otomi of the central region,

noted for the monosyllabic tendencies of their

language, which Najera, a native grammarian, has on this ground

compared with Chinese, from which, however, it is fundamentally

distinct. Still more primitive are the Seri Indians of Sonora, who

were visited in 1895 by Mr McGee, and found to be "probably

more savage than any other tribe remaining on the North

American Continent Most of their food is eaten raw. they

have no domestic animals save dogs, they are totally without

agriculture, and their industrial arts are few and rude'.”

It is noteworthy that but few traces cf such savagery have yet

been discovered in Yucatan. The investigations of Mr Henry

Mercer* in this region lend strong support to Fotstermann's

news regarding the early Huaxtecan migrations and the general

' QtttfOl b, Dr NwUiltsc. p. 36:. • p. jS3.
• ifiri Ann. fi/t/r, p. l»iU.

• Til Hill Cam ej Jm»Arw. Philadelphia, t$yl
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southward spread of Maya culture from the Mexicali tableland.

Nearly thirty caves examined by this explorer failed

J&Z? to yield any remains either of the mastodon, mam-
moth, or horse, or of early man, elsewhere so often

associated with these animals. Hence Mr Mercer infers that the

Mayas reached Yucatan already in an advanced state of culture,

which consequently was not developed on the spot, but remained

unchanged till the conquest. In the caves were found great

quantities of goixl pottery, generally well baked and of sym-

metrical form, the oldest quite as good as the latest where they

occur in stratified beds, slowing no progress anywhere. Yet the

first arrivals had no metals or domestic animals, not even the

dog. while tlic fractured bones occurring at Lottun. Sabnka and

some other places, raise suspicions of cannibalism.

Mr Eduard H. Thompson, however, who has also examined

some of these caves, declares that "none of the human hones

showed any trace of being charred by fire, or any other evidence

of cannibalism ” In other respects he agrees with Mr Mercer,

and expresses his conviction that “ no people or race of so-called

cave-people ever existed in Yucatan, and that while these caves

uf the I-nltun type were undoubtedly inhabited, it was by the

same race that built the great stone structures now in ruins. And

I furthermore believe that tile caves were only temporary places

of refuge and not permanent habitations 1 .'

Since the conquest the Aztecs, as well as the other cultured

nations of Anahuac, have yielded to European inlluenccs ro a fat

greater extent than the Maya-Quidie's of Yucatan and Guatemalx

In the city of Mexico the last echoes of the rich Xahuatl tongue

have almost died out, and this place, although formerly the chief

scat of Aztec culture, has long been one of the leading centres of

Spanish arts and letters in the New World'. But Merida, standing

on the site of the ancient Ti-hod, lias almost again become a

Maya town, where the white settlers themselves have been largely

1 C>ntffLv/twi, Jfa-WM. /V/v.fof £i/s'.v«/*ws Sy Ptabaty .1/u.m
Cimtirxlge. Ha.. iSy;.

' “ I" die city of Mcuco cvciyilimj ni. a spintah Ice*” (Bra-kMumt. p.

i Jj. The A-tec isu£t!2£« Went is still (uncut is ihr .enouncing districts

sad gcne^lly in lbs province, fcmnlrt pan ofthe former Asrec empire.
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assimilated in speech and usages lo the natives. The very strcvis

are Hill indicated by the carvcrl images of the hank,

flamingo, or oilier tutelar deities, while the houses
(0

r
d

,l
,'

(l

w * >*'

of the suburbs continue to be built in the old Maya

style, two or three feet above the street level, with a walled p-orch

and stone bench nnni n> round the enclosure.

One reason for this remarkable contrast may be that the

Nahua culture, as above seen, was to a great extent borrowed

in relatively recent times, whereas the Maya civil nation is now

shown to daw front the epoch of the Toian and CholuUn

pyramid-builders. Hence the former yielded to the first shock,

while the latter persists to such an extent that Yucatan, from the

ethnical standpoint, may still be called Mayapan, as in the days oi

the great Xibalba confederacy, whose splendour is attested by the

astonishing monuments of Palenqae, Copan, Chichen-1 txa, Uxmal.

and the not yet fully described ruins of Quiriqua, Lake Itaal, and

other places in Guatemala, Honduras, and Salvador. Despite

their more gentle disposition, as expressed in the softer and almost

feminine lines of their features, the Mayas held out more valiantly

than the Aztecs against the Spaniards, and a section of the nation

occupying a strip of territory between Yucatan and British Hon-

duras, still maintains its independence. The “ barbarians," as

the inhabitants of this district arc called, would appear to be

scarcely less civilised than their neighbours, although they have

forgotten the teachings of the padres, and transformed the Catholic

churches to wayside inns. Were Yucatan by any political convul-

sion detached from the central government, all :is inhabitants,

together with most of those south of the Isthmus of Tehuantepec,

would probably in a few generations revert under modified con-

ditions to the old Maya culture. Even as it is the descendants

of the Spaniard! have to a great extent forgotten their motiier-

tongue, and Maya-Quiche dialects are almost everywhere current

except in the Campcachy district. Those also who coil themselves

Catholics preserve and practise many of the old rites. After

burial the track from the grave to the house is carefully chalked,

so that the soul of the departed may know the way back wiser

the time comes to enter the Lody of some new-born babe. The
descendants of the national astrologers everywhere puisne their
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ail?, determining events, forecasting the harvests and so on b>

(he conjunction* of the stars, and even’ village ha* its native

“Zadkiel" who reads the future in the ubiquitous crystal globe.

Even certain priests continue to celebrate the “Field Mass,” at

nhich a cock i* sacrificed to the Mayan Aesculapius, with invoca-

tions to the Trinity and their associates, the four genii of the rain

and crops. “These tutelar deities, however, have taken Christian

names, the Red, or Cod of the Earl. having become St Domenic

;

the While, or God of the North, St Gabriel: the Black, or Cod

of the 'Vest, St James; anti the Vellon- Goddess of the South,

Mary Magdalene'.'

To the observer pasting from the northern to the southern

division of the New World no marked contrasts are

no^Kooh^ a: first perceptible, either in the physical appear-

3nce
<
01 'n *^c 60c*a' condition of the aborigines.

The substantial uniformity, which in these respects

prevail* from the Arctic to the Austral waters, Is in fact well

Illustrated by the comparatively slight differences presented by

the primitive populations dwelling north and south of the Isthmus

of Panama.

Most of the insular connecting links, such as those offered by

the Cebunjs of Cuba 1
,
the ready extinct Cartbs of

y'j'ulo*.". lhc U'

CM Indies and the entirely cvtinct Lucayans

of the Bahama*, hive no doubt disappeared u-ith all

the other aborigines of the Antilles. But the chain of native

Imputations wo,ild appear to have been formerly continuous from

the Timuquanan* of Florida through the Windward and Leeward

1 Recta, V'ol. XIX. p. if6.
3 lhc rajul duafr^inice of th*.** Cj inn to* t»«*n th«

of much comment. Between tbe jvtn 1522-31 all but wmf 4OCO hm perUhol,

althxugh they art wpposed to have oTjirully mmbered .icout a nil 1301^ dbtii-

buted ia jo tribal grwp-, whw ran** and tamtorio have all b«en carefally

prr^n ••:!. ha thrv |iractl«Ii) ottered no reixUintc to the (utlln* Compui^a.

dcco. ja4 it uai j Cuban chief who even under torture re&sed :o be biptbol.

Glaring that he wcmH mver inter th* «m« heavrn *1 the Spaniard. One is

rtnili>'.1o-l of the anakgout etw of Jo/I llikca, the Xcttftaau, amt the S.»*<in

Wiii kind, who rejected ChrUtianuy, perfaring to share the lot of theit pa*»au

forefathers in the n«xt world.
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bUodft to the Caribs of the Guianas, and similarly from the

Bahamas and the Greater Antilles to the Anmakan group, of

Venezuela ami surrounding lands. The statement o( Columbus

that the Lucayan* were "of good size, with large eyes and broader

foreheads than he had ever seen in any other race of men” is

fully borne out by the diameter of some cid skulls from the

llahamis measured by Mr W K. Brooks, who unhesitatingly

declares that "they are the remain* of the people who inhabited

(he -.dands at the rime of their discovery, and that these people

were a well-marked type of the North American Indian race

which was at that lime distributed over the Bahama Islands.

Hay ti. and the greater part of Cuba. As these islands arc only a

few mile* from the peninsula of Florida, this race must at some

time have inhabired at least the south eastern extremity of the

continent, and it ii therefore extremely imercsiing to note that

the North American crania which exhibit the cloiest resemblance

to those from the Bahama Islands have been obtained from

Florida 1.* This observer dwells on the solidity and massiveness

of the Lucayan skulis, which bring! them into direct relation with

the races both of the Mississippi plains and of the Brazilian and

Venezuelan coast-bmi-

Equalty close is the connection established between the

surviving Isthmian and Colotnfcran peoples of the
cl,„ou iv

Atrato and Magdalena banns. The Chontals of o™. .oa

Nicaragua are scarcely to be distinguished from

some of the Santa Marta hilimen. while the Chocos and perhaps

the Cunas of Panama have been affiliated to the Chocos of the

Atrato and San Juan rivers. Attempts, which however can

hardly be regarded as successful, have even been made to estab-

lish linguistic relations between the Costa Rican GuaiusOs and

the Timotcs of the Merida uplands of Venezuela, who arc them-

selves a branch of the formerly wide-spread Muyscan family.

But with theie Muyscans we at once eater a new ethnical

and cultural domain, in which roav be studied the resemblances

due to the common origin of all the American aborigines, and

the divergences due obviously to long ttolation and independent

1 Pa$.cf ic.*>d Leforc ihc A-.Y. .TJ.’ Amon? t} zoova. Atner**,

K. *7
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local developments in the two continental divisions In general

the southern populations present more violent contrasts than the

nonhem tn their social and intellectual developments, so that

while the wild idles touch a lower depth of savagery, some at

least ef the civ ilised peoples rise to a higher degree of excellence,

if not in letters—where the inferiority is manifest—certainly in tlie

arts of engineering, architecture, agriculture, and political organi-

sation. Thus ive need not travel many miles inland from the

TBcCrto.
Iannis without meeting the Catios, a wild tribe

between the Atrato anil the Cauca, f«r more de-

graded even than the Sett of Sonora, most debased of all North

American horde*. These Catios, a now nearly extinct branch

of tlie Choco stock, were said to dwell like the anthropoid apes,

in 'he branches of trees; they mostly went naked, and were

reported, like the Mangbamu and other Congo negroes, to
‘ fatten tbeir captives for the table." Their Darien neighbours

of the Note valley, who gave an alternative name to the Panama
peninsula, were accustomed to steal the women of hostile uibes,

cohabit nidi them, and carefully bring up the children till their four-

teenth year, when they were eaten with much rejoicing, the mothers

ultimately sharing the same fate'; and the Cocomas of the

MaiaVon “were in the habit of eating their own dead relations,

and grinding their bunts to drink in their fermented liquor.

They said it was better to he intide a friend than to be swallowed

up by the cold earth *.“ In fact of tlie Colombian aborigines

Herrera tells us that “the living arc the grave of the dead; for

the husband has been seen to eat hit wire, the brother ha
brother or sister, lhc son his father

;
captives also arc eaten

routed*.'

Thus ts raised the question of cannibalism in lhc New World,

where at the discovery it was incomparably mote prevalent south

than north of the equator. Compare the Eskimo and the Fueguns
at the two eviremes, the former practically exonerated of the

> 7hi Tnnvb tfP. J, Ctft* (b /-»«,
I Hakluyt See. i56,, p. yj sq.).

* Sir C. It. Markham, UnJ Tnki.Xe. Jutr. Anikrof. /».«. «»,=, p. :ji.

“This ides win widespread. an<l many Amuonun people dodared they pm-
ftrwl ro cron by thetr frtrrris iknn by vnnns*"

1 <£±*t d by Si»;cT*fir
(
Krhtoi&i\NUd£iit*ut

t
19,
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charge, and In distress Sparirg wives and children, ind eating

their dogs ; the latter sparing their dogs because useful for catching

otters, and smoking and eating their old women because useless

for further purposes
1

. In the north the taste for human flesh had

declined, and the practice survived only as a ceremonial rite,

chiefly amongst the British Columbians and the Aztecs, except

of course in case of famine, when even the highest races are

capable of devouring their fellows. But in the south cannibalism

in some of its nvnst repulsive forms was common enough almost

everywhere. Killing and eating feeble and aged members of the

tri'.ie in kindness is still general
;
bit the Mayorunns of the Upper

Amazon waters do not wait till they have grown lean with tears

or wasted with disease' ; and it mas a baptized member of the

same tribe who complained on his death bed that lie would not

now provide a meal for his Christian friends, but must be devoured

by worms*. But the lowest depths of the hotr.blc are pethaps

reached by what 1. Niemvlmf tclatcs of the Topuyas, a wide-

spread family which includes the Botoeudos, and a the same

as that to which Von Martius has given the ©Jllccuve name

of Ga\
In the southern continent the social conditions illustrated by

these practices prevailed everywhere, eacept on the

elevated plateaux of the western Cordilleras, which

for many ages before the discovery had been the

seats of several successive cultures, in some respects rivalling,

but in Others much inferior to those of Central America. When

the CoiKpustadores reac-hed this part of the New World, to which

1 C. Dirwin. Jxtrm/ if R/unrtka, p- if<- Thinks to their

ti^otnt oiciict with E"oto«< since the e.polhlom or Fiuroy awi Darwin,

the Fuqpant have given up tht practice. tnoce the (km In. or denials cf

BrjUgc. Hyades, ami other ton otiMncre.
! V. Mrutius, Zmt St*i*tr*fH* BmtittM, r&Sj. p, ,je-

* Hnbori Speaecr, T»t Pnn/iffa ef£tAin, <><)-. r. p. jje.

« “Vos dm Tipijns «.i;l «t iUs» d.t laltc Pncht scglekh wo da Mutter

rerchluncm n-jd. it Ue nicbl boier faeuahrt werJen kora. >li a den

Eiag.-woien dsi GeUicnn; ouch da Xituhmsg nnd die Nathgebuit (lie)

wciden glekb gcloiht von <kr Matter in ilutr WsUrlniinkcit gegesstn"

(Steiomcu, p 17). Sonethmg imUu is related by Dobothoffa e>en ol lie

Gvaiuu, uho uert oat n-. i lly it-irdrd is kcsiisl savage* (if. p 18I.

*
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they were attracted by the not altogether groundless reports of

fabulous wealth embodied in the legend of El Dorado, the " Man
of Gold,’ they found it occupied by a cultural rone which extended

.vlnwst continuously from the present republic of Colombia through

Ecuador, Peru, and Bolivia right into Chili. In the

Ch^-'hM. north lhe dominant people were the semicivibscd

Chibchas, already mentioned under the name of

Muyscas 1

,
nho had developed an organired system of government

on the Bcgota tableland, and had succeeded in extending their some-

what more tefinod social institutions to some of the other aborigines

ef Colombia, though not to mnny of the outlying members of their

own race. As in Mexico many of the Naliuatlan trilxs remained

little better than savages to the last, so in Colombia the civilised

Muyscans were surrounded by numerous kindred tribes—Coyaima,

N'atagaima, Tocaima and others, collectively known as Panchcs—

who were real savages with scarcely any tribal organisation, wear-

ir.g no clothes, and according to the early accounts still addicted

to cannibalism.

The Muysca* proj<r had a tradition that they- owed theit

su|«eriority to a certain Bochtca, half human, half divine, nho

came from the east a long time ago, taught them everything, and

then became the head of their pantheon, worshipped with solemn

rites and even human ucniices. Amongst the arts thus acquired

was that of the goldsmith, in which they surpassed all other

peoples of the New World. The precious metal was even said

to he minted in the shape of discs, which formed an almost

solitary instance of a tree metal currency amongst the American

aborigines'. Many of the European cabinets are enriched with

these and other gold objects—brooches, pendants, and especially

grotesque fattle figures of men and annuals—which have been

« The national nane .as Afnftta, "Mm." “Hum... Body,"and the number
luviiy (in »f*(rt<e to the leo nrgets and ten toes miking np that score).

CMkAa Will mimetic ram* haiiug allu.in. to tbe ri (at in Ch«rW*|,

nl.ilh i. n( (rpywnl rtonPMC in U< Muysca itngvuge With nun — 10. it

the llaUlOlh (lSltlilhColumUn) 19= 1 man- 1 1 10= .
nun, HC-j on.l thnagiin

niib Lie
‘ VV. Bellaen. An/quartan, EllavbjHot. ami tihtr duam/tu >* Nn>

Oiaua.1’1. ex. ia&a,/vuuni.
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found in great numbers nmi mil occasionally turn up on the

plateau. These finds arc partly accounted for by the practice

of offering such objects at the altars erected everywhere in the

open air to the personified constellations and forces of nature,

which were constantly increasing in number according to the

whim or fancy of their votaries. Any mysterious sound emanating

from a forest, a rock, a mountain pass, or gloomy gorge, was

accepted as a manifestation of some divine presence; a shrine

was raised to the embodied spirit, and so the whole land became

literally crowded with local deities, all subservient to Bochica,

sovereign lard of the Muyica world. This world itself was up-

borne on the shoulders of Chibchicum, a national Atlas, who

now and then cited himself by shifting the burden, and thus

caused earthquakes. In most lands subject to undergromd

disturbances analogous ideas prevail, and when their source is

so obvious, it seems unreasonable to seek for explanations in

racial affinities, contacts, foreign influences, and so forth.

It has often been remarked that at the advent of the whites

the native civilisations seemed generally stricken as if by the

hand of death, so that even if not suddenly arrested by the

intruders they must sooner or later have perished of themselves

Such speculations arc seldom convincing, because r»c never know

what recuperative forces may be at work to ward off the evil day.

But so much may be admitted, that the symptoms of decay were

everywhere more in evidence than the prospects of stability.

Such was certainly the case in Muvacaland, where the national

life and all hopes of healthy development liad been stilled by an

oppressive system of exclusive tocial castes headed, as in India,

and with like baneful results, by the priestly class. Altlsough

the High Priest— who like the Tibetan Dalai Lama, dwelt in some

•ancillary inaccessible to the public—was chosen by election, the

accrdotal hierarchy inherited their offices through the female

line, doubtless a reminiscence of matttarchal customs. These

»tgna, as they were called, obtruded themselves everywhere, and

exercised such diverse functions as those of the shaman, the

medkine man, judge, and executioner.

Then followed, in exactly the same order as in India, the

warrior caste, utilised also as police and tax-gaiherers, the traders.
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< mttsmcn, and peasants, beyond whom were the tribatary popuia.

taxis, nomads and others hovering on the skirts of this feebly

organized political system. It broke to pieces at the drat shock

from without. and so disheartened had the people liccome under

their half theocratic rulets. that they scarcely raised a hand in

defence of a government which in their minds was associated

only with tyranny and oppression. The conquest was in any

case facilitated by the civil war at the time raging between the

northern and southern kingdoms which with, several other semi

independent states constituted the Muyican empire- This empire

u»9 almost conterminous southwards with that of tlte Incas. Ac

least the numerous terms occurring in the dialects of the Paes,

Coconucos, and other South Colombian tribes, show that Peruvian

influences had spread beyond the political frontiers fur to the

north, without, however, quite reachiug the confines of the

Muyscan domain.

But. for an unknown period prior to the discovery', the sway of

the Peruvian Incas had been established throughout

laffncM."
1

nearly the "hole of the Andean land-, and the terri-

tory directly ruled by them encoded from the Quito

district about the equator fot some rjoo miles southwards to the

Rio Maule in Chili, with an avenge breadth of 400 miles between

the Pacific and the eastern slopes of the Cordilleras. Their

dominion thus comprised a considerable pin of the present

republics of Ecuador, Peru, Bolivia, Chili, and Argentina, with a

roughly estimated nrca of 1,000,000 square miles, and a popula-

tion 0! over ic.coo,00c. Here the ruling race were the Quechuas

Q»chu (Qukhuaa), whose speech, the “Language of the

r»,< and Incas, 'is stll current in several well-marked dialec-

tic varieties throughout all the provinces of the old

empire. In I-ima and all the seaports and inland towns Spanish

prevails, but in the rural districts Quechuan remains the mother-

tongue of over r,000,000 natives, and has even become the lingua

fmnt* of the western regions, just as Tupi-Guarani is the iittgea

/, "general language," of the eastern section of South America.

The attempts to find affinities with Aryan (especially Sanskrit),

and other linguistic families of the Eastern Hemisphere, have

btoken down before the application of sound philological principles
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to these studies. And Quechuan i* non- recognised as a stock

language ol the usual American type, unconnected with any other

except tint of the Bolivian Ayniaras. Even this connection is

regarded by some students as verbal rather than structural, ah

interchange of a considerable number of terms being easily ex-

plained by the close contact in which the two peoples have dwelt

since prehistoric times. But on the oilier hand one of the national

traditions of the Quechuas themselves traces their cradle to the

southern shores and islands ol Lake Titicaca, that
Qot(ktj

is, the hallowed region which is intimately aiso Aymua

Ciated with the earliest reminiscences of both races.

The very island which gives its name to the lake is the "Tiger

Rock the former abode of a huge jaguar who, like the dragon

of the Pamir, wore in his head a great jewel which illumined the

whole lake Later, when the tiger had disappeared from the

sacred iskt, there emerged from its cavernous recesses the sun-

horn Manoo-CapK, firs: of the Incas, bearing a golden bough
which he had received from the divine orb, with the injunction to

walk on and on till he reached a spot where the emblem of the

Incas’ future glories would take root in the ground. Here was

founded the renowned city of Cuxco, first seat of the dynasty and

capital of the Tavantisuyan (Peruvian)* monarchy.

Apart from the supernatural elements, what weight can be

attached to these traditions on the Titicaca ortgin of die Incas

and their people? On the authority of Gardlaso de la Vega,

himself of Inca lineage, they are accepted by most inquirers into

Peruvian origins, who fail to perceive that, if true, then the

Quechuas must be cf Aynura stock, the Tttioca lands being

boyond all question within the domain o: the Ayroara race. But

the general assumption is that the Quechuas are and always

have been the dominant people, and that they were the builders

of the stupendous Tiahuanaco monuments on the

southern shores of the lake, and not rar from the McoamMu*
holy island in the very hean of Aymaraland. Now
it is this very assumption, involving the transfer of a whole culture

1 Tin, “tiger,” 1.1. jaguar; u.j, -rxk."
* Am tern intpxhiced by tie Sroniirds, is unVoowi, to the natives, who

call the la&J ‘/amUiu^a. 1... “The Four Quinns" (of Ik* world}.
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willi its myths, monuments, and traditions from one nation to

another, that has obscured the relations of both, and surrounded

the inquiry into Peruvian origins vith endless difficulties and

contradictions. The credit of having cleared op moss of these

obscurities, and placed the "hole question on a satisfactory

footing, « due to the patient tesearches of Herren A. Stufcel and

M. Uhle\ who rmkc it evident that the mcgalithic structures

of Tiahuanaco, including the wonderful doorway of Akkapaoa 1

,

perhaps the greatest architectural triumph oi the New World,

were the work neither of “ Tolled* from Centra! America, nor

of Quechuas from Peru, nor oi any other people but the Aymaras,

tn whose territory they were raised. It should he remembered

that this territory nas not even included in the Incas' empire till

the reign of Yupanqui, scarcely 130 years before the arrival of the

Spaniards, that is, at a time when the very builders themselves

had already passed into the world 0/ legend, and become divine

beings associated with the pxe-Ir.ca cult of Viracccha, “ creator of

all things.” GaidUso himself tells us that when the fourth Inca,

Mayta-Capac, first penetrated to the lake district, the sight of

these structures struck his Qucchuan followers with such atuatc-

' D.i JtMOMiattt TfoAmiMM I* HcUnU,*, a!u* /Vrw. Brolaa,
*893. Since the ippecmncc c/ this ax»»urT»«uil work F. W Middendotf hw
wirwil to tic »u eject, and i» his /V»w: ffcc&xcAtungtu n, StuJxtu &c. i&yj.

vol. III. dtntei that the Tiabovtaco tnoniiments weie with the cult

if Yimcvcha, while admitting with oarauttees that they ue tKtQ»dMaiuaiid
in fact tllflei fteriameriudl/ fnnn all «hm in South America. The founder*

of this civilization were connected with the now degraded Aymirai, nr>d c 4jt»c

from some foreign land, as indicited by their mine, //d,vrwmT,f.ir; which

He interprets " Wanderers fro* Focega Lands.” Thi*, however, noi not *

nation*! autie, am! whatever it* meaning, appears to he of Qucthuau ocigin-

For 011 pirp*r if b entr^h tfcu Middemlorf nrtr recognises lie non Inc*

character of die monuments ami their connection with tie Aytrura race.

* The still staffing monolithic u plights m this district tie specially intern* •

sng to Engiiah *r<h*el«>£i*J*
t
owing to their likeness to Stcncheige: "AV-

kijam trai ht dutch adiw Acrlichktii mit den Stonehenges tngbruis ira

ADiSKieu lilradiftfseincn Le***lm altcrthlimlichen EiTvhwck. Alton die sc

Aeilicfckea nur seinen gegcnwAxtifie* ZmizzA. util a Cnchemt *ehr

frigiich, ob disun verlrtzt* Wcrk die gteiche Ueberanmniinung tm

mit den liter, inegaliuschen Stcinlcuien England* hiuc etkennea listen**

\/?*tine*rrtott
% p. 46).
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mtnt (hat they were unable 10 understand by what processes Mich

buildings had been creeled, proof enough that they were no: the

builders-

It a heie made abundantly evident that the great temple and
surrounding edifices, which were never completed, date from

pre-Inc* times, that they were dedicated to Viracocha, tutelar

deity of the Aymaras, and that the building operations were

arrested by the Incas, who regarded Tiahuainco, seat of this cull,

as the rival of Paccnriwrabo, near Cuxro, centre of the Queehui
umwedbip. But aftet the complete conquest of Aymaraland the

original hostility between the two religious centres d.appeared,

international jealousies, based more on political tlan religious

grounds, died out, and Viracocha himself was adopted into the

Qucctuian pantheon. His name was even botne by one <( the

Incas (Viracocha, son of Yahuar-Huacac)
;

in the esoteric teach-

ings of the Peruvian priests lie was identified with the “Unknown
God," aid to have been worshipped under the name of Pacha-

canwc in Upper Peru and of Viracocha a: Cuzco 1

;
lastly this

Aymara deity's name became in later times » general title of

honour, and at present all Europeans are greeted by the natives

as Vira/oika-taiai, “Our father Viracocha." With the Aymara

tutelar divinity were naturally appropriated the above descnbid

myths and traditions, until Titicaca, home of the Aymaras,

became the mystic cradle of die sun-descended Incas, and thus

in the early writers (Piedro de Ciea de Leon, Garcilaso, etc)

the Aymaras and all their works were merged in the dominant

Peruvian nationality*. Soch would appear to be the solution of

perhaps tire most interesting, certainly one of the most obscure

ethnico hiatoricil problems in the New World.

1 Cirra, bowevn. thr "Haodoroi of the New World/' hid his doubts, Oar

h» wrltn: "V out sc ileee. que onus que Vn Ingas reynwen rra mud*U
tiempoi. esuvin hechca aiguics cdi&ios d»io.: pcvqon yo he i/>\li alitmir a

Indies qoe los Ingv button Ius ediliclat graedes dft Cusco, pre la forma quo

vteriA tenei la mar.lii 0 pned que f vee <n retr Tb.fu.i-310" (Ct.-wirs 1.

eh. tof).

’ It is very •i;nifieant in this connection thif. os Garolato bimwlf oofeMe*

|
Ilk. VI. cIl 11). (he tcrei I’lnnaia hid no mernins ai all in the Quechuan

language ofhii Inca fortfatheo.
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Here is not the place to enter into the details of the astonuh-

xi' architectural, engineering, and artistic remains,
ThaChimuc*

tt . ...» *now generally assigned to the Incas who hive m
this respect become the “Tehees" ol the Southern Continent,

but were here ptcccded, not only by the Ayttiaras. but also by

the Chimm, perhaps by the Atoiamties, and other cultured

peoples •‘hose very names have periihed. Doubts attach even

to the mine of the Chimus themselves. whose dominion before

their overthrow by the Inca Yupacqui extended Irotu their capital,

(rand China, where is now Ttuxillo, for 6:5 miles along the const

nearly to the Chilian frontier.

The ruins of Chiniu cover a vast area, nearly 15 miles by 6,

which is everywhere strewn with the remains of palaces, reservoirs,

aqueducts, ramparts, and especially huatttt, that is, truncated

pyramids not unlike those of Mexico, whence the theory that

the Chimus. of unknown origin, were “To:tecs
M
from Central

America. One o: these huacas is described by Squicr as 1 50 feet

high with a base jSo feet squire, and an area of 8 acres, present-

ing from a distance the appearance of a huge crater 1
. Still larger

is the so-called "Temple of the Sun," 800 by 470 feet, aoofcct
high, and covering an area of 3 acres An immense population of

hundreds of thousands was assigned to this place in pre-Inca

times; bat from some rough surveys made in 189; it would
appear that much of the space within the enclosures consists of

waste lands, which had never been built over, and it is calculated

that at no time could the number of inhabitants have greatly

exceeded 50,000.

W« n*ed no1 *<°P '0 describe the peculiar civil and social

pimviui
institutions of the Peruvians, which are of common

Poi.uci knowledge. Enough to say that here everything
was planned in the interests of the theocratic and

all-powerful Incas, who acre more than obeyed, almost honoured
with divine worship by their much hetluallcd and pricstridden

subjects. “ The despotic authority of the Incas was the basis

ol government; that authority was founded on the religious

respect yielded to the descendant of the sun, and supported by

1 Pfru, p. I1C.
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a skilfully combined hierarchy. The population uas divided

into decuries, and amongst die ten individuals who formed each

tiecury, the Inca or his representatives chose one. who became

the chief over the nine others. Five decuitea had at their head

a decurson of superior rank ; fifty decutin a chief, who thus

commanded 500 men. lastly, 100 decuries obeyed t supreme

chief, who received orders direct from the Inca
1." Ir was a kir/3

of communism, half religion), half military, in which everything

was artificial, nature stamped out, and the individual reduced to

a cipher, a numbered member of a clan ur group, to which he

was tied for life, in which he could neither r*c nor sink, hope

nor fear. The system was outwardly pcried, but soulless, and

io, like that of the Cundinamarcin Muyscas, collspsed ar the first

clash with a handful of mounted Spanish brigands.

Beyond the Maule. soutlietnmoK limits of all these effete

civilisations, man reasserted himself in the “South

American Iroquois,* a* those Chilian aborigines

have been called »1u> called themselves Mrtutkt,

•* Warriors,
0
but arc better known by their Qucchuan designation

of Attract
,
“ Rebels,” whence the Spanish .Lucans (Araucan,

Arsucanian). These “ RebeU,
u who have never hitherto been

overcome by the anus <A any people, and whose heroic deeds in

the long wars waged by the white intruders against their freedom

form the topic of a noble Spanish epic poem', still maintain a

measure <A national autonomy, ns the friends and faithful allies

of the Chilian republic. Probably no people have ever cimtd

the sense of personal independence to greater length:, atvd the

sentiment embodied *ith us in rise half-jocular expression, “I'm

a? good as my neighbour," would seem to be taken quite seriously

in Arucanifl. Here there never has been a central authority of

any kind ;
noc only are all the tribes absolutely free, but the same

b true of every clan, sc]*, and faintly group, which recognise no

masters, scarcely the /<?itrjamiiias himself, who docs not even

venture to chastise his children or control his household. Need-

less to say, there arc no slaves or serfs, no tribal Uivs or penal

3 Dt N*Ml*r, p. 43S.

* Akawdc KrcilUWrj*.jc3.
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cede, no hereditary chiefs nothing but custom and a strong sense

of duty, or national spirit, in virtue of which the tribal groups net

voluntarily in cancers come together and elect their temporary

Ufni (dictator) in lime of war, and the danger over, disperse

again to their isolated homes and farmsteads, for they lack

even sufficient cohesion to dwell together in small village

communities

There was, however, one controlling or binding force, a kind

of ancestry worship, or at least a profound veneration for their

forefathers, wno after death went to people the Milky Way, and

from that vantage ground continued to watch over the conduct

of their children. And this simple belief is almost the only

substitute for the rewards and punishment! which supply the

motive for the observance of an artificial ethical code in so many
more developed religious systems.

In the sonorous Araucaman language, which is still spoken by

about jo.occ full-blood natives, the term eif, meaning “ people,"

occurs as the postfix of several ethnical groups, which, however,

are not tribal but purely tctritorial divisions. Thus, while McJu-

ifct is the collective name of the whole nation, the PiatH/u,

Huitti-tht, and Patl-thr are simply the North, South, and East

men respectively. The Central and most numerous division are

Inc Pthutmhf, thut is, people of the Pehuen district, who are both

the most typical and most intelligent of all the Araucanian family.

Ehrenrcich's remark that many of the American aborigines re-

semble Europeans as much as or even more than the Asiatic

Mongols, is certainly borne our by the facial evprcssion of them

Pchucn-chcs. The resemblance is even extended to the mental

characters, as reflected in their oral literature. Amongst the

specimens of the national folklore preserved in the Pchuer.-che

dialect and edited with Spanish translations by Dr Rodolfo I.enz',

is the story of a departed lover, who returns from the other world

to demand his betrothed and carries her off to his grave. Al-

though this might seem an adaptation of Burger's Ltture
,
Dr Lena

is of opinion that it is a genuine Araucanian legend.

Of the above-mentioned groups tbe I'ueL-ches are now included

in tb« . loaiii it U UnatnUlnl<U Chi!t (jr i8y;.
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politically in Argentina. They are, however, true Molu-ches. al-

though sometimes confused with the neighbouring

aborigines of Patagonia and the Pampas, to whom
i rUJ^“’p

"

the Chilian postfix (he has also boon extended.

This very term Puelche, meaning simply u Easterns," is applied

not only to the Argentine Molu-ches, whose territory stretches

cast of the Cordilleras as far as Mendoza in Cuyo, but also to all

the aborigines commonly called Pampeont {Pampas Means) by

the Europeans and Park by the Patagonians. Under the de

sigr.aton of Puel-ches would therefore be comprised the now
extinct HaeujHixl-ehei (Ranqueies), who formerly raided up to

Bucoos-Ayrw and the other Spanish settlements on tlie Plate

Riser ;
the Afape-e/tes of the Lower Salado, and generally all tbc

nomads as far south as the Rio Negro.

These aborigines are now ben represented by the Gaurbl,

who ate mostly Spaniards on the father s side and

Indians on the mother's, and reflect this double

descent in their half-nomadic; half-civilised life. These Gauehos.

who arc now also disappearing before rhe encroachments of the

“Gringos'," i.c the while immigrants item almost every country in

Europe, have been enveloped in an ill-deserved halo of romance,

thanks mainly to their roving habits, splendid hor-enxmihip, love

of Anery, and genial disposition combined with that innate grace

and courtesy which belongs to all of Spanish bkiod. But those

who knew them best described tlicro as of sordid nature, cruel 10

their nomenkind, reckless gamblers and libertines, ruthless political

partisans, at times even religious fanatics without a spark of t:uc

religion, and at heart little better than bloodthirsty savages-

Beyond the Rio Negro follow the gigantic Patagonians, that

is, the Tekud-thts or ChutMts of the Araucanians,

who have no true collective name unless it be
e „

Tu/neea, a word of uncertain use and origin. Most

of the tribal groups—Yacana, Pilma, Chao and others—are

broken up, and the former division between rhe Northern

Tehuclchcs (Tehuelhet), comprising the Ca/h/efkt (Serranos cr

Highlanders) of toe Upper Chupat, with the Calilan between the

1 Piopeiiy Ceie\vi, GreeU.’’ so called lecauK w|-;ee*d tu iprak •‘Greek,"

if. an/ iar^uage Gibcc than >p»ni«li.
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Rio? Chupflt and Negro, and the Southern Tehuclches {Vaeana,

Sehunn, etc.), south to Fuegia. no longer holds good since the

general displacement of all these fluctuating nomad hcedes A
branch of the Tehuelches are unquestionably the Onar of the

eastern parts of Fucgia, the true aborigines of which ate the

Yakganx of the central and the ALxhatufi of the western islands.

Hislrctio to the question whence came these tall Patagonians,

no answer could he given beyond the suggestion that they may
have been specialised in their present habitat, where nevertheless

they scent to be obviously intruders. Now, however, one may
perhaps venture to look for their criginal home amongst the

Bo/otM of the region south of Goyaz, between the head waters of

tnc Rico Parana and Paraguay. Tncse Bororos, who K»d been

heard ci by Manias, but whose very existence had been doubted,

hat e long been known to the Portuguese seniors, and have also

Lately been interviewed by Ehtenr.ich, who found them to be a

very numerous and powerful nation {as in fact already staled by

Mtllict dc Saint-Adolphe 1

), ranging over a territory as large as

Germany. Their physical characters, as described by this ob-

server, correspond closely with those of the Patagonians : “An
exceptionally tall race rivalling the Polynesians. Patagonians, and
Redskins; by far the tallcsc Indians hitherto discovered within

the tropics, some being 6 ft. 4 in. high, although the tallest were

not measured; head very large and round (men 81 women

77 4)*." With this should be compared the very large round old

Patagonian skull from (he Rio Negro, measured by Rudolf Martin,

as described in the Quarterly Journal of Swiss Naturalists’. The
account rends like the description of some forerunner of a pre-

historic Boron irruption into the Patagonian steppe lands.

To the perplexing use ci the term Puekhe above refetred to

is perhaps due the difference of opinion still prevailing on the

number of stock Languages in this southern section of the Con-
tinent. D Orlngiiv's emphatic statement* thst the Puelchet spoke

1 “Xi$io de Intliu* pwhrosi ..dominando ua >1110 tenltoilo etc.,"

{Daivuxri* Cragrofitia Jo Btatil, iSij, L p. 160).
1 UrlaiwtMur BraMlxt, 111

,
115 .

• Z*r»:h, lS^f, p *«»<> w|.

* AY&aw Airr.iaiM, II. p. jc.
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a language funAimentally distinct both from ihe Araucaniaii and

the Patagonian has been questioned on the strength

of some I'oelche word*, which were collected by

Hale at Csruien on the Rio Negro, and differ but

slightly from Patagonian. But the Rio Negro lies on the ethnical

divide between the two races, which sufficiently accounts fot the

resemblance, while the wotds are too few to prove anything.

Hale calk them ‘•Southern Puclchc," but they were in (act

Tehuelche (Patagonian), the true Pampean Puelcbes having dis-

appeared from that region before Hale’s time'. I lure now the

unimpeachable authority of the Rev. T. P. Schmid, for many
years a missionary amongst these aborigines, for asserting that

d'Orbigny's statement is absolutely correct. His Puelches were

the Pampeans, because he locates them in the region between

the Rios Negro and Colorado, that is, rxirth of Patagonian ar.d

east of Araucanian tcrritoiy, and Mr Schmid insures me tint all

three—Araucanian, Pamj-tati, and Patagonian—are undoubtedly

stock languages, distinct both in their vocabulary and structure,

with nothing n common except their common polysynthetic form.

In a list of acoo Patagonun and Araucanian words he found oniy

two alike. fvit<se= too, and /rnaravc- 1:00, numeral* obviously

borrowed by the rude Tchudchcs front the more cultured

Moluches. In Fuegia there is as least one radically distinct

tongue, the Yahgan, studied by the Rev. Mr Brydges. Here the

Ona is probably a Patagonian dulcet, and Alikaluf perhaps

remotely allied to Araucanian. Thus in the whole region south

of the Plate River the stock languages are not known to exceed

four :—Araucanian
;
Pampean(Puelclic); Patagonian (Tehuelche)

;

and Yahgan.

Few aboriginal peoples have been the subject of more glaringly

discrepant statements than the Yahgaris, to whom
several lengthy monographs have been devoted

during the last few decades. How contradictory

are the statements of intelligent and even trained observers.

The
Y«h

1 They Jcrc replaced or abwebed pj.r-.lj by the Patagonian* bit chiefly by
:hc Arucuufln Paetchrt, vlio muj- inn ig.- migrated down the Rio Negro m
'll ns E Carmen and even to the aunt at IIiVj Rlsnra. Hmcc Hal.-.

Puelcbes not ia fact Aroucaniins mth a PctngunUn main.
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whose good faith is beyond suspicion and who have no cause to

sent except the truth, will best be seen by placing in juxtaposi-

tion the accounts of the family relations by Lieut. Bove. a well-

known Italian observer, and I> P. Hfades of the French Cape

Horn Expedition. boch summ.1r.1ed' :

—

The »o«r«*n ar. maud .. slues. bech gjls iml *iini«d »<o*n
The ctcf.tt the runiter c*f wivw 01 to be treoted with proper

*bvc» .1 nun hn* ihe U finds respect tnd deference,

lirirc; ferric f*!y£imy isde<p.r«U« So»s men hi*e too or mare

-ita! bar wives cwnov. Owing to hiu^, hti monogamy U ih* rrle-

the ri^id clinwte ind lud ueitmtm

th*» laortrdity of children mxler 10 Gitldrtfi are ic-iwkrly cared fcc by

yeir* is etce^ite; th« motbcf s love ibrir pxnmt*. who Is rttiim ire

lasts till the chid is wetncd« nftci t/citcd by v/.h g£tc tiun aid

which it npkdly unnt*, and is com- drffttecc.

pktety #:nc wh«a the rhfld auxin*

rhmgcofy or 8 years. Tie Fuegian’s The Furj-xr* xrw or a geocroos

only listing lm is the low oC *!f. dfyxaiti:* tx*l HU to shar# thwr

As there m* no family ties, the ward pleisures u ith others. The hiahaadfr

'autl^ettyMs devoid of me&ning. e.xercise due crotfol, ind poni^i

Mvetcly Siiy art Oi Lt/klclSty.

These seeming contradiction* may be partly explained by the

general improvement in manners die to the beneficent action of

the English missionaries in recent years, and great progress hat

certainly been made since the expeditions of Filr/oy and Darwm.

Hut it is to be feared that these influences arc mainly confined to

the vicinity of the stations, beyond which the darker picture*

presented by the early observers and later by Hove, Lovisato and

others. Kill hold good.

Hut even in the more favoured regions of the Parana and

Amaeon basin* many mixes are met which yield little if at all to

the Fuegians of the early writers in sheer savagery and debasement

Thus the Caikibot or Cam/ac/ta of the Ucayali.

cuii'&w. "^o arc described as resembling the Fuegians

even in appearance 1

,
may be said to answer almost

1 Slutie* S^trnO/ju J, Cup Aiiru, svt. rn.. foi V. Hyidra a J. Loiillxr,

: I.t. Kxsii.VB exmiilalf s du h»jl Ucayali qni rrwmU.nl au Fofgiens"

{L Rouocla, Art. -<w,'ny„r, igjtj. Glh«r*. hun«»«t, tell a. they
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better than any other human group to the old saying, homo

Amiai Input. Th«v team the forests like wild beasts, living

almost entirely iijxin game, in which ii included man himself.

•-When one of them is purwing the chaw in the woods and

hears another hunter imitating the cry of an animal, he imme-

diately makes the same ay to entice him nearer, and if he is of

another tribe kills him if he can anil (as is alleged) eats him"

Hence they arc naturally “in s state of hostility with all their

neighbours'."

These Cashibos, it. “ Hat-.,' arc members of a widespread

linguistic family which in ethnological writings bears

the name of Paw, from the Panos of ihe Huallaga ?2ie!iv.*'
=

and Marriott, who ate now broken up or greatly

reduced, but whose language is current amongst the Cashilios,

the Conibos. the Karipunas, the Pacaouaras, the Setebos, the

Srpixios (Shipibo*) and others about live head-waters of the

Amazons in Peru, Bolivia, and Brazil, as far east as the Madeira.

Amongst these, as amongst the Moxos and so many other riverine

tribes in Amazonia, a slow transformation is in progress. Some

have been baptized, and while still occupying their old haunts

and keeping up the tribal organir.ition, have been induced to

forego their savage ways and turn to peaceful pursuits They

are beginning to wear dothes. usually eonon robes of some vivid

colour, to till the soil, take service with the white traders, or even

trade themselves in their canoes up and down the tributaries of

the Amazons.

In this boundless Amazonian region of moist sunless wood-

lands. fringed north and east by Atlantic coast
KthlUert

ranges, dirersilied by the open Venezuelan llanos. RcImIdmIb

and merging southwards in the vast alluvial plains

of the ParanaParaguay basin, much light has been brought to

bear on the obscure ethnical relations by the recent explorations

especially of I)r Paul Ehrenreich and Karl von den Steinen

about the Xingu, Purus, Madeira and other southern affluents of

the great artery. Excluding several isolated—that is. not yet

»i Carmuft, with fcag branti,' vfciU "the mra**3auy Giitnl jii astonished

oi tlie beszty at lieU aumea'* (MmHum, &i/ of 7W4ri«te.. p. 149)
• Markhu*. it.

z8
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Tin Caribi.

citified—group* such as ihc Bort'ea »nd Ctraya, these observer*

comprise the countless Brazilian aborigines in four main divi-

sions, which in conformity with Powell's terminology may here be

named the Cariban, Abawakajc, Gzsaw and Tvpi-Guaraki ,s

families

Hithctto the Caribs were commonly supposed to have had

their original homes tar to the north, possibly in

the Alleghany uplands, or in Florida, where they

have been doubtfully identified with the extinct Timuquanant,

and whence they spread through the Antilles southwards to

Venezuela, the Guiana;, and north-east Brazil, beyond which they

were no: known to have ringed anywhere south cf the Amazons.

But this view is now shown to be untenable, and several Csiib

tribes, such as the Bakairi' and Nahuquas' of the Upper Xing a,

all speaking archaic forms of the Carib stock language, have

been met by the German exploicrs in the very heart of Brazil;

whence tlte inference that the cradle of this race is to be sought

rather in the centre of South America, perhaps on the Goyax and

Matto Grosso tablelands, from which region they moved north-

wards, if not to Florida, at least to the Caribbean Sea which is

named from them'.

A connecting link is formed by the Apiacaa of the Lower

Tocantins between the Amazonian section and that of the Guianas,

where the chief groups arc the Venezuelan Makirifaies, the Ma-

cusi, Kalinas, and Galibi of British, Dutch, and French Guiana

respectively. In general all the Caribs ptesent much the same

physical clurac-.eti, although the southerners arc rather taller

(5ft. 4 in.) with less round leads (index than the Guiana

Catibl (5 ft. a in., and 8t*‘5>.

Perhaps even a greater extension has been given by the

TM German explorers to the Arawakan family, which,

AnwuM like the Cariban, was hitherto supposed to he mainly
ruiiii/.

coniined to the region north of the Amazons, but is

now known to range as far south as the Upper Paraguay, about

1 Elirenre#:h, 6Vta««4iarr BrAjihmt* p 4$
* ft ftould be itr.td trot a like conclusion ha* b**n r*Jchc«i bj M. I.u:;en

AUft.s Ifun ihr »o<*taUffci !tt*a£hl bj Crcviu from the Upper Yipti*

tfihW-Wttata, Lctcqiajes, K;.ngiras and others—all of Carib speech.
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ji* S. hi.
f
Lajantt, Kaunas, etc.), cut 10 the Amazons ettmij

\Aruan), and nor.'-, ires: to the Goajin peninsula. To this great

family—which von den Steincn propose* lo cal! Xu-Aruak from

the piooominal prefix kb -I, common to most of the tubes

—

belong alio the MaypurtS ci the Orinoco; the Atirait and

1’afuianat of British Guiana
;
the ,l/.r»m of tlie Rio Xcgto

;
the

YumaMi', the Paxwans and Ipurinat of the Ipuri basin, and

the JAJhf of the Upper Mamori
Physically the Arawaks differ f<om the Coribs scarcely, if at

all more than their Amazonian and Guiana sections differ from

each other. In fact, but for their radically distinct speech it

would be impossible to constitute these two ethnical divisions,

which are admittedly baaed on linguisti; grounds. But while the

Caribs had their cradle in Central Brazil and migrated northwards,

the Aravrabi would on the contrary non- appear to have originated

in the north (Guiana, Antilles), and spread thence southwards

beyond the Amazon*Parana watershed into the Paraguay basin.

Our third great Brasilian division, the Gesan family, takes it*

name from the syllable yti ' which, like the Araucan

ifu, fotms the final clement of several tribal names

ir, Esst Branl. Of these the most characteristic

are the Amen

i

of the Scrra dos Aimores Coa«-range, who are

better known as Ikitocudos, and it was to the kindred trilx-t of

the province of Goyas that the arbitrary collective name of “ Ges
“

was first applied by Martiui. A belter general designation would

perhaps have been T.tpuya, •‘Strangers," “ Enemies,* a term by

which the Tupi people called all other natives of that region who

were not of their race or speech, or rather who were not “ Tapir

that is, “Allies " or “Associates.” Tapuya had been adopted some-

what in this sense by the early Portuguese writers, who however

applied it somewhat loosely no: only to the Aimores, but also to

a urge number of kindred and other tribes ai far north as the

Amazons estuary'.

1 An ahemvtivr which met with little faveur, «ii o tn, “chief" ako a

tribal emliag of fic^uaii occurrence. as in 4/lMuiwiair, of iM TocbiwIn*

1 ‘•Tafoyov atr;Io d’ Iwikn. treoco de asucrau* titbui denanudu p-i

ratias prermciis do Bruit, |irincipalmcnie pens do MatanMo e do Ctara..

Hnii mnitiem ilguibi* tnlius d' esti naptu no auritinio <le Pernambuco...

zS—

2
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To ihc same connection belong several group9 in Goyaz

already described by Miliicc and Marrius, and again lately visited

by Ehrenrekrh and von den Stiinen. Such ate the Kayapos or

Soyas, a large nation with several divisions betiveen the Araguaya

and Xing-,i rivers; and the Akuas, better known 99 Cherentcs,

about the upper coutse o: the Tocantins. Isolated Tapuyan

tribes, such as the Karnes or Kaingangs. wrongly called “ Coro-

ados, ' ar.d the Chc^lcrgs of Santa Catharina and Rio Grand

do Sul, are scattered over the southern provinces of Brazil.

The Tapuyas would thus appear to have formerly occupied

the "hole of East Brazil from the Amazons to the Hate River for

an unknown distance inland. Here they must be regarded as

the true aborigines, who were in remote times already encro.ched

upon, and broken into isolated fragments, by tribes of the Tupi-

Guarani stock spreading from the interior seawards'.

Both in their physical characters and extremely low cultural

stale, or rather the almost total absence of anything that can be

called "culture," the Tapuyas are the nearest representatives and

probably the direct descendants of the primitive race, whose

osseous remains have been found in the Lagoa Santa caves, and

the Santa Catharina shell mounds. On anatomic grounds the

Botocudos nrc allied both to the LtgSa Santa fossil

boummoi. man an<* lo *•>« Sambaqui race by J. R. Pctxoto.

who describes the skull as marked by prominent

glabella and superciliary arches, keel or roof-shaped vault, vertical

bter*l walls simple sutures, receding brow, deeply depressed

nasal toot. high prognathism, massive lower jaw, and long head

(index with cranial rapacity 1,480 cc. for men, and 1,312

fee women’. It is also noteworthy that some of the Botocudos*

Trjuilo neitidis e» bar&coi que farJo rus orelha; c bo b«£*u inferior, nxh'IUs

d« niAiif ira (MiUwl ck 5«iiit-Ado£phc» to!. II. p. bSyl.

1 ••D’tpw* Ccojik* Dio. le. UiUx L»c.ilicrmt. limn! mnt de deux

nen afc^olnment distinctes: U race conqulnnte dc* Tupl
v
ct U ra*» v*iocu* (

pMicehA*4c, do* TipcjV (V. ck Saint- Martin. VII. p. ;i;).

• .Vt^ £stin/'w Cra»u\*cftSM win m Hitocx&j, A'.v Jaxivrs, /%rr;.-w.

• iWhly *u exiled from the Porlugoe* & buccl plug. from lio

ttooien plug or c^c formerly vmu by all ii>c triW% both x».i lip urnMi*a*r>d
an tar-pug, Intending the fc*bei like grei; Irorbsm bu’t-uuag* down co <h«

dwilden. but tbi* containment it called Av«nV«4ru by the fcranlUifa. dni
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call themselves li'ac-Kanuk* Aac-ftn/t, “Sow of tl>* Soil.'* and

they have no traditions of ever having migrated from any other

land. All their implements—spears bow and arrows, mortars,

water-vessels. bags -are of wood or vegetable fibre, so that they

may be said not to have yet reached even the stone age. They

arc not, however, in the promactious state, as his boen asserted,

for the unions, though temporary, arc jealously guarded while

they last, and. as amongst the Fuegians whom they rcwnblc in

so many respects, the women are constantly subject to the most

barbarous treatment, beaten with dubs or hacked about with

bamboo knives- One of those in Ribeiro’s party, who nsited

London in 1883, had her arras, legs, and whole tody covered

with scirs and gashes inflicted during momentary fits of brutal

rage by her ephemeral partner. Their dwrflin gs are mere branches

stuck in the ground, bound together with bast, and though seldom

over 4 ft- in height accommodating two or moce families. The
Rccocudos are pure nomads, roanung naked in the woods in quest

of the roots, bcmc§, honey, frogs, snakes, grubs, man. and other

larger game which form their diet, and are eaten raw or chc

cooked in huge bamboo canes. Formerly they had no hammocks,

but slept without any covering, cither on the ground strewn with

bist, or in the ashes of the fire kindled for the evening meal.

About their cannibalism, which has been doubted, there is really

no question They wore the teeth of those they had eaten strung

together as necklaces, and ate not only the foe slain in battle,

but members of kindred tribes, ail but the heads, which were stuck

as trophies on stakes and used as butts fee the practice of archery.

At the graves of the dead fires are kept up for some time to

scare away the bad spirits, from which custom the Borocudos might

he credited with some notions of the supernatural. But perhaps

it would be more correct to ray that a: this low stage of their

evolution they Lave not yet realised the distinction between the

natural and the supernatural Wc arc too apt to read such tie

vated ideas into the savage mind, which is essentially anthropo-

morphic, attributing all mysterious manifestations to perhaps

Invisible, but still human or quasi-human agencies. All good

P. *<.:uslo may }«rhaj:« be cairm^rd with lb* mute name of ibe

cji plug. Milliet gives quite a fonrastic derimion (c. p. • 6*1-
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T*e 7 upl*

»Uy.

influences arc attributed by the Botocudos to the “day-fire"

(tan), all bod thing! to the “ night-tie " (moon), which causes

the ihundeistotm, and i) supposed itself at times to fall on the

earth, crushing the hill-tops, flooding the plains and destroying

multitudes of people. During storms ar,d eclipses arrows are

shot up to scare anay the demons or devouring dragons, as

amongst so many Indo-CItineie people;. But beyond this there

is no conception of a supreme being, or creative force, the terms

chong, lagan, said to mean “ God," standing merely for spirit,

demon, thunder, or at most the thunder god.

Owing to the choice made by the missionaries of the Tupi

language as the iingoa geral, or common medium of

intercourse amongst the multitudinous populations

of Brazil and Paraguay, a somewhat exaggerated

idea has been formed ce the range of the Tupi Guarani family.

Many of the tribes about the stations, after being induced by the

padres to leatn this convenient lingua franca
,
were apt in coutse

of time to forget their own mother-tongue, and thus came to be

accounted members of this family. But allowing for such a

source of eiiot, there can be no doubt that at the discovery the

Tupi or Eastern, and the Guarani or Western, section occupied

jointly an immense area, which may petlups be estimated at

about one-fourth of the southern continent Tupi tribes were

met all along the main stream as far as Peru, where they were

represented by the Ornaguas (“Flathcads"'), about whom so

many fables were circulated. Formerly they roamed the left

ban* of the Upper Amazons for 300 leagues between the rivets

Tamburagua aad Putumayo, waging incessant war with the Curinas

on the south and the Tacunos on the ronh tide
;

ar.d they are

still numerous towards the sources of the Japura and Uaupds.

The;e Taarnai (Ticunss, Jununas) who, like the Araucanian*

and many other South American peoples, believe

in a good and evil principle, one continually un-

doing the work of the other, and both contending

Taccnuand

1 They arc the CamMui of the Tupi, a ibo meaning Flathead*, ami

they it* •*> called became “opertlo aos rccetuacldot a* cibe^as eat re dux*

taboii Hun 4i: adutilHta, c«Iukx qm actualracDte boa padxJo (Miiliet, u.

p* «;*>•
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for she final possession of man. are n<* to b- confounded wish

She Taeanat {Arwu/is) a widely ramifying nation about the Beni

and Madre de Dios, head streams of the Madeira'. Some atten-

tion has been paid to their sonorous speech, which appear- to be

a stock language with strong Pano and weak AjttUUa’ atsinitie*.

Although its numeral system stops at 1, it is still in advance of a

netghhouring Chiquito tongue, which a surd to have no numerals

at all, rlama, supposed to be 1, really meaning ‘alone."

Yet it would be a mistake to infer tliat these Bolivian Chiqui-

tos, who occupy the southernmost headsttcams of

the Madeira, are 4 particularly stupid people. On
q^J

,

1
chl '

the contrary, the N'aquinollcis, ‘’Men,” as they call

themselves, are in some respects remarkably clever, and. strange

to say, their otherwise rich and harmonious language (presumably

the dominant Mcn/cta dialect is meant) has terms to express such

various distinctions as the height of a tree, of a house, or a tower,

and other subtle shades o' difference disregarded in mere cultured

tongues'. But it is to be considered that. fate Prc< Ma* Muller,

the range of thought and of speech is not the same, and all peoples

have no doubt many notions for nh.ch they have r.o equivalents

in their necessarily defective languages. The Chiqu.tos, i.e. “ Little

Folks,’ were so named because, “when the country was first

invaded, the Indians fled to the forests
;
and the Spaniards came

to their abandoned huts, where the doorways were so exceedingly

1 D'Oibigny. 111. p. j6, a*.

1 Suci "idendtits" as Tac. aV^i-Aym. tUiia (man
) ; rt*>= ulcx (heuw)

etc . are rot conrincmg. especially in tbe tbsence of utj scientific study of ths

lm nf AaurvfTvtvtxar, if any between the Aymara-Tnuai pbxeitc

9 And lien the question of lo»n *txd» ha» to beKtded be&ee any «fe

concioaioro cm be drawn from such sssuxacd resemblaucei. The joint ii

important is the pmrct connrctioc . her«T»e current ttirements regarding the

supposed reduction of the wnbtc of stock Urguagcs in Search Amcr/ia ire

largely U*et on the uucicsdlc coraptrioc o i ibti c* *ccd*
t
vhich may have

r>crthLr£ la comzoo except perhips i letter or troi like the m in Msoodon ard

Monmouth. Tvo Inn^ci^a (cf Tarhiih a*i Arabic) may k*\e taodrodt of

thousand* of word* in coirmto, and ye< feelerg to fiaomere ally c.tfcx eat

linjjuiitic families.

> A. 3alb, A'bj £/A*vr*fAifui Ju Cbt*. xxvn. With icgts* to the

numerals this authority telli us that “il a enprooce a IVjpjpwI ut ncos de

nombew* (A).
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low that the Indians who had fled wete supposed to be dwarfs'."

They arc a peaceful industrious nation, who ply several trades,

manufacture their own copper boileis for making sugar, Weave

ponchos and straw hats, and when they want blue trousers they

plan: a row of indigo, and rows of white and yellow cotton when

striped trousers arc in fashion Hence the question arises, whether

these clever little people may nut alter all have originally pos-

sessed some defective numeral system, {such as (hat of their ruder

Matata neighbours who cosin: up to 4), which was merely

superseded by the Spanish numbers.

These Maiacos (Mataguayos) of the Beraicjo, with the savage

Ttku between that river and the Pilcooiayo. were

ToIm?
1 ** the only tribes of the Gran Chaco region visited

by Ehrenreich, who notices their disproportionately

short arms and kgs, and excessive development of the thorax*.

To judge from the photographs taken by this observer the

expression especially of the Totsis is strikingly European, although

crossings can hardly be suspected amongst a people who have

hitherto maintained their independence, and kept alcof from

the few white inttuders in theit secluded domain. They would
thus seem to afford strong support to Ehrcnrcieh’s remarks on

the general resemblance of so many South American aborigines to

the Caucasic type {see above*.

‘ Markham, liiltftkt Trlh,, p. j S i.

1 CbitmAntr £fra:thou, p. jo I.



CHAPTER XII.

THE CAl!CASIO PEOPLES.

General Ccojldmtions— ConiliioKic Elrtents v. the CatKta: Diriiiwi—
r^i and Prewnt lt»i>Be—CradlrUerf ; Afrit* north .if SnS>»—Tht
Qaitmory-Solon Noeth AfrRa Hone of the Mediterranean Ricci—
Early Long*heodi ird Round-heidi—"The Migrations northwards ton
Africa—ThtHum Grant Eoraipwn Erhnicni Gr'otc Tail, Mood Lon £ -

litudii Short, dork Uss-heads; Brown Korod.het.lfc-7*/ Clsniff
/r/jM*’.—The UasnuRAXCAXsi tke'aui, Zyii-ra.ti; Fehigiani—
Tyt* and Origins—Iberian and Huaitio Ijnsunce- fnndirunUU)' one—
74/ Linrim-Form lia/*e to Rbineiard-and IP Italy from Abtea-
Slcihan Orient—-Stianl; Suab—Sard a.:! t<mM» Osteins—Ethiuul

Relation! It Italy—Scrgi'i Mediterranean Dratsin—Ron.'* of t»< Uedl-

krnneiM Ut Africa—7Xv Fatlm HanUa— Tit H’eitem Hanita:
Btekrt >rxl ** Mnn •—General IlomBIc Ttre—Berber and Arab Coo-
rra>i-

—

T\e Tu'w -Til enpeia* HtmUtt—Ori-n.-Thr Suae Age* la

Egypt—The Eppians indfe-ww a, tie NUe VoUey-NeriSthx and

lircoM Ooluir.—Egyptian Lonjuigc and Type specialised in R.rra*e

Tisc-Phy«*l Character, pemsWM-Soefal Condition of the AncleM
and Ltuet Cgyptiue—Other Eonteir. Hboliek—HndtndnoM—Seniih end
OolUi.

Conspectus.

Primeval Home. Africa north of Sudan.
P.in't?

0 '

Proient Range, all tit extra-tropual kabitablrtandi. Pj«w
except Chinese empire, Japan, and the Aretie !Mt ; inter. im ..'

tropical America. Arabia, India, and Indonesia ; spora-

dically everywhere.

Three types c—t. Homo curopaeue {North Euro Jhydeai

pean or Tentouk) ; 2. H. alpinas iCentral and Fail on.

European, trank. Oceanic); 3. H- mediterranensis

{Afro European).

Hair, 1. very tight brown,flaxen or red, rather long,
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straight or wavy, smooth andgleisy. a. light chestnut or

reddish brown, hub/, rather short and dull. 3. very

dark brown or blaik
,
wiry, airly or ringlelty. AU oval

in itttion ; beard of all fuli, bushy, straight, or teeny,

often lighter than hair of head, sometimes very long.

Colour: 1. florid 1. /alt white, swarthy or very light

brown. 3. very variable—white, tight dive, all shades of

brown and even blaehish (Eastern Hamites and others).

Skull: 1 and 3 long (69* to ? 5‘)i *• round (87* « 90*

and upward/); all orthognathous (76'). Cheekbone of

ad small, nearproftiling laterally, sometimes rather high

{some Berbers and Seoteh). Nose, mostly large, narrow,

straight, arched or hooked (46*), sometime/ rather broad,

heavy, eoncaveand short. Eyes, 1. mainly blue -. 2. brown,

hasti-grey and Hath; 3. liac* or dee/ brown, but also blue

(many Hamites).

Stature, j. taB {mean 5/r- 8 or 9 in.); 3. medium

{wan 1ft. 6 in.), but oho very tail (Indonesians $ft. 9 to

(if/.). 5- under died 10102s
5 ft. 4 in ), but variable

{tome Hamites, Hindus, and others medium or hilly

Lips, /notify rather full and well-shaped, but sometimes

thm, or upper Zip very long (many Irish), and under lip

pendulous (many Jews), Armn, rather short as eomfartd

with Negro. L6fl3. thafedy, with calves usually well d<-

veioped. Feet. r. rather large ; 2 and 3, imail with high

instep.

Temperament, 1. earnest, mergetie, andenterprising;

•*-*- Steadfast, lefid, and stolid ; outwardly reserved, thoughtful,

and deeply religious; humane, firm, but not wantonly

cruel, s and 3, brilliant, quick witted. excitalU and
impulsiif

,
sociable and courteemi, but fickle, untrust-

v orthy, and even treacherous (Iberian, South Italian);

often atrociously cruel (many Slavs, Fenians, Semite/,

Indonesians and even South Europeans); aesthetic sense

highly, ethic slightly developed All braze, imaginative,

musical, and richly endowed intellectually.

Speech, mostly of the inflecting order with strong

tendency towards analytical forms ; very few sloth bin.
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Mw Hrro-Hamib-Semitic, Tibut Masai t),

except in the Caucasus, where stock languages of highly

agglutinating types an nun,nous, and in Indonesia, where

ont agglutinating stock language prevails.

Religion, mainly ,1famathtittk, with or without priest-

hood and sacrifice (Jewish, Christian, Muhammadan)

;

polytheistic and animistic in parts of Caucasus, India,

Indonesia, and Africa. Gross superstitions, and even

ftitk-werlhtp, itHi prevalent in many placet.

Colture, generally high—all arts, industries, science,

philosophy and Utters in a flourishing state now almost

everywhere except in Africa and Indonesia, and stiii pro-

gressive. In same regions civilisation dates from the

remotest times
(
Egypt, South Arabia) , in other] from

sooo to jcoo years RC. (frt-Myhaenean, Myhacncan.

Hellenic, Nitrite, and Italic cultural Indonesians and
many Namites still rude, vith primitive usages, few arts,

no science or Utter,, and caridealism pr,taunt in ,ome

place, (GalInland).

Homo ouropoena: Scandinavians, North Germans, y-aip

Dutch, Flemings, most English, Scotch and Irish, Anglo-
livl**

Americans, AngloAustralasians, English and Dutch of
S. Afnca; Thrako Hellenes, seme Kurds, most IVest

Persians, Afghans, Dards and Siahpost Kafirs, many
Hindus, soon Indonesians.

Homo alpinus: most French and Welsh, South

Germans, Swiss and Tyrolese ; Russians, Poles, Chrkhs,

Yugo-SUtos ; some Albanians and Rumanians; A rate-

"ions, many Kurds, Tajiks (East Persians), Galchoi,

some Indonesians.

Homo mcditcrranensla : most Iberians, Corsicans,

Sards, Sicilians, Italians; Greeks; Berbers and other

Hamitei; Arabs and other Semids some Hindus ;

Dratidas, Tadtts, Ainus.
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It is a remarkable C»ci that the Cautasic division of the human
family, of which nearly all students of the subject

JSSZr- m members, with which we are in any case, bo to

say, on the most intimate terms, ar.d with the con-

stituent elements of which we might consequently be supposed to

be best acquainted, is in point of fact the most debatable field in

the whole range of anthropological studies. Why this should be

so a not at first sight quite apparent, though the phenomenon

may perhaps be partly explained by the consideration that the

component parti are really of a more complex character, and thus

present mote intricate problems fee solution, than those of any

other division. Hat to some extent this would alio seem to be

one of those cases in which we fail to see the wood foe the trees.

To put it plainly, few will venture to deny that the inherent diffi-

culties of the subject have in recent times been rather increased

than diminished by the bold and often mutually destructive

theories, and, in some instances one might add, the really wild

speculations put forward in the earnest desire to remove the end-

less obscurities in which the more fundamental questions are

undoubtedly still involved. Controversial matter which seemed

thrashed out has been reopened, several fresh factors have been

brought inco play, and the warfare connected with such burning

topics as Aryan origins, Ibero Pelasgie relations, European round-

heads and longheads. ha3 acqurcd renewed intensity amid the

rival theories of the Pcnkas, Schraders, de Ijpougcs, Sergis, and

other eminent champions of the new ideas.

A return to chaos b even threatened by the needless attacks

that have been directed from more than one quarter against the

long established Caucask terminology, and the right of citizenship

is to be withdrawn from such time-honoured names -s “Hamitic,"

“Semitic," even “Caucasie” itself, in favour of “Mediterranean 1,"

“Eura/rican*," and other upstarts, which while lacking the valuable

• That b, of ttnnr, ta&ra n It* triftUMte lor Caueulc. In it*

restricted Lrocraf&i*] itnsc Its use is nx %cJy legitimate but indispensable.

1 seems specially objectioaaU*, being in ethcdc^y tie aaolcgae

of £arasfc», and tbertwee meaning a muUJts or wtni uich folMswiit In

Geology it has a toy definite »rmf, in the ttprculon ‘'EojuMcaa Miocene

Cciiuntot ‘ (£:A. p. a$o). To uuixite ti/c ccoiaon crigis ctf the pc^alaciont co
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quality of prestige, ot!tr no compensating advantages in reaped

of dearness and scientific accuracy. It would l>r well if innova-

tors in these matters were to tike to heart the sober language of

Dr Ehrenreich, who reminds us that the accepted names are.

what they ought to be, "purely conventional,” and “historicilly

justified,'’ and “should be held os valid until something better

can be found to take their place 1." Meanwhile can anything

more illogical he imagined than, for instance, the fierce objections

to 11Caucasic" by the very writers who meekly accept "Hamitic"

and “Semitic"? Doubtless, aa wc all know, the multitudinous

populations covered by the symbol “Caucasic" did no; originate

in the Caucasus; but, on the other hand arc the objectors pre

pared to assert that "Shcm* or "Ham" had ever any ethnic

origin at all, were ever even so much as mythkal eponymous

heroes, such as “Hellcn," “Italus," "Brutus” and the rest of

them? It was congelations such as these, weighing so strongly

In favour of current usage, that induced me ili’t p<r viat onh

</ms in the ElhHtlogy, and consequently also in the present work.

Hence, hete ss there, the Caucasic Division retains its title,

together with those of us mam subdivisions— Hanuuc, Semitic,

Keltic, Slavic, Hellenic, Teutonic, Iranic, Galchic and so on.

The chief eveeptron is "Aryan," a linguistic expression forced

by the philologists into the domain of Ethnology, where it has

HO place or meaning’. There was of course a rime when a com-

munity, or group of communities, existed probably in the steppe

region between the Carpathians and the Hindu Kush, by whom
the Aryan mother-tongue wat evolved, and who still tor a time

presented a certain uniformity in their physical characters, were,

in fact, of Aryan speech and type. But while their Aryan speech

both ..lie. ut tbe Medltcsrancoa. I teopceed the form "Afro-Emergin'
-

{Eli.

p. 409), Hence il was with mine -opri*: ltd! I fcurd uiysell charged with

plifiaii^a by the xlgtaato: of Eur*jrvau in its objenio'iitt' *r»e, * verne

in which 1 have never u«d it. and which t hold in the Urui^oi avii.inn. See

ii Eunfrienn a prop.r rabitnuw fcr CiucaUe. because U kara out the ra«t

Asirrii ami wide-spread Indonesian seciicoi of this dislike.

1 "Diese Names lind noiurlich rein crametleoell. Sie >.r>J hinoriKh

!.i>mhi,;i . nA mCgen Gchuog bchaliee. so Itnjc «*ir k*ia» juucBavideu an

Hue Sielle setia kotmen" |^». i/opoUgtu&t Stmtun cec. p. *J-

» £r*. p. j9< »i.
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persists in endlessly modified forms, they have themselves long

disappeared aa a distinct race, merged in the countless ocher races

on whom they, perhaps as conquerors, imposed their Aryan Un-
guage. Hence we can and must speak of Aryan tongues, and of

an Aryan linguistic family, which continues to flourish and spread

over the globe. Hut of an Aryan race there can be no further

question since the absorption of the original stock tn a hundred
other races in remote pre historic times. Where comprehensive

references have to be made, I therefore substitute for Aryans and
Aryan race the expression peoples of Aryan speech, at least

wherever the unqualified teitn Aryan might lead to mtsu&dcr-

standing*.

This way of looking at the question, which has now become
more thorny than ever, has the signal advantage of being indiner-

ent to any preconceived theories regarding the physical characters

of that long vanished proto- Aryan race. How great this advantage

is may be Judged from the mere statement that, while German
anthropologists are still almost to a rnan loyal to the traditional

view thar the first Aryans were best represented by the tall, long-

headed. tawny haired, blue eyed Teutonic barbarians of Tacitus—
who, Virchow tells us, hare completely disappeared from sight in

the present population—the Italian school, or at least its chief

exponent, Prof. Seigi, now assures us that the picture is a myth,

that such Aryans never exited, that u tbe true primitive Aryans

were not long, but round-headed, not fair but dark, no: tall but

short, and are in fact to-day best represented by the round-headed

Kelts. Slavs, and South Germans 1

.

The fact is that the Aryan prototype h»s vanished as com-
pletely as has the Aryan mother-tongue, and can he conjccturally

restored only by processes analogous to those by which Schleicher

and other philologists have endeavoured with dubious success to

restore the organic Aryan speech as constituted before the disper-

At the same time one may perhaps venture to say that the

weight of evidence seems rather in uvxxir of the German view
that the first Aryans answered better than any other race to the

1 “Io sea dobfco li <Stflo<iRar« ana quest* «iipc etc." (M/. Jiihti,

Arii< Bdngtu. 14, u<] «l«tn!>erc).
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general N'orth European ivpe, as described by Linn* and Tacitus*.

Hence M. G. de Lapccigc, leader of the new French school of

anthropologists, returns to Linnfs terminology', and substitutes

ha Hcmo EttropaM for "Aryan" as understood by Penks. that is,

the northern of the three divisions into which he divides the

ptesent European peoples.

Referring to thete divisions, which he adopts and brilliantly

illustrates, Dr W. Z. Ripley remarks that “instead of a stogie

European type, thete is Indubitable evitlence of at least three

distinct races, each possessed of a history of its own, and each

contributing something to the common product, pnpalation as we

see it to-day." Then he adds If this l*e established, it docs

away at one fell swoop with most of the current mouthings about

Aryans and pie-Aryans; and especially with such appellations as

the 1 Caucasian,* or the * Indo-Germar.ic’ race'.'

Aryan, foe the reasons stated, is to be deprecated. But

Caucawc when properly understood—not as the equivalent of

'* Indo Germanie,” as here apparently suggested, but as the col-

lective designation of one of the four main divisions of mankind

—

cannot be dispensed with until a more suitable general term be

discovered. It need not interfere in the least with Dr Ripley's

three races, or with any number of such sub-varieties, for it coven

them all. jast as analogous genera! terms cover any number of

genera, species, and varieties in zoology or botany. Those who

object to "Caocasic* are apt to forget the vast field that has to

be embraced by this single collective term; a field comprising

not peoples of Aryan speech alone, r.o: the tribes of the Caucasus

alone, but all these and many mote—Semites, Hamites, Eastern

Polynesians, all of whom belong anthropologically to the same

division of mankind.

* "Hr.nr Cmfm: Aliira, nnguiiKm, torcss. p!-» flavescomhia. (ic-

IlsU; oculii t*nileu eic." (S>Kf»w Nttur*\,
' “Zoologbte *>am loit, j» m'tn li«n» » U UrBonologi* iinnfrnn*."' firing

u hi. xueo that tin catJiOxi it tlmi .vo«Ii<! which .riws from tin uir of

nttioaal rimn to designate t<jet eftco lorming a minority m tbe nulon itself

(iri Sffatimi Scfta/a, Pint, iSpf).

* Tii JfttuJ CttfrtfM) ! Smrffit. in ft/ular Stim* Memttfy,Jom, l»j;.

p. tv».
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And here arises the more important question. by what right

are so many and inch diverse peoples grouped

together and ticketed " Caucasians " ? Arc tliey

to be really taken as objectively one. or are they

merely artificial groupings, arbitrarily arranged abstractions ? Cer-

tainly this Caucisic Division consists apparently of the most

heterogeneous elements, more so than perhaps any other except

the Ethropk. Hence it seems to requite a strong mental eltort

to sweep into a single category, however clastic, so many different

peoples— Europeans, North African*. Wen Asiatics, Iranians and

others all the tray to the Indo-Gangctic plains and uplands, whose
complexion presents every sliade of colour, except yellow, from

white to the deepest brown or even black.

Hut they arc grouped together in a single division, because

their etser.ui pro]>ertie5 arc one, and because, as pointed our by

Ehrcnrcich, who himself calphas lies these objections, their sub-

stantial uniformity Speaks to the eye that secs below the Surface.

At the firs: glance, except perhaps in a few extreme cases for

which it would be futile to create independent categories, we

recognise a common racial stamp :n the facial expression, rhe

structure of the hair, partly also the bodily proportions, in all of

which points they agree more with each other than with the other

main divisions. Even in the case of certain black or very dark

races, such as the Bejas, Somali, and a few other Eastern Hami tea,

we are reminded instinctively more of Europeans or Berbers than

of negroes, thanks to their more regular features and brighter

expression "Those who will accept nothing unless it can be

measured, weighed, and numbered, may think perhaps that accord-

ing to modern notions this appeal to the outward expression is

unscientific. Nevertheless nobody can deny the evidence of the

obvious physical differences between Caucasians, African Negroes,

Mongols, Australians ar.d so on- After all, physical anthropology

itself dales only from the moment when we became conscious of

these differences, even before we were able to give them exact

expression by measurements, lr was precisely the general picture

that spoke powerfully and directly to the eye'.’ The argument

i Aatknf. SnJitu. p. if, “Deiie Ceswin-amkdt der Cbarjiieren UewOM
un» <lio MxurvmtueUlf (It.).
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need noi here tw pursued tariher, as ii will receive abundant

illustration in the details to follow.

Since the discovery oi the New and the Austral Worlds, the

Caucasic division as re|*csentcd by the chief European nation*

has received an enormous expansion- Here of course it is neces-

sary to distinguish between political and ethnical conquests, as,

for instance, those of India, held by military tenure, and 01

Australia by actual settlement. Politically the whole world has

become Caucasic with the exception of half a-doten states such

as China. Turkey, Japan, Siam, Morocco, still enjoying a real or 6c-

litious autonomy. But, from the ethnical standpoint, those regions

in which live Caucasic peoples can establish themselves and per-

petuate their race as colonists are alone to be regarded as fresh

accessions to the original and later (historical) Caucasc domains.

Such fresh accessions ate however of vast evtent. including the

greater part of Siberia and much of Caucasia, where the Slav

branch of the Aryan-speaking peoples arc now founding per-

manent r.ew homes ; the whole of Australia, Tasmania, and New

Zealand, which have become the inheritance of the Caucasic

inhabitants of the British Isles; large tracts in South Africa,

already occupied by settlers chiefly from Holland and Great

Britain
;
lastly the New World, where most of the nonlietn con-

tinent is settled by full-blood Europeans, mainly British, French

and German, while in the rest (Central and South America) the

Caucasic immigrants (chiefly from the Iberian peninsula) have

formed new ethnical groups by fusion with the aborigines These

new accessions, all acquired within the last 400 p,„„4
years, may be roughly estimated at about a8 million £«•<«

square miles, which with some 1: millions held

throughout the historic period (Africa north of Sudan, most of

Europe- South-West and parts of Central and Souih Asia. Indo-

nesia) gives an extent of 40 million square miles to the present

Caucasic domain, either actually occupied or in process of settle

menc. As ihe whole of the dry land scarcely exceeds 52 millions,

rhis leaves not more than about 12 millions for the now reduced

domains of all the other divisions, and even of this a great parr

(e.£. Tibetan tableland, Gobi, tundras, Greenland) i; barely or

not at all inhabitable. This, it may be incidentally remarked, is

K. *0
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perhaps the best reply to those who have in late years given

expression to gloomy forebodings regarding the ultimate fate of

the Caucaste races. The " yellow scare " may be dismissed with

the reflection that the Caucasian populations, who have inherited

or acquired nearly four fiftla of the earth's surface besides the

absolute dominion of the high seas, i* not destined to be sub-

merged by any conceivable combination of all the other elements,

still less by the Mongol alone'.

Where have we to seek the primeval home ol this most

c«utj«c
vigorous and dominant branch of the human family?

A(Ht«~
No,Ul *^D '**C i,PSUmP , ' <,n lhal a * 1 ,he primary divisions

have been evolved indejiendcntly in sqiaratc too

logical rones, each front its own pleistocene precursor', the

question may be thus formulated, in what xone was our genera

liscd pleistocene ancestor specialised? Where was the Caucasie

type constituted in all its essential features? No final answer

can yet be given, but this much may lie said, that Africa north

of Sudan corresponds best with all the known conditions Here

were found in quaternary times all the physical elements which

zoologists demand for great specialisations—ample space, a favour-

able climate and abundance of food, besides continuous land con-

nection at too or three points across the Mediterranean, by which

the pliocene and early pleistocene faunas moved freely between

the too continents

Former speculations on the subject failed to convince, largely

The - qu .

becauie ,he "riters took, so to say, the ground

•ry from under their own feet, by submerging most of

the land under a vast "Quaternary Sahara Sea."

which had no existence, and which, moreover, reduced the whole

of North Africa to a Mauritanian island, a mere “appendix of

Europe, ‘ as it is in one place expressly called Then this incon-

venient inland basin was got nd of, not by an outflow—being on

ihe same level as the Atlantic, of which it was, in fact figured as

1 Sir W. C*whe'i anticipation of a ictaUt future failure of It* what

wjvly« aliening the destinies of ihe Canonic iwujilet {PntUmtial AMhu
ihtring Dr. Aim Blind, 18981 a sa Konomle question w hich cannot here

be

• p. l»q.
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in inlet—hut by “cvapoiation,” which process is however somehow

confined to this inlet, and does not affect either the Mediterranean

or the Atlantic itself Nor is it explained how the oceanic waters

nere pretented from rushing in according "as the Sahara sea

evaporated to become a desert." The attempt to evolve a

“ turalrlcan race " in such an impossible area necessarily broke

down, other endless perplexities being involved in the initial

geological misconception

No: only was the Sahara dry land in pleistocene times, but

it stood then at a considerably higher altitude than at ptesent,

although its ntcau elevation is still estimated by Chavanne at

:50a feet above sea-level. "Quaternary deposits cover wide

areas, and were at one time supposed to be of marine origin.

1: was even held that the great sand dunes must have been

formed under the sea ; but at this dale it is scarcely necessary

to discuss such a view. The advocates of a Quaternary Sahara

Sea argued chiefly from the discovery of marine shells at several

points in the middle of the Sahara. But Tournoucr has shown

that to call in the aid of a great ocean in order to explain the

presence of one or two shells i* a needless expenditure of energy
1 .’

At an altitude of probably over :ooo feet the Sahara must

have enjoyed an almost ideal climate during late pliocene and

pleistocene times, when Europe was exposes! to more than one

glacial invasion, and to a Urge extent covered at long intervals

by a succession of solid ice caps. We now know that these stony

and sandy wastes were traversed in ail directions by gteat rivets,

such as the Massaraw* trending south to the Niger, or the

Iglutghat 1 flowing nor 1I1 to the Mediterranean, and that these

now dry beds may still 1 c traced for hundreds of miles by chains

1 Th. Lx'se, ./ rtfSlid or. In &i.n.e Aofr.il. July. 189J.
1 TCii nxmr, weaning in ilctbei ''miming warn," has b«n handed down

non a time when ihr IghiiRhai ra still a mighty men nlih > nortlerly

cause kA some Sen mite, dnieng xb area ot many ibtuiand s^tare miles, in

hich there is n« at present 1 .ingle pncimlal Uooklse. Ii v.v«H appor
thai oca aodxUhi -till nrviic from those reinae limes in the so-calloi Lake

Miharo of the TnafU district, uhcre vnn Koiy dauctoi niy ciuivci tracts of

their peace in i8;6. Mr A. E. Pease also refers to a Frenchman "oho hal

utilted himself ol ihe existence of crocodiles rot • T in ages kus ago from

oxlerconrws ihxt have dsappeaia! 11 (C'M-Vm/. Ji'tttM, Jxly, 1
SyVi.

19- 3
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oi pcois or lakelets, by long eroded valleys and by other indica-

tions <rf the action of running waters

Nor coaid there be any lack of vegetable or animal life in

a favoured region, which was thus abundantly supplied with

natural irrigation arteries, while the tropical heats were tempered

by great elevation and at time bv the refreshing beeeies from

subarctic Europe.

From these well-watered and fertile lands, some of which

continued even in Roman times to be the granary of the empire,

can>c that succession of southern animals—hippopotamus, hyatna,

rhinoceros, elephant, cave-lion—which nadc Europe seem like a
"ioological appendix of Attica." In association with this fauna

came primitive man himself, whose remains from the Neanderthal.

Spy, La Naulettc, La Denise, Unis, Podbaba, Mentone, perhaps

Galley Ilill (Kent), show that the substratum of the European
populations was of North African origin. So far, indeed, there

is scarcely room for much discusuon, especially airsce in recent

years such abundant evidence has been brought to light of the

presence of early man all over North Aftica from the shores of the

Mediterranean through Egypt to Somaliland Thus one of M. J.

de Morgan's momentous conclusions is that the existence of civi-

lixed men in Egypt may be reckoned by thousands, and of the

aborigines by myriads of years. These aborigines are identified

with the men of the Old Stone Age. of whom he believes four

stations have been discovered—Dahshur, Abydos. Tukh, and

Thebes'.

Of Tunisia the same story i, told by M. Anone Dumont, who
emphatically declares that •• the immense period of lime during

which man made use of stone implements is nowhere so strikingly

shown as in Tunisia." Here some of the flints were found in

abundance under a thick bed of quaternary limestone deposited

by the waters c( a stream that has disappeared Hence “live

origin of man in Mauritania must be set Ixxck to a remore .-.je

which derxngei all chronology and confounds the scry tabic of

the mjiholog-cs'."

1 f'Kti’ihi n«r !/t Oripaa dr tEgypti r.'A;> * At Pimt <( du ,!»/* iu,

• AW. Ste. AAmirtf. iBjrf, p. >„ Thi. adsOilipWt •'Ai.r rewmkt.
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0? course il ii open to anyone to My with M. tic Mortillet

that the men of the later Paleolithic period re-
p rti ar,or*ar

presented in France by the Laugerie race, whose it" Eur»i»*n

remains occur in the Madclenian deposits at

Laugctic-Bnsse and a: Ch.ineellade, both in Dordogne, were de-

veloped in ii/u from the older race, and were not a foreign

invading type'. But even so Mauritania would remain the effidna

gtntinm for the first arrival* in Europe, where they were thus

afterwards specialised into men of the normal European (Cau

cask) type. But no such specialisation on the spot was needed,

for it was continually going on in North Africa, whence the stream

of migration set steadily and uninterruptedly into Europe through-

out both Stone Ages.

This doctrine ol the specialisation ofthe fundamental European

types in Africa, before their migrations northwards, lies at the base

of Prof. Sergi's views regarding the African origin of those types.

Arguing against tlie Asiatic origin of the Hamites as held by

Prichard. Virchow, Saycc and others, he poinis out that this race,

scarcely if at all represented in Asia, has an immense range in

Africa, where its several mb-varieties must have been evolved

before their dispersion over a great part of that continent and

of Europe. Then, regarding Hamites and Semites as essentially

one, he concludes that Africa is the cradle whence this primitive

srodt “spread northwards to Europe, "here it still persists, espe-

cially in the Mediterranean ar.d in three principal peninsulas, and

eastwards to West Asia’."

Here is proclaimed in unqualified language the essential unity

of the three main divisions of the Caucasic family, and the N’orth-

African origin of the European branch. The evidence, anatomical,

archeological, and linguistic, in support of this conclusion is rapidly

accumulating, and daily making converts even amongst some of

those anthropologists who are strongly opposed to Sergi's gcnerali-

la r«fcrmoc to ibv e**t>*04iy uf huaias etiliure la TunUU throughcm the OM
uri New S A£«». lint 'ce* populated for.emc&t mcl-ngcci d'dltaxnt*

n.ir*S«Tt)akuJ«* 6t In Kronur* fxbnqur-.t c«Korr «U* d« toai print i

smk)&2ic* 6 b )»v:cm rKOli’.huyie"

» Fwwttin fo .V.t/i’j* Frd>h*iu, 1^97.
• Ajeka, -v.Vu Stir/* (**»/«*, Tano, f*v;, ^ 4O4
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sation in all its fulnc-i and lo many of hit details. To constitute

a distinct race, says M. Zaborowikt, a wide geographical area is

needed, such as is presented by both shores of the Mediterranean

" w ith the whole of North Africa including the Sahara, which was

till lately still thickly peopled'". Then to the question by whom

has this North African and Mediterranean region been inhabited

since quaternary times, he answers “by the ancestors of our

Libyans, Egyptians, Pelasgians, Iberians"; and after rejecting the

Asiatic theory, he elsewhere arrives at “the grand generalisation

that the whole of North Africa, connected by land with Europe

in the Quaternary epoch, formed part of the geographical area

of the ancient white race, of which the Egyptians. ;o far from

being the parent stem, would appear to be merely a branch'."

Coming to details. Or Bertholon*. from the human remains

found by M. Cation at Bulla-Regia, determines lot

pcanaad m*i'- Tunisia and surrounding lands two main long*

headed types, one like the Neanderthal (occurring

both in Khutncria. and in the stations abounding m
palamliths), the other like the latei Cro-Magnon dolmen-builders,

whom De QuatrcMges had already identified with the tall, long-

headed, fair, and even blue-eyed Berbers stUi ntec in various |>arts

ol Mauritania, and formerly represented in the Canary Islands'.

Iicrtholon agrees with Dr CoUignon that the Mauritanian megalith-

builders arc of the same race as those of Europe, and besides the

two long-beaded races describes (t) a short round headed type tn

Cerba Island and East Tunls a' representing the Libuns proper,

1 " Lc t*i«d de I'Afuque cutlcre. y compm k SfthsrA tugocto ctKOcr fat

p*aple.*' *4 . of c worse relatively speaking
i
Da bntulw d As Cajfuajav, in Bn!,

Sk .
<TjniAr*p* 1

8

tfc p. Sr *3.

- /su p. 6}, X|.

* Kwiu/4* tA*<k’tpe!.'fU ta Twmhit. p,q.
* Etbukfy, p. 3;6 This identity ii eosAtmed by the eharictet* of iL<««

•Vulli from lb« doltntm Midmcen rear Botia. Algeria, now ir the Con-

11amine Murom, fosnd by MM. Lccolidcou and Papillaut to prrxnt it rilling

s8n>ll*» Willi the fcnc-htaiivl Cro-M»j*>n rote (Cepft. Index ;o. -4. ;8i 1

leptopicaopc with prominent elabella, noiabto nlnsilu prognatbum, and mb-
otcipital bene piojttting cii-non-lnSinr it the bid

|
Bh!. JA"thref,

i^A. p- 3«:l-
1 H= ‘ho«s

(
EA/ierettn AnUrtfofeffene ,rV Uh At Civ* r, in VAnt&nfB-
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and (a) a blood type of the Sahel, Khumeria, and other |«tis.

whoa*. he identifies with the Maaices of Herodotus, with the •' Afri,"

whose name has been extended to the whole continent, and the

blond Getuluns of the Aurcs Mu.
BeithoJon still holds to the old view that these may all hive

been immigrants from Europe during the Stone Ages But at

that time the stream of migration for all the fauna set the other

nay, and it is noteworthy that the horse which belongs to the

Asiatic acologicil world does not appear in Africa till quite recent

(historic) times, although it had already ranged into Europe in the

Old Stone (Soiutrian) epoch. Such an animal could scarcely

fail to have accompanied the men of the Stone Ages into North

Africa had their movements been in that direction, and would

thus have been known to those Libyans of live " New Race " who

soon after the 6th dynasty formed permanent settlement* in Upper

Egypt, and also to the Egyptians themselves at the very dawn of

their history. Vet M. Pietrcment has conclusively shown that the

horse is nowhere figured on any of the Egyptian monuments
before the Hykios irruption at the close of the Middle Empire'.

Thus, the migrations were from Africa, and in this favourable en-

vironment, rather than in the periodically ice-clad Europe, took

place those slow differentiations by which the pleistocene man of

the Neanderthal type gradually became the Afro- European whom
we now call Caucasian.

it*-,;, p. *s. w).l that the North African tuonn hiwhti»(*«li«. formUc
the stitanm in Mauritania, and very pure in Gcrbi, loemUc tbe Europcin

fKipulfcium ils* «*** lb#T haw arortfri cco:*ct with foreign race* He
qDato If Martin: ~Le type tuun qui doruir»c dfla* lx Grandr d*
furjura rmtmbfo *f£*Here*>ent en mojorite xx type bnn. Si fco

hlWUalr <c4 tuiinme* dc telimntu r« r<^Hvn«, vow n* Ui distingaeri er ?%% de

pxjwni ur de t^dals fri-r^ui.’' He comparer them especially to the Extent,

t^rm with Martin thxt “il y a ponm les Berber** brut* dcs t<ich>cdp&i*

Irt; * cro:raifc vdcuierv Ic. ltr-jcliyc^plmh-* tain* dm Ljgtue<.

L’byvni et Ligurc^ paraissent L'KAi iic originAlrcotcnt dc U imme racs." He
*- nka th* vtry Mine, art tht mw :

4 *A **t oactemeot le meme mot q«*:

A*yi<ti nen c’dnic piu* fr^qaent dan* le* dialect** pnxdii* la mutation du

b «n r-"
1

1 hi CAT**Xdarn /*a Tuxfi Prteut*riftH4
% tic. in £>hL o#r. JAnskrtp

P* *37 *1-
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But :t may be objected that, as established by dc Tjtpougc

tjm Thr«.
Ripley, there arc three distinct ethnical zone*

Gr«M rare in Europe:—(i) Tlie lall. fair. long headed noitbem

Gro^pi’"
3"*1

type, commoniy identified by the German! wish she

race represented by the osituus remain' from the

• Reihengraber,'’ r.«. she "Germanic," which the French call

(Cymric or Aryan, for which de Lapouge reserves Linnc's Home
Enr/faut, and so uhich Ripley applies the term “Teutonic."

because the whole combination ol character; "accords exactly

with the descriptions handed down to us by the ancient;. Such

were the Gotln. Ostrogoths, Visigoths. Vandals, Lombardi, to.

gethcr with the Danes, Norsemen, Saxons... History is thus

corroborate! by natural science.
1
' |r) The southern (Mediter-

ranean) iooc of short, dark iong-heads, it. the primitive element

in Iberia, Italy, South France,Sicily, Corsica, Sardinia, and Greece,

called Iberian; by the English, and identiiieti by many with the

Ligurians, Pdasgians, and even Hittitea, but grouped together by

Ripley as Mediterraneans'. (3) The Central (Alpine) wne of

short, medium -siied round-heads with light or chestnut hair, and
gray or haacl eye, dc Lapouge's and Ripley 's Homo alfimii, the

Kelts cc Kelto Slavs oi the French, the Ligorians or Anernians

of Bcddoe and other Bngii.h writers.

The question is, Can all these have come from North Africa?

Wc have seen that this region has yielded the remains of one

round-headed and two long-headed prehistoric types. Dr Henn
Malbot now points out that, as far back ar. wc can go, wc meet the

two quite distinct long-headed Berber types, and that this racial

duality is proved especially by the inegalithic tomb* (dolmens) of

Uoknia between Jemmapes and Guclma, which are some 4000 or

500a years old The remains here found by General Faidbetbe

belong to two different races, both dolichocephalic, but one tall,

with prominent tygoraaric arches and very strong nasal spine (it

reads almost like the description of a brawny Caledonian), the

other sheet, with well-balanced skull and small nasal spine’1

.
When

it is added that the earliest (Egyptian) records refer to brown and

blond populations living In North Africa some 5000 years ago,

‘ f.rrirJ Gtapafilf iv' £wept,paiilm.
1 hi Ctaiuo'. etc. in i'liuliirftiejif, '$07< P- 1 W-
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ii would almost seem as if the raw materials, so to say, were here

to hand both of the fair northern and dark southern European

long-heads- Then we have liertholor.'s round-headi from Hast

Tunisia (see above), who may similarly be taken as the prototypes

of de Lapouge's much contested Home alpinui.

These different race* were represented even amongst the

extinct Guanches of the Canary Islands, as shown ^
by a study of the 5a heads procured in 1894 by Gu«n>i>!«-

Dr H. Meyer from caves in the archipelago
1

. XtrKmi“
-

Three distinct types arc determined
;
(r) Guanche,

akin to the Cro-Magnon, tall (5 It 8 in. to 6 ft. a in.), robust.

Holiclio (pS"), low, broad face; large eyes, rather short nose; fair,

reddish or light chestnut hair
;
skin and eyes light ; ranged through

out the islands, but centred chiefly in Tenerife; (a) “Stmt lit,"

short (5 ft 4 or 5 in.), slim, narrow mesoccphalic head (8i"),

narrow, long face, black hair, light brown skin, dark eyes; range.

Grand Canary, l'alma. and Hierro; (3) ArnmoiJ, akin to von

Luschan’s pre-Semitic of Asia Minor; shorter than 1 and s ;
very

6hort, broad, and high skull (hyperbrachy, 84'). hair, skin and eyes

very probably of the West Asiatic brunette type
;
range, mainly in

Gomcra, but met everywhere. Many of the skulls had been tre

panned, and these are brought into direct association with the

full-blood Berber, of the Aures Mts- in Algeria, who still practise

trepanning for wounds, headaches, and other reasons. The Amie-

noid type is not to be distinguished front Lapouge’s short brown

Horn atpinus, which dates from the Stone Ages and » found in

densest masses in the Central Alpine regions, eastern plains of

Europe, and, as wc shall sec, in Anatolia and Irani*.

Here again we see how unnecessary it is to go to Asia frit the

carl}' European round-heads, who arc generally introduced from the

1 I’fAsrrrxy tjh Jr* AjujnWv*» /wtx. vith Df F. vn
f.uchftn'* (Mr *» (frkwiwr &c KiKXriuhtn foxi*,

ib Surtax •FMckrijU |x The infcrtiiee* hetc Iiiua itc in sub*

•Uncial agreement with ihi** of Mr Hmy WnlUrft, Vn Hi* piper on Tkt

Caj/ttssi, in y4krfi> Antkn?, /tut. Jbk, ifiHj. jl ifA kj.; and ni.u will. Mi

/. C. ShnjbfAll, **bo. however, diitix^urSes four j:ce-Sixinlsh type* l»om a

•tidy nf natnfniui skull* uthcr »em>ins fro Tcr*ru« n /Vx.

Fkil. ix, 1
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cut in the Hruntc Age, although it is clear that large numbers

had already established themselves in Central and West Europe

during the Mew Stone Age. This point, although of extreme im-

portance, has been strangely overlooked by Sergi and others, who

have built up their theories without taking this latter into account.

Ho* numerous were the inhabitants of France at that lime may be

inferred from the long list of no less than 4000 Neolithic stations

given for that region by M. Ph. Salmon. Of the 6SS skulls

from these Rations measured by him. 577 per cent, arc classed

as dolicho, :ri as brachyccphalic, and art as intermediate.

This distinguished palethnolcgist regards the intermediates as the

result of crossings between the two others, and of

these lie thinks the first arrivals were the round-

hcid ** ,vho ,a

n

?e‘ 1 over 1 srea hetneen Brittany,

the Channel, the Pyrenees, and the Mediterranean,

60 per cent, of the graves hitherto studied containing skulls of this

type
1

. Belgium also, where a mixture of long* and round-heads is

found amongst the men of Furfoot, must be included in this Neo-

lithic brachy domain. But Sergt minimises this brachy element,

which he identifies with the Aryan from Asia as represented by his

round-headed Slavs, Teutons, and Kelts, and takes account only of

Salmon’s :f: per centage of brachycephalics, entirely overlooking

the a 1 1 of intermediates, and thereby greatly reducing the real

proportion of Neolithic round heads in West Europe. They are

,n fact merely ‘peaceful infiltrations in France," lorerunners of

the great invasions’. Such minimising* would not be necessary,

had he looked to Africa instead of to Asia for the first round-

headed as well as for the first long-headed populations of Europe-

No doubt these were later (during the Metal Ages) followed by

tbc "great invasions " from Asia, in which were represented both

tall, fair long heads (Aryans from the steppe), and dark or brown

round beads of average sire (probably from the Iranian uplands).

But all of these had themselves first been specialised in North

Alnca. the tree centre of evolution and of dispersion tor all the

main branches of the Caucnsic family.

1 /XViamiWmnitt Tffeda Crtuii AWUir/lenMi*/* Cniii*. in A». Mint.

r&eSt JAtUkrtfi.

••InfUiraiivnl foeiiute." {Aril / IuH,1, p. i:.)-
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r*r»ann
lUrant.
L*vriMni

;

P* !»**;• n*.

Wiih that patt of Seigi's view which traces the first inhabitants

Of the northern shores of the Mcditerraneanflberians, TlieMnOur.
Ligurians, Mcssapians. Siculi anti other Itali, Pelas-

gians), to North Africa, I am in full accord, I agree

Iso that all or most of these were primarily of a

dark (brown), short, dolicho type, which still persists both in South

Europe and North Africa, and in fact is the race which Ripley

ptopcrly calls “ Mediterranean," although in the west they almost

certainly ranged into Brittany and the British Isles,

For the Basque* and Iberians we have now the independent

testimony of I)r R. Collignon 1

,
perhaps the first living authority on

this race. " The physical traits chaiactcristic of the Basques attach

them unquestionably (‘iniiisculablrment') to the great Hauiitic

branch of the white races, that is to say, to the ancient Egyptians

and to the various groups commonly comprised under the col-

lective name of Berbers. Their brachycephaly. slight as it is,

cannot outweigh the aggregate of the other characters which they

present .. It is therefore in this direction and not amongst Finns

or Enhoeiians that is to be sought the parent stem of this para-

doxical race. It ii North African or European, assuredly not

Asiatic."

To this and the archxological evidences of identity denied

from their common rcegalithic monuments may now be added a

linguistic proof, which seems all bat conclusive. On the African

side we have the Hamitic (Berber) language Still in its full vigour;

and apparently but little changed fcr thousands of years. But in

Europe the corresponding primitive tongues have everywhere been

swept away by the Aryan (Hellenic, Italic, Keltic) except in Italy

and Iberia Of Pebsgic, if a member of this family, nothing

survives except the statement of Herodotus, a dangerous guide

in this matter, that it was a barbaric tongue like the people them-

selves 1
. Of Meisapiin also there remain but a lew fragments.

Just enough to show that it was not a member of the Italic branch

of the Aryan family, i: we even allow wuh Mommsen tltai it was

Aryan at all.

1 La Rocf C'Atuinfa/ap,. if*,!, pp. :;o-S:

'
I- IT-
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But in Ibcrta there fortunately survives the Basque of the

western Pyrenees, which beyond question represent* a form of

speech which was current in the peninsula in pre-Aryan rimes,

and on the assumption of a common origin of the populations

on both sides of the Stratt of Gibraltar might be expected to show-

traces of kinship with the Hsmitic Berber. In a
^a«»sonnd posthumous work on this subject', the eminent

Tontu«.cf philologist G. von tier Gabelenz goes much further

than mere traces, and is able to establish not only

phonetic and verbal resemblances, bur structural correspondences,

so that his editor Graf von der Schulenbcrg is satisfied that there

is no longer any doubt as to the relationship of the two languages'.

Great divergence, due to a separation of many tltousand years, was

of course inevitable, and is seen in the shifting of prefixes and

postfixes while the form remains, and in the absence from Basque

of nominal gender which is so characteristic of the Hatuttic. Yet

even here the lias, verbal i ntasc. n fern, answer to Ham. *, m,

where » = w, as in Ifa*. iun - Hatn. /few (name). Subjoined are a

few structural and other equations* :

—

itajy/w HaUr
tk (pi. cr>v.ogl all

Ckikbir* itum wether

jmi ers to wf

C£liT\ yn to Mt

tOflU ixra to beget

urten, irten era t*> be l-xn

HUli semel to cover

ilk. dili (AbL case)

n, to f», <0 (ten cate)

f a (In*traa>;n t li case)

tuuku Mat, raddle

fm{
trrtki>

CO btu
pity, to be sad

Incur nrr.Ar umm Wn

1 Du V<no**JMkafidu EbsAixktH *dt U:* BtrUnfmtkm NcrfAfrikv.

ns\(*xAsMu
%
Druniuick. i

1 ** Dv* Sprttthoo wifco nut vervandt, dis luind ri^er 2mtlUL v

(Pief. IV.)

• Of tlie doitifo in the fcnglUh column i«* ik mtanlng raw* to the

I'aiqef, the tod to tin better.
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E*gUtk

U-gon (i/=ne») ngpir nwt
Agcnca dir, sky

akirki ogclicr rivw

OftO Uaf, twit

miroict IwtiqKn h&wi, vulture

(codligora ogirex heel

otar nurrxh l»*kct. tKi

ernso cr> to till

<v»i igss to ocok

rigor, riher «gar *nor toil. Stfck

malso, mcrxil nieMi soft, to soften

vtdal* ufctt. fetafet •P"** (HA.OB)

aq2un dog

urdiA •ttWii blue

arkitu to find

fti&ki aseksad b**k«, mr*t

tnende
ti-nv-rdi*

tU*Hl t

century. hundred

aktu W’naz boar, pi*

*X?r<'\cT .gercU veiscl. rax

wxkgat- to wutt. ruin

Ikario h.Vkir
ji 1

to *r
dekir to ukc. s.cil

In general .lui/attt is better preserved iu Berber than in Basque

Thus
Btri^r Efttiiih

rn nek. ne&u l

020 r: dew. hairtrou

<KOa<i:oi K* south wind, scuth

c*t. kcct yrilow

r-ri {for vin% . m lig) Uhullcg wtkhc. to be piie

All these equations, which form a vocabulary of no las than

780 words, are much closer than they seem, because the differences

arc largely captained by constant or nonii.il phonetic laws of

change, such as those established by Rasi and Grimm for the

Aryan family, and by other considerations which arc loo technical

to be here considered'. Let one example suffice- The Bat.

1 Anriagj then it lie mmrkaUe <colic ihifcirg in tb* Iri-litnal roxt,

which It fully develupri in SVaiit c. It-- *o in Hamitic, anil inti|iknt irace. of

which are evident in Uu>|uc. St,li variant. 1. Ham. atifid. mill, aieig, 1ut
(way t, lie compared visit Hnv njiiri

.

u

iluiki, iroiki, ilurii I run) Sc.
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mtttdt- a century, ii i&ntkai with the Her. timidi** hundred,

where ti is merely a tern, prefix ar.<i midi i& for mttdi by normal

lo« of n. In this as in many other instances Basque present?

the archaic form, while in other respects Berber is more faithful

to the original Haraito-Ibenan mother-tongue. Altogether the

undoubted resemblances ate fat tco dose and numerous to be

explained away as coincidences or later borrowings'. No doubt

many Berbers took port in the Moslem invasion of Iberia, bur

Arabic, the dominant speech, alone affected lire current languages

and the geographical nomenclature, as we see in Gibraltar-Jtb/i-

Tank, u, "Tank's-Hill" although Tarik himself was a Ncfusi

Berber from Tripoiiiana; so also Guadab/itiiir = il ‘ad-d-Kdir, the

•' Great River."

Besides, the invaders never penetrated to the western Pyrenees,

to which the Basque language lud already at that rime been

confined. But that it was r.OC originally a local idiom, but gene

rally diffused over the whole of Iberia and South Gaul, a point as

often denied as asserted by the protagonists of the Basque question,

is now convincingly proved by Father F. Fita, perhaps the first

living authority oo this subject In a paper on the Iberian and

Roman inscriptions of Fraga ! be makes it evident that in pre-

Roman rimes, that is. in the prchtyor.c age, a language of Basque

type was current amongst the aborigines on both sides of the

Pyrenees. When Hannibal crossed into Gailia Narbonensrs on

his march to Italy Ive came upon a flourishing city /1/iberit
,
a

name with which his Iberian allies were familiar, because they had

left behind them in their own territory of Bactica (Andalusia}

another place of the amt name, meaning in their language

"Newtown,” at it Kill docs in modem Basque*. Look at the

1 See i!so M. Cere, Dt fuA^n rffaru ottu t.i Uafuc W’ton rt Btifut

is .Vim. S*. ArriAt. .V,J, A it front, vol. XIII, "here . £i«=r many

«vwd. ,rt eampOMd, with the conclusion thru in nn exewdinily remote e^xh

a tk« catoealco existed for a Iddr period of riinc !>et»eei ihr anceilocs oi

lire Busies isA Berbers. This rntnoit wis unhcowB to von det Gafcelnx.

- Ic Bat. AW Aud. J- i< Hanna. Otwler 1S9,.

‘ Oiler idealitiestie 7Utu, mice in Spain and on Ibe Garonne
;
C/a-

ga/rti mi Etro uul G&rcc&e; fbmitrni, Auirrii, Mura and AnJitnttiii ji

Spain; £litikrm, A<mr. //*» (OloronJ *ml Aittratta in south of France

Of. also A*."'/ (Malm TolusMMjaedimrfwf- waun (Bu.|. 'The evidence
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map ami whai a wide area ii covered by there Iberian sell le-

nient., one in the south-west, no« far from '.lie shores of the

Adamic, the other looking out on the North Mediterranean

waters. But it nay be now shown that their range extended

both in the west and east far beyond these limits. CiCMt '8

Aquitani were almost admittedly Iberians, as were beyond doubt

their successors, the Vamna, whose name survives in the present

Baiqutt as well as in Gauony, from which most of them hare

disappeared'. This western branch of the Iberian family thus

ranged north to the Garonne, beyond which were seated the

Piitona, now also commonly regarded as Iberians, and most

probably ancestors of the Pint who occupied Britain befote the

arrival of the A'tils'.

Farther east, beyond "Newtown.’ the Iberians, as shown by

Sergi, must now be grouped with the Ligurians,

whose ethnical position ha* hitherto been strangely

misunderstood. Sergi—and this » one of hia great

services to anthropological studies—makes it quite clear that the

true Ligurians were not round-headed Kelts*, but, like the Iberians,

UKa to mf conclusive that a people speaking tbe umc languid xk that

ipokm in Hici ci (ahaUtei Southern 0*ul in mAf times’* <W. Webster in

Mv/emf'Sc pc. 16s 1891). This taclioriry also veos^nl^ a diuinct thongh

more nmole kinship l*twc*n the Iberam wath of isd the Pictone* north of

the Garonne
1

J. F. Blarte [Ur Jfe*vmi; ounu U»r HMutman <n NmwfofuUmw,
a$9 iy. argue* thu there rrtit Jtefqut* in Gascony Ufa* tfc* liter msgrubon

from the Ebro in ihe *th century. But the ibote^oirfed placv~aaxnr? »hou*

that the country {A^aitania} \»i been ?«ltl«J in remote times bp lUrisa jwc-

eurfcur* of thtse Bawjue*.
J **! Mi«vc Tic;* and IN iins to have belonged to cetc and the Mime

htuly. which I have ventured to call Ibcro.PictUh” <Pnjf. J. Rhyi, .Yrodtay,

*ept :6. ifyi).

1 No mic put. d.w jxxa
t
H»ron*er than M- G. Hene, uhoeveagoes beyond

Bio:-, completely Sricm dying :he Keiu with the populnLai* of Ligum, and

preying t^» remove the crofm^m caused by the teem " Keit“ by unking cat

ci uientific narrvcnchxur* "un 1com radiciktuent fcusec cede k rempheer

par 1c ncm de ligurf*" </ta\ A\ftus. rfl*f&ci/ t?AaU*/. rr. 1896) It ebos3d

te Mated that Hcrvr trace* the Cro-Magnon nice frois tbr Quoicrnin through

•he uboie c( the Neoiith* fttJtad, uhcu il «a* Identical with that of the

<fcdicho Ra’i-rKs Chnttdes. od! when tbe Neolithic Ix-achy rice of GremlU
arrived. In the Urotue peeiol ih* hrachy element aUuods.ioil to it be Applet
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a section of the long-headed Mediterranean (Afro-European)

stock. From prehistoric stations in the valley of the Po he

collected j9 skulls, all of this type, and all Ligurian
:
history anti

tradition being of accord that before the arrival of the Kelts this

region belonged to the Ligutian domain. “If it be true thit

prehistoric Italy was occupied by the Mediterranean race and by

too branches—Ligurian and Pelasgian—of that race, the ancient

inhabitants of the Po valley, now exhumed in those 59 skulls,

were Ligurian
1."

These Ligurians may now be traced from their homes on the

u H.n. 1.
Mediterranean into Central Europe. From a study

and of the Neolithic finds made in recent years in the
,“ ,y

'

district between Neustadt and Worms Dr C. Mehln1

infers that here the first settlers were Ligurians, who had penetrated

up the Rhone and Saone into Rhineland. In the Kircheriaa

Museum in Rome he was surprised to find a marked analogy

between objects front the Riviera and from the Rhine
;

skulls

(both dolicho), vases, stone implements, mill stones, etc., nil alike

Such Ligurian objects, found everywhere in North Italy, occur in

the Rhine lands chiefly “Ion* 'he left b» n!t of ™ain scream

between Basel and Mainz, and farther north in the Rhemgau at

Wiesbaden, and in the Lahn valley. These Ligurian migrations so

far notth arc confirmed not only b, geographical, anthropological,

and archaeological data, but also hy linguistic proofs, as shown

by Prof. W. Deecke*.

The Ligurians may of course have reached the Riviera round

the coast ftim Illiberis and Ibena; but tlie same race is found as

the aboriginal element also at the "heel of the boot.” and in fact

throughout the whole of Italy and all the adjacent islands. This

the tame of "race 4a Liguics. ou, <e q-n rerifnt an w4m«, cfclt its. CMtt,

ju sen que U s >nt)m>f«<egis<n [tr>nq*i«] <a* icccutuod d artneaer depuU

Br«& k it Vernier itrae" (tf.). Tbe one reply to thi« and to many tetoroe*

VTittci from the wm t «andpoint i? that ih» tree U$}u\kt» were ex-t tirai&y-

bw Mfckocwplmlte.
1 Aril e htlui

% p. 60.

* CVw,'. u/;. f An/ketp. Feb 169b. p. n
1 TV*lt« ktaturncnt I h»r* to take on not hivi*£ #twn l!t« work

refer:*! to, vol. x. of iXc Jakriutk far CiukitftU, SfratAc «. Liters*"'

£txuj-Lothrim&*:•
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point is now firmly established, and not only Sergi, but several

other leading Italian authorities hold that the early inhabitants

of the peninsula and islands were Ligurians and Pelasgians, whom
they look upon ai of the same stock, all of whom catne from North

Africa, and that, despite subsequent invasions and crossings, this

Mediterranean sock still persists, especially in the southern pro

since* and in the islands—Sicily. Satdinia, and Corsica. Hence it

seems more reasonable to hring this aboriginal element straight

from Africa by the stepping stones of PantellsrU, Malts, and Gorto

(formerly more extensive than at present, and still strewn with

incgal ithic remains comparable to those of both continents), than

by the roundabout route of Iberia and Southern Gaul 1

.

For .Sicily, with which may practically be included the south

of Italy, we have the conclusions ofSignor G. Patroni
Slclloin

based on years of intelligent and patient labours’. Onr-t-

To Africa thi, archeologist traces the paleolithic

mcn of the west coast of Sicily and of the caves near Syracuse

explored by Vou Adrian'. "We arc forced to conclude that roan

arrived in Sicily from Africa at a time when the isthmus connect-

ing the island with that Continent still stood above sea-level.

He made his appearance about the same time as the elephant,

whose remains are associated with human bones especially in the

west. He followed the sea coasts, the shells of which ottered him

sufficient food*." He was followed by the Neolithic man. whose

pretence has been revealed by the researches of Signor Oisi at

the station of Stentincllo on the coast north of Syracuse.

To Oni is also due the discovery of what he calls the

.Eneolithic EpochV represented by the brontes of the Girgenti

district. Orsi assigns this culture to the Stctrtf. and divides it into

three periods, while rcgrriiig the Neolithic men of Stentinello

as prt-Suuii. But Patroni holds that the /Eneolithic peoples

have a right to the historic name of Siami, and that the true

1 Yet Ligurian* arc actually planted on th* North Atlantic (coil at Spain

I v S. Sanipae y Miguel (KtriiM di Cirmlai /ihtorttdi. I. v. <98;|.

- la CtvifliatiaH Primiht •£••«. la Sia/it OritHK*, in L'Amfiraftiagit.

tb«. F- t.«o uq.! am' -*V> **•

• PmiiiUrUctl Studten am JiVu'mw, Huoteil by Palmni.

* p, 130. * Sec p. ij.

K. 3°
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Sxtuli were those that arrived from Italy in Orsi's second period.

Ii seems no longer possible to determine the true relations of

these two peoples, who stand out as distinct throughout citly

historic times, and can in no way be regarded as of one race,

although both (Suat-le, 2..«Xot) are already mentioned in the

Odyisey. But all the evidence tends to show that the Sicani

represent tlse oldest element which came direct from Africa in the

Stone Age, while the Siculi were a branch of the Ligurians driven

in the Metal Age from Italy to the island, which was already occu-

pied by the Sicani 1
, as related by Dionysius Halicarnassus'. In

fact this migration of the Siculi may be regarded as almost an his-

torical event, which according to Thucydides took place a about

300 years before the Hellenes came to Sicily’." The Siculi lore

this national name on the mainland, so that the modern expression

“Kingdom of the Two Sicilies" (the late Kingdom of Naples) hat

its Justification in the earliest traditions of the people. Later,

bath races were merged in one, and the present Sicilian nation

gradually constituted by further accessions of Phoenician (Cartha-

ginian), Greek, Roman, Vandal, Arab, Norman, French aud

Spanish elements.

Very remarkable is the contrast presented by the conditions

prevailing in this ethnical microcosm and those of Sardinia,

inhabited since the Stone Ages by one of the most homogeneous

groups in the world. From the statistics embodied

CottkuOt* U1 Dt R- Livi’s 'inMfdtgia Mililart', the Sards

would almost seem to be cast all in one mould,

the great bulk of the natives having the shortest stature, the

1 lr may be nenoxwd that -Me Perka ®i»*« the Siculi IDyriaas from

Upper Irtly <2ur Pelevrkn»'w- .Viffrf- *. -VmW«jxo. In Wiaur AMbf
Gn. 189;. p. r 8). E. A- Kircnan hoW» that they were not only Aiywnt, bo:

closely akin 10 ihc Romms. speaking "an cndoeloped Latin,” or "wmething

which d»d not dlfirr more widely from Latin thin one dialect of Greek differed

(turn mother- i TSr HiUny ofStab etc., I. p. Bui allinotccy u*i dot

T ecnunV “nine (mini, mil fc* tin. auumpoon thee it no kind ct pieof

Ikddn mmc.. >n:h 11 Mreyta. Aels. tlybli which ire not Larin, there tnrsliv

Only 1*0 Scul words vtiith are alto ox Lana 1 n/toitt, a game, and BMobu, a

aping-hook.
* 1 as ‘ v«. ».

• Jlutt J. IXMAutrtfdStiirtof EiusbgKi, Rome, 1496
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brownest eyes atxl hair, the longest heads, the swarthiest com-

plexion of all the Italian populations. "The)1 consequently form

quite a distinct variety amongst the Italian races, which is natural

enough when we remember the seclusion in which this island has

remained foe so many ages'.” They &eem to have been preserved

as if in some natural museum to show us what the Iagurian

branch of the Mediterranean stock may have been in Neolithic

times. Yet they were probably preceded by the microcephalous

dwarfish race described by Sergi as one of the early Mediterranean

stocks. Their presence in Sardinia has now been determined by

A- Niceforo and E. A. Onnis, who find that of about 130 skulls

Iron) old graves thirty have a capacity of only 1150 c.c. or under,

while several living persons range in height from 4 ft. j in. to

4 It 11 tn. Niceforo agrees with Sergi in bringing this dwarfish

race also from North Aliks’

Desjite greater cranial variability’, similar phenomena are

presented by the Corsicans who show "the same exaggerated

length of face and narrowness of the forehead. The Cephalic

index drop* from 87 and above in the Alps to about 75 all along

the line. Co-.ncidently the coluur of hair and eyes becomes very

dark, almost Mack. The figure is less amply proportioned, the

people become light and rather agile. It is certain that the

stature at the same time falls to an exceedingly low level : fully

9 inches below the average for Teutonic Europe," although "the

people of Nonhem Africa, pure Mediterranean Europeans, are of

medium sue*."

In the Italian peninsula Sergi holds not only that the

aborigines were exclusively of Ligurian, if. Mediterranean stock,

but that this slock still persists in the whole of the region south

of the Tiber, although here and there mixed with Aryan element'.

North of that river these elements increase gradually up to the

Italian Alps, and at present arc dominant in the valley of the

I’o*. In this way lie would explain the rising percentage of

1
p. i8«.

1 Atti Sac. Am. f Anlnfi. 1696, pp. 17900! 301.

* Range of cephalic asdex of ion Corsicoa heads 1rolled by Ripley ;i-.| io

80S {.Racial CcofnfS, ./ Sunfa). * /*.

' ArHtitaHti. p. i». Hence fee these lukia Ligurians he claims the

natr* of •“ ltalio," ntiKh b» rra- 10 ntnd to lid Aryan intruders 1a it*

30—

a
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round h«ds in that direction, the Ligurians being for him, ai

stated, long-headed, the Aryans round-headed.

Similarly D: Beddoe, commenting on Livi's statistics, shoving

ptcdominancc of tall stature, round heads, and fair complexion in

North Italy, infers “that a type, the one ue usually call the

Mediterranean, does really predominate in the south, and exists

in a Hate of comparative purity in Sardinia and Cambria; while

in the north the broad-headed Alpine type is powerful, but is

almost everywhere more or less modified by, or interspersed with

Other types—Germanic, Slavic, cc of doubtful origin—to which the

variations of stature and complexion may probably be, at least in

part, attributed
1."

Similar relations prevail in the Balkan peninsula, where the

K. aofiht
Merfilc,ranejn 5lcck « represented by the Pelugic

tusftcr- subenaium, the Aryan by the Slav intruders. Thus
the Hamisc race still persists all along the northern

shores of the Mediterranean from Spain (Ihrruns) through Italy

and the islands (Ligurians) to Greece (Pelasgians), and passes

with, these Pcltsgiam into Asia Minor. Moreover the same stock

ranges according to S«gi westwards to the British Isles, north-

wards through central Europe to Scandinavia, and eastwards

into Russia, everywhere forming the true aboriginal or pre-Aryan

pmiaiil* "A I)ae>i> (Din--, aLlurerl lyetta kgiulmamtnic it nano Hi Itnlici,

me % poptJiiiCfii ojceessnc (Ar)an Umbrian*). che x*rcbbc?o xk^acsttn i

pnmi abtroti " <p. 60). Th» resilt is a little confusing. '‘Italic
’’

being noir

the iwcepted of the luliir. branch cf the Aryan linguistic family. «vd also

cummaiili applied so the Aryan* of (hit Italic «J4+C*t» although the word

fs/fa i:*lf vsu undoubtedly fotigeflaa* (Llfaran) and not intrcrfoewS by the

Atytx*. It wobVJ perhaps be better to regard "Italia" 1*1 •‘gec^fafiwal

expereieu *' appiicaMa to all it* inhabitants, whatever their origin or speech.
1 Prx*rtn, July |fy«. It will 1* ROtfcCd th»t \U fact*, acetptcd

by all. are differently .ntrrpreied b> Beddoe and Sergi, the loiter takiag the

long-headed element :n Xorth Italy as the aboriginal {ligcnan), mod.bed by

12* bier mtnwion ofro*ad-hoard Arvar. Sim, Teutons, and especially Kelts,

while RoMc* Item* to regard the buiod-bewVd Aljnne as the anginal, after-

wards medibed by kimwc long-headed type* "Germanic. Slavic, or cf doubt*

M Cripn,** KitUr view would no doubt uttooat for lh« present relatioo*;

Uat SorgT* study of the prehistoric umAiui (*re afco.cj seem* to ttenpH

acceptxice c< his cxplLcat<c. From the scitlstxs is xveuge height of not

icorc thin 5 ft. 4m. resolis for the whole of Italy,
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element, and is consequently represented by the dolicho skulls

front the British long barrows, from the German Reihengrabcr,

and from the Kurgtim of the Russian steppe. While this bril-

liant generalisation, based on solid anatomical studies, may be

accepted without reserve for the Mediterranean and British lands
.

:t seems beset with grave, perhaps iosutmountablc, difficulties

when applied to central and east Europe, as will be seen when

we come so deal with Gennanic and Slav origins.

Meanwhile, returning to the African home of these Hamitcs, «e
rind them still forming not merely the substratum,

n,nt , ofti*

but the great bulk of the inhabitants throughout all H*mtu» i«

recorded tune from the Atlantic to the Red Sea,

and from the Mediterranean to Sudan, although since Muham-
madan tunes largely intermingled with the kindred Semitic stock

(mainly Arabs) in the north ana west, and in the east (Abyssinia)

with the same stock since prehistoric timet. All are comprised

b> Seigi' m two mam divisions :

—

1. Easierx Hamiies, answering to the Ethiupk Branch

of some writers, of somewhat variable type, comprising the Old

and Modern Egyptian now mixed with Semitic (Arab) dementi

;

the Mehiant (excluded by me for reasons stated at p. 74 )

;

the

Bt/as, the Atyuiifam, collective name of all the peoples between

Khor Barka and Shoa (with, in some places, a coniideiable in-

fusion of Himvaritic or early Semitic blood front South Arabia)

;

the Gallos (GalUl proiier, Somail, and Atari or Dan akilt) ; the

Masai and ttohuaa.

a. NoRTHtBN HamiIH, amwering to the Berber {WetUru)

Brunch of some writers, comprising the Mediterranean Berbers

of Algeria, Tunis, and Tripoli ; the Atlantis Berbers {Shiahs and

others) of Marocoo ,
the West Saharan Berbers commonly called

Tuaregs; the Thus of the East Sahara; the Fn/aks, dispersed

* lucctnng 10 one dun-terlm; form of -hull from Novi lam. which ho

calls "Pelagic," Srsgi U)< that it- African origin " non i • meueni In dubblo,

copo <ii« ho Mijic-io Ic ueue forme Kell’ Afrits or.tntile. e la eii dinauoue c

^larulc e ix-.ichi»tmi. a*«t«Jcoe trovatodi tale upo netla »nikaTnude a Trvia.

erei lumuli nrdllici delta Gran Bmlngna *• (Ani e lutui, p. ml.
: 1" hit already quoted niooumcaud wtul, AJrut: AnlnJdegiM Si/.,

Stirjt Cams.,, Turin. iSp*.
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amongst the Sudanese Negroes; the GtumtJui of live Canary

Islands.

Of the Extern Hamitcs be remarks generally that they”

do not form a homogeneous division, but rather a

i,™*.**"" number of different peoples cither crowded together

in separate areas, or dispersod in the territories of

Other peoples. They agree more in their inner than in their

outer chaiacters, without constituting a single ethnical type.

The crania! forms are variable, though converging, and evidently

to be regarded as very old varieties of an original stock. The

features are also variable, converging and characteristic, with

straight or arched (aquiloid) ncuc quite different from the Negro

;

lips rather thick, but never everted at in the Negro ; hair usually

fouled, not navy
;
beard thin ; skin very variable, brown, icd-

fccown, black brown, ruddy black, chocolate and coffee-brown,

reddish or yellowish, these variations being due to crossings and

die outward physical conditions.

In this assumption Sergi Is supported by the analogous case of

the western Berbers between the Senegal and Manxtco, to whom
Coilignon and Deniker' restrict the tcim “ Mooe,"

•‘scM™
,“ ,!n

19 ethnical name. The chief groups, which

range from the Atlantic coast east to the camping

grounds of the true Tuaregs' are the Trusts and Braknns of the

Senegal river, and farther north the Dwaish (Idceih). Uled-Bella,

Uled-Embark. and Ulcd en-Nasdt. From a study of four of

these Moors, who visited Pari- in 1S95, it appears that they are

not an Arabo-Berbcr cross, as commonly supposed, but true

Hamitcs, with a distinct Negro strain, shown especially in their

frizzly hair, bronre colour, shore broad nose, and thickish lips,

their general appearance showing an astonishing likeness to the

Bcjas, Afire, Somali. Abyssinian!, and other Eastern Handles.

This is nut due to direct descent, and it is mote reasonable to

suppose "that a: the two extremities of the continent the same

' Le ileum in I.' iSyk p i»S *q.

1 Tut is, the Sutttfavm ZtfAa.w. those who the AMomoi veil, wheh

is medal to pi 01«t ihen, from th* «m!. tut ha* now oeqnired religious n^pi*

hizmc. uii is m«r worn by the "Man." Cf. the tocsin, oriciually 1 badge,

now often » buiL
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causes have produced the same effects, and that from the infuskw

of a certain proportion of bUefc blood in the Egyptian [eaitern]

and Berber branches of the Hamites, there have sprang closely

analogous mixed groups
1.* From the true Negro they are also

distinguished by their grave and d:gn;ficd bearing, and still more

by their far greater intelligence. One of the visitors to Paris

taught himself enough French to expound such abftrusc terras

a* dvetrint, which was the c/umin drat u right road," his hand

poimiug from earth to heaven, and substattet, which was explained

by a walking-stick a
hear)-, black, hard,” the rest substance, thus

plunging into the subtleties of the Schoolmen with their distinc-

tions between substantia and atcidintalid.

Both divisions of the Hamice, continues Sergi, agree sub-

stantially in their bony structure, and thus form a

single anthropological group u*i:h variable skull— H*StwTyp«.
pentagonoid. ovoid, ellipsoid, sphenoid, etc. as ex-

pressed in his new terminology—but constant, that is, each variety

recurring in all the branches; face also variable {tetragonal,

ellipsoid, etc-), but similarly identical in all the branches
;

profile

non-prognathotis
;
eyes dark, straight, not prominent; nose straight

or arened
;

hair smooth, curly, long, black or rheunut
;
beard

full, also scant; lips thin or slightly tumid, never protruding;

skin of various brown shades
;
stAture medium or talL

Such is the great anthropological division, which was diffused

continuously over a vast area in North Africa, Europe, and Asia

;

dittoing however with the different physical ensironmenu in its

secondary characters, which appear n<x aa individual variations,

but as inherited varieties, persisting through all time, m fact

behaving like the varieties of a well established zoological

species.

Nothing is more astonishing than this strange persistence not

merely of the Berber type, but of the Berber temperament and

nationality since the Stone Ages, despite the succeirive invasions

of foreign peoples during the historic period. First came the

Sidonian Fncenicians, founders of Carthage and Utica probably

about 1500 DC The Greek occupation of Cyrcnaica (628 ac)
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was followed by the advent o( the Romans on the ruins of the

rowl n
Carthaginian empire. The Romans have certainly

ikmOT in left distinct traces of tlicir presence, and some of
>c.urit.iu..

|he Aure. tighlandcrs still proudly call themselves

A’Bwrii>d. These 5*ahirr (•* Pastors ") form a numerous group,

all claiming Roman descent, and even still keeping certain Roman

and Christian feasts, such as Bu Ini, i.r. Chrivtr.as i lunar or

Jmua'y (New Year’s Day); Spnr.g (Master), dtc. A fen- Lstin

words also survive such as iniho - hortus ; ktm&ih = queicus

(evergreen oak); miiH~ milliinum (milestone).

After the temporary Vandal occupation came the great Arab

in visions oS the 7 th and later centuries, and even these had been

preceded by the kindled RuudiUi, who had in pro-Moslem times

already readied Mauritania from Arabia- With the Jews, sonic of

whom bad slso reached Tripolitans before the New Era. a steady

infiltration of Negroes from Sudan, and the recent Ftcnch, Spanish,

Italian, and Maltese settlers, u-c have all the elements that gd to

make up the cosmopolitan population of Mauritania.

But amid them all the Berbers and the Arab, stand out as the

^ ,
immensely predominant factors, still distinct despite

BcrSn c« their common Hamito-Semitic origin and later inter-

mingling*. The Arab remains above all a nomad
herdsman, dwelling in tents, without house or hamlet, a good

stock breeder, but a bad husbandman, and that only on com-

pulsion. “The ploughshare and shame enter hand in hand into

the family, ' ays the national proverb. To rind space for his

docks and herds he continues the destructive work of Carthaginian

and Roman, who ages ago cleared vast wooded tracts for their

fleets and commercial navies, and thus helped to deteriorate the

North African climate.

The Berber on the contrary loves the sheltering woodlands

;

he is essentially a highlander who carefully tills the forest glades,

settles in permanent homes, and often develops flourishing in-

dustries. Arab society is feudal and theocratic, ruled by a

despotic Sheikh, while the Berber with his Jtnt&a, or " Witeiuge-

mot," and his Kauun or unwritten code, feels himself a freeman

;

and it may well have been this democratic spirit, inherited by hit

European descendants, that enabled the western nations to take
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the lead »n the oatrarri movement of humanity. The Arab again

is a fanatic, ever 10 be feared, because he blindly obeys the will

of Allah proclaimed by hi* prophets, marabouts, and mahdiv.

But the Berber, a born sceptic, look* askance ai theological

dogmas; an unconscious philosopher, he is far lets of a fatalist

than hU Semitic neighbour, who associates with Allah countless

demons and Jins in the government of the world.

In their physical characters the two races also present some

striking contrasts, the Arab having the regulai oval brain-cap

and face of the true Semite, whereas die Berber head is more

angular, less finely moulded, with more prominent check bones,

shorter and lew aquiline nose, which combined with a slight

degree of tub-nasal prognathism, imports to the features coirscr

and less harmonious outlines. He is at the same time distinctly

taller and more muscular, with less uniformity in the colour U
the eye and the hair, as might be expected from the numerous

elements entering into the constitution of the present Berber

population*.

In the social conilia between the Arab and Betlxr races, the

almost unique spectacle is presented of two neatly equal elements

(same origin, same religion, same government, same ct analogous

tribal groupings, at about the same cultural development) refusing

to amalgamate to any great extent, although living in the closest

proximity for over a thousand years. In this struggle the Arab

seems so far to Have had the advantage. Instances of Berberised

Arabs occur, but arc extremely rare, whereas the Berbers hare

not only everywhere acccprcd the Koran, but whole tribes have

become assimilated in speech, costume, and usages to the Semitic

intruder*. It might therefore seem as if the Arab must tdtinuteiy

prevail. But we are assured by the French observers that in

Algeria and Tunisia appearances arc fallacious, however the case

may stand in Marocco and the Sahara. “The Arab," writes

Dr Malbot, to whom I am indebted foi some of these details,

"an alien in Mauritania, transported to a soil which dees not

always suit him, so far from thriving tends to disappear, whereas

' The KabaUsh and Ba^ara tribes, chief mainstay* of the Ute Sudanese

revolt, claim to he of unsullied Arab descent oith long pedigrees gcuig back to

«atly Mobuuwadan lines.
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the Berber, especially under the shield of France, becomes more

and more aggressive, and yearly increases in numbers At present

he form* at leas three- fifths of the population in Algeria, and in

Marocco the proportion is greater. He is the race of the future

a* of Use past'."

This however woukl stem to apply only to the races, not to

their languages, lor ne are elsewhere told that Arabic is encroach-

ing steadily un the somewhat ruder Berber dialects*. Considering

the enormous space over which they ate diffused, and the thou-

sands of years that some of the groups have ceased to be in

contact, these dialects chow remarkably slight divergence from

the long extinct proio-Hamitic speech from n-hich all have sprung.

Whatever it be called— Kahyle, Zenatia, Shawia. Tatnaabek,

Snluh— the Berber language is still essentially one, and the

likeness between the form* current in Marocco, Algeria, the

Sahara, and the remote Siwah Oasis on the coniines of Egypt, ia

much closer, for instance, than between None and English in

the sub-Aryan Teutonic group*.

But when we cross the conventional frontier between the

contiguous Tuareg and Tibu domains in the central
' °*

Sihata the divergence is so great that philolo-

gists are still doubtful whether the two languages arc even re-

motely or at all connected. My own impression is that Tibu

stands to Berber as Berber to Semitic on the one hand and to

Basque on the other— ill disjvta numbra of a primeval mother-

tongue, extinct for many thousands of years, and no more or even

less capable of reconstruction than tlie organic Aryan mother-

tor-gue on which so much unprofitable labour has been lavished

The Tibus themselves, apparently direct descendants of the

ancient Gararoantes, have their primeval home in the Tlbesii

range, if the "Rocky Mountains," whence they take their

• Ut Ciwmin etc.. In L'Anli’c/^Ugu, 1897. p. 14-

’ P- > 7-

* The oocds collect'd by Sir H. H. Johnston at I>-v.t in T«ll show a

greit resemblance with the language 4 ihe Saharan Toircp. and the sheikh

at iln: place -admitted that hi* people could understand «rd sake themselves

undentMd by those fierce nnrnads, .ho rar^e h-ween the southern Irontite4
Algeria and Tnnl. and the Sudan" ?«•’-. Janfe t»9*. P- Spe)-
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name 1
. There are two distinct sections, the northern Trias.

a name recalling :he Tn/nnaiisii, a branch of live Ganmantes

located by Ptolemy somewhere between Tnpolitana and PhazanU

(Ferrsn), and the Southern Dazai, through whom the Titus

merge gradually in the negroid populations of centtal Sudan.

This intermingling with the blacks dates from remote times,

whence Ptolemy’s remark that the Garaniantcs seemed rather more

"Ethiopians’ than Libyans’. But there can be no doubt that

the full-blood Tibu*, as represented by tbc northern section, are

true H.imites, and although the type of die inen is somewhat

coarser dun that of their Tuareg neighbour', that of the women
is almost the finest in Africa. “ Their women are charming while

still in the bloom of youth, unrivalled amongst their sistets of

North Africa for their physical beauty, phnnt arid graceful figures'.”

It is interesting to notice amongst these somewhat secluded

Saharan nomads the slow growth of culture, and the curious

survival of usages which have their explanation in primitive social

conditions. "The Tibu is always distrustful; hence, meeting

a fellow-countryman in the desert, he is careful r.ot to draw near

without due precaution. At sight of each other both generally

stop suddenly ; then crouching and throwing the litham over the

lower part of the lace in Tuareg fashion, they grasp the insepar-

able spear in their right and the sliangermangcw, or bill hook, in

their left After these preliminaries they begin to interchange

compliments, inquiring after each other's health and family con-

nections, receiving every answer with expressions o! thanksgiving

to Allah. These formalities usually last some minutes'.” Ob-

viously all this means nothing more than a doffing of the hat or

a shake hands amongst more advanced peoples; but it points

to times when every stranger was a Keith, who later became the

haps (how. guest).

' 7/f*-‘‘Rocl Trof/e 1'; ef- A'.m-w-Ai.-‘ ,K.inea People.” souhem-

met txiwh of the family os north «We of L»lc Chad.

•'O.-W. U nU err* ft, MOOT .i.thoru. (I. #). I take Ms, wfcch has

(UuMilKm innililo to (oasDinlaiuri, Hereto mein thsl.x you »Jvii.<r *umb-

viiirdi file. tl>e Molitenaaear. leitxoid, you find yourteli on entering Gan-
mmtian teiritorj- already rather ntnorgs Ethiopura than Ltbyus.

1 Redos. En*. od. toL XL p. *19.

• /#. p. ,30.
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li will be noticed that the Tibu domain, with the now
absolutely impassable Libyan desert', almost cotn-

Ejype.n pietely separates the western from the eastern

section of the Hamitcs proper. Continuity, how-

ever, is afforded, both on the north along the shores of the

Mediterranean to the Nile Delta (Lower Egypt), and on the south

through Darfur and Kordofin to the Write Nile, and thence

down the main stream to Upper Egypt, and through Abyssinia,

Galla and Swuali lands to tlie Indian Ocean. Between the Nile

and the east coast the domain of the Eastern Hamitei stretches

from the equator northwards to Egypt and the Mediterranean.

It appears therefore that Egy pt, occupied for many thousands

ofyears by an admittedly Hamitic people, might have been reached

either by the Western Hamitcs hv the Mediterranean route, or by

the Eastern Hamitcs donn the Nile. But it may be suggested

that the Hamitcs “ere specialised in the Nile valley itself, and

spread thence over North Africa, In which case Egypt need not,

so to say, hare been reached at ill, but should be regarded as the

cradle of the xace. The point is insoluble, because, when appeal

is made to the evidence of the Stone Ages, we find nothing to

choose between such widely separated regions as Somaltland,

Upper Egypt, and Mauritania, all of which have yielded super-

abundant proofs of the presence of mar for incalculable ages

estimated by some pilcthnolojpsts at several hundred thouiand

years. When the Nile flowed in a bed 403 or 500 feet higher

than us present level it was inhabited by men who can scarcely

be called primitive, for they were able to manufacture those nun

derfui stone implements discovered by Burton, dc Morgan, Petrie,

and others, to reproduce which would Ixtffle the skill of hundreds

of rude tribes still living in Africa, Australia, and South America.

If it be asked, were these men Hamitcs? we can but answer, yes,

Hamitea im Woden, Hamitcs in process of specialisation, a

process, it must be inferred, goiog on simultaneously in Somali-

land, in Upper Egypt, and Mauritania, in fact, tn the whole of

' Frau lie ewmuxn dura of tudi near the Klaigheh Oasis Dr Zettel,

geologlu <A G. Rofclfi upotilko ip thinks that *>»n it&iudy v.-asu

may ’*«tr a rich vegetatica In Qaitettuxy time*
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North Africa since pleistocene man wandered from Indo-Malaysia

into that region.

It might seem therefore tlut the question of Egyptian origins

was settled by the mere statement of the case, and
0 _ _

that there coaid be no (testation tn saying that the

Egyptian Hamites were evolved on Egyptian soil, consequently

are the true autochthones in the Nile valley. Yet there is no

ethnological question mote hotly discussed than this of Egyptian

origins and culture for the two seem inseparable. There are

broadly speaking two schools: the African, whose fundamental

views aie above briefly set forth, and the Asiatic, which brings

ihe Egyptians with all their works from the neighbouring con-

tinent But. seeing that the Egyptians arc now admitted to be

Hamites, that there are no Hamites to speak of (let it be frankly

said, none at all) in Asia', and that they have for untold ages

occupied many millions ol square miles in Africa, the more
moderate members of the Asiatic school now allow that, no: the

people themselves, but their culture only came from western Asia

(Mesopotamia). If so, this culture would of course have its roots

in the delta, which is firs: reached by the Isthmus of Suez from

Aria, and spread thence, say, from Memphis up the Nile to

Thebes and Upper Egypt, and that is the assumption. But at

1 The Kusfaitc thtnt »Vmlil have brio ItV. after Sir R. Burtoi wrote that

to postulate a Kushlte hnnnfmtfca ro account for it* Canarian type and rhe

Aryan ' miicegeeatkm ' in the races oat language, of Egypt. «sa "on* of

Ihe tiiMol ihexici eve> propounded by mortal man." The Eejptdcspst of

the Asiatic school, -ho bolds, despite Herodccus. that art hid no iifaory in

Egypt, aid In, u ptrwml aversion to n prehistoric Scone Age (which he deities

> frhriu “ tie.'-a by inventing •» people settled somewhere near India.

Having justed through the pieUeninary .tag*. and reached the of

its civillzauan/ this people emigmles bodily westward, leaving no tree of

itself in tie cM hesne. ro signs c# in exodus. no notice in Utter?. It ceschea

Ej.e JC. and (alii to -iiling pyramids arvd ccher mosterpieces of the highest an.

vh::h oftern aids begin to decay and heenew Eg«[<ian. Marvellous to relate,

this is the belief of sound and ripe schottr. " idTew a»e* Abmi F-s}-!

a>\J MUian, In Jour. Aultirf. In-j. !Cov. 18;$. p spt). The case U per-

feetly aniVt'gciii to that <J the Ametiinn •‘Asiatics," who in the tome -ild war
nfo.« m indigenous cult ire so the Ne- World, and txiig ereryilusg bodily

from ihe Old.
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ihsi time there was no delta 1
,
or at least it was only in process

oi formation, a kind of debatable region between land ar.d

water, inhabitable mainly by crocodiles, and utterly unsuited to

become the scat of a culture whose charaeteristie features are

huge stone monuments, amongst the largest ever elected by man.

and consequently needing solid foundations on terra firma. It

further appears that although Memphis is very old. Thebe, is

much older, in other words, that Egyptian culture began in Upper

Egypt, and spread not up but down the Nile. Thus all Asiatic

claims are again excluded, unless indeed South Arabia formed

part of the land of Punt (Somaliland?) from which Petne is in-

clined to bring the Retu. But South Arabia is not Babylonia,

sa this will not help the " Asiatics" who with Homme! will have

everything from Mesopotamia'-

In a question of angina going back to such a prodigious

antiquity, almost the first consideration is the climate, of which

Dr Eberhard Fraas' has made a special study. That the abori-

gines were not, as at present, so closely hemmed in by the desert

sands, is evident, he says, from the fabulous development of the

stone industry during the Neolithic period in a region which

is now a wilderness, where scarcely a few bedouins can find

1 Tie Egyptians themselves had traditKm that when Meoee moved north

he fined the Delta still under wwt. The ti leechel almoti a. Ini as the

t ayy&m, and the whole nitty, ncepe the Theban, wet a naaliilcu, lamp
(Herod. It. t) Thin hit Into histoiic times memories still survived that the

delta was of relatively i«ei-t (ccmanor, aid llat the Biftt {Berniu of the

Sy.omid lots, later Bern, torn) etc.) hod already developed their serial system

befcte tic Lower Nile valley »*. inhaliilabh. Hence whether the Nik look

to,coo yean (Schweinfatth) or over ;o>ooo, i« ertheis hold, to 611 In lit eetutij.

the beginning of the Egyptian prehsiorit pcrtoJ mes: still to see tacV enaay

mlllenruums before the new era. “Ce cue nous savona da Sahara, lui meme

alxa silkmne de rivit.es. ntlesie qu'fl (the Delta] ne devait pas fire habitable,

pas fere c«m-lita4il
,fpoqiKqnateinsire”lM. Zabwowtkl,£n/.&r. fAmtknf.

'M, P- *.!)•
1 As siwwn by G- Be ttin, " no Egyptian million, cither to the monumemi,

oi on papyri, or preserved by danieal wiiten, tier petals to Asia as their fire

rtcnt/y.* lad be mm to Dr 1>- Birch’* iffr.uk ot tfc< Finl Coogmi of

Orlmllksu that "n> niimt rate/iur snpported (be hypoitoia <A the einigra-

ikm of ihe Egyi»i*e» (roei Asia" <7‘*r. AtaKnf. In,', si. p. ,yi).

• Cvraf. Bi. j. j. Ga.f. Ault*/. feb. ifiyS. p. to -)•
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sustenance for themselves and their wretched docks. A moistcr

climate must have prevailed, with springs and running waters,

and the extensive terraces flanking she mouths of the mountain

streams between Hatch and Kosscir, the well rolled pebbles, the

beds 15 or 16 feet thick of ale-sinter (incrustations of catbolute

of lime) in the now dry gorges of the Hamnumar, undoubtedly

deposited by springs, all show the former abundance of moisture

in quite recent geological times. The same conclusion results

from a study of tbe coral barrier-reefs skirting the shoies of the

Red Sea, with gaps at intervals opposite the uadi mouths, where

the freshwater from the torrents prevented the polyps from budd-

ing. We may therefore conclude rhar parts of the present wastes

were inhabitable, and this solves the question where that magni-

ficent Neolithic culture of the first dynasties originated, and whence

the early Pharaohs drew those countless hosts for which the narrow

Nile valley could never have afforded sustenance Thus also arc

explained tbe numerous ancient settlements, the extensive quarries

and mining operations, whose debris amid the now waterless up-

lands seein such an inexplicable puzzle. The more moist and tem-

perate climate may be connected with the Ice Age farther north,

as already suggested by Lepsius, who thought that to the glacial

epoch of Europe corresponded a genial climate with a sufficient

rainfall in the now overheated southern zones, and that in such

an environment alone could be found the conditions needed for

the development of a cultured people.

In such a climate great progress was made, especially in the

New Stone Age, wbich.as shown by M. J.dc Morgan 1
,

must have been of very long duration. 1 1 tus yielded

a profusion of every imaginary kind of implements

adapted to all the wants and usages of daily life.

As elsewhere, this Age lingered on well inio the Metal period, as

Seen m a beautiful flint knife plated with gold on which are

carved animal figures. The flints come not only from ordinary

stations, bur also from very old graves and dwellings, such .« the

necropolis of El-Amrah, four or five miles from Abydos. Hcic

K.» Sun*
*rwi Bronx*
Ac..m Uppxr
Etypiftbe
Indite***.

A'AkitJuA <irt OrtjiMa & J* U P.m* ./ AfttenJ<
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were found quantities c/ very coarse earthenware, aud also much

finer pottery, embellished with geometrical tracings, figures of ani-

mals, and even hieroglyphics showing on the same spot the actual

slow transition from rudimentary aria to a high level of culture.

M. Morgan's view b that this Neolithic industry belonged to

an indigenous race, later conquered by a foreign people who intro-

duced metallurgy and the civilisation of the monuments. The

illustrations teem to show a double overlapping of flints surviving

amongst the intruders, and of animal designs figured by them

on the native pottery.

These first intruders M- Morgan brings from Asia, because they

introduced bronze, which he supposes was invented in Central

Asia or South China. But the argument is inconclusive, and in

fact, considering the discordant views now current on the subject

of bronze, is for the present of no weight. On the other hind,

Maspero. Zaborowtki, Manettc. Petrie and many ether leading

authorities now hold that the new comers, with whom the pre-

historic metal period was uthcred in, were, like the aborigines,

of African origin. The earliest memories of the people were

associated, not with Memphis, but with Abydos, where reigned

Thoth and Osiris
;
and throughout the Old and Middle Empires

ell the domestic and other animals figured on the monuments

were members of the African fauna. Such was the dog, a large

greyhound with straight ears like the eat*rv of Abyssinia, and the

greyhound still surviving among the Saharan Tibus and Tuaregs

;

in Egypt he was sacred to Anubis, whote priests were figured with

heads of the greyhound type Such were also the cat, resembling

the Upper Nile wild breed, trained for the chase and mummified

in prodigious numbers; the ox. ass, gazelle, sheep, goaT, duck,

goose, all of true .African species. Neither horse nor camel,

Asiatic and not African animals, came in at first : the former did

not arrive till the New Empire, the latter apparently not till the

Ptolemaic period 1
. It is also noteworthy that of the 1 1 skulis from

El-Arnrah measured by M. Fouquet all but one were distinctly

Dr W. CuBiungton ray* ••onkwown is the eirlint period of EgypOia
jrcstotw" lU'/ittm CniUiUin, etc.. CambrUg* Unirmity Prrw. 14581.

Bat one night rslhrr •>» in th« very hint, foe 00 ie(asn« appssra to fcs

rnwJc so the anti in sny c.um Ootumenls much befree the New Era.
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long headed, of the type corresponding to Pnehard's '* PeUsgic,”

Lt, Sergi'f Hamitic nr Mediterranean.

M. Zabarowski poems out* that nobody has yet hten able even

to suggest any part of the world, ot any people, who were in

possession of these same elements of culture before the Egyptians,

lie had already remarked* that there is absolutely no foundation

for the view that the Retus arrived horn Asia p*4 the Isthmus of

Suet. This was merely a reaction against those ancient and

modem writers who traced Egyptian culture to Ethiopia, and the

Egyptians to the Negroes. It was mainly based on the erroneous

idea that there was no white race except those of Asiatic origin

(Semites and Aryans). But we have now the Hamitic white race

of African origin, located in Upper Egypt, home of Ouris*. land

of Thebes. whose foundation is iong prior to all history. This

region was divided into a number of independent petty states,

with an organisation recalling that of the Berber tribes, and they

were first welded into a compact political body by Meow, king

of ThiDL By founding Memphis, and thus removing the centre

of power for the first time to Lower Egypt, Mcncs merely shifted

to this region the advanced bulwark of a civilisation, which may

have already been threatened by predatory hordes from Asia, but

had in any case first taken root at some immensely remote epoch

in Upper Egypt.

Of course there arc Asiatic elements even in the early Egyptian

civilisation. Bronrc art is very old, and two statuettes in this

metal ate attributed to the jth or 6th dynasty, while in a tomb

apparently earlier than the 4th Manette found three wootlen

panels with bas-reliefs presenting the type of the Semitic race

From the md or 3rd dynasty date ocher statues, such as that of

Ncfcr, a young girl w ith ornaments in the Babylonian sryic But

all this merely proves that, as implied in the legendary Osirian

wan. Egypt had relations with Asia in the very earliest historic,

1 bnl. in. JAwArc?* iSyO, P <5j* ‘A‘
• Lt, P.llfii Priitiift d. FAjriqut %-'.«•! in ffmvdttf™. 1*8 J.
‘ Oiliu already f*longi to the rophical tf:. and before hU time He Kc’.i>

were 3 rade aid |«o|il« addicted lo cannibalism. from which they were

wnned by Isis and Ourei:— Zyu «ni radeiXpw) Ootwwi
Jibim-

1
Kit ini, Cfignim. Grata. p. xxt).
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and probably even in prehistoric ages. Thus Snefra, last king

of the 3rd dynasty, waned with the nomads of Arabia Pctraa,

and left records of his exploits on the rocks of Sinai. But such

events ate quite recent compared with the actual beginnings cf

Egyptian culture, which go back to an epoch twice as long as the

historic period (Bunsen, Renan). Indications of a thoroughly

established social and political otganisation have been traced by

Oppcrs tuck to 1 1,500 years B.C. Amongst the first cultivated

plant* were ohciu barley, sorghum, vetches, lupins, lentils, pease,

most of which belong essentially to the African flora.

Corresponding with this progress 111 agriculture is the progress

in the aits, as revealed by the bas-reliefs and inscriptions carved

by Snefru on the rocks of the Wady Maghanh, which although

some 6ooo years old, show a state of culture as fully developed a*

that unde* the New Empire, with thoroughly original features, and

all the marks of a long previous existence- At this remote period

urittea form had been given to the Egyptian language, which had

already been completely developed and differentiated from the

allied Libyan (Berber), and ftora the will mote icmotcly connected

Semitic family. When wc consider the amazing tenacity both of

the Hamitic and Semitic sections of this linguistic stock, such

a statement alone should satisfy the most sceptical as to tbe

immense antiquity of civilised man in the Nile valley. And proofs

ate accumulating that this race was already highly specialised

with features of European type. At the Deshasheb necropolis

nearly opposite Beni Sucf, Petrie found in 1S97 the portrait

statue of Prince Ncnkheftka of the 5th dynasty <3700 B.C.), a

man of pleasing expression and “ European features'.” M. Lore!

also describes several royal petson6 from the tomb of Amcnophis 11.

(1500 B.C) as distinguished by luxuriant hair and well-preserved

natures "to a niaiked degtee like those of the present Fellahin'."

Sergi tabulates eight primary varietiesofold Egyptian

ry£!
t"‘l‘

skulls with several sub-varieties, all specified in his

fotnullable (some have called it bewildering) nomen-

clature, and all snll persisting both in Egypt ar.d amongst the

1 iiii Egjft. /W, taps-

* A'amn, ApcU i«. 1S98, p. 466.
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other Eastern Hamites: "The persistence of the race is therefore

shown in this historical and mow ancient people, which has had

vicissitudes and intermingling! enough to infer a complete change

in its physical characters and the cflacement of its old ethnic

elements'."

Thanks to this amaaing stability of the early types, Egypt is a

region of quite exceptional interest to the anthropo-

logist. Owing 10 the remarkable continuity of its ,J."
'
***““'

non changeless dimate. and of a historic record

unbroken for over 7000 years, it affords a better illustration than

most other lands of the Still obscure principle of convergence in

biological forms. That plants and animals should, under the

environmental conditions, have undergone but slight change cr.ce

Pharaonic days is perhaps no more than might be expected.

But that the Reius type itself should have emerged in its integrity

from such secular interminglings of peoples—the problematical

Hyksos and Hittites, Peirie’s “New Race," blue-eyed Libyans,

continuous Ethiopic infiltrations early and Utcr Atabs ar.d

kindred Assyrian Semites. Persian. Greek, and Roman “Aryans,"

Levantines, Turks, Circassian MamltUts, Albanians, Franks and

others— is indeed a wonder perhaps best explained on the axiump

lion that in cciuin cases environment is an all-potent crucible,

in which foieigo ingredients are fused in the general amalgam.

It is not to be supposed, for instance, that the Moslem Arab

bedouins have ever formed unions with the native Christian Kopts,

direct descendants of the old Egyptians- Yet when the wooden

statue of an official under Khephren (4x00 B.C.) was brought to

light, it was at once named the "village Sheikh," because of its

striking resemblance to the then living local headman '. "The
Egyptians themselves have come down from the Old Empire

through all the vicissitudes of conquests, mixtures of races,

changes of religion and language, so little altered that die fellah

of to-day is often the image of the Egyptians who buih the

1 AJrba, «c. p. 67.

1 Mjspero ilso remarks ihn #,
ihc pro&le oiplrd ftam a Ttiebio mummy

tak*® at hxun! from a wrrjjfoH* of the i$th dynatty, ar>d complied iviih the

Hkenot d* mfrlei* Ijjxoc pcuia; uookl ala>=«.t |>w foe a family portrait"

(RraufCiv. r
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pyramids'.’ In most regions a general fusion of native and

foreign peoples results in conformity to a new type different fror.i

the old ; but in Egypt the foreign elements, even without com*

mingling, tend to conform, it. converge towards the old Retus

prototype. It is dear therefore that the Retus themselves are the

outcome of their environment, and to that extent true aborigines,

and not Kushtte immigrants from Asia at the close of the New
Stone Age. Nor is i: likely that any fresh discoveries can now be

made which will invalidate this conclusion.

Yet, except the pnesily and military castes, on whom the king

relied for support, the whole of the population,

Conoibii. whether nominally free or slaves, were doomed to a

life of incessant toil, relieved from monotony by the

irregular visits of the taxgatherer, when there were meanings and

weeping throughout the land “Stall I tell thee of the mason,

how he endures miscty? exposed to all the winds, while he builds

without any garment but a belt, and while the bunch of lotus

flowers [which a fixed] on the [completed] houses, is still tar out

of his reach, his two arms are worn out with work, his provisions

are placed higgledy-piggledy amongst his refuse...when the work

is quite finished, if he has bread he returns home, and his children

have been beaten unmercifully (during his absence]. ...The shoe-

maker moan ceaselessly, and lie gnaws tbe leather. The baker

...subjects the loaves to the fire...while his head is inside the oven

his son holds him by the legs— if he slips he falls there into the

flames'.”

“The determination not to pay the taxes except under the

stick was proverbial from ancient limes. Whoever paid his dues

before he had received a merciless heating would be overwhelmed

with reproaches by his family, and jeered at without pity by his

neighbours...When the tax fell due. ..for several days there was

nothing to be heard but protestations, threats, beatings, cries of

pain from the taxpayers, and piercing lamentations from women

and children. The performance over, calm was reestablished,

and the good people, binding up tlieir wounds, resumed ther

1 tarns, ft«« Onr.tv, o. 399.

• Seller tajjres. quote! by Maifero p. 3:3.
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round of daily life unril (he next taxgathcring'." The bread

above referred to was usually in the form of small round or oblong

cakes about haJf-an-inch thick, and was so coarse and gritty that in

the long run it ruined the strongest teeth'. It -> this dire misery

which, combined with their unchangeable type, connects the

pyramid-builders through the long ages with the modern fellahin.

who have only now been relieved from hopeless oppression by

British intervention in Egypt

A brighter if ruder social state is present*! by the kindred

Eastern Hamites, who form a continuous chain of Oihsi

dark Caucisic peoples from the Mediterranean to

the equator, and whose ethnical unity is now

established by Sergi on anatomical grounds*. Bor-

dering on Upper Egypt, and extending thence to the foot of the

Abyssinian plateau, is the Beja section, whose chief divisions

—

Abubdch, Hadendowa. Bishari, Beni- Amer—have from the earliest

times occupied the whole region between the Nile and the Red

Sea Recent events have familiarised the English reader with

many of their tribal names, arx! with some of their usages, notably

that fondness for elaborate coiffures, which has earned fee our

late foes, now the frier.dlv Hadcndowas, the popular designation

of " Fuzsy-WuMies." They never need have been ioc1
,
had our

officials, a! the time of the Mabdi's revolt, been able lo under-

stand that they were not " Arabs," but Hamites, whom a little

diplomacy’ would have easily gained over to out side without any

bloodshed*.

In peaceful times many hours are daily given up to the toilet,

and in Suakim “ hair-dressing plays such an important pan that a

whole street is devoted to this business. I saw some twelve shops

which dealt exclusively in the egg-shaped balls of mutton-fat, the

favourite hair ointment. Ciosc by were, perhaps, as many stores

trading in various mineral powder In all colours of the rainbow,

J Mibccfo, p. 314. wlirre Aa. M*icc!linui U queued: "Eaibadt apud e«s,

stquis itfi irf.tiando tribute pluriroai in corpore *ib»ds! offends!,
N
XXlt- du

I*. JJ*

* /Jtt p. 310.

1 Africa* /mm.
• on thli toy tf£37fan Suics, p. ro.
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which arc dusted over the greasy superstructure and regarded as

row: effective. Here are ai»o half-a-dozen tenu of the native

hairdressers where the mysteries of the toilet receive the finishing

touch. 'Hie style differs, as a rule, but little front that of the other

Be]a tribes or even of the Abyssinian*. The black, kinky, and
wavy hair, essentially different from the line woolly hair of the

Negro, u drawn out so as to completely cover the ear, and is then

disposed in two main divisions by a horizontal parting. The

upper mass is raised to a top-knot, while the rest is plaited in

small tresses with their ends unravelled. But the whole is

first saturated with mutton fat which causes it to retain the shape

given to it by the deft hand of the artist'.”

Through the Afars (Dan-kil) of the arid ewstlands between

Abyssinia and the sea, the Bcjas are connected with the numerous

Hamitic populations of the Somali and Galla lands.

For the tertTi ••Sonul," which is quite recent and of

course unknown to the native*. Major H. M. Abud'

suggests an interesting and plr.us.ble explanation. Being a hco*

p.table people, and milk their staple food, “the first word a

stranger would hear on visiting their kraals would be *Sd mil, 1

u. “ Co and bring milk.” Strangers may have named them from

this circumstance, and other tribal names may certainly tc traced

to more improbable sources.

The nitives hold thr.c two races inhabit the land (i) Ash*,

true Somals, of whom there arc two great divisions, D&rbd and

l:kdk, both claiming descent from certain noble Arab families,

though no longer of Arab speech; (a) HAwfv*. who are not

counted by the others as true Somals, but only “pagans.” and

also comprise two main branches, Ajta and Gadatuni. In the

national genealogies collected by Major Abud and Captain Coa.

many of the mythical heroes are buried at or near Men, which

may thus be termed the cradic of the Somal race. From this

point they spread in all directions, the Ddrdds pushing south and

driving the Gallas beyond the Webbe Shcbel, and nil lately

raiding them as far as the Tana river. It should be noticed that

1 V<n Miltnu, qtiuic-.! by Junket. Trait/i, i. p. jj.

* Cmabgia tflitStmal, 1896.
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these genealogical tables are far from complete, for they exclude

mow of the southern sectians. notably the Rahanwin who have a

very wide range on both sides of the Jub.

In the statements mack by the natives about true Somals

and ••pagans,
1
* race and religion arc confused, and the distinction

between Asha and Hawiya is merely one between Moslem and

infidel. The latter are probably of much purer stock than the

former, whose very genealogies testify to intermingling* of the

Moslem Arab intruders with the heathen aborigines.

Despite their dark coIout Prof. C. Keller' has no difSculiy in

regarding the SomaJ: as members of the "Caucasic Race” Tne

Semitic type crop* out decidedly in several groups, and they are

generally speaking of fine physique, well grown, with proud bearing

and often with classic profile, though the type is very variable

owing to Arab and Negro grafts on the Hamine stock. The

hatr is never woolly, but, like that of the Bejar, nngletty and

less thick than the Ab)ssinian and Call®, sometimes even quite

straight. The forehead is finch rounded and prominent, eye

moderately large and rather deep-set, nose straight, but aiso

snub and aquiline, mouth regular, lips not too thick, head

sub-dolicho

Great attention has been paid to all these Eastern Hamitic

peoples by Ph. Pauhtschke*, who regards the Gaiks as both intd-

lectually and morally superior to the Somali and A fare, the chief

reason l»eing that the bineful influences excreted by the Arabs

and Abyssinian® affect to a ur greater extent the two biter than

the former group. He credits these primitive peoples originally

(*• unprtinglich
n

)
with a monotheistic belief, or rather with “a

monotheism disturbed by diverse supe relit iona.” Bat this view,

which tests on the assumption that the aborigines in question

distinguish between a Supreme God and a Urge number of spirit*

grxicr him, ii unsupported by any solid proof. The characteristic

feature in their religion is the predominance of animistic over

natural mythological concepts. A great part is played by bodiless

genii; even their animal and tree worship has its roots in animism,

* -RtUilofcn in den SomalilAndon." Gft&M, l\\
, p 33 "l*

* £tkwf*i* Mr*+C*Afrit*: Dit gctiiis* in JtoklM. G*U*

r. Stwif. Berlin, i&Qfi, 1 voU
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while none of the Cal Ian or Somali unaffected by Islam arc able

n> form ary notion of a Supreme deity.

But it ii amongst the Abyssinian Haroitcs that are met the

strangest intermingling? of primitive and mccc advanced religious

ideas On a seething mass of African heathendom, already in

prehistoric times affected by early Semitic ideas, introduced by

the Himyarites (root South Arabia, tras somewhat suddenly im-

posed an undeveloped form of Christianity by the preaching of

Fnimentius in the fourth century, with results that cannot be

called satisfactory. While the heterogeneous ethnical element)

have been merged in a composite Abyssinian nationality, the

discordant religious ideas have never yet been fused in a con-

sistent uniform system. Hence “Abyssinian Christianity" a a

sort of by word even amongst the Eastern Churches, while the

social institution* are marked by elementary notions of justice

and paradoxical 11 shaman istic " practices, interspersed with a few

sublime moral precept*. Many things came ai a surprise to the

members of the Rennell Rodd Mission 1

,
who could not under-

stand mch a strange mixture of savagery and lofty notions in a

Christian community uhic'n, for instance, accounted accidental

death as wilful murder. The case is mentioned of a man falling

from a tree on a friend below and killiDg him. ** He was adjudged

to perish at the hands of the bereaved family, in the same manner

at the corpse. But the family refused to sacrifice a second

member, to the culprit escaped." Dreams also are resorted to,

a* in the days of the Pharaohs, for detecting crime. A priest is

sent for, and if his prayers and corses fail, a small boy is drugged

and told to dream. “ Whatever person he dreams of is fixed on

as the criminal
;
no further proof is needed. ..If the boy does uot

dream of the perron whom she pries: lias determined on as the

criminal, he is kept under drugs until he docs what is requited of

him."

To outsiders society seems to be a strange jumble of an irun

despotism, which forbids the filing of a horse for over ,£10

voder severe penalties, and a persocil freedom or licence, wh>ch

allows the labouter to claim his wages after a week’s work and

1 Conut ClekhtT. gmndtlMJi Mini**
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forthwith decamp to spend them, returning next day or next

month as the humour takes him. Yet somehow things hold

together, and a few Semitic immigrants from South Arabia have

for over jcco years contrived to maintain some kind of control

over the Hamttic aborigines nfco have always formed the bulk of

the population in Abyssinia.
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The Himyaridc immigrants, who thus still hold sway in a

foreign land, have long ceased to exist as a distinct nationality

in their o<nt country, where they liad nevertheless ages ago

founded flourishing empires, centra of one of the very oldest

civilizations of which there is any record. Should future racatch

confirm the now generally received view that Hamites and Semite*

are fundamentally of one stock, a view based both on physical and

linguistic data, the cradle of the Semitic branch will

also probably he traced to South Arabia, and more

Si^riTiiM*
particularly to that south-western region known to

,Kr4lJ>"
the ancients as Arabia Felix, it. the Yemen of the

Arabs. While Asia nnd Africa were still partly separated in the

north by a broad marine inlet before ihc formation of the Nile

delta, easy communication was afforded between the two continents

farther south at the head of the Gulf of Aden, where they are still

almost contiguous. By this route the primitive Hamito-Semitic
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population* may have moved either westward* into Africa, or, as

would seem more probable, eastwards into Asia, where in the

course of ages the Semitic type became specialised.

On this assumption South Arabia would necessarily be the

first home of the Semites, who in later times spread thence

north and east, and became further specialised as

PhunUians on the east coast of Arabia and the

neighbouring Bahrein Islands; as Assyrians in Mesopotamia;

as Arats on the Nejd steppe; as Castaanirts, Afoabitrs and

others in and about Palestine; as Amorihs (Aramaans, Syrians),

possibly even Htlliles
.
in Syria and Asia Minor.

Against this bmad view of Semitic origins and early migration*

there appear to be no serious objections of any kind, while the

hypothesis would seem to harmonise well with all the known

conditions. In the first place is to be considered the very narrow

area occupied by the Semites, both absolutely and relatively to

the domains o( the other fundamental ethnical groups- While

the Mongols are found in possession of the greater part of Asia,

and the Hainites with the Mediterraneans are diffused over the

whole of north Africa, south and wen Europe *incc the Stone

Ages, the Semites, excluding later expansions—Himyaritcs to

Abyssinia, Phoenician* to the shores of the Mediterranean,

Moslem Arabs to Africa. Irania, and Transoxiana—have always

been confined 10 the south-west comer of Asia, comprising very

little more than the Arabian Peninsula. Mesopotamia, Syria, and

(doubtfully) parts of Asia Minor. From this may be drawn two

important inferences— first that, as suggested, the cany Hamito-

Semitic migrations were not from east to west, but from the larger

African to the singularly contracted Asiatic area, and fecondly that

these migrations were comparatively late, not earlier at all events

than the Neolithic period At that time Asia was already well

peopled, so that the proto Semites could extend their range only

as conqueror*, and a* soch the Assyrians seem to make their

appearance amongst the Akkado-Sutnerians of Mesopotamia,

advancing, not from the north (the Kurdistan uplands), but from

the south i Persian Gulf), as is now generally believed by the best

authorities 1

.

1 Seep. s;j.
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It a the same with the Phoenicians, who, according to

PhaeMian Theodore Pent and other*, had their first seats in

the Persian Gulf, whence they passed in quite late

timet to the Mediterranean, at first as traders and

seafarers {Byblos, Tyre, Sidonl, then as colonists and founders of

empire* (leptis Magna, Carthage, Glides). In the earliest

references to the Syrian coast, a cylinder of Sargon I. (3800 ac.)

ar,d another of his son Dungi from Cyprus, no allusion is made to

the Phoenicians, who had probably at that time not yet reached

the Mediterranean. Herodotus learnt from the peiests of Baal

Melkart, the great god of Tyre, that this place was founded about

a;oo ac., while Old Tyre on the mainland was much more

ancient Yet Tyre was still hut an obscure fishing town, while

Byblos, their ddest settlement, Sidon, and Beryta (Beyrout) were

flourishing seaports, referred to in a papyrus of about 13:0 b.c.

Amongst tlie places captured by Thutmes III. {1600 n.c.) are

mentioned bon Beryta and Akko(Acre).

Altogether Phcenician origins in their new scats on the Syrian

seaboard cannot be earned back beyond about 3000 n.c How
long they may have dwelt :n their Brat nontes on the Arabian side

of tl>c Persian Gulf can only he conjectured from the immense

extent of the burial grounds explored by Bent in the Bahrein

Islands. Obviously these remains date back into Neolithic times,

and make it probable that the eastern Phoenicians had taken a

chief part in the active trade carried on by the Sumerian city of

Eridhu with Sinai, possibly even with the far East, 4000 or jt-co

years before the new era.

Was the “Phoenician Alphabet" amongst tbc treasures intro-

duced into Greece by these early distributors of

Aifhtic'"' eastern -arcs? Before Mr Evans’s discovery of a

pre-Phanician syllabary in Crete, the story ot

Cadmus was accepted in its integrity, and must still be regarded

as substantially true. It is possible that this syllabary of linear

symbols, as has been suggested, may have been picked up by the

Phcenician traders in the Archipelago, simplified by them m Tyre

or Sidon, and then reintroduced into Hellas in the perfect form

uhicb it has since retained. But the suggestion, made apparently

in order to transfer the credit of this stupendous invention from
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the Semites to the “Aryans," is not necessary, and cannot be

proved. The syllabary stands apart, as an independent or

separate development, while the eastern origin of the "Alphabet''

is tor ever attested by the forms, the order, and very names of the

letters, the Greek alpha, Ma, gamma, Jrita, etc. being the Semitic

akph, ox
;

trtA, house
;
ginfl, camel

;
daUth

,
door, names them-

selves suggestive of the ultimate pictorial or hieroglyphic origin of

the system Early forms or prototypes of these letters have ucen

sought, with but partial success, amongst the Egyptian hieroglyphs,

the Babylonian cuneiforms, and the rock-inscriptions of the

Minivans and Sabtcans in South Arabia.

These rock-inscriptions, great numbers of which have bren

recovered in recent years by Haldvy, Glaser and others, show that

in vety remote times South Arabia, presumable cradle of the

Semitic race, "was a land of culture and literature, a sea! of

powerful kingdoms and wealthy commerce, which cannot fail to

have exercised an influence upon the general history of the world 4."

Everything points to SiAa (Sci.'aa), i.i. Yemen, as the Sheba of

Scripture, which, in die time of Solomon, Itad extensive trading

relations with Tyie, probably also with India and
the cast coast of Africa from Abyssinia to Sofaia

beyond the Zambesi Thai the gold brought by the Tytians and
the Queen of Sheba came through SofaU fiom the neighbouring

mines worked by the Salucan Semites has been all but proved by
the investigations of Bent amid the ruins of Zimbabwe and other

parts of Manica and Maubililand- Salxea is shown by Assyrian

inscriptions to have been a powerful state in the 8th centuiy b.c,

when it was conterminous northwards wtth the Xinevitc empire

under Tigleth-Pilcscr and Sargon III. lake the Egypt of Menes,

it was formed by the fusion of several Himyarite principalities

ruled by the so-calkd Maktrib, " Blessed," or high-priest of Saba,

who gave his name to the land, as Ashdr did to that of tlie kindred

Assyrian Semites of Nineveh.

* C*l==> alto, despite the g.-cii authi.riiy of Aug. Fick (Die Gritttiltiai

I'.’JM. iirriA,.n. end H. i4wl, a a Fhucnldui name occunig « tie fan. of

Qsdmii. X. .ill the Mute if jfrflik*, an a canofann tablet quoted by Sayce la

«J-aZ S«|t. ir. tSpj. p. si*.
- «ayee.qmiiwi bj S. Uirg. to whom l am ladcbtod wr »m of the- .lata

(f/..iv>n puiim).
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But Saba itself was preceded by the much older empire of

Mir^.n.
Main U. of the MttuMnt, whose very name had
almost died out till rescued from oblivion by the

recently discovered inscriptions'. These have already yielded a

long list of 33 Mnuean kings, whose sway extended over the

whole of Arabia as far as Syria and Egypt, as shown by the

references to Gaza and to Teima (die Tenia of Scripture) on the

route between Stnai and Damascus.

Other inscriptions copied by Scetzen in 1810, and all grouped

togetlier as Himyaritic 5

,
proved to be in an old Semitic tongue,

and in a script which is often disposed in vertical iinci, and is the

parent of the system introduced in remote times into Abyssinia,

where it is still current. These Himyaritic documents are now
found to comprise two distinct groups, an early Minxan with

fuller and more archaic Semitic forma, and a later Saharan, though

even this language is more primitive than that of tl*e oldest

Assyrian and Hebrew records. Now the later Sab-can empire

goes back with certainty to tlte time of Solomon, so dial the 33
kings of the preceding Minatan dynasty, Saycc argues, may point

to a past probably coeval with that of the earliest Egyptian and

Akkadian records. When we remember that the Phccmcsans

looked to the Persian Gulf as their cradle, that they must have

been settled in the Bahrein alands for long ages before their

migration to the Mediterranean, and that Oannc3, from whom the

Akkado Sumerians received the germs of their culture, had also

traditionally come up from the sea, further research may yet show

that South Arabia was the source whence the Chaldaans derived

their first knowledge of the ans and letters. In any case this region

may well have been the first home cf the Semites, for “ in Arabia

alone we find Semites, and Semites only, from the very beginning,

1 fee litu HoauneTi SSd-Aratouht CkniMmalktt, .'lumen. 1B93.

* From Hmpiir, Icrd of the HtBitrllii, It- the "Rri Penile." a term at

ont rime i[piei to th* Stwlh Ambcin pcpulnticcs, «ed eiterded from them

to the Erythtom <*' RrJ '1 Sts. it ii inumting to ISOM that the

L;i peian iruv.s also depicted the Ke:u men in red, tut the uvacen la yellow,

in .oniesdieinaion to Ik* hisck Ethiopians
; while the Pan, it. the piepeof

Punt ("Red land”; un toil, sides of the Stull U Ril>-e' Miitil«l. *<• now
Ltotved to he the srcesiois of the Pmi. "t Phreoidics
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and the peculiar language and character of ihc race tnuvr have

been lint developed in the growing civilization which preceded

the ancient Mitumn Empire, probably as the later Stone Age was

passing into that « metal'.”

It should be mentioned that the Mitueanscript, often described

as a modified lorm of Phoenician, reveals on the contrary a writing

system more primitive than the oldest extant Phtenieian letters.

It is on this ground that Saycc asks whether the Phccnician itself

may not be derived from the Mituean (rather than from the

Egyptian hieroglyphs) as often assumed but never proved, or from

the Cretan syllabary, as above suggested. The Mirman language

is by far the most primitive member of the Semitic family, and

Saycc shows that its characters afford a better explanation of the

names of the Phcenician letters than do the hieroglyphs. Thus

aleph, “o'." presents in Minicao the outlines of an ox's bead, but

beats no resemblance to any of the Egyptian symbols used for a".

Should this view be continued, Semitic origins must be set still

further back to give time for the slow evolution of the Minaran

script from the assumed pictanal prototypes to the already highly

conventionalised forms of the oldest known inscriptions.

It is noteworthy that the Amorites, unless they are to be

identified with the Hittites. have always played a

very subordinate putt amongst the Semitic peoples,

Their territory was properly that part of Syria which

lay north of what was afterwards Palestine, although the name was

extended hy the Babylonians to the whole of Canaan. At a very

catly date the Amorites had also, though apparently only as

peaceful settlers, reached Babylonia, where they had a colony at

Sippara, and were able to hold high offices in the state
i
Pinches).

After the Hebrews had migrated from this region ("Ur oiCliald&a'

)

to Canaan {South Syria), the two peoples were often at war, but

were sometimes also allies, engaged in international couttesics and
“covenants,” as in i Kings xx. 34 ,

where we read that the kings

of Israel and Situ severally “nude streets” for their subjects in

1 Afrwi Orijuu, p. 94.
» Law. Mr Evas,’- -isueiiei Cretan ihemy. Sayo. declares his

prewm belief 10 be "Him the PbtcQlclan alphabet cue bom Arabia”

Uteai.oi/, Au£. ic,, iSyS. p. r,y).
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Damascus and Samana. From Babylonia those early Amoiite;

appear 10 have wandered up the Tigrii to Kurdistan

CtaUdaeaiM. an(l ,*le 1-“'' Urmia dinner, where they are now

represented by a lew groups of Christians commonly

but wrongly called 11 historians,” being simply eastern Christians

with a tutional rite'. They call themiclves Kaldani (Chaldatans)

and still speak, besides Arabic, a Syio-Chald»«n (Aramaic)

dialect written in a mtxlified lorm of the Syriac (F.stranghelo)

saipt*. Strange to say some of these Kaldani arc still in the

mini state', unless we suppose that this is a caseofreversion under

the influence of tlie surrounding Kurdish iribe9.

In Syria the whole population has become Arabised in speech,

while the majority (Masonites of the Lebanon and

oiliers) have long been Christians of the Syrian rite.

The)- possess a copious religious literature, adorned

by the names of St Ephrem and John of Damascus, and enriched

by a valuable version of Scripture (the PtihtNe ‘'correct”)* and

tome patristic writings still consulted by commentators. All

these writings arc in the Aramaic, a distinct branch of the Semitic

family, which appears to bold a position somewhat intermediate

between the Assyrian of the cuneiform documents and Phoenician.

After the dispersion of the ten tribes and the Babylonian captivity

a slightly modified form of Syriac, often called " Syro-Chaldaic,”

Incline the current speech of Palestine, where Hebrew, Phoenician,

a t»d the o:h« closely relared Canaamtish dialects have been

extinct as vernaculars for quite ioco years.

L
%yrUK*.

1 Max wo Thiriiiunn, Jturtu? in thi Caucus esc., 1875, rol t,

p. r>.

1 XL Rubens, Dialf&t Nf+Ara*u<ru <U S*i****t«c, Paris, r$$*; and

IgDftOO Gtwfi in Zrtiiekr. J. Afrr^tn. Ga. XXXVI. p. 1£3
* me the vu atout the *>iroe cd the Tigris |iooo famibo). 1ht

Tuxrxi in the Silamu district (10,000) and the TMks oi the Upper Tigris

«3W-
4 T^is \etux. a not to be exafased wkh the very old text of the Petiu-

ffiic- in a Hcbrew-Arunaic diakcl, written ir. th« original Hebrew character,

which it jealouiJy prowvcd at Kahlu* (SUhe*.) by & until "Saatariian* com-

r.T- ’y now d>M»g c*iL Tbe/oie on interesting link between present time*

and Pniescae befixe the Captmty, living aider a Sheikh, Jokdb Shalaibt.

whose tablets were rcdocoi a few ytarx ajp> to 133.
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Other ethnical groups, such as the Druzts, on the Lebanon

and non* alto in the Hauran district, and the

ANsarirh of the mountain range named from

them, Mill linger on, either ai survival* of t!:e old pagan and

Christian time*, or as Moslem sectaries with secret rites and

observances surrounded bp much mystery. Theodore Bent

'

connects the Ansarieh, whom he visited in the Tarsus district,

rith the Ali-Ullahhi of north Persia, and thinks their occult

religion it practised by many other Mattered groups in Aria Minor.

Their teputed founder, Baiba Xasere, made the Godhead of Ali

the basis of the system, and they also admit a Trinity—the Ain

Min-Sin. or Alt the Father, Muhammad the Son. and Salman cl-

Farsi the Holy Ghost which, with the use of wine in their secret

feasts, would seem to show that this cult is a graft of the Shiah

Moslem sect on some early form of Christianity. The Ansarieh

prayers arc described as " very beautiful and impressiv e, and there

are many curious points analogous to freemasonry in connection

with the initiation of a new member”'
With the Hebrew or Israelitish inhabitants of south Syria

(Canaan, PalcHtnc, "Land of Promise") we are here concerned

only in so far as they form a distinct branch of the Semitic family.

The term * Jews’,
'
properly indicating the children

7|m . ^
of Judah, fourth son of Jacob, has long been applied

generally to the whole people, who since the disappearance of the

ren northern tribes have been mainly represented by the tribe of

Judah, a remnant of Benjamin and a few Lcvitet, It. the section

of the nation which to the numiier of some jo.oco returned to

south Palestine (kingdom of Judiea) after the Babylonian captivity.

Hicse were doubtless later joined by some of the dispersed northern

tribes, who from Jacob's alternative name were commonly called

the “ ten tribes of Israel." But all such Israelites had lost their

separate nationality, and were consequently absotbed in the royal

tribe of Judah Since the suppression of the rations revolt-

1 fmr. Anlitep. An t. June. 189a, |~ :i*.

- /W.
from Oil French J*>-„ Lit ».«. Sons 01 Jchihh ijudah). See

my article, J.~e. in Ca^sXT. Sunton.t t; Gi/aial /afiti•iM’/m, rivj. from

uhlcli I :;lc many ot the foiluamg particular!.

K. 3*
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under the Empire, the Jttdsei themselves have been a dispersed

nationality, and even before thote events numerous settlements

Ivad been made in different pans of the Greek and Roman worlds,

as far new as Tripolitans, and also in Arabia and Abyssinia.

But most of the present communities probably descend from

those of the great dispersion after the fall of Jerusalem (70 a.d.j,

increased by considerable accessions of converted “Gentiles" for

the assumption that they have made few or no converts is no

longer tenable- In exile they have been far more a religious body

than a broken nation, and as such they could not fail under

favourable conditions to spread their teachings not only amongst

1heir Christian aJavei, but also amongst peoples such as the

Abyssinian Falashas, of lower culture than themselves In pre-

Muhammadan times many Arabs of Yemen and other districts

had conformed, and some of their Jewish kings (Asad Abtl-Karib,

Dhu Novas, and other*.! are still remembered. About the 7th

century all the Klazars—a renowned Tuiki people of the Volga,

tbe Crimea, and the Caspian— accepted Judaism, though they later

conformed to Russian orthodoxy. The Visigoth persecution of

the Spanish Jews (5th and 6th centuries) was largely due to their

ptosel) tiling real, against which, as well as against Jewish and

Christian mixed marriages, numerous papa) decrees were issued

in medieval times.

To this process of miscegenation is attributed the great variety

of physical features observed amongst the Jews of

ptiys&ai diffeten: countries, while the distinctly red type

cropping out almost everywhere has been traced by

Sayee and others to primordial iiuermingUngs with the Amoritc6

(“Red People*). Dr Dalby declare* that there arc all kinds of

jew*—brown, white, dark; Jews with black and with blue eyes;

tall, short; concluding that there is, therefore, no longer any

question of a Jewish race at all
1
. Nevertheless certain marked

1 Felix vea Lutetian also finds that “o^ onr modern Jews near I j 5^.1* are

techy, ” *uvc (*ir complexion. and BC4 more than • oxTWfwrf tu what we

hi»¥ Iturned to he the real cW .Semitic type'* {Stimu, J*n. ii, i$j 4t p. «).

H# thlnl* tivat the mi;orxy of living Jews ha*e the short-headed Armrr.hr. or

Hittite type, because “they xre the descendants of an ArzxKtuxii populatkm

that had only acceded Semitic writin; and kngnge in nbout io» t c.
M (t&)
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characteristics—large hooked noit. prominent watery eyes. tnxk

pendulous and almost everted under lip, rough friiily lustreless

hair—are sufficiently general to he regarded as racial traits.

The race n richly endowed with the most varied qualities, s*

shown by tlie whole tenour of theit history. Originally pure

nomads, they became excellent agriculturists after the settlement

in Canaan, and since then they have given ptoo! of the highest

capacity for science, letters, erudition of all kinds finance, music,

and diplomacy. The reputation of the medieval Arabs as restorers

of learning is largely due to their wise tolerance of the enlightened

Jewish communities in their midst, and on the other hand Spain

and Portugal have never Toeovcied from the national less sustained

by the expulsion of the Jews in the 14th anil 15th centuries. In

late years the persecutions, especially in Russia, have caused a

fresh exodus from the east of Europe, and by the aid of philan-

thropic capitalists flourishing agricultural settlements have been

founded in Paleuinc and Argentina. From statistics taken in

various places since tSBo the Jewish communities are at present

estimated at about 6,500,000, of whom 5,500,000 are in Europe,

410,000 in Africa, 150,000 in Asia, the test in America and

Australia.

Intimately associated with all these Aramaic and Catuantiic

Semites were a mysterious people who hsve been

identified with the /fitted of Scrip-.ure, and to

whom this name has been extended by common consent.

They arc also identified with the Khtta of the Egyptian monu-

ment* *, as well as with the Kkatti of the Assyrian cuneiform texts.

Indeed all these arc, without any clear proof, assumed to be the

same people, and to them are ascribed a considerable number

of stones, cylinders, and gems from time to time picked up at

various points between the Middle Euphrates and the Mediter-

ranean, engraved in a kina of hieroglyphic or rather pictorial

1 Firu raentkmfil in Gen. ««>. fl: "Zc*ir the Hittite."

' Thi. rfetlifirotk® h l«-i' on "It* caala of Hallilc pieAln aoilc by

IV.rir from Ihe Egyptian monuments The profile* are peculiar, aalile (ho*e of

any other po-jple represented by the F,yi>tiiin min., but ll-y are HenlKal

xilfc the piof le. which coiur aiming ibe Hllltte hleiojfyphi" |A. II. S>)«,
A<ii. >epc iSp*. p. 119).

»
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‘dipt, which ha9 beer, variously deciphered according 10 the bias

or fancy of epigraphies. This simply means that the " Hittitc

test* " have not yet been interpreted, and me likely to remain

unexplained, until a clue is found in some bilingual document,
such as the Rosetta .Stone, which surrendered the secret of the

Egyptian hietogly f*is.

Meanwhile the Hittitc language and people ate proved to be

Semites, Pelasgians, "Turanians,” or Ural-Altaic or Akkado-

Sumcrians, of all of which views one may say with Prof. Peter

J enren that they "are without foundation, and their results ate

destitute of value .” Is the same to be said of the solution

proposed, or rather revived by Jensen himself

1

I am noe com-
petent to decide, and can but say that his theory, which connects

the Hitritc language with the Armenian branch cf the Aryan
family, has been favourably received, and seems plausible. In

tbc Hittitc area, which has still to be defined, he admits a Semitic

dement, which was in remote times Atynnised in speech by Indo
European intruders speaking an archaic fotn of the Armenian

language.

This view agrees well with some of the known conditions, and

is independently supported by the results of Von Lutchan's

explorations in Senjirii, as well as by his theory on the modi-

fications of the Semitic type in western Asia by early inter-

mingling* of Amontes and Jews with Hittitc* in this region.

In North Syria, land of the Ainorite*, “nearly all the heads are

brachy, with indices near to 90 ; and these same brachy elements

we find everywhere in Western Asia
,
we find them mete ot less

prominent even with the modem Greeks, Aimcnians, and Turks

of Asia Minor, and especially the Armenians are most remarkable

1 Vilium papers la the Zfttukrt/I of ilie Gcman Oriental Society. 1S9J-

ifi* and JJUtiur ffu/.temru.Yr, a *:ho?arlT work which ippe&red in *848 tltno*!

tirrrtkmtonsly with C R. Coatee’* Txe Ihnittr and thtir Langutgt. Tlii.

Us; is irwrottfluiivtvand mm) toWUKtuwn twottcoUbyxttcmrciitg

to compare the Hittitc system “on the one bind with what is called the Arljn

imludtag \U Cypriote and ti* extra Inter* of the Lycian

and Carlin alphabet*. which ire generally admitted to he of the some origin;

on the olhti Iry c:<u joring the sounds ai>d forms of the oldcs* known Sumnun
emWcm (p. «fj). PtwA “ Turanian*" aid Rcimch’i •4Fao<$uua*’ seem

ocjuslly wileU the nfirlt.
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for the nearly complete umformiiy of their types, foi their dark

complexion, for their extreme brachycephalism and for their large

end hooked ‘Jewish
1
nose.... The old brachy race [of Syria

and A»ia Minor], which Irom the beginning was utterly distinct

from any Semitic tribe, can only be identified with the Hiititcs

—

the same Hittitc* mentioned as a Syrian tribe in the Bible, which

had been a sttong and formidable enemy to Ramses II. [A'Xc/a],

and were finally conquered by Assjrian kings in long wars, as wc

read in the Assyrian annals from the 9th to the 71(1 century n.c.
1 "

At Seniirli, it. the Sammal mentioned in the Assyrian texts

as a Hittite station in north Syria, were found numetous Hittitc

carvings with figures of strikingly .Armenian type, so that "we

cannot err if ne consider the inhabitants <i SammSl as the direct

ancestocs ol the modem Armenians' But the presence ofSemites

in the same old royal city is shown by two inscriptions of the p:h

and Sth centuries ac., both in character*! closely resembling those

of the famous Moabite inscription, and in » peoto-Aramaic or proto-

Hebrew language. Here we seem to find Semites and Armenians

in actual contact, their fusion resulting in what Von Luschan and

Jensen would call Hittites.

In marked contrast to these mixed Semitic populations c4

western Asia stand out the Arabs of the Nejd
plateau, who have to this day preserved their

1b ' Kl* b*

Semitic type and speech almost in their full integrity, and whose

destiny it has been to absorb, or at least impose their language

on, all the other members of the Semitic family, the cosmopolitan

Jews and the Himyarttic rulers of Abyssinia alone excepted. We
have already seen ho» these fiery noroads, who in Muhammadan
times have overrun north Africa, stand related to their remote

Hamitic kinsmen, the Berber aborigines of that region But they

have also ranged north to Mesopotamia and Syria, and the great

atie8 of Bagdad, Damascus, and Aleppo have long been centres

of Arab cult and culture. Here again Von Luschan points out

that of all the Semites the Bedouins alone form a homogeneous
unity, such as is represented on the earliest Egyptian monuments,

while the oldest Phitmcian skulls “stem identical with old and

1 Jmt ami Hutite., Siltw«. (an u. if<y,.

* HU.
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modern Bedouin skulls, so chat we must consider the modern

Bedouins as pure descendant* of the ok! Semitic lace. They

hare long narrow head* dark complexion, and a short, small and

straight nose, which is in every respect the direct counterpart of

.vhat nc arc accustomed to call a ' typical Jewish race'

Elsewhere—Iberia Sicily, Malta*, Irania, Central Asia, Ma-

laysia—the Arab invaders have failed to preserve either their

speech or their racial individuality. In some places (Spain,

Portugal, Sicily) they have disappeared altogether, leaving no-

thing behind them beyond some slight linguistic traces, and the

monuments of their wonderful architecture, crumbling Alhambra*

or stupendous mosques rc-consccrated as ChrJtian temples. But

in the eastern lands their influence is still felt by multitudes, who

profess Islim and use the Arabic script in writing their Persian,

Turki, or Malay languages, because some centuries ago those

regions were swept by a tornado of rude Bedouin fanatics, or

ebe visited by peaceful traders nnd missionaries from the Arabian

peninsula.

The monotlveistu proclaimed by these zealous preachers is

often s[X>Ven of as a special inheritance of the

Manott*»iirr
Semitic peoples, or at least already possessed by

them at such an early period in their life-history

as to seem insc|>arab!e from their very being. But it was not so.

Before the time of Allah or of Yahveh every hill-top had its

tutelar deity; the caves and rocks and the very atmosphere

swarmed with ••jins"; Assyrian and Phcenician pantheons,

with their Baals, and Molochs, and A startes and Adonais, were

as thickly peopled as those of the Hellenes and Hindus, and

in this, as in all other natural systems of belief, the mono-

theistic concept was gradually evolved by a slow process of

elimination. Noe was the process perfected by all the Semitic

peoples—Canaanites, Assyrians, Amorites, Phoenicians, and others

having always remained at the polytheistic stage— but only by the

Hebrews and the Arabs, the two more richly endowed members

1 Stun:/, J»n. ti, i8>«.

• The rude Semitic <tl»!rci sill ciurent in this iiland apyeats to fce

tadomenrally Hhwsiidan (Canfcsgtidlfi). late? xS-eitd bj Arabic and Italian

Udacnc«» ill. Mini. A Vtitt/m Stain, tdgd,faoim.)
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of the Semitic family. Even here a reservation has to be made,

for we nor- know that there was really but one evolution, that of

Yahveli, the adoption of the idea embodied in Allah being histori-

cally traceable to the Jewish and Christian s)stems.

Should the Hitctes prove to be a Semito-Armenian blend, in

them will be found a direct transition between the

eastern and western populations. On the Semitic
^c1 *'

side they range to the Persian Gulf and Irania,

while the Armenian element connects them with the aborigines

of Asia Minor—Cappadocians, Lycians, Carians, Lelcgcs, perhaps

Lydians and Phrygians. With these last we pass through the

Troad and the Propontis to the kindred Thracians, Paror.es,

Tyithcni, Ills ri and other pee- or proto- Hellenic peoples, grouped

by some authors collectively as " Pelatgians " Invented, as has

been said, for the purpose of confounding future ethnologists, these

Pclasgians certainly present an extremely difficult racial problem,

the solution of which has hitherto resisted the combined attacks

of ancient and modern stodents. " hen Dionysius tells us bluntly

that they were Greeks', we fancy the question isscitkd off-hand,

until ue find Herodotus describing them a few hundred years

earlier as aliens, rude in speech and usages, distinctly not Greeks,

and in his time hae and rhere (Thrace. Hellespont) still

speaking apparently non • Hellenic dialects 1. Then Homer
several centuries still earlier, with his epithet of Soc, occurring

both in the Iliad and the OJysirr‘. exalts them almost above the

level of the Greeks themselves- But perhaps in these seeming

contradictions «*c may have a key to the purcic, one which will

also fit in both with Sergi’s Mediterranean theory, ar.d with the

results of recent archaeological researches in the .Egcsn lands.

If the pre Mykcna-an culture revealed by Schliemann and others

in the Troad, Myken*. Argos, Ttryns, by Mr A. J.
Evans in

Crete, by Cesnola .n Cyprus, be ascribed to a pre-Hellenic rather

than to a proto-Hellenic people, then the classical references will

explain themselves, while this pre-Hellenic race will be readily

• T. ri. n*W-,i. y/ror'BWruA'-
• «. J7- * H- 10, 4>9> W 19. 17s-
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identified with the I'tlasgians, as tha term is undcistood by

Sctgt.

It is, I suppose, universally allowed that Greece really ns-,

peopled before the arrival of the Hellenes, which terra is here

to be taken as comprising all the Aryan intruders of Hellenic

speech. On their arrival the Hellenes therefore found the land

not only inhibited, but inhabited by a cultured people more

civilired than themselves, that is to say, the pre-Mykenaans,

Sergi's Pelasgan branch of the Mediterranean or Afro European

stock, whom the proto-Hellenes naturally regarded as their

superiors, and whom their first singers also natu-

ral fa]kd g;w neAo-rym'

1

. But in the course of a

JS£fc
fc“d few centuries* these Pclasgiaiu became Ilellcn-

laecl, all but a few scattered group", which lagging

behind in the general social progress are now also looked upon as

barbarians, speaking barbaric tongues, sod are so described by

contemporary historians Then these few reinn,mu of a glorious

but forgotten pan are also merged in the Hellenic stream, and
ran no longer be distinguished from other Greeks by contemporary

writers Hence for Dionysius the Pclasgians are simply Greeks,

1 “We rrcogniw in the lV<»-£i an ancirr.i and honourable race, sm«~

HtlScnic, il i» uue, t»il Ui.iraffm.lwl 'con lice Hellenes only in ihr political

sxA fcdcial devckp«;cni of then fi£*....Heic»'VXui am! other

»

takr * prejudiced

\4ew when. reiKcrt* to:k frert the jubieqoewt Tjiihcnlan Pelnigl, ihrj enll

the aa:ier.t Petaigiira n rode arv! wortblets race, their lx:g.*dgc barbim*, und

th«it Art tic* iiunde*. Nurnwnti. traditionary neconats of un<kr»bt«d amheft*

tiaty. deserve them .1; n brave* moral* and hormcrahlc people. ut&ii u*» lew

o distinct Koek nrd tribe* tbin a race united by a resen*.bl2.icc in nnaimcu tt»J

the forms of life” (W. Wndmtb, 7Xy ffnftrwf ANtifuHUs *f (he Grtth,

etc., Engl. ed. i$J7* f. p- ji;l. Remarkable wxrrd* to bare N*n written before

ihr rccwri rcvrtttkmt of *rtfeieol6£y la Hdl*%-
2 Thai the two wit nr si vc*i on for o tong time tide by title n evident from

the diderent vxiil institutes* it>d rdigkus Ideas providing in diftrtnt psri*

cf llelUs during the strictly historic period. Thus there ri no trace oc fetuhu*

i» Homer, wko repmrptstbe Achainn (Htlleaxl side, ubereos f«ri?h uocihip,

*« popularly undmtood. peer ail*! In Arcadia. Attic*, ttvl other Fetegic hxA
So with toitttitsi, and the dirk PW»doo of the Pda*£lam who **l fi*$H

y

ru)ip*ri by the fair Apollo. Zeus, and octcr gods of the Achiioi. It U 4

vast sub<c:t, which bos jti been scarcely touched
1

its elucxlrtico u*>!l explain

much in the obtctve ethnical rffetfoni of prehistoric Greocc.
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which in a sense may be true enough. All the heterogeneous

elements have been fused in a single Hellenic nationality, buill

upon a rough Pelasgic substratum, and adorned uith all the graces

of Hellenic culture.

Now to make good this hypothesis, » is necessary to Mow,

first, that the Pelagians were not an obscure tribe, a small

people confined to some remote corner of Hellas, lut a wide-

spread nation diffused over all the land; secondly, that this

nation, as far as car. now be determined, presented mental and

other characters answering to those ofScrgi's Mediterraneans, and

also such as might Ic looked for in a race capable of developing

the splendid .-Kgean cultuie of pre-Hellenic times.

On the first point it may suffice to say that the Pelasgians

were everywhere', so much so that the difficulty

rather is to discover a district where their presence
"U,M "

" as unknown. They fill the background of Hellenic “
s

y*n*“
origins, and even spread beyond the Hellenic

horiaon, to such an extent That there seems little room for

any othet people between the Adriatic and the Hellespont.

Prof. Ridgeway* has brought together a goad many passages

which clearly establish their universal range, as well as their

occupation especially of those places where have been found

objects of Mykemean and pte-Mykcmran culture, such as tn-

grated gems, pottery, implements, buildings, inscriptions in

psctographic and syllalxc scripts. In Crete they had the "great

city of Kncosos’ in Homers time*; not only was Mykcn.c
theirs, but the whole of Peloponnesus took the name of Pelasgia

;

the Icings of Tiryns were Pelasgians, and Aeschyhis calls Argos

a PcUsgian city
;
an old wall at Athens was attributed to them,

and the people of Attica lead from all time been Pelasgians*.

Orchomenus in Burnt ia was founded by a colony from PeUs-
gioiis in Thessaly , I^stos also was called Pelasgia, and Homer
knew of Pelasgians in the Trend. Their settlements are futther

' <»TO r*. EXVifa rarer «r.rfWf f.Siralo. V. liol. Tills might almikl

lx iiaiutiM.!. "they flood*! ihr whole cl Gi«c«."
5 ^ra/i-rr, )J} IJ, 1 By;, p jji and eisc-hnc.
* 04 XIX.

« r*-i. 1. j.
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traced to Egypt, to Rhodes, Cyprus, lipints—where Docona

ma their ancient shrine—and lastly to various parts of Italy.

Moreover, the Pclasginns were traditionally the civilising

element, who taught people to make bread, to yoke

c *J"
n

the ox to the plough, and to measure land. It would

appear from these and other allusions that there were

memories of still eiriier aborigines, amongst whom the Pelasgians

appear as a cultured people, introducing perhaps the arts and

Industrie of the pre-Mykentean Age. But the assumption,

based on no known data, is unnecessary, and it seems more

reasonable to look on this culture as locally developed, to some

extent under eastern (Egyptian, Babylonian, Hittite?) influences'.

Here it is Important to note that live Pelasgians wete credited

with a knowledge of letters', and all this may perhaps be taken as

sufficient confirmation of cur second postulate. At least if a

writing system be regarded as the highest achievement of civilised

man. there need no longer be any hesitation in ascribing all the

other arts and industries of the " -Egcan school'' to mu Pelasgians.

That the Hellenes nctc at first, and probably long after their

advent in Greece, an illiterate people, might almost be inferred

from the solitary reference in Homer to writing of any kind*, the

more so since the writer is a Pelusgian king of Argo-. The

reference thus shows that the Pelasgians were at that time a

cultured people, who corresponded with each other on both sides

of the „£gean. apparently in a script now revealed by the tcseaiches

1 Thi* ill ea o' 10 ifileprndrot evolution of wr-icrs (European) culture

u rttadtl) giiiui^ |Kufei, uui U itmvxuil? jrftccited, among*! othei>» by

M. Salomon Remch. who ha; made a rigo*xm attack oa what he calk the

“oriental miwgtv" «V. tludtiTO whichm icthitf l*t Asiatic or Egyptian

influences ctetywhcje. Sergi of couse goes fuithet. legudmg the Moditer-

ranein (Ibernn, Ligurian. Peiasgiani cilturwrxrt <™|y as local growths, bet i*

ifKlQKOiSmt toil <i f Asiatic* and of the nxJe Aryin beetles, who (we rather

os destreyen than civilise**. Thu is one of the Iuuii went*: idea* pcr*-j.lisg

the wtKile of tin Arii s ItohV», am! «m>e earlier writing*.

* Pacuinia», ttl. to, *.

1 The famous d<w4»r« KryM “fkol signs*' erf //. vi. t6a, called at 1. 17J*

raxtr. script" written i» a “feeding tablet" by Pratts, king of

Argos, jnd to hu father in-law, the long of LycU. to cuiuiaiu the

de*: fiction of th» bearer, Bellerophon.
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of Mr Evans in Crete*. Here were found, not one. but two

systems, a pictorial or hieroglyphic quite independent of the

Egyptian, and a linear or syllabic, the Utter, it would sewu.

developed from the former, while both overlapped each other,

/>. were in concurrent use- Although some of tl* pictography

resemble the Hittite symbols, they form as a whole an inde-

pendent group possibly of Cretan origin, though possibly also

belonging to an extensive hieroglyphic system spread over all the

.Egean Lands, including Asa Minor and Peloponnesus. Similarly

the linear characters, assumed to be degraded Cretan pictography

show analogies with the Cypriote, Lycian, and other syllabaries, so

that vre may here also have a syllabic system current in the same

region in Myken&tn times* or even earlier. Was it in thus sciipt

that King Proctus wrote his <nj#ar« ktypa ? If so.

should the document be recovered (archaeologists s^ipw****"
have accustomed us to such surprises) there arc

prospects that it would not long remain undeciphered. Dr M.

Much has already set to work with German patience on the

syllabary with not unpromising results*, desptte a somewhat

doubtful initial assumption. Supposing that the script is in some

archaic form the Greek language, lie takes a given symbol to

have the sound of the Itat letter of the corresponding Greek word,

an the principle of A foran Apple in children’s pictorial alphabets.

Thus the character representing an axe would have the phonetic

value ol A, this being the tirst letter of the Greek word an

0X«, and *0 on. Of course everything depend? on the language,

which, considering someascertained dates such as that ofSargoci 1.

(3S0D h.g

X

was more probably Pelasgic or pre-Hellenic. So the

matter staryds at present.

It is agreed that the .-Egcan culture was antecedent to a

knowledge of iron, and belonged in fact to the Bronze Age, with

its roots buried deeply in the preceding Neolithic period. Mr
Evans's view* a that the arts and industries were developed firs?

in the Archipelago (Crete, Cyprus, etc.), and later on the Greek

mainland (M)kerne, Argo?, ctc.k and »n Asia Minor (Lycia, the

1 Crtfca Pfcto&vpki And P,'*~Ptewkia* Script*
«fy6;

lad tiHwhtr*.

1 Givbut, LXXi. p- -4

1 PaptT wad xi the Moct*ng U the Uni. Amo:. Limped, \ty>
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Troad) under eastern influence*, bui Kill independently, in *a far

that the eastern models were not slavishly borrowed, but rather

assimilated and still further improved. Moreover, it was from the

.-Egean centre, and not directly from the East, that the arts of the

Bronze and later periods were introduced into Europe, so ilia: the

.-Egean is to be regarded as the connecting link

BpcMdBf * between East and Wat, between, for instance, the

bronzes of Ireland and Scandinavia on the one hand
and those of Egypt and Babylonia on the Other.

His conclusions being hated, not only on hit own researches, but

aho on those of Sehliemann, Tsountas and others in Hbaarlik

(Troy), Tiryns, Mykentc, Argos, Cyprus, together with the

revelations of the Swiss lake-dwellings and the Tctramare cf

north Italy, have a solid foundation in faez, and are now largely

accepted' by archicoiogists. The old views respecting the

"Etruscan" or “Semitic" origin of the Western Bronze culture,

are falling into the background, and making nay for the several

periods of .Egean culture, at determined by the finds in the second

city of Troy, in Amorgcs, under the volcanic bed in the island of

Thera, in the tomb* of MykttMB and elsewhere.

The first period covert the wide domain comprised by Switzer

-

Isnd and Upper Italy, the Danube basin (especially Hungary)

and the Balkan peninsula
; it is continued throughout a great part

of Asia Minor, and at Last ends in Cyprus. In this artistic domain,

in which Asia Minor appears as a part of Europe, the liter /Egean

culture was evolved mainly along the sca-coasts, for "life springs

from water.
1

1

The assumption that navigation in live eastern

Mediterranean had its rise on the unsheltered Syrian seaboard,

here we now know that the Plxenicians arrived at a relatively

late period, can no longer be maintained. The .-Egean islands

were the natural home of the earliest etfoits of seafaring man, and

thus was here stimulated a higher degree of culture, winch reacted

not only on the whole of the European domain, but also influenced

the earlier Egyptian and Asiatic fields themselves.

But the influences were mutual, as shown by the /Egean

mutatiixi of the Babylonian cylinders and other objects, and
especially by the spiral motive in ornamentation, which already

appears m the Amorgos (prc-Mykcntcan) period, and later
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plays so great a part in European art, while absent from the

earliest productions of Asia Minor and the Danubian lands.

This motive, however, is shown by Petrie to be ultimately of

Egyptian origin, being met on the scarabs of the 4th dynasty.

The great development of the spiral and of other foreign designs

in Mykciwan art can be explained only on the assumption of

contact between Egypt and the .-Egcan about tooo years earlier

than had hitherto been supposed .

1 Sw i" 10.
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T:tr or Aryan Sltecu—The " Pk*c>. Aryan •’* tm> Type*—
I.tngiitftc Relation* in utk\ Italy—KAnkal KeUslo«» in North
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in BKtAin—Prehiitcoc and Historic Ru»*—Ung-I.a.l* and Ro.rrf-

: and £mu*—Fornailen of :be English Naifcm—Ethnic
Relaticr* in Ir#l«ad-and Scotland Present Cco«.w:ion of the Rr.mh
People*—The EngUrA Ionrui*c-7Xv /few* Ato- Coosutoer.:

Llcm-nn—Mental Traits- 7%r W Elhnic Rela-

tion* in Tuly—Uguri*K
%
JlhnoH % iod Aryan Ebwettir—TtK Pmev

//.r/iatt*—Ait and Ethk*-tfte ifrwa***#—BtHaic Krbtioti* in Gre«*
-/V MtoKr-Odrin* irA Migration*-The LiiKnvdan F*a<n~-
.
<•**»**•: fiirUxi « litkiatu— Tl»e Hellenic Legend—The Greek Lso

«—THr Slavs -Origin* and Mjgraiior*—Araa/jV**/ *rrf Bitdha
*J% CM**, nml /&/»—The Scaithem 5!ftvs-Mta*rt«M-.&rtfj,

Crwls, Bosnia* -TAt The Runi***—PAmbrinn* Ru..iar

Origin*—Ahns and Owtr—Aforicim of ike Ouci»u>—

T

hf. Usmans
-Eihnic and Linguistic Relations—Mw, ftfA** aud &>//Arf-

Lo*luuJ and HiU Tajiks-Tbc Galchic Linguistc Family—
Gftlchj and T*yk Type*—

A

mi Eurt^no axul H. alfiuut in Central

Aii*—

T

hr Hindu*—

E

thnic KeUikets la India -NcmU. Mongoloid,

l>raiUlian. ar».l Aryan Elcacnu-TXr KSU—Tf* Dmwtiaw— 7*iu xcA
AVmSv/-H« CnfliKdDrarWbn and Aryan <«ou| Dratidtfn ini
Ne>Sanik»itie Languigc^—The Hindi Caret-The Ocunk CaCva-
mans—Murmt&PU—E&UrN Psfyvttitnr—*Origin^ Types, acd Divi-

lions—XljgntioM.

Ip the views of Mr Evans L* accepted, there is an en<! of the

theory that Bronze came in with the •' Aryans" and it \s from this

Standpoint tha: the rcvelauon of an independent ACgcan culture

in touch with Babylonia and Egypt some four milledurns before
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the new era is of such momentous import in determining the

ethnical relations of the historical) /-**- the present European

popubtions Whether we call them Adueans or Hellenes,

Umbrians or lull, Sarmatians or Slavs, Teutons or Germans,

Gauls. Britons oe Kelts, Basques or Spaniards, all may now.

roughly speaking, be retarded as originally North African Hamito.

both of the long-headed and round-headed types, indigenous from

remote times in that region. Europe would appear to lave been

reached by two routes, first in the Stone Ages, across the Mediter-

ranean at several point*, then round by Asia Minor and the

Eurasian steppe, mainly in the early Metal Age, or in the period

intermediate between the Neolithic and the Bronze Age, the

.-Eneolithic period of Italian archeologists. Both routes were

followed by both types, the rathet short, dark long heads, i.t the

"Mediterraneans* of Ripley and Sergi, becoming specialised

along the northern shores of the Mediterranean, in West Europe,

and the British Isles as Pelagians. Ligurians, Iberians, 1'icts or

Silurians, while tlte dark ee brown round heads of medium height,

—the " Alpines " of Ripley and dc Lapouge—were massed in the

central uplands (Auvergne, Savoy, Switzerland. Tyrol).

It is doubtful whether the Mediterraneans spread in large

numbers to North Europe (the North German lowlands and

Scandinavia), which region would seem to have been for the

most part occupied in Neolithic times by the tall blond long-

heads—Ripley’s Teutons, and the Horn Eurapaat of Limid

and de Lapcuge—who came from the Eurasian steppe. Then

perhaps a little later the “Alpines' may have been teinfotccd

by other roundheads from the Iranian and Armenian uplands,

who at the same time spread over the East European plains.

Such prehistoric migrations would at least explain several

striking facts in the constitution of the European peoples, as for

instance, the absence everywhere of a clearly defined Mongol

type, except such as can be traced to quite late Mongo! intruders

;

the astonishing diffusion of the Alpine roundheads over the

eastern plaint, that is, over nell-mgh half of Europe, 90 that one

asks why this type should be called "Alpine,’ when it covers

nearly r,ooo,ooo square miles of lowbnds
;

the perhaps sill

more remarkable exclusion of the same Alpines or of any round-
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heads from the British Islands till the Bronze Age. here certainly

recent, say. about tcoo bc. at the earliest
;
the strange distfibut'.on

of the dolicho and brachy types in Italy and the islands, where

the positions seem to be reversed ; and lastly the presence of long-

heads in Gteccc in Mykenaan, if. Pclasgk ot ptc-Hclenic times,

the common assumption being that this clement came in with

the long herded Hellenes of Aryan speech. But if long-headed

Mediterraneans be once admitted as the substratum in the above

specified lands all will be simplified.

The general character of the Aryan migrations has already

teen considered. But it may here be pointed out

*!»*"••• w that the Aryans, as a distinct race, were perhaps at

ws*'- n0 ,imc veTJ. numerous Still, few or many, in their

cradle, which nr prerumably the Eurasian steppe, and before the

dispersions, they must have been a more oc less homogeneous race

with definite physical characters. They Could r.oi. for instance,

have been both round and long-headed, fair and dork, tall and

short, but, let os say, tall, fait long-heads, as all things considered

seems the mere probable view. How then does it happen that

from the first, that is, on their very first appearance in Europe,

peoples of Aryan speech present both types, as is clearly seen, fee

instance, in the round-headed Kelt* anil the long headed Teutons?

Seiji solver the problem by assuming that the tribes of Aryan

speech entering Europe from Asia in the Bronze period were

nil round headed, and moreorer rude barbarians who brought

nothing with them, ercept bronze, and their language. This they

imposed on the Mediterraneans, or rather grafted on the speech

of the Ligurians in Italy, and of live PeUsguns in Greece, which

must have been of Hamrtic type : “The language of the Aryans

tramformec, but did not destroy those spoken in Greece and

Italy
1.* There may be more truth in this than appears on the

surface, although the case is put in a way that can never be

accepted by philologists. To me it appears rather that the Aryan

longues everywhere, so to say, took possession of

the soil, and effaced those previously current, but

OrwceanJ w duiny became themselves somewhat modified.

especially in their vocabulary and phonetics. Even

1 Aril r p. ijfi.
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their structure was disturbed b)* the conflict, so that there were

often great losses and reconstructions, as Is plainly seen in tire

Italic (1-stin, Umbrian, Oscan) verbal system. The organic

Aryan future in i disappear! in many verb!, and is replaced by

an analytical form, which tn course of time again becomes

synthetic'.

In this war the various members of the Aryan linguistic

family became specialised in their new home?, and it is Tca'onable

to suppose that such specialisation took place under local in

Alienees, Ligurian in Italy, Pelaigian in Greece, and so on. But

this is very different from saying that the Aryans, of Astatic origin,

had on reaching Europe only one Unguigc divided into three

main branches, which ore now well differentiated under the names

of Keltic, Germanic, and Slav, just as they had only one funda-

mental physical type
;
also that the other socalled Aryan languages,

especially those of Greece and Italy, were never originally Aryan

("non furono mai ane d’ origtne"). but became transformed to

Aryan tongues, under the influence especially of the proto-Kelts

and the proto-Slavs, the two brioches which invaded those regions.

The same phenomena. Sergi contend'- must have taken place

amongst the long-headed people who first occupied North Europe.

They also came from Africa, arc represented in the German

Rtihtngrabtr, and are wrongly supposed to be

typical Teutonic Aryans from Asia. But they are

only Mediterraneans who, like the others in Italy,

Greece, and elsewhere, were Aryanised in S|>occh,

and generally yielded to the sway and cultural influence! of

the round-headed Aryans arriving much later from Asia".

Thu extension of the Mediterranean stock to north Europe and

Scandinavia is based bySergi on what be claims to be an absolute

identity in the lomis of the ctania from the Reiliengrdber with

those of Ligurian graves in Italy. But too much seems to lie

built on the common character* of these dolieho skulls, the two

race! being in tnOit Other tested! quite different, the northerners

1 Cf. Lit- V -ere tie Umbrian still has IK. S. C6p«.y, Tx,

ItaU Diaittu. etc* Cambridge University l^ess. 1897, vol. i p. 418V
z Jm r pp. 1(^-7; Ut (4T C/M wiftMurrfm fiitkmgnUt’tj/vt, p. 7,

and cl sialic/-.
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tall, almost gigantic blonds, of robust if somewhat ccarse physique,

the southerners dark, sliort or medium-sixed, with finely pro

portioned but slender figures. Nor is it explained how the dark

round-heads from Asia could have imposed their Aryan speech on

these tall blonds without close contact, intcrminglings. and con-

sequent modifications of the type.

Some other solution mus: therefore be sought for this Aryan

crux, and I think it will be found in the suggested twofold in-

vasion of Europe in relatively late times, by tall, blond long-beads

from the Eurasian steppe, and by shott, dark round-heads from

Armenia through Asia Minor, borh being of Aryan speech. The

universality of this speech in Europe since the Metal period is an

immense factor in the problem, which can 1* explained only on the

assumption that the Aryan language had already been widely-diffused

over the Eurasian steppe and the southern (Iranian, Armenian)

uplands m remote times, prior to the later Aryan migrations to

North, Central, and South Europe. Jensen's view that Hittite

was an early form of Armenian (Aryan) at present holds the field

(see above), while the very marked Armenian cranial type is now-

traced front Asia right through the centra! European bnchy tone

to the Alps and into north Africa where it originated, and even

not to the Canary Islands. Thus E Quntre constitutes in

western Asia an Armcnoid group of round-heads 1 quite distinct

from the true long-headed Iranians, and the same type is found as

far west as Adalia and l.ycia by von Luschan, n-bo also identifies it

as Armenian, and as the aboriginal element in this region'. From

' Includes the KUlIhisto, Mulish, Amariei. Bskhilnt, "et quflqwtr

autre* families encore moms connuc^” besides tbe Armenians proper. by}*-

bitchy with aphOic mde* 85 to 90 {Rfdtrtbt Autktvf+tyA/uu FAiu
Oca&vtaltp Lpxu, 1895b Elsewbu* \L*r WrwvurVw, etc. in Sul. JW.

dAnttrop. di Lyun. \S*/r) ihUofecrvcv, who hu >pmt five ytnti in the 4eM

(1W94I describes tbe tme Ansttiuan ij\x, figured <cu certain Awyrian In*
ivliofc. x. hyfAi.hracby unh <l«wp brown am! hair, Iccg nose ofc« ccovc*

and rounded at tip. ard fcekiu aurau height, from ma»ajc ti*r**cr«w«f3 protobiy

wiilt Scu.ee*. Kurd*, prc<0‘Geof£ii&*, and Cappadocian ticbiashi.

* See Fig. 9* in his fi/ijtm in Lykxn< Victcni, 18891 Arch tv /.

,4at/hfif. xix. t^y* Hommel brings trnin AuW Ary*™ into Asi» Minor,

tirnufyin* the Scythian* with the IwruAiu. some of whom ranged mo Ci-'.cia

and Opy^doda, whec the Hicutes are locotcd by many. Proj*er ruses wow
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this source (without going with Prof. Hove 1 to the Central Asian

Mongols) were therefore most probably derived the Asiatic round-

headi of the brachy tone of East and Alpine Europe.

On the other hand the tall long-headed blondi (Ripley’s

Teutons and the typical “Aryans" of nearly all

German anthropologists), must have followed a more on^n***'
northern toute from the Eurasian steppe to the

Baltic lands, where they are by many regarded as indigenous, that

it, as haring here been specialised in an environment favourable

to the development of a llond complexion and robust physique.

This suggestion, which is reasonable enough, in no way lashes

with a Eurasiatic origin, if understood to mean, not that the

Teutons sprang out of the soil in their present homes, but only

that, since their advent in this region in Neolithic times, they have

under new conditions acquired those physical characters by which

they have been distinguished throughout rhe historic period.

In fact the cailiest known historic records all point in this

direction, that the Baltic lands (north Germany, Scandinavia,

the present Finland and Baltic provinces) are, in the sense here

suggested, the true home of the Teutonic race, a second area of

dinerentiation and dispersion m later times over Europe and half

the globe. Thus Gustav Kossinna’ shows that south Scandinavia

with Denmark, Mecklenburg, and Pomerania form the German

cradle ("Urhcimat") since the Neolithic Age- Their farther east-

ward spread in the Bronte period can have started

only from Scandinavia, as direct trade-relations speoii!»*Os»

between south Sweden and the mouth of the Oder

can be traced bick to the beginning of the Metal

period. Somewhat later two distinct trade-routes can be clearly

followed through Bornholm (originally Burgund) and through

Jutland, while tribal names such as "urines, Goths, BurgoncU

Iranian indue*** in Ad* Mlr,.r. *i.l nfereoee b mule to the “Uue-eyid*
prime.* of Mctannl -poke* c< le, the TvU d-Amanu tablets {SliMfiMui/.-,

As*/. Sr. I*A “ Heihilor o- Skrih.n "g

• In /ftp. St tE/.-U /f.lixtinf., July if'|S. ihii clSriilo-ln makes uU the

Kelt* of direct MuSgal borage, tr/.era.; Euicj. in ih« N.nliihic Aj.<* with a

ditiirui Vrtl*AU.iir irj* ar»U coinro.

* Awv •'
. vjt. 3 m i 4.

33-2
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common both 10 North Germany and Scandinavia, show the

intimate association of all these lands a; the dawn of hittoty.

At first no sharp parting line can he detected within the Teu-

tonic linguistic family
;
hut the Kattegat and Great Belt must soon

have divided the whole region into two distinct speech aim—south

Sweden and north Germany—which became gradually more

marked, nhiic the cleft between north and south Germany must

also have grown wider by the spread of the tribes west and south

in the La Tine period, say about 300 6.C. The parting line was

now shifted to Juiland, whence the Ctmbtians, Teutons, Eudusi,

Hanxb, and lletuli stteamed focth. Thus the general Teutonic

law of sound-shifting need not in its first (pie-historic) stage he

set back farther chan about 400 tic, although MUIlcniiotf dates

it some 6do years eatlicr-

ln any case it is now certain that the great waves of Teutonic

migration began some time before the new era, and while some

se: south and ue«, othere, and these perhaps the curliest, flowed

south-east towards their original Eurasiatic seats. Amongst these

may have teen the Tkr/uiant and the kindred Phrygian!, by

many believed to be of Gcmunic stock, but whether belated

Teutons left behind 00 their march to the north, or more recent

arrivals from the north, they do not say
;
nor indeed are there

sufficient data for a profitable discussion of the question.

We teach firmer ground with the Panama, who ate the earliest

Teutonic people that come within the historical

Buui.ni*. horiton. Already mentioned doubtfully by Strabo

as separating the Gcrtnani from the Scythians

(Tiiagctcs) about the Dniester and Dnieper, their movements may

now be followed by authentic documents from the Baltic to the

Euxine. Formangier
1 shows that the earliest known German

figures are these of the Adaniklissi monument, in the Dobtuja,

commemorating the vktoiy of Crassus over the Bastair.a;, Ge:x,

and Thracians in »8 u.c. The Hawaii!* migrated before the

Cimbri and Teutons through the Vistula valley to the i/ovrer

Danube about 100 E.c. They had relations with the Macedonians

and the successes of Mithridates over the Romans were due to

1 Ptftt rixl K the Meeting oi the Get. Anthrop. Sot. Spleis. iSpS
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their aid. The account of their overthrow by Crauus in Dio

Cassius is in striking accord with the scenes on the Adamkliasi

monument. Here they appear dressed only in a kind of trowsers,

•nth long pointed beards, and defiant but noble features. The sami

type recurs both on the column of Trajan, who engaged them as

auxiliaries in his Dacian wars, and on the Arch of Marcus .Aurelius,

here however wearing a tunic, a sign perhaps of later Roman in-

fluences. And thus after scoo years arc answered Strabo's doubts

by modem archxology.

Much later there followed along the same beaten track between

the Baltic and Black Sea a section of the Gotha, whom
<ie find first settled in the Baltic lands in proximity

to the Finns'. The exodus from this region can

scarcely have taken place before the and century of the new cm,

for they arc still unknown to Strabo, while Tacitus locates them

on the Baltic between the Elbe and the Vistula. Later Cassio-

dotus and others bring then-, from Scandinavia to the Vistula, and

up that river to the Euxitie and Lower Danube. Although ofien

regarded as legendary, this migration is supported by archaeo-

logical evidence. In 1837 a gold ring inscribed with the oldest

runes was found at Petroassa in Wallachia, and in 1858 an iron

spearhead with a Gothic name in the same script', which dates

from the first Iron Age, turned up near Kovel in Volhyr.ia. The

spear head is identical with one found in 1865 at Miinchenberg

in Brandenburg, on which Wimmfr remarks that "of 15 Runic

inscriptions in Germany the too earliest occur on iron pikes.

There is no doubt that the runes of the Kovel spearhead and

of the ring came from Gothic tribes'." These Southern Goths,

later called Mteao-Goths, because they settled in Mttflia (Bulgaria

and Serv-.a), had all the physics! and even moral characters 01 the

Old Teutons, as seen in the Emperor Maximtnus, born in Thrace

of a Goth by an Alan woman—very tall, strong, handsome, with

1 See p. 336.
5 Ttise Hist wees. It sWId lx noted, wt»e rot o>nfin«l like the later

ftrr** to .Scanilktsitl* tm! Britain, v.«ic cut ren: amongti tb* tarty C«ouius

jystjple*. though ippirenisy nowhere la taraiivo o-r

* Af&tanmfs mniqutt in Mi*t. Set. -4 of. d* AW'/. 1893.
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light hair and milk-white shin*, temperate in all things and of

great mental energy.

We thui we that this movement of the Goths to the Euxinc

and Danube is not a primitive migration of “ Aryans” from North

Europe, and should lend no support to the views of Penka. who

locates the Aryan cradle in that region. It is quite a recent

event, which is m no way opposed to the theory of Montelius and

other Swedish palethnologists that the pr«o-Tcutons had origia-

aly migrated to Sweden from the Black Sea (the Eurusian steppe)

in the New Stone Age. Penka’s objection that in this view the

Teutonic language could not contain such, words, foe instance, as

whale, sell, and lobster, !3 irrelevant. Such terms were of course

not brought from the Euxinc, but were either loan-words or

normal developments during their long settlement on the shores

of the Baltic and German Ocean.

Before tlreir absorption in tire surrounding Bulgar and Slav

populations the MosoCoths were evangelised in the (th century

by their bishop Ulfilas ("Wolf”), whose fragmentary translation

of Scripture, preserv ed in the Codex Argratau of Upsala, is the

roost precious monument of early Teutonic speech extant.

Without following the later migrations of Burgundians, Longo-

fcards. Saxons, Angles, Franks, Vandals Visigoths and the ocher

northern " barbarians' which are historic events it will suffice to

indicate the results, so far as they have affected the physical

Vo'frtion
characters of the present Germanic peoples From

at thi 7t. the examination made some years ago of 6,758,000
yp»-

,chco! children 3
, it would appear that about 31 per

cent, of living Germans may be classed as blonds, 14 as brunettes,

and 55 as mixed
;
and further that of the blonds about 43 per cent,

arc centred in Nccth, 33 in Central and 34 in South Germany.

The brunettes increase, generally speaking, southwards. South

Bavaria showing only about 14 per cent, of blonds, and the same

law holds good of the long heads and the round-heads respectively.

To what cause is to be attributed this profound modification of

the Teutonic type in the direction of the south?

1 “lanra cutis
1
* (Sidouras Apotllnira).

* Thf rendu were tibilHcd by Virchow and nay l>« i«n. w«fce« pass

to ixrma*. Murccs. in tk* Timtt of Sept* »i, i$^-
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That the Teutons ranged :n considerable number* Ur beyond

their northern scats is proved by the spread of tbc Geriran

language to the central highlands, and beyond them down the

southern slopes, where a mdc High German dialect lingered on

in the socalled "Seven Communes' of the Veronese district fir

into the nineteenth century. But after pissing the Main, which

appears to have long formed the ethnical divide for Centra;

Europe, they entered the zone of the brown Alpine round-heads',

to whom they communicated their speech, but by whom they were

largely modified in physical appearance. The process has for

long ages been much tlie tame everywhere—perennial streams of

Teutonism setting steadily from the north, all successively sub-

merged in the great ocean of dark round-headed humanity, which

under many names has occupied the central uplands and eastern

plains since the Neolithic Age, outflowing also in later times

into the Balkan Pcnnsula.

This absorption of what is assumed to be the superior in the

inferior type, may be due to the conditions of the general move-

ment—warlike bands, accompanied by fen women, appearing as

conquerors in the midst of the Alpines and merging with them

in the great mass of brachy populations. Or is the transformation

to be explained by de Lapougei new doctrine, which, whatever may

be its ultimate fate, is at least entitled to a respectful hearing, and

not to be dismissed, as Scrgi and others dismiss it, as “fantastic*?

Bticfly put, the theory is that the long and the round cranial forms

ate not so much a question of race as of social conditions, and

tliat, owing to the increasingly unfavourable nature of these con-

ditions, tlterc is a general tendency tor the superior long heads to

be absorbed in the inferior round-heads’.

Thus is struck a deep pessimistic note, which under the cover

> See Ripley's Crmlolopcal clisit in to it Dotxauntife-r iJ unarm-

#JiW dnau (fc tIndue Cfpk*ti$u* en An r*t*.

* T>« cav it T. vrompromiwrg i«P£WR« by XL Attitd Fouillee:

,4Unc wire lui, pliu tcnrfjicinn: idmi*. c'otque depus les temps ikc&jio*

nq'if*, I e* bracb)Kty!u)ff tcadeiu a eLmmcr k* dolicboo ph*1r4 p>r rinvucca

pcc^iessive dt* enuctie* infrrWtim l’bb*oq>UoA deft fticciocxtiiei dim le;

deinxretirs* cii dies vknuent te D>yer** (A-:. iA/ Aw Jfand'i, March 15,
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of science aims a deadly blow at modem culture. De Lapougc 1

contends that in France the restless and more enterprising long-

heads migrate from the rucal districts in disproportionate numbers

to the towns, where they die out. For the department of Aieyron

he gives a table showing a steady rise of the cephalic index front

;t '4 in prehistoric times to S6 5 in 1889, and attributes this to

the douches gravitating chiefly to the large towns, as Dr Ammon
has also shown for Baden. Dr L. Laioy sums up the results thus:

France is being depopulated, and, what is worse, it is precisely

the best section of the inhabitant* that disappear*, the section

most productive in eminent men in all departments of learning,

while the ignorant and rude ftcus alone increase.

These views have met with favour even across the Atlantic,

bat are by no means universally accepted. The ground seems

cut from the whole theory by Prof A. Macalittcr, who had a

paper at the Toronto Meeting of the British Association, 1897,

or. 'The Causes of Brachyccphaly," showing that the infantile and

primitive skull is relatively long, and that there is a gradual change,

phylogenetic (racial) as well as ontogenetic (individual) toward

brachycephaly, which is certainly correlated with, and is apparently

produced by, cerebral activity and growth; in the process of

development in the individual and the race the frontal lobes of

the brain grow the mote rapidly and tend to till out and broaden

the skull*. The tendency would thus hare nothing to do with

rustic ami urban life, nor would the round be necessarily, if at #11,

inferior to the long head. Some of de Lapouge's generalisation*

are also traversed by Iivi', Deniket*. Sergi* and others, so that a

1 f.Atr.it! AfUAnp. tut it Pn&iiNt At !a DJfefttblim, in Mtv. A g.vrt-

wltpStiftti, IX. O SOOT
i
X. p. I31 (1S9J-6). 1 Maun, 189;, p. ,8;.

1 Lnr. mult, for Italy [Aum/mUri* MiliUn) differ in respecis

from tl)M* cf lie L>po>s« and Ammon for Franc* and Baden. Tbss he finds

that in the Urachy dlatncu the urbifi fcpolauca i less briehy thin t-* r*nl,

'Hut* m it* doticn diaries the towns ue oare brachy thin the plain*.

* Dealing with seme rccea studies of the Lithnaaiu noc. Dentter wilte.1

"Ainsi. done, oxtraiiemint 111 id*« dr MM. d* Lapnoec et Ammoc, en

rommo d nilfotirs » lialie. let clisse* les pin ittsiniiter.dingeinHs,

ortaise-, Wiu plot bricby les p.isans" {L’AmirtftJtzu, 1896, p. Jjl).

Similar coisradictlons orccr is ccowcrioti with light and dark halt, eyes eic.

* ’•£ qul non posso :roI»Kuire di avurlin us ciroic osiai diffuso fragB
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huge superstructure iciim 10 have been built op on very weak

foundations.

But whatever be the cause, the fact must be accepted the:

lii>mo Eurafaui (the Teutons) become* merged

southwards in /Uaio Alpinus, whose names, as
^tr-Ktito-

stated, are many. If, with litoea, we call him AW/,

or Shn+Kttt, the expression need no longer lead to misunder-

standings, as for us it now simply implies a great mass of Neo-

lithic round-heads from Africa, later—probably m the Copper or

Early Bronte Age—teinfoiced by other round-heads of Aryan

S|cech from Asia, with whom they united at>d from whom they

received their Keltic and Slavonic languages.

It is remarks le that in the Alpine region, especially- Tyrol,

where the brachy element comes to a focus, there

ts a peculiar form of round-head which has greatly

puzzled de Lapouge, but may perhaps be accounted

for on this hypothesis of t»o brachy types here fused in one. To
explain the exceedingly round Tyrolese head, which shows

affinities on the one hand with the Swiss on the other with the

Illynan and Albanian, shat is. with die notmal Alpine, a Mongol

strain has been suggested, bat is rightly rejected by Frans

Tappeiner as inadmissible on many grounds’. De Ulfalvy’, a

follower of dc Lspouge, looks on the hyperl-racby

Tyrolese as descendants of t ie ancient Rhxtians or

Rasencs, whom so nuny regard ai the parent stock

of the Etruscans.

But Montclius with most other modem ethnologists rejects the

land route from the north, and brings the Etruscans by the sea

n’iall vonebteo immettece usi :ri»fornnz:onc dol cranio da

dcfooccfcb in bncbkcfnb " C.-fnV r ftstiei, j* »««i.

1 Tit* foitbtfc ton elncr niosgaJi*c>en Eimrnrvierung in

Europi kcJir Rede mebr sein Vxuvc" \D*r Xrnvx m. du Tinfrr.

lie * of <c.nrw nj of prohUt'xic ciiuc, i*ot of tie Utc (biUu.tci.'i

Mci^ol imirdon*.

0 “Malgre fc* nominates nvasion* dot popukiiont ccrm*.»,iquc», k
TyicBtai at te-:e. c/ianr ft co nfs.<uui>>o cncitnnc* (e Rottse cu Rbxtfcn

trap* -ov* ;!*—h«pcrbracfcyctpKik ,r
*L<i Ary<*%% |>. 7* Tit*

lr4cx of ihe MXtlkd DixoiU type u< Klueiun skulls is fttoot $6 lilt* tad

Uurtisuasr, Crmnts lhh*tua
x p 39 ami J'lat# t . 1).
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route direct from the /Egean and Lydia (Asia Minor). They are

the Thessalian Pelasgians whom HeUanikos of Lobos brings to

Campania, or the Tyrrhenian Pelasgians transported by Antiklides

ftom Asia Minor to Elrjria, and he is " quite rare that the arelueo-

logical 6c tt in Central and North Italy...prove the ituth of this

tradition'." Of course, until the affinities of the Etruscan lan-

guage are determined, from which ne ate still as far off as ever',

Etruscan origins must remain chiefly an archeological ques-

tion. Even the help afforded by the crania fiotn

o^r0
l^c Etruscan tombs is but slight, both long and

round heads being here found in the closest associa-

tion Sergi, who also brings the Etruscans from the cist, explains

this by supposing that, being Pelasgians, they were of the same

dolicho Mediterranean stock us the Italians (Ligurians) themselves,

and differed only from the brachy Umbrians of Aryan speech.

Hence tic skulls from the tombs are of two type*, the intruding

Aryan, and the Mediterranean, the latter, whether representing

native Ligurians or intruding Etruscans, being indistinguishable.

••
I can show,” he says, “Etruscan crania, which differ in no respect

from the Italian [Ligumn^ from the oldest graves, as I can also

show heads from the Etruscan graves which do no: differ from

those still found in Aryan lands, whether Slav. Keltic, or

Germ anic*.*
1

I r« Tyrriimmt m Gnvt end Half, In Jtur. AtVkref. Jmt. 1B9;, p.

15$. In tfci< «pt6&Jidly illuuiaied piper thedr.e of the immfgriuoc n referred

fci the nth ceruuiy b.c. on the ground tbit the ficit EtiuKnn wciiam was

considered is begiau3£ »lu«t to*,o »-C.. (Monthly the due of their Vrinl

in ttaly fp- ao>). Hut i thinks tley d*J m uiive till ib.c: die end of the

8lb cmlmj [Artie hdlki, p.

* On the linguistic side of the question w «p*cbUy Dr Carl Pauli's

Atotatink Fenehmgen, V<4 . H. Leipiv, i$04 * Tk\* phiiolc^i^ (real* ikt

ianon inaipic* of Lemnc* is (*c- Hellenic, and is
* <

Pelai^tc,
,
& Liagu#:

uhich he hokb to hive been closely /tilted to Ettuson. The trariprion,

presunWy & funeral ep*>ph. he refers to the ;th century ax., mtl ill previous

tsujt at ioCftpectuion arc qualified x« “eqitUy vuluible, u, equally worth

Modi use li aide of the mummy swuhing from Egypt lately found at

Aurora, which tfatuu :he langMt exunt Etrjscan text. Looking at the

qtesiloo d priori one might suppose Etruscan sFtatagma, ***** *»ih m««»t<ri

<4 the equniOL are *&forccnr.e'y unkaown qaimiiie*.

* Op. aV. p. 151. Ey iicrmia lie means tile rouud-hexded ;k«Jth Cermtn.
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However this may be, the peoples of Keltic speech can new:

be shown to be true Aryans of the Teutonic type,

but only tribe* meet probably of the Alpine type

Arvaniscd in speech in very remote times, and apparently befote

their apjtearance in Europe This may almost be inferred from

the consideration that, as far back as they can be traced, they are

already found split into two linguistic sections, which, from the

interchange of the letters P and Q in the two sister tongues, have

been called by Prof. Rhys the P- and the Q-Kelts. Reference to

the common Aryan speech shows that Q is original, it the shift

has been, not from P to Q, but from Q to P, so that

the Q-speiking Kelts should so far be regarded as q

live elder branch. Both still survive in what has

been called the “ Keltic fringe." that is, the strips of territory on

the skirts of the Teutonic and N'eoLatin domains in the extreme

west—llrituny, Wales, parts of Ireland, the Scotch Highlands and

the Isle of Man—where Keltic dialects are still *|>oken. In

Welsh and Breton, alio in Cornish, extinct before the close of the

18th century,/, often voiced to A, takes the place of q, normally

changed to <~t. in Irish, Gaelic (Highland Scotch!, and Manx
Thus the Insh mac, son. answer* to the Welsh map. ap, /. as in

Ap-John, P-rice; ten, head (as in Kinsalc, “Old Hend“| -P"i,

Itn (as in Penryn in Coma-all, Penrhyn in Wales, Btnltmnd
in Scotland). With this cue is partly revealed the vast domain

formerly occupied on the mainland by peoples of Keltic speech,

as seen in the Italian A-ptnnmet (cf. Pennine chain in England),

the Peaha range it: Portugal, etc.

It » noteworthy that this geographical terminology belongs

mostly to the P branch, as if in the first migrations, apparently

(ram Asia Minor through the Balkan Peninsula to and up the

which reginl. j. jointly onWiloling with lire ruonit-heuled $hv and Kellie

the uue jiimiilve nick, of Aijun speech in Europe. It U all very confining,

nml one »ob the greatest diSc-ilty in threading lkn> raw of .Ihm.logiral

contradictions created Ire •*» new thenrie. of S«tg! and dc U^xuge njpei-

imposed oa the old "orthodox Aiyie views.”

1 Minx, which ii n« a acre diilect of Irish, bit » inter song**, t« credited

With tine* I the riginnl Arvsn qu=ke; lot the paint It Oiuhtril. as flu

»iai may he, not a swxivil, tut a revival like the French ftm ill. Urcileij.
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Danube to the former Keltic lands of Bohemia, Helvetia, Gaul

and Britain, the traces left by the elder Q's had been effaced by

the P’s arriving later'. The phenomenon may also, perhaps, be

partly due to the tendency in the Q group to drop initial /, as in

Erin ~ Etna, where the p seems preserved in the Greek IIi.piV,

mi mtiom ^ name ** a distria on the route taken by the

Q's to the Danube. A diftkulty u presented by

the Gauls. CtcMr't Cttta between the Garonne and the Seine,

who form the great bulk of the present Trench nation, and are

known from the surviving fragments of their speech to have been

l’s, despite their name, which seems to connect them with the

Gaelic Q's. But it would appear that GaUi is from the common
Keltic root gal. "valour," occurring also in Galata

, la. those

Gauls who later, reversing the former route, swept throug'i

Greece back to their original homes in Asia Minor, and were

honoured hy a letter fro«n St Paul. The name has nothing to co

with the Irish G6idit, Gaci/thil, Gael, the etymology of which is

unknown*. Another difficulty is raised by Cyvtra, plural C)mry,

the nitional name of the Welsh or British Kelts, and assumed to

be the same as that ol the Teutonic CimM. But although such

shifting; of national names nre not impossible and do occur, as

with the GaBo-Rotnans, who now cill their country Frame, and

themselves Francos

s

from their conquerors the Germanic Frants,

the Cimbfi never conquered the British Cymry, who arc the

CmP'vg1
, the people of the "marches," or borderlands, perhaps

1 o* of courtc occurs in plKenams In Gallic icrrltcey;
-
'but it t* net yr!

absolutely proved that the Gavftsih placr-names ir*h f.v arc Aryan, or that if

Arjan their ftt is c(}nintogically equlvalrtt to thi» \Y#fah p* (II. Brad lev,

Acad. Jan. p, tflps, p. 4iJ.

* Birthplace of the Mu«t ar-d Orpheos. quoted by Prof. Thttmeyam »<i

Mttrtmamtcka, llatk, i«J f . Keltic acholai., I belief, cmcally rcttgco*
a Ux+oSpim Erin-

’ It his been carnal wUh Let. k^dui, while the Kelts, is referred

to tha ut« ioc< as Lit. <t\

'

jus. and Lithuanian ktftai, lofty, r.talced, noble.

It is ririois co note in thb eonnoction tiat the Krila appear before their farther

nreiirxnl w.i-«jcrings to have t<ea loi^ in close tuiosfaiM with the Lithn*

nnlaTO. as well an other Slav people*.
* Cf. Afi+trafa, ahcrc iho Gixiibh ulna W«Uh tra, Ir. point

u\icoi;!i the Old-tr.sh mrttf u an original Keltic root mmin. cognate wit*
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in reference to the remote times when they first reached Britain

from Upper Gaul and there dwelt on the frontiers of their Pictisli

forerunners from Lower Gaul.

There is no longer much doubt as to the identity of these

Piets with the Continental Pidonts, Picfavi, whose

name survives in Ptilott, and its chief town Pattitn,
' 1

The classical references show that in Roman times the Pictones

were of Gaulish speech, but there is good reason to believe that

their original language was Iberian, which, as above seen, was

radically connected with the Berber (Hamitic) of North Africa.

They may therefore be taken as Aryaniscd Mediterraneans, and

the question will then arise. Were they Aryaniscd before or after

the migration to Britain? If before, then the emigrants of Iberian

speech mun have been Aryaniscd in their r.ea insular homes from

the very fitSL It is remarkable that by Lie Irish the Piets

were commonly called Cruitknr. which answers etymologically

to PryJain
<
Ynys Prytiin) a Welsh name for the " Island of

Britain 7' They were therefore, apparently, not distinguished by

the Irish from the Kymry and other Briton?, which could scarcely

lie the case had they, within the memory of man. spoken an

lberun or any other nun-llritish tongue.

Thus may, perhaps, be explained the faint (if any) traces of

Iberian speech in Britain, where the Piets were, at least at fire,

more closely connected with the Kymry than with the Scots, that

is, the Gaels torn Ireland Their association with the*: Scots,

Lai. "1arp, Gr.h. martu, Eiij. M2rl. a. la Daninor* and Maretmam. (he

"Me of ihe Matches,' It. ihe soothem Germans dwelling itoci ihe Kelio

Slav tecderlircs. Thr general equation fa dae to J. Kaspar Zeuss, whose

£'«! -Oil, Grutom&tuii CllU.ti, iSjj. involuted order inlo K»ll< philology

aid eihnology.

1 TI1I1 troaMcsiune name, ooftally BrrliJ**, fa connected by Rhys a-ith

Webb S-wi/a. “doth,” »o (hat Zb-rf/dm-the •’ilcih-ctod." iad fa to be

dutinga-hed freo the native name both for Ihe Pills and for Scotlind.

' Thai lb? bcols were Gaels might peihapa he quctieeei!
;
tut that they

came over fra* tin nonh of Inland in comparatively recent timet ia beyert!

all dc-iU. In the vrry lid, if not quite authmie, CVur/imr cl St Patrick

‘•cur* the e»iee«.xs * ,una tannlwta Scota.' and Itclard itself wia «1 lid

Sieitj. later Stdta JAyor. to dtatingaUli It from SmtM M\»tr, U. North
Lritoln, to whKli the name wo. n ridnl altar the S;c(l hod reduced the Pitta.
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fot as allies against the Romans, and then as rivals for the

supremacy in North Britain, came later, and explain* the presence

of Gaelic names in the Pictish Chronicle. This document- on

which so much has been built, is of Gaelic origin, and, as many «'

the Pictish kings had Gaelic blood in their veins, it is not surprising

to find in tl>c Pictish lists those Gaelic names on which ate based

the views of Mr Scene and others regarding the Gaelic origin or

affinities of the Piets- In my opinion the Piets were Iberians

Aryanised either in Gaul or in Britain, not by Gaelic but by

Kymric Kelts, and this seems to be borne out by tlie local

geographical nomenclature, where the voicing of/ to b, and other

phonetic changes, may perhaps be due to Iberian influences

Thus of abtr and the equivalent rimer, a confluence, river-mouth,

or estuary, the former alone occurs in Wales, the latter alone in

Ireland
1

,
but both somewhat irregularly and even confusedly in

Scotland', showing the piescnoe and iolcrminglmg here of the two

elements, as might be expected. But m Spain »c have iber alone

(/Acn/r, Ebro\ and no imvr, from which, if the equation be

allowed, it may he inferred that the Piets did not reach Ireland

at all, and were Aryanised by the British if the assimilation took

place after the migration from Gaul, and consequently that the

Keltic language spoken by them was not Cache, but Kymric some-

what modified phonetically in North Britain.

This view accords completely with the anthropological and

auhicological data supplied by scch authorities as Drs Beddoc

and Tburium and Sir John Evaos, and also with the present

ethnical relations in the British Islet, as set forth by Prof. Ripley'.

Of these relations the most striking feature is the apparently

inexplicable uniformity in the shape of the head, which is cvcxy-

Eiho< Be- "^ere ra'k* 1 long, more oval than round, with a

"> mean cephalic index of about ;S*, but nowhere

falling below ^b' or rising above 79". This is the

more remarkable since Britain has been successively occupied by

1 Itoic Taytee, ,Va«.» aaJthir HiiUriu, 1S96. p. jj.

* C. Elirkie, A Otiturary ef Ptati-Sama, 18S7, p. in. nticic It U
round cut liiai tnitr a "(cued Mimrliaus ut (lie mouth unit aixr ferihri up

ih» uim stream Thusi Atf'ffi/u «wl /m^rlAr. Abxrnylt aid fiamaytt."
* Pi;-UrS&m Afoutily, Dec. t&j;, p. ujsq.



a great number of people*—primitive man in the Old Stone Age;

Piets, and perhaps others associated with the dolmens and other

Megalithic monuments, in the New Stone Age
;
tribes of Keltic

speech, commonly called Kelts, in the Bronac period, possibly as

early as a;oc ac. ; Bclgar or proto-Teutons somewhat later

;

Romans and their legionaries of diverse origins about the new

era
;
early and later Frisians, Saxons, Angles and others of Teu-

tonic speech, Say between 300 and 600 A.H.
;
Scandinavians, chiefly

Danes and Norwegians, of kindred speech, Sth to toth century;

Normans, mainly Norsemen Romanised in speech, 1 ith century,

with sporadic arrivals Gom the mainland down to the present time.

But the first two strata, if. the men of the Stone Ago, were both

long-headed, the first exclusively so, the second in
t)Bg .btld,

great majority, our Piets being now identified with koim

the Iberians who. as shown by Serai, were a branch of

the long-headed Mediterraneans from Africa. The identity indeed

is placed beyond reasonable doubt by the fact that thrsr Neolithic

Piets belonged all to the so-called long-barrow period, and that

these long barrows, egg-shaped and often several hundred fc« in

length, have yielded the remains of a singularly uniform type,

extremely dolicho (nearly all well under 80 and even as low as

70'), and at the same time of rather low statute
(5 ft, 5 in.), thus

cortesponding exactly with Scrgfs Mediterraneans’. The barrows,

occurring chiefly in the south-west (Wilts, Gloucestershire, the

Cotswold Mills, and farther north), arc shorni to be uf the Neo-

lithic Age by their contents—polished stone implements, pottery,

but no bronze. It is further shown by Dr Carson that the men
of this period were spread over the whole of Britain as far as the

extreme north of Scotland and the Orkneys'.

They nere succeeded in the Bronze Age by nren of quite a

1 See especiallyhbtVi/vww,fii. VtrbttUuagJa MiiutlUnl&in SUnmtl,
1S9;. p. ;6i “Ich hahe die Fceaen aid dea britischca IRgrln (long lurrim-]

ti! alien anil linen ranwIUniiiMhca verjlicbeo, nnd hnl«e die chirakini.-

inchen l'onnenSponlras und tYutujpfa grlinilm, wi» ... Ui Mugem .ni inden

HoliWn Imlicrn. Grseehenlands. ru IliiurUk arid in Osufnki imciurnlien

warden »irul.
, ‘

' A’ar«>», Nov. 15 and si. rev*; see also Doyd llmltim, ftr.y .Irju ,*

Hmxin. 18S0. Chin. ix. "Histoeknl EoJrr.ee of Jberie nod Ceiuc Rices in

Spain and Goal,'" Pig. ns, p. 31a.
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different type, tall (; ft 8 in.) and round-headed (83’). who alio

built round barrows, whence Thurium's dictum: “long-barrow,

long skull; round-harrow, round skull." Later reiearch has

mainly confirmed shs ethnic law, although it a not to be sup-

posed that the Neolithic race had died out ot been extirpated

bv their successors. Some are, on the contrary, found buned

with them in the same bairons, and Dr Garson shoos that the

Neolithic dement survives to this day in the British Isles'. In

fact it wild appear to have already largely absorbed the Bronte

element before it was reinforced later by the historical long-heid»

:

“This broad-headed invasion is ihe only case where such an ethnic

element ever crossed the English Channel in numbers sufficient

to affect the physical type of the aborigines. Even here its

influence was hut transitory
;
the energy of the invasion speedily

dissipated
;

for at the opening of the historic period, judged by

the sepulchral remains, the earlier [dolichoj types had consider-

ably absorbed the newcomers’."

Whence came these tall round-heads ? Some with Dr Rolieston'

would bring them from Scandinavia, where there is certainly a

somewhat puaiing brachy clement both along the south-west

coast of Notway and in Denmark. But in that ease they must

have spoken some early Low German dialect, of which there are no

clear traces in the tribal and place name* of the Bronte Age. At

that time Britain seems to hare belonged entirely to the domain

of Keltic ipeech*, noe could there be any hesitation in identify ing

J jW-vr#, N &t. it isd ?t, iSy4- 1 Ripley, p. 15 5.

* T. V. Holmes deszribe* them as "taller, stronger and muck rougher in

opirearwc, with Urge frontal mam** andaupra-esUtalridges prominent cheek-

l-row* ar»l heavy Jaws* {Atari an t.ki AWemv Ataring oh Britixk F.tk>i$lo^y\

iSW). Lui he quotes Rcllestoo (gri Sorter.. p* 6$©)x “The Br*on of tbf

roand-feno* paiod almost ecrtoSnly ptc«t*4cd rot^h the same caabiruLco

o! phytkml pecalUritte* &* tte modern Finn tud Dane"; henew the inf#rr?:e

that the Bren re profile were men from vtiai is now Dewnaxk. but Mof Finnith

inH sot Teutonic afinithn* Ip- 5}. Bat wc now know tint there u c re no

Finn* we*t of the Galf of Flnlud til) quite Uie timet (see Chap. :x. jx 331).

.‘‘till the qorstko it beset whh diftrulties, and the British toudletdt >eain

utl:uV.u1.} to fWblf tbw of tk* D&nUh Neolithic A^e rojre than they

do de Lapouge * //. Atfintti, and mock meet thin iLo*e of tl»c Di«eatsw trjw.

4 Eten tbe iatrwSing Bel$*> referred to by Cxt-.ar v. 1 *), and no doifce

original:/ ci Ttutoofc 4f*ecb. Mem to ha* • soon bewa Kelticieed.
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out round-heads with Brocas Kelts bur for ihcir nature. The

amplest explanation seems to be that the Bronte people were

really o

I

Keltic speech, but came from the north of Caul, where

the average height has always been somewhat higher than in the

south

After the pa«agr of the Romans, who mingled little with the

aborigines and left few traces of their pretence in ._jU ^
the speech or type of the British populations, a OxE-gish

great transformation wat effected in these respects

by the amval of the historical Teutonic tribes. The Ibero Keltic

substratum was perhaps nowltere effaced, but rather thinned out

by the prolonged wart of conquest and all their attendant evils

I-arge numbers undoubtedly migrated beyond the stss, Kyrnty to

Brittany, and to Ireland these Gaels who had still lingered on in

Britain. The residue nete now gradually merged with the in-

truders in a common nationality of l'nglish speech, everywhere

except in the Keltic fringe, which then, and long after, still in-

cluded Cornwall and Cumberland- The Teutonic clement was

later strengthened by the arrival of the Scandinavians and Normans,

all very much of the same physical type, after which no serious

accessions were made to this composite ethnical group, which

on the east side ranged uninterruptedly from the Channel to

the Grampians. Later the expansion was continued northwards

beyond the Grampians, and "cowards through Strathclyde to

Ireland, while now the sptcad of education and the development

of the industries are already threatening to absorb the last strong-

holds of Kymric and Gaelic speech in Wales, the Highlands, and

Ireland.

Thanks to its isolation in the extreme west, Irclind had beer,

left untouched by some of the above described &hnU R>
ethnical movements. It is doubtful whether P.il»>

lithic man ever reached this region, and but few
"

even of the round-heads tanged so far west during the Btonie

Age. The prehistoric station explored by Mt F. J. Bigger at

Portnafeady near Roundstone. Connemara, yielded several stone

hammers, but neither worked flints not mcul-ware", as if the

: Pru. R. Ir. -Ira/. 111. May iSyS.
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district had never been visited either in the Old Stone or the

Bronte age. Nevertheless Mr W. J.
Knowles' suggests from the

close rcKmldance—in fact identity—of i gnat number of Neolithic

objects in Ireland with Paleolithic forms in France (Saint.Ached,

Moustrier, Snlutrc, Li Madeleine types), that the Irish objects

bridge over the gap between ilie two ages, and were worked by

tribes from the continent following the migration of tlse reindeer

northwards. There peoples may have continued to make tools of

paleolithic types, while at the same time coming under the in-

fluence of the Neolithic culture gradually arriving Horn some

southern icgion. The astonishing development of this Neolithic

culture in the remote island on the coniines of the west, at Ulus-

trated in Mr W. C- Ilorlase's sumptuous volumes', i; a perpetual

wonder, and indeed would be inexplicable but for the now proved

immense duration of the New Stone Age in the British Islet*.

The Irish dolmcn-huilden were presunsably of l!>e same long-

headed Iberian stock as tbcae of Britain*, and they were followed

by Kelts of the Gaelic branch, many of whom, however, may

well have arrived before the dote of the Neolithic Age. Of t'nc

Kymry there appear to be but slight if any traces, and since

those prehistoric times the intruders hare been almost exclusively

Continental and British Teutons ; the former were chiefly Danes

who formed settlements at tueh seaports as Dublin, Waterford,

Cork, and Limerick, but were eventually all absorbed by the

vigorous Gaelic aborigines’. And now all alike have in their turn

1 Surrtpa/t /*.'w Ik PaUfli/ha Ac amcKi /rut AWilAit /mf/rmtno,

s®Oj.
1 Tk 0*1** «, Inttad, j roti, 1&97.

• See pp.
4 They need do:. bowcm, have coom fr-m Britain, ind the sJluilom La

Irkh L:en!ure to direct Lmmiumuoa item Spain probable enough in itself,

aretoonurocKus to fcc disr^irded. ThuNCeoffreyof Monmouth:—** Hiher&u

Uatclrniibo* (to the Bisques] incoUfuU M
I
Hoi. Rt£. Bui. sit. § «*); and

(i ifllluk Cam hrmiU:—"De Cucgunrto fcytonani Rrfcc, qui Ra*:len>es [raid

tiicJeniri] la HiVtrniam uadimi sit ct eir.de in ipsis hibitArdan codccvU."

1 am ioriefcted to Mr Wentworth Webster for these reference* [JcaJiwf, 0;t

1 Nee, howeicr, always witbot: i struggle, as in Diic*iin, where e*ea after

theli *;ccpiaace of ChiU&mity tbeDtries refused to at the alure
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been nearly absorbed by the British Teutons, that is to say,

assimilated in speech to the English and Lowland Scotch in-

trudcis, who began to arrive late in the rath century, and ate

now chiefly massed in Ulster, Leinster, and all the latge towns.

The rich and highly poetic Irish language, which has a copious

medieval literature deeply interesting to folklorists and even

ethnologists, Has not I believe been used for strictly literary pur-

poses since the translations of Hornet and of Moore’s Melodies

by the late Archbishop McHale of Tuam.

In Scotland few ethnical changes or displacements have

occurred since the two great political settlements,

first by the Scottish vanquishing of the Piets, and "*

then by the English (Angle) occupation of the

taxmans. Trie Grampians have during historic tiroes formed

the main ethnical divide between the two elements, and brooklets

which can be taken at a leap are shown where die opposite banks

have for hundreds of years been respectively held by formed)-

hostile, but now friendly communities of Gaelic and broad Scotch

speech. Here the chief intruder* have been Norwegians, whose

descendants may still te recognised in Caithness, the Hebrides,

and the Orkney and Shetland groups. Faint echoes of the old

Notrcna tongue are said stall to linger amongst the sturdy Shet-

landers, whose assimilation to the dominant race began only after

their transfer from Norway to the Crown of Scotland.

We have now all the elements needed to unravel the ethnical

tangle of the present inhabitants of the British Isles.
f ^

^

f
The astonishing prevalence everywhere of the mode- <o «r

rately dolicho heads is at oace eaplained by the

absence of brachy immigrants except in the llror.ie

period, and these could do no more than raise the cephalic index

from about 70 or 7a to the present mean of about 78. With the

other perhaps leas stable characters the case is not always quite

> 'he I tiili. On appeal to Rem* they t«viwi a U>Jcp of their own nee ard

:!-o a Cathedral, whence the (urlon. Ion that to this day Drblin ii alnu'il the

only til J in Chriuemlom lilened nidi two mniic-jl CatbediaU. St Patrick's

ongmUIr Ice tie I11.I1 ix>l Chriitchuich Tor the Dims. Theie bavin* both

teen •'confbtated'’ at tbe Rei-xmatic*, a ihird hai bid to be tiecteil far He
twuin»o.ty tint riwuiiiri ivyal to the oW faith.

34—

a
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SO simple- The brunettes, representing Ixrto Iberians and Kelts,

certainly increase, as we should expret from north-cast to south-

west, though even here there is a considerable dark patch, due to

local causes, in the home shires about London. But the stature,

almost everywhere a troublesome factor, teems to wander some-

what lawlessly over the land. The little people under 5 ft. 6 in.

are perhaps more numerous than they ought to be: r.or are they

always in evidence where we should look for them. In Ireland

especially the positions are reverted, the tall being all in the west

(Connaught and Munster), the lest tail in the north and east

(Ulster and Leinster), though the difference is but slight. For

details on this and some other points, which become rather

technical, I must refer the reader to Ripley, and especially to the

Reports of the Anthropometric Committees appointed to deal with

these matters systematically by the British Association in 1S75.

Strange to say, the clement that appears to have undergone

the least change a the raoal temperament. T he Kelt is atiii a

Kelt, mercurial, passionate, vehement, impulsive, more courteous

than sincere, voluble or eloquent, fanciful, tf not imaginative,

quick-witted and brilliant rather than profound, elated with success

but easily depressed, hence lacking steadfastness, and still as of

old nmarun rerun eufidisfimut. The Saxon also still remains

a Saton, stolid and rood, outwardly abrupt but warm-hearted and

true, haughty and even overbearing through an innate sense of

superiority, yet at heart sympathetic and always just, hence a

ruler of men
;
seemingly dull or slow, yet preeminent in the realms

of philosophy and imagination (Newton, Shakespeare).

While the Saxon prefers duty to glory, both are largely gifted

with some of those qualities which make for empire—pluck 1

,
or

personal valour as distinguished from coarage in the ma=8, the

spirit of daring enterprise and a love of adventure for its own

sake Jointly they have struggled to the front, and secured foe

cur people some 12 million square miles of habitable lands beyond

1 Thi) quality is no wooopoly of the Saxon, »> lisa h«n eouteeM. The

Kelts, aril rascally ifee Iiish and SoWiS Gads, pottos it n large measure,

as sfcown by tbc InnJenU t toolJo! cf Ciceuuf, AugEtun, Limerick, Cremcew,

Featmoy, and by s«h tuxes u Sastfield, DundoaaH, Ksvasagb. O'Higrin*.

and 1 huatioi others.
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the leu. Hcic they » I ready number, including other dementi in

process of assimilation to the dominant race, about 80 millions

—

70 in the United States, 5 in the Canadian Dominion, and 5 in

Australasia and South Africa. These u'ith 4; millions in the home

lands mate collectively some iso millions, enough perhaps to

ensure the future control of human destinies to a composite

people who may now he defined with some approach to accuracy

as Ibero-Kclto-Teutons of Teuton (English) speech. This English

tongue need not detain us long. Its qualities, illus-

trated in the noblest of all literatures arc patent to
l2£*

the world, indeed have earned for it from Jacob

Grimm the title of Wt/eSfra<Ar, the “World Speech." It belongs,

as might be anticipated from the northern origin of the Teutonic

element in Britain, to the Low German division of the Teutonic

briDch of the Aryan family. Despite extreme pressure from

Norman French, continued for over *o© years (1066—1300), it

his remained faithful to this connection in its inner structure,

which reveals not a trace of Neo-Latin influences. The phonetic

system has undergone profound changes, which can be only in-

directly and to a small extent due to French action. What English

owes to French and Latin is a very large number, many thousands,

of words, some superadded to. some superseding their Saxon

equivalents, but altogether immensely increasing its wealth of

expression, while giving it 1 transitional position between the

somewhat sharply contrasted Germanic and Romance world*

Amongst the Romance peoples, that H, the French, Spaniards,

Portuguese, Italians. Rumanians, many Swiss and

Belgians, who were entirely assimilated in speech

and largely in their civil institutions to their Roman

masters, the paramount portion, a scut of international hegemony,

lias be«n taken by the French nation since the decadence of Spain

under the feeble successors of Philip II, The constituent elements

of these Gallo-Roman* as they may be called, are much the same

a$ those of the British peoples, but differ in their distribution ai>4

relative proportions Thus the Iberians (Aquitant, Pictoncs, and

later VasconeS), who may be identified with the Neolithic long-

heads, do not appear cvct to have ranged much farther north than

Brittany, and were Aryanbed in pre- Roman times by the Peaking
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Kelts everywhere north of the Garonne. The prehistoric Teutons

again, who had advanced beyond the Rhine at an early period

(Cieor says cn/ifuifui) into the present Belgium, were mainly con

fined to the northern provinces. Even the histone Teutons (chieBr

Franks and Burgundians) penetrated little beyond the Sene in

the north and the present burgundy in the east, while the Vandals,

Visigoths and a few others passed rapidly through to Iberia

beyond the Pyrenees.

Thus the greater part of the land, say from the Seine-Mamc

basin to the Mediterranean, continued to be held by the Romanised

Kelts of the Alpine type throughout all the central and most cf

the southern provinces and elsewhere in the south by the

Romanised long-headed Iberians and Ligurians This great pre-

ponderance of the Romanised Keltic masses explains the rapid

absorption of the Teutonic intruders, who were all, except the

Fleming section of the Belg». completely assimilated to the Gallo-

Romans before the dose of the toth century. It also explains

the perhaps still more remarkable fact that the Norsemen who

settled (91 a) under Rollo in Normandy were all practically French-

men when a few generations later they followed their Duke William

to the conquest of Saxon England. Thus the only rntractable

groups have proved to be the un Romanised Iberians (Basques)

and Kelts (Bretons), both of whom to this day hold their ground

in isolated corners of the country. With these exceptions the

whole of France since the loss of Alsace-Lorraine (18; 1) presents

in its speech a certain homogeneous character, the standard

language (Awzue rf'ir/

1

)
being current throughout all the northern

and central provinces, while it is steadily gaining upon the

southern form {/anpu (Tec') still surviving in the rural district

of Limousin ar.d Provence.

1 Tut it, th» bngoigMwh»* «ffinn»ti.ct were the tuuir pi&aoua A* Omd
(efi) xul Am (<«K she forxnff being meet ccaci icted, tbe liner ryjic expifr.faJ,

11 we Jet m the very names of the resporeve Northers ar>d Southern buds:
TrmnJw and Tr9ul*6>urj. It w« cuvlo«n«ry in medirol tmvf* to Bin? bn-

gucC** n thU way, Dur.c, far toatoct, calling Italian U Utyxt dti /i, “iba

Language taxi, struct to ftiy, the same uwge prevails loigruy amount

the Australian aborigines* vho. hosvercr, use both tbe affirmative and tic

negative pirtfcie** eo that vt have heir as well asjv^'tribe*
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Bui pending a more thorough fusion of such tenacious dements

si Basques, Bretons, Auvergnals, and Savoyards, nc

can scarcely yet speak of a common French type, tOIu!*'
but only of a common nationality. Tall suture,

lor: skulls, fair o: lulit brown colour, grey or blue eyes, still pre

vail, as might be expected, in the north, these being traits common

alike to the prehistoric Bclgx, the Franks of the Merovingian

and Carlovingian empires, and Rollo's Norsemen. With these

contrast the southern peoples of short stature, olive-brown skin,

round heads, dark brown or black eyes aud hair. Tlie tendency

ton-aids uniformity ha6 proceeded far more rapidly in the urban

titan in the rural districts. Hence the atixens of Paris, Lyons,

Bordeaux, Marseilles and other large towns, present fewer and lew

striking contrasts than the natives of the old historical provinces,

where are still distinguished the loquacious and mendacious

Gascon, the pliant and versatile Basque, the alow and wary

Norman, the dreamy and fanatical Breton, the quick and enter-

prising Burgundian, and the bright, intelligent, more even-tempered

native of Tourair.e, a typical Frenchman occupying the heart of

the land, and holding, as ;t were, the balance between all '.be

sutrour.ding elements.

Taken as a whole the modem Frenchman Sands somewhat

intermediate between the southern and northern peoples, less

steadfast than the Teuton, mote energetic than the Italian, less

personally independent than the Briton. Tie moral sentiment

is also defective, as seen in the love of show and glcey, which

is certainly stronger than the sense of duty On the orhet hand,

the artistic feeling a highly developed, while the purely intellectual

qualities arc far above the average, as reflected in the scientific

and literary work of the nation, and in the cultivated language,

which within certain limits is almost an ideally perfect instrument

of human thought, although still suffering from the enfeebling

effects of the drawing-room and academical refinements of Bourbon

times. The French excel also in conversational powers, and in

all matters pertaining to taste, etiquette, tact, ar.d the -.octal

amenities, where brilliancy and afrit find freer scope than

the more solid qualities of the reasoning faculty. It is nOle-

worthy that France has produced few leaders of thought except
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Descartes and Pascal (and even he was wrecked on tlx: shall*

of religious polemics), whereas rpigtail)minus, essayists, writer,

of memoirs and correspondence,chemists, and pure mathematician*

abound. With more outward polish french culture as a whole

penetrates pcihaps 1cm deeply through the social strata than does

the refinement of the English cultured claMes. At the same time

the substantial qualities of patience, economy, and love of labour

cannot he denied to the French peasantry, who thus act as a

counterpoise to the eitravagance and frivolity of urban life By

hoarding their ‘mill savings, and by domestic thrift verging on

the sordid, they have made France one of the richest countries

in the world, better able than most others to survive tremendous

catastrophe* and rise buoyantly above apparently overwhelming

disasters. Thanhs to these qualities combined with a pronounced

military spirit and love of conquest, the French people have played

a leading part in the world's history since remote times, and have

become an almost necessary clement m the general progress of

humanity. Yet the future would teem to be fee other*, and

although the present alarming arrest of the population and oilier

symptoms of decadence may not be due to the absorption of the

upper in the lower crata alluded to above, the effects must he

lai-rciching, and France would appear to have already been

outstripped in the race for the future political predominance

amongst the cultured peoples cf the globe'.

la Spain and Portugal *c have again the tame Ibero-Kcltic

nt elements, but also again in different proportions and
sr.nuriu.ud differently distributed, with others superadded

—

r<«iuivew
proto-Phcenicians and liter Phoenician* (Cartha-

genians), Romans, Visigoth*, Vandals and *till later Berbers and

Arab*. Here the Keltic speaking round-head* intermingled in

prehistoric times with the long headed Mediterraneans, an ethnical

fusion known to the ancients, who labelled it " Keltiberian" But,

as in Britain, the other intruders were mostly long-beads, with the

striking result that the Peninsula present* to-day exactly the

same uniform cranial type as the British Isles, Even the range

(76 to 79) and the mean <7S) of the cephalic index arc the same,

1 S«e ay .itIt* <n the £ei**to& ifFrnna in Cueeli's Saertk* IV p
4:9-
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rising in Spain 10 So only in the Basque corner. In both regions

ihe genera! rise from the original 70 or 7 a is due to the same

Kellie and Roman intrusion, acting on the Ibeio-Tnitons in Britain,

and on the Hamito-Semitic aborigines crossed by Teutons in Spain,

where it a to be noticed tint while the round-headed Romans

play a very small part in the insular domain, they are extensively

repreented in the Peninsula, the reverse being the cate with

the Teutons An equilibrium and surface uniformity are thus

established, and Ripley is right in stating that “the average

cephalic index of 78 occurs nowhere else so uniformly distributed

tn Europe" except in Norway, and that this uniformity “ts the

concomitant and index of two relatively pure, albeit widely

different, ethnic types—Mediterranean in Spain, Teutonic in

Norway 1."

In other respects the social, one might almost -ay the national,

groups are both mote numerous and perhaps even

more sharply discriminated in the Peninsula thin

in France. Besides the Basques and Portuguese,

the latter with a considerable strain of negro blcod we have

such very distinct populations as the haughty and punctilious

Castilians, who under an outward show of pride and honour, ate

capable of much meanness, the sprightly and vainglorious An-

dalusians, who have been called the Gascons of Spain, ye; of

graceful address and seductive manners; the morose and irn

passive Murcians, indolent because fatalists
; the gay Vnlencians

given to much dancing and revelry, but also to sudden tits of

murderous rage, holding life so cheap that they will hire them-

selves out as assassins, and cut the.: bread with the blood-stained

knife of their Last victim : the dull and superstitious Aragonese, also

given to bloodshed, and so obdurate that they are aid to “drive

' Sdma Prepay p. 159.
! “The Portuguae sie arch mixed with Negroee mere pcrticilirly in the

tooth aid akeg the omu. Thu ilivr trait* Killed long before the Negroes
ol Guliex were rijvet'd to the plistotkeis of America. Diniln dr Goes
rsclmstej the number of blacks imported into Liibio alone during the i6th
century it tftooow 11,000 pn annum. If conlempcnryeyo-u iineises can be

trowed, the number of blacks met with in the -treeti of LhbOB equdled tbit

ot the white*. Not » home bat hid iti negro tervxnu, mi the wealthy owned
ratiie gjtgs of them” (Reclm, !. p. t ;if.
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nails in n-ilh their fields" ; lastly the Catalans, noisy and quarrel-

some, but brave, industrious, and enterprising, on the whole the

best element in this motley aggregate of unbalanced temperaments.

To the cold-blooded northerner the Spaniards often seem scarcely

rant and about as trustworthy as caged wild beasts, a people who

had empire thrust upon them, but never understood the nature

of the trust. Stripped of nearly all foreign dominion (1S9S) and

thrown had upon themselves, they must either turn to the useful

business of life and devote their energies to the development of

their resourceful country, or else sever the tin by which the

various ethnical groups are held loosely together.

In Italy the past and present relations, as elucidated especially

Eihnit k<- ,,ev‘ and mn>‘ bc ,llu3 b™!'r *u»ed.

uwo* in After the first Stone Age. of which there arc fewer
lu3y

* indications than might be expected, the whole land

was thickly settl'd by long-headed Mediterranean Ligutians (root

Africa in Neolithic times. These were later Joined by Pelasgians

of like type from Greece, and by Illyrians of doubtful affinity ftotn

the Balkan Peninsula. Indeed K. Penka 1

,
who has so many

paradoxical theories, makes the Illyrians the first inhabitants of

Italy, as shown by die striking resemblance of the tmamma
culture of /Emilia with that of the Venetian and Laibach pile-

dwclitng*. Toe recent finds in Houria also, ’elides the historically

proved (?) migration cf the Siculi from Upper Italy to Sicily, and

their Illyrian origin, all point in the same direction. But the facts

1 Zur ywaiwi»./c-T> A/'tin’- U. SSdmnfuin ,%T.U. Wumr Axtk.*? On.

1S97. p r& II licit Be Doled ibu ia hi I/utery 9/ lit Or,it

Dr Kretschxter connects the imeripriom c4 the Voted in twrth Italy

Mil Of the Menspwu in the mth with lha Illyrian linguistic family. which

he regfeilfc u Aryan lotextuediotc betveea the Creek And the Italic hr inches,

the present Al:oniiL bring a surviving mccabsr of it. In the tame Illyria*

family Mr W. M. liodaay would alto ioefed* thw ‘’Old MaMim” cf Pieenum,
•• telle*ni in be the oldctft Imoiptlon* uo Italian eoil. The manifat identity

of the some AoJato lad the word mutint# with the Illyrian bums Attira

uA Merit** U almost sufficient of itself «o pror* tbete inscriptions to ho

lUyraa. Farther the wholo character of their language, with its CttxU xad

it* lube feature* currcipuol* with wlt&t wekoyw xi*l what we ex n safely Inter

abort the Illyrian ami!y of bnguages " {Ac*A<my> Oct. a 4 ,
A ruu as

hctc opened up wbkh h likely lo lead to jeeri revile*.
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tire ditTereorly interpreted by Serg-.', who holds that the whole

land was occupied by the Mediterraneans, because we find even

in Switzerland pile-dwellers of the same type*.

Then came the peoples of Aryan speech, Kelts from the north-

west sod Slavs from the north east, both round-heads, who railed

tie cephalic index in the north, where tbe brachy element, as

already seen, still greatly predominates but diminishes steadily

southwards'. They occupied the whole of Umbria, which at first

stretched across the peninsula from the Adriatic to the Mediter-

ranean, but was later encroached upon by the intruding Etruscans

on the west side. Then also some of these Umbrians, migrating

southwards to Latiutn beyond the Tiber, intermingled, says Scrgi.

with the Italic (Ligurian) aborigines, and became the founders of

the Roman state. With the spread of the Roman arms the Latin

language, which Sergi claim! to be a kind of Aryaniied Ligurian,

but mutt lie regarded as a true member of the Aryan family in the

sense already explained (p. 513), was diffused throughout the whole

of the peninsula and Islands, sweeping away all traces not only of

the original Ligurian and other Mediterranean tongues, but also of

Etruscan and its own sister languages, such as Umbrian, Oscan,

and Sabellian.

At the fall of the empire the land was overrun by Ostrogoths,

Heruli, and other Teutons, none of whom formed permanent

settlements except the Longobordi, who gave their name to the

present Lombardy, but were themselves rapidly assimilated in

speech and general culture to the surrounding populations, whom
we may now call Italians in the modern sense of the term.

When it is remembered that the <£gcan culture had spread to

Italy at an early date, that it was continued under

Hellenic influences by Etruscans and Umbrians, Eui^.**
10

that Creek arts and letters were planted on Italian

soil (Magna Gratia) before the foundation of Rome, that all these

' Arii t Min, p. ijSsq.
* •< Upo, e Pelasgi furono i primi oMtateri dTt*li>; • Ugul smbra Bono

»tati q*i«lh che occcparano U Valle del Po e ccauussero le pollute, « Uguri

forw uxh« i roMmlto.; dalle pillfMIt svimre: MediUmnl «wul"(/<.p Ij8>.

• Ripley's thait sioas rang® of from H; in 1’iodmont :o -fi «nd ;; in

Calabria, Puglia, and Sardinia »od J} and under in Comic* (Td. ft*a

Eunfi, 18*9).
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civilisations converged in Some itself and were thence diffused

throughout the West, that the traditions of previous cultural

epochs never died out, acquired new life with the Renascence and
were thus perpetuated to tbe present day, it may be claimed for

the gifted Italian people that they hare been for a longer period

than any other* under the unbroken sway of general humanising

influences. The results, owing to the racial temperament, hare

no: been entirely satisfactory, nor has complete harmony ever

been established between the ethical sense, the feeling of An,

and the religxius sentiment. The discordance culminated in the

Renascence Age, when the great revival of An and of letters left

a degraded form of religion untouched and, as would seem,

brought about, or ar least was associated with, a distinct lowering

of public morals. Hence pessimism, which has been called the

mental disease of out timer, has sounded perhaps a deeper note

amongst the leaders of thought in Italy than elsewhere.

These “ IJtin Peoples," as they are called because they all

speak languages of the Latin stock, arc no: confined

Rumanians, 'o tbe West. To the Italian, French, Spanish,

Portuguese, with tlur las known and ruder Wallon

of Belgium and Romansch of Switzerland, Tyrol, ar.d Friuli, must

be associated tbe Rumanian current amongst some 9 millions

of so-called “ Dacc-Rumanians " in Moldavia and Wallachia, it.

the modem kingdom of Rumania. The same Neo-Latin tongue

is also spoken by the Tintian or Kuliv-Vlaiki' of the Mount
Pindui districts ir. tbe Balkan Peninsula, and by numerous

Rumanians who have in later times migrated into Hungary.

They form a compact and vigorous nationality, who claim direct

descent from the Roman military colonists settled north of the

Lower Danube by Trajan alter hi3 conquest of the Dacians

(107 A.D.). But great difficulties attach to this theory’, which

is rejected by many ethnologists, especially on the ground tliat,

after Trajan's time, Dacia was repeatedly *»ep: clean by the

1 T4* (ra» naaw of thin wuthrro ci Mieido-Rumnniin., m pointed oat

by tlsaav WeigUnd (G/.Oui, Hit. p. ;«h is /fmiAl 0* ArmCm. It.

" Ron— os." Titlin’. A'utu* J7.tr*
.
etc. ate mere nicknames, by which they we

known to tfetr Mccedcaun (Bnln«r and Grwk) Bfighboun- See »lw \V. R.

M 01f.IT in Acad:*,. Jet, I. iBpj.
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lluns, the Finns, the Avars, Magyars and other rude MungoJe-

Turii hordes, besides many almost ruder Slavic peoples during

the many centuries when the eastern populations acre in a staie

of continual flux after the withdrawal of the Roman legionaries

from the Lower Danube. Besides, it is shown by Roeslcr' and

otbeis that under Amelias (157 *-t>.) Trajan’s colonists withdrew

bodily southwards to and beyond the Hemus to the territory

of the old Bessi (Thracians), Lt the district still occupied by

the Macedo Rumanians. But in the 13th century, during the

break up of the Bytantine empire, most of these fugitives were

again driven notth to their former scats beyond the Danube,

where they have ever since held their ground, and constituted

themselves a distinct and far from feeble branch erf the Neo-I.a:n

community. The Pintim, therefore, rather than the Carpathians,

is to be taken as the last area of dispersion of these valiant and

intelligent descendants of the Daco-Roouns. This teems the

most rational solution of what A. D. Xcoopoi calls "an historic

enigma,** although he himself rejects Roeslcr’s conclusions in

favour of the old view so dear to the national vanity of the present

Rumanian people'. The composite character cl the Rumanian

language—fundamentally Neo-Latin or rather early Italian, with

strong Illyrian (Albanian) and Slav affinities—would almost imply

that Dacia had never been Romanised under the empire, and

that in fact this region was for tkt fin/ hive occupied by its

present Romance speaking inhabitants in the 13th century'.

Sergi, «ho regards the proto-Aryans as round-headed bar-

barians of Kellie, Slav, and Teutonic speech, makes
eo»«ic a..

i>o exception in favour of the Hellenes. These also ,B

enter Greece no; as civilisen, but rathei as destroyer

of the flourishing Mykewean culture developed here, as in Italy,

1 A'.iwIniV'r £W*-a. Loptig, 1B71.

* Lu Jtmmuiu oh Hoftm Age,/ariim, Hur'ilry, quoted by A. J. P*it«r-

UtaAxHy. Sept. 7, 1895) al» *Vj»» ih«i » tin > tbaound yens -.here Is ro

authentic menoon of a Latin or Komieet ifiealing population oath of the

Diaabe."

* This vi«w is bold by Dr L. Reihy, also qweed by Palter***, nod the tera

PIoik {UKuk, whence Wolhchis) spplifd to Ibr Rumuaua by ill ihtr Sk»

and Greek neghbonis points in the «ra« diiOJlRo.
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by the Mediterranean aborigines. But in conne cf time the in-

tinders become absorbed in the Pdasgic or eastern branch of the

Mediterraneans, and what we call Hellenism is really Pclasgianism

revived, and to some extent modified by the Aryan (Hellenic)

element. Tims, even the Greet language itself, generally accepted

as a typical member of the Aryan linguistic family, is no* strictly

speaking an Aryan, but rather a Mediterranean form of speech

locally developed under Aryan influences. I have tried hard to

understand this part of Prof. Sorgi's theoiy and hope I do not

rcog him. But to me he seems to completely lop off two great

branches of the Aryan linguistic tree, the lulic and the Hellenic,

as if they had never existed, and to reconstitute the corresponding

old Mediterranean tongues in Italy and Greece by means of Aryan

elements drawn he does not say from what source
; bat in hb view

i! must be either Keltic, Slavic; or Teutonic, for in his scheme

there are no others*.

I do not read the facts in this way, but would rather reverse

live process, and regard the Greek language as distinctly Aryan

locally developed, bat modified by PeUsgic influences to a far

less extent thin the sister tongue has been modified in Italy by

Ligurian influences. Her.ce it is that Latin, Umbrian, and Oscan

have diverged much farther than has classical Greek from the

parent Aryan stem.

It may, on the other hand, be allowed that at their advent the

Hellenes were less civilised than the I'elasgians, on

Haiku* whom they imposed their Aryan speech. Whence

and when ante they? By Penka’, for whom
the Billie lands would L« tbe original home not merely of

the Germanic branch but of all the Aryans, the Hellenic cradk

is located in the Oder basin between the FJbe and the Vistula.

As the Done, doubtless the last Greek irruption into Hellas.

1 Hf says, fee int.rce. "dm dit wsbnn IVAiln von die. ll»npt.6lfc«m,

•on Ki-llm, Sb>rn and S&MmtKlien dargetteltl ueidai
;
uod fixu ti anttr in

Aritrn hiit itaUxh: tnA hn hUoaitka Vtik me vos Aichvotcgen lo!

Lingjistm angeioa-uen oud...D>s be/ien grosen lla«i«hen KnlUren, o*
SvteiniKbe ur»i die gnechitcl*, viml BE* i piffle Er-cXeiaur.g. dureh dst Hiew-

treten dfi aittri&ediBcbia Elenwmc* havesgctoachl" \U,!/—«£, p- i6o|.

• mi. it'imr Amkre/. Oti. i^j, p. ig.
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is chronologically fixed at 1149 B.C.; the beginning of the

Hellenic migrations may be dated back to the 13th century

When the Hellenes migrated 'rum Central Europe to Greece, the

period of the genctal ethnic dispereion was already closed,

and the migratory period which next followed began with the

Hellenes and was continued by the lta!i, Gauls, Germane, etc.

The difficulties created by this view ate insurmountable. Thus

we should have to suppose that from this relatively contracted

Aryan cradle countless tribes swarmed over Europe since the

13th century #.c, speaking profoundly different languages (Greek,

Keltic, Latin, etc.), all ditlctentiated iir.ee that time on the shores

of the Baltic. The proto-Aryans with their already specialised

tongues had reached the shore* of the Mediterranean long before

that time, and according to Maspero', were known to the Egyptian*

of the 5th dynasty (3990—3S04 a.c.) if not earlier. Allowing that

these may have rather been pre-Hellene* (Pelasgians), we still

know that the Acha»ns had traditionally arrived about 1150 ac.

and they were already speaking the language of Homer. As far

as can be judged from tlseir respective languages, a most valuable

criterion in questions of origins, the proto-Hellenes were in closer

contact with the proto-Iranian* before the dispersion than with

the European Aryans. Hence they probably reached the Balkan

peninsula and Greece, not from North or Central Europe, bat

from the Iranian upland* through Asia Minor, where Hominel

finds blond and bluc-cycd Aryans referred to in the Tell el-

Arcama tablets.

Indeed I think we m3) safely say that no Actants, or any

other proto-Hcilcocs, could have come from the Baltic land*.

The farther hack the migration is dated, the neater will their

speech approximate to the Aryan mother tongue, and consequently

be the farther removed from the Teutonic, wliich nevertheless

according to MUllenhoff was already highly specialised about

1000 nc Hence the Greek of that period must have differed

profoundly from the Germanic- And even if we go turther back

to the migration period (13th century B.C. as is assumed), then the

difference will still be great, the two branches having all along

1 faaw tfCiti/iafu*, p. *91.
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followed different and extremely divergent lines of evolution 1
.

Yet both are brought at or about the tame time from die same

are*, the district west of the Vistula, which is impossible.

The difficulty is intensified when we throw in the Keltic and

Italic groups, also assumed to have been specialised in the same

region and ahout the same time. There is, to be

malmartaK.
l,lrc

>
'I11 Lithuanian factor, of which so much has

been made, and which certainly cannot be over-

looked. But the archaic character of this language, which still

survives in tno forms (Lithuanian proper and Let tic) in the Wilna

and neighbouring districts, is dUrioctly of a proto-Slavic type, and

has no particular bearing on the question at issue. It can prove

nothing except that, owing to local conditions, a very early form

of Slavonic speech has persisted in the region where otic might

almost expect to find it I cannot tee that it throws much light

on Aryan and still less on Hellenic origins, but is rather connected

with Slav migrations, u! which presently.

It is evident from the national traditions that the proto-Grcebs

did not arrive en bbc, bat rather at intervals in separate and often

hostile bands bearing different names. But all there groups—

Adileans. Danai, Atgians, Dolopes Myrmidons, Lcleges and

many others, some of which were also found in Asia Minor, but

not in the Baltic lands—retained a strong sense of their common
origin. The sentiment, which may be called racial rather than

national, received ultimate expression w’hen to all of them was

extended the collective name of Hellenes (Sellenes originally),

that is, descendants of Deucalion's son Hellen, whose two sous

<4iolus and Doras, and grandson Ion, were supposed to be the

progenitors of the itolians, Dorians, and Ionian®. But such

traditions arc merely reminiscences of times when the tribal

1 Tor usurer, tbe two t&oMiie iy.Umi diffmd leu tais, sod while pccto-

Tmtonic tint i i*«li-dciclt>jiol Kale ct sound ildtiing pemliu to itself. !{rllrr«

1 run:u ca the contrary towards the Keltic P end Q wvih T soperndded. as we

see in rich vnrisrsli »s r<r«.p.i, rltipw, rut, >i«. He-, where all Ihe initials (»,

v. ) K|ir»cii! mi organic f. Bai the shift in Grtek was very Irregular un
i

Gtideielopcd, all the chaepes occurring even within the ante djlcet, as if me
o> much 'y normal internal eiolutinn, at by cutwin! InOutnara—coniacr, for

in.mnce, wah preco Gaels and picoo-Kymiy ui As-a Man at the hil-iti

pMinsaui (see above).
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The C-~k

groupings 'till prevailed, and it may he taken for planted tha: the

three main branches of the Hellenic stock did not ipring from a

particular family that rose to power in comparatively recent timet

in the Thessalian district of Phthiotis. Whatever truth may lie

behind the Hellenic legend, it u highly probable that, at the time

when Hellen is said to have flourished (about rgoo B.C.), the

.£oNc-tpeaking communities of Thessaly. Arcadia, Ilrcotia, the

closely-allied Dorians of Phorxa. Argo*, and Uconia. and the

Ioniins of Attica, had already bceo dearly specialised, lud in

fact formed special groups before entering Greece,

later their dialects, afeer acquiring a certain polish

and leaving some imperishable records of the

many-sided Greek genius, were gradually merged in the literary

Nolnnic or Attic, which thus l>ecamc the «coivy at, 0'

current speech of the Greek world.

Admirable alike for its manifold aptitudes and surprising vitality,

the language of Aeschylus, Thucydides, and the other great

Athenians outlived all the vicissitudes of the Byxantinc empsre.

during which it was for a time banished from southern Greece,

and even still survives, although in a somewhat degraded form, in

the Romaic or N'eo-Hcllcnic tongue of modem Hellas. Romaic,

a name which recalls a tune when the Byzantines were

known as " Romans" throughout the East, differs far less from

the classical standard than do any of the Romance tongues from

Latin. Since the testetahon of Greek independence peat efforts

have been made to revive the old Language in all its purity, and

some modern writers now compose in a style differing little from

that of the classic peried.

Yet the Hellenic race itself has almost perished on the main-

land. Traces of the old Greek type have been detected by

Lenormant and others, especially amongst the women of Patras

and Missolonehi. But within living memory Attica ms still an

Albanian land, and Falltnerayer has conclusively shown that the

Peloponnesus and adjacent districts had become thoroughly

blavoniscd during the 6th and 7th centuries'. “For many cen-

turies,* writei the careful Roester, "the Greek peninsula served

1 Grihuhti dir Mi’IHiwI .Vivr-r. Slut!pit iSjo. S« also G. Finlay s

G-ntr. ai/i the Antinf. Kit. :86s, vi. p. 1 .«*.

35K.
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at a colonial domain fot the Slavs, receiving the overflow of their

population from the Sartnatian lowlands’." Their presence i$

betrayed in numerous geographical term*, such as Vanera in

Arcadia, Glegn*, TtHikhma etc. Nevertheless, 9ince the revival

of the Hellenic sentiment that has been a steady flow of Gteck

immigration from the Archipelago and Anatolia, and the Alba-

nian. Slav, Italian, Turkish, Rumanian, and Norman elements

have in modem Greece already become almost completely Hel-

Joined, at least in speech. Of the old delects Doric alone

appears to have survived in the Tsaconic of the Laconian hills.

The Greek language has. however, disappeared from Southern

Italy, Sicily, Syria, and the greater part of Egypt and Asia Minor,

where it was long dominant.

To understand the appearance of Slavs in the Peloponnesus

tii« 'I*,.
“* mu31 8° **ac *4 10 !*lc Eurasian steppe, the pro-

' bible cradle of these multitudinous populations.

Hetc they are generally identified with the ancient Sarmat*, uho

already before the daun of history oerc in possession of the South

Russian plain? between the Scythians towards the east and the

proto-Germanic tr.bes before their migration to the Baltic lands.

But even at that time, before the close of the Neolithic Age, there

must have been interminglings, if r,ot with the western Teutons,

almost certainly with the eastern Scythians, which helps to explain

the generally vague character of the references marie by classical

writers both to the Sarmatians and the Scythians, who sometimes

seem to be indistinguishable fictn savage Mongol hordes, and at

others are represented as sent: cultured peoples, such as the Aryans

of the Bronrc period might have been round about the district of

Olbia and the other early Milctian settlements on the northern

shores of the Euxine.

Owing to these early crossings Andre Lefevre goes so far as to

say tliat “ there is no Slav race’," bat only nations of divers more

or less pure types, more or less crossed, speaking dialects of the

same language, who later received the name of Slavs, borne by a

prehistoric tribe of SarmttfiaM, and meaning “renowned,'

* fomi uUikt StiidUJi

.

2 Bttf. $*t. J'Antfo.*. 1896, p. $5 1 ft).
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••illusmous'.” Both their language and mythologies, continue!

M. Lefevre, point to the vast region near Irania jj the primeval

bode of the Slav, as of the Keltic and Germanic population*.

The Sauromat* <x S&rmaue of Herodotus *, who had given their

name to the mass of Slav or Slavoniscd peoples, still dwelt north

of the Caucasus and south of the Jiudini between the Caspian, the

Don and Sea of Azov: •• after crossing the Tanais (Don) we are

no longer in Scythia; we begin to enter the lands

of the Sauroroata:, who, starting from the angle of

the Palus Mceotis (Sea of Azov), occupy a space of

15 days' march, where are neither trees, fruit-trees, nor savages.

Above the tract fallen to them the Bodini occupy another district,

which is overgrown with all kinds of trees

1

." Then Herodotus

seems to identify these Sarmatbns with the Scythians, whence all

the subsequent doubts and confusion. Both spoke the same

language, of which seven distinct dialect* arc mentioned, yet a

number of personal names preserved by the Greeks have a certain

Iranic look, so that these Scythian tongues seem to have been

really Aryan, forming a tramition between the Asiatic and the

European branches of the family. It could scarce iy be other-

wise, for the Scytliians, that ts, the still generalised TcutoSlav

stock, had abixit 1000 years (probably we should now say 30=0 or

400a) before the invasion of Darius been driven by the Mossagetft

from the Oxus basin, where some place die home of Aryan

culture
4
.

They claimed to l>e the youngest of nations, sajs

1 Cl Snoknt p/urvfi. Gf. (row titt. tm). By a sort erf grim

irony the word ha* cow to aicat “slave* in the Wes?, ovitg tothe muki*

of Stow raptured mA enslaved during the medieval hooter warfjre.

tin the term is by many referred to the t<yx word. .jwxvIi. uc^dyta^a

people of intelLgible utterance. sad this is suppxted l^y the form aA>iv.i*

«xpnmag in Neiie* and •tall borne by a sonthcro Slav gw<ip.

* IV. 11.

* These Bidtoi ore devcnbe.1 os a Urge U£t>;a with "icsuorkablv blue eyes

ztd r«d hrir," on which account Zsborowtk; think- ther miy have been

u&Cators of the preseac Finns. Bat ihry may al*> very well have lieer. Irl&i«r1

pcotc-Germani left behind by the hotly ot the oauaa tn nw// fu« licir nev

Baltic Him.
4 Sue e.j»aiiJly R- von Hiring, Tkt £x*W«r /'tr 1^7, cn thi*

point.

35—

*
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Herodotus, and remembered their exodus, their wanderings round

the Caspian, and down the great river valleys to the Euxinc

Both Slav and Germanic tribes had probably in remote times

penetrated up the Danube and the Volga, while some of die

former under the name of IVaub (Vcnedi, Hencti, Eneti) appear

to have reached the Adriatic and the present Venciia on the

one hand, and on the other the Baltic shores down the Vistula,

thus enveloping and pressing westward their Keltic and Germanic

forenmnets, The movement was continued far into medieval

times, when great overlappings look place, and when numerous

Slav tribes some still known as Wends, others as Sorbs, Crealt. or

Cktbhi, ranged over central Europe to Pomerania and beyond

the Upper Elbe to Suabia. Most of these have long been Teu-

toniaed, but a few of the PoSaii' survive as Wends in Prussian

and Saxon Lausatr, while the Chckhs and Stovaki still hold their

ground in Bohemia and Mows in. as the Fobs do in Posen and

the Vistula valley, and the Rmnbii or Rulhetui with the closely

allied “ la-.tle Russians," in the Carpathians, Galicia, and Ukrania

It was from the Carpathian lands that came those Yuge-

$/ats ("Southern Slavs”) who, under the collective

name of Sorbs (Serbs* Servians), moved southwards

beyond the Danube, and overran a great part of the

Balkan peninsula and nearly the whole of Greece in the 6th and

jth centuries. They were the Khorvats' or Khrobats' from the

upland ‘alleys of tlw Oder and Vistula, whom, after his Persian

wars, Heracltuj invited to settle in the wasted provinces south oi

the Danube, hoping, as Nadir Shah did later with the Kurds in

Khoeasar, to make them a notthem bulwark of the empire against

the incursions of the Avars and other Mongolo-Turki hordes.

Thus wu formed the first permanent settlement of the Yugo

Slavs in Croatia, Istria, Dalmatia, Bosnia, and the Narenta valley

i Thai is Hie Elte Slaver, 6c«n/*=t'j\ nrar, and Za.V^Bbci el. r,«.>•

(Pcmraniana), "by ihe sei”; Boewls, PonmU. Pnusb. originally peopled

liy die Pruett, t hrerch cl tie Lithuanians Germuiied ia the : ;:li ceniury.

- Cirpeli, KArato, A'iomif nte *’,1 111* uorf, raeseinc Highlands

muantains haul not utterly an ethnic tern, sfehaiBfc »t present so uio! ty ibe

Crx. iu oi Crtafhm, n carohUraMe wetion of the Yugo-Siu« Woth of lb

«

Denote.
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in 5So, under the five brother! Klukas, 1-obol. Koscntses, Mdkl,

and Kbrobat, wilh their sisters Tuga and Buga. These were

followed by the kindred Srp (Sorb) tribes from ibe El lie. who left

their home: in Minis and Lusatia, and received as their patri-

mony the whole region between Macedonia and Epirus, Dardania.

Upper Mcesia, the Dacia of Aurelian, and Illyria, i.t. Bosnia and

Servia. The Lower Danube was ar the same time occupied by

the ScptrtKxs, “Seven Nations," also Slavs, who reached to the

foot of the Hemus beyond the present Varna. Nothing could

stem this grest Slav inundation, which soon overflowed into

Macedonia (Rumelia), Thessaly, and Peloponnesus, so that for a

time nearly the whole of the Balkan lands, from the Danube to

the Mediterranean, became a Slav domain—pans of Illyria and
Epirus (Albania) with the Greek districts about Constantinople

alone excepted.

Hellas, as above seen, has recovered itself, and the Altonte 1

,

direct descendants of the ancient Illyrians, still hold

their ground and keep alive the last echoes of the Al i,’

old Illyrian language, which was almost certainly a

proto-Aryan form of speech probably intermediate, as above

mentioned, between the Italic and Hellenic branches. They even

retain the old tribal system, so that there are not only two main

sections, the northern Ghtgs and the southern TihAi, but each

section is divided into a number of minor groups', such as the

Mallieaon (Klemenri, Pulari, Hoti, etc.) and Mirdites (Dibri,

Fandi, Maria, etc) in the north, and the Toxides (whence Toshk)

and the Yapidcs (Lapides) in the south. The southerners are

mainly Orthodox Greeks, and in other respects half-Hclicnued

Epirotes, the northerners partly Moslem and partly Roman

» That it, “HfcfclMdm" (toot a//, height. hlTiy From A/*, it,,

tbjicgh tbe Byiintlue An c<mx% the Turkish Arnuut% while tl»e n&iionil

nrae Stifttar has preciitly the uc^ nesning {row ikip
t
uef

%
is in

fcopulos, cliff, crogX Thu the very rcomicUim Itilo*H«U«fUc ao«l

even Keltic (*»£J vetetoft.
5 Thete ire *V*i? twerjy to fikit «r /to* Iphmiki} aitar&i :he

Gbegs, isA the practise of «%o£iccu» saiiriigc Mill survives in>w^t tie Mir*

cites rath cf tbe Drin, who, altbcogh Catholics, seek their viva tin ogst ibe

Hmaundtaf hcuflt Twkish *r>d Mutanmatlan Gh<g pwpahiious.
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Catholics of the Latin r.te. From this section came chiefly those

Albanians who, alter the death (1*67) of their valiant champion,

George Castriota
|
StanJchg, “Alexander the Great"). fled from

Turkish oppression and formed numerous settlements, especially

in Calabria and Sicily, and still retain their national tradi-

tions.

In their original homes, located by some between the Bug

and the Dnieper, the Slavs have not only recovered

from the tierce MongoloTurki and Finn tornadoes,

by winch the eastern steppes were repeatedly swept

for over 1500 years after the building of the Great Wall, but have

in recent historic times displayed a prodigious power of expansion

second only to that of the British peoples. Tnc Rmu'aiu (Great,

Little, and "’hire Russians), whom political empire non- Stretches

continuously from the Baltic to ibe Pacific, hare already absorbed

nearly all the Mongol elements in East Europe, have founded

compact settlements in Caucasia and West Siberia, and have

thrown off numerous pioneer groups of colonists along all the

highways of trade and migration, and down the great fluvial

arteries between the Ob and the Amur estuary. They number

collectively over too millions, and as their domain of some

1 million square miles is more Compact than that of the English

peoples, while they are themselves apparently more aggressive,

some thoughtful observers have feared lest an exploded “ Yellow

Scare” may be followed by a very real I’antlav terror. Tnc
•' terror " may come, but will subside, because, for political and

economic reasons which cannot lierc be discussed, it will be found

railed on a baseless fabric.

Nor cccc we be detained by the controversy now in progress

between Sergi and Zaborowski regarding a pce-

0°^“' historic spread of the Mediterranean race to

Russia 1
, The skulls from several of the old

Kurgans, identified by Sergi with his Mediterranean type, have

not been sufficiently determined as to date or cultural pcr.ods to

decide the question, while their dolicho shape is common both

to the Mediterraneans and to the proto-Aryans of tire North

' AW. A«. dAntbvf. Vll. 1896.
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European type 1
. To this stock the proto-Slavs are affiliated by

Zaborowski ai»d many others', although the present Slavs are all

distinctly round-headed. Ripley asks, almost in despair, what is

tc he done with the present Slav element, and decides to apply

“ the term Homo A/finm to this broad-headed group wherever It

wears, whether on mountains or plnins, in the west or in the

'Ve arc beset by the same difficulties as we pass with the

Otstt! of the Caucasus into the Iranian and Indian

domains of the proto-Aryan peoples These Ossets,

who arc the only aborigines of Aryan speech in Caucasia, are In

Zaborowski* identified with the Alans, who arc already mentioned

in the is! century A.D and were Scythians of Iranian speech,

blonds, mixed with Medes, and perhaps descendants of the Massa

get*- We know from history that the Goths and Alios became

closely united, and it may be from the Goths that the Osset

descendants of the Alans (some still call themselves Alans)

learned to brew beer. Elsewhere* Zaborowski represents the

Ossets as of European origin, till lately for the most part blonds,

though now showing many Scythian traits. But they are not

physically Iranians " despite the Iranian and Asiatic origin ol

their language," as shown by Max Kowalewsky". On the whole,

therefore, the Osicts may be taken as originally blond Europeans,

closely blended with Scythians, and later with the other modern

Caucasus peoples, who are mostly brown brachys. Bat F.rnest

Chantre’ allies these groups to their brown and btachy Tatar

1 Hence Virchow |Meeting Get Anlbrop. Sac- i$s;) dechint ihu tV

estent and duration of the Sin eticnachawnu in Gann tnrltoey coatd ret

be detrained by the old **IU, Ueoisc it a ia.pc0a4-.de touy oheihtr i g,«t>

•kilt U Si., or not.

* Especnfly Libor Niederte, for whea the protc-Slivi »re imiue-l .maid,

long-headed blonds like the TcUom, aKhoigh he iluiti that raind skill-

occa even of o«J date, ul ptuuilly gives up the ottes.pt to rccumt *w the

Iraniiiion to the modem Slav. Hive we here x [Jsjjinkyicit phtruneam mi

a very urge senle, Mich as Uut Mealed by Prof. Mnalaem?
* Vu gmiotCmg^V I* nftthr Sri*iff M-i.-ilf. Jen*. i8vr-

« Bui. Stv. JAHtknf. ifc)6, p. Si aq.

But. Sv. tt'AmS ref. iSyi. p.

* Until Cmlumitr OnAkte*, 1J93.

' Coasted by Ujfalry, Ltt Atynt etc. p. tl.
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neighbour and denies that the OssetJ are the last remnants o(

Germanic immigrants into Caucasia

We have therefore in the Caucasus a very curious and puttling

phenomenon—several somewhat distinct groups of

Abo^fSi*
**J * al»i>o'in«> mainly of de Lapouge's Alpine type, but

all except the Ossets speaking an amazing number

of non-Aryan stock-languages. Philologists have been for some

time hard at uork in this linguistic wilderness, the “ Mountain of

Languages' of the early Arabo-Pervan writers, without greatly

reducing the number of independent groupt, while many idioms

traceable to a single item still differ so profoundly from each

other that they are practically so many stocks Of the really

distinct families the more important are:—the Kartw/Ii of the

southern slopes, comprising the historical Georgian, cultivated

6ince the 5th century, the Mingrclan, Iraentian, La* of Laaiitan,

and many others
;
the Cker&tss (Circassian), the Abkhasian and

Katard of the Western and Central Caucasus; the Chakon and

Lttgiian, the Audi, the Udi, the KAathi and Du#it' of Dagheitan,

i.e. the Eastern Caucasus. Where did this babel of tongues

come from? We know that 1500 years ago the relations were

much the same as at present, because the Greeks speak of

scotes cf languages current in the port of Dioscurias in their

dmc. If therefore the aborigines are the "sweepings of the

plains,“ they must have been swept up long before the historic

period. I>id they bring their different languages with them, of

were these specialised in their new upland homes? The con-

sideration that an open environment makes for uniformity,

secluded upland valleys for diversity, seems greatly to favour the

latter assumption, which is further strengthened by the now

established fact that, although there are few traces of the Paleo-

lithic epoch, the Caucasus was somewhat thickly inhabited in

the Sen Stone Age. These highlanders need nor therefore be

regarded as sweepings, but rather as true aborigines, the direct

descendants of the round headed race of Alpine Caucasic type,

who had spread from North Africa in Neolithic times into Europe

and Western Asia. Bearing in mind the immensely long duration

of the New Stone Age, «e see at once that this would give ample

time for the development of tlfse non-Aryan agglutinating forms
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of speed) in a region so favourable to such specialisation as the

Caucasus'.

Crossing into Irania we are at once confronted with totally

different conditions. For the ethnologist this region

comprises, betides the tableland between the Tigris

and Indus, both slopes of the Hindu-Kush, and

the Pamir, with the uplands bounded aouth and north by the

upper courses of the Oxus and the Sir darya. Overlooking later

Mongolo-Turki encroachments, a general survey will, I think,

show that from the earliest times the whole of this region has

formed part of the Caucasic domain: that the bulk of the iodi

genous populations must hive belonged to the dark, round-beaded

Alpine type ; that these, still found in compact masses in many

places, were apparently conquered, but certainly Aryan ited in

speech, in very remote prehistoric times by long-headed blond

Aryans of the IRANIC and Galchic branches who arrived in large

numbers from the contiguous Eurasian steppe, mingled generally

with the bradiy aborigines, but also kept aloof in several districts,

where they still survive with mure or leas modified ptOtoAryan

features. Thus w are at once struck by the remarkable fact that

absolute uniformity of speech, always apart from late Mongol

intrusions, has prevailed during the historic period throughout

Irania, which has been in this respect as completely Aryanised as

Europe itself; and further, thar all current Aryan tongues, »itli

perhaps one trifling exception', ate members either of the Iramc

' It should perHsps be -Urol ih»l R. >oa Ercicert {DU SfruAn «i A'ta-

hiiuAtn S.'jmvi, Vienna, 1S91I claims lu hue redeced ill the neo-Aryai

leagues ofthe Cjucisus to of* stock with 3 m»in division: Goorffan; On'
kess with Abkhasian; and LogMaa with Cheehem. “E. «q;ie(l ach cine

ereheilliebo Unpraof illcr 0*sea Spiachea.*' fcut this dees not help us

much, because the divetgeoces ire > pal as 10 let the frimotdial unity

itttl* more than a hrpahnd*. possible to itself, but no longer capable of philo-

logical proof. Xotady con be convinced by the author’) pTOMi
s the Vapaafc of the river cf like name, an afflaeat o! the Zeubhan

:
yet

even this shows leaiqal affinities - ill lianic. whilens stiuctire see'” to mrneci

it with Lumet's Kajuaa ir.l BhddolpVs Bnrish. « »««-Aryan longue orient In

GhUghlt, Yasin, Hvnea at* SiKar. whose Inkafcetnnis me regarded by Bidda'ph

as descendant, of the Yuf-ett. The Ylgwhi themsehe., howwwr. me di-

tineily Alpines, somewhat sht«. very liit.uie oiul hta«R Mth troid fice.

targe head, awl a Savoyard cifacboa. They hx>e the curious cssiom cf never
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or the Gilchic branch of the family. Both Iranic aixi Gaichic are

thus rather linguistic than ethnic term;, and so true is this that a

philologist always ktxros what is meant by an Iranic language,

while the anthropologist is unable to define or form any clear

conception o( an Iranian, who may be either a long headed Aryan

or a round-headed Alpine. Here confusion may be avoided by

reserving the historic name of Pbrsun for the former, and com

prising all the Alpines under the also time-honoured though lest

known name of Tajiks.

Khamkaff has shown that these Tajiks constitute the primitive

clement in ancient Inin. To the true Persians
rre T«“*-

(he we-

L as nc || M l0 a,,, kindred Afghans

in the east, both of dolkho type, the term is rarely applied.

But almost everywhere the sedentary and agricultural aborigines

ate called Tajiks, and ate spoken of as fanh-An, that is, Parsi-

sMn', “of Persian speech," c* else Dikki«*, that is, " Peasants,

“

all being mainly husbandmen “of Persian race and tongue'.'

They form endless tribal, or at least social, groups, who keep

somewhat aloof from their proto-Aryan conquerors, so that, in

the cast especially, the ethnic fusion is far from complete, the

various sections of the community being still rather juxtaposed

than fused in a single nationality. When to then primeval

differences is 3dded the tribal system still surviving in full vtgou:

amongst the intruding Afghans themselves, we sec

how impossible it is yet to speak of an Afghan

nation, but only of heterogeneous masses loosely held together

by the paramount tribe—at present the Duraii of Kabul.

The Tajiks are first mentioned by Herodotus, whose /Wrier*

ate identified by Hammer and Khanikoff with them*. They are

cutting ba *l»*y» betaking ilteir tnw!. tt* use of the knife Uang sure :o rait.

tie pike of Ikut.

£>Ma, longue, bnemge-

* OH, Jet, village.

If. Water, Ft** fc Tlgrii, (>- iC. Of coirse rhh tnrtllrr refers

not, to the T»>k» of tie pfeteaa (Penis, AfghJiuHinl. Of the Gikhc Tajiks

he knew nothing: nor iafeot * the distiecttea even yet quke understood by

Ewwpran ettaolc^iits

4 in. yi.

! E\en Ptolemy'S *<w>xs* appear Co be the sime people, r twit-g an error
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now commonly divided into Lowland, and Highland « Hill Tajik!,

of whom the former were always Pacivdn, whereas the Hill Tajiks

lid not originally speak Persian at all, but, as many still da, an

independent sister language called G.lchie, current in the Pamir,

Ztf.sfshan and Str-darya uplands, and holding a somewhat inter-

mediate position between the lranic and Indie branches

This term Galcha. although new to science, has long been

applied to the Aryans of the Pamir valleys, being
IBltU;<h„

identified with the Caldatiei fepuli of the lay Jesuit

Benedict GuC*. who crossed the Pamir in 1603. and describes

them as -<x’ light hair and beard like the Belgians." Mejendotn

also colls those of Zciafshan “ Eastern Persians, Galchi, Gakhas."

The word has been explained to mean ‘‘the hungry raven who

has withdrawn to the nsountains,” probably in reference to those

lowland Tajiks who took refuge in the uplands from the pre-

datory' Turkt hordes. But it S r.o dctibl the Persian gotcha,

a peasant or down, then n vagabond, etc., «hence galthagi,

rudeness

As shown by
J.

Biddulph', the tribes of Galchic speech range

over both slopes d the Hindu-Kush, comprising the natives of

Sarakol, Wakhan. Shignan, Munjan (with the Yidofes of the Upper

Lud-kho or Chitral river). Sanglich. and ishkashim. To these lie

• s inclined to add the Pakhpui and the Shakshus of the Upper

Yarkand-darya. as well as tliose of the Kcclu valley, with whom
must now also be included the Zcrafshan Galchas (Maghians,

Kslituts, Falghaia, Macha* and Fans), but not the Yagnobis. All

these form also one ethnic group of Alpine type, with whom on

linguistic grounds Brddulph also includes two other groups, the

Khos of Chitral with the Siah Posh of Kafiriuan, and the Shins

(Hards), Gdcs, Chilisi and other small tribes of the Upper Indus

ar.d side valleys, all these apparently being long.heads of the blond

Aryan type. Keeping this distinction in view, Biddulph's valuable

treatise on the Hindu-Kush populations may be followed with

for r, so ih»t rori.a. woold be ibe nearest possible Crest* rrarxriptian of

jlrfit. Major Riteny l

A

'.’/;nfsn and ev^where} v*yi:e4 T*jzii
%
vL>:h comti

wry Mix to 1So oW *oend d iK Chine*r 7**chi cr T*-tAik given

by i Kt»o, who *i**c»! *»* WtU ia lit »XT.
|
Dc^ulgnc*).

1 TriM tfik*
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aft!)’. He traces the Galeha idioms generally to the old Baktrian

(East Persian, sc-callcd "Zend Avesta”), the Shfn however lean-

ing closely to Sanskrit, while Khowar. the speech of the Chitrali

(Khos> is intermediate between Baktr.an and Sanskrit- But

dilfcrcr.ces prevail on these details, which will give occupation

to philologist* for some time to come.

Speaking generally, all the Galchas of the northern slopes

(most of Biddulph's firs group) are physically con-

T?in' I>cc,cd al1 Ae «her Lo*hnd and Hill Tajiks,

with whom should also probably be included

FlphinstoneV southern Tajiks dwelling south of the Hindu-Ku.lt

(Kohistsni. Berrakis, Purntuli or Fermuli, Sirdehn, Ststani, and

others icattered over Afghanistan and northern Baluchistan).

Their type is pronouncedly Alpine, so much w that the* have been

spoken of by French anthropologists as "those belated Savoyard)

of Kohatan'." Dc lijfalvy, who has studied them carefiiliy,

describes them as tall, brown or bron/cd and even white, with

ruddy cheeks recalling the Englishman, black or chestnut hair,

sometimes red and even light, smooth, wavy or curly, full beard,

brown, ruddy or blood (he met two brothet6 near Penjakend w ith

hair "blanc conune du lit"); brown, blue, or grey eyes, never

oblique, long, shapely nose slightly curved, thin, straight lips, oval

face, stout, vigorous frame, and round heads with cephalic index u
high as Sd’go This description, which is confirmed by Bonvalcc

and other recent observers, applies to the Parwaai, Wakhi,

Badakhshi, and in fact all the groups, so that wc have beyond all

doubt an eastern extension of the Alpine brachy acne through

Armenia and the Bakhtiari uplands to the Central Asiatic high-

lands. In this description wc also see obvious traces of the blond

type grafted on these pre-Aryan Neolithic Tajiks by their Itanic

Aryan conquerors, Just as the Kelts and other pro-Aryan round-

heads were Aryantsed farther west.

We can now, perhaps for the first time, grasp the picture

as a whole, and realise the marvellous uniformity of the ethnical

and linguiRic relations oi two great sections of mankind—Litind'f

1 An Afftunt 1/ Ik/ A'ini<ii« ff 1815.

' "C«i Savoyard' until d: Kc&luan" <tl,falvy, l/i Ar/rni etc.|.
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Horn' enrefaai and II alpinu t, a? the}' may non* be called—who

have been In the closest contact (or thousands of years all along

the borderlands from the heart of Asia to the shores of the

Atlantic.

But the eventful drama is not yet closed. Arrested perhaps

fora time by the barrier of the Hindu-Kush and Suliman ranges,

these wonderful proto-Aryan conquerors lurat at
Ethtfe

last, probably through the Kabul river gorges, on to

to the plains of India, and thereby added another
" "

world to the Caucasic domain. Here they nere brought face

to face with new conditions, which gave rise to fresh changes and
adaptations resulting in the present ethnical relations in the

peninsula. There is good reason to think that in this region the

leavening Aryan element never nas numerous, while even on their

first arrival the Aryan invaders found the land already somewhat

thickly peopled by the aborigines.

These formed at least three, and mosr probably four distinct

ethnical groups—a black substratum forming a section of the

primitive Indo-Malaysian populations
; tribes of Kolarian speech

probably from the north-east, or lion the Himalayan slopes
;

tribes

of Dravidian speech aimott certainly from the north-west through

the Sulimtfn passes
;

lastly, Mongoloid peoples from the Tbctan
plateau, all aniv-.r.g apparently in the order named. Of the cha-

racteristic woolly hair, by which the first might lien be recognised,

few distinct traces have yet been detected
;
nor are the features

anywhere sufficiently negroid to remove all doubts as to tl*u

presence'. Hcucc we may perhaps infer that little remains of

this substratum except a general deepening of the colour of the

skin, if it U to be traced to this source rather than to environ-

mental influences.

The fourth or Mongoloid element has also mainty disappeared

from India proper, and is found now only on the northern and

nordi-ecsteru uplands near their original Tibetan homes, beyond

1
N'ripv*'! lit XsgiiluiraU. are however shown in the row, s«!h, nod hut

ot the Faniyan ucomn figured la the Madras Can. NuMwn S«r**, vol ll.

No. i, Madras. iSy;, p. 15.
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which they maj have never ranged very far into the plains.

Even the Kols or Kouakians'. who formerly over-
The Koif.

s)<eaj ,|lc plains, of Bengal, arc now restricted to

the hilly and jungly tracts between Upper and Lower Bengal,

the Chota Nagpore plateau, and generally from the Ganges to

about >8' N. I*t. Their chief divisions are the Santak. Mundas,

Kharias, Korwas, Kurkus, Melttos. Mal-Paharia*', and Savant,

each speaking a distinct dialect of the common Kolarian speech,

which seems to show affinities with the Kirantiof Nepal, but none

with the Mon of Pegu, as has been suggested by Dr Mason and

others’.

In features, says Dalton, the kols show "much variety, and

I think ir. a great many families there is a considerable admixture

of Aryan blood- Many have high nose* anil oval faces ami

young girls sre at times me: with who have delicate and regular

features, finely-chiselled straight notes, and perfectly formed

mouths and chins. The eyes, however, are seldom so large, so

bright, and guelle-libe as those of pore Hindu maidens, and

1 have met Strongly marked Mongolian features- In colour they

vary greatly, the copper tints being about the most common

[though the Mfaapur Kols are very dark] Eyes dark brown,

hair black, straight or wavy [as all over India], Both men and

women are noticeable for their fine, erect carriage atx! lor.g, free

stride'.*

All this, taken in connection w ith the affinities of their speech

to some of the Nepalese idioms, points to a proro-Mongoloid

people, who arrived in remote times, intermingled with the black

aborigine-:, and afterwards crossed with Aryans.

There remain the Draviduns, to whom the same remark may

apply, with this difference, that l>oth the black and the Mongol

1 TTio term AV, whirl) ofciis x- an cllnwil i» a K"al "ih»l »*"•«*.

and trw lint iniK*i»iCftl liy Cantj t<ll inarciJective«ctise(ifc£6i, U of unknown

i.Tigin, but pidxibly cccxet'.n. with l loot acining “Man" <\Y. QccJ;c.

7 Cdjft/. Ill, p. ijH>.

- Biibop CiMuell, Tkt Ltttgrtittft /m**. iS;*.. At ibr CCtuu* of i$$i

jLout 5 million* uvrc mimed ** of KoUrrtn .pm*:*.

* OpU rOfbos P***r roMl it the AsUl Hoc Xav. 1877.

• JktenfGu lyo.
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trait* arc more effaced, and the Aryan more iceentuaied. llut,

as should he expected, there are many aberrant

groups showing divergence, in all directions, as oJmau»
amongst the Kuramkis and T-Jcts of the N'ilgiris,

the former approximating to the Mongol, the Utter to the Aryan

standard. The Rev. W Sikcmeicr, who lias lived amongst them

for years, writes to me that “many of the Kurumbas hare decided

Mongoloid face and stature, and appear to be the aborigines of

that region 1." My correspondent adds that much nonsense has

been written about the Toda», who have become the trump card

of popular ethnographies. “Being ransacked by’ European

visitors they invent all kinds of traditions, which they found out

their questioners liked to get, and for which they were paid.
1 '

Still the type it remarkable and strikingly European, “well pro-

portioned and stalwart, with straight nose, regular features and

perfect teeth," the chief characteristic being the development of

the hairy system, less however thin amongst the Ainu, whom
they so closely resemble'. Front the illustrations given in Mr
Thurston’s valuable series one might be tempted to infer that a

.roup of proto-Aryans had reached this extreme limit of their

Asiatic domain and here lor untold ages preserved their original

type in almost unsullied purity.

The Dravidians occupy the greater part ol the Dekkan, where

they arc constituted in a few great nations—Tclugis (Telingas);

Tamils (numbers of whom have crossed into Ceylon and occupied

the northern and central parts of that island, working in the coffee

districts), Kanaresc, and the Malayalim of the west coast. These

with someothers were brcsight at an early date under Aryan (Hindu)

influences, but l ave preserved their highly agglutinating Praridian

speech, which has no known affinities elsewhere, unless perhaps

with the language of the Brahais, who are regarded by many as

belated Dravidians left behind in East Baluchistan.

But for this very old, but highly cultivated Dravidtan language,

which is vrili spoken by about 5a millions between Dr<viaj>B

the Ganges and Ceylon, it would no longer be *"<< Aty»r

possibk to distinguish these southern Hindus from
*

1 /rtf.', June 1$, i$',f.

1 Edgar Tkii.-.on. JaiArv/ibff <i:.. But. «. Madras, 1^. pp. 1*7-6.
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those of Aryan speech who occupy all the Test of the peninsula

together with the southern slopes of the Hindu-Kush and parts of

the western Himalayas. Their main divisions ate the Kashmiri,

many of whom might be called typical Aryans; the Punjabis with

several sub-groups, amongst which are the Sikhs, religious sec-

taries hall Moslem half Hindu, alto of magnificent physique:

the Gujaratit, Mahratis. Hindis. Bengalis, Aaarais, and Orarms

of Orissa, all speaking Neo-Sanskritic idioms, which collectively

constitute the Indie branch of the Aryan family. Hindustani

or Urdu, a simplified form of Hindi current especially in tlie

Doab, or "Two waters," the region between the Ganges and

Jumna above Allahabad, has become a sort of lingua franca, the

chief modium of intercourse throughout the peninsula, and is

understood by certainly over too millions, while all the popula-

tions of Neo-Sanskritic speech numbered in i&?8 considerably

over ;oo millions.

Perhaps the most surprising feature oi these teeming multi-

tudes is the remarkable uniformity of their physical characters, as

indicated especially by the prevailing dolicho shape of the hud
everywhere in the peninsula. Thus in Mr Risley's tables 1 the

averages of cephalic indices fot Bengal, Oudh. the North-west

Provinces and the north generally, range from jt to about };.

rising of course much higher (S4) on the Himalayan slopes, that

is, the Mongoloid Tibetan territory. In the extreme tooth also

Mr Thurston's averages are 74, and 76 for the Madras Pre-

sidency' It is difficult to cvplain this phenomenon on the

assumption that the ptoto-DravidianS were of brachy Mongol

stock, as the Kols almost certainly were, if not aWo the later Jat

and Rajput intruders. These, one would suppose, must have

sufficed to have swamped both the dolicho black aborigines and

the comparatively recent Aryan invaders, or at least to raise the

indices everywhere above their actual low averages.

Arc »c driven to infer with dc Lapouge that the form of the

head is not so much a racial as a social question? If so. we

should have to infer further that, while the inferior round-heads

are gaining On the superior long heads in Europe, the reverse

1 Qe>*ed by Cr>o\«, I, p. CXXIX.
5 Mailiu Govt. Met. Ser«s, faniut.
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process 15 going on in the Indian peninsula. Are the racial con

ditions of the two regions 8uch as to warrant this concision *

Surety not, 50 long as nearly 300 million natives are held in

political subjection and administered by a00 or 300 thousand

Euroj-eans from a base 6000 or 7000 miles away. Ethnology is.

He 3 wo-edged sword, an extremely dangerous weapon to be

introduced into the discussion of social questions, until the whole

field is thoroughly surveyed and the broad icsulis clearly coordi

nated.

Here we derive little help from the consideration of caste,

whatever view be taken of the origin of this Institu-

tion. The rather obvious theory that it was intro- ci|I,
Hll< "

doced by the handful of Aryan conquerors ro

prevent the submergence of the race in the great ocean of black

ot dark aborigines, b now rejected by Mr NellieId'1 and others,

uho hold that its origin a occupational, aquestion rather of social

or industrial pursuits becoming hereditary in family groups than oi

race distinctions sanctioned by religion. They point out that the

commentator's interpretation of the Pancka Kttiaya, " Five

Classes,* as Br<ihnjr> (priests), Kthalriyat (fighters), Vanya

(traders), Sudn (peasant! and craftsmen of all kinds), and .ViiAJJa

(savages or outcasts) b recent, and conveys only the cuncnt senti

men: of the age. It never had any substantial base, and even

m the comparatively late Institutes of Mann “the rules of

food, connubium and intercourse between the various castes ate

very different from whot we find at present"; alio that, far from

being eternal and changeless, caste has been subject to endless

modifications throughout the whole range of Hindu myth and

history- Ncc 3 it an institution peculiar to India, while even

hese the stereotyped four or five divisions neither accord with

existing facts, nor correspond to so many distinct ethnical groups

AU this is perfectly true, and it is also true that for generations

the recognised castes, say, social pursuits, have been in a state erf

constant flux, incessantly undergoing processes of segmentation,

so that their number is at present past counting. Nevertheless,

the system may have been, and probably was, first inspired bj

K.

’ liy Creoke, i. p. xx. sq.
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racial motives, an instinctive seme of self-preservation, which

expressed itself in an informal way by local class distinctions

which were afterwards sanctioned by religion, but eventually

hroke down or degenerated into the present relations un-.ict the

outward pressure of imperious social necessities.

Beyond the mainland and Ceylon no Caucasic peoples ot

Aryan speech are known to have ranged in neo-

c^uuni^ Uthic or prehistoric limes. But >«e have already

followed the early migrations of the protoCaucauc

race, here called Indonesians, into Malaysia, the Philippine.

Fccnxna, and the Japanese Archipelago, which they must hare

occupied in the New Stone Age. Here there occurs a great

break, for they ate not again met till wc reach Micronesia and

the still more remote insular groups beyond Melanesia- In

Micronesia the relations are extremely confused,

because, as it seems, this group hail already been

occupied by the Melanesians from New Guinea before the

arrival of the Indonesians, while after their arrival they were

followed at intervals by Malays perhaps from the Philippines and

Formosa, and still later by Japanese, if not also by Chinese from

tlic mainland. Hence the types are here ss varied as the colour,

which appears, going eastwards, to shade off from the dark brown

of the Pelew and Caroline Islanders 10 the light blown of the

Marshall and Gilbert groups, where we already touch upon the

skirts of the true Indonesian domain.

A line drawn athwart the Pacific from New Zealand through

Fiji to Hawaii will roughly cut off this domain from

the rest of the Oceanic world, where ail to the

west is Melanesian, Papuan or niiaed, while all to the light

—

Maori, some of the eastern Jyians, Tonga*!, Samoani. Tahitian!,

Ufarfuuam, Hawaiians and Eat/rr Islanders—constitute die

purest and mow interesting section of the Caacaiie Indonesians.

Thcii claim to belong to this connection can no longer be

seriously i|uestioned, since, as now firmly established, there

luve been from the remotest times both a dolicho and a

teachy section ci the Caucasic division To the former section
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belling oui EasruKN Polynesians, who art mostly longheads'

with remarkably regular failures often of a distinctly European

sump, and other characters of a pronouncedly Csucasic type.

The hair is luoitly black and straight, but also wavy, though

never fti«ly or even kinky. The colour also Is of 3 light brown

compared to cinnamon or cafc-au-lait, and sometimes approaching

an almost white shade, while the tall stature averaging 5 ft. 1 1 in.

or 6 (l slightly exceeds that of several European groups in Sweden,

Norway, Notth Britain and Ireland.

But the language, it is objected, is not Aryan or European

No doubt this H so. Inn the Caueasie peoples of the New Stone

Age spread over North Africa, Europe, and Asia, and most ol

them spoke non-Aryan idioms, as we see very well from the

Hamito-Semitic and the allied Basque, besides thoie of the

Caucasus and Vagnobi, which in its rentatkable survival may

be called the '•Basque of Central Asia.’ Malayo-Polynesian

also, of which Eastern Polynesian is a very pure member, has

us roots on the Astatic inunlind, whence it was diffused over

the Oceanic world by our Indonesians in prehistoric times. The

problems associated with this position ate intricate, but have

already been dealt with in the seventh chapter of this volume.

Migrating at an unknown dale eastwards from Malaysia, the

Indonesians appear to have first formed permanent
M^ ml ,

settlements in Samoa, and more nuticularly in the

island of SorarV, originally Siv/iiti. which name under divers

forms and still more divers meanings accompanied all their subse-

quent migrations over the Pacific waters. Thus we have in Tahiti

Hoiatt', the '‘universe," and the old capital of Raiatca; in Raro-

tonga Avaikt, "the land under the wind"; in New Zealand

/At "the land whence came the Maori"; in the Marquesas

/faiuikt, "the lower regions of the dead," as in toJrtuit Ho: a tit.

1
I miV.: t‘... tuieuicni on ihc auiturliy of Hr Homy, oho, o;«intl the

ritt’V. •
• -io, rod, ri-ni miuiurcmeaM ihv. ‘‘dins 1’es. dans le oocd.

Cl Oan. >r .ol I!- 'rr.: un. dn!irh-«i|ilulw furl pKiunfM" (Hi-jH ;yy,
Tniti ;«’i

;
M.i 111 ;yji, r,«ng coly In ifce nest to fa {La Ha/a .1/uA.yiM,

L'Jml'.i.pL*;-, 1-/1. |>. ,j;>.

‘ H ererywhoe takes iht [t.i.ecl A, which is pi&crveil only In He Sunoifl

rothcreangiMi «f. Or. f»rd wish L«. ,/>«, &«. JiKU-

36 -i
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" return 10 the land of thy forefathers,
1' the words with which the

victims in human sacrifices were speeded to the other world

,

lastly in Hawaii, the nan* of the chief island of the Sandwich

group.

That such reminiKCTKcs should be preserved for long ages is

characteristic of these Indonesian), whose myths and legends,

sometimes unexpectedly verified in surprising nays, show that

they were gifted with very long memories. Some of their poetic

and even sublime cosmogonies would almost seem to have ac

contained all their wanderings from their Central Asiatic cradle

through Malaysia to tbeir present eastern homes. More liar,

one of these cosmogonies Stans with Chaos, Immensity, Gloomy-

Night—not so much concrete as abstract concepts. Almost

purely subjective notions, tlsese entities, writes Dr Tautain 1

,

must have been preceded by more material beings, by simpler

and more tangible deities. In all the Polynesian cosmogonies,

of which there is great store, we find Heaven. Earth, the Universe,

the After-World, recurring under diverse names and forms, per-

sonified by language, embodied in animistic and anthropomorphic

philosophies—echoes, as it were, of the Vcdic hymn* reverberating

from isle to isle over die bread Pacific waters.

* i&yi.. p. ;,>•
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